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The Newspaper Index Project is sponsored by the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society. The Akron Beacon Journal Index is co-sponsored by the Akron Public Library and the City of Akron.
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Index entries are arranged alphabetically under subjects and proper names. In most instances material has been filed under specific rather than under general headings. Examples: Baseball news is under BASEBALL and not under SPORTS; news concerning the New York Central Railroad is under that name and not under RAILROADS or TRANSPORTATION. With few exceptions names of organizations appear under the key term of the name. Examples: NEGRO WOMEN'S CLUBS IN OHIO, ASSN OF; SOCIAL WORK, MATT CONF IF; LABOR, OHIO FED IF. Exceptions: chambers of commerce, companies, and some well-established names. Whenever necessary, headings are subdivided by geographical and topical subheads. Examples: FRANCE - Politics and Government; SCHOOLS - Ohio - Textbooks.

The proper name or subject heading is followed by a brief descriptive sub-entry and by a reference line. The following arrangement of sub-entries under headings is generally observed: Unrelated sub-entries are paragraphed singly in chronological order. In the case of related sub-entries continuity is maintained by arranging the items chronologically within the same paragraph. In a few other instances, where material is scattered under general headings (e.g., BOOKS, MOVIE PICTURES, BIRTHS, DEATHS, MARRIAGES), the sub-entries are arranged alphabetically.

The reference line indicates date, page, and column. Examples: N 1, 9:2; meaning November 1, page 9, column 2.

When the location of an event is not expressly designated or otherwise indicated under subject, the place of action is local.
ABANDONED CHILDREN. See Children - Abandoned

ARRAS, JAMES
Served for divorce by wife Clara, Apr 19, 8:1; decree granted, Je 8, 11:4

ARRITT, GRACE
Takes an immigrant girl at First Baptist Ch, We 5, 5:2

ARRITT, MABEL
Shot to death, George Stone held, F 15, 2:6

ARRITTSSVILLE CEMETARY (Colt)
Trustees held responsible for shortage in accounts of Sexton William H Townsend; Ja 20, 1:5

AREL, FRANK S
Served for divorce by wife Emma A, Ag 20, 12:1

ARENA, GEORGE & CO
Awarded contract to remodel bldgs at Miami Univ., Ja 12, 12:2

AREL, WILLIAM
Bitten by dog, Je 22, 5:1

ARBOURS
Dr John V Triple convicted, Col's, U 26, 4:6

ARMS-ORTH MFG CO
Inc, Je 29, 8:2

ARMBRUSTER, MYER (Meyer Abrahamson)
Held as robbery suspect, H 30, 12:6

ARBECH, DOROTHY
Injured in st car-slap-collision, F 3, 5:4; 3:4

ARBITRARY TITLE DECEDANT & TRUST CO
Names with 2 others by Taplin-Brooks-Slack in collection suit, S 10, 8:1

ACCIDENTS
Note: Collisions between different vehicles are indexed under larger vehicle. Followup stories and damage suits resulting from accidents are indexed under names of individuals involved.

Also see: Fires; Insurance; Traffic; Worker's Compensation, etc

AERONAUTICS
Note: Unless otherwise specified, persons involved and injured.

David Neil plane crash Canton, Ap 8, 10:1
Fred A Southard killed in plane crash at Goshen, My 21, 1:3
Clara Cawrow parachute collapse Col's, Ja 8, 5:4
Oliver Thodeau dies when parachute falls into lake, Clev, Je 8, 8:8
Thomas Hefford killed in fall from balloon, Canton, Jy 29, 10:3
Kepfer and R B Sanders in plane crash at Givler Lake, Ag 17, 1:2

ASPHYXIATION & SUFICATION
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are asphyxiated

Akron
Frank Green suffocates, Jy 8, 1:2.
John Allen recovers, N 1, 1:3

Ashland
S H Welz and William Mcглаffie recover, U 4, 10:2

Gladys Jackson revives, U 26, 5:2

Barberton
E E Billings and Robert Clarke recover, D 2, 3:1

Cause and Prevention
Health authorities investigate deaths, Clev, F 5, 3:3
Citizens report using gas stoves without flue connections, Akron, N 16, 1:7

Cincinnati
Robert Nichols and 2 sons suffocate, My 17, 1:8
Jacob Sachs and 4 others recover, 1 other suffocates, Je 4, 1:4

Cleveland
Ida Garle recovers, Ja 10, 1:3
Tina Mudrigan and Frank Britts, Ja 22, 12:3
Howard Glicksman, F 2, 3:3
William Burgess revives, F 12, 10:2
George Heagney and family recover, F 12, 10:2
Otto Zarnke, F 16, 11:1

Delaware
Jacob Davidson suffocates, Ap 25, 14:2

Elyria
James Clark suffocates, Jy 19, 2:4

Fairport
Nicholas Atwell and family recover, Je 5, 10:2

Hubbard
Mrs Minnie Mcllathy, S 17, 14:1

Milan
Leon Lentsch suffocates, N 8, 24:1

Norwalk
Frank Yeagle and 5 others, N 23, 1:6
James Neager suffocates, Joseph Sand and James Thorpe recover, N 25, 10:2

Sebring
Mrs Isaac Ball recovers, Ja 26, 15:8

Silver Lake
Dr Ballard Lodge son revived from near suffocation, Jy 18, 2:1

Toledo
Mrs Hattie Zaville infant smothered to death, W 1, 11:3

Wilton
Roy Stroup and Dallas Shanklin, Jy 16, 8:3
ACCIDENTS - ASPHYXIATION & SUFFOCATION (Cont)

Youngstown
La Verne Gilmore revived, D 2, 10:4

AUTOMOBILES
See Accidents - Motor Vehicles

BASEBALL
See Accidents - Sports

BIKE CYCLING
See also Accidents, subheads Motor Vehicles, Railroads

Akron
Steiner in crash, My 20, 11:7
Crusade to enforce sidewalk curb started by police dept, Je, 12, 2:1
George Hambrecht, O 14, 4:2

Northampton
Jay Lutz, My 17, 14:4

Sandusky
George A Millott in fall, Ap 11, 5:2

Wadsworth
Riders warned to stay off sidewalks, M 27, 2:3

BOATING
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons involved drown
See also Accidents, subheads Explosions, Ships

Henry Kent and 2 others drown, 1 rescued, E Liverpool, Ap 12, 1:5
Harry Wallace and Gene Thompson, Coshocton, My 20, 16:2
Thomas Porter rescued by Jack Vance and Eliza Thomas, Cuy Falls, Je, 10, 1:4
Frank Williamson falls, Toledo, My 12, 9:3
Charles Crickler and George Schwindemann rescued from Springfield Lake, Ag 27, 1:7
Clarence Fuller when canoe upset, Ashtabula, S 16, 9:2
James Rusler drowns, E O Carney rescued, Marietta, S 16, 5:4
William McKenna falls, Sandusky, S 30, 10:6
Hard Bass when canoe upset, Marietta, O 29, 7:2

BOATING
See Accidents - Sports

BRIDGES, COLLAPSE OF
Springer & O'Brien steam roller damaged when bridge collapses, Barberton, S 7, 9:2

BUILDING, COLLAPSE OF
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are injured

1912

1912 - BUILDING, COLLAPSE OF (Cont)

Safety conditions in Akron rest good by State Inspector J P Callahan, F 15, 1:3
Samuel Day burns, Clev, Je, 1, 1:4
Alvin Adams high school, Massillon, D 26, 7:2
Five workers fell while working Gibson house after fire, Canton, U 18, 1:6

BURNS
Note: Unless otherwise specified accident was not fatal
See also Accidents, subheads Electricity, Explosions, Fireworks, Fires

Akron
Robert Hall, Ja 1, 3:1
Raymond Rogers, F 14, 10:4
John Flower, M 11, 3:6
Julia O'Connell, Je 8, 1:4
John Topham, Je 5, 1:7
Dorothy Hollis, Ag 30, 9:6
Elizabeth Kern, U 29, 14:3

Ashtabula
Jennie Lowry, D 22, 3:4

Atwater
Paul V Hamilton scalded to death, S 27, 1:4

Barberton
John Kato and John Santino, Je 14, 8:5
E M Satterly, F 20, 2:6
Infant child of S. S. Stroud, Ag 6, 12:3

Bucyrus
Mrs. Zelma Husdon and infant daughter, O 23, 1:7

Caldwell
Joseph Newton scalded to death, F 22, 11:7

Canaan
Walter Davis and Joe Pelli, Je 11, 5:3

Canton
Carmen Lilly, Ag 30, 11:3
Jesse Huffman infant son, Ag 30, 12:3

Cleveland
Mrs Caroline Ruffner, O 8, 5:1
Louis Dana, Robert Travers, and 4 others die, My 2, 1:1

Columbus Grove
Samuel Rustick Jr, Ag 20, 10:3

Cuyahoga Falls
Mrs Elizabeth Mccullough, M 3, 8:5

Delaware
Mrs Harry Eggert burned to death, F 7, 11:7

Findlay
Mrs. Martin Copas and infant son, J 3, 2:7

Mapleton
Edna Wuske scalded to death, Ag 30, 2:7

Massillon
Alice Glass-dies, J 23, 12:4

New Philadelphia
Philip Siltzer and William Siltzer, S 17, 14:1

Niles
William Biddlestone by molten metal, Ag 31, 8:3

Northampton
Mrs Charles Wallockie dies, O 1, 1:5
Claude Lance infant scalded to death, Je 11, 10:4

Ravenna
Mrs Emilie Carter, J 17, 10:3

Sandusky
John Beeks infant daughter dies, Ja, 18, 10:3

Silver Creek
Julia Tolly scalded to death, D 17, 16:1

Springfield
Mary H. Witting dies, Ap 12, 10:6

Steubenville
Grace Knowles dies, O 14, 8:5

Tiffin
James J Johnson, Ag 17, 5:3

Toledo
Mrs John Pratt, J 5, 10:1

Youngstown
Mrs. Mary Bollwitz dies, F 10, 1:3
Mrs. C. R. Myers, O 25, 12:3
Robert Edwards, N 30, 12:1
Mrs. Mary Costello dies, O 14, 11:6
Patrick Carney, O 26, 5:3

Zanesville
Mrs Rebecca Murraydies, F 10, 5:3

CANSBORO MONOXIDE
See Accidents - Asphyxiation

CAUSE AND PREVENTION
See also specific accidents
Safety in fire drills among school children stressed, M 29, 4:1

CAVE IN
See also Accidents - Mines
Wells Wilt killed by falling rock, New Philadelphia, F 5, 2:4
A man crushed by falling stone, U 20, 18:4

COASTING
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are injured
See also Accidents, subheads Drowning, Horses, Streetcorners

Akron
Edwin Thompson, Ja 30, 2:5
Lucius Williams, Ja 30, 2:4
A man killed by auto on street, M 15, 4:1

Massillon
Harold Eisenbarth, My 24, 7:4

DIVING
See also Accidents - Drowning
Vera Loury injured, Canton, S 13, 1:4

DOG BITES
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are injured
See also Rabies

Akron
Charles Seegar, Ja 2, 3:6
Frederick Brown, Ja 3, 3:6
Edward Staley, Ja, 12, 2:3
Wabbi Walsberry, Je 17, 1:6
Mrs. P. L. Masterson, F 23, 14:1
George Goodenough, Ag 14, 7:1
Ernest Copier, Ja 12, 7:1
Harold Ginnings, Ap 20, 2:4
E C Gilbert, M 27, 9:5
Ralph Wilt, Ap 27, 9:3
Dora Busby, My 4, 1:8
John Collins, My 4, 1:8
Charles Lowery, My 21, 1:2
Harry Levis, My 24, 2:2
George Pillet, My 31, 2:5
Edith Richardson, O 8, 2:1
Charles Jackson, O 8, 2:1
Helen Fairbanks, Ja 6, 10:3
Joseph Williams, J 6, 10:3
Clarence Seeders, Ag 14, 9:5
Mrs. S. Atwater, Ja 23, 3:3
John Mains, Je 22, 5:1
William Able, Ja 22, 5:1
Clair Bright, My 29, 12:2
Mrs. Steve Stage, O 6, 2:5
1912

DROWNINGS AND RESCUES FROM DROWNING (Cont)

Barberton
William Madden, Jr 27, 1:7

Bellefontaine
Margaret Deeny, Ap 17, 5:3

Beverly
Leslie Burrows, Fr 5, 1:2

Bratenahl
Unidentified man, Jr 24, 7:4

Bucyrus
George Kramer, Mr 27, 5:2

Canal Dover
Katie Sulky, Mr 7, 8:4

Cedar Point
Mrs H E Notten and Edna Morrison rescued, Jr 24, 7:4

Chardon
Mary Hollowich, Mr 8, 8:3

Chillicothe
Henry M Porter, Jr 8, 5:4

Cleveland
John Benning, Jr 23, 7:1

Cincinnati
John Benning, Jr 23, 7:1

Cincinnati
Howard Molin, Jr 1, 6:7

Cincinnati
Henry Russman, Jr 5, 8:2

Cincinnati
William Beans, James Mathews, and Charles Eglin, Jr 15, 6:3

Cincinnati
Andrew Vanti, Jr 22, 2:4

Cincinnati
Lloyd Schwartzentrub, Edgar Clark attempts rescue, Jr 25, 8:1

Coshocton
Clark Dart son, S 25, 5:3

Darren
Harlan Thomas rescued, N 30, 1:4

East Liverpool
Alice Davis, Jr 25, 7:4

Hammer
Dorothy Meyer and George Buell rescued by Alfred Schmidt, Jr 27, 8:8

Kellsy island
Joe Keeley, Ag 15, 5:2

Lorain
John M Graham and Oscar Bender, Jr 8, 5:4

Mansfield
Mrs William Martin, Mr 11, 10:2

Nort
Louis Fisch, Mr 27, 3:2

Newark
Hartwell Holler, Mr 27, 5:2

Norwalk
Pauline Hippler, F 28, 12:4

Portsmouth
Ray Mayer, Jr 23, 7:1

Sandusky
William Mooney, S 30, 10:9

Springfield
Ray Vermillion, Jr 25, 3:9

Springfield Lake
Elise Seybold saves unknown child, Jr 31, 1:2

Tiffin
Jacob Carness, O 7, 3:2

Toledo
Edward Schofield, Jr 13, 3:7

Vermilion
Raymond Watkins, Jr 19, 9:2

Youngstown
John Davis, Ag 23, 9:3

Elevators
See also accidents - falls
Ford Johnson injured, Mr 16, 8:3
Harry Gordan and William Hunter killed, Clev., Mr 25, 10:2
Albert Clam killed, Dayton, Ap 26, 14:2
Myron Thompson killed, Toledo, Ag 20, 10:3
Washington Adams injured, Zanesville, O 5, 2:3
Leue Cheney and 2 others injured, Ashtabula, N 27, 12:4

Explosions
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are injured
See also accidents - Fireworks; Bomb Explosions; Fires

Akron
Lyle Gilbert killed dynamite, Ja 3, 5:1
Mrs W M Williams res damaged gas, Ja 23, 1:1
Lawrence Diller gas, F 26, 1:7
ACCIDENTS - EXPLOSIONS - Akron (Cont)

Frank Patterson boiler, Mr 7, 1:6
Earl Erbeles res dam 8 sewer, Mr 15, 14:3
Plant 2 Goodyear Tire & Rubber co dam., Mr 8, 3:4
Leopold Maurer gasoline, Mr 10, 1:5
Ben Albertson boat dam, Mr 19, 8:1
R Hawk gasoline, Mr 23, 10:7
Mrs Frank A Noel res dam gasoline, S 14, 1:6
W J Burgner injured, launch and boat house
damaged by gasoline tank, S 16, 1:6
Max Konheim injured, Manhattan Cleaning &
Dyeing co plant destroyed, O 20, 1:4

Alliance

Clinton Severance gas, S 12, 3:3
Harry Thatcher gasoline torch, S 24, 10:3

Aundover

E J Shea railroad engine boiler, N 15, 13:2

Austinsburg

Lee Rhodes killed, saw mill destroyed, N 14, 12:2

Bellefontaine

Mrs Levi Rumbaugh stove, F 2, 3:3

Buchtel

Albert Harold and Fred Ferguson killed by
dynamite, Mr 26, 12:4

Bucyrus

Ira Wiseman coal oil, N 15, 8:3

Canal Dover

Locksley Stinekler killed-gas tank, Ag 6, 14:1
Harry Bolz injured, Albert Miller killed when
boiler explodes, S 3, 3:4

Canton

Hannah Block and Frank Baughman injured, apt
of J H Koz dam, F 23, 12:5
Joe Clark motorcycle gas tank, S 4, 2:4
Auto Service co and Massillon Rolling Mills
co truck damaged by air tank explosion,
S 7, 5:2
Mrs Henry W Zitzer killed coal oil, U 21, 1:2

Cause and Prevention

Plan for inspection of boilers announced by
Ohio Boiler Inspection Bd, Ja 2, 2:2
Elimination of gas hazards, Ja 25, 8:3
Col J L Taylor addresses 55 men on care in
handling explosives, Mr 13, 3:4

Cincinnati

Mrs Margaret Maurath gasoline stove, Ja 5, 14:6
Tenant house at 2150 McLean Ave wrecked by
gas, 1 killed, 11 injured, Ja 18, 10:4

1912

ACCIDENTS - EXPLOSIONS - Cincinnati (Cont)

Boaz river boat, damaged by engine cylinder,
1 scalped, Mr 26, 5:0
James S Lanehill and Richard Burlin killed by hot
water tank, Mr 23, 7:1
Joseph Grimsley hot water tank, Mr 24, 7:4
Boiler blast at Newspaper co plant
investigated by state department of
inspection, Mr 9, 8:8

Cleveland

Joe Horowitz injured, Fred McNamara res
damaged, Mr 27, 5:3
Andrew Husek and 4 others killed, 14 injured
by blast furnace, Mr 9, 1:2

Conneaut

O E Mann and J O Kirk dry cleaning fluid,
O 11, 14:6

Cuyahoga Falls

A Robinson molten metal, Mr 23, 7:6
James Morgan dynamite, O 4, 8:3
John Ast res dam, O 29, 2:1

Dayton

Andrew Surface killed blasting stumps, Mr 21,
10:6

Findlay

Mr and Mrs West Powell, Ja 11, 10:1
Charles W Burna, Mr 21, 9:4

Galipolis

George W Washington and 4 daughters oil lamp,
D 5, 11:4

Hamilton

Mary Hennesy injured, Rev J J Hulthaus res
damaged, gas, F 21, 11:2
Joseph Issermann res damaged, daughter Cora
injured, gas, F 20, 3:1
Mr and Mrs Enoch Loose and daughter and Frank
P Scheffer gas, Mr 30, 1:5
Howard Harvey injured, Mr A Money killed when
locomotive boiler explodes, O 2, 9:4

Harpster

Distributing plant of Medina Gas co destroyed,
F 19, 10:2

Kent

Arthur Miller and Louis Feilbary gargoyle destroyed
by acetylene gas tank, O 12, 1:7

Lancaster

Mrs David Black injured when gas explodes after
husband's suicide, Ag 10, 8:4

Lebanon

Mrs Rosetta Crane killed by gasoline stove,
Ag 20, 10:3

Marilla

Phoenix Flour mill destroyed by gas, O 14, 1:5

Marion

James Bertram and an unidentified Italian
killed by dynamite, Mr 5, 8:2

Middletown

Mr Tolley dynamite, Mr 13, 5:2

Morrow

George Baird killed boiler, O 4, 13:3

Mount Vernon

Mrs Elizabeth Oser and daughter Bernice, O 19,
10:3

Newark

Arkle Stove co factory damaged, melting copper
bottom drops into pit of water, D 7, 2:7

Northwood

United States Gas and Fuel co gas mains damaged,
Ja 5, 14:5

South Brooklyn

Justin Bower co plant dam, 1 killed, 6
injured, Evan kleef res destroyed, Ja 31, 1:1

Taylor Station

Cinc Contractors Supply co lading destroyed,
boiler, Mr 12, 1:4

Wasaga

Mrs Bruce Frederick, Mr 21, 7:3

Westerville

Mrs Bruce Frederick, Mr 21, 7:3

Yorktown

Antone Ceboro gas destroyed, Amherst Ceboro
burned, gas, F 6, 3:4
Fish Dry Cleaning co damaged, gasoline tank,
Ap 2, 12:4
Rev W Myers, gasoline stove, Ap 24, 5:2
Ross Williams, gas stove, N 16, 2:7
Anna Erasmus and husband, kerosene can,
O 4, 10:2
Mrs Bert Gordon, gasoline, U 11, 8:3

Youngstown

James Jones, dynamite, D 10, 12:1

Zanesville

May Delson, F 16, 1:6

1912

ACCIDENTS - EXPLOSIONS (Cont)

Kenneth Cook, chemicals in Muskingum coal
laboratory, Ap 24, 5:2
Mr Horlock and 3 others, traction engine
boiler, O 11, 14:6

EXPOSURE

No: [please otherwise specified
accident is fatal]

Akon

Unidentified man, Ja 6, 1:5
Charles McGowan and John Rauscher ears, feet,
and hands frozen, Ja 8, 1:1
Hilliard house feet and hands frozen, Ja 20,
3:5

Barberton

Andy Watak, D 7, 1:8

Canton

Carris Ferguson, Ja 11, 12:2

Cincinnati

Charles Skinner, Ja 9, 5:2

Delaware

John Deedler, Ja 17, 12:3

Edgar

Mrs Nick Sopritz, husband held, U 11, 3:3

Paton

Edward Tobin, Mr 16, 5:3

Shelby

Joseph Snobol, Mr 30, 8:4

South Bend

Mildred Beinhak frozen, Ja 9, 12:2

Youngstown

Thomas and Samuel Sloski, frozen, F 5, 3:5

Zanesville

James Enright, F 3, 2:4
ACCIDENTS (Cont.)

FALLS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are injured

See also specific accidents

Akron
John Sougher killed, Ja 9, 1:4
Frederick A Lane, Ja 27, 3:3
Joe Gieslon pit, Ja 30, 10:2
Mrs Anna McDaniel, F 1, 1:7
Henry Sprain, F 10, 3:1
Paul R Purman, F 23, 2:4
William Kingaid, F 23, 13:4
Frank Homan, Mr 4, 3:4
Lloyd Richard, Mr 10, 1:5
Carl Cullin unfinished house, Mr 25, 1:3
Henry J Bradford, Je 17, 2:6
Christ Bertall killed, Je 20, 2:1
Edward Collins killed, Je 24, 1:3
D W Myers, Je 17, 1:8
John Fife, Ja 10, 8:3
Mrs G C Baker killed, pit, Ja 25, 10:2

John McGuire, Je 27, 10:7
Lloyd Preston, Ja 29, 2:6
Louis Atwood killed, Ag 7, 7:1
Rudy Farago killed, Ag 12, 1:8
John Seymour, Ag 16, 2:6
Forrest Beccia, Ag 17, 1:7
Dominick Carch, Ag 19, 3:6
John Jones, Ag 31, 2:3
Sam Lythgoe, S 6, 14:2
William Hoffman, S 25, 1:8
Robert McCormick, S 26, 8:3
Winifred Beaver, D 0, 10:1
Carl Hall elevator shaft, D 7, 2:5
Mrs Laura E Swigart, D 9, 1:4
Cecil Young elevator shaft, D 9, 3:5
C H Willey box car, D 10, 10:4
Charles Alexander and Edgar Sowers, root, D 16, 12:6
Andrew Medalter box car, D 21, 3:1
Jake Schwalker, D 21, 5:2
Angel Leopold, N 1, 10:2
Mrs Anna Warner, N 11, 5:1
Mark Finley, N 26, 10:5
Edward P Rogers killed, D 10, 1:7
Wells Merritt, D 19, 14:2
Fred Romer killed, D 26, 1:8
Dr J L Shirey killed, Ap 8, 1:7

Albion
Charles Oyster, S 14, 8:5
Amerist
Charles Jason, F 1, 3:6
J E Plato killed, My 8, 1:6

1912

ACCIDENTS - FALLS (Cont.)

Akron

F H Price daughter, N 22, 10:2

Barberton
Mrs Lomehour, Ja 11, 3:4
R S Barrett, F 23, 10:1
Roberts, Je 17, 10:5
Louis Normak, Ag 23, 1:5
John Davis, O 14, 10:2
Charles Kenney killed, O 10, 11:3

Belleville
Frank Whittlock killed, O 24, 3:3

Bradner
Samuel Thomas, O 12, 12:2

Cleveland
Edward Losher killed by telephone pole, Ja 5, 1:5
James S Morgan, F 22, 2:1

Columbus
Wayne Walkden killed, O 7, 3:2

Copley
John Kendall, Ja 23, 2:4

Coshocton
Clarence Smith roof, Ap 16, 2:4
Perry McDonald, Ag 20, 10:3

Dayahoga Falls
Howard Sear, F 19, 3:3
Florence Weaver, N 7, 10:3
L C Herrick, Je 20, 7:4
George Donley attempting to stop midget auto "racer in amusement park, Je 29, 7:1
George Donley, Ja 4, 8:3
George Britton saved by Frank Adams from fall off roof, Ag 2, 11:3
Ray Montgomery, S 13, 13:4
Finn Wronaun, O 4, 8:3

Miami Valley

Mansfield
Mrs Mary Profertta killed, S 13, 10:1

Monroe Center
Mark C Hopkins killed by falling tree, S 19, 8:3

Monroeville
Mrs Frank Peppie killed, M 21, 10:7

New Philadelphia
Noah Williams killed, O 1, 7:6

Newark
A P Richardson injured, Richard Hindall killed, F 29, 1:7

Northampton
George Chase, N 9, 13:6

Port Clinton
Mrs Elizabeth Sylvester, N 15, 8:3

Portsmouth
H J Shae, N 6, 7:2
William Tidd killed, O 14, 3:3

Richfield
Mrs J W Sheldon, Je 20, 7:7
Mrs Samuel McNiel, S 7, 9:2
James Marquitt, O 22, 8:3

Rittman
Ed Crumley, Ja 13, 5:2

Stowbridge
Charles M Mclean killed by tree, Ap 6, 2:3

Stowbridge

Uniontown
Samuel C Young killed by log, N 12, 1:6

Wadsworth
H H Bricker, N 30, 8:4

Xenia
Mrs David Smith, F 27, 12:3

Youngstown
Bruno Fanso killed in fall from ladder, F 21, 2:7
Judge W A Norris, F 26, 10:2
John Crow killed, D 28, 9:4

Zanesville
William White, N 6, 7:2
Lafayette Justice, Ag 17, 12:4

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are injured
ACCIDENTS - FARMS (cont)

See also Accidents, subheads Horses, Lightning
Herbert Kistler killed when haystack overturns, Fremont, Je 18, 10:2
Frank Jacoby gored by bull, Copley, Je 17, 6:3
Thomas Ryab gets hand caught in gasoline engine, Tallmadge, Ja 19, 12:3
George Lutz when slitting orange, Marshallville, F 2, 7:1
John Hunten gored to death by bull, Elyria, Nr 2, 8:4
Frank Constock while repairing gasoline motor, Richfield, Nr 6, 12:5
Charles Rittinger (Nighter) by falling straw stack, Stow, Nr 12, 1:6
James Belt killed to death while feeding stack, Mt Vernon, Nr 22, 3:8
Ezra Parcells killed by barn door, Circle-
ville, Ja 1, 1:6
Mrs Nathan Watts when chicken picks eye, Massillon, Ap 24, 5:2
Son of Jerry Wartz while plowing, Marshallville, My 23, 7:7
Cass Myers while plowing, Morristown, Je 7, 7:7
William Goodrich killed by pitchfork, Harrow
county, My 18, 9:2
Richard Siegel killed by fall on pitchfork, Pleasant
Town, Ag 20, 10:3
Arthur Bell by fodder machine, Vincent, S 17, 14:1
Clayton Sauers by Incubator, Barberton, N 8, 13:1
Adam Neal by corn husker, Cottage Grove, Du 5, 7:5

ACCIDENTS (cont)

FREEZING
See Accidents - Exposure

See also Accidents, subheads Asphyxiation,
Exposures

HORSES
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are
injured
See also Accidents, subheads Interurbans,
Motor Vehicles, Railroads, Street Cars

Akron
United States Express co wagon damaged, Ja 22, 2:3
Charles Somerfeld run away, F 10, 1:1
Carl Staffitz run away, Je 9, 10:2
Dennis Thompson wagon, Ag 1, 2:5
Roy Smith killed, Ag 10, 2:3
Max Kagan thrown from wagon, S 2, 8:3
Catherine Falk falls from buggy, S 3, 1:6
Mrs Mary Kunau run away, S 12, 10:3
John Thomas Howes killed in run away, S 30, 1:3
Andrew Kelley run away, O 3, 1:5
Joe Seiling thrown from wagon in run away, N 26, 10:7
Charles Bogham killed in fall from coal wagon, D 20, 8:4

Alliance
A W Leaton thrown from buggy, O 18, 7:4

Ashland
Andrew Cominski and 2 others killed in wagon-
shelf collision, F 9, 19:6

Barberton
Joe Golback wagon damaged by runaway team, Uhr 29, 18:1
John Smith thrown from buggy, N 8, 13:6
Frank Reifer thrown against wall, D 21, 9:5

Copley
Walter Palmer buggy upset, Je 19, 5:3

Cuyahoga Falls
Date Taylor buggy damaged by runaway, S 16, 10:1
Edwin Butch Baumgartel thrown from wagon, S 16, 10:2.

Dayton
Fred C Falcon killed by wagon, My 15, 1:6

East Liverpool
Mrs Ray Beck child killed in fall from buggy, F 20, 2:2

East Sparta
William Carns killed in runaway, O 5, 2:3

Everett
Rev J A Scott and wife when buggy rolls over,
embankment, My 24, 24:5

Findlay
Peter Narquardt killed when thrown from buggy, S 15, 5:2

Fostoria
Walter Kinn kicked, Ap 23, 8:4

Kirtz
Mike Ferro when leg catches in wheel, Ap 25, 14:1

Kenton
Albert Wheeler killed, Ja 17, 7:6

McComb
Chester Bunting's horse drags when it backs
off bridge into Blanchard river, Ap 2, 12:4

Martins Ferry
T S Anderson killed when kicked, My 5, 8:3

Narrowsville
Walter Baum killed, Je 16, 8:3
James Moore killed in runaway, S 3, 5:2

Minster
Charles Jones killed when kicked, Nr 15, 8:3

Navarre
John Stein and 5 others when horse and buggy
plunge thru parade, William Miller held, My 31, 11:2

Navarre
Leonard Ward killed when kicked, Ag 10, 9:3

Powellton
Mrs Cynthia Wilkinson killed when thrown from
buggy, Ag 17, 12:4

Richfield
Henry Robinson runaway, Nr 27, 8:5
William Stead collision, Je 25, 12:4

Tallmadge
Arthur Banks when thrown from log hauling sled, F 1, 2:4

Wadsworth
Fred Scott killed attempting to stop runaway, F 13, 2:3

HORSES (cont)

Glenn Davis in horse bicycle collision, Ag 24, 9:3

Janesville
Clarence Reed killed when kicked, Ag 1, 8:3

HUNTING
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are
injured
William Rose jr, Athens, Ap 15, 5:1
Harvey Miller killed, Bellefontaine, Ap 16, 2:4
Roy Bacon, Warren, S 23, 7:6
John R Baker, Akron, O 22, 1:4
Sam Parsons, Silver Creek, N 20, 5:1
William Wellman, Conneaut, N 23, 9:4
Gus Smidt, Nasholm, Jr 29, 1:4
Thomas Coupland, Niles, Jr 4, 5:1

INDUSTRIAL
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are
injured
See also specific accidents

Akron
Benjamin Lynott by mold at Diamond Rubber co, Jr 18, 1:6
Abraham Saber by piece of iron at Amer Insur
co, F 7, 10:3
W Mathys by mold, N 5, 5:2
Rexall wheel by trimming machinery, N 20, 2:2
V Blocker by iron beam, Jr 11, 12:1
William Shalw killed at Goodyear Tire &
Rubber co, Jr 9, 1:8
Sam Isakman while working on new NORTAL co
power house, My 15, 10:3
David Silversmith by falling iron, My 20, 7:1
Sam Gaythich at B F Goodrich co, Jr 21, 1:5
Charles Crimer, Jr 18, 9:7
Francis Smith by machinery, Jr 28, 2:8
Mike Wexigah killed when truck load of iron
upsets at B F Goodrich co, Jr 8, 1:6
Andrew Smith at Malvern-Hawth-Morgan co, Jr 17, 2:2
John Luckey while unloading freight car, Ag 23, 14:1
Robert Wilson working on new NORTAL power
house, Jr 18, 7:9
George Miller, O 15, 10:6
Joseph Blaszczyk killed when entangled in line
shaft at Gowerling Mfg co, Jr 21, 1:6
Roy Rechtel, Jr 11, 1:3
Everett Settling when casting, Jr 11, 1:3
Peter Yagolsek at B F Goodrich co, Jr 13, 1:6
Edward Zabaty by machinery, Jr 13, 1:6
John A Hobson when pinned between tank and
wall, O 20, 8:4
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Barberton
Frank Potts by machinery, My 27, 3:3
Charles Wirt when entangled in roley, My 23, 7:5
Mike Zurasky by molot, O 16, 3:4
Enoch Bono by iron bar, O 17, 3:5
J J White at B & M co, N 1, 13:4
George Fedor by piece of iron, O 5, 10:6
Mike Laske by machinery, O 10, 14:4

Blanchard
John Gilder by machinery, S 14, 2:4

Canal Fulton
Gill Overeaw struck by derrick, Q 24, 3:1

Canton
William O Rohsback crushed to death in turntable pit of hoisting engine, Ja 4, 8:5
Charles Braman killed by crane at United Steel co plant, Y 18, 9:3

Cincinnati
Oscar Cummins killed when fly wheel bursts, Ja 22, 5:8

Cleveland
Frank McCoy killed by falling casting, F 12, 10:6

Cuyahoga Falls
H E Coyle at Falls Clutch and Foundry Co, O 4, 8:2

Glenn Jull while working on new business block, O 23, 14:4

Hanover
Charles Walcoty by wheel of oil derrick, S 28, 2:4

Huntsville
George Eiler injured by falling tombstone while unloading ree car, F 15, 3:3

Kent
Mike O'Strasky at Erie ree shops, My 10, 12:5
Dick Carey at Erie Blacksmith shop, O 21, 3:3

Massillon
Ezekiel Cox killed by bursting fly wheel, F 18, 3:3

Maximo
Oliver Brown by sawmill machinery, Ja 4, 8:4

Norwalk
A D Morton killed in fall on saw in lumber mill, Q 4, 1:4

Paulding
Harry E Sheffer killed by machinery, My 11, 4:5

Portsmouth
John L Whiting killed by molot at Portsmouth steel co, Ag 17, 12:4

Roseville
Isaac T Williams killed at Brush McCoy co, Ag 15, 1:7

Steuereville
F H Callender killed by machinery, Ja 16, 8:5

Wadsworth
John Jenkins and John Lindley by machinery at Oxio Match co, Ag 30, 10:3

Wellington
George Tram killed at Hoffman mill, Ag 6, 3:4

Youngstown
Peter Dimaurovic killed while unloading castings from car, Ap 12, 9:3
Julian Pagano killed at Ohio Works, Y 23, 7:1
John Lea injured, John H Hamel killed at Youngstown Iron and Steel co, Ja 29, 3:5
Frank Mervick killed by crane at Carnegie Steel Co, Ag 3, 3:4
August B Henderson killed at Carnegie Steel mill, S 26, 9:5
Fred C Stoll killed when steel bar pierces body, Q 10, 2:3
Fire Chief W L Carson when fire hose breaks, O 10, 7:5
Mattie Glick killed by lift falling from crane, O 31, 12:1

Zanesville
Edwin Griffith killed by machinery, F 21, 12:3
Henry W Lawson killed by falling timber, F 26, 10:2

1912

Carrol
Mrs Margaret O'Hara, daughter Josephine, and Harry Green killed, O 14, 6:3

Cleveland
Latty Bunting co truck damaged in collision, 28 injured, S 9, 7:5

Columbus
Henry Lomber injured, Stanley Gilaker killed in collision, Q 23, 2:4

Cuyahoga Falls
L R Freeman killed, O 22, 1:1
Wagon of Harrington damaged in collision, Je 27, 7:5

East Liverpool
Dr L A Lommon, Ag 22, 12:3

Edinburg
John Betsa and 2 others injured, John Fullerton and Rufus Evans killed in buggy collision, O 8, 2:3

Eureka
Ray Zeigler killed in collision, Ag 1, 8:3

Galion
Peter Kilke killed in carriage collision, Ja 2, 6:1

Hubbard
Allan Allen in buggy collision, Ja 6, 8:4

Lima
Howard Alexander killed, Ag 17, 12:4

Lorain
Frank Wittendor and Colla Smith in buggy collision, Ja 4, 8:9

Lowellville
George Mercer struck by trolley pole, S 25, 5:5

Mansfield
Newcomer L Carl and David L Swartz collision, Ja 18, 10:3

Mingo Junction
John Lavelle killed, Ag 10, 10:2

New Hampshire
John A Widen killed, O 23, 2:5

Newark
A O Miner killed, Ag 7, 5:3

Northampton
Joseph Courtman cow killed, O 24, 24:5

Pemberville
Bashore brothers killed in rig collision, N 29, 5:3

Port Clinton
Nelson Johnson, Y 12, 9:3

Ravenna
J B Riley, derailment, Ag 2, 2:2

Rohmers Island
Thomas Flavin killed, Y 29, 5:8

Shelby
Charles Ludwig killed, O 30, 1:2

Strasburg
Edward Diebel wagon collision, F 6, 3:3

Youngstown
Ford Brown killed, Ja 10, 7:3

Note: Unless otherwise specified property damage resulted

Akrum
YWCA, Y 15, 1:3

Athens
Jesse Hawk and Willie Knight killed, Y 13, 2:4

Barberton
G M Wood barn, Y 16, 10:3

Bellafontaine
Mrs A C Block injured, My 16, 2:2

Belafield
James Wood res, Y 18, 5:2

Cambridge
Lewis Lantz killed, Y 17, 10:3

Collins
Harmon Jacobs killed, Y 2, 8:2
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ACCIDENTS — LIGHTNING (cont)

South Brooklyn
Daniel Williams killed, Ag 9, 8:4

Union Township
W C Davis barn, Jy 16, 8:3

Youngstown
Mary Anna Tantanoosa killed, Jy 10, 3:2
Mrs John Ull and Mrs James Varley injured, Jy 17, 10:3
Miller Bros barn and 7 res, S 3, 5:2

MINES AND MINING
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are killed

See also Accidents — Explosions
William McCullough, Steubenville, F 9, 1:4
William Davis injured, Painesville, H 1, 3:1
George H Yaffe injured, New London, H 11, 7:3
Daniel Bowerman, Manchester, H 21, 14:2
William Gray, Zanesville, S 7, 8:4
Anthony Rott, Steubenville, S 16, 9:2
Jenne Jett, New Phila, S 17, 14:1
Milton Scott, Yellow Springs, O 12, 8:6
Arthur Hammond, New Lexington, O 14, 14:2

MISC. MESS

Akre

Stack of British Cigar store damaged by burst water pipe, Jy 9, 8:2

Gerald Rowland playing with scissors, Jy 5, 1:3
Kathryn O'Brien bitten by cat, Jy 6, 2:1
Ray Feltz steps on broken bottle, Jy 5, 16:3
Harry Wheeler by electric shock, O 7, 1:7

Ashland

Mrs Carrie French injured when wood splinter strikes eye ball, N 16, 3:2

Barberton

Blanche Kelfer killed when stone motion picture projector over and crown brush crushes skull, Ag 5, 1:6
John Vasilik struck by slaying shot, O 16, 8:3

Bellefontaine

Clyde Wagner knife glasses eye, F 21, 12:3

Bellevue

Evelyn Moyer dies from bee sting, My 14, 1:2

Canal-Fulton

L A Longinfant son struck by falling sign, Jl 15, 6:5

Cincinnati

Mrs Catherine Livingston killed when crushed by window, Ap 12, 16:4

Cleveland

Lena Cuchula by meat grinder, Jy 20, 12:4

Copley

Perry Myers when cutting box, My 29, 3:4
John Ellen piece of steel strikes eye, Jy 5, 12:2

Cuyahoga Falls

George Philbrick fingers caught in door, N 12, 10:2

Dillon Falls

Charles Hook fishing, Ag 18, 5:3

Hannibal

George Jolly infant daughter when door slammed — during windstorm, Ap 2, 12:4

Naperville

Charles Sphelius killed by running into post, O 4, 3:4

Sandusky

Harbor Wilson killed when plank topples over, F 26, 10:2

Uniontown

Benjamin Starkey strikes foot with ax, O 18, 12:2

MOTOR VEHICLES

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are pedestrians, vehicles involved are auto and persons are injured

See also Accidents — Suburban, Railroads, Streets

Addison

George Davidson and Joseph Gurney injured, Robert Lokey killed in crash, Ag 12, 2:4

Akron

Hersbert Newingham falls from motorcycle, Ja 22, 1:2

H M Miller res damaged, Jc 26, 1:6
Josephine Asken truck, Ja 25, 12:4
David R James truck, Ap 2, 1:8
Mrs A Runswick motorcycle, Ap 11, 4:3
Edward Crow in taxi-motorcycle collision, J. M Cannon, JR 20, 5:5
James Hike in motorcycle, My 6, 7:4
Benjamin F Shott killed, My 7, 8:4
C H Brown auto-motorcycle collision, My 11, 9:7
John Kline uninjured in auto-motorcycle collision, My 15, 1:3
Howard Heitz, My 16, 16:3
Howard Heitz killed in crash, My 20, 7:1

Ashland

Richard Mills motorcycle, Jy 23, 7:1
Eimer Nays auto-motorcycle collision, Ag 24, 9:2

Barberton

M J Betsy, Ap 20, 2:3
J H Snyder and F S Young uninjured in collision, O 7, 2:5
John Gathspine auto-motorcycle collision, O 21, 1:5
Ray Speck, O 21, 9:3
Robert Adams killed in auto-collision, O 21, 3:2

Byesville

James Scammon killed, Ag 25, 1:3
Peter R Mansfield killed when thrown from motorcycle, My 30, 2:3
Robert Steelman killed, Jy 27, 1:1
Henry Letold, Jy 20, 10:2
William Rooman and Lucy Davis motorcycle-buggy collision, Jy 1, 5:2
Michael Lucas struck by truck falling from taxi, O 3, 1:3
Lawrence Byles motorcycle, O 30, 2:3
Jr Cooper collision, Ag 10, 1:6
Identified man killed, O 10, 11:3
Identified man killed, Louis J Bogan killed in auto-bug collision, 12, 1:7
Identified as Andrew Kilbey, Ag 17, 1:4
Joseph Karmel, Ag 17, 9:2
Nick Gabelnik killed in auto-motorcycle collision, William Gabelnik, Ag 10, 1:4
Harold Thomas, O 24, 9:1
James James uninjured in collision, J 2, 5:1
Lawrence Calbert, O 30, 1:7
Eugene Crittenden auto-buggy collision, O 5, 2:6
John McFall killed, O 14, 1:2
Albert Fressen uninjured in crash, S 11, 8:1
Arthur Fritsman injures foot in motorcycle wheel, S 17, 3:4
Gladders auto-bicycle collision, S 19, 3:5
Eleana Levine, O 20, 1:1
Helen Schmidt, O 26, 1:6
George L. Browne collision, D 11, 1:4
C R Johnson, N 4, 7:7
Alice Hannin uninjured, William Hannin killed, N 11, 1:8
Joseph Neal, N 11, 5:6
Rusell Thornton auto-carriage collision, N 25, 5:1
Hilton Smith motorcycle-wagon collision, O 4, 13:1
George Willams, J 6, 1:4
Forest Hester uninjured in collision, O 9, 1:7
John Boyer uninjured in truck-rudder collision, O 9, 5:3
Mrs Stanback, O 18, 1:2

Byesville

Richard Mills motorcycle, Jy 23, 7:1
Eimer Nays auto-motorcycle collision, Ag 24, 9:2

Barberton

M J Betsy, Ap 20, 2:3
J H Snyder and F S Young uninjured in collision, O 7, 2:5
John Gathspine auto-motorcycle collision, O 21, 1:5
Ray Speck, O 21, 9:3
Robert Adams killed in auto-collision, O 21, 3:2

Byesville

James Scammon killed, Ag 25, 1:3
Peter R Mansfield killed when thrown from motorcycle, My 30, 2:3
Robert Steelman killed, Jy 27, 1:1
Henry Letold, Jy 20, 10:2
William Rooman and Lucy Davis motorcycle-buggy collision, Jy 1, 5:2
Michael Lucas struck by truck falling from taxi, O 3, 1:3
Lawrence Byles motorcycle, O 30, 2:3
Jr Cooper collision, Ag 10, 1:6
Identified man killed, O 10, 11:3
Identified man killed, Louis J Bogan killed in auto-bug collision, 12, 1:7
Identified as Andrew Kilbey, Ag 17, 1:4
Joseph Karmel, Ag 17, 9:2
Nick Gabelnik killed in auto-motorcycle collision, William Gabelnik, Ag 10, 1:4
Harold Thomas, O 24, 9:1
James James uninjured in collision, J 2, 5:1
Lawrence Calbert, O 30, 1:7
Eugene Crittenden auto-buggy collision, O 5, 2:6
John McFall killed, O 14, 1:2
Albert Fressen uninjured in crash, S 11, 8:1
Arthur Fritsman injures foot in motorcycle wheel, S 17, 3:4
Gladders auto-bicycle collision, S 19, 3:5
Eleana Levine, O 20, 1:1
Helen Schmidt, O 26, 1:6
George L. Browne collision, D 11, 1:4
C R Johnson, N 4, 7:7
Alice Hannin uninjured, William Hannin killed, N 11, 1:8
Joseph Neal, N 11, 5:6
Rusell Thornton auto-carriage collision, N 25, 5:1
Hilton Smith motorcycle-wagon collision, O 4, 13:1
George Willams, J 6, 1:4
Forest Hester uninjured in collision, O 9, 1:7
John Boyer uninjured in truck-rudder collision, O 9, 5:3
Mrs Stanback, O 18, 1:2

Byesville

Richard Mills motorcycle, Jy 23, 7:1
Eimer Nays auto-motorcycle collision, Ag 24, 9:2

Barberton

M J Betsy, Ap 20, 2:3
J H Snyder and F S Young uninjured in collision, O 7, 2:5
John Gathspine auto-motorcycle collision, O 21, 1:5
Ray Speck, O 21, 9:3
Robert Adams killed in auto-collision, O 21, 3:2
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Cleveland
David Friedlander injured, R W Hollebeck sought, Jan 3, 7:2
Frank Adamson killed, Dec 22, 10:5
George Wiltz killed in auto-bicycle collision, S 5, 8:2
Stanley Garrett killed, Jan 5, 16:4
Mrs Mary Richey killed, Apr 2, 19:4
Hazel Herring killed, Feb 22, 12:3

Columbus
David Weatherill killed in crash, S 28, 3:5
Herman S Dennison killed in crash, Jan 31, 10:1
A Lynn injured, Benjamin Atkinson killed in wagon-motorcycle collision, S 17, 14:1

Doveroh гос Falls
Frank (Dink) Culver hay, land tips over, Jan 1, 12:3
Harry Hulderman unjured in auto-buggy collision, Feb 22, 10:3
Fred Ross in crash, Jan 16, 1:1

Harriman
Howard Thomas killed, N 19, 1:1

Dayton
Victor Hultman killed, Louis F Sapst held, Ag 1, 8:3

Fostoria
Paul Myres and Russell Knepper injured, Carl Corey Anderson killed in crash, D 2, 1:7

Fremont
Roy Gibbs killed in truck crash, Jan 5, 14:3

Hudson
John D Vedder and Edward F Weber crash, Jan 16, 1:1

Jefferson
Otho Gates crash, N 11, 1:4

Kenmore
Norman G Casey, Jan 19, 1:5
Paul King, Aug 31, 12:4
P F Lengyel-auto motorcycle collision, S 17, 0:4

Kent
James Young motorcycle-wagon collision, N 9, 12:1
Howard Gillispie motorcycle-buggy collision, N 6, 1:2

Hinsdale
Lee Victor killed, Carl Summerville, Jan 6, 9:3
Josephine Mckinley killed by truck, D 22, 3:1

Marysville
Elsie Owe killed, Jan 4, 8:5
Cliff Snavely, Jan 4, 12:3

Massillon
Leonard Koch and 2 others injured, Jan 5, 12:2

Medina
Mrs Raton unjured in crash, N 21, 3:4

Mt Vernon
Herbert Clark killed when thrown from motorcycle, S 30, 1:7

Napoleon
Mrs Charles Boyer killed, O 1, 7:6
H L Aden turned to death in crash, N 7, 5:3

New Concord
Wm William Barnett and Wm J Williams killed, Jan 23, 12:6

Newport
Forest Beaver injured, Father Martin killed in crash, N 29, 8:3

Newark
B G Smythe auto-buggy collision, Ag 5, 3:4
George Stewart thrown from motorcycle, Ag 10, 10:2

Oberlin
James Tupper thrown from motorcycle, S 9, 5:5

Owens
Paul Meredith crashes, O 2, 7:4

Portsmouth
Robert McCallum killed in motorcycle collision, Aug 10, 13:2

Ravenna
W J Haymaker killed, Jan 10, 10:1

Scotch Ridge
Frank Miller injured, William killed, Aug 10, 10:2

Tallmadge
Mrs Lewis Strecke run over by falling wagon wheel, N 27, 15:2

Toledo
Mrs Thomas Moran, Jan 21, 3:4
Edgar Wilson killed by truck, Jan 21, 3:4
Mrs William Hagg killed, D 12, 6:6

Venice
Fred Ankenbauer and 2 others injured, James Caldwell killed in crash, S 30, 10:6
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ACCIDENTS - RAILROADS (cont)


case and Prevention

Akron: E Akron Citizen’s assem petition council for bridge over R 8 0 a at Kelly ave, Ja 23, 1:7; bridge closed to traffic because of unsafe condition, Ap 12, 1:3; service disordered to cause for constr. Je 11, 5:1; cont. awarded to George Dripp and Sons, Jy 25, 7:3; pub service com orders ress to provide watchman at Miller ave crossing, Jy 29, 1:6; placing watchman on crossings advocated, ed, F 8, 4:1; and ordering ress to employ additional watchmen passed by council, D 10, 1:4; council urged to provide protection at McCoy st crossing, F 12, 12:1; criticized for failing to take action, residents advised to make petition, ed, F 15, 7:1; cons agree not to block crossings for over 5 minutes, Mr 12, 1:1; abolition of grade crossings urged, ttc, D 14, 5:1

Barker & Co: Safeguards urged at Beavell st crossing, Mr 4, 10:2; action against grade crossings taken by council, Je 14, 8:2; delay in completing Cornell st viaduct causes hardships on traffic, S 4, 5:3; cons of Tuscarawas ave viaduct seen as civic improvement, N 15, 10:3

Ohio: Law reducing municipalities’ share for elimination of grade crossings urged, ed, Ja 7, 5:4; laws compared with other states, ed, Ja 30, 4:1

United States: Increase in number of accidents reports by rrs, Ja 9, 5:2

BBB rr starts safety first campaign among employees, Ja 25, 3:1

Use of defective rails condemned, ed, Mr 20, 4:1

Maintenance of 2 engs in ca to watch for signals urged, ed, Jy 6, 4:1

Steel passenger coaches deemed safest, ed, Jy 9, 4:1

Operating trains with defective mechanism condemned, ed, [Albany Argus], Jy 22, 4:5

Progress in new safety equipment, ed, [Cinti Times-Star], D 31, 4:6

Chicago Junction

Willie Buck injured in fall under train, Ag 3, 3:4

Cincinnati

Mrs Louisa Potts and 2 others injured, Ja 22, 10:5

Henry Schmidt, Mr 9, 10:1

Cleveland

George Major killed, George Hall injured in derailment, Mr 7, 3:3

Louis Kravoski killed, Merry Hut & Set Screw co. offices damaged by derailment, D 15, 14:4

Columbus

Frank L. Irwin and 2 others auto collision, Ag 14, 6:5

Vincenzo Santorella, D 17, 3:4

Conneaut

Howard Smith, D 9, 6:6

Coshocton

Willie Hallissey collision, Mr 26, 1:3

C.J. Daniels in fall from train, Mr 26, 1:3

Cuyahoga Falls

Conrad Ditch, Jy 20, 10:1

Thomas McElhinney boarding freight, F 5, 12:2

Calvin Moore, Je 3, 1:4

Delaware

Frank Boucher killed, mother injured in buggy collision, Ag 22, 12:3

Delphos

Irvin Evers thrown under train, D 24, 3:3

Dorset

Juliet R. Thompson, D 24, 10:4

Etna

Harry Ryan in fall from train, Jy 30, 10:3

Mrs B J. Carson and 3 others killed, Jy 30 in collision, D 4, 3:4

Elyria

George Goodman interurban collision, Ag 9, 10:1

Fairview

Stries, Jy 11, 8:4

Galton

Arthur D. Campbell, Mr 11, 1:1

E C Gilchrist killed, Kolp injured, D 11, 8:2

Geneva

Harry Chapin, F 20, 1:6

H Roth buggy collision, S 25, 5:3

Irvin King, D 2, 10:5

Green Springs

Big Four train derailed, none injured, Ag 20, 10:3
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Hamden
Henry McNeill, S 26, 10:5

Hamilton
Mrs Adam Russell killed, Lorraine Middly injured in collision, O 2, 8:4

Haverhill
Ruth Lauter, Ag 6, 3:3

Hillsborough
W Blaisd killed in jump from train, Jy 24, 10:1

Holloway
T H Jones when engine overturns, F 10, 5:5

Hudson
CAMC train damaged in collision, none injured, Je 7, 1:2

Huron
John Rinehart, E 11, 5:3

Kempton
John Kulp injured, N 7, 1:3
Eggs Groff, My 13, 1:3
Henry C Junker, Jy 11, 1:8

Kent
Roland Costil, F 5, 12:5
C G Davitt injured, My 11, 6:2
W H Smith injured, J 22, 8:4
Erle RR train wrecked, none injured, D 22, 8:4
James Williams injured when thrown from box car, N 2, 1:6
Lester Olin injured, N 15, 5:1
John Lucas crushed between cars, N 15, 10:4
Unidentified man, D 14, 1:3

Kenton
Pinn Helburn, D 19, 10:1

Kiblers
Unidentified man, S 9, 2:4

Krummay

B & O train derailed, none injured, My 6, 2:1

Laurel
Dale Rhoads killed, Irvin Brown injured in auto collision, N 26, 12:3

Lyndon
B & O RR southwesterly divergent derailment when it strikes runaway horse, Ja 13, 8:3

Mansfield
Carson Zimmerman’s wagon destroyed, 2 horses killed in collision, Ja 5, 3:4

Massillon
Matt Stenoff injured, F 20, 2:2
Unidentified woman and child, F 20, 2:2
Albert McFarland and daughter injured, F 29, 10:2
Penna train derailed, nine injured, My 15, 8:3
W J Popham injured in fall under train, Ja 9, 3:2
John Simmock, D 27, 1:3

Mexico
Jesse Osbalt, Ag 12, 2:4

Maynard
Karl Zuba, Jy 16, 8:3

Middle Point
Albert Bernard injured in derailment, Ag 17, 1:3

Middletown
John Knott and Truman Brown injured in collision, O 17, 14:3

Mogadore
Clyde White killed, unidentified man injured in derailment of N & LE RR train, D 24, 1:7

Minerva
Reuben Parker killed, Ap 12, 13:1

Muncie
Mr and Mrs Lester Foster killed, son injured in auto collision, Ag 23, 5:1

Nelsonville
John Rollins, S 9, 2:4

New Philadelphia
Robert Ayers killed under train, My 7, 8:4
Ambrone Telzor, D 1, 7:4
Frank Jackson and others injured in trolley collision, F 3, 12:6

Newark
John Wharton injured, S 9, 2:4

Niles
Felicia Spannino, Jy 10, 10:1
D F Stringer and R C Fulton injured in wreck, D 24, 10:4

North Lawrence
Gloria Tomco, Ja 5, 10:3

North Olmstead Falls
Lake Shore Twenty First Century Limited passenger train derailed and wrecked, J 6, 8:4

Norwalk
Sandusky, Norwalks, and Mansfield Line crew cars damaged in crash with freight, O 8, 10:3

Novar
Arthur Hallwell, J 16, 1:4

Oak Harbor
Charles R Reau and Louis Robideau buggy collision, O 16, 1:3

Onawa
William Goup and son killed by buggy collision, O 16, 1:7

Painesville
Nellie McPherson killed, 2 injured in wagon collision, D 11, 5:6

Port Clinton
John Meyer, Jy 5, 7:2
Dudley Hasselback, F 18, 7:4

Portage
C H McCreary, Ja 18, 1:3

Portsmouth
John H Schaub, F 17, 17:5
Julius W Zvara, F 23, 12:4
Frank Doherty, Ag 6, 3:3

Putnam
Sage A Hurst killed, wife injured in carriage collision, Mr 1, 5:1
E Cooper injured in fall under freight car, Je 21, 10:4
Mrs Jolly Thomas, Ja 10, 5:4

Ridgeway
Mrs William Carson, Jy 30, 10:3

Ridgeville
Martin Fields, F 28, 12:4

Rocky Ridge
Charles R Reau and Louis Robideau buggy collision, O 7, 11:8

Rosenville
J S Knight, My 10, 3:3

Sandusky
Charles Stevens, My 6, 7:2
Albert Hoens injured in fall from engine, Ag 28, 3:6
Henry Oehling, D 2, 9:3

Sherman
Harry Williams injured, S 17, 12:1

Sidney
Rev O H Hathaway, F 6, 3:4

Silver Creek
William Collard injured on switching cars, F 27, 1:3

Solan
Richard W Williams, D 20, 14:3

Stauffer
Oliver Young, S 3, 3:1

Spencerville
Emil Exley and Mrs Harry Coleman killed, Mrs Exley killed in auto collision, Ag 17, 2:4

Sterling
William Logan, Jy 5, 2:5

Steuenville
Frank B托运, F 22, 2:5
Nick Lemarios, S 14, 8:5
Hugh Fitzgerald, S 16, 9:2

Toledo
Edward Byrne, Ja 10, 10:3
Hansch Bauer, F 7, 12:2
Robert G Kall and son Robert buggy collision, J 23, 8:2

Troy
John Stinger and William Elsers injured in collision, J 28, 5:1

Unionville
Penna RR passenger and freight train damaged in collision, F 26, 12:1
**1912**

**ACCIDENTS - SHOOTING (cont)**

See also Accidents - Hunting

**Akrnon**

Joe Castle shot cleaning revolver, F 24, 1:4
James Lewis, Jr, 14, 7:5
**Haverly**

Mrs Maggie Utka, 7, 10:1
Thomas Brigham, 10, 10:9

**Bucyrus**

Lester Schneider killed by brother George, F 26, 3:6
Grace Armstrong killed by brother Lawrence, Ag 22, 12:3

**East Liverpool**

Fred Collison, N 25, 8:3

**Galipolis**

Willis Tidwell killed, Pat C'Malla arrested, U 2, 5:7

**Zanesville**

Cecil Severance killed by brother Burt, J 19, 5:2

**SPORTS**

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are injured

See also Accidents, subheads Interurbans, Railroads

**Akrnon**

Carris Curtis falls from car, Ja 2, 1:3
Brewster Cool co wagon damaged in collision, Ja 12, 14:1
Thomas Stibling boarding car, Ja 27, 2:6
Domnick Flaske killed, Ja 25, 1:4
Jack Newton taxi cab collision, F 14, 3:1
Mrs Theresa Kellonbourn and Walter Smith collision, N 4, 1:8
Henry Cover killed, M 6, 5:1
Gavin Morrette unjured in taxi cab collision, M 27, 5:4
Oswald Leach falls from car, Ap 5, 1:5
Mary Nikalcevic alighting from car, Ap 24, 7:6
John Harris injured, 4 blogs damaged when NOTAL car jumps track, Ap 24, 1:7
NOTAL cars damaged in collision, My 6, 1:7
Anthony Zaltovsky falls from car, My 8, 1:3
Lein R Gribble alighting from car, My 27, 1:3
Peter Naxen uninjured in auto collision, My 30, 1:8
Perry Leavitts uninjured in auto collision, Je 7, 10:1
William Shinn thrown under car, Ja 24, 10:1
Fire truck damaged in collision, Ja 26, 1:7
Peter Glenn falls from car, Jy 1, 5:6
Winchester Davis, Je 3, 1:5
V T Wright thrown from car, Jy 16, 1:3
Bernice Sheppard, Jy 16, 1:5
Clark Carpenter wagon collision, Ja 19, 2:5
John Marsh and Clay Dewey wagon collision, Ja 19, 3:2
Mrs H H Shaffer boarding car, Jy 19, 3:2
George Kuchman collision, Jy 23, 1:6
Bernice Kepler motorcycle collision, Jy 26, 1:1
Howard Young boarding car, Jy 27, 1:5
J C Harry knocked from car by auto, Ag 3, 1:4
William Harrington, Ag 5, 1:3
Catherine Gourde killed, Ag 5, 1:7
George Nichol (George Nickel), Ag 12, 1:7
John Finkelberger wagon collision, Ag 21, 8:3
1912

**ACCIDENTS - STREET CARS (cont)**

**Marion**

Mrs D F Edwards alighting from car, Ag 19, 5:3
Clara Strawsen killed, 0 4, 3:4
David Hoy killed, 0 26, 2:2

**Toledo**

Mrs Fred Hamel & 2 daughters, My 27, 1:7

**Wapakoneta**

Jesse Metz killed, 0 2, 12:4

**Youngstown**

Amy Miller, N 16, 9:2
Edward Freytag and 3 others injured, John H Walker hot house damaged, 0 5, 2:4
Joseph Balentine wagon collision, U 21, 5:3

**Zanesville**

Howard Corbin and 3 others body was killed, F 7, 3:7

**SUCCINATION**

See Accidents - Asphyxiation

**SWIMMING**

See Accidents, subheads, Diving, Drowning

**TREES, FALLING**

Walter Brown killed, Mr 22, 7:2

**ACCOUNTING AND ACCOUNTANTS. See Names of Accountants**

**ACKERMAN ST**

New name for iron st, S 24, 2:6

**ACKERMAN (M.J.), A B**

See also Barberton - Health Dept

**ACKERMAN, CHARLES**

Retired from Wm Della, Ap 3, 6:3

**ACKERMAN (MR & MRS). FRED**

Celebrate 50th wedding anniversary, May 17, 6:1

**ACME STORES. See Aalbrecht, F W, Grocery co**

**ACTORS AND ACTRESSES. See names**

**AO-CRAFT CLUB, AKRON**

Organizes, elects officers, 0 31, 8:2

**AGA, OHIO**

Ohio Northern university students take over city as rebus to Mayor Campbell, 0 22, 2:5

**ADAMS, ALVIN**

Injured when roof of bus collapses, 0 28, 7:2

**ADAMS, CHARLOTTE B**

Discusses Christianity in address at YMCA, F 12, 12:2

**ADAMS, CLYDE AND JENNE**

Named in collection suit by John Kritz, 0 14, 11:5

**ADAMS, FRANK**

Saves George Britton from fall off ch roof, Ag 2, 11:3

**ADAMS, G W**

Named in collection suit by Ralph R Snow, 0 28, 8:5

**ADAMS, GEORGE**

Fined for intoxication, My 24, 24:5

**ADAMS, J R**

Wins judgment against Royal Rubber co, Ja 16, 7:4

**ADAMS, ROBERT**

Uses of injuries read in auto-rig collision, U 2, 3:2

**ADAMS (MRS), RUTH**

Victim of attempted criminal attack, My 15, 1:4

**ADAMS, THADDEUS S**

Losses personal injury suit against City, Ja 9, 9:2

**ADAMS (REV), W S**

Sits on policy bench with Judge Vaughan, opens ct with prayer, turns to prisoners, F 19, 1:8

**URGES eradication of brothels, F 19, 6:1**

**ADAMS, WASHINGTON**

Injured by elevator, 0 5, 2:3

**ADAMS EXPRESS CO**

Indicted on 11 counts for attempts to collect more than established rate for shipments, F 22, 1:8

**ROBBERY attempt, James Stein shot, Youngstown, Mr 14, 7:0**

**Horse and driver injured, wagon destroyed when struck by car, N 14, 1:8**

**ADAMS, THOMAS**

Money suit brought by Morris Goodman dismissed, My 14, 8:3

**ADAMS MACHINE CO**

Erects dir, Ja 11, 12:4

**ADALMAN, CATHERINE**

Killed by st car, S 21, 1:4

**ADALMAN, DILLIE**

Credited with being finest woman motorcyclist, andrews, 0 11, 9:5

**ADALMAN, LUCILE**

Recommends motorcycling as sport for girls, 0 12, 9:1

**ADAMS RR CO**

Named with WILEY in service suit by PUCO, My 8, 4:6

**ADLER, HARRY**

Held on chg of impersonating fed officer, Ja 11, 5:1

**ADDITIONS. See names of persons involved**

**ADORIAN, HELEN**

Injured by auto, S 26, 1:6

**ADULT EDUCATION. See Education**

**ADULTERY**

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named were arrested
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AERONAUTICS - AIRPLANES

Col Paul Peck files from Massillon to Canal Dover delivering newspapers, Massillon, S 2, 10:3
George Kame ships plane built by self in preparation for trial flights, Alliance, S 11, 2:5
Barnes Adams Miller qualifies for pilot's license, Canton, S 26, 1:2

Use-in-war questions, ed, H 14, 4:1

Balloons
See Aeronautics - Race

DIRECTIONS
Airship Akron inflated for trial trip preparatory to trans-Atlantic flight, Atlantic City, N 21, 1:5; crashes into sea through mishandling, repaired and returned to hangar, Ja 1, 1:1; Vanman confers with F A Stempel concerning trans-Atlantic flight, Je 4, 2:4; accident discussed by Melvin Vanman, Je 4, 3:4; airship explodes, Melvin and Calvin Vanman and 3 others killed, pho, Jy 2, 1:6; Charles Hlham cause explosion to improper exhaust construction, Jy 13, 3:1

RACES AND SIGNS
C W French confers with C O C officials to make Akron eastern point in Skt Amer Airplane Circuit race, My 4, 5:5; City of Akron secures spot as controller in marathon, My 11, 1:4; assured of post, My 16, 1:5; Akron Aviation Co prepares plans for race, Je 20, 1:7; Akron has 3 exhibits at New York show, My 10, 2:0; Goodyear Fire S Rubber co enters elimination race for right to represent US in Gordon Bennett balloon race, Kansas City, Jy 22, 1:1; fails to win place, Ja 28, 1:7; Akron balloon entered in race, Colorado Springs (Colo), Ag 28, 1:8; fails to place, Ag 29, 1:7

AUGUSTA, SYLVA AND FRED
Hold on of delinquency and dependency, Ag 27, 10:1; Sylva sentenced to Crittenden home, Freda returned to children's home, Ag 28, 1:0

AGRICULTURAL ASSN, OHIO
See also names of specific orgs
Hold annual meeting with State Dept of Agr, Ja 12, 3:5
AGRICULTURAL ASSN, SUMMIT COUNTY
See also Summit County Fair
Elector officers, Ja 15, 8:2; Meeting, My 4, 1:5

AGRICULTURE
See also names of orgs

EDUCATION
See also names of schools

GENERAL
Farming in Ohio better than in West, reports Henry Webster, Ja 13, 10:3
Opportunities as great as in West, ed, N 2, 4:2; Ohio Boostar in makes short stay in Akron, B 5, 1:1; Ohio experiment station and 50 S dept of agr propose farm exhibits for Ohio counties, Je 5, 1:3
Need for fertilizing Ohio farms stressed by O H Miller, Bartolom, Ja 11, 9:5; Reformation of at least to grain crops urged by A P Sandoles, Jy 22, 10:3

PRODUCTS
See also Markets; names
High cost due to inadequate transportation, Ja 2, 7:2
Inspection of produce, Bartolom, N 2, 1:6
Plan to lower cost advanced by J H Harper, N 8, 19:1
Summit county production increases, Jy 20, 1:6
Crushed damaged by hailstorm, Gallion, Ag 1, 8:3
Production statistics ready by Ohio dept of agr, O 10, 8:1
Ohio agr dept optimistic about crops, N 14, 3:4

RELIEF
Advocated, ed (Cinci Dispatch), O 10, 4:4
H L SAM LERN
Missing in Titanic disaster, Ap 18, 2:3
AHERN, FRANK
Robbed, John Gurland (larceny) held, Ag 24, 1:1
AHERN, WILLIAM J, JR
Convicted of having common pleas judge, por, D 31, 1:1; 1:7
AIKEN, II
Burned to death when auto overruns and catches fire, O 7, 5:3
AINSLIE, EDWARD E
Escapes from Lima State hosp, Ag 12, 3:4
AIRPLANES
See Accidents - Aeronautics - Aeronautics
AIRPORTS
See names

AKENS, J
Res damaged by fire, Ja 5, 3:6
AKENS, ALFRED
Settles out of suit collection suit brought by J W Jackson, Jy 2, 1:1
Co-def for Charles B Akers and Fred Harshman in collection suit brought by Allison 0 Moore and Wallace R Smith, S 18, 2:8
AKRON, OHIO
See also Charities, Courts, Parks, Schools, Traffic, Water, Names of specific public utilities

ANNEXATION
Extension of city limits proposed by Mayor Rockwell, Ap 23, 1:3
Ad of control plan to include land west of city limits in extension program, Jy 25, 10:3

BOND ISSUES AND ELECTIONS
See also Akron - Finance; subjects
Bond issue for govt improvements proposed by council finance com, S 7, 3:1

BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
See also Akron - City Hall; Ohio - Natl Guard - Amorities

Voters petition for election to determine if majority are in favor of purchase of McCh community center, Ja 16, 1:7; petition to vote for purchase, N 2, 1:7; came to vote, N 6, 1:5
Investigation of muntie lodging house and workhouse suggested by Vincent Stevens and 2 others, N 23, 1:7; com apptd by Mayor Rockwell, N 27, 4:1; plans prepared for approval, D 17, 8:1

CENSUS
Population increase by subtraction compared with Youngstown, Ja 11, 5:2; reports, N 21, 1:6; ed, N 22, 4:1; Ja 16, 1:8; 250,000 predicted by Assur Boyes, Ag 16, 2:6

CITY HALL
Relics of Battle of Maine stolen, Ja 20, 1:4; returned, Ja 22, 12:3

CITY MARKET HOUSE
See Markets

CONTROL BD
Fails to make known appointments, Ja 6, 2:2
R M Piffmore and Dan P Stein appointed members by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 8, 3:5

COUNCIL
Elects Dr J A Priest, clerk, Ja 3, 1:1
Joseph Gehres resigns as 6th ward councilman, James Wells selected successor, Ja 9, 1:6; Ja 11, 8:3
Summary of meetings, Ja 16, 6:1; My 14, 1:1; N 25, 8:4
Authorizes clerk J A Priest to hire ass, Ag 8, 2:6
Approval of Hopcroft-Walton sewage and garbage disposal systems proposed, ed, Ja 18, 4:1
W L Carlton resigns, O 28, 1:4
Elects George C Jackson pres and Frank E Whittemore councilman from 2nd ward to fill 2nd vacancy, N 3, 6; censured for misusing time, N 13, 2:5
Censured for asking impeachment of Mayor Rockwell for not enforcing curfew ord, ed, D 4, 4:1

DOG WARDEN
Resid of activities, Ja 20, 2:3; upheld by health bd officials, Ja 29, 12:2
Pound robbed, 3 dogs stolen, Jy 24, 7:3
Use of auto provided by Service Dir Piffmore, O 10, 14:6

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND POLICIES
Prosperity, ed, F 6, 4:1
Bank clearings increase 47.8% over same wk last yr, increase ranks 4th in nation, F 12, 1:7
Observance of opportunity day urged, ed, My 7, 4:1; proves successful, My 8, 1:4; My 9, 1:1
Preeminence in bank clearings maintained, My 11, 1:2
Value of bond permits issued leads in Ohio, My 11, 1:3
Volume of home constr praised, ed, My 23, 4:1
Failure of election activities to affect business and biz activities, ed, Ja 9, 4:1; gain in postal receipts and bank clearings proves growth and prosperity, ed, Ja 15, 4:1; Boom of prosperity and growth predicted as result of wage cutting, ltr, S 9, 8:4
Achievements in various indus, feature article, S 14, 3:1
J Horace McFarland urges cooperation of city officials with business men, O 29, 9:2
Faith in business future expressed by D L Elser, O 29, 10:1

ELECTION CAMPAIGN OF 1913
J S Styer declines mayoralty candidacy, N 30, 1:7
FIRE DEPT
Appointments
Dr E S Underwood physician, Ja 6, 3:5
Civil service com issues call for candidates, Ja 10, 8:3; recs many applications, Ja 25, 7:3; candidates take exams, Ja 30, 8:5; rept of physical exams, F 8, 10:3
Austin State & 5 others, My 29, 1:3
Chief Mertz makes 11 changes in personnel, Ja 1, 1:4
Ord asking increase of men referred to coms, Ja 11, 1:7
Handicapped by lack of men, says Chief Mertz, My 18, 2:3
George Volck, S 30, 1:4

Buildings and Equipment
Motorization recommended, ed, F 2, 4:1; advocated by Chief Mertz, F 13, 3:4; recommend by council fire com, Ag 22, 1:1; approved by council, Ag 27, 1:7
Bond ord for #3 engine house equipment introduced to council, Mr 26, 7:5
Stations found in excellent condition on inspection by Safety Dir Dan P Stein and Fire Chief Mertz, My 25, 1:7

FINANCES
Street improvement bonds sold, Ja 17, 1:6
Bond issues purchased by sinking fund committee, Mr 24, 7:6
Shortage of funds repaid by City Aud James McCauland, Ja 26, 1:4
Council finance com cuts $12,000 from budget, Mr 6, 1:2
Council approves budget for last half of yr, My 5, 1:3
Special council meeting called by Mayor Rockwell to authorize popular vote on tax levy to avoid bankruptcy, D 3, 1:1
Five yr financial report prepared by Aud McCauland, S 4, 1:4
Deficit forces council to place increased tax levy before voters, D 5, 1:1
Revenue collected from licences to date more than doubles entire act collected in 1911, repts purchasing agent William Owen, D 12, 2:3
M O'Neill co purchases street bonds, remaind accepted by sinking fund com, S 30, 1:8
Sinking fund com and council agree to issue refunding and repair bonds to prevent financial crisis, N 15, 1:8; bonds issued, N 18, 4:1

ENGINEERING DEPT
Joseph A Gehres appointed by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 11, 3:7
Paul Frank and Edward Gillen resign, F 2, 1:1
Office of elec eng created by council, S 24, 1:6

JAIL
E W McCluskey et ging foreman dismissed by bd of control as economy measure, Ju 15, 8:4
James McBride (James Blake) attempts break, My 7, 1:1
Pat Rooney escapes, Je 15, 12:7

MAYOR
See Rockwell, Frank W; Barton, Arthur J

PARK COMMISSION
A L Rose appointed, assumes duties, Mr 27, 7:1; Ap 4, 3:1

POLICE DEPT
Appointments
Frank Ross clerk, Ur Harry Todd physician, Ja 8, 3:5
Civil service com issues call for candidates, Ja 10, 8:3; recs many applications, Ja 25, 7:3; candidates take exams, Ja 30, 8:5; rept of physical exams, F 8, 10:3
Chief John Durkin asks for more men, Ja 24, 5:4
Howard Dechasier Patrolman, Ja 1, 5:5
Ord asking increase of men referred to council, Je 11, 1:7; defeated, Ja 25, 1:7

PUBLIC CHARITIES DEPT
A M Jones named physician to welfare dept by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 8, 3:5
W S Bixby appointed poor dir, J M Kleecker named

POLITICS AND GOVT
Adoption of same form of govt urged, ed, My 1, 4:1; ed, My 2, 4:1; early solution of munic problems seen, ed, Ag 8, 4:1; adoption urged by Mayor Rockwell, S 6, 1:1; favored, eds: S 6, 4:1; S 7, 1:1; favored by citizens, S 11, 3:1; ed, S 18, 4:1; A Ross Read speaks, D 5, 2:2; adoption urged, ed, D 7, 4:1; D 10, 4:1; N 9, 4:2; N 11, 4:1; favored, N 12, 1:8; eds: N 12, 4:1; N 15, 1:1; legal dept prepares amendment, N 16, 1:1; ed, N 22, 4:1; ord for referendum by voters introduced in council, N 26, 1:8; election urged, D 2, 4:1; action delayed in council, D 4, 1:7; ed, D 4, 4:1; U 5, 4:1; D 7, 4:1; referendum favored, ed, D 9, 4:1; passage delayed by council, D 10, 1:1; city officials urge study of referendum in council, D 10, 4:1; council urged to pass, D 15, 1:1; council urged to pass, D 18, 1:3; Prof Ofm and E U Frith debate, D 18, 1:3; vote urged, eds: D 19, 1:3; D 20, 1:1; obstruction by politicians criticized, ed, D 20, 4:1; favored by AJB straw ballot, D 21, 1:3; petitions presented to council, D 23, 1:4; council urged to order election, D 23, 4:1; ord passed, D 24, 1:1; favored, ed, D 24, 4:1; Services given for taxes paid claimed inadequate, ltr; D 11, 2:1

PENSION FUND
Trustees elected, Ja 10, 1:8
Aid by baseball game, D 1, 1:3

RESIGNATIONS
Edward F O'Neill retires, Ja 1, 1:4
William Briner retired and pensioned after 25 yrs service, Ja 1, 1:8
William Hanson and Fred Dietz, D 21, 9:3

GENERAL
Clerk Carl Seybold makes first monthly rept, F 1, 1:5
Officers believe enforcement of civil service rule on pay increase would be unjust, F 5, 1:1
Interesting articles taken from prisoners, feature article, F 21, 3:2
Backing of of council to create pub respect urged, ed, Ap 20, 4:2
Patrolman James Cardarelli dismissed by Chief Durkin, My 2, 1:7; announces appeal to civil service com, My 5, 8; denials pleading guilty to charges causing dismissal, My 9, 11:7; has session with Safety Dir Dan Stein, My 9, 13:3; files appeal, My 11, 1:6; civil service trial held behind closed doors, My 17, 2011; decision deferred, My 19, 1:6
Patrol wagon damaged when struck by interurban car, My 27, 1:3
Chief Durkin criticized for lack of action in curbing speeding, cartoon, Je 1, 1:3
Members of council标志着 police station, attend police ct, Je 3, 2:4
Rept for May, Je 3, 2:5
SAFE DEPT
Annual rept filed by Dir Charles Banner, Ja 8, 1:3
Lillian Scheck apptd stenographer in bdg div by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 8, 3:5
W J Perry apptd plumbing inspector by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 8, 3:5
Council increases salary of elec inspector, Ja 8, 2:1
H E Goodwin apptd bdg inspector by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 9, 3:5
H C Davis apptd elec inspector, Ja 9, 3:5
Bdg div repts, past yr, Ja 12, 9:1; July, Aug 13, 3:4; Aug 10, 2:7

SERVICE DEPT
C C McCue apptd clerk, Ja 2, 1:3; Ja 8, 3:5
Charles Banner retires as dir, Ja 8, 1:6
Office of chief inspector of sts and sewers discontinued, Ja 17, 1:6
Levy property owners for st cleaning, urges Audit James McCausland, Ap 13, 1:4
St cleaners rec pay cut, cleaning work delayed, Ap 25, 1:7
Start of contr st cleaning praised, ed Ap 30, 4:1
New steam sprinkler purchased, My 24, 11:5
Council prolongs contr of Jacob Hober as experimental chemist, Ja 23, 3:4
Council approves bond issue to raise funds for deficit, S 19, 3:5; eighty-five hundred dollar issue passed by council, S 24, 2:6
Mayor Rockwell warns of impending service collapse unless new funds are raised, Ap 2, 1:1

SEALER
Resignation of Joseph Sherbondy asked by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 18, 1:2; resigns, James Moore apptd, F 15, 1:2

SINKING FUND COMM
See also Akron - Finances
John J Starr apptd member, Ja 3, 1:1
Officers elected, Ja 20, 4:1
Praised, ed Ja 22, 4:1

SOLICITOR
Jonathan Taylor petitions council for asst, F 13, 2:1

STREETS
See also Names
Ord to compel property owners to trim shade trees along sidewalks recommended, ed Ja 15, 4:1
Bond for improvement sold, Ja 17, 1:6
Cleaning of sidewalks by property owners advocated by Service Dir Robert M Pillmore, Ja 20, 2:5
Alleys re-paved in bad condition by Service Dir Pillmore, F 15, 10:3
Action of assessing property for improvements upheld in opinion of Atty Gen Hogan, F 20, 1:5
Citzens ask for new st to Lincoln school, F 27, 1:8
Deplorable condition found, Service Dir Pillmore criticized, ed Ap 10, 1:5
Service Dir Pillmore criticized for lack of action in getting st cleaned, eds Ap 11, 4:1; Ap 15, 4:1
Dept pleads lack of funds as sts go without proper care, Ap 12, 1:7
Improvements urged, ed Ap 23, 4:2
Dusty conditions protested by health officer, Ap 24, 1:8
Repaving progresses rapidly, My 10, 1:6
Improvements moving slowly, Service Dir Pillmore urges contrs to speed up work, Je 1, 1:1
Deplorable condition, feature article, Je 7, 1:1
Repairs, feature article, Je 8, 1:1; cartoon, 4:3
Petitions for paving 4 sts submitted to council, Ja 11, 5:1
Sweeping ord causes dispute between Councilman Moore and Service Dir Pillmore, Je 11, 7:5
Enamel st signs urged, Ja 19, 1:7; service dir authorized to investigate different systems of signs, Clev Vepor Gas co makes offer for installation, S 24, 2:3; procelain signs recommended, O 14, 7:5
Numbering of homes urged, ed Ja 20, 5:2
Paving bids rec, ed Ja 10, 1:5
Damaged by heavy rains, Ag 10, 11:5
Conrs for paving 4 sts awarded to Windsor Bros and C McShaffrey, Ag 28, 10:1
Improvement delayed by heavy rainfall, S 3, 7:1
Recommendations for paving and repair offered by C of C, ed S 9, 4:1
Mayor Rockwell calls special session of council to consider paving, S 17, 1:6
Service Dir Pillmore recs telegram from Gus Kasch criticizing failure to pave Augusta, O 23, 7:1
Service Dir Pillmore approves proposal and for hiring prisoners for st labor, N 21, 8:1

SUITES AND CLAIMS
William S Kent and 6 others sue for use of water, Ja 1, 3:5; city files demurrer, Ja 29, 12:4
Akron-Selle co names city with B F Goodrich co and Peterson & Wright co to force re-construction of S Main st sewer and absorption of cost, Ja 2, 1:1; Chris Metzler disapproves payment to Selle Geir co for water damage, Jr 4, 6:3; Peterson & Wright co file cross petition, city files answer, Ja 23, 1:8; B F Goodrich co files answer and cross petition, Ja 25, 7:4; 2nd suit filed by Akron-Selle co, Ja 31, 1:7
Hearing begins, F 21, 8:1; case continues, F 26, 1:8; F 27, 3:4; enq testifies, F 28, 3:4; decision reserved, N 15, 18:1
Emme Stansfield sues to prevent collection of taxes levied on her property, Ja 10, 1:4
Injunction suits against Akron water works co dismissed, Ja 10, 8:3
Albert D Wilhelm and Anna Fuchs sue city and Summit County to prevent collection of tax assessments, Ja 11, 12:3; Ja 12, 5:1
Lyman-Hawkins lumber co sues for damages, Ja 12, 3:7
Edwin Kurtz and 3 others name city with Summit county in tax suit, Ja 13, 1:7
J W Cobb sues to enjoin collection of special tax assessments, Ja 16, 3:4
Rama Matterns granted injunction to restrain from assessing and collection of taxes on property, Ja 16, 3:4
Notice for new hearing in injunction suit of NORTAL co overruled, Ja 16, 6:4; settled, Ap 30, 12:2
Charles Harvy sues for injunction against collection of assessments for South st improvements, Je 17, 1:8
Joachim Evers sues for damages resulting from change of grade on W Tallmadge ave, Ja 17, 3:6; city wins, Ap 11, 12:1; new trial sought, Ap 12, 3:1
Frank B Thielts and William W McIntosh sue for injunction to prevent assessment on W Exch. st improvements, Ja 17, 3:6
Ada W Bennett sues for injunction against unlawful assessment on property, Ja 19, 1:8
Edward Ralphs sues for injunction against unlawful assessment on lot, Ja 19, 1:8

TAXES
F H Weeks lumber co sues for injunction against unlawful assessment on property, Ja 19, 12:5; city loses, Ap 13, 1:6
Seth I Hagelbarger and 2 others sue for injunction against unlawful assessment on property, Ja 20, 3:6
H E McCluskey and 2 others for injunction against unlawful assessment and collection of taxes on property, Ja 22, 1:2
Rollin J Falar sues for injunction against tax assessment, Ja 23, 5:5
Thomas H Gregory sues for injunction against tax assessment, Ja 23, 5:5
Akron Savings and Loan co and Viale Piazza lose verdict in assessment suit, F 5, 3:5
Alphonso W Myers sues for injunction, F 16, 11:2
David Nicholas sues for injunction, F 22, 3:5
City council repts adversely on injunction claim submitted by Charles Pardee, F 27, 12:4; Pardee sues for damages, Ap 17, 7:5
Henry Green names city with others in st improvement assessment suit, N 7, 1:5
Green wins suit, Ap 11, 7:4
Claude O Evans wins assessment suit, N 7, 8:1
Henry C Gates tax assessing injunction suit settled, N 8, 3:1
Mary C Long and others lose assessment suit, N 8, 3:1
Gustav Tohmann sues for injunctions, Mr 15, 5:5
Margaret White sues for damages, Mr 26, 5:3
Erie rr restrained from excavating in alleys off Union st, Ap 2, 1:1
Twenty injunction cases settled, Ap 2, 2:4
John W Gauthier loses injunction suit, Ap 4, 1:4
Frank J Derrig sues for injunction against illegal real estate assessment, Ap 8, 10:4
Thaddeus S Adams loses verdict in damage suit, Ap 9, 9:2
Borst Block and Brick co wins verdict in illegal assessment suit, Ap 10, 1:4
Michael Willinger sues to prevent collection of tax, Ap 10, 12:4
Winnie J Deely wins injunction suit, My 8, 5:6
Netta Miller et al assessment suit settled, Mr 10, 12:2
Mary C Long loses verdict in damage suit, My 11, 11:4
Fanny Wise et al damage suit dismissed, My 15, 2:3
James Myers et al lose damage suit, My 18, 2:2
John Mann et al lose damage suit, My 21, 7:2
Helwig et al lose damage suit, My 21, 7:2
C A McKinney et al lose damage suit, My 21, 7:2
Catherine Rentschler wins assessment suit in Ohio supreme court, My 28, 1:7; My 29, 10:4
Julia Kidd et al damage suit settled, My 29, 10:2
Akkon, Ohio - Water Dept (cont.)

Appointments of employees announced, Ap 5, 20:1
Council authorizes purchase of auto, Jy 23, 3:5; S 10, 2:4

Akkon Advertising Co
Incorporated, Jy 6, 2:5

Akkon-Alliance Shortline RR Co
See also Interurbans

Letts contracts for completion of road, Ap 5, 11:1

Akkon and Barberston Beltline Co
Exchanging parcel of land with Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co, Jy 23, 8:5
Taxable valuation increased by state tax comm, S 7, 1:6

Box car destroyed by fire, Barberston, O 25, 8:2
Defendant in suit filed by ACGY RR Co and 3 others, O 31, 8:4

Akkon Auto Garage Co
Names Clark & Swinehart in collection suit, Mr 22, 1:7

Akkon Aviation Co
See also Aeronautics - Races

Electors, Ap 11, 1:7

Charles E. Morton signs contract as pilot, M 22, 7:1

Races new plane, Je 4, 3:5

Disposals of Silver Lake aviation ground contract to Silver Lake Aviation co, J 9, 10:1

Akkon Beacon Journal
Praised for growth, 1tr, Ap 27, 5:3

Closes heaviest advertising week in history, ed, Mr 25, 4:1

Criticized for insufficiency that W. Virginia and Pennsylvania citizens violate laws of common decency, 1tr, S 28, 2:3

Endorses progressive party candidates, N 1, 1:3

News boys entertained by Tuss Musical Club at concert, N 20, 3:4

Akkon, Bedford & Cleve RR Co
See also Interurbans

Akkon Belting Co
Names 5 others ACGY RR co in restraining suit, F 20, 8:4; answer and cross petition filed, Mr 25, 3:5

Akkon Canal Hydraulic Co
Names 5 others ACGY RR co in restraining suit, F 20, 8:4; answer and cross petition filed, Mr 25, 3:5

Akkon Canal Hydraulics Co
Names 5 others ACGY RR co in restraining suit, F 20, 8:4; answer and cross petition filed, Mr 25, 3:5

Property possession suit against John Wee dismissed, Ap 2, 1:1

Akkon, Canton & Youngstown RR Co
Road work delayed by frozen ground, F 16, 10:5

Suits and Claims

Note: Unless otherwise specified co is defendant

Injunction by NITAL Co to restrain laying switch in Springfield bwp, Ja 2, 3:5; file cross petition, Ja 10, 3:8; asks that injunction be set aside, Ja 24, 1:1; given right to cross NITAL Co tracks, F 7, 1:3

Injunction by Akron Belting Co, Akron Canal & Hydraulic Co, Hower Bldg Co, Northern Ohio Power Co, NITAL Co, and Quaker Oats Co to restrain laying track extension, F 20, 8:4; files answer and cross petition, Mr 25, 3:5

Stephen Carano and others injunction suit, Mr 12, 8:1

Pasqual Carano injunction suit, settled, Ap 3, 1:5

Settlement reached in injunction by Matthew Marra, Ap 16, 2:2

Amen Munson injunction, Jy 6, 7:4

Andrew Collins - damage suit settled, Jy 11, 11:4

Antonia Coltrale damage suit settled, Mr 11, 11:4

John Olson and others win verdict for property damages, Mr 14, 11:4

Remmer Brewing Co appropriation suit, Jy 8, 8:4

Injunction by James Raleigh to prevent constr of spur-track in front of his property, O 12, 1:5

Files with 3 others complaint against Akron & Barberston Beltline Co, O 31, 8:4

Application for force connection with Akron & Barberston Beltline Co granted by others sub service com, D 5, 5:1

Akkon Chamber of Commerce
See also Ohio - W. Guard - Armories

Asks for financial aid by Central China tenane relief com, F 7, 3:1

Utrs adopt plan to purchase trees for strs, F 14, 2:1

Asks city council to establish office of forester and gardener, F 27, 3:2

Announces intention to join Internat'l cong of C of C, Mr 15, 8:2

Praised efficiency in publication of Amer City, Mr 27, 5:1

Recommends garden contest, Mr 30, 11:6

Proposal for acquisition of property on which to build city hall favored, ed, Ap 10, 4:1

Seeks revision of excersation rates, Mr 15, 2:4

Appeals to citizens for aid to Mississippi Valley flood victims, Jy 1, 2:5

Requests state help to reopen Akkon's sewage and garbage disposal case, Ap 23, 1:8

Endorses bond issue for constr of new schools, As 23, 14:1

Urges careful study of proposed state constitutional amendments, As 26, 8:1

Wines Erie RR co in favor of keeping up with growth of city, As 28, 1:7

Recommends stone and brick paving for E Market st, S 7, 1:8; recommendations praised, ed, S 9, 4:1; criticized, ltr, S 11, 3:3

Seeks cooperation of shippers in endeavor to relieve freight car shortage, ltr, S 11, 1:7

Sponsors speech given by James Scherkerhorn on development of civic spirit, O 16, 2:2

Recs appeal from Akron Red Cross for funds to aid in Balkan revolution, N 9, 14:6

Akkon, Canton & Youngstown RR Co - Suits and Claims (cont.)

Hydraulic Co, Hower Bldg Co, Northern Ohio Power Co, NITAL Co, and Quaker Oats Co to restrain laying track extension, F 20, 8:4; files answer and cross petition, Mr 25, 3:5

Stephen Carano and others injunction suit, Mr 12, 8:1

Pasqual Carano injunction suit, settled, Ap 3, 1:5

Settlement reached in injunction by Matthew Marra, Ap 16, 2:2

Amen Munson injunction, Jy 6, 7:4

Andrew Collins - damage suit settled, Jy 11, 11:4

Antonia Coltrale damage suit settled, Mr 11, 11:4

John Olson and others win verdict for property damages, Mr 14, 11:4

Remmer Brewing Co appropriation suit, Jy 8, 8:4

Injunction by James Raleigh to prevent constr of spur-track in front of his property, O 12, 1:5

Files with 3 others complaint against Akron & Barberston Beltline Co, O 31, 8:4

Application for force connection with Akron & Barberston Beltline Co granted by others sub service com, D 5, 5:1

Akkon Chamber of Commerce
See also Ohio - W. Guard - Armories

Asks for financial aid by Central China famine relief com, F 7, 3:1

Utrs adopt plan to purchase trees for strs, F 14, 2:1

Asks city council to establish office of forester and gardener, F 27, 3:2

Announces intention to join Internat'l cong of C of C, Mr 15, 8:2

Praised efficiency in publication of Amer City, Mr 27, 5:1

Recommends garden contest, Mr 30, 11:6

Proposal for acquisition of property on which to build city hall favored, ed, Ap 10, 4:1

Seeks revision of excersation rates, Mr 15, 2:4

Appeals to citizens for aid to Mississip

Valley flood victims, Jy 1, 2:5

Requests state help to reopen Akkon's sewage and garbage disposal case, Ap 23, 1:8

Endorses bond issue for constr of new schools, As 23, 14:1

Urges careful study of proposed state constitutional amendments, As 26, 8:1

Wines Erie RR co in favor of keeping up with growth of city, As 28, 1:7

Recommends stone and brick paving for E Market st, S 7, 1:8; recommendations praised, ed, S 9, 4:1; criticized, ltr, S 11, 3:3

Seeks cooperation of shippers in endeavor to relieve freight car shortage, ltr, S 11, 1:7

Sponsors speech given by James Scherkerhorn on development of civic spirit, O 16, 2:2

Recs appeal from Akron Red Cross for funds to aid in Balkan revolution, N 9, 14:6
ARON TAXICAB AND TRANSFER CO
Named as defendant in damage suit, S 3, 12:1
Named as defendant in property damage suit, S 3, 12:1
AIRCRAFT
Caused for attack on Summit county cts., ed, 4, 11:1
Advised to read election returns, ed, 4, 11:1
Condemned for vulgur language, ed, 4, 11:1
Article on number of murder cases denied by Pros Frank J Rockwell and Pros-elect Castle, 4, 11:1
AERON UNION PASSENGER DEPOT
RR cos decide not to constr new bldg., 4, 11:1
B&O RR obtains bldg permit for improvements, 4, 11:1
AERON WATERWORKS CO
Injunction suits by City dismissed, 4, 11:1
Property sold to city, 4, 11:1
Granted permission to decrease capital stock, 4, 11:1
AERON WELDING CO
Incorporates, 4, 11:1
ALASKA
Self govt proposal endorsed, ed, 4, 11:1
ALASKY, Toney
Accused of chg of assault on Stella Lapinska, wife fined, 5, 11:1
ALBANIA, See Balkan War
ALBERTS, J.
Res robbed, 4, 11:1
ALBERTSON, BEN
Uninjured in gasoline explosion, 4, 11:1
ALBRECHT, Doris
Injured in auto-collison, F 3, 11:1
ALBRECHT, Fred W, GROCERY CO
Store v J5 robbed, 4, 11:1
ALBURN, John A
Drafts bill to make auto theft penal offense, 4, 11:1
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS
Daughter of John L Higgins dies, Col, 5, 11:1
Popluxe warned of drinking liquors with wood alcohol content, ed, 5, 11:1
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS - INTOXICATION - Akron
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons listed are arrested and/or fined
John Kerwin, Harry D Neal, Joseph Steiner, William Hunt, Peter Hiltikk, Charles Hastings, Hugh McManus, Mike Kane, Elsworth Kliger and John Tolle, 5, 11:1
GERTRUDE MURPHY
OBJECTED TO
INSIPIDITY - Akron
INSIPIDITY - Akron (cont)
 coin talks on evils of drink at Broad St Church of Christ, 4, 11:1
Frank Eckert, S 3, 11:1
Charles Rummel, Charles Patton, Elmer Colvin, John Chandler, Mr. Garret, and James German, 4, 11:1
Steve Ritter, Walter Bankhiser, and George Greninger, 4, 11:1
Mike Bishop and Andrew Ruckel, 4, 11:1
James Greane, 4, 11:1
Frank Harvey and W M Carville, 4, 11:1
William West, 4, 11:1
Albert Kaiser and Isaac McNeal, 4, 11:1
Frank Wilson, 4, 11:1
John Estes, 4, 11:1
James Marshall, 4, 11:1
John O'Connor, 4, 11:1
Charles Tilly, 4, 11:1
Tony Bader, 4, 11:1
William Fink, 4, 11:1
Elvin Wilson, 4, 11:1
John Sweeney, 4, 11:1
James Dolan and John McGarvey, 4, 11:1
E D Horsey, 4, 11:1
Jessie White, 4, 11:1
George Kolman and Steve Stitch, 4, 11:1
Joe Kelly and John Mahoney, 4, 11:1
Clarence Kinsman, 4, 11:1
Roy Kennedy, 4, 11:1
Harry George, 4, 11:1
Charles Cinneman, 4, 11:1
Mr and Mrs Mike Dudi, 4, 11:1
Isaac Hose, 4, 11:1
Louis utwellier and Walter Grover arrested, 4, 11:1
Eli Chirsonsky, 4, 11:1
Elizabeth Karlon, Robert Huff, and Andy Lagery, 4, 11:1
John Hudson, 4, 11:1
Harry Martin, 4, 11:1
Harry Pettit, 4, 11:1
William Boswell and Charles Knight, 4, 11:1
Thomas Lee, 4, 11:1
Etta Littleton, 4, 11:1
Etta Lillico, 4, 11:1
Albert Harri, 4, 11:1
Elias Carpen and Thomas Flynn, 4, 11:1
James Vining and son Roy, 4, 11:1
Kuie Yovon, 4, 11:1
Ralph Coleman, 4, 11:1
John Whittfield and son John, 4, 11:1
John Lydick, 4, 11:1
Fred Kempel, 4, 11:1
John Stewart, 4, 11:1
George Bues, 4, 11:1
Victoria Fox, 4, 11:1
AERON PURE MILK CO
 Named as defendant in damage suit, F 12, 10:1
AERON REAL ESTATE BD
AERON SAVINGS & LOAN CO
Files amended petition in case of Donna Stockley adex of estate of Harry Calvin Stockley and others, asks judgment and foreclosure of mortgage, 4, 10:1
Settled; Ap 2, 11:1
Losses damage assessment suit filed by City, 4, 10:1
Granted decree of accounting in case against Akron Iron & Steel co and others, 4, 10:1
AERON SCRAP IRON CO
Suit filed by Samuel W Jennings settled, 4, 10:1
Losses collection suit brought by Elyria Savings and Banking co, 4, 10:1
Appeals collection suit against Amer Scrap Iron co, 4, 10:1
Settled; Ap 16, 11:1
Robbed, John Kuhl and George Vess held, 4, 11:1
Named in personal injury suit by Abe Speres, 4, 11:1
AERON SELLE CO
See also Akron - Suits and Claims
Named in collection suit by Marion E Welis, 4, 11:1
AERON SEWAGE & GARBAGE PONER CO
Incorporates, 4, 11:1
AERON STORAGE & CONTRACTING CO
Named as defendant in collection suit, F 1, 11:1
Loses verdict, Ap 12, 11:1
Awarded contr for building public reservoir, 4, 11:1
Names Durbin and Floretta Holloway in collection suit, 4, 11:1
Appeals suit against David K and Orilla Spellman, 4, 11:1
AERON STOVE AND CHANDLER CO
Incorporates, 4, 11:1
AERON TAILORING CO
Building damage when NCTAL co st car jumps track, 4, 11:1
AERON UNION PASSENGER DEPOT
RR cos decide not to constr new bldg., 4, 11:1
B&O RR obtains bldg permit for improvements, 4, 11:1
AERON WATERWORKS CO
Injunction suits by City dismissed, 4, 11:1
Property sold to city, 4, 11:1
Granted permission to decrease capital stock, 4, 11:1
AERON WELDING CO
Incorporates, 4, 11:1
ALASKA
Self govt proposal endorsed, ed, 4, 11:1
ALASKY, Toney
Accused of chg of assault on Stella Lapinska, wife fined, 5, 11:1
ALBANIA, See Balkan War
ALBERTS, J.
Res robbed, 4, 11:1
ALBERTSON, BEN
Uninjured in gasoline explosion, 4, 11:1
ALBRECHT, Doris
Injured in auto-collison, F 3, 11:1
ALBRECHT, Fred W, Grocery Co
Store v J5 robbed, 4, 11:1
ALBURN, John A
Drafts bill to make auto theft penal offense, 4, 11:1
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS
Daughter of John L Higgins dies, Col, 5, 11:1
Popluxe warned of drinking liquors with wood alcohol content, ed, 5, 11:1
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS - INTOXICATION - Akron
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons listed are arrested and/or fined
John Kerwin, Harry D Neal, Joseph Steiner, William Hunt, Peter Hiltikk, Charles Hastings, Hugh McManus, Mike Kane, Elsworth Kliger and John Tolle, 4, 11:1
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS — INTOXICATION (cont)

Kenton
John McFie, M, 20, 20:2
Charles Salter, D 17, 2:7

Oberlin
Student drinking at Oberlin coll condemned by pres Henry Churchill King, M 8, 2:1
Ohio anti league preparing measure to present to general assembly providing damages to families or heirs of men who are injured or killed while intoxicated, Ja 3, 1:8

Wadsworth
Nicholas Gorme, M 18, 9:4
Andy Joropos, D 3, 12:1

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Mayor Rockwell orders Police Chief Durkin to enforce Sunday saloon closing law, F 3, 1:7
Kenyon-Shepard bill passage urged for proper regulation of inter-state commerce, ed, Ag 2, 4:1

LAW VIOLATIONS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons listed are arrested and/or fined for violating Sunday closing law

Akron
Newton Brandt fined for selling to minors, Ja 5, 1:3
Frank Yoder chgd with selling to minors, F 10, 3:4
John Nollan, M, 18, 10:1
E A Kuhn, M 26, 12:3
Unusual number of intoxication arrests indicate that saloons are violating Sunday closing law, Ap 23, 3:2
Charles Schroeder, Ap 23, 3:6; My 1, 7:6
George Adams fined, M 24, 24:5
Bootleggers rounded up in series of raids by revenue collector, M 10, 1:1
Tony Grinwisitch, Ag 26, 8:2
John Hanson and F 6 Bloom, S 23, 10:1
Joseph Higby and Louis Carano, O 14, 1:3
Louis Carano, O 15, 10:1
Nick Chellos, O 21, 12:2
Walter Markowski, O 21, 12:2
Otto Schoenbener, N 18, 1:2
Henry Christ, N 25, 12:2
Albert Miles, O 10, 11:5
Charles McNamara and Charles Crist, O 16, 9:2

Alliance
Herman S Hall, Ap 8, 1:3

1912

Ashland
Police raid beer party, Clyde Ebert shot, Jy 24, 7:4

Ashland
Ralph Rhodes fined for Rose law violation, N 11, 5:3
Ralph Rhodes (Rhodes) and wife fined for violation of Rose law, granted stay, D 12, 12:4

Barberton
Bartram (Duck) Smith, My 8, 7:5
Henry Scholl fined for selling to minor, Ag 2, 18:1
Fred Kirkeheide fined for furnishing liquor to jail prisoners, Ag 6, 12:1
Joseph Laubner, O 1, 14:1

Columbus
Benjamin E Hinz fined for soliciting liquor orders and circulating liquor literature in dry territory, My 7, 1:6
James Bitts indicted for bootlegging, Ja 6, 12:3

Conneaut
Sig Johann, M 20, 18:1
Benjamin E Hinz fined for furnishing liquor without prescription, U 5, 8:4; D 21, 2:4

Cuyahoga Falls
Officers confiscate large supply of liquor and beer, S 20, 1:6
David Herbert, S 20, 18:1
John Cook, O 23, 14:3
Officials accused of laxity in enforcing laws barring minors from saloons, O 12, 1:3; laxity denied, U 14, 1:4

Girard
Three speakeasies visited by sheriff, beer confiscated, N 6, 5:5

Kemper
Mac Tannen, Ja 17, 12:1

Lebanon
Shipment of pie containing whiskey in jelly form seized, F 12, 2:4

Ohio
Confiscations in dry counties can be sold to satisfy Aikin law tax, rules Atty Gen Hogan, Ja 6, 4:6
Selling or soliciting orders forbidden in dry territories, My 7, 1:6

Pomeroy
Drug store of W F Price raided, F 29, 4:4

Rebecca
Joe Ellettsh fined for taking liquor into dry territory, F 2, 10:7
Mike Miller and Markos Skurka held for illegal sale, F 22, 12:4

Somerset
Sale of liquor to minors by dealers and citizens being investigated, N 30, 1:3

Wadsworth
John Smith, N 19, 2:4

Warren
Thriving bootleg trade reported, Jesse Johnson arrested, N 2, 8:4

Youngstown
Enforcement of saloon closing carried out, Ja 5, 14:3

LICENSES

Forty-one issued, Newark, Ja 10, 10:1
Gov Harmon's views condemned by Men's Brotherhood class of First Cong of Christ, F 12, 2:1
A Ross Rand review praised by Men's bible class of First Cong of, F 19, 10:1
Law proposing arrest of Ohio license holder and whores with police surrounding denied by Gov Cox, D 27, 12:1

LOCAL OPTION

Nullification of state laws by U S supreme court ruling on interstate liquor shipments criticized, ed, Ja 1, 4:1
Swing from dry to wet vote throughout U S explained, M 1, 14:4
Citizens con of Guy Falls urges dry vote, Ja 5, 14:1; wet vote election, Ja 11, 3:5; expense accounts filed, Ja 22, 1:6
Marietta vote high on account of cold weather, Ja 13, 5:5
Campaign closes, Gallipolis, Ja 18, 7:4
Effect of lawful shipments in dry territories, ed, Ja 24, 1:1
Dry saloons in Larue, Ja 24, 7:4
Wet petitions circulated, Bellefontaine, F 5, 3:5
Miami county votes dry, Mr 22, 20:3
Election to restore city in wet column progresses, Springfield, Ap 25, 1:5
Prospective Clark county saloon keepers secure license as result of wet vote in election, Ap 30, 3:4
Thornville village votes dry, My 4, 4:5
Jones saloon law lauded by W A Witmer, Barberton, My 27, 7:2
Williams county dry vote, Ja 24, 7:5

PROHIBITION

Ohio Mfrs assn urges members to forbid use of intoxicants by employees, Ja 4, 6:8
Sale of liquor opposed, Itr 9, 5:2
Abolition of tenant by U S Army seen as aid to temperance, ed, Ja 22, 4:1
Subject of talk by C J Hall at First Universalist ch, F 28, 5:1
Ministers deemed anti-prohibitionists, Itr, N 31, 5:5

SALON

Reopen in Tuscarawas county, Ja 4, 8:5
Akron owners seek repeal of anti-music ord, F 13, 2:4; city council resists action, F 27, 1:4; Mayor Rockwell verbally attacked by Councilman Shaw for failure to enforce, N 21, 8:1
Topic of speech by Hon Oliver Wayne Stewart sponsored by NCW, Kent, M 4, 12:2
Ordered closed on election day, Barberton, My 20, 12:4
Ord prohibiting music passed by council, Wadsworth, Ja 4, 3:6
Wanted to close doors at usual time on New Years eve, Barberton, D 31, 5:5
ALDEN (JUDGE), GEORGE D
Alderman, F 6, 2:3
Alderfer, Philip
Robbed, F 1, 10:3
Alderson's BAKERY
Damaged by fire, Ja 16, 1:1
Alderman, A D
Suspended as Marietta postmaster, My 4, 3:4
Aldrich (GOV), Chester H
Supports Roosevelt for Pres movement, ed, F 9, 4:2
Aler, C C
Trial opens in fed warehouse probe, My 31, 12:1
Aleski, Pete
Sought by police on chg of contributing to delinquency of Mary Petros, F 2, 10:1; F 3, 12:1; fined, F 5, 9:1
Alex, Frank
Sees Donto Pappo for contr judgment, F 2, 12:1; M 5, 2:1; allowed default judgment, Ap 16, 2:2
Alexander, Alvin D
Names A J Roman and 2 others in judgment suit, F 26, 10:1; settles, Ap 6, 2:6
Files petition seeking to enjoin county comes from opposing funds outside Summit county, O 31, 1:7; hearing opens, local banks chgd with fraud, N 8, 1:4; N 11, 1:1; loses verdict, N 18, 1:8
ALLAN, J E
Pleads guilty to selling cocaine, D 7, 3:2; fined, D 9, 2:4

ALLAN, JOHN
Near asphyxiation by gas fumes, recovering, N 1, 1:3

ALLAN, ROBERT
Arrested on charge of being common beggar, D 23, 7:9

ALLAN, ROSELA. See Allan, Rosella

ALLAN, SHERMAN
Aptd asst sec of U S treas by Pres Taft, Jy 16, 10:2

ALLAN, W. G
Luggage bitten by dog, Jy 15, 1:1

ALLAN, WILLIAM (Guy Falls)
Aptd police, Jy 15, 8:5

ALLAN, WILLIAM P
Sues wife Alice for divorce, Jy 3, 1:6

ALLERMANN, HAZEL
Sentenced for appearing in men's clothing, Ap 9, 7:5

ALLHUISE, WILLIE
Felt and hands frozen, Jy 20, 3:5

ALLIANCE, OHIO. See names of utilities

ALLING, ELETA A
Sues John C Gibson for judgment on promissory note, Jy 17, 6:2; win's verdict, My 8, 5:6

ALLISON, HARRY (RED)
Escapes from Licking county jail, Ap 30, 2:6

ALLISON, RALPH
Sentenced for petty larceny, S 3, 7:1

ALLISON, W. O
Names Anna Viethmeyer in receivership suit, Jy 6, 8:2

ALLINGHAM, WILLIAM IRVIN
Injured when auto overturned, Jy 11, 1:6; dies, Jy 13, 2:4

ALLMANN, EMORY
Injured in fight, A J Kuyper held, Ag 17, 1:7

ALLOYS. See specific metals

ALLREED, JAMES I. See Ohio - Elections - Judiciary

ALLYNE ALUMINUM CASTING CO. See Aluminum

ALUS, FRED
Killed in airship explosion, Jy 2, 1:6

ALVIN, JOSEPH
Slain, 2 men held, D 24, 3:3

ALSPACH, E F (Kenmore)
Resigns as health officer, U 10, 14:4

ALUMINUM
See also names of cos


ALVORD, ERNEST
Sentenced for robbery of Mrs Naeem Edwards res, S 19, 1:3

AMANATIDIES, GEORGE
Names Constantine Amanatides in collection suit, D 2, 10:1

AMARGUETIS, GUST
Named in money suit by Soforcon Solis, My 24, 1:4

AMBULANCES. See Traffic - Akron - General

AMBER, FERDINAND
Store robbed, D 20, 1:3

AMEN, JOSEPHINE
Injured by truck, Jy 29, 12:4

AMERICAN AGRICULTURE CHEMICAL CO
Names William and Nettie Watters in collection suit, Jy 6, 8:3; win's, Mr 9, 12:3

AMERICAN BEAUTY PARLORS
Bldg damaged when NOTAL co at car jumps track, Ap 29, 1:7

AMERICAN BOTTLE CO
Storage and blockhouse destroyed by fire, Mr 23, 11:5

AMERICAN COLLEGE (Rome, Italy)
Cleveland alumni hold annual reunion, My 6, 12:2

AMERICAN HOTEL (Barberton)
Declared in favor of city by Police Chief Eby, My 26, 8:6

AMERICAN MEDICAL JOURNAL
Supports candidacy of Theodore Roosevelt for pres, ed, Ag 15, 4:1

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Youngstown chapter needs donations for Balkan crisis, D 24, 10:3

Arbor chapter appeals to C of C for funds to aid in Balkan War zone, N 3, 14:6

AMERICAN SCRAP IRON CO
Named in recovery suit by Akron Scrap Iron co, Mr 25, 3:1; settlement reached, Ap 16, 2:2

Named in personal service suit by David Silberman, Jy 8, 2:5

AMER SEWER PIPE CO
Finders Walker plant at E Liverpool to start operations, Jy 20, 7:2

Comprises with 4 other concerns, My 17, 1:3; My 18, 1:8

Rept increased business, N 1, 16:3; U 14, 2:3

E Liverpool plant destroyed by fire, U 12, 8:4

AMER SOC OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. See Engineers,

Mechanical, Amer Soc of

AMER STEEL FOUNDRIES. See Iron

AMER STRANDBOARD CO
Elects officers, Jy 12, 1:5

AMERICAN THEATER (Barberton)
Damaged by fire, Jy 22, 10:2

AMERICAN TIRE AND RUBBER CO
Starts production, F 6, 1:5

Rept increased business, capital stock increase authorized by stms, N 21, 2:4

ANEMIOIA
Herbert Baker committed to Newburgh State hospital, Clev, Ap 6, 5:5

Donovan Look returns after 6-wk absence, Orwell, D 2, 7:4

Gene Sullivan found after 7-day search, Kent, Jy 11, 8:3

ANDES, MRS. NETTIE E
Wine damage in suit with Ann Arbor shoe co, Ja 24, 12:5

ANDERSON, BENJAMIN F
Injured in fall, Ag 31, 2:4

ANDERSON, CARL-GABEY
Killed when auto overturns, por, D 2, 1:7

ANDERSON, EMIL J
Named delegate to progressive natl conv from Ind, Ag 2, 13:4

ANDERSON, FREDDIE M
Loss suit against Frantz Body Mfg co, Ap 5, 9:4

ANDERSON, GEORGE (Wiper)
Arrested in dynastite conspiracy case, F 14, 5:3

ANDERSON, GEORGE
Disobediently conduct chg dismissed, D 26, 20:7

ANDERSON, HARVEY
Attempts suicide by hanging, S 16, 9:2

ANDERSON, JAMES
Sentenced on chg of visiting brothel, S 17, 1:6

ANDERSON, JAMES
Sued for divorce by wife Oma E, O 28, 12:7; wife granted temporary alimony, U 17, 14:3

ANDERSON, JOHN (Youngstown)
Suspended from police force, O 22, 3:5

ANDERSON, JUAN
Estate sued by Elizabeth Leach for compensation for services, Ja 16, 3:3

ANDERSON, MARION
Held in robbery of Mike Wiskelley, N 18, 5:1

ANDERSON, MARLENE
Bitten by dog, Jy 16, 2:4

ANDERSON, MARY
Plagued guilty to chg of forgery, Ap 8, 10:1

ANDERSON, NEAL P
Estate names CAC & co and Fairman & co in damage suit, Jy 20, 1:8

ANDERSON, T J
Dies of injuries received when kicked by horse, Ja 16, 8:3

ANDERSON, THOMAS G
Divorces wife Minnie, S 24, 3:2

ANDERSON HOTEL (Kent)
Destroyed by fire, Ap 9, 1:6

ANDERSTON, ROBERT
Arrested on chg of forgery, D 26, 7:2

ANDREWS, HARRY E
Election as pres of bd of educa praised, ed, Ja 3, 4:1

ANDREWS, HENRY C
Divorced by wife Madons, F 20, 7:2

ANDREWS, SARAH R. See Ohio - Legislature - Obstetrical

ANDREWS, ROBERT
Arrested for violation of fishing laws, Mr 18, 1:7
ANDREWS, WILLIAM (B111)
Method of selling horses, illus, Ja 22, 8:3
MANDOS (MRS.), J.UE
Fined for theft, N 18, 5:2
ANDROS-SCHOFIELD CO
Damaged by fire, Mr 13, 12:4
ANGELO, JERRY
Released from horse stealing chg, N 21, 12:4
ANGELI, JESSE
Named in collection suits by Frank E Remick, N 7, 1:5; Ap 4, 9:4
ANIMALS
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are arrested for cruelty
See also Hunting; Veterinarians; names of animals and zoos
Robert Ross, Ja 12, 1:7
Daniel Gorney, Peninsula, F 9, 10:4
John Walsbirk, Barberton, Ap 17, 7:6
Paul Negel, Barberton, Ap 17, 7:6
ANGERHARD, FRED
Injured when auto overturns, S 30, 11:6
ANKUL (MRS.), BARBARA
Stabbed, Hubert Zehahn killed, F 1, 1:7
ANN ARBOR RR CO
Loss in damage suit to Mrs Mettie E Amos, Ja 24, 12:5
ANSON, HENRY
Apprd. deputy clerk Summit county bd of elections, Ag 6, 1:6
ANSON, MAY
Arrested on chg of assaulting Josephine
Salomon, D 27, 2:1
ANTI-SALON LEAGUE, OHIO
See also Alcoholic Liquors; Ohio - Constitution - Convention
Opposes nomination of James M Cox for Gov on dem ticket, Je 4, 8:4
Launches campaign for honest legislators, S 21, 2:4
ANTI-TRUST LAWS
See also Monopolies; U.S. - Suits and claims
Enforcement of Sherman law no benefit to pub or retailers, ed, F 2, 1:4
Revision of Sherman law urged, eds: Mr 7, 0:4; Je 17, 4:1; Ja 24, 4:1; ed (Toledo Blade), D 17, 4:4
Stand of Pres Taft on Sherman act, ed, N 27, 4:1*
Annual rent of Atty Gen Wickersham on suits questions, ed, U 10, 4:1
ANTI-TUBERCULAR VOLLUNTEER SOC
Prepares request for appropriation from state to combat spread of tuberculosis, D 21, 3:4
ANTIOCH COLL (Yellow Springs)
Commencement, Ja 12, 7:6
ANTIOCHS
Harry Hauenstein's collection, feature article, My 1, 7:2
ANTLER, FLOYD
Arrested and sentenced to Boys' Indus school for delinquency, Nr 23, 10:5; captured in Barberton, recommitted, Ja 24, 2:1
ANTON, MAX
Fined for intoxication, My 13, 7:5
APARTMENTS
See names
APPELICH, TOSHA
Divorced from wife Millicia, My 25, 2:4
APLEY, WILLIAM A
Names J. W and Mrs J. W Short in collection suit, N 11, 1:1
APPLE, HERMAN
Res destroyed by fire, D 18, 7:6
APPLES
Abbotsford county reaps largest crop in history, R 12, 9:4
APPLETON, CARRIE (Littleton)
Arrested on chg of keeping brothel, Mr 7, 1:4; fined, D 9, 5:2; D 16, 7:1
APRIL, SVEDE
Sentenced for grand larceny, D 3, 5:6
APRIL, JOHN
Origin, feature article, Ap 4, 12:3
ARCANIUM CLUB, KENT
Election officers, D 7, 9:7
ARCHAEOLOGY
Dr Charles L Metz research work in uncovering prehistoric relics outlined, Madisonville, S 12, 1:2
William Lowe exhibits mastodon bone, Akron, N 14, 5:2
ARDER, J C
Awarded Yale scholarship, D 26, 1:1
ARDER, JOHN
Injured by train, Ag 12, 1:7
ARDER, RUDY W
Nominated for state treas by repub party, Je 3, 5:2
ARDER, THOMAS R
Appr'd boiler inspector in Ohio dept of steam engs, F 2, 4:4
ARCHBOLD, JOHN (Cinct)
Resigns as chief of fire dept, F 5, 14:1
ARCHITECTURAL CLUB, AKRON
Elects officers, Mr 1, 12:4; Dy 11, 2:5; D 13, 10:1
ARKRON QUARTET, AKRON
Concert, F 20, 2:4
ARIZONA
Admission as state, ed, F 16, 4:1
ARMHAN, RICHARD
Arrested on theft chg, Mr 13, 1:3
ARMAMENTS
Use of airplanes in warfare questioned, ed, N 14, 4:1
EX-GOV. J. HANLY of IND and CAPT RICHMOND P HOBSON debate on disarmament at Music hall, N 26, 3:1
ARMORY THEATER CO (Massillon)
Named by First Savings & Loan co in collection suit, S 10, 3:7
ARMOUR AND CO
Money suit against J H Weiner settled, My 24, 1:8
ARMSTRONG, GRACE
Accidently shot and killed by brother Lawrence, Ag 22, 12:3
ARMSTRONG, JOHN R
Creditors file petition in bankruptcy, My 31, 12:2
ARMSTRONG, LEVI
Arrested on intoxication chg, O 20, 14:2
ARMSTRONG, LOUIS
Killed in r. r. car, Nr 15, 14:4
ARMSTRONG, THEODORE
Bicycle stolen, Ja 5, 1:6
ARMY, U.S.
See U S - Army
ARTAIR, THEODORE
Bicycle stolen, Ja 5, 1:6
ARTAIR, WILLIAM
Suicide, Ja 3, 2:3; 5:4
ARNOLD, CHARLES H
Indicted on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, N 19, 3:2; extradition from Rochester sought, N 21, 9:1; returned from Rochester (N Y), N 27, 13:3; sentenced to Ohio State Reformatory, U 8, 1:6; taken to reformatory, D 10, 16:1
ARNOLD, JAMES
Burned to death in fire, Ap 24, 1:5
ARSON
Akron
Edward McIver barn destroyed, brother James held, Ap 12, 1:1
Alliance
S C Miller barn destroyed, Rhineland
Hynonius held, G 2, 10:3
Chardon
John Fulton arrested, N 27, 7:3
Clayton
Judson Mupert held, Ap 1, 1:6
Conneaut
Fred Landerman confesses arson guilt in suicide note, Mr 5, 10:1
Wilford block partially destroyed, Willie Thomas held, Ag 13, 8:4
Lima
Lima Stone co plant damaged, Ralph McIver and Ralph Boon confess, Je 12, 8:2
McDonaldsville
John Hitz held, My 13, 3:6
Roscoe
Fire bug terrorizes village, Ja Lorettaley grocery and storeroom damaged, fire marshal
ASSAULTS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are victims.
See also Kidnapping; Murders; Robberies; Sex Crimes.

AKRON

Robert Myers, Emmett Dine bound to probate ct., J 3, 12:3
Mrs Mary Schmidt, Mrs Kate Poroskay bound to probate ct., J 4, 8:2
William Noye, John Bell fined, J 9, 7:1
Christian Reich bound to probate ct, J 9, 10:2
Joseph Pillach, John Stuck, Mike Jason, and Mike Golich held, J 15, 8:3
J J Murphy fined and sentenced for beating wife, J 16, 10:1
Paul Zambo, Nick Luce and Joseph D Mathys held, J 17, 7:1
Mike Jastien and John Stanicich held for grand jury on cutting to kill chg, J 19, 9:2
Ernest Melton and John Berenger, George Southimer pleads not guilty, J 20, 3:3
Capt Jack Dallas chp with threatening to kill family, J 24, 8:3
John Frankosky arrested and fined for fighting, J 24, 10:2
John Velsh attempt, John Junzie placed under bond, J 27, 10:1
Austin Moore, George Chalfant sentenced, J 28, 10:1
Albert Kaiser by cell mate Walter Hanlin, F 3, 14:4
Katie Herbert, husband Martin held, F 7, 10:1
Andy Zazunin pleads not guilty to beating wife, F 9, 1:1
Henry Williams and Martin Milligan held, F 10, 3:3
Ed Benson, James Little fined and sentenced, F 12, 12:2
John Rellikovich fined and sentenced for beating wife, F 12, 12:2
Harvin Summit county dog catcher, James Beers fined, F 13, 1:4
Samuel Friedman, Carl McConkie fined, F 13, 1:4
Mrs John Benjamin and Mary Jenkins, William Gray fined and sentence suspended, F 15, 10:1
Henry Sprain, Ama Rollinson and Arthur Kent held, F 20, 12:6
Teresa Seplonic, Mrs Anna Hill fined, F 22, 10:3
Joe Volek, F 23, 2:1
Vallie Wolch, Bertha McConkie and Bertha Skiles held, F 28, 3:2
Louie Gun, Ellen David fined, F 29, 1:7
Donald Lecot, Dominica Rada fined, F 29, 12:3
George Eseff pleads not guilty to beating wife, F 30, 1:3
Paul Greisinger, John McMillan fined, F 9, 1:2

ASSAULTS - AKRON (cont)

David Baldwin, Nicholas Hugan held, M 11, 10:3
William Bell, Peter Beckler-tined, M 13, 5:1
John Blenda and 6 others arrested, M 18, 3:3
Syrian woman peddler, Charles Lash arrested, M 19, 2:5
John Kenga (Kemalay), Carl (John) Bartley held, M 20, 2:4
Paul Workeen, Lawrence Paul fined, M 23, 10:4
John Rathofftchviltin and sentenced for beating wife, M 26, 3:2
Mrs Selma Houser, Jesse Carr held, M 26, 10:1
Frank Sokal arrested, M 26, 10:1
Pasquale Santora, Dominic and Joseph Fisher held, M 1, 1:6
Joe Prokash and 3 others arrested for fighting, M 1, 1:6
Albert Stakland, Mr and Mrs George Kavalski held, M 17, 1:1
Patrick Dunne, Walter Price arrested, M 12, 7:3
Thomas Byers and wife, Ed Smith and Charles Mitchell held, M 22, 1:4
Thomas Pilko, fine sentenced for beating wife, M 23, 3:5
Harry Diller, James Campbell held, M 6, 1:4
Mrs E Kurtz, Peter Becker sentenced, M 6, 11:6
Mrs Norman Breckenridge, husband held, M 7, 1:1
Lee Hollingshead, Charles Goodrich fined, M 15, 2:7
Fred Smith chg dismissed, M 17, 20:8
William Smith chg dismissed, M 17, 20:8
Dr B F Force, Harry Walker held, M 23, 2:6
Dan Reppen held for beating wife, M 25, 13:13
Robert McEvon, James Seidel fined, sentence suspended, M 27, 1:6
John Mitchell arrested, M 29, 1:5
Jacob Carlson, Frank Fortwood held, M 5, 1:6
William Bauer, Conrad Seaple fined, M 5, 10:4
Charles Shaw, Mike Popovich held, M 6, 9:3
Popovich bond to grand jury, M 12, 1:8
John Smith held for fighting, M 9, 11:3
John Hyetts, Vincent Laverstok held, M 10, 2:7
Mary Avasyn, Peter Pizzo and wife Kate held, M 15, 2:5
Steve Radoszewitz, Bessie George and Branko Lesic held, M 15, 2:9
Lewis Borok, Joseph Emery fined and sentenced, M 20, 10:1
Frank Nettet, Joseph Embodi fined and sentenced, M 21, 1:4
William Williams fined for fighting, M 22, 3:7
William Patterson fined for fighting, M 24, 10:2
Nick Shn fined for beating wife, M 24, 10:2
Daniel Bones, Nick Majo fined, M 24, 10:2
William Distler arrested for beating wife, M 24, 10:3

ASSAULTS - AKRON (cont)

Shirley Fleming, Albert Thomas arrested, M 25, 2:2
Bauia Sagu, Frank Snyder held, M 28, 8:7
Harry Gray and 3 others arrested for fighting, M 29, 5:2
Charles Knollen, Charles Briggs held, M 4, 8:5
Tobin Cronin, Joseph (Charles) Toth held, M 5, 1:1
Harry L Gunther, Charles Moore sought, M 15, 1:3
William McElhiney, M 17, 7:2
Jesse Farlow, Frank Hill fined, M 18, 12:3
Antonio Pasta, Frank Lambert fined, M 19, 7:3
Wm Roderbaugh, John Kielst held, M 23, 12:5
Mary Higley, son Warren fined, M 24, 2:1
Mrs Jacob Wallace, husband arrested and released, M 25, 7:1
Matt Donnell and Roy Nonier, M 29, 8:1
Cloyd Ebert shot and wounded, F 5 Wood detained, released, M 2, 5:1
R F Myers, Joseph A Backman arrested, M 2, 13:6
Julio Radwicz, Frank Williams held, M 16, 16:3
John Tarshop and Mike Gurich arrested for fighting, M 17, 8:2
Hermon Parish, M 27, 5:2
Frank Romauskahi held for beating wife, S 2, 8:2
Mike Palmer, John Puchti held, M 3, 10:1
S 4, 1:6
Myrtle Willms, Adam Erbo held, S 25, 2:1
Y S Louise, H L Line held, S 26, 2:3
Stella Lapinski, Toney Alaskey acquitted, M 27, 20:5
Sam Volle arrested for beating wife, S 28, 1:3
Thomas Thomas arraigned, O 3, 14:2
Rollin Hawkins, H E Ruttner fined, O 7, 2:5
M Michaelott, Lucky Jones sentenced, O 9, 10:1
Charles Willey, John Lavery held, O 14, 1:4
Elder Spilte case continued, O 15, 10:1
Robert Feredrow arrested on chq of beating wife, O 21, 12:9
George Downey, James Kelly fined, O 21, 12:3
Sheridan Hauer, Ed Shroffman and 2 others held, O 23, 12:2
Verda Wellon, Kure Tovun fined, O 26, 14:4
John Willsh fined, N 4, 8:2
Steve Mundelich fined, N 4, 8:2
Henry Bubbs, John Brown, N 6, 2:2
Daniel Dawson held on chq of soliciting daughter from home, N 6, 7:5
Ralph Ave, George Holland sought, N 9, 11:3
Delbert Salas, Earl Beck and 3 others held, N 11, 1:1
Horace Statlerk held for fighting, N 11, 5:7
Ebel, Frank and John Lucas held, N 19, 1:4
Nick Sabin sentenced, N 20, 3:3
Vito Goria, Antonio Tassoni held, N 22, 2:1
Don Ruttan recs suspended sentence for beating wife, N 22, 8:1

ALLIANCE

Dominick Testa and Dominick Nicketti cut in tight, both held, 5, 3:3

AMHERST

Anthony Mulback fined and sentenced for beating wife, F 7, 3:3

ASHLAND

Cloyd Ebert, F C Wood detained then released, Ag 17, 5:1

ASHITABULA

Louis Dahn defending feelsy from assailant, N 2, 11:4
ASSAULTS — CANTON (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>John Devine, Harry Loyd held, F 16, 2:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Margaret Whitten, George Kambury held, Jy 17, 5:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flora Chippard attack, Franklin Baldwin held, Jy 18, 8:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fannie Schmidt, Harry Bell held, N 22, 14:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Harry Johnson held for beating unnamed woman, O 11, 3:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHARDON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Carlton F Ferris, W L Nott held, Ag 7, 5:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CINCINNATI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Mrs Male Elias and mother Mrs Barbara Amuel, Habib Zemihn held, F 1, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Spade, Daniel Evers held, M 18, 10:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Radeloff, wife sought, Ap 5, 2:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Senger, M 28, 3:2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLARKSVILLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Minnie Lavello, torped and feathered by B woman, S 13, 1:6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLEVELAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>John Gallagher, Mrs Mary McCarthy held, M 24, 14:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Basile, Louis Brooksmith held, Ap 29, 8:5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COLUMBUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>William Tarpey arrested for throwing his infant child out of window, Ja 2, 9:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Guy stabs wife, surrenders, Ja 22, 1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Burris shoots Louise Roland, commits suicide, F 19, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harvey Owens and James Wilkerson fight, M 6, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Brown, Jack Belmont held, M 29, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alvin E Shirling, Cecil Walker and Jerome Olgley held, M 16, 1:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CUMMINS FALLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Jack Oates held for beating wife, Ap 11, 12:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jim Mulligan, 9 assailants sought, M 22, 7:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William O'Connell fined, Jc 14, 7:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evans Jones, Jc 20, 7:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ben Jones, James Robinson held, Jc 31, 1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herbert Frieswell bound to appear, D 16, 9:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edward Frow, Russell Osburn fined, D 28, 2:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Louis, Happy Bowen fined, D 25, 10:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DAYTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>J T Miller, Arthur Johnson held, Ag 23, 5:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EAST LIVERPOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>F S Stewart, Albert Pany held, Jc 3, 5:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EATON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Lorena Herlan, Charles Long held, Jc 12, 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Eliza Light, husband Curtis held, Ag 16, 11:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINDLEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>O'Conner rescued from rob, Jc 10, 2:5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREMONT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Ralph Kitner, U 2, 9:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GENEVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>George Beacon shoots wife, stabs John Carter, attempts suicide, M 28, 1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Carr, Riah Hall arrested, D 30, 9:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GIBSINGEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Thomas Scholti, T J Saud held, Jc 3, 5:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HIRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Earl Cook and 2 others injured in attempted hazing of R L Thomas at Hiram College, Jc 31, 7:6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOLLAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Murka Wukordek, billiard partner roperet sought, F 7, 1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annie Bute, Vouka Vouesk held, M 15, 2:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marshal Vernon Bissell, M 11, 9:2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KENTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>William Thrallkill shoots wife, commits suicide, M 14, 12:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs John McQuights, Charles Owens held, O 11, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emma Vernon, sister, O 26, 2:2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LANCASTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Harry Brouney shoots Rose Bendore, commits suicide, N 26, 12:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEBANON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Mrs John Miknik, husband sought, Jc 30, 10:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LIMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Aaron States, Stanley Yokum held, Jc 24, 7:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reuben Horshinsky attacks Chief of Police Verillon, attempts suicide, N 27, 7:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W H Workman, Herbert Howery held, D 9, 12:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAINTaleigh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Frank Taylor, George Fletcher and William Jones held, M 13, 2:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARIETTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Case Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Elmer Caudel, Mrs Etta Shats held, F 16, 5:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Miller, brother Albert held, D 3, 3:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WAUSON
Charles Bates, Joe Chumpley sought, My 28, 5:1
James Welch bound to common pleas ct for beating wife, Je 15, 8:8
Richard Westenberger, Alex McDonald fined, O 17, 2:4

WAKAWA
George W Stinebaugh, Charles Cozad held, F 15, 3:3

WAWA
John Walsh life threatened, John B Jause Jr held, Ja 24, 10:5
Elli Mettschau, Nick Stibbs held, Ag 19, 3:5

WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE
Mrs John Hargraves, Booth Cole held, D 14, 5:3

WAVERLY
Daniel Blankenship, Forest Jordan held, D 28, 8:2

YOUNGSTOWN
Unidentified man found dying with fractured skull, Ja 2, 6:5
Frank Lonchak and wife, Dominic Coni sought, Ja 24, 7:4
Louis Tiron and Battista Wettro, Michael Gaglione sought, F 21, 12:3
Dick Russo, Tony Scullion held, Ap 6, 2:3
Roy Barber, Joe Neuster sought, O 10, 10:4
Joseph Zaltman, Thomas Mellish held, O 14, 3:3
Mrs Kate Troskiy Infant, Mike Artokin fined, N 7, 8:4
Unidentified man, Vasili Manushki arrested, N 23, 3:7
Victor Zelic, Joe Litsky held, N 30, 12:3
David Dowen, D 4, 10:2
Patsy Marone threatened, Samuel Rosi and 2 others arrested, U 4, 10:2
Police Officer John Connelly, John Milroy held, D 11, 3:3
ASSUR BROKERS INC
- incorporated, O 4, 12:6
AST, JOHN
Res damaged by fire following explosion, O 23, 2:1
ASTON (REV), J S
Missing, S 21, 2:6
ASTRA, SAN
Injured by falling stone, O 20, 10:4
ASTRO, ARTHUR
Killed by train, Ag 21, 1:3
AVANTI, MARY
Beaten, Peter Poczak and wife Kate held, Je 15, 2:5
BARBARA, GEORGE
Arrested on chg of pure food and violation, Je 22, 9:5
BARB, GEORGE W
Suicide by John H Ford for personal injury, Ap 25, 10:5
BARCELIA, CHARLES
Divorce granted wife Hattie, F 3, 1:4
BARBIE, W A
Arrested for divorce, M 21, 13:3
BARBOURVILLE, O NE
Agricultural society, H 3, 4:1
BARLOW, GEORGE
Suicide by poison, D 20, 10:2
BARLOW, WILLIAM
Killed by train, Ag 21, 1:3
BARST, MARY
Beaten, Peter Poczak and wife Kate held, Je 15, 2:5
BARST (JUDGE), DANIEL
Suicide by gun for damages, M 1, 3:4
BACHERT, EDMARD
Loan bank robbed, Ag 6, 3:4

BACHMANN (MRS)
Son injured in fall, O 31, 7:4

BACHMANN, ADAM
Held for sanity investigation, Ja 9, 2:3

BACHMANN, JOSEPH A
Arrest on assault chg, Ag 2, 13:6

BACHTEL, ALONZO C
Resigns as IOOF past grand master, por, Je 22, 3:7
Names Ellen Pontius estate in collection suit, Ag 14, 1:4

BACFER, JOHN
Sentence to workhouse for petit larceny, S 26, 2:3

BAJA, JULIA
Shot and wounded, Gilson Nastch held, N 25, 5:1

BAGINS, FRANK
Injured in fire at Coleman's shoe store, Je 16, 1:1

BAGIN, RAY
Accidentally shot and wounded while hunting, S 23, 7:6

BACTERIA, SEE Water for pollution of drinking water; month of diseases

BAKER, SAMUEL
Robbed, My 17, 10:2

BAGALLA, STEVE
Saloon robbery foiled, Ag 5, 12:3

BAGGOTT, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Fannie M, Je 21, 14:4; suit dismissed, S 24, 3:3

BAGLEY, WILLIAM W
Named alternate delegate to progressive natl conv, Ag 2, 13:4

BAIDOR, JOHN
Property damaged by elec store, Je 17, 9:7

BAILEY, C
Electrocuted by live wire, O 18, 14:2

BAILEY, WILLIAM H
Appeal filed in judgment suit against Albert Stick, Jy 8, 1:3; Ag 5, 1:6

BAILEY, CLYDE
Names David I Brossou in collection suit, Ja 22, 1:7

BAILEY, ROSE
Sees Roads

BAINES, ARTHUR
Injured when thrown from sled, F 1, 2:4

BAIRD, GEORGE
Killed when boiler explodes, O 4, 13:3

BAIRD, OLIVER
Shot and wounded, Lewis Holmes held, O 7, 5:3

BAKER, ANNA
Drowned, My 31, 9:7

BAKER, CARL D
Held on forgery chg, Ja 17, 3:6; Ja 18, 3:5; discharge, Ja 19, 12:4

BAKER, CHARLES
Held on forgery chg, Ja 17, 3:6; Ja 18, 3:5; discharge, Ja 19, 12:4

BAKER, JOHN
Arrested for delinquency, F 24, 1:4; sentenced on petit larceny chg, F 26, 10:3

BAKER (MRS), CARRIE DUNSON
Located by son Clarence Dunson after 35-year separation, Ja 24, 8:3

BAKER, D H
Room ransacked, Ag 8, 14:3

BAKER, E E
Nominated for Ohio Dairy and Food comm by progressive party, J 36, 1:4

BAKER, ERNEST
Arrested on chg of defrauding inkeepers, Ja 29, 12:5

BAKER, EVA
Burned in Madison hotel fire, Ja 29, 1:6

BAKER, HARRY
Sentenced to Boys' Indus school for delinquency, Au 12, 7:2

BAKER, HENRY
Burned by mistake of police, Ag 21, 9:2

BAKER, HERBERT
Committed to Newburg State hosp as anamnesis, Ag 6, 5:5

BAKER (REV), JACOB
Robbed, Ag 23, 12:3

BAKER, JAMES HEATHON
Police record, N 27, 4:4

BAKER, JOHN
Res damaged by fire, F 12, 1:5

BAKER, JUSTIN W
Accidentally shot and wounded while hunting, D 22, 1:4; dies, N 18, 1:3

BAKER (MRS), GERTRUDE A
Death, Jy 25, 2:3

BAKER, MARIE
Estate wins damage suit against Hamilton Building Co, S 25, 2:4

BAKER, MAGGIE
Wins in judgment suit brought by F E Lyons, F 2, 1:5

BAKER, MARTHA L AND WILLIAM H
Named in collection suit by Kraus Kene Co, Ja 8, 1:2; settled, Ap 6, 2:6

BAKER, MILWARD
Missing, S 13, 10:1; located, S 14, 8:4

BAKER (MRS), NETTIE
Held in fatal shooting of John W Morris, Jy 26, 9:2; acquitted of murder, adjudged insane, S 12, 3:3

BAKER (MAYOR), NEWTON D
See also Cleveland, Ohio
States he will not be candidate for gov, Ja 19, 11:2

Criticizes Gov Hearn's views on duties of delegates to state constitutional conv, F 15, 10:4
Supports candidacy of Goodchild. Wilson for pres, My 25, 1:8
Delivers address on Ohio's constitutional amendments, Ag 26, 1:7

Baker (MRS), C
Killed by fall into elevator pit, Jy 25, 10:2

Baker, WILLIAM
Arrested on larceny chg, Ja 23, 2:6; bound to grand jury, Ja 24, 8:3; confesses, Ja 27, 1:2; sentenced, F 29, 12:2

Baker, WILLIAM (New Phila)
Burned, S 17, 14:1

Baker-Baum Co
Clothing store damaged by fire, J A 15, 8:1
Ja 16, 1:6

Bakers, master, Ohio Ass'n of Appear 6th annual conv, My 21, 3:3

Bakers and Bakers. See names of cos and orgs

Baker, SAM
Fined for vagrancy, N 16, 1:6

Baker, STEVE
Fined for carrying concealed weapons, Ag 1, 1:2

Baldwin, HENRY
Injured in train collision, U 4, 3:4

Baldwin, FRANK
Assaulted, Nicholas Hagan held, My 11, 10:3

Baldwin, FRANK
Arrested on chg of threatening to kill Flora Choppard, Jy 18, 4:3

Baldwin, HENRY
Fined for violation of child labor law, My 6, 7:2

Baldwin (Pistonmaster), WILLIAM B
See also Postal Service - Akron
Defends postal service, ltr, Ja 17, 4:2
Blog, O 18, 2:4

Balestine, JOSEPH
Injured in st car-wagon collision, D 21, 9:3

Balkan War
14 enlist from Barbary, O 15, 12:2; 25 Akron Greeks respond to call for services in homeland, O 22, 5:2; O 25, 8:3; outlook for homeland, O 29, 1:3

Albania's reason for supporting Turkey in conflict, ltr, O 32, 10:5; O 2, 9:7
Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria's urging resistance to Turkey approved, ed (Gols Bishutch), O 23, 4:5

Youngstown Red Cross receives donations, O 24, 10:3

Moorhead Red Cross sec appeals for aid, N 1, 9:1
Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria commend for generalship, ed, N 9, 4:1

Amer Red Cross appeals to C of C for funds, N 9, 14:6

End provided by Capt Richmond Hobson, N 25, 10:3

Baldwin, HENRY
Pleads guilty to non-support chgs, O 29, 1:6; N 26, 14:1; sentenced, O 3, 2:3; O 19, 1:3

Balls (MRS), ISAAC
Overcome by gas fumes, Ja 26, 15:8

Ball, SIEGFRED (Shreiner)
Held on chg of horse stealing, My 31, 14:3; sentenced, Ja 24, 3:4

See also names of individuals and cos
Feature article, Ja 5, 14:4
1912  BARBER, OHIO C (cont)

rests as pres of Akron city hosp, por.
Ap 23, 1:4
Grows large stock of cabbage and tomato
plants, My 6, 5:1
Farming enterprise, feature article, My 13,
7:3
Cites Panama canal opportunity for U S, 11r,
Je 15, 4:4
Poultry dept on farm damaged by fire, Je 19,
1:5
Chosen member of Summit county grange, D 26,
7:3
Gives address at Tallmadge school exhibition,
provides award for butter contest, N 18, 8:5
Named in collection suit by near Protective
Tariff league, D 9, 9:9

BARBER, ROY
Injured during scuffle, Joe Kramer sought,
10, 10:4
BARBEYS. See names

BARBERTON, OHIO
See also Schools; Traffic; Weather;
names of utilities

CHARTER
Ord for revision before council, D 27, 2:5

CIVIL SERVICE
Comm elects officers, Nr 22, 3:3

COUNCIL
Summary of meeting, Je 4, 5:1
Failure to act on service lighting system
criticized by pub, N 18, 8:2

EMPLOYEES AND OFFICIALS
Ord fixing salaries of officials held valid
without signature of mayor, rules atty-gen
Hogan, Je 4, 1:7; increased, Je 4, 8:9;
ord opposed by socialists, Je 6, 10:2;
officials' pay held up by restraining
order, Nr 2, 11:4
List of appts to various offices submitted
to city council by Mayor Mitchell, N 9,
10:3
Larger yrs provided for city officials, Ap 23,
7:2

FINANCES
See also other sources of revenue
B C Chandler and 3 others apptd trustees of
sinking fund and tax com by Mayor Mitchell,
Ja 9, 10:3
Budget prepared for council approval, Nr 30,
8:7
Rept on bond redemption during March, Ap 2,
2:5

GENERAL
Rapid growth during past yr rep'td, Ja 24, 10:3
Clean Up day observed, My 13, 7:3
Early history related by Curtis Robinson,
D 12, 9:3

HEALTH DEPT
M P Walker and 4 others apptd bd members
by Mayor Mitchell, Je 9, 10:3
Addn of Ackerman to judgment suit for back
pay as humane officer, F 28, 5:1; refused
salary because of council's failure to pass
and providing pay, Nr 7, 2:4; council votes
to pay back salary, Ap 6, 12:1; awaits
jury action, D 23, 14:1; retails suit, N 20,
5:4
Sanitary officer Cranz makes yrly rept, N 14,
7:4
Appointment of A B Ackerman as agent refused
by council, D 27, 14:2

JAIL
Need of new building asserted by chief Eby,
Je 3, 5:1

LIBRARY BOARD
Dr W F Rhodenbaugh and 5 others apptd members
by Mayor Mitchell, N 9, 10:3

POLICE DEPT
Harry E Eby request Chief, Ja 9, 10:3
Salaries slashed by civil service ruling of
atty-gen Hogan, F 29, 10:1
Five men apptd to dept to conform to civil
service law, Ap 3, 14:1
Patrolman Ellsworth resigned, Ap 3, 14:2
A J McCarty apptd patrolman, Ap 30, 10:1
Addition of another man to force urged by
mayor, Je 19, 2:3
Clinton Yackey apptd patrolman, Jr 2, 7:2

SAFETY DEPT
S A Decker apptd dir by Mayor Mitchell, Jr 9,
10:3

SERVICE DEPT
E B Frase apptd dir by Mayor Mitchell, Ja 9,
10:3

1912  BARBERTON, OHIO (cont)

SOLICITOR
Elmer Roden becomes first elected to that
office, Ja 1, 8:5

STREETS
Paving of alleys authorized by city council,
N 16, 14:1; plans prepared for council,
Ja 17, 10:2; resolutions for paving passed
by council, Je 18, 14:4
Service dept urged to change system of st
clearing, D 30, 8:7
Clearing snow ordered by Mayor Mitchell, D 28,
2:3

SUITES &CLAIMS
See also specific dept
Central Savings & Trust Co, Arthur A Moore,
Frederick G Dayton, and William J Henry sue
to restrain collection of unlawfully
assessed taxes, Ja 16, 3:4; injunction granted,
Ja 17, 10:2; city loses suit, Ja 20, 1:6;
2:4
Peter K Wise suits for injunction to restrain
salary payments, F 10, 1:8; answer filed by
city, Jr 7, 1:5; council decides to carry
suit to circuit ct, Ap 30, 10:2; suit opens,
My 15, 2:2; continues, My 18, 9:4
Francis Pettit sues for injury, Jr 29, 2:8

WATER WORKS DEPT
Trly rept, Ja 9, 10:2

BARBERTON CASH GROCERY
Named in judgment suit by Schumann & Goldmann,
N 6, 1:8

BARBERTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Addressed by atty-gen T J Hogan on proposals
before Ohio constitutional convention,
F 23, 1:8
R L McCabe speaks on solution of evils of
present banking system, Ap 5, 9:2
Publishes Barberton Bulletin, My 4, 9:1;
continues publication, My 3, 7:4
Membership increases, My 16, 16:4
Seeks better telephone service in city, Je 1,
8:6
Protests Akron Times news item concerning
health conditions of city, Ap 4, 8:4

BARBERTON ENGINEERING AND CONSTR CO
Damage suit brought by John Holtz dismissed,
Ap 3, 15:6

BARBERTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
Damaged by fire, Ap 28, 1:5
Destroy fire, S 13, 10:1

BARBERTON HARDWARE STORE
Robbery frustrated, Leo Burke and Lloyd
Hout held, S 26, 7:3

BARBERTON HIGH SCHOOL
Expulsion of Raymond Brooks sustained by bd
of educ, Ap 4, 10:4
Addressed by Frank Haggerty, My 16, 7:4
BARBERTON LIGHT & POWER
Restraining suit brought by Alexander Greenbaum dismissed, N 12, 8:1

BARROW, W.M.
Sought in murder of Joe Palsch, N 8, 1:1; reward offered, N 9, 1:6; search continues, N 11, 12:4

BARROTT (CR), J.W.
Body found, believed frozen to death, N 26, 3:4

BARGE, JOHN
Cut and injured, arrested on disorderly conduct chg, George Fosie held, O 9, 5:2

BARKER, JUSTIN W
Suit brought by H Harry Wiener dismissed, Ap 3, 1:5

BARKER, MIKE
Fined for vagrancy, N 11, 5:8

BARKER, OTIS
Bound to grand jury on fraudulent check chg, Ap 30, 2:5

BARKER, THOMAS
Occupation as blacksmith, feature article, N 20, 5:3

BARTZ, MIKE
Arrested and fined for resisting officer, Jy 23, 1:3

BARNAM, CHARLES T
Appsec of Ohio pharmacy bd, Jy 31, 4:6; resigns, appts drug inspector, F 12, 10:2

BARNARD, ALBERT
Injured when train is derailed, Ag 17, 1:3

BARNARD, C.J.
Res damaged by fire, N 26, 10:2

BARNES, WILLIAM
Shot and killed by guard in attempt to escape, from penitentiary, D 22, 1:1; investigation open, D 30, 4:8

BARNES, ARTHUR D AND MARIE J
Sued by Ohm Bowman and others to determine property rights, F 2, 12:3

BARNES, C.C.
Loses property suit to Charles F Gillie, My 5, 8:5

BARNES, HARRY
Injured in train collision, U 4, 3:4

BARNES (CR), R.H.
Pleads guilty to selling cocaine, O 7, 3:2; fined, O 3, 2:4; expelled from Mahoning County Med Soc, O 20, 4:6

BARNES, ROBERT
Held for murder of Charles W Myers, Mr 30, 2:5

BARNES, ROSS READ
Appts Akron substitute letter carrier, Ag 29, 1:3

BARNES, WILLIAM, JR
Leadership of repub natl conv promised, ed, Je 11, 4:1

BARNES MFG CO
Officials summoned in fed probe of Standard Sanitary Mfg co, F 13, 8:2

BARNETT (MRS), D W
Injured when auto overturns into creek, Ag 23, 12:8

BARNETT, DOROTHY
Sentenced to workhouse for vagrancy, S 26, 7:3

BARNETT, HARRY
Arrested on panniering chg, Jy 1, 2:3

BARTON, ARTHUR J
See also Summit County - Elections - Judiciary

Resigns as bd of health clerk, Je 7, 1:7

Exam by State Examiners Parolee of accounts while Barton was employed as clerk in Mayor Rockwell's office shows shortage of funds, Jy 20, 1:1; investigation started by atty-gen McGhee, Jy 22, 8:3; answers chgs, Ag 24, 2:4; acquitted, N 16, 1:8; not indicted, N 16, 12:4

BARTON (OR), E.W.
Fined for speeding, My 6, 5:3

BARTRAM, JAMES
Killed in dynamite blast, Jy 5, 8:2

BARTZ, W.F.
Injured when caught between 2 freight cars, O 30, 8:4

BASSET, OSCAR
Fined and given suspended suspension sentence in Susie Miller affray case, Jy 22, 1:1

BASEBALL
Note: Games are indicated when winners only. Box scores and minor items not indexed

See also Accidents - Sports; Sunday Observance

Bob Ferguson credited with elimination of dishonesty among league teams, Jy 2, 8:4

Natl Coll meets in Cinti, Jy 3, 5:3; Ja 4, 3:6

(Kip) Al Siebach retires, career, Je 17, 9:1

Creates greater interest than politics, ed (Youngstown Telegram), Mr 8, 4:6; S 30, 4:1

May become internat sport, ed, Jy 16, 4:1

Professional leagues revise rules, Jy 23, 9:6

Comm publishes list of optional purchased and repurchased players, S 10, 11:5

AMERICAN ASSN
Umpires for opening games announced, Ap 10, 9:1

COLUMBUS
Trains at West Baden (ind), F 19, 9:1

TOLEDO
Frederick (Toby) Hartsell named mgr, Je 16, 9:3

Buys Frank Manush from Clev, F 9, 17:2

vs Louisville, My 30, 7:6; S 2, 7:7

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Boston
vs Clev, My 22, 11:6; My 23, 13:6; My 24, 20:4

Je 3, 9:6; Jy 23, 9:7; Jy 24, 9:6; Ag 7, 9:6

tie Ag 6, 9:7; Ag 23, 13:4; Ag 24, 9:6

CHICAGO

My 3, 17:5; My 4, 10:8; My 6, 9:4

My 8, 11:2; My 29, 7:3; 1 game dh, My 31, 13:6; 1 game, dh, Jy 5, 13:5; S 6, 13:5

CENTRAL LEAGUE
Reorganized, Ja 3, 9:4

Member clubs agree to enforce salary limit, Ja 17, 8:3

Ngrs announced, F 21, 10:1

Cleveland
Sails Frank Manush to Toledo, F 9, 17:2

Trades George Stowell to St Louis for Lefty George, F 17, 9:4

Billy J Doyle signs as scout, S 24, 9:7; expresses satisfaction over contr, S 25, 3:3

vs Boston, Je 4, 11:6; Je 5, 7:6; Jy 25, 9:7

Jy 26, 17:7; Ag 6, 11:6; tie, Ag 8, 9:7

Ag 22, 9:7; dh 5, 9:1; dh, S 20, 7:1

vs Chi, dh, My 30, 7:6; game, dh, My 31, 13:6

My 24, 9:3; 1 game, dh, Jy 5, 13:5; Ag 13, 9:4; Ag 31, 11:7; S 7, 11:7; S 9, 9:7


Je 26, 9:6; Je 28, 17:6; Jy 4, 7:7; S 25, 9:4; S 27, 17:4; S 28, 10:1; S 30, 7:4

vs Ft Wayne (2L) exhbs, S 5, 9:7

vs Tor, My 21, 13:6; Je 6, 9:6; Je 7, 17:6

Jy 18, 9:7; Ag 9, 13:6; Ag 10, 15:6; Ag 12, 7:4; tie, Ag 27, 9:7; 1 game, dh, Ag 29, 11:7; S 21, 10:4

vs Phila, Ap 11, 10:5; Jy 9, 11:6; Jy 15, 7:7

vs Rochester, exhbs, tie, My 25, 12:6

vs St Louis, Ap 16, 11:3; Ap 17, 8:3; My 1, 9:6; Je 29, 9:7; dh, Jy 1, 8:7; Jy 8, 7:7; 1 game, dh, S 3, 9:7; 0:7, 9:4

vs Washington, My 13, 9:6; My 15, 9:6; Jy 12, 17:3; S 12, 11:2; S 14, 9:7

Detroit

Je 27, 9:6; Jy 2, 11:6; Jy 3, 7:6

New York
vs Clev, My 18, 15:7; Je 9, 10:6; Jy 20, 8:7; dh, Ag 28, 9:7; 1 game, dh, Ag 29, 11:7

Philadelphia
vs Clev, Je 10, 2:4; Je 12, 8:7; Je 13, 9:6

Jy 16, 9:6; Jy 17, 9:6; oh, Ag 15, 9:7

Ag 18, 17:4; Ag 17, 8:6; 1 game, dh, S 3, 9:7; S 17, 11:1

St Louis
Trades Lefty George to Clev for George Stowell, F 17, 9:4

vs Clev, My 27, 9:3

Washington
vs Clev, My 14, 13:6; Je 11, 11:6; Jy 14, 17:6

Jy 15, 9:6; dh, Jy 10, 11:7; Jy 11, 9:7

Jy 13, 9:7; dh, Jy 29, 7:7; dh, Ag 21, 7:7

S 11, 7:4; S 13, 17:2
Constitution and by-laws adopted, F 22, 9:1
Conducted as business proposition, Mt 7, 9:6
Hard fought season predicted as teams prepare
for opening, Ap 22, 9:3
Reduced to 8 teams, Akron dropped, O 31, 1:3

Akon
Joins league, Ja 4, 7:1
Signs players, names Lee Fohl mgr, Je 6, 1:6
Contests sent to players, Ja 15, 7:1
Pat Riley and Red Hart signed, Ja 26, 13:4
Adds 4 new players, F 26, 9:4
Signs catcher Jackley, Mr 7, 9:2
Support of team urged, ed, Ap 4, 4:1
Lineup, phos, Ap 24, 10:1
Sells 3 players to O, O 24, 9:4
Dropped from league, O 31, 1:3

vs Grand Rapids, Je 11, 11:2; Je 12, 9:2
vs Canton, Je 13, 9:3; Ag 14, 9:2; Ag 15, 9:6; Ag 31, 11:2
vs South Bend, Je 6, 10:2; Je 10, 9:3; Je 24, 9:3; Je 25, 11:2; Je 30, 9:5; Ag 1, 9:3; Ag 20, 9:2; Ag 21, 7:3; Ag 29, 11:2
vs Springfield, Je 21, 13:4; Ag 17, 8:7; Ag 10, 7:2
vs Terre Haute, dh, My 30, 7:6; Je 14, 17:7
I game, dh, Ag 12, 7:2; dh, S 3, 9:2
vs Wheeling, dh, My 20, 9:2; Je 23, 9:2; Je 27, 9:4
vs Youngstown, Ap 29, 9:3; My 4, 10:2; My 10, 11:1; Je 19, 13:4
vs Zanesville, My 20, 13:4; dh, Je 3, 7:2; I game, dh, Ag 24, 9:3; Je 25, 9:2

Dayton
vs Akron, Je 24, 9:2; Je 25, 11:1; Ag 2, 17:1
vs Canton, Je 5, 8:1; I game, dh, Ag 21, 7:1
vs Canton, Je 5, 7:3; Je 26, 9:2; Je 27, 9:1; Je 28, 17:3; Ag 6, 11:2; Ag 7, 5:1; dh, Ag 26, 7:3
vs Erie, My 28, 11:2; My 29, 7:1; Je 14, 17:1
Ag 27, 9:3; Ag 26, 9:2; Ag 29, 11:1
vs Ft Wayne, I game, dh, My 30, 7:4; Je 17, 9:1; I game, dh, S 3, 9:1
vs Grand Rapids, My 25, 12:1; My 27, 9:1; dh, Je 18, 13:1; Je 19, 9:1; Ag 8, 9:1; Ag 9, 13:1; Ag 27, 9:1
vs Internatl Harvester co, exhibit, Ap 22, 9:1
vs Mansfield, exhibit, I game, dh, Ap 15, 11:1
vs Newark, exhibit, Ag 17, 9:1; Ap 20, 10:1
vs South Bend, Je 6, 9:1; Je 20, 9:2; Je 22, 9:1; dh, Ag 5, 9:1; Ag 6, 11:1; Ag 19, 7:2
vs Springfield, Je 6, 10:1; Je 10, 9:1; dh, Ag 26, 9:1; Je 28, 17:1; Je 31, 9:1; Ag 1, 9:1; Ag 20, 7:2
vs Terre Haute, Je 11, 11:1; Je 12, 9:1; Ag 15, 9:1; Ag 16, 17:1; Ag 30, 17:1
vs Wheeling, Ap 27, 10:1; I game, dh, Je 1, 9:1
vs Youngstown, My 13, 9:1; Je 2, 11:1; Je 27, 9:4; Je 26, 7:2
vs Zanesville, My 10, 17:1; My 11, 10:1
My 16, 11:1; Je 17, 9:1; I game, dh, My 16, 9:1; Je 19, 13:1; Je 20, 8:1; I game, dh, Je 22, 7:4

Canton
Ed Griesinger named mgr, Ja 23, 7:2
vs Akron, My 7, 11:1; My 9, 9:1; I game, dh, My 31, 13:2; Je 1, 9:1; I game, dh, My 5, 13:1; Je 6, 10:1; Je 13, 9:1; I game, dh, Je 15, 7:1
vs Barberton, exhibs, S 30, 7:3; O 7, 9:2
vs Dayton, Je 6, 9:2; Je 7, 17:4; Ag 5, 9:2
vs Erie, Ap 25, 13:4; My 2, 11:3; My 3, 17:4
vs Ft Wayne, My 27, 9:4; Je 16, 13:8; I game, dh, Ag 5, 9:2; Ag 29, 11:2

Fort Wayne
vs Akron, My 28, 11:1; I game, dh, My 30, 7:4
Je 14, 17:2; Je 15, 9:1; dh, Ag 12, 7:1; Ag 13, 9:1; I game, dh, Je 3, 9:1
1912

Baseball - High School (cont)

Kent
vs Alma, Je 10, 7:3
vs Canton North, My 6, 9:8
vs Galion, My 29, 9:4
vs Akron, Je 20, 2:4

Hedina
vs Wadsworth, My 13, 10:2

Devilla
vs Barber, My 11, 10:5

Ravenna
vs XV Falls, My 20, 2:3
vs Rittman
vs Wadsworth, My 29, 2:3

Sharon
vs Wadsworth, Ap 24, 8:4

Wadsworth
vs Rittman, My 20, 12:4
vs Seville, 9, 12:3

INFESTELE LEAGUE
Akron and 5 others agree to org. N 1, 16:3
Team owners and mgrs hold meeting, N 6, 9:2
Plans to enlarge league to 8 teams, N 7, 13:1
Eight club org. assured, N 19, 11:2

Akron
Club offered for sale, N 14, 1:6
Walter East purchases franchise, N 21, 13:1
On files articles of Inc, N 26, 11:5

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Boston
vs Cinti, My 18, 15:7; 1 game, ch, Je 18, 13:8;
Je 19, 9:7; 1 game, ch, My 19, 13:4; Ag 5, 11:7;
Ag 8, 9:2; Ag 19, 7:3; 1 game, ch, Ag
21, 7:3; Ag 22, 9:5; S 24, 9:2

Brooklyn
vs Cinti, 1 game, ch, Je 12, 17:6; Je 27, 9:1;
1 game, ch, Ag 10, 17:6; 1 game, ch, S 13,
16:4

Chicago
vs Cinti, My 28, 11:4; My 29, 7:4; ch, My 31,
12:1; 1 game, ch, Je 26, 9:7; Je 27, 9:7;
Je 28, 17:6; S 7, 11:5; ch, S 27, 16:4; tie,
S 28, 10:4

Cincinnati
Reconstructing pk, Je 18, 9:7
vs Boston, My 16, 11:7; My 17, 17:6; Je 15, 9:7;
1 game, ch, Je 16, 13:8; 1 game, ch, Je 19,
13:4; Je 20, 8:9; Ag 7, 9:2; 1 game, ch,

College

Buchtel
Begin spring training, My 21, 11:1
Freshmen open practice, Ap 10, 9:1
vs Baldwin, Je 6, 9:3
vs Heidelberg, My 20, 13:6; Je 1, 9:6
vs Hiram, Je 10, 9:3
vs Mt Union, Ap 29, 9:6; My 6, 9:6

Western Reserve
vs Buchtel, My 27, 9:7

1912

Baseball - National League - Cincinnati (cont)

Ag 21, 7:5
vs Brooklyn, My 11, 10:4; My 13, 9:6; My 14,
13:7; Je 4, 11:7; Je 5, 7:7; Je 8, 7:7; Je 10,
11:7; 1 game, ch, Je 12, 17:6; Je 14, 9:6;
1 game, ch, Ag 16, 17:6; Ag 17, 8:7; S 11,
8:6; S 13, 16:4; S 14, 9:5
vs Chicago, Ap 12, 17:5; Ap 13, 9:5; My 1, 9:6;
Je 25, 11:7; 1 game, ch, Je 26, 9:7; S 6,
13:4; S 9, 9:2; 1 game, ch, S 28, 10:4
vs N Y, My 20, 13:5; My 21, 13:6; Ag 27, 9:5;
1 game, ch, S 20, 17:3; 1 game, ch,
S 21, 10:4
vs Phila, My 9, 9:5; Je 13, 9:7; Ag 13, 9:5;
Ag 14, 9:0; Ag 26, 7:3; ch, S 17, 11:2
8:6; 1 game, ch, Je 21, 13:7; Je 24, 9:3; ch,
S 2, 17:7
vs St Louis, Ap 22, 6:2; Ap 23, 9:1; My 3, 17:6;
My 6, 9:4; My 25, 12:7; Je 1, 9:7; Je 2, 11:7;
ch, S 3, 9:2; S 4, 7:1

New York
vs Cinti, My 22, 11:6; My 23, 13:6; Je 6, 9:7;
Je 8, 10:6; Je 22, 7:5; Je 23, 9:8; Je 24,
9:7; Je 25, 9:8; Ag 9, 9:6; ch, Ag 2, 17:9;
Ag 3, 8:6; tie, S 20, 17:3; ch, S 21, 10:4

Philadelphia
vs Cinti, My 6, 11:7; My 10, 16:4; Je 11, 11:6;
Je 12, 8:8; Je 14, 17:6; Je 13, 9:3; Je 15,
7:8; Je 16, 9:5; Je 17, 9:7; Ag 23, 13:5;
S 18, 9:2

Pittsburgh
vs Cinti, Ap 17, 9:4; Ag 1, 9:3; 1 game, ch,
Je 21, 13:6; ch, Je 5, 13:5; Je 6, 10:7;
Ag 31, 11:2; O 7, 9:4

St Louis
vs Cinti, My 24, 20:5; My 27, 9:3; Je 20, 9:6;
S 5, 9:2; O 2, 9:3

OHIO & PENNSYLVANIA LEAGUE
George Moreland recommended for statistician,
Ja 1, 2:5
Annual meeting, Je 3, 0:3

Steubenville
Back salary claims causes protection of territo-
ry to be withheld, F 12, 8:3

Ohio State League
Ironton
Takes over franchise and players from Marion,
Je 13, 10:4

Wansfield
Barry McComb hired as mgr, F 13, 7:8
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Baseball - Ohio State League (cont)

Marion
Transfers franchise and players to Ironton,
Je 13, 10:4

Semi-Pro & Amateur
Fed of Men's ch orgs organize indoor league,
O 26, 9:3; N 2, 12:6

Actual Business Coll
vs Barber, My 31, 5:1
vs Mogadore, Je 3, 9:3

Akron Police
vs Youngstown Police, S 19, 9:4

All Penns
Fairlawn, Je 2, 11:8

Babcock & Wilcox
vs Akron Collegians, My 20, 13:8
vs Amberst Grays, Ag 19, 7:6
vs Ashtabula, Je 15, 7:3
vs Bryan, My 5, 13:4
vs Hilltopper, Je 22, 7:3
vs International Harvesters, Ja 28, 1:5; Ag 26,
7:3
vs Kent, Je 27, 7:2
vs Massillon, Je 8, 7:6
vs Nebraska Indians, Je 24, 9:4
vs New Berlin, Je 10, 9:5
vs Ravenna, Je 1, 9:6
vs Sebring, My 6, 5:3
vs Shreve, Ag 12, 7:5
vs Standard Welding, My 31, 12:5
vs Strollers, S 7, 5:3; ch, S 3, 9:4
vs Tellings, S 5, 9:3
vs Wadsworth, Je 3, 9:3

Barberton
vs Akron Collegians, My 6, 5:1
vs Akron Interns, Je 3, 9:4
vs All Pros, S 9, 10:3
vs Bedford, Je 10, 9:5
vs Calhoun, Je 28, 7:4
vs Canton, Crystal Pkts, My 21, 13:3; ch, My 31,
12:2
vs Cleve Colored Cubs, My 13, 7:5
vs Elkins, Ag 5, 9:4
vs Garfield, S 2, 7:3
vs Massillon, Ag 6, 9:6
vs Minerva, S 8, 7:3
vs Nebraska Indians, 1 game, ch, My 5, 13:7
vs Niles, Ag 5, 9:6
vs Salem, Ag 26, 7:5
vs Alliance-Sabine, Ag 12, 7:4
vs Tellings, Je 1, 2:4
vs Youngstown, Je 15, 8:5

Cuyahoga Falls
vs Alma, Je 3, 5:4
vs Wadsworth, My 6, 9:4

Cleveland Univ School
vs Akron Central, Ap 29, 3:4

Cuyahoga Falls
vs Alma, Je 3, 5:4
vs Wadsworth, My 6, 9:4

Cuyahoga Falls
vs Alma, Je 3, 5:4
vs Wadsworth, My 6, 9:4

Cuyahoga Falls
vs Alma, Je 3, 5:4
vs Wadsworth, My 6, 9:4
1912 BASEBALL — SEMI-PRO & AMATEUR (cont)

International Harvester Co
- vs B & W, My 14, 13:3; S 30, 7:7
- vs Kent, Je 3, 9:5
- vs Ravenna, 1 game, dh, My 5, 13:8

National
- vs Fairlawn, Je 3, 9:5
- vs Nebraska Indians, My 14, 11:4

Newark
- vs Akron Press Newspapers, Je 10, 6:4
- vs Cuyahoga, Je 3, 7:2

Newsboys
- vs Newsboys, My 17, 13:3
- vs Packards, My 20, 9:3

Pleasant Park
- vs Packard, Je 16, 9:3
- vs Portage Rubber, My 20, 1:3

Portage Rubber
- vs Actual Business Coll, My 20, 1:3
- vs Bureca, My 20, 7:4

Ravenna
- vs Kent, My 20, 3:6; 1 game, dh, My 5, 13:8
- vs Scribe, Je 10, 7:8

Richland
- vs Portage Rubber, My 17, 2:4
- vs Rittiman, My 15, 7:3

U
- vs Pastimes, My 15, 10:2

Uptown
- vs Walkovers, S 10, 9:6

Wadsworth
- vs Barberton, My 23, 10:3
- vs Rittiman, My 26, 5:7

Walkovers
- vs Trumbull & Rand, My 27, 9:5

United States League
- vs Cincinnati

Cincinnati
- Contract to manage team signed by Harry Steinfield, F 20, 9:8

1912 BASEBALL — UNITED STATES LEAGUE (cont)

Pittsburgh
- vs Cleve, My 2, 11:4

Bashfield, Minnie
- Removed as assistant in state library, D 23
- Bashfield Bros
- Killed in interurban car-rig collision, N 29, 9:3

Basile, Frank
- Shot and wounded, Louis Brodkeith held, Ap 29, 8:5

Basketball
- Note: Games are indexed under winners only. Box scores and minor items not indexed
- See also Accidents — Sports

College
- Buchtel

Buchtel
- vs Case, F 26, 9:7
- vs German-Railey, My 13, 9:1
- vs Heidelberg, My 20, 9:3
- vs Marietta, My 9, 11:1
- vs Ohio Univ, My 4, 9:4
- vs Western Reserve, My 8, 7:7

Marietta
- vs Buchtel, My 4, 9:4
- vs Ohio Wesleyan, My 2, 9:1
- vs Ohio Wesleyan, Je 9, 7:3

High School
- Akron Central

Akron Central
- vs Lorain, My 6, 9:3
- vs South, My 9, 11:3

Akron South
- Juniors vs seniors, D 19, 11:1
- Alliance

Alliance
- vs Akron South, My 18, 9:2
- vs Barberton

Barberton
- vs Canal Fulton, My 6, 9:6
- vs Canton

Canton
- vs Akron Central, My 27, 11:3; F 17, 9:7
- vs Akron South, My 10, 9:5
- vs New Philadelphia

New Philadelphia
- vs Barberton, My 20, 9:2
- vs Oberlin

Oberlin
- vs Akron Central, My 6, 11:3
- vs Wooster

Wooster
- vs Barberton, My 9, 14:4

1912 SEMI-PRO & AMATEUR

Akron YMCA
- vs German-Railey, D 9, 11:4
- vs Mt. Union, F 5, 11:3
- vs Ohio Wesleyan, My 1, 6:1
- vs West Clav Y, My 16, 11:1
- Wooster Reserve, My 22, 9:7
- vs Wooster, My 30, 6:6

Athletics
- vs Firestone, My 11, 9:6
- vs Buffalo Germans

Buffalo Germans
- vs Akron YMCA, My 15, 9:1

Colts
- vs Tigers, My 11, 9:3

Confraternity
- vs Woodland, My 16, 12:2

Firestone
- vs Canton, My 1, 6:6
- vs Tigers, F 16, 3:2
- vs Youngstown, My 10, 7:7

First Presbyterian Church
- vs First Baptist Church, My 31, 9:8
- vs Grace ME Church, Ap 12, 17:3

Fulton A C
- vs Akron Collegians, My 26, 5:1

Regals
- vs Canal Fulton, F 26, 2:3
- vs Clay Shrewsberry, My 15, 7:5
- vs W Clev YMCA, D 23, 11:3
- vs Pioneers, My 8, 7:2
- vs Wooster Coll Freshman, My 30, 8:4

Republic Rubber
- vs Firestone, My 11, 9:1

Woodland ME Church
- vs Buckeye, My 10, 13:3
- vs First ME Church, My 12, 16:5
- vs Young Peoples Union of St Mary's Church, My 24, 5:3

Wooster Ave. Reformed Church
- vs First Baptist Church, Ap 12, 17:3

Badoe, Frank L
- Sued for divorce by wife Nabel Clare, My 1, 1:8; decree granted, Ap 20, 2:4

Bass, See Fish

Bass, Ward
- Drowned when canoe capsizes, My 29, 9:2
BEACH, OLIVER
With Simon Yerrick sued in temporary injunction against Emmanuel B. Kilmer, My 9, 12:4
BEARDSLEY, FRANK (Brooks)
Arrested for stealing merchandise, Ap 30, 7:3; held to grand jury, My 2, 2:5
BEARN, ORIN G
Sued for divorce by wife Willie, N 7, 1:6
BEARS, FRATERNAL ORDER OF
Organizes, elects officers, My 20, 7:1
BEATTY, FRANK
Killed in race wreck, F 22, 2:5
BEATTY, HENRY
Barn destroyed by fire, Je 17, 7:8
BEATY, M J
Injured when auto overturns, Ap 29, 2:3
BEAUDIN, C C
Injured in train-auto collision, Ag 14, 8:5
BEAUDER, SAM
Arrested and fined for violating traffic ord., U 24, 10:2
BEAUTY CONTESTS. See names of sponsors and participants
BEAUTY SHOPS. See names
BEAVEN, MARTIN
Killed, son Forest injured when auto plows over embankment, N 28, 8:3
BEAVEN, MINIFRED
Injured by falling, O 4, 10:1
BEAVEN, ST
Property owners ask council for pavement between Carroll and Exch sts., Ja 23, 1:7
BEAVEN GAS CO
Sale to Lisbon Gas & Oil co approved by PUC, F 26, 12:1
BECHTEL, FRANK
Arrested and fined on chg of swearing, D 25, 10:2
BECHTEL, ROY
Injured at work, D 11, 1:1
BECHTEL, RUDOLPH (Kent)
Constr started Kent, O 16, 3:2; continues, N 12, 10:4; U 17, 9:2
BECK, BEN
Arrested on traceria charg, Ja 16, 1:2
BECK, CHARLES
Held on suspension of burglary, O 17, 14:2; O 18, 10:3; indicted for burglary and recq stolen property, N 16, 12:4; sentenced to penitentiary, N 29, 5:3
BECK, EARL. See Sallas, Delbert
BECK, EDWARD H
Sues divorced wife Flora to transfer alimony to child, S 30, 2:3; suit settled, N 12, 1:1
BECK (WDS), RAY
Child killed in fall from buggy, F 20, 2:2
BECHER, JOHN
Arrested for fighting, D 16, 9:3
BECKER, PETER
Sentenced for assault, My 4, 11:6
BECKER, WILLIAM
Suicide, N 27, 1:3
BECKLER, PETER
Arrested and fined for assaulting William Ref, N 13, 5:1
BECKET, W D. See Republican Party — Ohio
BECKWIT, W
Elected ag for Peoples Pub Co, F 13, 7:6
BECKWITH, M
Named in injunction suit brought by Vincent A. Taylor, N 8, 1:8
BECKWITH, H K, SS
Sink's where caught in ice jam, F 29, 10:2; N 1, 14:5
BECK, HARRY
Attempted suicide by poisoning and cutting, F 5, 10:4
BECK, HARRY
Suicide, Je 1, 1:8
BECK, SIMON
Horse and rig stolen, Je 3, 5:2
BEER, GEORGE
Name of Ohio in personal damage suit, My 11, 4:6
BEER AND BECHTEL, INC. — See names of cos.
BEERS, CAROLYN
Held, libel to be insane, Ag 29, 1:6
BEERS, JAMES
Fined for assaulting officer, F 13, 1:4
BEER, DAVIE
Murdered, Ap 4, 1:9
BEES, KATHLEEN
Names Harry Bremerton in judgment suit, Ap 6, 4:6
BEES AND BEEGING
Note: unless otherwise specified persons were arrested
AERON
Juvella and Matica Shirlay, Susie Buzana, and Marie Eastepone, N 19, 2:5
John O'Connor, N 22, 10:1
Onnich Quintero, N 23, 10:8
Charles Miller, Je 1, 8:3
Mike Kelly, Je 10, 6:2
Thomas McKelvey, Je 6, 8:5
Joseph Stauba, Ja 18, 7:5
Daniel McBride, S 16, 7:2
Robert Allen, D 23, 7:3
Frank Bose, D 26, 7:1

CAUSE AND PREVENTION
Ball and chain suggested as means of riduncine, Je 1, 2:5
Citizens urged to direct contributions to charity org, ed, D 21, 4:1

CAYUGA FALLS
Henry Nelson, Je 18, 7:3

REIMCKE, JACOB J
Sues wife Mary for divorce, Ja 3, 10:1; suit dismissed, N 13, 5:4
REIMCKE, ALFRED
Defaced with worthless check, D 11, 12:1
REINHEID, MILDRED
Hands frozen, Ja 12, 7:2
REINHEIDER (DR), HARRY M
Wife damned by fire, Je 13, 10:4
REINHEIDER, ROBERT
Arrested for complicity in chicken stealing, F 10, 5:3
REINHOLD, ROSA
Leaves estate to family, F 19, 10:3
REITZEL, GEORGE
Sued for non-support, N 1, 14:3
REITZLE, HARRY
Names NITAL col in personal damage suit, D 21, 12:2
REILLY, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Julia, O 4, 3:3
REILLY, MARIE J
Wins injunction suit against City, My 6, 9:6
REILLY, ANTHONY
Injured when caught in fodder machine, S 17, 14:1
REILLY, EDWARD
Held on chg of intoxication, My 23, 7:5; held on insanity charg, My 30, 2:1; released, Je 7, 15:1
REILLY, HARRY
Arrested on assault charg, N 22, 14:3
REILLY, JERSEY
Arrested for robbery, O 14, 1:4; sentenced, O 15, 9:6
REILLY, JOHN
Fined for assault and battery, Ja 9, 7:1
REILLY, JOHN
Surgery (surgery)
Missing, My 28, 1:3; 3:5; My 28, 10:5; returns home, My 28, 3:5
REILLY, WILLIAM
Held, libel to be insane, N 24, 1:5
RELLER, ZEPHENDON
Injured by train, D 22, 12:1
RELLER, JOHN
See also names of utilities
Ricks for women's state reform party, F 8, 4:4
RELLER, JAMES. See Phillips, Littlean
RELLER, JOHN
Stabs David Brown prison cell mate, N 29, 1:9
RELM, ROSE
Robbed, Charles Lasco., fined, Ja 2, 3:7
RELM, JOHN
Kicked to death while feeding stock, N 22, 3:8
BELTZ, HARVE E
Injunction suit by Edward H Boylan dismissed, My 15, 2:3

BENNETT, 0 T
Coal cellar lost, W 7, 8:5

Bender, E
Files petition for deselection of nomination for Summit county coroner, F 20, 12:5

BENEDICT, GEORGE
Robbed, Frank Ryan arrested and sentenced, H 14, 7:3

BENDER, JOE
Dog stolen, N 13, 5:3

BENDER, OSCAR
Drowned, My 6, 5:4

BENDEICE, ROSE
Shot and wounded, Harry Bruney held, N 26, 12:3

BENEDICT, ELLA E
Names Modern Woodmen of America in damage suit, Jy 1, 6:8

BENJAMIN (MRS), JOHN
Assaulted, William Gray fined and sentence suspended, F 15, 10:1

BENJAMIN, L R
Buys Kent Bulletin, J 8, 8:6

BENKISER, WALTER
Fine suspended on intoxication charge, H 15, 18:1

BENNER, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 10:3

BENNETT, C H
Injured in auto-motorcycle collision, My 11, 9:7

BENNETT, CHARLES
Retires as service dir, J 8, 1:6
Advocates increase of personnel in building inspecting dept, Ag 14, 7:4

BENNETT, ADA M
Named city of Akron and others in property assessment suit, J 1, 19:8

BENNETT, ALFRED E
Sued for divorce by wife Dora E, My 13, 2:3

BENNETT, CHARLES: See Wm. Tich, Alice May

BENNETT, FRED
Held on suspicion of robbery, D 28, 1:3

BENNETT, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Hattie, N 7, 1:6; O 10, 5:1

BENNING, JOHN
Drowned, Jy 23, 7:1

BEND, CHICK
Injured when struck by iron bar, D 17, 3:5

BENONIT, BENJAMIN
Arrested for exploding dynamite, N 27, 5:3

BENONITZ, LOUIS
 Held in robbery of Frank Williams, F 26, 1:5

BENSON, ED
Assaulted, James Little fined and sentenced, F 12, 12:2

BENTON, GUY PUTTER
Named by Dr Hugh C Moore in damage suit, por, Ag 5, 8:2

BENTUM, SAMUEL
Garin elevator destroyed by fire, Ag 6, 3:4

BENYON, DAVID J
Divorced by wife Ida, O 2, 2:8

BENNERS, SEE GIBBS

BERE, WALTER
Injured by train, U 10, 16:1; D 11, 2:7

BERGER, ANDREW AND MIRIAM
Named with Permanent Savings & Loan Co in promissory note suit brought by Homer A Hine, N 16, 9:4

BERGER, JESSE
Pleads guilty to chg on prostitution, Ap 6, 10:1

BERGER, JOHN
Assaulted, George Goerman pleads not guilty, Ja 20, 3:3

BERLING (MRS), E G
Chickens stolen, D 18, 1:5

BERK, NATHAN
With Guy Falls saving bank and 2 others... named by Amer Agr Chem co in collection suit, Ja 6, 8:3

BREMNER, SPENCER
Sued for divorce by wife Katherine, Ja 23, 2:4; decree granted, H 6, 2:6

BERRIERA, VETO (VIETRO)
Held on petit larceny charge, S 23, 1:4; S 24, 1:7; sentenced, J 26, 8:4

BERRY, CLYDE
Injured in train-auto collision, H 2, 1:1

BERTHOLD, AUGUSTA CO
Store destroyed by fire, Ja 23, 10:6

BERTIS, HENRY
Dealt, F 20, 12:6; will filed for probate, M 1, 14:2

BERAS, RAY
Killed by st car, O 12, 1:3

BESAK, JOHN
Infant daughter burned to death when brother sets fire to clothing, Ja 18, 10:3

BESSERER, RR
Car shortage at one docks caused by smallpox quarantine, Conneaut, O 10, 9:2

BESSERER, MRS, JOHN C
Advocates establishment of govt bur to regulate styles of women's clothes, N 15, 15:1

BEST, JOHN
Adopts Margaret Walker and Laura Knowles Bost, H 13, 5:4

BETH, LOUIS
Missing, H 13, 2:5

BETS, CHARLES O
Named George A Botzum in property damage suit, Ag 28, 10:1

BETTIS, HARRY
Pardoned from penitentiary, Jy 31, 4:4

BETTS, JOHN
Injured when interurban hits rig, O 9, 2:3

BETS, MAURICE
Announces candidacy for Summit county comm'r, H 23, 1:8

BETTIS, KENNO
Building destroyed by fire, F 28, 1:1

BETTIS, MERCANTILE HARDWARE CO
Bldg destroyed by fire, F 28, 1:1

BENTZ, GEORGE W
Named by Charles E Moore in personal damage suit, Jy 5, 3:4

BEVAN, ANNA
Losses collection suit to Edward A Heape, J 27, 5:3

BEVVER, EDWARD
Dismissed and sentenced for embezzlement, J 23, 1:8

BIASSELL, RANDY
Named in collection suit by J J Hamelin and sons, Ag 10, 11:3

BIBBS, HENRY
Arrested on trespassing charge, S 24, 1:4

BOMES, JOHN
Killed and wife and 2 daughters injured in train-auto collision, Jy 5, 7:1

BILSTEEN, WILLIAM E
Named in collection suit by J T Hamlin and sons, Ag 10, 11:3

BILSTEIN, WILLIAM E
Named in collection suit by J T Hamlin and sons, Ag 10, 11:3

BIBLE, THE
Fred S Goodman and Dir U 3 Davis address Eidson socy, N 10, 3:1

BICYCLES, SEE ACCIDENTS

BIDDIES, WILLIAM
Burned by molotov metal, Ag 31, 8:3

BIDWELL, A F: See Elections, N 14, 11:1

BIEZT, FRANK M
Assessment suit by City of Akron settled, My 10, 12:2

BIG FIFTY CLAY CO
Plant damaged by flood waters, S 4, 5:1

BIG FIFTY RC CO
Stores coal in expectation of miners' strike, J 6, 8:3

Train derailed, 34 persons injured, Carey, J 15, 1:1

Employees of shop at Delaware transferred to Bellefontaine and Beach Grove (Ind) shops, J 16, 12:2

Sugar by Engineer Street Cooke, Ja 23, 8:1

Theft damaged when passenger train is derailed, Upper Sandusky, F 27, 12:3

Box cars looted, Clev, J 14, 1:3

Train jumps track overturning cars, nine injured, Green Springs, Ag 20, 10:3

Bldg destroyed by fire, Bellefontaine, U 11, 6:2

BIGHAM
Leo Freier confesses in marriage to Alice Brit, Clev, Ag 17, 10:1

Joseph McShea held, Clev, Ag 27, 5:2; 7:2

William C Morgan and wife Flora held, S 28, 1:1

J A Lawrence arrested, New Phila, O 14, 14:2

BIGHAM, SAM
Fined for washing without license, S 27, 20:2

BILSTEIN, WILLIAM F
Killed, wife and 2 daughters injured in train-auto collision, Jy 5, 7:1

BILLY, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife, enjoined from staying at home, D 23, 7:3

BILLIARDS: See names of recreation parlors

BILLIG, E E
Overcome by gasoline fumes, D 2, 3:1

BILLI, GI
Held with wife Rosa in murder of Quarantill Dutwila, Ja 17, 1:3

BILLING (CAPT), GEORGE
Reappointed to state 1d of embalming examiners by Gov Harris, Jy 8, 8:2

BILLION DOWNS CO
Files appeal in collection suit against Patrick Raleigh, Ag 15, 1:3

BILLAFLER, LOCKLEY
Killed in gas tank explosion, Ag 6, 14:1

BIMA, EDWARD
Robbed, D 26, 2:2

BING, WILLIAM CO
Incorporated, U 10, 16:1

BIMNIN, EDWARD
Loses tax collection suit against John Fisher, et al, M 27, 8:5

BIRD (REV), A M
Urge Surferton citizens to cease shipment of relief orders to Akron, N 8, 12:2

BIRD, ALBERT N
Indicted for opening 0's mill, Ja 6, 12:3

BIRD, JAMES: See Phillips, Lilian

BIRD, WILLIAM L
Pleads not guilty to forgery charge, Ja 17, 7:1; arraigned, F 8, 12:4; sentenced, F 14, 1:6; taken to penitentiary, F 17, 1:6

BIRDS: See also Hunting

Many gos birds killed by cold weather, rept Summit county farmers, D 10, 2:5

Fed during cold weather by farmers, F 1, 7:3
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BIRTHS (cont)

Bunker, Clint, s, Je 19, 5:3
Bushea, R. O., s, N 20, 6:4
Byerly, O. M., d, Je 17, 5:4
Byron, Harry, s, Ag 14, 5:5
Chapman, Hugh, s, f 22, 5:2
Collier, William, d, Jy 17, 5:4
Cook, John, d, D 5, 10:2
Cook, L. F., s, o 22, 8:5
Corley, Frank, s, 0 4, 8:4
Cox, Fred, s, S 9, 10:2
Crofter, Frank, s, S 25, 7:4
Dallas (Rev), J. R., s, N 8, 12:1
Diffenderfer, Fred, s, D 3, 3:2
Dockes, John, s, W 2, 8:2
Dohner, Carman, d, D 24, 14:3
Dorcus, Parker, d, ag 1 7, 7:3
Drewery, John, d, M 29, 11:4
Drobyen, J. d, F 13, 2:5
Fauble, Charles, d, Ja 31, 8:4
Freund, J. J., s, M 20, 7:4
Fungittin, d, D 31, 7:4
Ganessa, Frank, s, S 7, 9:2
Gaug, Andrew, d, D 28, 8:5
Gelser, Paul, d, S 31, 7:4
Gerstenslager, ed, d, M 22, 7:2
Gifford, Eugene, d, Ag 3, 9:1
Gooch, Harry, d, Ap 12, 20:7
Green, William, d, Ag 30, 6:2
Greenhoo, Bertie, d, S 13, 11:3
Griesser, Harry, d, M 23, 10:2
Guckesyon, d, M 15, 16:2
Hagen, (Hogman), Charles, s, M 9, 19:1
Hainlin (Mrs), Nora, d, N 15, 16:2
Hargit, Charles, s, N 12, 12:1
Hogan (Atty-San), Timothy, d, D 30, 3:1
Hook, James jr, s, D 15, 12:2
Howell, Peter, s, Ag 20, 7:3
Huber, s, S 16, 2:3
Humbert, Lloyd, s, Ag 10, 8:9
Hummel, Dan, d, Ja 6, 3:5
Hunt, John, twins, Je 17, 10:3
Jacob, Eino, s, D 24, 10:4
Johnson, Joseph, d, D 18, 9:2
Kent, Charles, d, M 1, 8:5
Kielh, A. s, N 22, 8:2
Kintz, E. S., F, F 1, 8:7
Klein, d, D 12, 16:3
Klette, William, s, Ag 3, 12:3
Kunkle, Frank, s, F 16, 2:5
Lakhot, A. C., d, Jy 25, 12:5
Leonardo, d, D 16, 3:1
Lightfoot, Chauncey, s, M 8, 8:4
Linton, John, s, Jy 12, 14:5
Lowther, s, D 6, 20:1
Lutz, Levi, s, O 23, 14:3
McAllister, Lloyd, d, D 24, 10:4
McCloy, Tom, s, Ag 24, 5:6
McKissick, R. s, N 26, 7:2
Marshall, Benjamin, s, M 15, 7:4
Martin, Earl, d, Jy 23, 10:2
Mathis, Howard, d, M 30, 7:6
Meiner, John, s, N 12, 5:6
Merriman, Bert, d, M 9, 7:2
Mimegey, d, Jy 24, 3:2
Minner, E. L., s, S 14, 6:2
Mishler, Gus, d, Jy 18, 9:2
Moore, Allen, d, M 20, 8:4
Myers, (Rev), S. D., d, N 12, 5:4
Nash, Robert, s, M 16, 12:4
Neuhauser, Frank, d, M 7, 5:2
Niday, James, s, M 9, 10:4
Oppenhem, I. E., s, M 11, 2:2
Overholser, William, d, Jy 31, 2:2
Palmer, N. d, M 18, 5:3
Parker, Robert, d, s, M 7, 0:4
Parker, John, d, M 30, 7:6
Pettit, John, s, D 30, 8:5
Pettis, John, s, D 30, 8:5
Pierson, Richard, d, D 19, 1:1
Pit, (Mrs), Martha, d, M 23, 2:3
Reineke, Charles jr, d, M 6, 12:5
Rich, Daniel, d, Ag 1, 3:4
Rilling, Adam, d, M 23, 2:3
Robinson, Horace, d, M 25, 12:2
Roush, Charles, s, F 8, 5:2
Said, Fred, d, D 24, 12:1
Scholey, Fred, d, M 14, 8:3
Schoonover, Schell, triplets, Je 26, 2:2
Seligman, Joseph, d, M 23, 2:3
Shalby, Dan, twins, N 13, 1:8
Shenkler, Edson, d, N 1, 14:4
Smith, Henry, s, Ag 27, 1:3
Smith, Raymond, d, F 22, 5:2
Smyer, Charles E., s, Ag 30, 8:2
Staats, s, Je 11, 5:1
Stimson, J. A., d, M 23, 2:3
Stipa, Irwin, d, F 26, 8:4
Stout, Ray, d, C 5, 3:2
Stowe, W. H., s, Ag 23, 6:2
Strode, S. E., s, D 13, 4:3
Surface, s, M 1, 11:4
Swim, C., F 8, 7:4
Tamer, Adam, d, M 23, 2:3
Thomas, W. S., d, M 23, 2:3
Thur, Floyd, d, S 6, 3:4
Treat, George, d, M 28, 14:6
Vail, Frank, d, N 12, 11:3
Vineberg, J. H., s, M 27, 6:1
Wall, Frank, d, D 29, 10:3
Wanderson, John, d, M 23, 2:3
Wasbure (Or), d, D 22, 13:2
Waymant, Bert, d, Jy 6, 2:4
Weeks, Guy, s, N 15, 16:2
Werner, Joseph, d, Ag 14, 10:1
White, Max, d, Jy 31, 2:5
Wise, James, s, M 27, 8:5
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BIRTHS (cont)

Baker, M W

Bish, Albert

Bobed, Bazell Chintski and Jacob Boroasky

Bischoff, Frank

Asphyxiated by gas, Ja 22, 12:5

Bittner, Charles

Fined for robbery of Charles Hicks, O 19, 9:2

Bishop, Warren

Sought in murder of B u Hayes, D 12, 6:3;

Bishop, Mrs

Wi Namis Pittsburgh ink and chemical co in

Birch, C.

Collection suit, D 29, 1:5

Biswell

Verdict in suit against Vokeman to compel

Biswell, A Ray

Stark county to carry out agreement relative to

Biswell, Al

Tuberculosis hosp affirmed by Ohio sup

Biswell, Marshall, Vernen

Beatn by 2 assailants, M 11, 9:2

Bittner, F  C

Losse damage suit against NOTAL co, M 2, 1:7

Bivins, William

Names NOTAL co in damage suit, Ag 9, 1:1

Bitterman, George

Sued by Walter J Hinton for slander, F 2, 1:8;

Bitts, James

Sue Dismissed, M 4, 1:2

Bity, W S

Indict for bootlegging, Je 6, 12:3

Bixley, W E

Appld poor dir, Je 23, 2:3;

Bolich, Prof

Supt at commended, Je 27, 3:1;

Bolich, Prof

Arrives to begin work, por.

Bolich, Prof

La, Je 30, 2:1

Bolich, Prof

Unites Akron Press article on influx of

Bolich, Prof

Unemployed, ltr, H 5, 8:4

Bolich, Prof

Wants pay against charity imposters, S 6, 3:3

Bixley (Mr & Mrs), William

Celebrate 42nd wedding anni

Black, David

Suicide, wife burned when gas explodes;

Black, George

Fined for gambling, D 30, 14:1;

Sentenced for assaulting Henry Owens, D 16, 9:1

Birch, C.

Collects court costs, Je 30, 14:1;
BLACK, HARRY (Earl Yonghas)
Held on charge of contributing to delinquency
of Wayne Walker (Wayne Black), S 26, 1:7
sentenced, O 7, 3:1
BLACK, JENNIE
Addresses WCTU, Ap 15, 9:4
BLACK, RAYMOND
Arrested on charge of embezzlement, Ap 18, 2:4
BLACKBURN, HARRY J
Named in collection suit by Wayne County
Nati bank, N 4, 1:8
BLACKSMITH, See names
BLACKSTONE, E.L.
Held on charge of issuing false prospective
Ag 15, 1:6; bound to grand jury, Ag 16, 1:8
BLAND, PETER
Escapes injury in train-wagon collision, O 5
1:6
BLAIR, EMMAN
Dispossessed on assault charge, Ja 5, 12:6
BLASKO (DR), Pavel
Addresses Slovaks on subject of educ, D 4, 10:1
BLAINE, JAMES
See McBride, James
BLAKE, JAMES W
Divorce granted to Maria J, D 24, 5:1
BLAKOE, WILLIAM
Abandoned by parents, S 6, 1:6
BLAKEY, L.H.
Injured in train collision, D 4, 3:4
BLANK, FRANK M
Elected pres of Natl Assn of Drug clerks,
S 4, 1:1
BLANK, MAY
Released from detention home to custody of
brother, Ap 24, 1:5
BLANKENSIP, ALBERT
Held on charge of mashing, S 26, 1:8; fined,
S 27, 2:4
BLANKENSIP, DANIEL
Shot and wounded, Forest Jordan held, D 26,
6:2
BLANKENSIP, LEWIS
Names NTOAL cn in damage suit, F 20, 1:5
BLAIR, NICHOLAS
Fined for stealing box car door, N 18, 5:2
BLA, VERA
Names NTOAL cn in damage suit, Ag 23, 14:2
BLAJOVIC, JOSEPH
Killed when caught by line shaft at Goehring
Mfg co, N 21, 1:6
BLECKER, W.M.
Named with 2 others in collection suit by
Fieberger Heating Co, Je 8, 9:3
BLEND, JOHN
Beaten in fight, with Joe Burdock, John
Jacon, Sam and John Grovel, John Gits
and Joe Buda arrested on assault charge,
N 18, 3:3; Sam Grovel released, John Grovel,
Gits, and Buda fined, N 21, 2:3
BLIND RELIEF ASSN, PORTAGE COUNTY
Annual meeting, increases aid, N 18, 5:8
BLIND SOC, SUMMIT COUNTY
Meets to form assn, Ag 10, 2:4
Donated broom making machinery by Mrs Henry
Cross, S 9, 1:7
BLINDNESS
See also EYES; names of firms and orgs
Charles F. F. Campbell addresses Woman's
Council, S 5, 2:2
Portage county Blind Relief assn increases aid
for blind, N 18, 5:8
BLINDELY, JOSEPH B
Bequeathed $37,000 estate, D 24, 3:3
BLISS, ALBERT N
Will filed, S 10, 1:1
BLISS (DR), C.B.
Performs surgical feat by holding Ralph Bock's
eyeball in place with 2 stitches, M 6, 10:1
BLISS, GEORGE (Northfield)
Ties N. A. Vaughan in election for trus, N 4,
7:2
BLISS, HARRY
Found murdered, Emily Kate held, Ja 2, 2:3
BLISS, LOLAY
Estate ad to make settlement in Northfield
with acct shortage, Ja 3, 3:4
BLOCK (MRS), A.C.
Injured when phone is struck by lightning,
My 18, 2:2
BLOCK, CHARLES
Fined for petit larceny, S 13, 18:2
BLOCKER, W.
Injured when iron beam falls, Ap 11, 12:1
BLOCKET, REV DR, C.W.
Elected Ohio GAR Commander, Je 20, 2:5
BLOOM, F.G.
Arrested on charge of selling liquor on Sunday,
S 23, 10:1
BLOOM (MRS), ELLA REEVES
Speaks at socialist meeting on child labor,
F 26, 7:1
BLOSSER, PETER J
Files campaign expense as candidate for US
Cong from 11th Ohio dist, My 30, 5:3
BLUE LAM.
See Sunday Observation
BLUECHER, JOHN
Vagrancy fine remitted, Ja 31, 7:5
BOARD, HENRY
Considered permanently disabled, cured by fall
from horse, Ja 24, 8:4
BOARD, WILLIAM B
Named by Anna Glick in personal damage suit,
Ja 27, 2:3
BOARDMAN, FRED WARRIN
Sues wife Ava J for divorce, F 27, 1:8
BOATS AND BOATING.
See Accidents; subheads Boating,
Ships; Ships
BOBSLEDDING
See Accidents - Street cars
BOCK, RALPH
Eyeball held in place with 2 stitches by
Dr. C.B. Blasis, My 18, 10:1
BOCHEN, ELMER
Resigns from position in Summit County probate
court to become 1st Barberton city solicitor,
Ja 1, 8:5
BOODER, OTTO
Divorce granted to wife Gora, O 9, 10:1
BOEPPEL, CARL G
Suicide, O 11, 3:4
BOGART, CHARLES
Jewelry stolen from house, Ja 9, 10:2
BOGESS (MRS), ETHEL KEATING
Missing, Ag 9, 8:5
BOGNER, JAMES
Held on charge of manslaughter in traffic death
of unidentified man, Ag 12, 1:7; Ag 19, 3:3;
released, O 18, 10:1
BOSIAS, ISTVAN
Sues wife Rebecca for divorce, Ja 10, 12:5;
decree granted, My 3, 7:2
BOHRMAN, MARY
Killt by train, S 30, 10:1
BOH, ANNIE
Assaulted with husband Joe (John), Vuco
Douwski held, N 14, 1:5
BOLAM (CAPT), AUGUST
Announcement of marriage to Susanne P. Kido
retracted, G 4, 6:1
BODEN, ALBERTA
Charged with neglecting baby, N 16, 12:6
BOLDT, JOHN
Captured as fugitive from Boys' Indus.
School, N 30, 3:1; 5:7
BOLDIJP, WILLIAM
Successful as Wadsworth st. com, Ap 27, 11:1
BOLZITZ, LAWRENCE
Arrested and fined for stealing steel
shavings on st, Je 11, 14:4
BOSCO, JOHNN
Assaulted, Frank and John Lucas held, N 19,
1:4
BOLSOM, JOHN (wagoner) (Holmes)
Indicted for forgery, Ja 5, 12:2; sentenced,
Ja 12, 7:2
BOLT, LUCIAN
Res damaged by fire, D 26, 5:3
BOLTE, FRED
Held in theft of Benjamin Erwin's chickens,
Ja 1, 3:7; pleads guilty, Ja 2, 21; sentenced,
F 14, 8:1; taken to penitentiary, F 19, 1:2
BOLTZ, HARRY
Injured when boiler explodes, S 3, 5:4
BOM EXPLOSIONS, PILOTS, AND WARNINGS
Peter J. Smith and George (Kipper) Anderson
arrested in dynamite conspiracy, G 14, 5:3
BONAI, CHARLES
Killed in fall from coal wagon, O 20, 8:4
BONNER (MRS), JAMES
Sues for custody of son Davee Gilbert, Je 8,
11; granted, Ja 16, 10:1
BONSHA, PAUL
Arrested for cohabitation with Emma Pokovatz,
O 12, 1:7
BONUS, SUES
Names of cos
BOOKS
Note: For news articles, ltrs, or ads
relating to specific books see names of
authors and subjects in body of index
See also Schools
Atwater (Rev), George P. Young crusaders at
Washington, O 14, 5:3
BOOCH (MRS), MARY
Died of burns reed when preparing meal, F 19,
3:3
BOOSE (MRS), JOHN
Injured by funeral car, S 14, 14:7
BOOTH (DR), G.B.
Res robbed, Ja 20, 9:1
BOOTH (GEN), WILLIAM
Eulogized by Salvation Army Capt Trevitt,
Ag 21, 5:2; cartoon, Ag 23, 1:3; eds, Ag 26,
4:1; Ag 31, 4:1
Akon municipal services, S 2, 2:1
BOOTS AND SHOES
See names of cos
BOZET, W.A.
Claves handwriting key to man's character,
N 10, 10:4
BOULEAN, JAMES
Sentenced for larceny, fitted on probation,
Ja 3, 1:6
BORD, LEWIS
Struck with beer spoon, Joseph Emary
arrested and sentenced, Ja 20, 10:1
BOROSKOSKY, JACOB
Held on suspicion in robbery of Albert Bischo, My 15, 2:4

BORST FOOD AND BRICK CO
Allowed judgment in suit against City for
illegal assessment, Ap 10, 1:4

BORT, AARON
Bitten by dog, Mr 26, 10:3

BOSOF, ADAM
Sentenced to Boys Indus school for being
incorrigible, F 20, 12:5; F 21, 2:5

ROSS, FRANK
Apolo clerk in police dept by Mayor Rockwell, Ge 8, 3:5

ROSS, FRANZ
Will probated, Ja 23, 6:8

ROSTER, GILBERT
Accidentally killed by father George, Ag 22, 12:3

ROSSELL, ALEX
With Frank Clinker names Ed Hiltzoff in
collection suit, D 23, 1:8

ROSELL, WILLIAM
Held on intoxication chg, S 13, 13:6

ROSSHELL'S STORE
Safe robbed, Ap 24, 5:2

ROSITAS, EVA (Heros)
Appeals judgment in damage suit against Steve
Cuban, Ag 19, 2:5; S 5, 7:1

ROTHWICK, WILLA
Arrested on petit larceny chg, Je 19, 12:5

ROTTI, ANTHONY
Killed by falling slate, S 16, 9:2

ROSZUM, CHARLES C
Break of contr suit brought by Julius Glick
dismissed, Ap 12, 1:6

ROSZUM, FRED T
Partnership dissolution suit against Oscar B
France continued, Mr 7, 8:1; awarded verdict,
Ap 4, 1:4

ROSZUM, GEORGE A
Named by Charles O Bats in property damage suit,
Ag 28, 10:1

ROSZUM BROS
Name Thomas F Buecher and Clarence E Sands in
collection suit, Ja 11, 1:5

ROUCH, FELIX
Burned to death when gasoline ignites, My 2, 1:1

ROUCH, FRANK
Killed, mother injured in train-buggy collision,
Ag 22, 12:3

ROUX, SAMUEL
Fined for insulting woman, D 18, 6:8

ROUX, DAVID
Assaulted, D 4, 10:2

ROUX, HAPPY
Fined for assaulting Charles Louise, D 28, 10:3

ROUX, RICHARD
Will killed, Je 7, 1:6

BOWEN, WHEELER S
Praises ABJ for growth, ltr, Ap 27, 5:3

BOWLER, C L
Apolo clerk to Summit county corrs, Ja 6, 3:4

BOWLER, GEORGE P
Injured in collision, O 17, 1:4; dies,
pho, O 18, 11:2; funeral, O 19, 11:2; will
filed, wife Diantha named beneficiary, O 23, 7:4

BOWLER, THOMAS
Robbed, N 4, 7:1

BOWERS (MOO), CATHERINE, See Hunsticker (Mrs),
Winnetka

BOWERS, CHARLES
Sued for divorce by wife Sarah E, Ja 8, 8:3;
decree granted, My 3, 7:2

BOWERS, CHARLES W
Arrested on theft chg, Mr 13, 1:3; sentenced
to Boys Indus school, Mr 18, 10:4

BOWERS, CHARLES W
Res robbed, Ja 11, 14:5

BOWERS, EDGER
Injured in fall from roof, O 16, 12:6

BOWERS, JUMPS C & KATHERINE E
Sued by John H and Anna L McGuckin, Ap 22, 1:3

BOWERS, WAYNE
Held on probation, Mr 18, 10:4

BOWERS, WAYNE
Escapes while being taken to girls' school
on delinquency chg, Ag 1, 2:3; sent to
Bethlehem home, O 1, 5:1

BOWERS, WESLEY (Zanesville)
Reelected supt of schools, My 15, 5:5

BOWERS, WILLIAM
Apolo robbed, Ap 2, 2:4

BOWERS, STELLA
Burned to death in res fire, Mr 26, 10:3

BOWERS, JAMES
Held by police for investigation, F 1, 1:2;
ordered to leave Summit county, F 3, 3:1

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
Frank P Riegle returns money when overpaid
for services, O 3, 2:4

BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL
H B Williams named pres, F 17, 1:2

BOWMAN (OR), D S
Pleads for supervision over all cases at
charity conf, N 13, 2:3

BOWMAN, LEONARD
Injured in football game, O 28, 8:6

BOWSER, DANIEL
Killed in coal mine accident, Mr 21, 14:2

BOXING
Note: Specific bouts are indexed under
winners only. Minor items are not indexed

See also Accidents - Sports

ROUNDS INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, LANCASER
2:3; found in bands of Geo. Harmon, D 21, 1:6

Boys, Eater and 10 others escape, U 16, 1:4

Rev Lloyd H Miller speaks before Akron MCWU,
O 17, 3:2

BOYSEN, ASMUS
Predicts 250,000 pop for Akron, Ag 10, 2:6

BOYD, CHARLES W
Named by Thomas H Holden in breach of contr
suit, O 14, 7:6

BOYD, MAT T
Settles breach of contr suit of Alfonso
Garusso, Ja 20, 2:2

BOYD, JULIA
Killed in stone quarry by falling rocks, F 9, 20:4

BOYD, PERT A
Adopts Frances Rodemenger, S 7, 13:3

BRAFFORD, WILLIAM
Escapes from Ross county jail, S 16, 7:8

BRALEY, ANDREW
Killed by train, N 25, 1:7

BRALEY (OR), ISABEL A
Speaks on mentally defective children before
Summit County Med Soc, S 14, 8:4

Speaks on training of mentally defective before
Women's council, O 3, 2:3

BRADY, J ROSS
See Fostoria, Ohio

BRAHMAW, HENRY J
Killed in fall, Je 17, 2:6

BRAY, WILLIAM
Invents refrigerating machine, forms stock
co, Jy 24, 3:1

BRAFF, DAVID
Arrested on chg of contributing to delinquency
of Mrnne Koontz and Lola May Watkins, D 20, 10:1; fined, D 23, 1:7

BRAKE, A R
Escapes from Licking county jail, O 25, 20:1

BRAHMA, LILLIAN
Fined and sentenced for robbery, D 2, 9:4

BRAKER, TONY
Sentence for intoxication suspended, Ap 8, 9:3

BRANDT, KINNER
Injured by lightning, Jy 6, 7:2

BRAND, JERNE
Estate names NOTAL co in damage suit, F 28, 1:5

BRANAN, CHARLES
Killed when struck by crane in United Steel
co plant, Jy 18, 6:3

BRANAN, R E
Divorce granted wife Jessie, Jy 4, 8:5

BRANT, HENRY AND CARL
Drown when boat upsets, E Liverpool, Ap 12, 1:5

BRASLY, PAUL
Killed in Burn, Mike Strakosky held on
manslaughter chg, Ag 24, 1:8

BRUCKNER, GEORGE
See Baucher, George

BRAMS, See Assaults
BRIDGES (cont.)

County courts provide for Glen bridge improvements, Cuy Falls, N 2, 11:3; misunderstanding between county eng and comr delays constr., D 2, 9:6

County courts provide for Broad St bridge improvements, Cuy Falls, N 2, 11:3

Manchester road bridge closed by Summit county courts for repairs, D 11, 12:2

Confr for Ferder bridge repair work given Burger Iron to by Summit county courts, D 12, 5:7; D 13, 10:1; repairs completed, D 16, 2:4

BRIER HILL STEEL CO

Incorporates, Ja 20, 9:8

Pays largest premium into state ins fund, M 3, 12:2

BRISS, C E

Bitten by dog, S 4, 2:2

BRISS, CHARLES

Held in stabbing of Charles Knollen, Jy 4, 8:5

BRISS, R O

Arrested on white slavery chg, B 2, 9:3

BRISS, WILLIAM F

Sued for divorce by wife Unora, F 27, 1:7; decree granted, M 9, 12:1

BRIGHT, LEWIS

Sues Economy store for 20 cents, jury discharges, F 14, 7:1

BRIGHTER, MAX R

Allegedly missing with funds of A B Selth co, A g 21, 5:2

BRIGHTMAN, F E

Held in slaying of David Kimball, F 16, 2:2

BRIGHTON, CLAIR

Bitten by dog; D 20, 12:2

BRILLIANT, GEORGE

Killed in airship explosion, Jy 2, 9:8

BRIHRER, GUY

Sued for divorce by wife May, F 13, 10:2; decree granted, M 8, 5:6

BRISTOL (BROOK), FRANK M

Delivers address on brains at Silver Lake Chautauqua, Ag 16, 2:3

BRISTOW, MELE

Robbed, N 29, 8:3

BRITAIN, J A

Cigar store block damaged when water main broke, J 9, 3:2

Store damaged by fire, J 18, 1:1

Named and First and Second Natl bank co in collection suit, S 14, 8:2

BRITTON, GEORGE

Saved by Frank Adams from fall off roof, Ag 2, 11:3

BRIDG ST (Cuy Falls)

Sidewalk constr across park strips, sit started, N 11, 10:3

BRIDG ST (Wadsworth)

Citizens' opinion on paving asked by council, D 16, 9:7

BROAD ST BRIDGE (Cuy Falls). See Bridges

BROAD ST CH (Rel. Christ)

Holds 1st services in new edifice, Jy 1, 12:2

BROBST, JOHN C

Named in collection suit by W W Kimball co, F 2, 14:5

BROCK CARRIDGE AND WAGIN CO

Incorporates, O 4, 9:3

BROCKWAY, S A

With W S Wilkerson named by Edith Vickers in personal injury suit, M 31, 5:8

BROCKWAY, HOWARD

Gives lecture and musical concert before Tues Musical club, par, J 17, 6:3

BRODERICK, ALMA

Wins breach of promise suit against Jerome Probst, N 14, 12:4

BROOD, WILLIAM

Ordered to leave Cuy Falls after arrest for intoxication, J 18, 7:3

BROELSCHER, EMIL

Suicide, J 3, 5:4

BROOME, C T

Nominated for clerk of sup ct by progressive party, S 6, 1:4

BROOKOVER (PROF)

Addresses Young People's union of St Mary's ch, F 7, 6:1

BROOKS, BURT

Held on chg of carrying concealed weapons, F 3, 10:3; sentenced, F 10, 3:5

BROOKS, RAYMOND

Expulsion from Barberian's by board of educ, D 2, 10:4

BROOKS, RICHARD R

Held in gambling chg, J 4, 5:5

BROOKS, CO

Store damaged by fire, J 22, 2:4

BROOKS, THE AND, MACHINE CO

Wins judgment suit against Nora K Fogarty, J 20, 2:2

BROOKSMITH, LOUIS

Held on chg of shooting to wound Frank Basle, Clev, Ag 29, 8:5

BROSSEAU, DAVID I

Named in collection suit by Bailey co, J 22, 1:7

BROCKERS, STS; names of tins

BROTHERS, LUTHER

Held on speeding chg, J 25, 10:1

BRUTTHART, CHARLES

Petitions for delegate to repub natl conv issued by Summit county bd of elections, Ap 17, 3:3

BRITTMAN, FRANK A

Loss verdict in damage suit against Otto R Horsley, N 11, 11:4

BROUSSAN, HENRY F

Named by Summit Lumber & Building co in collection suit, O 22, 5:1
1912

BROWN, LUCINDA WHITE (Aunt)
To celebrate 50th birthday anniv, blog, por,
D 10, 1:6

BROWN, M.
Recover's stolen horse, Walter Lyons held;
S 21, 1:4

BROWN, OLIVER
Lost in sawmill machinery, Ja 4, 8:4

BROWN, ORA L
Pleads not guilty to clg of illegal practice of
medicine, Ap 8, 1:3; convicted, sentence
delayed, Ap 26, 1:3; convicted, appeals,
S 10, 2:5; loses appeal, D 23, 1:5; fined
and sentenced, D 26, 1:3; conviction justi-
tified, ltr, N 2, 13:3; imprisonment opposed,
N 2, 13:3; office ordered investigated by
pcnt, N 7, 1:4; petition for release sent
Gov Norman, N 8, 1:8; released from jail,
rearranged, D 28, 1:7

BROWN, R B.
Sue Ohio - Elections - Gov - Republican-
Party; US - Elections - Pres

BROWN, TRUMAN
Arrested for clining to moving train, N 18,
10:3

BROWN, FREDERICK
Bitten by dog, Ja 5, 3:6

BROWN, GEORGE
Held on highway robbery chg, My 18, 16:6

BROWN, HARRY (Toledo)
Found guilty of slaying Bertha Moore, D 11,
8:2

BROWN, HARRY L (Coles)
Saves wife's life with blood transfusion, Ja 5,
9:3

BROWN, IRVIN
Injured in train-auto collision, N 26, 12:3

BROWN, JACOB
Indicted for embezzlement, grand larceny,
obtaining money under false pretenses, and
perjury, F 12, 10:2; arraigned, F 16, 11:3;
pleads guilty to embezzlement, sentence
postponed, F 20, 3:4; sentence suspended,
F 23, 1:4; returned to penitentiary after

BROWN, JAMES L
Arraigned on petit larceny chg, D 19, 7:1

BROWN, JASON
Death, D 24, 2:8; funeral, D 25, 1:6

BROWN, JENNIE
Sues Summit county in liquor tax duplica-
suit, N 21, 16:1; settles suit, D 18, 1:7

BROWN, JOHN
Fined for assault on Harry Bibbs, N 6, 2:2

BROWN, LEAH
Fined on immorality chg, My 1, 8:5

BROWN, WALTER
Killed by falling tree, Mr 22, 7:2

BRIGER, HENRY
Shots and wounds Rose Denore, commits
suicide, N 26, 12:3

BRINER, C P.
 Held for selling adulterated milk, My 8, 1:4;
found guilty, Hy 27, 2:5

BRONER, CHRISTIAN
Sues John Waetner and 2 others in collection
suit, F 20, 2:5

BRUNER, JOHN
Sues City in damage suit, My 30, 1:4

BRUNNER, WILLIAM
Arrested with Louis Ulrich on theft chg, O 7,
2:5

BRUNSWICK (Mrs. S)
Injured by motorcycle, Ap 11, 1:3

BRUTT (Mrs. MARY)
Concert with Sister Kate; Kottarsky, First Bapt ch,
N 21, 16:1

BRUHSA, JOHN
Suicide, My 8, 10:3

BRYAN, GEORGE
Life as bridge builder, feature article, O 4,
7:4

BRYAN, H H and H S
Describe city life in Mexico, ltr, My 7, 3:4

BRYAN, JOHN
Arrested and fined for riding trains, U 28, 9:7

BRYAN, WILLIAM JENNINGS
Sues also US - Elections - Pres - Dem
Natl Conv
Addresses state constitutional conv, por,
My 12, 1:8

BRYCE, OSCAR G. and LILLIAN B
Named in suit brought by G W Ott & Bros,
Ap 11, 14:5

BRYCE, OSCAR G.
Named in suit brought by G W Ott & Bros,
Ap 11, 14:5

BRYER, WILLIAM A
Sues for divorce by wife Isabella, Ag 6, 1:5;
decree granted, D 11, 2:2

BRYLAN, E H
Sues husband for divorce, Ag 19, 7:2;
suit dismissed, S 24, 3:2

BRYNE, HELEN
Death, JY 16, 2:5; funeral, JY 20, 12:2

BUCYTEL HOTEL
Damaged by fire, My 25, 1:8

BUCYTEL HOTEL
Damaged by fire, My 25, 1:8

BUNNY, WILLIAM JENNINGS (cont)

BURNING, KINGS & CO
Clothing store damaged by fire, Ja 15, 8:1;
Ja 16, 1:6

BURNETT, HENRY
Poisoned by drinking poison, Ag 31, 2:4

BURNER, CURT
Arrested and fined for curfew ord violation,
JY 24, 10:2

BURNER, JOHN
Sues for divorce by wife Isabella, Ag 6, 1:5;
decree granted, D 11, 2:2

BURNER, WILLIAM A
Sues wife Hazel Y for divorce, JY 19, 7:2;
suit dismissed, S 24, 3:2

BRYCE, OSCAR G.
Named in suit brought by G W Ott & Bros,
Ap 11, 14:5

BRYCE, OSCAR G.
Named in suit brought by G W Ott & Bros,
Ap 11, 14:5

BRYER, WILLIAM A
Sues for divorce by wife Isabella, Ag 6, 1:5;
decree granted, D 11, 2:2

BRAWHAM, PERRY
Arrested on chg of non-support, Ag 20, 1:6;
found guilty, Ag 29, 1:5

BUCYTEL HOTEL
Damaged by fire, My 25, 1:8

BURNING, KINGS & CO
Clothing store damaged by fire, Ja 15, 8:1;
Ja 16, 1:6

BURNETT, HENRY
Poisoned by drinking poison, Ag 31, 2:4

BURNER, CURT
Arrested and fined for curfew ord violation,
JY 24, 10:2

BURNER, JOHN
Sues for divorce by wife Isabella, Ag 6, 1:5;
decree granted, D 11, 2:2

BURNER, WILLIAM A
Sues wife Hazel Y for divorce, JY 19, 7:2;
suit dismissed, S 24, 3:2

BRIEING (Mrs. HELEN)
Death, JY 16, 2:5; funeral, JY 20, 12:2

BRUNER, WILLIAM
Retired and pensioned after 25 yrs' service
on police force, JY 1, 1:8

BRYCE, OSCAR G.
Named in suit brought by G W Ott & Bros,
Ap 11, 14:5

BRYCE, OSCAR G.
Named in suit brought by G W Ott & Bros,
Ap 11, 14:5
BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION - AKRON (cont)

General

Growth of enterprises in E Akron, feature article, Ap 8, 8:3
First Cong ch begins const of new parsonage, Ap 9, 8:2
Increase reqd, My 15, 2:5
Home constr, 47, 9:2
Costs shown in bldg dept repts, My 20, 8:3
Bldg records shotted, N 11, 1:6
NOTAL co plans new terminal, Ag 8, 1:1
Council plans constr of Munic hosp, S 7, 1:1
Plans for Masonic temple submitted to Ohio bldg code com, S 28, 1:7
Comparison between Akron and Youngstown made by Bldg Inspect Goodwin, D 10, 1:7
Rept shows increase, N 2, 13:1
Trinity Lutheran ch submits plans for new bldg to State Bldg Inspect Kearn, N 16, 12:7
Trade increased by good weather, N 22, 11:1

Permits

Note: unless otherwise specified persons were granted permits

Annual rept, Jn 1, 1:3
Rept: Jn 5, 8:1; Jn 12, 10:1; Jn 15, 9:4; F 17, 2:5; Ap 20, 1:6; My 10, 1:5; Jl 12, 2:4; ed., Jl 12, 4:1; D 5, 8:4
Issued for new school at Fourth ave and Chittenenden st, F 2, 14:1
Akron Pure Milk co addition to plant, F 12, 10:4
German Mission soc for ch, Ap 27, 9:5
Akron Rubber & Mach co new factory blds, Ap 30, 1:8
City lends in value of permits issued in U S, My 11, 1:3
NOTAL co for sub-station on N High St, Je 1, 10:1
Taplin, Rice, Clerkin new factory, Jy 12, 1:6
Firestone Tire & Rubber co employment office, Ag 9, 14:3
Teager co and 2 others, Ag 19, 8:2
Akron Grocery co, Ag 29, 3:7
Standard Tulecloth co, Ag 29, 3:7
Humor United Press co new bldg, S 7, 2:5
C H Lay new bldg on S Main, S 10, 1:4
Goodwear Tire & Rubber co new structure, N 15, 1:7
B&O rra co improvements on Union Passenger depot, S 28, 2:9
Council fuises one-way permits to contra, O 15, 14:3
Construction of voting booths stopped because bds of elections failed to secure permits, O 17, 1:6

BARBERTON

Increase in house constr reptd, D 25, 8:7
Portage Rubber co starts constr of factory addition, N 28, 7:3

BUILDING TRADES

See also Bldg; Bldg Trades, Bridges, Housing

AKRON

Code

Note: unless otherwise specified persons were arrested for violation

Fred Hadlock, Jn 26, 1:4
Sections pertaining to plumbing in sub blds explained by City Insp Nye, F 15, 10:3
Changes urged by Insp Goodwin in rept to Safety Dir Stein, N 9, 10:5
John Plappert, D 21, 14:3
Rigid enforcement proposed by Insp Goodwin, D 25, 2:1

BUCK, ALFA

Fined for robbery of Leo Winkelman pool room, O 29, 12:2

BUCK, JESSIE

Dismissed on chg of defrauding innkeeper, F 26, 12:6

BUCK, MARIE

Named to 3 others in property title suit bringed by Harry L Hommedahl, Ne 26, 12:5

BUCK, R. W

Control of La Folette for pres movement refused by John D Fischer, F 20, 12:1

BUCK, WILLIE

Injured in fall under train, Ag 3, 3:4

BUCEY, CARRAGE BODY CO

Plant damaged by fire, John A Horn burned to death, D 7, 3:2

BUCEY, GARAGE

Damaged by fire, Jn 9, 10:3

BUCEY, MOTOR AND CYCLE CO

Increases capital stock, O 2, 2:6

BUCEY, ROGER CO.

Damaged by fire, Jy 8, 2:6

BUCEY, STEER PIPE CO

Merges with 4 other concerns, My 17, 1:8

BUCKMANER (Mrs.), KATHERINE

Comits suicide after saying husband Andrew, Ne 11, 1:8

BUCKINGHAM, O. M

See Schools; names of utilities

BUCKINGHAM LIGHT AND POWER CO. See Elec Light - Byurban

BUDD, JOE

See Blenda, John

BUDDERS

See Finane subhead under geog headings

BUDDICH, MARY

Sought in assault on parent, Ap 18, 8:3

BUES, GEORGE

Arrested on intoxication chg, N 30, 9:2

BUDGAR, BURLIS

Sued for divorce by wife Katherine, D 22, 5:1

BUDISCH, GEORGE

Saved from drowning, Jy 27, 8:8

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

See also Bldgs; Bldg Trades, Bridges, Housing

AKRON

Code

Note: unless otherwise specified persons were arrested for violation

Fred Hadlock, Jn 26, 1:4
Sections pertaining to plumbing in sub bldgs explained by City Insp Nye, F 15, 10:3
Changes urged by Insp Goodwin in rept to Safety Dir Stein, N 9, 10:5
John Plappert, D 21, 14:3
Rigid enforcement proposed by Insp Goodwin, D 25, 2:1

GRAFTON FALLS

Marathon Tire & Rubber co constrs plant, N 18, 10:2

KENT

Kent Normal School constr delayed by refusal of bricklayers to work on Saturday, Je 3, 5:8
Dealie block constr started, O 13, 9:2
NOTAL co consra sub station, N 12, 10:4

OHIO

Ohio Div of Factory and Bldg Inspect is conf to unify bldg codes posted for, N 20, 10:1
Ohio Bldg Inspector names com to revise state code, U 6, 1:3

OXFORD

George Abernathy and co awarded contr for remodeling 2 bldgs by trustees at Miami Univ, Ja 12, 12:2

WADSWORTH

Five men form co for constr of homes, N 19, 10:5

WARNICK

B&O rco constructs cooling station, D 23, 5:3

BARNES, JOHN

See Blenda, John

BURGEE, CHARLES

Sues wife Emma for divorce, N 25, 3:3

BURNHAM (Mrs.), P R

Critizes admission of small children to Music hall, Jn 1, 7:3

BURGER, FRANK

Named Ford E Wagner in alienation of affections suit, D 3, 2:7

BURGER, WILLIAM

Losses breach of promise suit to Lillian Sucher, Ap 10, 1:3

BURGER IRON CO

Makes cash settlement in death of William E Brown, Jn 25, 3:3

LOSSES BUARTED by executors of Eddy Sviski estate, N 29, 2:4

Given order to repair Feeder bridge, D 12, 5:1

BURK (Mrs.), WILBUR

Escapes from gas-filled room to summon aid for husband, F 12, 10:2

BURGERS, R A

Burned when gas tank explodes, launch and boathouse destroyed by fire, S 19, 1:6

BURGESS, EDWARD

Kills Gerritt Moore during argument, S 24, 2:3

BURNS, JACOB

Killed in train wreck, D 4, 3:4

BURKE, DAVID

Charged with vagrancy, D 27, 2:3
BURKE, HENRY
Held on suspicion chg., Ja 20, 1:7

BURKE, LEO
Held on robbery chg., S 26, 7:3

BURKE, PATRICK
Loses judgment suit brought by Samuel Cohn, F 15, 10:1; Mr 5, 12:3
BURY, PATRICK B
Will probated, Ja 19, 12:6

BURKHARDT BREWING CO
Robbed, Warick, My 11, 1:6
Names John Kellee in collection suit, My 27, 1:5
Truck damaged in collision with st car, D 24, 2:9

BURKHOLDER, GEORGE
Will probated, Mr 5, 8:1

BURKLEY, RICHARD
Scalded when water tank explodes, Jy 23, 7:1

BURLEY (MR5), FOLAND
Attempts suicide by poison, Ag 6, 3:3

BURLEY TEA & CO
Named by E E Eshley in garnishment suit, Jy 6, 10:6

BUSH, BOB
Arrested on chg of violating Sunday sporting law, Jy 15, 3:5

BUSH, DARWIN
Names Albert E Ellis in suit asking acctg of partnership profits, Mr 11, 2:5

BURNS, JOHN
Sentenced for theft, S 13, 1:7

BURNS, THOMAS
Attempts suicide by gas, D 6, 14:5

BURNS ON CHG.
Attempts suicide by gas, O 27, 11:2

BURNS, SEE ACCIDENTS

BURNS AULIIARY CLUB
Elects officers, F 17, 6:1

BURNS DETECTIVE AGENCY
Peter C Dick resigns as Clev Chief, Ja 20, 10:1

BURRIS, GEORGE
Shoots and wounds Louise Rolans, commits suicide, F 19, 3:3

BURROWS, LESLIE
Drowns while crossing river when ice breaks, F 9, 1:2; F 10, 5:3

BURROWS, RICHARD
Murdered, wife Mary and John Coburn held, S 7, 9:5

BURT, GEORGE
Hunting dog stolen, N 28, 7:3

BURT, LEWIS
Injured in st car collision, D 5, 2:4

BURT, MG CO
Elects officers, Ja 4, 5:2

BURTON, GEORGE
Sentenced to penitentiary for grand larceny, N 25, 5:1; N 27, 1:7

BUTLER COUNTY
Court house damaged by fire, Charles Schmitzmann killed, Mr 14, 1:7

BUTLER, GEORGE W
Injured by fall of coal, Mr 13, 7:3

BUTLER, HARRY
See Margerine; nines of cos

BUTLER, W
Meat shop damaged by fire, N 27, 7:5

BUTLER, WEBSTER D
Committed to mental hospital, My 14, 3:4
CAMPBELL, ALFRED
Held to grand jury for attempted criminal assault on Ruby Barmhart and Myrtle Fine, Jy 20, 12:3

CAMPBELL, ARTHUR D
Killed by train, My 11, 1:1

CAMPBELL, CHARLES F
Res damaged by fire, D 9, 5:1

CAMPBELL, CHARLES F F
Speaks on blindness before Woman's council, S 5, 2:2
Addresses South as students on care of eyes, N 19, 2:4

CAMPBELL, DAVID
Held in murder of Orval Holbaugh, S 18, 5:4

CAMPBELL, ELMER
Room ransacked, S 4, 2:3

CAMPBELL, FRANKS
Killed by auto, D 11, 3:4

CAMPBELL, JAMES
Charged with cutting with intent to kill Harry Oliver, My 6, 1:4

CAMPBELL, JAMES
Res damaged by fire, D 2, 1:6

CAMPBELL, JOHN A
Surrenders as U S Navy deserter, D 5, 3:7

CAMPBELL, JOHN A
Surrenders as U S Navy deserter, D 5, 3:7

CAMPBELL, JOSEPH
Escaped from penitentiary, Ag 6, 1:7

CARLE, JOHN
Tries as sheriff, D 11, 6:3

CARNIALL, CAROL
Injured in interurban collision, Ja 18, 10:3

CARRE, HARRY
Injured in train-wagon collision, D 11, 5:8

CARR, M L
Exoneration from city council, por, D 29, 1:4

CARRICHAMER, MERT
Identified as man dead under bridge, Ja 22, 1:4

CARRICHER, GEORGE W, CO
Awarded $50 for Robinson school const, S 18, 4:5

CARPENTER, N
Exoneration from city council, por, D 29, 1:4

CARPENTER, PATRICK
Dismissed on vagrancy chg, Ap 26, 12:3

CARPETTE, JAMES
Resigned from city council, por, D 29, 1:4

CARPIS, EMILINE
Burned by gas stove flames, Ja 17, 10:3

CARPIS, EMILINE
Burned by gas stove flames, Ja 17, 10:3

CARPIS, EMILINE
Burned by gas stove flames, Ja 17, 10:3

CARPIS, EMILINE
Burned by gas stove flames, Ja 17, 10:3
CARTER, GEORGE W.
Divorces wife Gusie, Ja 10, 3:5

CARTER, J J
Stabbed in attempt to stop fracas in which George Beacon shoots wife and self, N 28, 1:1; N 29, 15:1

CARTER, THEODORE
Suicide, N 21, 6:1

CARLEO, ALFONSO
Settles breach of contract suit against Mattie Bozolli, Ja 20, 2:2

CARVILLE, W M
Arrested and fined for intoxication, N 20, 2:5

CASE, AVE BRIDGE.
See Bridges

CASE, FRANCIS
Horse and buggy stolen and recovered, N 22, 1:7

CASE, GEORGE L
Comes as Clev civic leader, Ja 27, 7:4

CASE, SAMUEL.
See King, Clarence

CASELIMI, MARIE (Casalini)
Arrested for operating brothel, N 25, 3:4; fined, N 26, 10:4; N 30, 12:2

CASEY, FRANK (Gallpolis)
Captured after escape from jail, F 15, 3:3

CASEY, NORMAN S
Injured by auto, Ja 19, 1:5

CASELIMI, MARIE.
See Casalini, Marie

CASELIMI, C W
Cottage destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:2

CASEY, (MRS.), CAROLINE
Death, Ag 13, 3:4; will filed, Ag 20, 5:6

CASTLE, HOWARD F.
See Summit county - Elections - Pros

CASTLE, JOE
Accidentally shot and wounded while cleaning gun, F 24, 1:4

CASTON, AARON D
Nailed in real estate suit by Adam Kepler, Ja 17, 3:3

CATHEDRALS.
See names

CATHOLIC MISSION OF BENEFIT ASSN
St Bernard's branch 37 elects officers, O 12, 6:1

CATHOLIC TOTAL ABSTINENCE UNION
Elects officers, D 25, 6:1

Celebrates 40th anniv, F 19, 10:3

Forty-first annual conv, officers elected, Jy 6, 8:1

CATOFA (MRS.), JOSEPH
Infant son Philip murdered, Mrs Angelo Mireflettini, held, N 8, 1:1

CATS.
See Accidents - Miscellaneous

CATTLE
See also Rabies
Carnegie Steel Co announces plan to go into business, Conneaut, O 26, 3:4

Farmers attend lecture on types, Cay Falls, N 8, 5:2

Tuberculin tests planned by Dr Louis P Cook, Colas, O 31, 10:7

1912

CATRELL, ALBERT
Chicken coop robbed, 3:7, 8:7

CATRELL, COLE CO
Offices and barns destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:7

CAUFIELD (OR), J J
Answer to personal damage claim against City filed by Solicitor Taylor, N 27, 3:6

CAUSLEY, J P (J C Caughey)
Makes first auto trip across Lake Erie on ice, Ja 26, 16:5; pho, Ja 30, 12:3

CAVANAGO (REV.), JOHN
Addresses K of C on Cath faith, O 15, 9:2

CAVE-INS.
See Accidents

CERSTELLO, PETER
Sought on white slavery chg, Jda Rogers held until his arrest, Ag 16, 1:3; Ag 17, 9:2

CAVILLER, FLORENCE
Slain, Dr Arthur B Smith indicted, N 23, 14:1

CEDAR ST
Petition of property owners that sidewalks be set back 5 feet from curb denied by council, S 24, 2:1

CESEVIC, ANTON
Charges assault and battery, D 27, 1:8

CELA, JOHN
Burned in coal mine explosion, D 31, 2:8

CELEBRATIONS.
See subjects and names of individuals and orgs

CEMENT.
See names of cement

CEMENTARIES.
See names

CEPHIN, ANTOINE
Resigned by fire following gas explosion, Ambrose Carone burned, F 6, 3:4

CETONE (SEED), GEORGE X.
See Ohio Legislature

CHASE, MILDRED
Addresses Coll club on sanitation, N 23, 2:2

CHALFAGE, FRANCIS
Sentenced on chg of stabbing Austin Moore, Ja 29, 10:1

CHALMERS, CHARLES
Sued for divorce by wife Marie, Ap 22, 8:5; decree granted, Ja 8, 11:4

CHALMERS, HAROLD
Adopted by Mr and Mrs Archie Wilson, Jy 2, 2:2

CHAMBERS, JAMES P
Killed in fall down elevator shaft, Mr 27, 5:6

CHAMBERS, MARIE
Held with Archie Wilson on chg of adultery and infatuation, Ap 10, 2:4; 12:4

CHAMBERLAIN (MR & MRS.), Z T
Addresses of Barberton WCTU on temperance, Ap 12, 14:3

CHAMBERLAIN, ANDREW
Confectionery damaged by fire, Jy 31, 1:1

CHAMBERLAIN, CHARLES
Fined for permitting auto to be operated by son, Mr 25, 3:2

CHAMBERLAIN, MARY E
Sues Aggie J and Arthur G Barnes to determine property rights, F 2, 12:3

CHAMBERLAIN (MR & MRS), Z T
Fifteenth wedding anniv, Mr 28, 6:1

CHAMBERS, EDWIN
Sued for divorce by wife Marie, Mr 21, 14:1; decree granted, My 14, 8:3

CHAMBERS (OR), J W
Res and office destroyed by fire, Ap 12, 1:2

1912

CHAMBERS (MRS), MATTIE
Gives up down on Walter WCTU conv, Ja 27, 7:3

CHAMPAIGN COUNTY JAIL
William Miley (Jackson) escapes, Jy 31, 12:2

CHAMPLAIN, WILLIAM
Killed in blast furnace explosion, My 9, 1:2

CHANDLER, B C
Appled trustee of Barbenttong bank & trust co, Ja 9, 10:3

CHANDLER, FANNIE
Names J E and Martha J Raleigh and Cornelius Gute in collection suit, S 16, 1:6

CHANDLER, JOHN
Fined on intoxicated chg, Mr 13, 5:7

CHANEY (REV.), GEORGE X.
Names W K Eckfield in personal damage suit, Jy 27, 3:1

CHAPIN, MARY
Killed by train, F 29, 1:6

CHAPIN, L H
Appled Hudson postmaster, N 26, 10:5

CHAPMAN, ABBEY
Suing in personal damage suit, Ja 25, 3:3

CHAPMAN, FRANCES C
Will filed, Jy 14, 2:7

CHAPMAN, JOHN D
Will and gas well found on property, Ja 6, 2:4

CHAPPA, JOHN
Trials begins on chg of cutting to wound John Meredith, F 13, 1:3; convicted, F 14, 1:4; taken to penitentiary, F 19, 1:2

CHARITIES.
See also Christmas; Welfare; names of orgs and charitable insts

AKRON
Salvation army aids unfortunate in extreme cold, Ja 8, 1:1

Needy given help by unknown soldiers, Ja 9, 1:8

Family found destitute, Salvation Army gives help, asks for contributions, Ja 13, 2:4

Assistance given destitute by Volunteers of America, Ja 20, 3:4

Assistance to destitute people by Salvation army, Ja 20, 5:1

Many demands made on local-charity orgs, Ja 22, 7:3

Distribution of money earned by prisoners made by Humane Officer Weber, Ja 27, 5:4
Central China Famine Relief com sends appeal for funds to C of C, F 7, 3:1
Many calls for help need by Salvation army, F 8, 5:2
Summary of Salvation army relief work, F 26, 12:1
Story of relief work given by Capt Trevitt of Salvation army, Mr 4, 1:2
Low charity need raised, ed, My 24, 4:1
Tag day com issues rept, S 4, 10:1; disposition of relief fund, S 10, 5:1; date for fund drive announced, officials, S 13, 9:1; rept on collection, ltr, S 19, 3:3
Orgs warned against imposters by W S Bixby, S 6, 3:3
Purposes of clearing house and activities, S 6, 3:4
Agreement to pay hosp bills of indigent patients reached by council, O 29, 1:6
Patients in city hospital provided for by city ord, N 12, 8:4
Salvation army reps decline in demands, N 27, 3:4
Akrion Dry Goods co plans distribution of underwear to needy children, U 10, 3:3

BARBERTON
Good Samaritan each solicits donations for the poor, work of org, O 16, 3:3; recs donations, O 21, 3:3; N 26, 7:4; furnishes aid for destitute, N 30, 3:9
School children arrange carvel, O 16, 3:3
Citizens' League of Barberton considers drive for unemployment funds, N 2, 11:1
Rev A M Bird urges citizens to cease shipment of orders to Akron, N 8, 13:2

SERRING
Poor families furnished coal by Sebring Brothers, Ja 6, 8:3
CHARTY ORG SCC OF AKRON
Seeks charter and inc papers, Ja 31, 8:5
Organized, F 1, 5:5
Trustees meet, elect officers and select com, F 10, 3:2
Purpose of org given by W S Bixby, F 17, 3:4
Issues bulletin advising citizens to refer request for aid to him, F 24, 7:6
Summary of rept, My 22, 3:2
Institutes legal aid com to help indigent exploit by lean cos, S 24, 6:1
Sponsors housing conv meeting addressed by Howard Goodwin, D 9, 1:7
Con on cooperation holds 2nd conv, addressed by Dr A A Kohler and 3 others on protection of health, N 13, 2:3
Establishes Christmas clearing house for benefit of poor, D 3, 8:4

CHARTY ORG SCC OF AKRON (cont)
Addressed by Prof O E Olin and 2 others on Educ, D 11, 2:4
Appeals to pub for cooperation in assisting the needy, D 18, 7:4
CHART, ALFRED A
Named with others in real estate suit brought by Floria J Chart, Mr 13, 1:2
CHART, FLORA
Names Alfred A Chart and others in real estate suit, Mr 13, 1:2
CHARTERS, EDWARD
Fined for operating bucket shop, Mr 25, 10:2
CHARTERS CATHEDRAL
Stained glass windows, feature article, Je 17, 3:3
CHASE, GEORGE
Injured in fall, Mr 8, 13:6
CHASE (OR & NYS), WILLIAM S
Adopt Olga and Ellenansom, O 6, 2:6
CHAUPIN, JOE
Sought in assault on Charles Bates, My 28, 5:1
CHAUTAUQUA
See also names
Historical synopsis loaded, ed, Ag 3, 4:2
CHECKS
FRAN
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are arrested for forgery

Akrion
Carl Baker, Ja 17, 3:6
Frank Butts and William Bird, Ja 17, 12:3
Carl D Baker, Ja 18, 3:5
Cecil Brown, Ja 30, 2:6
Thomas Stephens Collin, F 6, 1:4
Harry Howard Hedges, F 15, 10:2
Frank Kircher, Ja 11, 10:1
Mike Remi, Ag 9, 1:6
Edward Riees, Je 14, 9:4
Edward Klein, Ja 17, 2:3
George Breckendridge, O 16, 1:8
Fred Street, D 16, 18:3
R O Westfall and Alfred Gehney defrauded, U 11, 12:1
Charles H Arnold, N 19, 3:2
The Flower co defrauded, Robert Anderson held, D 26, 7:2

Cleveland
Samuel H Debsell, Mr 14, 16:8
Fostoria
Otis Parker, Ap 30, 2:5
Ravenna
John Bolson (John Wagner), Mr 5, 12:2

Youngstown
E J Sweitzer (E L Miller), Je 26, 10:5
CHELEKIS, GEORGE (Youngstown)
Donates to St Geannos Red Cross soc, N 12, 9:4
CHEN, ISAAC
Escapes from Ross county jail, S 16, 7:8
CHEN, KOENIG
Injured when elevator cable breaks, N 27, 12:4
CHEN, TON
Surrenders after jail escape, Ja 5, 10:3
CIFRITO, DONNICK
Fined for begging, Mr 23, 10:8
CIRLINGTON, NICK
Arrested for Sunday liquor law violation, D 21, 12:2; found guilty, D 23, 7:4
CHERRYHOLMES (MR & MRS), JACOB
Celebrate 65th wedding anniv, F 14, 6:1
CHERRYHOLMES, KATE
Names Natal in co in damage suit, Ap 15, 7:3
CHESPAKE & OHIO RR CO
Ouster suit by State of Ohio remedied for new trial by supra ct, F 13, 13:3; F 15, 4:4
Loses trek of contract suit by Thomas O McNeil, Mr 28, 7:1
CHESTOR, ANDREW
Commits suicide, N 3, 2:1
Commits to Massillon state hosp, Ap 5, 1:4
CHARKOVIT, SALVADOR
Named with 3 others by William Edwards co in collection suit, S 14, 8:5
CHICAGO & ERIE RR CO
Loss verdict in damage suit brought by Louis R Holland, My 26, 1:7
CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RR CO
Named in rate discrimination suit by Lake Carriers Oil co, F 20, 2:3
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST PAUL RR CO
Named in rate discrimination suit by Lake Carriers Oil co, F 20, 2:3
CIOCOSZ, PETER
Slays children Atgina and Chester, commits suicide, F 15, 3:4
CHILDR LABOR
See Children - Labor
CHILDPEN
See also Births, Deaths, Education, Halloween, Health, Juvenile Delinquency, Morals, Schools, Youth, Names of Institutions & Orgs

ABANDONED
Unidentified body of infant found, Clev, Ja 11, 1:6
William Blakove by parents, S 6, 1:6
Baby girl found on porch at Or L W Cow, Youngstown, S 17, 9:5
Body of unidentified baby discovered in Mahoning river, Youngstown, S 30, 5:3
Mrs W W Clark finds baby on door step, D 15, 10:7

CHILD LABOR
Mrs Ella Reeves Bloor addresses socialist meeting, F 26, 7:1
Stores and stores obey law against employing minors under 16 yrs of age, Wadsworth, F 27, 10:2
Bill to establish bur to investigate working conditions approved, ed, r 29, 4:1
R G Geiger fined for law violation, D 2, 1:4
H S Fiorene co charged with violation of law, D 7, 1:8

CHILDS HOSP
Increase of patients rept, My 22, 3:5
Donations for aid of crippled children, feature article, O 10, 10:5
Nurses home donated by Mrs George T Perkins, N 19, 1:7

CHILDS, T L
Names Natal in collection suit, D 13, 7:1

CHINA
L E McLaughlin addresses YMCA foreign work dept, Ja 22, 3:6

CHITTIS, BAZZELL
Held on grand larceny chg in robbery of Albert Bisch, My 15, 2:7

CHINNECK (MRS), NORMAN L
Gives of burns, Ja 6, 1:5

CHIRURGICIANS - SEE NAMES
CHISINSKY, ELI
Arrested on intoxication chg, Ja 22, 8:2

CHISPARD, FLORA
Victim of attempted assault, Frank Baldwin held, Ja 18, 8:3

CHRIST, HENRY
Pleads not guilty to chg of operating saloon on Sunday, N 25, 12:2; fined, N 27, 3:4

CHRISTENSEN, ABEL
Photographic gallery destroyed by fire, F 12, 1:2

CHRISTENSEN, CHRIS
Arrested and fined for speeding, Mr 20, 2:4

CHRISTIAN, FLORA
Held on chg of killing new born baby, Mr 5, 12:4

CHRISTIAN, MINNIE
Arrested on chg of keeping brothel, D 7, 1:4
pleads not guilty, D 9, 5:2; fined, D 18, 7:1

CHRISTIAN, SHIRLEY (Dukas)
Held as incorrigible, My 30, 1:1; released from detention home in custody of aunt, Ja 1, 8:2; sentenced to Boys' Indus school, N 9, 3:5
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
See also names of chs
Teachings upheld, lst, My 10, 13:3
Address by Virgil C. Strickler, S 27, 13:1
CHRISTIANITY. See Religion
CHRISTLER, HENRY
Robbed, F 3, 8:2
CHRISTMAS
Citizens urged to shop early, ed, D 3, 4:1;
.shopping, feature article, D 7, 5:1
Proper precautions against fires in trees
by state fire marshal, U 10, 4:1
Spirits, ed, U 24, 4:1
Lack of essentials for holiday happiness,
carton, U 24, 4:1
Largest business season, feature article, U 25, 1:1
Supersitions upheld, ed, U 25, 4:1
CHRISTMAS SEALS. See Tuberculosis
CHRISTNER, WILLIAM
Deserts sick wife and 3 children, Mn 11, 3:1
CHRISTNER, WILLIAM
Returned from Detroit to face forgery chg.,
Ap 6, 3:2; pleas not guilty, Ap 8, 1:3;
CHRISTOPHER, JOHN W
Divorced by wife Lillie, Ap 30, 12:2
CHRISTOPHER, WILLIAM
Sued for divorce by wife Rebecca J, D 19, 5:1
CHURCH EPISCOPAL CH (Lima)
Apparal of members stolen, F 20, 2:2
CHRIST (MRS.), ELIZABETH
Suicide, My 9, 9:3
CHRISTY, H. C.
Bldg destroyed by fire, S 30, 10:6
CHRISTY, JOE
Contests to fatal stabbing of Nick Monett,
Jy 22, 2:4
CHRISTLY, JOHN H
Collection of rare newspapers, feature article,
Mr 30, 5:2
CHRUCH (OR), AUGUSTUS B
Death, N 18, 1:4; eulogized, ed, 4:1;
agton in speeches by Prof Spanton, Rev Priest,
Buchtel coll, N 19, 14:1; funeral, N 20, 3:4;
eulogized, N 25, 5:2; will probated, N 30,
CHRUCH, EDWIN S
Apt'd comr to examine and test U S coins, Ja 31,
CHRUCH OF ANNUNCIATION
Constr plans submitted to bldg inspector,
Ja 12, 8:1
CHRUCH OF OUR SAVIOR
Cellar damaged by flood waters, S 3, 7:1
CHRUCH OF THE BRETHREN
Dedicated, Ja 22, 2:1
CHRUCH OF THE REDEemer (Lorain)
Rev Cretus A. Dowlar resigns as pastor, D 17,
Co
CHURCHES. See Religion; names of chs,
demissions, and orgs
CHURCHES OF CHRIST, SUMMIT CO
Hold annual bible school rally at Silver
Lake Park, S 16, 5:1
CHURCHILL, MARVIN
CICLON, ANDY
Arrested and fined for disorderly conduct,
Je 14, 2:6
CIDER
Abundance usual, Wadsworth, N 20, 5:2
CIGARETTES
Lady Wrench arrested for sale to minors,
Barberton, Jy 1, 10:1
CINCINNATI, OHIO
See also Schools; names of utilities
Awarded appeal by Ohio supt of in bust brought
by Nicholas Feltrop, F 30, 5:4
Mayor Hunt issues warning to jail all hobos
found on st, F 1, 3:6
Fire chief Architect resigns, F 5, 14:1
Furnishing of houses in tenement dis supvise
by Mayor Hunt, Jy 6, 1:6
Police Chief Jackson removed, Inspector Crime
apptd acting chief, Mn 21, 12:1
Ohio canal property appraised for sale to city,
My 6, 3:4
CINCINNATI, UNIV OF
Rufus B. Smith and 2 others named trustees,
Jn 3, 6:3
Majority of students come from families of
low earnings, says Pres Denney, My 14, 5:1
CINCINNATI & OILS TRACTION CO
Enrolled from-using switching connections of
B&O and Norfolk & Western rys, F 10, 3:2
CINCINNATI AND MIKINGUM VALLEY RR
Bridges at Todds Fork moved by ice gorge, Ja 20,
6:3
CINCINNATI & NORTHERN RR
Harry Smith admits shortage in accts, held
for Paulding police in Louisville (Ky),
Jn 15, 10:5
CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON RR
Losses damage suit to Willis Small, Ap 16, 5:1
CINCINNATI, LEHIGH & MARYSVILLE TRACTION CO
Train swept away by mudburst, Lebanon,
Ap 29, 1:8
CINCINNATI, NEWPORT & COVENTRY ST RR CO
Losses decision in tax collection suit by
Hamilton county, Mr 5, 3:3
CINCINNATI PANEL CO
Damaged by fire, Ap 27, 14:3
CINCINNATI SUBURBAN & BELL TELEPHONE CO
Files application with PGCO to connect with
"Balltown Telephone co, F 22, 10:3
CINCINNATI, SUBURBAN & BELL TELEPHONE CO (cont)
Granted permission by PGCO to issue addition
stock for erection of office bldg, Je 6, 1:8
CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Concert, N 28, 12:2
CINCINNATI TRAFFICKING CO. See Street Rys - Cincin
CINCI JIN
Named in replevin suit by Harry Bush, Ja 31,
10:1
Investigation started, My 14, 5:2; alleged
illegal acts probd by atty-gen Logan, My 25,
13:1
CINCO, GEORGE. See Dimityre, Feodor
CINNEMAN, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, Je 4, 3:4
CIRKILVILLE, OHIO
C E Stockton found guilty in clerk's accts,
disappeared, Ap 9, 5:2
CITIZENS ASSY EAST AKRON
Petitions city council for bridge over railroad
at Kelly Ave, Ja 23, 1:7
Meets to promote stock sale to secure location
of Ideal Commercial Car co in Akron, Je 24,
1:5
CITIZENS ASSY, NORTH HILL
Organized; advocates constr of viaduct over
Little Gayle valley, Je 19, 12:2; meeting
discusses proposed plan, S 30, (Jan 4), 2:2
Discusses coming fare of govt, S 5, 1:8
CITIZENS ASSY, SPICERTOWN
CITIZENS GAS & ELECTRIC CO
Purchased by Henry L Daugherty & co, Ap 17, 5:3
CITIZENS LEAGUE, BARBERTON
Considers relief fund for unemployed, N 2, 11:1
CITIZENS NATL BANK (Piqua)
Wins appeal case against Piqua Flour Co before
Ohio supt of ap, Ap 18, 4:5
CITIZENS TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
_Destroyed by fire, Grove City, Ag 17, 1:3
CITIZENS WELFARE ASSY (Guy Falls)
Organized to promote law enforcement, Ja 16, 8:2
CITIZENSHIP
Emmanuel Weiss refused naturalization papers
because of criminal convictions, Akron,
S 26, 2:2
Fourteen men become citizens, Youngstown, N 11,
5:2
CITY COAL AND ICE CO
Office damaged by fire, F 9, 13:1
CITY GOVERNMENT. See geog headings
CITY HOSPITAL, AKRON
Dr C Barber resigns as pres, Ap 23, 1:4
Monthly reports: My 6, 8:4; Je 4, 2:5; Jy 6,
5:3; Ag 9, 1:6; S 11, 1:6; O 4, 10:1; U 10,
11:4
Nurses training school graduation exercises,
My 9, 6:2
CITY HOSPITAL, AKRON (cont)
Council refuses appropriation following
quarrel with Hosp Bd, charity patients may
be eliminated, Ag 31, 16:1; council and bd.
unable to reach agreement, S 4, 2:3; Dr C W
Milliken disputes figures of city's finance
com in appropriation request, Jyr, S 4,
2:4; compromise suggested, ed, S 5, 4:1;
council fails to vote on Appropriation,
S 24, 1:1; charity patients provided for by
council ord, N 12, 8:4
Personnel and record defended, lst, S 12, 8:1
Inspected as to fire protections, N 26, 12:2
CITY HOSPITAL (Stebenville)
Campaign for funds ends, Jy 18, 8:3
CIVIL LIBERTIES
Conducts 4th semi-annual meeting, N 5, 8:1
CIVIC FEED, NATL
Gov Harris appoints 7 delegates to attend annual
meeting in Wash (D C), F 3, 5:4
CIVIC LEAGUE, CUYAHOGA FALLS
Elects officers, discusses plans for raising funds,
N 1, 16:2
CIVIC LEAGUE, SPICERTOWN
Favors bond issue for extension and betterment
of waterworks, Jy 14, 1:3
Addressed by S E Mclanow on govt operations,
D 34, 2:1
CIVIL RIGHTS
Meetings on downtown stove on Saturdays banned
by Mayor Rockwell, S 3, 10:1; change to
include all st ands and crews urged, ed, S 4, 4:1;
ruling protested as unfair, Jn 5, 2:4;
Mayor Rockwell renews order for arrest of
violators of ruling, S 6, 1:2; orations
banned by Mayor Rockwell, S 7, 2:2
Right to suppress news in interest of humanity
upheld, ed (Cos Dispatch), U 26, 4:4
CLACK (MRS.), EMMA
Killed by train, Ap 23, 9:8
CLAPP, ALBERT
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Je 15,
6:5; Jy 18, 7:3
CLAPP, JOHN M
Endorses Theodore Roosevelt for pres, M 14,
16:3
CLAPPER, HARRY
Held in death of David McCutcheon, Jy 2, 8:2
CLARENDAH HITE
Damaged by fire, N 6, 12:1; N 7, 3:3
CLARK, ALEXANDER
Res damaged by fire, S 26, 7:2
CLARK, ARTHUR H
Names Ohio C Barber in judgment suit, Ap 15, 7:4
CLARK, CARRIE
Will filed, S 19, 3:2
CLARK, CHARLIE. See O S - Elections - Pres,
Democratic Natl Conv
CLARKE, CLAUDE
Estate named by Rose John in collection suit.
Ja 23, 1:6

CLARKE, GEORGE
Arrested and sentenced for knife attack on
wife, Ja 15, 1:7

CLARKE, GEORGE
Robbed, Ap 1, 8:3

CLASSE, ALICE
Fattily burned when bonfire ignites clothes,
S 23, 12:4

CLAY, ALTA M
Suit against Elmer Rishel and others in real
estate purchase settled, Ja 10, 7:4

CLAY, CLARENCE
Res damaged by fire, Ja 17, 1:1

CLAY AND CLAY PRODUCTS

See also names of cos

This leads world in induc exhibition of wares
to be shown at expo in Chi, F 14, 12:9

CLAYTON, EDWARD
Res damaged by fire, Mr 7, 8:4

CLEANING AND DRY CLEANING. See names of cos

CLEANLINESS. See Sanitation

CLEINER, HIRAM
Promises to support family, released from
whous, O 16, 4:4; makes good after release,
N 1, 13:4

CLEM, ALBERT
Killed by elevator, Ap 29, 14:2

CLEMENTS (OR), E P
Beaten and robbed, Ap 6, 3:1

CLEMENTS, WILLY
Divorced by wife Daisy, Ja 10, 3:5

CLEMENCY COUNTY INFIRMARY
William H Brown, William Glancy, Lon Farnam,
and F W Huddles indicted in investigation,
D 20, 9:6; Glancy and Brown plead guilty,
D 24, 3:2

CLERGY
See also Religion; names of ch, ministers and
assns
Weekly eds by Akron ministers, ed, Ap 12, 4:1

CLERKIN, ELIZABETH G
Will filed, Ap 30, 12:4

CLERKIN, WILLIAM
Named in damage suit by Isaac V Slough,
N 23, 13:3

CLEVELAND, OHIO
See also Schools, Weather; names of
utilities

Growth compared with Akron (Clev Leader),
Ja 2, 1:2

Maurice Sarbinsky appointed chief elec by Mayor
Baker, Ja 13, 5:4

Wins property ownership suit against state by
decision of Ohio sup ct, Ja 16, 1:3

CLEVELAND, OHIO (cont)

Petrolman Adam Piper suspended, sought as
money disappears, My 24, 4:5

Fred R Williams sentenced and paroled on chg of
falsifying returns in 1911 primary election.
Ja 3, 3:4

Celebrates 116th anniv, Ja 22, 2:5

E C Tenner and George W Kuehn held on chg of
peddling payroll of stinging dept; S 26, 5:6

Fire dept criticized by Wally Smith of Fire
underwriters for lack of protection given citizens,
F 2, 8:6

Lake Front development responsible for increase
in downtown real estate values, N 20, 7:5

Charger and premiums by officials; N 22, 1:7

CLEVELAND AKRON & COLS RR CO
Akron offices damaged by fire, Ja 17, 1:1

Named by Paul De Frank in personal injury suit,
F 26, 8:5

Named with Penna RR Co in damage suit for death
of Rose Fox, Mr 12, 1:5

Freight train damaged in collision, none injured,
Hudson, Je 1, 1:2

Named in damage suit by Neal P Anderson Estate,
Ja 23, 1:8

CLEVELAND-AKRON BAG CO
Losses suit brought by Arthur H Sadler estate,
D 14, 7:4

CLEVELAND, ALLIANCE, AND MARION VALLEY ELECTRIC
Wins appeal for right-of-way in suit against
Clev & Pittsburgh ry Co, F 26, 12:7

CLEVELAND & PITTSGURGH RY CO
Losses in suit for right-of-way brought by Cleve,
Aliance, and Marion Valley Electric Co, F 26,
12:7

CLEVELAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Acceptance of conduct, tour through B F
Goodrich co plants, N 1, 1:1

CLEVELAND, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO & ST LOUIS RR CO
Inicted by fed grand jury in railroad rebate
case, F 20, 12:2

CLEVELAND ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION CO
Sued by Christine Reppert for property damage,
O 17, 14:2

CLEVELAND FORK & HOE CO
Wins injunction suit against Newburg & South
Shore RR Co, My 26, 1:7

CLEVELAND NEWS
Purchased by Dan R Hanna, Ap 30, 2:1

CLEVELAND, PAINESVILLE & EASTER RY CO
Named in restraining suit by western union
Telegraph Co, F 26, 10:2

CLEVELAND RR CO
Named in personal damage suit by Evelyn Morgan,
Ja 11, 6:2; suit settled, Je 11, 14:3

CLEVELAND VAPOR LIGHT CO. See Gas - Akron

CLIFORD, LEWIS (Barberton)
Appointed to board of health, Ja 9, 10:3

CLIMATE. See Weather
COCHRAN, ALEX
Dismissed on chg of malicious destruction of property, N 22, 18:1

COCHRAN, R B
Robbed, F 26, 12:1

COCHRAN, ALEXANDER
Held to grand jury on auto theft chg, 0, 2, 23

CICK FIGHTING
Scheduled but at Mound Builders pk raised, 40 arrested, Newark, Ja 17, 1:8

CICKLIN, ABRAHIM L
Names Arthur E Huston in appeal of collection suit, M 12, 8:1; loses decision, M 11, 11:4

COOL, E W
Finds abandoned baby on porch, S 17, 9:5

COOL, EMIL
Attempts suicide by shooting, held for slaying of Mrs Anna Nacek, M 4, 7:4

COOL, WILLIAM
Sued for divorce by wife Hattie, M 11, 7:4

COOL, J L
Held, M 10, 15:1

COOL, JOHN
Arrested on suspicion chg, S 16, 9:3

COOL, GEORGE
Names Akron Storage & Contracting Co in damage suit, F 11, 5:4; awarded judgment, M 12, 5:1

COOL, SAMUEL
Wife judgment suit against Patrick Burke, F 15, 10:1; M 5, 12:3

COOL, JOHN
Sues for divorce by wife Hazel, M 13, 1:1; ordered to pay temporary alimony, M 15, 10:1; decree granted, M 2, 1:6

Cole, Catherine
Committed suicide after slaying former wife Hazel, M 13, 1:1

Corker, Byron F
Sued for divorce by wife Hazel, M 13, 1:1; ordered to pay temporary alimony, M 15, 10:1; decree granted, M 2, 1:6

Corker, Catherine
Damage suit brought by City dismissed, M 30, 1:6

Corker, William
Arrested after terrorizing family with revolver, F 12, 14:3

Corkens, Andrew
Damage suit against ACKY CO settled, M 11, 11:4

Corkens, Charles
Foiled in plan to escape from penitentiary, F 2, 3:8

Corkens, Edward
Dies of injuries recd in fall, J 24, 1:3

Corkens, Fred
Res destroyed by fire, M 25, 1:7

Colet, Ralph
Held in shooting of Mrs John Hartmann, F 14, 5:3

Colby, Mabel J
Advocates music teaching in pub schools, A 17, 10:1

Cole, B L
Heaten and robbed, Ap 8, 1:3

Cole, Ruth
Heaten in shooting of Mrs John Hartmann, A 14, 5:3

Coleman, Henry
 Killed in train-auto collision, Ag 12, 2:4

Coleman, Ralph
Held on chgs of intoxication and molesting females, D 26, 14:4

Coleman, Robert
Shoe store damaged by fire, Frank Backus injured, J 18, 1:1; settles with Ins for loss, J 31, 5:4

Cocke, John
Held with Mrs Mary Burrows in murder of Richard Burrows, S 7, 9:5; trial opens, D 2, 3:2; continues, D 3, 3:3; pleads guilty with Mrs Burrows to manslaughter, D 4, 12:1

COCAINE. See Drug Traffic
COLUMBUS, OHIO (cont)

Centennial comm recs appropriation for celebration of establishment of Coles as Ohio capital, Jy 25, 3:3; continues plans, Jy 28, 9:4; begins celebration, Ag 28, 1:8; 2:2

COLUMBUS BANK NOTE CO

Plant damaged by fire, My 24, 2:8

COLUMBUS CONTRACTORS SUPPLY CO

Bid destroyed by fire following explosion, Mr 12, 1:4

COLUMBUS JOHNSTOWN AND NEW ALBANY TRACTION CO

Property destroyed by fire, Coles, Jy 20, 9:1

COLUMBUS STATE HOSP

Frank O'Neill escapes, Mr 8, 1:1

COLUMBUS URBAN AND WESTERN TRACTION CO

Application to issue bonds for extending lines refused by Ohio Pub Ser Com, Jy 5, 2:6.

COLUMBIA

Arrested and fined for intoxication, Mr 13, 5:7

COLUMBIA JOURNAL

Sought in shooting and wounding of Mr & Mrs Frank Lomich, Jy 24, 7:4

COLUMBIA, FRANK

Manufacturer, factory destroyed by fire, Jy 21, 8:1

COLUMBIA DRY GOODS

Oil tanks fired by lightning, Jy 18, 5:2

COLUMBUS, ANDREW

Killed when sled strikes wagon, F 8, 19:6

COLUMBUS

See also Tariff; specific commodities

Repeal of Canadian Reciprocity Act urged, support in passage of measure given by democrats criticized, ed, D 14, 1:3

COMMERCIALIZATION OF AMERICA

Vincent Stevens elected dir, S 30, 3:5

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO

Moves into new home, pho, F 10, 12:2

COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK (Waterford)

Henry Crooks held on chg of embezzlement, Jy 10, 8:6

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS, UNITED

Council No 67 exec officers, Mr 18, 5:2

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT ASSN

Sues Collector of Internal Revenue Roadway to regain profit assessment, F 12, 10:4

COMMUNICATIONS

See also specific types

COMMUNICATIONS

See names of penal insts

COMMUNICATIONS

Injured in attempt to repair gasoline motor, Mr 6, 12:5

CONANT, ANDREW

Held on chg of adultery, F 21, 2:3; sentenced, F 22, 7:5

CONCHO, DON

Auto destroyed by fire after being stolen, D 16, 5:4

CONDE, HARVEY

Injured when trains telescope, Mr 8, 1:8

CONGRESSIONAL HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Meeting at Toledo, My 8, 2:3

1912

CORKIN, JAMES

Killed by Kim, F 7, 1:2

CORKIN, JAMES

Essex Edison Line Co

Elects officers, starts survey for electric power line between Ashtabula & Conneaut, D 12, 3:2

COWLEY, JOHN J

Bitten in fight; John Milroy held, G 11, 3:3

COWLEY, JAMES

Dies from gas fumes, Mr 23, 1:6

COWLEY, JAMES

Divorces wife Grace, Ap 4, 1:4

COWLEY, JAMES

Arraigned on chg of assaulting woman, N 10, 17:7

COWLEY, JAMES

Arrested and sentenced for intoxication, N 27, 3:5

COWLEY, THOMAS A

Named Lorain county probate judge by Gov Harrison, J 11, 7:3

COY, FRED

Fined for immorality, My 1, 8:5

COY, EARL

Injured with 2 others in attempted coal hazing of R L Thomas, Ap 31, 7:6

COY, FRED

Accidently shot and killed by Frank Worsor, Jy 5, 8:2

COY, FREDERICK

Sue's death, Jy 30, 10:3

COY (MC.), JAMES V

Arrested and fined for beating adopted daughter Rosa Mae Mullin, Ap 15, 5:1

COY, JOHN

Injured in bank robbery, Ap 23, 4:3

COY, JOHN

Injured when chemicals explode in Muskingum coal laboratory, Ap 24, 5:2

COY, MERVIN

Commits to detention home after running away from home, U 18, 1:2

COY (MC.), W H

Killed in train-stuck car collision, U 17, 1:1

COY, MERRITT

Collection suit against Joseph Higby dismissed, J 11, 6:5

COY, EDGAR STREET

Sues Henry T Hunt and 2 others, J 3, 23:7

COYKING

Sherwood P Snyder lectures at ABU school, My 21, 6:3; ed, 4:1; prize winners, My 27, 1:7

COYKING

Career as hotel chef outlined by Joseph Meier, Jy 13, 2:4

COYKING

Cincinnati schools open classes for mothers, pho, S 18, 1:6

COYKING

Confesses to firing Lime Stone co plant, Je 12, 8:2

COYKING

Held with wife on counterfeiting chg, F 8, 8:3

COYKING

Bitten by dog, Ap 12, 7:1

COYKING

Suicide, G 22, 8:4

1912

COOPER, H

Injured in fall under freight car, Je 21, 10:4

COOPER, H

Injured in auto collision, Ag 10, 1:6

COOPER, J L

Dies as mgr of Peoples Pub co, F 13, 7:6

COOPER, WILLIAM

Fined for intoxication, My 13, 7:5

COOPER, THOMAS T

Wills filed, F 7, 2:7

COOPER (MC.), MARTIN

Injured while smoothing burning clothes of infant, D 3, 2:7

COPE, JOE

Injured in fall, S 18, 7:1

COPE, ALEX

Held for failure of John Shoush, S 13, 10:1

COPE & BRASS PRODUCTS. See names of corp

COBETT, JAMES (Barberton)

Apphd member of library bd, J 9, 10:3

COPYRIGHTS. See subjects

COBYETT, WILLIAM

Arrested for selling inferior meat, N 5, 14:3; fined, N 6, 2:1

CORBIN, HENRY

Injured when sled crashes into stcar, F 7, 3:7

COPEA, RALPH

Arrested for visiting brothel, M 25, 3:4; fined, M 28, 15:4

CORBIN, HARRY

Gas pipes stolen, D 24, 10:1

CORLEY, JOHN

Jon missing, N 19, 2:5

CORIN

Fungus growth threatens Ohio crop, J 27, 9:2

Ohio farmers advised by agr experts to test fertility of soil, S 6, 2:2

Ohio agr dept org growing contests, Ap 5, 7:1

My 2, 3:1; Jy 22, 2:3; D 10, 4:3; N 21, 12:4

Record harvest, N 12, 4:1

CORN MUSINGS

Albert C Burch recognized as Melo valley champion, Jy 4, 10:7

CORNDRILL, PETER

Suit against Anthony Schipacasse settled, N 14, 2:4

CORNELL ST VIADUCT. See Bridges

CORPORATIONS

See also Bankruptcies; Stocks; Taxation; names

Ohio concerns list (New), J 31, 5:4

One hundred eighty-seven orgs in Ohio during November, D 2, 2:4

CORRECTIONAL INSITS. See Penal and Corrective Insts

CORN, PAT

Injured when auto strikes tree, D 12, 9:8

CORONADO, DON

Arrested on chg of circulating counterfeit money, S 5, 1:1
COSHOCTON, OHIO

Home Rule ord providing for vote on city charter passed by council, N 27, 7:4

COSHOCTON COUNTY

Founding feature article, My 2, 5:4

COSGAM, ALEX

Held to grand jury on arson chg, Jy 31, 12:2

COST AND STANDARD OF LIVING

See also Food; geog headings, subheadings
Economcs; conditions; names of specific commodities
Internat inury to increased cost of living approved, Ed 5, 4:1
Increase in cost of living, col, Ja 22, 3:3

COSTELL, WILLIAM (Costill)


COSTELLO, JOHN

Names Babcock & Milcor co in personal injury suit, U 3, 5:4

COSTELLO (MRS), HURRY

Fatally burned when clothing ignites, U 14, 11:6

COSTIGAN, WILLIAM

 Held on chg of manslaughter in motorcycle death of Nick Gabrielle, Ag 19, 1:4; dismissed, Ag 24, 9:2

COSTILL, ROLAND

Killed by train, F 4, 12:5

COSTILL, WILLIAM

See Costell, Williams

COTTUM, GEORGE

Injured when auto patrol crashes into saloon, Ja 4, 1:4

COTTON, WILLIAM S

Killed by train, D 2, 1:8

COUGHERN, A L

Killed in train wreck, Ag 30, 1:8

COULSEN, ALFRED

See Clouse, Albert

COUNTERFEITING

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons were arrested

AKRON

A J Sorton, Ag 1, 2:4
Sam Santoro and 5 others, S 3, 1:1
Peter Castello, S 4, 3:1
Rocco Stainsmo, N 30, 3:3

CINCINNATI

Mr & Mrs Don Cooper and Edgar Thorne, F 9, 8:3

CLEVELAND

Valentine Panaski and Caimar Kasmark, F 21, 5:3
Mr & Mrs George Miller, My 10, 1:2

CIYAHOGA FALLS

Jones confectionery victim of counterfeiters, Ap 25, 2:3

COUNTERFEITING (cont)

KENT

Joe Musilino, S 5, 1:5

YOUNGSTOWN

Counterfeit passed on local banks, N 22, 18:3
COUNTRY CLUBS.

See names

COUNTY AUDITORS ASSN OF OHIO

Endorses county unit system of tax others, D 7, 2:5

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF OHIO

Annual meeting, Ja 12, 3:6
COUNTRY GOVERNMENT.

See geog headings

COOP, PAUL

Sentenced for contributing to delinquency of Katherine Lutz, N 13, 1:4

CUPPLAND, GEORGE F

Sued by wife Margaret W for divorce, Ag 20, 12:2

CUPPLAND, THOMAS

Accidentally shot while hunting, U 4, 5:1

COURSEY PHOTO GALLERY

Plate glass window broken by wind storm, My 22, 2:6

COURTS

Note: Cour cases are indexed under names of individuals involved or under subject

AKRON

Rept on cases heard by W T Sawyer while mayor, Ja 1, 3:5
Newly formed policx ct takes over duties, Ja 2, 2:1

Judge John R Vaughan praised for method of dispensing justice, ed, Ja 4, 4:1

Charles W Dickenson appointed clerk by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 8, 3:5

Adoption of reformation program proposed by Judge Vaughan, Ja 10, 5:1

Probation program of Judge Vaughan shows good results, Ja 17, 7:4

Rev W G Adams occupies bench, Judge Vaughan, opens ct with prayer, gives talk to prisoners, F 19, 1:8

Cartoon, Mr 1, 1:4

Ori creating office of probation officer passed by council, Mr 26, 7:2

Rept on fines for April, My 3, 11:3; for August, S 6, 3:2

Judge Vaughan criticized by John Huntoon for clemency to men arrested on vagrancy chg, S 18, 1:1

Praised by Judge Vaughan, S 10, 5:1

BARBERTON

Fines collected by mayor break all previous records, My 14, 14:2

Record for May, Ja 3, 5:1

BELMONT COUNTY

Shortage in acts of J of F F Finton rapid by State Exam Jacobsburg, Ja 4, 3:4

FRANKLIN COUNTY

Juvenile court closes for lack of funds, Jy 16, 10:1

GENERAL

Decisions that nullify intent of law, condemned, ed, Ja 9, 4:1

Francis J Heney tells Man's Fed of C Columbus of experiences in graft yrs, Mr 2, 6:2

Delay in trials of murderers criticized, ed (Toledo Blade), Mr 10, 2:4

Delayed execution of justice because of technicalities criticized, ed, S 23, 4:1

LORAIN COUNTY

Thomas A Conway named probate judge by Gov. Harmon, Ja 11, 7:3

OHIO

Circuit

State v comm recommends elimination of favors carrying appeals direct to Ohio Sup ct, Ja 5, 14:3

Convenes in Summit county, important appeals listed, S 18, 1:6

Judges denied coms by sec of state until validity of law creating coms of appeals is established, D 11, 1:4

Action to test standing of circuit judges to appeal coms of inferior courts approved by sup ct, D 20, 20:1

GENERAL

Two trustees suspected of withholding justice of peace appoints until after election so they could name friends, rept Ohio Sec of State Graves, Ja 2, 7:1

Congesting Ohio calendars with trivial suits condemned, ed, Ja 20, 4:1

Union of judges proposed by Judge Cushley, opposed by Judge R W Hamaker, Ja 22, 2:3

Reform in jury trials of civil cases, in Ohio praised, ed, F 8, 4:1

Common pleas and circuit judges ruled state officers by atty gen Hogen, F 14, 4:4

Recall of judges with proper safeguards and restrictions advocated, ed, F 20, 4:1

Reform of jury trials in criminal cases advocated, ed (Columbus Dispatch), F 20, 4:4

Judge R W Hamaker introduces reforms in common pleas ct in attempt to settle case before trial, Mr 11, 7:1

Suicidal reforms discussed by Summit Co Bar assn, Mr 16, 11:5

SUMMIT COUNTY

Common Pleas Ct

Assignments of cases for coming wk made by Judge Dayton A Dove, Ja 12, 14:1

Rapid progress made in handling criminal cases, F 16, 8:5

Settlement assignment made by Judge R W Hamaker moved successful, Ap 3, 3:4

Judge R W Hamaker record praised, promotions advocated (Clev Leader), Ja 3, 12:4

Panel of petit jurors drawn, S 5, 9:1; dismissed, U 10, 2:6

W R Collins resigns as stenographer, D 26, 8:2

Pass Frank J Rockwell denies Akron fires rept of number of murder cases on docket, D 30, 2:2

William J Ahern Jr appointed judge, D 31, 1:1

Grand Jury

Selected for January term, Ja 8, 12:2; adjourns for indefinite period, Ja 12, 3:6; ends session, returns 91 indictments, F 7, 1:1

Special session called, Ja 11, 1:6

Returns special indictments, Ja 14, 2:1

Juries for September listed, S 6, 2:4; chosen and sworn in, S 23, 1:4

Probate Court

Elmer Boden resigns as deputy, Ja 1, 8:5

Increase in juvenile cases rept, Ja 27, 5:1

Charles Kerstetter appointed deputy by Judge D E Lytle, F 12, 12:2

John W Huntoon resigns as probation officer, Mr 29, 1:8

Monthly rept of probation officer Ernest Switzer, My 11, 1:2

Good management rept by Switzer, N 1, 20:1

Nov rept, D 3, 7:1
UNITED STATES

Grand jury convenes at Clinti, gets instruction on various phases of Sherman Anti-Trust law, F 20, 1:7
Supreme court over commerce cited, ed. (Toledo Blade), Je 12, 4:6

Delay of fed trials criticized; ed, Je 16, 4:1

Permit to hold fed witnesses waiting to testify in suitable homes at govt expense granted by Atty-Gen, D 23, 9:4

Jonathan Taylor admitted to sup ct bar, D 30, 8:2

OUSMAN (MRS) JULIA
Refused privilege of seeing her children at children's home, Ja 6, 3:4

COVIALE, C G
Injured in railroad accident, My 11, 8:2

COVELL, JOHN
Sentenced to Lancaster on robbery chg, O 1, 2:5

COVER, CLEW
Names NORTAL co in damage suit, My 28, 1:5

COVER, HENRY
Killed by stc, W 6, 5:1

COWEN (MRS) DAVID
Victim of attempted criminal assault, Herbert Byzek sought, Ag 21, 5:1

COX, LEWILL
Given Emma Dretz reward, Ap 19, 1:5

COX, E C
Sentenced for intoxication, O 28, 2:3

COX, EZEKIEL
Killed when struck by bursting fly wheel, F 19, 3:3

COX, FANNIE M
Names Panno and CASC co in personal injury suit, Mr 12, 1:6

COX, GEORGE
Named in collection suit by Harry D Swigart, Ja 30, 9:7

COX, JAMES M. See Democratic Party - Ohio; Ohio - Elections - Gov; U S - Election - Pres

COX, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Blanche, O 15, 1:6

COX, LIZZIE
Arrested on adultery chg, Mr 19, 2:6

COX, RUTH C
Wins property condemnation suit against bd of edu., N 21, 1:7

COX & HUBSCHER SALOON
Robbed, JY 29, 3:5

COXEN (GEN) JACOBS
See also U S - Elections - Pres

URGES bond issues to improve state roads, por, O 1, 8:1

COY, ALLAN (Guy Fallis)
Employed as asst to Eng Wyatt, N 18, 13:4
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COZIE, CHARLES

Held on chg of assaulting George W Stinebaugh, F 15, 3:3

COZIOTY, J R

Fined for assault and battery, S 27, 20:5

CRAFT, RAYMOND

Escapes from penitentiary, Jy 23, 10:1; Jy 24, 7:4

CRAFTS, MAURICE U

Arrested for attempted use of mails to defraud, Mr 26, 10:1

CRAG, WILLIAM


CRAY, J H

Injured in railroad accident, Ap 18, 9:8

CRAY

Named W W and Helen R Patterson in collection suit, Je 18, 2:3

CRAY, EMERY

Fined for maliciously destroying property, U 14, 1:7

CRAEMER, RICHARD (Barrett)

Held for Cambridge authorities on embezzlement chg, F 17, 1:1

CRAHN, W S

auto stolen, S 13, 1:4; recovered, S 14, 8:1

CRAINE (MRS) ROSSELLA

Burned to death when gasoline stove explodes, Ap 20, 20:3

CRAINE (MRS) RUSSELL

Arrested for profane language in public, F 15, 2:5

CRAINE AVE (KENT)

Repairs recommended by St Com Apple, N 20, 5:2

CRAWFORD (MRS) ALMA

Missing, Mr 26, 3:4

CRAWFORD, EZRA

Eulogized, Itr, Ag 26, 2:4

CRAWFORD, H L

Sues Moses Norris for breach of contract, O 14, 7:4

CRAWFORD COUNTY

History, feature article, M 23, 4:4

CREASER, ERNEST

Missing in Titanic disaster, Ap 17, 12:3

CREED, HENRY B

See Cross, Henry B

CREEL, ELIZABETH

WILL filed, Mr 26, 1:1; blog, Mr 30, 11:1

CREIG, WILLIAM B

Eulogized, Mr 11, 4:6

CRENS, PAUL

Injured when struck by train, Ap 1, 10:2

CRICKER, CHARLES

Rescued from drowning when boat capsizes, Ag 27, 1:7

CRICKET

Akrkon vs Pittsburgh, S 2, 7:2
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS (cont)

Judge Hanamaker warns out of town criminals not to expect leniency, F 12, 3:6

Improvement in methods of crime detection, feature article, My 4, 11:3

All taxes as proof of criminal tendencies, ed, Ja 30, 4:1

Repts of arrests, Youngstown, N 23, 14:6

CRIMMER, CHARLES

Injured in railroad accident, Ja 6, 9:7

CRIMLEY, WINFRED

Will filed, Je 4, 12:1

CRIPPLE, ALFRED

See Elections

CRUZOS, WITIAS

Divorced by wife Katalin, O 2, 2:8

CROSS, GEORGE & SONS

Awarded const contract on Kelly ave bridge, Jy 25, 7:3

CRUMP, REUBEN

Explain swing from dry to wet votes in local option election, Itr, Ja 1, 4:4

Discusses efficiency of prep nominees in primary, Itr, Mr 26, 4:4

Seeks investigation into intimidation repts of crew and officers of Titanic on fatal trip, Itr, My 14, 12:5

Protests rulings of Mayor Rockwell forbidding peddling and Saturday at meetings as being unfair, Itr, S 5, 2:4

Claims assault by 2 policemen, S 9, 2:2; chgs denied by Chief Dunkin, S 11, 3:3

CRIST, CHARLES

Arrested for selling liquor on Sunday, D 18, 9:2

CRITES, U S (KENT)

Apptd, marshal, D 18, 8:3

CRITTENDEN, RUTH

Injured by lightning, Jy 6, 7:2

CRODEN, OTTO

Sentenced to city jail for fighting, O 30, 8:5

CRAIT, ADAM

Suicide, Mr 24, 2:4

CRAIT, GEORGE

Indicted for Daniel Mc Carty murder, Mr 13, 2:4

CRAIN, HARRY

Held on petit larceny chg, Jy 6, 8:6

CRAIN, MARLETTA

Arrested for theft in store, Jy 10, 8:6

CRAIN, TIMOTHY

Assaulted, Joseph (Charles) Throth held, Ja 5, 1:1

CRANE, FRED

Held on delinquency chg, Ja 7, 7:2; found guilty, Jy 12, 7:2

CRAPPEL CONTROL. See Agriculture

CRIPS, See Agriculture; names

CRUSSOY, CHARLES

Res robbed, S 4, 2:5
CURRIE, DANIEL
Quoted for divorce by wife, Do 24, 5:5
CURRIE, WILLIAM
Wines suit against George Keys for possession of dog, F 21, 7:4

CURRENCY AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE
See Also Banks; Commerce; Geog headings
Officials attempt to have law amended, Cle, My 4, 1:1

CURRY, ARTHUR
Held in burglary chg, Ag 10, 9:3
CURRY, CLYDE
Room robbed, Ap 6, 13:4
CURRY, WILLIS B
Fined for attacking Kent marshal, Ap 30, 7:2
CURTIS, CARL
Injurious in fall from st car, Ja 2, 1:3
CURTIS, LINDEN
Indicted for embezzlement Bartenders' union funds, arranges for bond, F 8, 10:4; pleads not guilty, F 16, 11:3; trial starts, F 20, 10:4; continues, F 29, 12:2; Gayle Hammett testifies, Ne 1, 14:1; closing arguments, case to jury, Ne 2, 8:5; convicted, Ne 4, 1:1; petitions for new trial, Ne 5, 3:1; sentenced, Ne 8, 3:5; surrenders to Sheriff, Ne 11, 10:3; taken to penitentiary, Ap 29, 1:4; appeal to state pardon bd delayed, U 10, 14:2
CURTIS (MRS)
Possesses cow that works as horse, Do 25, 14:2
CURTIS, MARY
Arrested for aiding and abetting keeper of brothel, Je 17, 10:1
CURTIS, MRS. PHILIP
Speaks at 1st session of Summit county Sunday school conv, U 11, 2:5
CUSTIS, FRANK
Held for criminal assault on Earl Wiley, My 11, 9:5

CUSHING (JUDGE)
Praised union of judges in Ohio opposed by Judge R H Manaker, Je 22, 2:3
CUSHINE, RICHARD E
Suicide, Jy 5, 8:2
CUSICK, MARY
Executed, (Zank) Peters held, D 8, 8:3
CUSTINS, U. S.
See Tariff
CUTCHEN, JAMES
Held in shooting of Mrs. Samuel Shinaver, My 2, 9:5

CUTLER, BENJAMIN
Date of next pretrial, Jy 16, 8:3

Cuyahoga County
Pros John A Cline faces impeachment proceedings on chg of dereliction of duty, Jy 6, 10:2
Comrs win verdict in tax collection suit brought by Edward Stynor, My 27, 8:5
Parole bd considers applications of 19 men for parole from wkhous, Frank Patton retums parole, Ap 5, 11:9

DABNEY, CHARLES W
Declares majority of students at Univ of Cinti come from families of low earnings, My 14, 5:1

DADES, OSCAR
Injured in fall from tree, S 10, 7:6

DAVIS, ED
Injured in fall into sewer, Ja 13, 5:2

CRYSTAL SPRINGS MERCANTILE GARDEN
Announces plans for cooperative org to reduce living costs, My 14, 8:3

CSAPEKA, JOHN
Suited for divorce by wife Maria, S 18, 1:2

CUBH, STEVE
Judgment in damage suit appealed by Eve Botos (Moros), Ag 10, 2:5; hearing of appeal, S 3, 7:1

CUHARTSON, LUTHER
Injured in football game, N 19, 10:4

CULLEY, GEORGE L
Res damaged by fire, D 5, 12:5

CULLUM, ARTHUR
Sentenced in delinquency chg, My 14, 1:8
CULLUM, CARL
Injured in fall in unfinished house, My 25, 1:3

CULLIS, FRANK
 Arrested for giving away life insurance to man, U 6, 8:3

CUMMINGS, D C
Res destroyed by fire, Ap 12, 1:2

CUMMINGS, GEORGE
Apotd clerk of Summit county bd of elections, Ag 1, 16:6

CUMMINGS, W. J
Criticizes speeding and lack of action of police dept, ltr, Je 1, 2:4

CUMMINGS, OSCAR
Killed when fwy wheel bursts, Ja 22, 5:8

CUMMINS, PATRICK
Beaten, Walter Price arrested, Ap 12, 7:3

CUMMINS, DAVID J
Wife Minnie awarded temporary alimony, D 2, 1:8

CUMMING, DEAN
Accidentally shot and wounded, My 18, 2:2

CUMMING, MARY
Held for contributing to delinquency of Dottie Hutchinson, My 24, 24:3

CUPPS, COLEMAN
Store and res destroyed by fire, Ap 12, 1:2

CURRIN
Ord before council referred to coms, Je 11, 2:6

CURRIBURKE, ARTHUR
Arrested and fined for violation of ord, Je 24, 10:2

CURL, WM
Ord passed by council, Ja 25, 1:7; vetoed by Mayor Frank H Rockwell, Jy 6, 1:8; council overrules mayor's veto, Jy 23, 3:2

CUTLER, MOORE
Killed when struck by train, O 22, 7:7
DANFORTH, WILTON C
Death, S 12, 3:3; will probated, S 12, 10:1

DANIELS, C J
Killed in fire, S 12, 3:3; will probated, S 12, 10:1

DANIELS (W & MRS), GEORGE S
Adopted Erma Belle Myers, D 26, 1:1

DANIELS, HENRY K
Will filed, S 9, 3:0

DANIELS GROCERY CO
Names William Lipitz in menu suit, W 24, 1:1

DARARA, JOSEPH
Names Mary Yoyko in suit to quiet title, S 10, 8:6

DARLEY, W W
Named in collection suit by Pueblo Country club, S 12, 12:2

DARLING'S GENERAL STORE
Destroyed by fire, S 10, 1:6

DARLUF, CHARLES
Fined for robbery of Rose Belmont, S 12, 3:7

DARNER, JOHN P
Will probated, S 12, 3:4

DARRAH, RALPH (Red) (Barberton)
Charged with intoxication and resisting an officer, S 20, 14:4

DARRAH, RALPH R
Sued for divorce by wife Catherine A, S 12, 10:1; decree granted, S 12, 10:2

DARSEY (TREV), C G
Sermons on religious subjects: Ja 1, 8:6; Ap 8, 2:1; My 13, 5:4; My 27, 5:1

DARSEY, GEORGE
Addressed members of First Church of Christ, Ap 11, 3:3

DARSEY, J
Charges filed, S 9, 3:0

DARSEY, J
Activities, feature article, My 30, 3:3

DARSEY, J
Released after serving sentence on assault and battery charge, S 10, 1:7

DASH, CLARK
Son drowned, S 26, 5:3

DASE, MARGERY
Death, S 13, 7:3; funeral, S 14, 8:4

DASE, STIF
Arrested on intoxication charge, D 4, 8:2

DAYS, J
Arrested for keeping child out of school, S 26, 2:6

DAVE, ALMA
Drowned in rain barrel, S 25, 7:4

DAVE, CHARLES A
Death, S 22, 7:4; blog, S 23, 12:1; will filed, S 25, 1:6

DAVE, E C
Elected on state pharmacy bd, S 30, 10:2

DAVE, ELLA MAY
Prefers paternity charge against Ruben Barnett, S 7, 1:3

DAVE, ELMER
Arraigned for keeping child out of school, S 26, 2:6

DAVE, ETHEL
Wins senior school contest prize at Buckeye country fair, S 6, 8:1

DAVE, FAY (S A)
See Brown County

DAVE, GEORGE
Injuned in horse-bicycle collision, S 24, 9:3

DAVE, H C
Arrested on charge of impersonating mayor Rockwell, S 9, 3:5

DAVE, HARRY
Injured in st car-truck collision, N 11, 1:7

DAVE, HARRY
Escapes from Boys' Industrial school, O 16, 1:4

DAVENPORT, CLARANCE AND HERTHEL
Brothers arrested on theft charge, O 17, 9:5

DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO
Conv. closed, S 11, 12:1

DAVIS, ELIAS
Fined for assault and battery, S 29, 1:7

DAVIS, GEORGE
Injured when auto skids off road, S 12, 2:4

DAVIS, J C
Files for repub nomination for state rep, F 12, 1:2

DAVIS, J H
Hit by dog, S 27, 1:7

DAVIS (MRS), JESSE
Millinery store damaged by fire, S 27, 7:5

DAVIS, PARK
Arrested on theft charge, S 5, 14:3

DAVIS (OR), MILLIE
Delivers address on Shakespeare at Silver Lake aqueduct, S 10, 5:3

DAVIS, JOHN C
Blog, S 9, 4:7

DAVIS (Levy)
Injuned in robbery, S 24, 8:5

DAVIS (SHINE)
Escapes from penitentiary, S 28, 8:6

DAVIS, A
Clothing store damaged by fire, S 11, 1:1

DAVIS, ALMA
Drowned in rain barrel, S 25, 7:4

DAVIS, CHARLES A
Death, S 22, 7:4; blog, S 23, 12:1; will filed, S 25, 1:6

DAVIS, E C
Elected on state pharmacy bd, S 30, 10:2

DAVIS, ELLA MAY
Prefers paternity charge against Ruben Barnett, S 7, 1:3

DAVIS, ELMER
Arraigned for keeping child out of school, S 26, 2:6

DAVIS, ETHEL
Wins senior school contest prize at Buckeye country fair, S 6, 8:1

DAVIS, FAY (S A)
See Brown County

DAVIS, GEORGE
Injuned in horse-bicycle collision, S 24, 9:3

DAVIS, H C
Arrested on charge of impersonating mayor Rockwell, S 9, 3:5

DAVIS, HARRY
Injured in st car-truck collision, N 11, 1:7

DAVIS, HARRY
Escapes from Boys' Industrial school, S 16, 1:4

DAVIS, J R
Circulates petition for position of Barberton postmaster, N 13, 5:1

DAVIS, JOHN (Youngstown)
Electrocuted by live wire, S 23, 9:3

DAVIS, JOHN (Reynoldsburg)
Injured in fall, S 14, 10:2

DAVIS, JOHN F
Death, S 26, 10:2; obit, S 1, 11:5

DAVIS, LUCY
Injured in motorcycle-buggy collision, S 1, 5:2

DAVIS, MARGARET
Robbed, S 30, 12:1

DAVIS, MAY
Missing, found living in brothel, S 19, 2:5

DAVIS, RUSSELL C
Sued for divorce by wife Gertrude M, S 13, 12:1

DAVIS, T L
Store robbed, S 5, 2:2

DAVIS (REV), H S
Sermons on religious subjects: S 25, 7:3; D 25, 3:4

DAVIS (REV), WALTER
Sermons on women's vote, S 20, 10:3

DAVIS, VICTOR
Offices at First Baptist church, S 11, 1:7

DAVIS, WINDICERT
Injured by st car, S 3, 1:6

DAVIS, JACOB
Sales of suffocation after fall into dust bin, S 25, 14:2

DAVIS, DANIEL
Injuned in porch collapse, S 1, 1:4

DAYTON, OHIO
See also Schools
Public safety dept employees bring suit testing validity of civil service law, N 1, 11:3
Health board named in vaccination restraining order obtained by George M Snyder, S 15, 2:6

DAYTON STATE HOSP.
Charles Paul recaptured after escape, S 15, 5:2
Helen Mary escapes, S 21, 1:6

DAVISON, STIRK
Captured eagle, N 19, 8:4

DEACON, HENRY W
Will probated, D 20, 1:6

DEAGAN, LAWRENCE
Will filed, D 30, 2:4

Estate named by See E Van Nostrand in collection suit, S 10, 11:3

DEAN, HARRY E R
Sued for divorce by wife Elizabeth B, S 29, 2:3

DEAN, WALTER T
See Greene County

DEARING, LOUIS
Kills wife Emma, commits suicide, S 11, 14:6

DEATHS
See also Accidents; Fires; Murders; Suicides; Vital Statistics; Names of diseases
Enumerations of new born children's deaths advocated by Natl Conf of Charities and Correction, S 17, 12:1

UNIDENTIFIED BODIES
See also Children - Abandoned
Man found in boarding house at Conneaut, S 26, 10:2

Man found at fairgrounds dies at City Hosp, S 4, 9:5

Note: The listing below does not include accidents, murders, and suicides or other deaths by violence. In the case of persons carrying entries in the index the death notice only is listed here, details found under name

Adcock (Mrs), James E, S 25, 12:1
Aeberle, Alfred, S 22, 2:4
Adams, Nathan, N 7, 5:2
Albright (Prof), Enoch, S 18, 5:4
Alexander, William Jr, N 5, 3:5
Antioch, Harry, S 17, 9:7
Anderson, Anson Jr, S 11, 7:3
Anderson (Judge), James H, N S 28, 10:3
Andrew, Nannie, S 13, 3:4
Andrews (Wes), Walter, S 13, 18:2
Andrews, Samuel, Infant son Samuel Jr, S 29, 10:5
Antich, Michael, S 13, 1:4
Arendt, James, Infant, N 3, 8:1
Armstrong, Isaac K, S 12, 8:5
Arnold, Albert, Infant daughter Zelma, S 28, 12:2
1912

DEATHS (cont)

Blakeslee, Hells E, Ja 10, 10:1
Bleakley, H. C, Ja 19, 11:2
Blakeslee, Blanche, Ja 19, 10:1
Blair, B. J, N 3, 8:2
Blackman, Mrs, Ja 19, 12:3
Bonner, Frank, N 7, 7:12
Bonner, Patrick, D 12, 9:2
Boltz, Infant, Ap 8, 10:4
Bonner, Cyrus, N 25, 5:4
Bennett, Charles F, Ap 2, 2:3
Boon, Charles F, Ap 2, 2:3
Boon, Charles, Ja 15, 3:4
Booninger, L. W, D 30, 8:4
Bostick, Paul, infant son, Ag 7, 7:5
Bosak, Mattila, Ja 5, 8:4
Bosnjakovic, Detroil, infant son, Mike, Ja 12, 3:7
Bozum, George, Ap 1, 2:5
Bowers, John, Ap 12, 2:4
Bowers, George, Ja 25, 12:3
Bowman, H A, D 13, 16:1
Bowman, John, N 28, 10:4
Bowen, Charles, Ja 31, 6:4
Bradford, Samuel H, Ja 10, 7:2
Bradshaw (Mrs), John Henry, S 5, 7:6
Breaseale (Mrs), Christian, Ap 13, 2:5
Breazell (Mrs), Amanda L, D 18, 8:1
Breckenridge, P C, Ja 8, 10:1
Brewster (Mrs), Bridget, Ap 26, 12:3
Briner, J J, D 11, 7:3
Brinkerhoff (Mrs), Margaret, Ag 20, 10:3
Brittain, J J, M 19, 10:3
Britton (Mrs), Hattie, N 5, 8:4
Brown, Charles, infant daughter, F 27, 12:3
Brown (Mrs), Ella, N 8, 12:1
Brown (Dr), G A, Ap 8, 1:7
Brown, Jason, D 24, 2:3
Brown, William Rollins, Ja 8, 3:8
Brown, William Darrell, W 7, 2:5
Bruehs (Mrs), Helene, Ja 18, 2:3
Bryan, Frederick J, Ag 17, 2:2
Buckner, Mark M, D 17, 12:1
Buckner, William T, N 1, 3:4
Budd (Mrs), Ellen G, D 23, 3:5
Buell, George Allin, Ap 2, 7:2
Bullington (Mrs), J C, My 14, 14:4
Bulman, Kenneth, F 15, 3:2
Burger (Mrs), Frieda, D 17, 10:3
Burkheimer (Mrs), Elizabeth, Ja 16, 3:5
Burnett (Mrs), O 11, 9:4
Rurrell (Mrs), Myrtle E, Ja 10, 12:11; Ja 11, 10:1
Burke, Dale, F 7, 1:6
Cady, Wm, Ja 6, 1:1
Cahoon, Edna, Au 13, 2:3
Camp, Joseph, Ja 13, 3:3
Campbell, George, son, Ja 21, 10:7
Campbell (Mrs), Barrett Kephart, N 29, 8:3
Campbell, Mary, F 28, 3:3
Campbell, Mary J, F 28, 3:3
Campbell, Mary J, N 28, 3:3
Campbell, Mary J, W 28, 3:3
Campbell, Mary J, X 28, 3:3
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
Campbell, Maud, Ag 3, 2:5
DEATHS (cont.)

Freeman (Dr.), Edwin R, Jy 27, 9:3.
Freyer, Lewis, Infant son Alfred, Jy 9, 12:2.
Frisbie, R. S., Ja 10, 3:5.
Fuller (Mrs.), Ja 31, 8:4.
Gangle, Lawrence, Infant son George, Jy 7, 9:8.
Garrison, Dorothy, Jy 11, 7:1.
Gordon, James N, Mr 21, 9:5.
Garrettson (Mrs.), J. A., Ja 12, 7:2.
Sarth (Mrs.), Margaret H, July 5, 14:2.
Garver (Mrs.), Eliza, Jy 25, 2:3.
Guedes, Louise, F 22, 2:5.
Gibbons, George D, F 9, 7:1; 20:4.
Giegel, John, O S, 7:2.
Gillen (Mrs.), Margaret, O 9, 3:5.
Girth, Clarence, Mr 4, 12:5.
Glass, Oscar, Infant daughter Edna, Ja 22, 8:2.
Glick, C, Ag 23, 14:1.
Goldberg, Louis, Ag 22, 10:3.
Good, M. L., Infant, Mr 30, 8:8.
Goodrich, Charles, O 18, 8:3.
Goodwin (Mrs.), Jennie E, F 12, 10:5.
Gorman, Elmer A, D 31, 2:5.
Gosssett, Jesse, Infant daughter Virginia, Jy 15, 8:3.
Gottwald, John, My 2, 7:3.
Goulette, Roy, Mr 22, 3:4.
Grant (Mrs.), Henry C, D 21, 9:3.
Green, Nicholas, Infant daughter Anna, Ag 11, 12:3.
Green, Stephen, Infant son Frank, Jy 8, 6:2.
Greenover (Mrs.), Lizzie, Jy 27, 10:1.
Grinn, Mrs., Mr 15, 17:8.
Grissold (Mrs.), Belle, S 3, 10:1.
Haag, Orville, F 27, 10:4.
Haddock, Margaret, F 18, 3:2.
Hahn, Louis, Ag 7, 10:1.
Hahn, Clarence S, F 22, 2:5.
Hale (Mrs.), Mary Stevens, Ap 12, 7:1.
Haller (Mrs.), Catherine, Ja 19, 14:1.
Hamilton, Arthur, Infant daughter Verda, Jy 15, 8:3.
Hamilton (Mrs.), Margarette G, D 19, 7:3.
Hanceh (Mrs.), Perry F, F 12, 2:4.
Hancock, Ford, Infant, Ja 20, 7:7.
Hanson (Mrs.), Richard, Ap 3, 6:2.

Handing (Mrs.), Elizabeth, Je 10, 3:7.
Handson (Mrs.), Laura, Mr 22, 3:3.
Hammel, Karl L, S 9, 3:5.
Hamphrey, David C, D 07, 2:8.
Harries, Charles H, Ag 5, 10:4.
Hart, Charles S, D 27, 1:3.
Hart, Mildred, N 7, 3:5.
Hart, Amanda, My 16, 9:2.
Hart, Clara, Ja 10, 3:7.
Harrington, William, Mr 8, 18:3.
Harter (Mrs.), Eliza, Jy 12, 8:6.
Harter, Ottis, daughter Helen Ethel, Jy 27, 2:3.
Hartzel, J., Infant daughter Irene, O 1, 2:6.
Haugen, Jasper, D 25, 7:4.
Hawkins, B Frank, S 14, 1:6.
Head, Ja 15, 3:5.
Heaton (Mrs.), John W, Je 1, 5:6.
Heeringa, Merle, S 5, 3:5.
Heit, Charles D, Mr 17, 9:4.
Hickling, Charles, O 20, 2:3.
Hodges, Henry, Mr 30, 2:5.
Henderson (Mrs.), Howard, Jy 3, 6:6.
Herbert, John, Jy 4, 8:3.
Herring, Jacob, My 18, 14:5.
Herlinger, William, Mr 18, 19:3.
Herrold (Mrs.), John S, D 10, 14:3.
Heron (Judge), John W, Ag 5, 1:6.
Hess, Harry, Infant daughter Frances H, Jy 25, 2:3.
Hibbard, Charles E, S 7, 8:7.
Hickel, George, D 27, 14:4.
Hicks, Benjamin F, O 15, 1:3.
Hillers (Mrs.), Anna, Je 27, 7:5.
Higgi (Mrs.), Arthur, Jy 31, 2:3.
Hill (Mrs.), Margaret, Mr 22, 7:4.
Hill, Sarah, Ja 29, 12:3.
Hine (Mrs.), Jennie E, Jy 17, 10:1.
Hinman, Martha A, O 6, 2:3.
Hinsdale (Mrs.), Mary L, F 2, 10:8.
Hoad, U S, O 3, 2:4.
Hodes (Mrs.), Josephina, Ja 10, 10:2.
Hoefeler, John, Ja 22, 12:6.
Hoft (Mrs.), Harriett Hinman, Ja 11, 6:5.
Hoffert, John, D 23, 2:2.
Hoffler (Mrs.), Lucy, My 4, 11:5.
Hoffman (Mrs.), Anna, D 24, 2:1.
Hol (Mrs.), Lewis, Ja 4, 5:7.
Holzer, Joseph, Infant daughter Anna May, Ag 10, 4:4.
Hook, Samuel, D 14, 1:2.
Hope (Mrs.), Sarah, D 7, 2:8.
Houston, Arthur, Infant son Richard E, Jy 5, 14:2.
Houston, Blanche, F 26, 12:4.
Howes (Mrs.), May Ann, F 12, 12:5.
Hay, Isabella Sarah, F 7, 10:2.
Hart (Rev.), Francis S, Ja 22, 5:2.
Hart (Judge), Frederic F, Ja 15, 9:7.
Hudson, J. L., Jy 5, 1:5.
Hughes, Charley, Infant son Raymond Harold, Jy 12, 3:7.
Humphrey (Rev.), Homer, Ja 8, 12:2.
Huntz (Mrs.), Eliza, F 2, 2:7.
Ingram, William Holmes, O 26, 11:3.
Irish, F., Infant daughter Eleanor V., Je 17, 10:1.
Irwin, James S, D 12, 3:3.
Iva (Mrs.), O 5, 4:4.
Ivany, Johann, F 14, 7:1.
Jackson, Gertrude, Mr 7, 12:3.
Jacques (Mrs.), Alex, S 23, 7:2.
James, David R, O 16, 9:1.
Jenkins, Matilda (Rev.), Jy 23, 2:5.
Jessett (Mrs.), Lodona, Ag 23, 14:1.
Johnson (Mrs.), Catherine, Je 4, 7:7.
Johnson (Mrs.), Cunice C, Mr 22, 1:6.
Johnson (Mrs.), F. J., Mr 2, 0:9.
Johnson, Russell, My 24, 2:1.
Jones, Elsie, Ag 30, 2:1.
Jones, Guy, Infant son helium Emerson, Jy 19, 3:1.
Jones, John, S 7, 2:3.
Jones, Lindsey M, O 17, 16:1.
Jones (Mrs.), Rhoda, Jy 23, 2:5.
Jordan, Louis, O 24, 3:3.
Katharinericci, Ernest, S 11, 10:1.
Keach (Mrs.), Sarah C, N 23, 5:3.
Keanan, John, Mr 25, 1:5.
Keene (Mrs.), E. S., O 7, 2:7.
Kellar, Fred, N 12, 10:4.
Kelley, James, Mr 5, 3:2.
Kelley, Mary, O 21, 2:1.
Kendle, John, J. 7, 2:3.
Kennedy, Jack, Ja 12, 7:2.
Kent, Albert, Infant daughter Gertrude, Jy 23, 2:5.
Kemp (Mrs.), Mary, Mr 4, 3:2.
Kemp (Mrs.), Louise Hartman, Ja 1, 3:6.
Kerr, James, Mr 15, 7:3.
Kertz (Mrs.), George, Ag 27, 11:5.
Kerr, Fred, O 26, 2:3.
Kerwin, James, D 19, 14:2.
Ketchler, J. D, O 19, 7:3.
DEATHS (cont.)
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Lockhart, Emery P., Jan 17, 12:3
Loomis, Tama, S, 16, 12:1
Long (Mrs), George S, F 9, 20:5
Long, William T, infant son of William J, Jan 19, 3:1
Lorris (Mrs), Mary, Ap 30, 12:4
Lotz (Mrs), John J, Jn 26, 1:8
Louthain, Harry F, Jan 20, 12:2
Love (Mrs), John, Jn 18, 10:5
Love, Robert, Ap 6, 12:4
Lucca, Israel, Ap 11, 12:1
Luce, Leo Albert, N 11, 9:2
Lukeh, Frank, M 6, 6:4
Lute (Mrs), Adeline, J 17, 9:6
Lute (Mrs), Elvina, D 17, 3:3
Lute (Mrs), Sarah E, S 24, 9:6
Lyon, Henry G, Ap 25, 11:1
Mack, Patrick, Ja 15, 1:5
Mackintosh, John, Jn 7, 7:4
Mann (Rev), Austin, J 23, 3:6
Mann, T L, daughter Emily, J 17, 10:3
Mantell (Mrs), Blanche, My 9, 12:4
Marina, Anna, Ap 30, 4:3
Markley, Mathias L, F 27, 12:3
Mountford (Mrs), Caroline, Ja 31, 2:4
Morrill, Greenbury J, Ja 26, 1:6
Martin (Mrs), Martha, My 31, 10:4
Mason, James Henry, N 6, 8:4
Massey, Elrion G, daughter Lillian Grace, N 27, 7:6
Nason, Isaac, Ja 26, 2:3
Maxwell, Sarah J, Ja 26, 2:2
May, John, Jn 12, 8:4
Mayhew, John, Ap 30, 10:3
McPherson (Mrs), Deffre, G 7, 3:2
McBarnes, William H, Ap 5, 10:4
McBarnes, Winna, N 11, 16:1
McCausley (Rev), Abram M, D 27, 11:1
McCausley, Cyrus, F 27, 12:3
McClain (Mrs), Lewina, S 30, 10:2
McClintock, Edward Gaylord, My 13, 7:1
McClure, Thomas F, Ja 16, 10:2
McCorr (Mrs), Emma L, S 12, 10:4
McCorr, J10, 0 4, 13:3
McCut(t), Perry, infant son of Herbert E, My 17, 15:4
McDonald, Jerome, O 21, 3:2
McDonald, D II, Ap 9, 8:4
McGehee, Hannah, Ap 3, 6:2
McIntyre, John, Jn 29, 10:5
McIntyre, Monroe, Ja 20, 3:3
McKisson (Mrs), Jane, Ja 20, 7:7
McKissick, Bert, N 23, 5:3
McMillen, John C, My 25, 12:3
McMillen (Mrs), Mary E, Ap 10, 2:4
Helmamore, Patrick J, F 16, 11:2
Heckel (Mrs), Emma E, F 12, 12:5
Heese (Mrs), Floy, S 14, 10:5
Heerle (Mrs), Catherine, N 22, 11:6
Hekl (Mrs), Antonie, F 37, 3:5
Helenh, Ulysses, My 4, 2:6
Hearll, Lewis, My 28, 2:1
Hezler (Mrs), Eva, Jn 10, 7:3
Haynes, George, infant son Paul, Ap 26, 9:4
Heeler, Charles Philip, D 13, 13:3
Hiller, David, J 12, 3:6
Hill (Mrs), Helen D, My 3, 20:2
Hill (Mrs), Lewis, D 21, 8:2
Hill (Mrs), Mary V, O 19, 1:3
Hill (Mrs), Thomas, J 27, 7:3
Hills, Julia Matilda, Ja 23, 5:4
Hills (Mrs), Polly, My 25, 11:7
Hinton, Nich, Ja 31, 2:4
Hoch, Adolph, O 8, 8:3
McCour, Stephen, Infant son of Stephen, Ja 15, 2:4
Honett, Benjamin, Ja 1, 10:3
Honett (Mrs), Jane L, J 2, 6:5
Hosie, Homer F, N 8, 8:6
Monroe (Mrs), Martha, F 7, 10:2
Montgomery, George, O 9, 2:2
Montgomery, W, N 29, 15:1
Moore (Mrs), Frances F, F 3:2
Moore, Anna, S 10, 5:3
Moore (Mrs), Ella Sarah, A 9, 1:5
Moore, Glenn, infant son James, My 9, 12:2
Moore, Henry, infant son Forest, S 11, 1:8
Moore (Mrs), Lucretia, O 24, 2:1
Morris (Mrs), Cynthia, A 9, 8:4
Morris, Richard, F 26, 12:5
Morrison (Mrs), Anna, N 30, 3:7
Morrison, Fred, F 23, 5:1
Moses, Henry, Ap 31, 8:3
Moster, William J, S 30, 2:3
Mossup, Isaac, N 3, 5:4
Mott (Mrs), Louisa J, My 7, 12:2
Moyer, Ben, Ja 10, 5:7
Muir, Eugene A, F 22, 7:4
Murphy, Mehly, Ap 1, 2:4
Myers, Edwin, Ap 3, 6:2
Myers, Francis Weaver, My 26, 8:3
Myers (Mrs), O B, My 23, 12:4
Myn, Ilfreed, D 16, 9:7
Myers, Rebecca J, Ja 22, 8:4
Nelson, Samuel, Ap 13, 6:4
Nobbs, Fred, Ja 19, 13:5
Nuck, Margaret and sister Helen, Ja 23, 7:1
Knoke, Joseph, S 17, 9:4
Knowler (Mrs), Maria, O 4, 6:2
Knoke, Lawrence W, F 12, 1:8
Kunkle, Daniel, Ap 10, 8:7
Kuntz, Agnes M, Ap 7, 6:3
Kurtz, Catherine, Ja 11, 9:7
Kurz, Ernest, Ja 2, 6:5
Laden, Rose Belle, F 16, 16:5
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Lafferty, Christian, S 10, 5:3
Nelson, John, J 4, 8:3
Nelson, Rowland, F 17, 3:6
Nettie, William, Ag 14, 5:5
Nelligan, Joe, O 10, 5:1
Nevins, Robert B, D 18, 7:4
Newport (Mrs), Jane, S 27, 15:3
Nice, Benjamin J, Ja 17, 12:6
Nolte (Mrs), Margaret, F 19, 3:2
Norris, John, F 6, 3:4
Northrup, CT, F 26, 10:2
Null, Henry, W 16, 5:3
Nutschler, Andrew, J 17, 1:6
Obe, George, S 27, 10:1
Obendorfer, Adolph, infant son of Lawrence A, Ag 24, 9:6
Obertwich (Mrs), Betty, Ap 10, 2:4
O’Connor (Capt), F 16, My 15, 8:3
Oliver, Alexander F, M 5, 7:3
Olinger, Augustus O, S 30, 2:3
Per (Dr), Smith, Ap 13, 2:5
Per (Gen), M W, F 24, 2:4
Persch (Charles O, Ag 12, 8:6
Persch (Mrs), A, My 21, 9:3
Persch, Joseph, Je 18, 11:4
Pettis, Edward, C, My 16, 8:3
Pleis, Maria, J 9, 1:8
Page, Jack, Ja 16, 10:4
Pegott, D C, infant daughter Gladys M, My 13, 5:4
Palmer (Mrs), Wattle A, N 15, 8:3
Palmer (Mrs), Walter, N 11, 12:4
Parker, William A, D 21, 1:3
Pardee (Mrs), Sylvia G, O 26, 2:4
Parker, Alice, My 30, 5:2
Parson (Mrs), Edward, O 25, 7:4
Patrick (Mrs), Ellen, Ag 3, 8:3
Patrick, Frederick, Infant daughter Dorothy M, Ja 20, 12:3
Patterson, Ellsworth, S 14, 8:5
Patterson (Mrs), Harriet C, F 22, 7:4
Paul, T Dwight, G 7, 15:8
Paupando, Alfonso, F 6, 10:3
Payne (Mrs), Samantha, F 21, 7:1
Peak, John B, Ja 4, 8:3
Peck, Harriett Antoinette, My 16, 8:4
Peck, Thomas F, Ja 23, 2:5
Pepper (Mrs), Theodore, D (Ja) 30 (2), 8:7
Perrine, Charles D, O 20, 8:4
Perry, Frank, W 2, 8:1
Peterson, Esther, J 23, 5:4
Peter, Wayne, J 22, 2:4
Petit, My 16, 10:5
Pettit, Nathaniel, My 6, 2:5
Peterson (Mrs), Nettie Cammack, N 19, 19:3
Phillips, John N, J 29, 10:5
Phillips, John M, J 1, 9:4
Pitkin, Paul, infant son Frederick Ashley, N 9, 12:1
DEATHS (cont)

Wirtz, Alphonso, infant daughter Mary, Jy 20, 10:5
Wise, Peter, Je 25, 12:3
Wise, William A, infant son of Drville, Jy 29, 10:5
Wiseman (Mrs), Elizabeth Crooks, D 6, 11:4
Witner (Mrs), Louise, Ja 22, 1:8
Wojtk, Joseph, Ag 21, 10:4
Wolf, Max, M 21, 9:4
Wolfe, Arthur, Jy 12, 1:2
Wolpert, Marion, F 23, 12:3
Wood, William H, S 25, 2:4
Wood, Robinson Cudore, D 25, 14:4
Workman, G C, infant daughter Lucile Rankin, Jy 20, 12:2

WORTHINGTON, Daniel, D 27, 11:1
Wright, Jacob, M 15, 8:3
Wright, Wilbur, M 31, 1:5
Wunderlich, Frederick, Ap 10, 2:4
Wyatt, H F, infant, N 15, 5:2
Wyler, Albert G, D 23, 2:2
Wynn, Milton J, F 15, 7:2
Yegher, Anthony, infant daughter Marion Agnes, Jy 13, 5:4
Yerrick (Mrs), Rosanna, Ag 8, 5:3
Yokoan, Frank, infant son of Robert, D 30, 8:2
Young, Helen, Ag 30, 20:4
Young (Mrs), Ida, S 27, 14:3
Yountz, Caroline, Ja 11, 3:3
Zeller, Boris, M 4, 3:2
Zeller, Philip, infant daughter, F 17, 3:6
Ziegel, Frederick William, S 7, 2:3

DEBERRY, ANGEL
Arrested for threatening assault on Patsy Narone, D 4, 10:2

DEBRELL, SAMUEL H
Sentenced for forgery, My 14, 16:6

DEBUTS. See Bankruptcies. Names of cos and individuals

DECENTRALIZATION. See names of specific industry

DECHANT, WILLIAM H
Recommended for commutation of sentence from penitentiary by Ohio Bd of pardons, Ja 12, 8:1

DECKER, S A
See also Summit County - Elections - Prosecutor

Appt. Barberton dir of pub safety, Ja 9, 10:3

DECKER, CARL
Will filled, Jy 24, 2:1

DECORATION DAY. See Memorial Day

DEECK, W D
Robbed, N 4, 7:1

DEELEY, MARGARET
Drown'd in chasm, Ap 17, 5:3

DEFECTIONS. See Embezzlements

DEFAC, ALFONSO
Arrested, pleads not guilty to serious chg, N 25, 12:2

DEFRAUD, WALTER
Arrested, pleads not guilty to chg of keeping still in saloon, N 25, 12:2

DEFECTIONS. See Mental Diseases; specific types

DELICATISETIENNE. See names

DELINQUENT TAKES. See Taxation

DEFRANK, PAUL
Names Cleve, Akron, and Cinti rr co in damage suit, F 28, 8:5

DEGIARRI (Mrs), SANCTUARY
Beaten, husband arrested, fined, and sentenced, D 30, 1:8

DEHaven, WILLIAM
Jr, selected for murder of Stenon Glatt, D 4, 3:4; found guilty of shooting with intent to kill, D 7, 1:6

DEHN, LOUISE
Shot and wounded, assailant sought, Mr 2, 11:4

DEIBEL, JOHN P
Property suit by Frank N Prevey dismissed, My 8, 5:6

DEMPER, DARIUS D
Death, Jy 13, 5:4; funeral, Jy 15, 2:4

DEMKER, NETTIE
See Dierker, Nettie

DELPRIOR, OHIO
See also names of utilities

Constr camp destroyed by fire, Ja 13, 1:8
Sup ct affirms decision in suit against Metropolitan Constr Co, My 28, 1:7

DELMERGER, JOHN H SR
Suit against FC White settled out of ct, Ap 12, 15:7

DELONCO, VINCENT
Arrested on chg of murdering Thomas Paskose, D 16, 9:1

DELONG (Mrs), ANDREW
Accidentally shot and killed by campers, Jy 12, 9:3

DELUNA, SOPHIA K

DELPHIS HOME TELEPHONE CO
Application to issue improvement bonds granted by Ohio Pub service comm, Ja 5, 2:6

DELL, FELICE
Losses appeal to Ohio suppl ct in damage suit against NOTAL co as guardian of minor, Ja 9, 10:2

DELSON, NILS BERNARD
Nominated for 8th U S dist steamer inspector by Pres Taft, Ja 3, 1:3

DENUMECENT, ALBERT P
Sued for divorce by wife Blanche, N 15, 11:3

Nominated in collection suit by People's Savings bank, D 3, 1:6

DENIER, ALEXANDER
Stabbed and wounded, Mike Skebo held, D 23, 1:4

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
See also: Elections; geo headings for specific election activities; names of candidates and party leaders

AKRON
Elects dem club officers, N 22, 3:1

NEW YORK
Primary law allowing voters to name delegates to state conv to amend cons, ed, S 17, 4:1

OHIO
Control by Chas F Murphy deplored, ed, D 1, 4:1

General
Central conv elects William L Finney chair, Jy 16, 5:2

A Ross Reade declares destruction of party harmony through Gov Cox's influence, D 12, 8:2

STATE CONVENTION
City of Akron viewed as able to handle conv, My 18, 4:1

Twenty-six counties hold conv to select delegates, My 25, 1:6

Summary of business, Jy 3, 1:3

Outcome predicted, ed, Ja 3, 1:3

Opens at Toledo, Je 4, 1:7

Approval of progressive policy by Summit co delegation, ed, Ja 4, 1:1

UNITED STATES

Inconsistency, ed, Mr 14, 4:1

Campaign to raise presidential election funds begins in Ohio, Jy 24, 10:3

Investigation of corruption urged, ed, D 5, 4:1

Criticized for indirectly aiding allying party, ed, N 9, 4:1

Discord cited following victorious election, ed, N 22, 4:1

Discussed for extravagance, ed, D 18, 4:1

Discipline praised, ed (Clev Leader), D 25, 4:5

DEMOCRACY. See names of countries

DEMETRI
Injured in auto-eng collision, Ag 19, 10:2

DENHAM, ARTHUR (of Sweeney)

Held in robbery of Frank Laubach, Cleve co., and J P Hale Jewelry stores, F 3, 1:7; bound to grand jury, F 5, 9:8; F 6, 1:1; pleads not guilty, F 9, 1:6; sentence postponed, F 20, 1:3; sentenced, F 24, 1:4
DENNIS, MARCUS
Arrested and fined for disorderly conduct, D 6, 14:4
DENNIS, EMERALD
Held in robbery of G J Mower res, D 13, 5:1
DENNIS, FRANK
Killed in auto-interurban collision, Je 1, 8:7
DENNIS, HERMAN G
Deaths of auto injuries, Jy 31, 10:1
DENT, ARTHUR
Arrested on theft chg, D 15, 10:1
Arrested on chg of violating ct order, D 23, 7:4
DENT, ROBERT
Granted divorce from wife, wins verdict in alienation of affection suit against Frederick Zang, M 16, 18:8
DENTISTRY AND DENTISTS. See names
denver (co), R
App'd to come to arrange extension of time on petition of soliciting of delegate to dem natl conv, Jy 1, 1:1
DE PALMA, RALPH
Good sportsmanship at misfortune in auto race praised, ed, Je 1, 4:3
department stores. See names
depositors savings bank
Damaged by fire, N 6, 12:1
deo, EDOARDO
Missing, Ap 30, 9:1
derhammer, rudolph
Arrested on non-support chg, D 24, 10:7
dergoa, ALEX
Burned to death by gasoline, My 2, 1:1
dergoa, FRANK J
Names City in injunction suit claiming illegal real estate assessment, Ap 8, 10:4
dey, ERNEST
Suicide, F 8, 7:5
detectives and detective agencies. See names
detroit, toledo & iron ions rr co
Discharge requested by PUC, M 5, 1:2
dettling, endure
Injured when cast down, U 11, 1:3
dettling, john
Arrested for violation of fish and game laws, M 16, 1:7
detmiller, j.f
Urges to extend council to pass legislation for regulation of autos, Ap 10, 2:4
deucey, john
Chgd with insanity, D 21, 9:4
devine, james a
App'd head of Ohio dept of insp of bldg and loan assns, D 20, 4:4
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pine, JOHN
Assaulted, Harry Lloyd held in manslaughter chg, F 16, 2:4; F 17, 5:4
dewese, HAMILTON G
App'd to an examination and two dept of state acctg bur, F 19, 4:5
dewell, geaver
Granted parole from Ohio State reformatory, F 14, 5:1
dewey, claud
Injured in stc-car-wagon collision, Jy 19, 3:2
dexter (mrs), anna eillie
Recital, Ap 29, 2:73
dexter harmonica club
Reorganized, O 15, 10:1
diaz, mis
Burned in fire at Diamond Match co, S 10, 1:2
diamond match co
Chgs underhand methods used by competitors, Ap 17, 1:7
Time for cons of Robinson school extended by b of educ, Ap 22, 3:4; conv'ed for failure to maintain schedule, S 14, 1:4
Named with others by Bertha Walfeld in suit for adjustment of false claims, D 12, 7:3
diamond match co
Dived, F 5, 12:1
Plant damaged by fire, S 10, 1:2
diamond pointland cement co
Named by William Zumkehr in personal damage suit, Ap 26, 2:7
diamond rubber co
Death claim suit brought by Earl H Harris estate settled, F 26, 12:2
Names consolidated Rubber Tire co and Rubber Tire co in suit chg'ng violation of Sherman Anti-Trust act, N 5, 1:7
Named by Benedict Linch in personal injury suit, Ap 24, 5:44
Merger of B.F. Goodrich co by official approval, Je 6, 1:7; My 8, 1:1; merger'ed, My 13, 1:6; consummated, N 20, 1:2
Wins patent suits filed by Consolidated Rubber co, Je 20, 1:6
Named by Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co in breach of contract suit, Je 13, 1:1
Plant damaged by fire, Jy 16, 5:2
Ordered to settle for death of Laszlo Langyel, N 9, 1:7
dice, louis
Arrested with William Brunner on theft chgs, O 7, 2:5
dick, charles F
See also U S - Elections Repub Natl Conv - Press
Announces repub candidacy for U S house of reps from 19th Ohio Cong dist, Ap 18, 1:6
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DICK, CHARLES F (cont)
Called lobbyist by Cong Johnson, My 3, 1:3
Candidacy for U S sen in 1914 predicted by Fred H Gale, N 28, 1:6
DICK, PETER C
Resigns as chief of Burns Detective agency, Clev, Ja 20, 10:1
DICKEN, I W
Named by Williams-Edwards co in collection suit, S 14, 8:6
DICKENS, CHARLES
Literary works praised, ed, F 7, 4:1
DICKINSON, W
App'd clerk of justice of mayor Rockwell, Ja 5, 3:5
DICKEN, WILLIAM H
Sued for divorce by wife, Nora E, Ja 27, 12:1
DICKINSON, J D (SS)
Sinks during storm, Ap 25, 14:2
DICKINSON, JOSEPH
Named in equity suit by James W Ellsworth, Ja 31, 2:3
DICKINSON, MARIE
Reunited with sister Anna Bennett after 8-yr separation, D 11, 1:7
DIDION, WILLIAM
Judgment suit against Cyrus J Wilber dismissed, Ja 10, 6:1
DIDION AND KRAUSMAN
Names Star Planning Mill co in court suit, F 17, 12:5
dierler, edward
Injured in interurban-wagon collision, F 6, 3:3
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DIERLER, THOMAS
Named by Frank N Prevey in equity suit, Ap 27, 1:1
DIEMLE (SEN), ROYCE J.
See ohio legislature - Britton probe
DIEML, J T
Arrested for violation of food code, Je 21, 1:6
DIEUM, HARRY (WILSON)
Arrested in attempted larceny, Ag 9, 7:6
DIERLER, FREDERICK
Sued for divorce by wife Nellie E; Wr 14, 10:1; decree granted, My 14, 8:3
DIERLER, JOSEPH
Losses collection suits brought by Lyman Hawkins & merco, F 20, 12:5; Ap 5, 9:3
DIERLER, NELTIE
Injured in fall from st car, Jy 1, 5:6
DIEG R (REV), W
Welcomed as pastor of Kent ME ch, D 21, 3:2
DIETZ, CHARLES
Killed when struck by lightning, Jy 9, 3:2
DIETZ, ED
Barn damaged by fire, D 27, 14:3
DIETZ, FRED
Resigns from police force, D 21, 9:3
DIGGINS, JAMES A
Fine for operating Sunday motion picture shows, F 5, 14:5
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DIGGINS, VINCENT
Names B&O to co in property damage suit, N 30, 2:3
DILES, PARIS
Drowned, D 14, 14:2
DILLINGER, MARIE
Wounded, William Tracy sought, N 7, 5:1
DILLON (REV), I B
Receives arson threat letter, F 21, 5:4
DILLMAN, ADISON E
Sues wife Emile for divorce, N 29, 1:5
DILLON (JUDGE), EDMUND B.
See ohio - Elections - Gov
DILLON, WILLIAM HENRY
Burned when barn is destroyed by fire, O 22, 3:1
DILLWORTH, BURTON
Sentenced for assaulting wife, Ja 16, 3:5
DILSKY, ANDREW
Fined for keeping child out of school, Ja 22, 10:2
DILLWORTH, JOHN.
See millhoff, susie
dime savings bank
Names Osborn estate in judgment suit, F 12, 1:7; F 23, 1:3
DIMTRIOVIC, PETER
Killed while unloading castings from re car, Ap 12, 9:3
DIMITYRE, FREDERICK
Found dead, Joe Burnard, George Cinco, and John Shorshad killed, Jy 10, 1:5; bound to common pleas ct, Jy 11, 1:5; trial opens for Shorshad and Burnard, N 27, 1:7
dine, emmet
Chgd with assault of Robert Myers, Ja 3, 12:3; sentenced, Ja 4, 10:5; Ja 6, 10:3
dinges, laura J
Awarded vertig in personal injury suit against Stark Elec co, Ap 12, 12:2
DINGEY (W & T MRS)
Stricken with paralysis, F 6, 3:4
DITPERTHA
Epidemic exists, Ap 20, 1:7
Thirty cases reported, mayor asks for state troops in order to enforce quarantine, Manchester, S 18, 1:8; S 19, 4:7
Chardon, Burton, and Middletown schools closed because of epidemic, S 18, 5:4; S 20, 3:2
Geauga county reports 33 new cases in wk, schools and cho closed, S 23, 12:4
Many new cases reported, Youngstown, S 26, 9:4; Seventh st school closed, O 27, 7:4
Epidemic reported, Canal Fulton, O 19, 11:1
Twenty-five cases reported, Barberville, O 24, 8:4; new cases, N 8, 13:4; N 14, 7:3; pub houses closed, N 19, 8:3
Forty cases reported, Lowellville, O 29, 10:4
Epidemic closes Geneva schools, N 6, 5:5
Magdalen schools closed because of epidemic, N 29, 14:2
DIPLOMACY. See names of countries

DIRIGIBLES. See Aeronautics

DISARMAMENT. See U S - Arsenals; names of other countries

DISASTERS. See specific types

DISEASES

See also Health; Hospitals; Water, for pollution of drinking water; names of diseases

Swat-the-fly campaign praised, ed (Clev Leader), No 5, 5:4

Saybrook residents fight unknown disease called fever of the glands, No 5, 12:4

More money spent for prevention of disease and less for armaments advocated, ed, No 11, 4:1

Akon contagious cases show decrease, My 24, 11:4

Ohio bd of health orders fumigation of school books, S 4, 4:5

Household pets dangerous as disease breeders, assert physicians, Barberton, N 11, 10:2

Wadsworth reptile-free of contagion by Marshal Lucas, D 27, 14:1

DISHIER, WILLIAM

 Arrested for assaulting wife, Je 24, 10:3

DISINGER (MRS.), CAROLINE

Injured while tending from moving at car, Ag 28, 12:4

DITTO, JOSEPH

Sued for divorce by wife Mary, D 31, 2:5

DITTICK, JOHN

Dismissed from vacancy chg, Ap 26, 12:3

DITWELLER, LOUIS

Arrested on intoxication chg, Je 22, 3:8

DIVIDENDS. See names of fires and industries

DIVING. See Accidents

DIVORCES

Rapt of suits filed in January, Ja 11, 1:5

Study of conditions in Summit county advocated, ed, F 12, 3:1

More stringent laws urged, ed, My 6, 4:1; ed, 0 3, 4:1

Condoned as violation of God's ordinances, ed, S 3, 4:2

DIXON, GEORGE RAYMOND

Made legal ward of Summit county, No 27, 1:6

DIXON, JOHN R

Sued for divorce by wife Viola M, Ap 26, 9:3; decree granted, Je 14, 11:7

DIXON, LLOYD (Olson)

Arrested in raid on opium den, N 4, 8:1

In held in robbery of Tom Byworth, N 29, 10:1

DUIS, W

Injured in jump from train, Jy 24, 10:1

DUES, JOE

Arrested for fighting, Ap 8, 1:2

DUG, JOHN

Arrested and fined for intoxication, Ja 22, 8:6
OLIVIA
Pharmacy bd urges leg to strenthen law governing sale of narcotics, D 11, 4:5
Regulation by prohibiting sale of hypodermic needles advocated, ed, D 14, 4:1

TOLEDO
Many students purchase dope, addicts reprimanded, Jy 23, 3:1
Lee Yong and 2 others sentenced for sale of opium, F 9, 1:6
Ord against illegal sale of narcotics passed by city council, M 5, 12:6

YOUNGSTOWN
Dr R H Barnes pleads guilty to selling cocaine, D 7, 3:2
Cocaine consumers revealed by state bd of health, D 10, 8:2

DRUGISTS, See Pharmacy
DRUGS, See Drug Traffic; Food, Drugs, and Cosmetic Regulation.

DRUMMOND, JAMES
Held on suspicion of robbery, D 17, 14:2
D 19, 18:33; indicted for burglary and theft of stolen property, N 16, 12:4; sentenced to penitentiary, N 25, 5:3

DROSBECK, ORR, H H
Jailed for sale of state charters by Gov Harmon, Jy 12, 8:2

DUGGAN, W P
Sentenced as suspicious person, Jy 2, 11:8

DUNGEY, ROBERT
Committed to Cols State hosp, M 6, 2:6

DUNNET, W M (Dunton)
Named by Story and Clark Piano co in collection suit, F 21, 2:6; suit dismissed, M 5, 12:3

DUMBOY, VICTOR
Refused custody of children placed in children's home, Jy 13, 3:3

DUPREY, HARRY
Plagued after Goodyear plant robbery is frustrated, D 18, 1:3

DUNN, GEORGE W
Aptd member of Perry Victory centennial committee, Ag 14, 4:7

DUNNIDIC, ANTHONY
Sues wife Lena for divorce, Jy 13, 2:1

DUNBAR, J L
Finds valuable pearl while eating oysters, D 2, 3:2

DUNGAN, JEROME
Store destroyed by fire, M 28, 3:8

DUNLAP, PAUL R
Sentenced to penitentiary for theft, F 10, 3:5

DUNLAP, SADIE
Damage suit against NATAL consolidated, Ap 17, 7:4

DUNLAP, O F
Resigns as Ashtabula city solicitor, D 31, 3:6

DUNN, ANNA M
Files petition to enjoin George Newcomer from working on property, D 24, 7:1

DUNN, JOHN & MARGARET
Win properly condemnation suit against bd of educ, N 21, 1:7

DUNPHY, H (Chumney)
Indicted for grand larceny, N 16, 12:4; trial, K 22, 1:3; sentence suspended, N 26, 10:2

DUNSTAN, CLARENCE
Sues mother Mrs Carrie Dunson Baker after separation of 35 yrs, Jy 24, 8:3

DUPREE (ORR), V T
Resigns from Boys' Indus school staff, D 16, 1:4

DURHAM, JOHN
Arrested on insanity chg, D 24, 2:4

DURR, SID
Celebrates 50th wedding anniv, pars, Jy 6, 1:5

DURRAN, WM
Files expenses as delegate to repub state conv for 11th Ohio cong dist, M 30, 5:3

DURIS, PAUL
Fined for disorderly conduct, M 20, 2:4

DURRIM, GEORGE E
Adopts Nettie Alice Fisher, S 3, 7:2

EAGLE HOME CO
Organizes, F 14, 8:5

EAGLES, See Sports

EAGLES, PATERNAL ORDER OF AKRON
Honors membrs at conv, M 25, 3:1

EAGLE AERIALCO
Delegates to state conv named by Akron aero club conv, M 11, 5:2

EAGLE AERIALCO
Aeroplane officers elected, F 9, 3:6

EAGLE AERIALCO
Winners at state conv, Ag 9, 1:7

EAGLES, See Sports

EAGLETON, W M
Fined for disorderly conduct, M 31, 5:1

EALANDER, WILLIAM
Sues for divorce by wife Jennie, Ag 27, 10:1

EALK, JOHN
Deaths, S 18, 3:2; will filed, S 26, 1:6

EALSTED, SETH
Sues for divorce by wife Jennie, Ag 27, 10:1

EASTON, JAMES
Committed to Massillon state hosp, S 14, 1:3

EASTER, CHARLES
Escapes from Boys' Indus school, D 16, 1:4

EATON, HUGH
Names Lionel & Robertson for pres, Ap 12, 14:1

EBERT, JAMES
Endorses Theodore Roosevelt for pres, Ap 12, 14:1

EBERT, CHARLES
Arrested and fined for disorderly conduct, D 23, 1:1

EBERLING, CHARLES W
Sues by wife Mary E for divorce, Jy 17, 10:4

EBERT, CLODIE
Sues by wife Mary E for divorce, Jy 17, 10:4

EBERT, JOHN
Held on suspicion, masquerades as man, Jy 23, 8:12; Ja 24, 1:4; placed in care of probation officer after C B Still refuses to marry her, Jy 25, 1:5; released, Jy 27, 1:1

EBERT, EDWARD
Sued by wife for divorce, Jy 12, 1:6

ECKEL, WM
Known as Rev George A Chamberlain in damage suit, Jy 27, 3:1

ECKIS, ZERA L
Sued for damages against NATAL consolidated, F 1, 10:4
ECKLER, ALBERT
Names Jennie D Fischer in collection suit, Ap 20, 10:1

ECKMAN, G J
Injured in fall, N 21, 7:1

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS. See cost and standards of living; geo headings.

ECOLOGY.

ECOLOGY.

EDDIE, ALLEN
See Murray, William

EDGELL, ISAIH
Suited for divorce by wife Minnie L, Ag 10, 11:3

EDGERLY, EUGENE
Elected religious soc sec of Akron YMCA, O 26, 11:2

EDUCATION.
See also Schools; Teachers; Vocational Guidance; types of schools, professions and subjects taught; educ orgs
G F Richards speaks on educ of negroes at First Presch, Ja 1, 2:4

Barring of mentally deficient children from Akron schools urged, Ja 1, 21:7

George H. Stone speaks on necessity at First Baptist Church, F 8, 3:4

Plan to interest boys in grain cultivation started by Ohio dept of Agr, Gr 7, 4:4

School of politics for boys favored, ed, Ag 16, 4:1

Book buying commended, ed, Ag 31, 4:1

Ignorance shown by hs graduates deplored, eu, O 2, 4:1

Aliens show eagerness to learn Eng, language, Headsford, O 18, 8:3

YMCA outlines plan to educate foreigners, O 2, 3:1; O 14, 14:2

Prof E O Editn and 2 others address Charity Org soc, O 11, 2:4

EDWARD, NANCY
Held on chg of operating brothel, S 27, 20:4

EDWARDS, C S
Criticizes Akron's police dept for failure to make justice in proportion to severity of crime, Itr Ag 2, 9:4

EDWARDS (MRS), D F
Injured while agilitying free at car, Ag 19, 5:3

EDWARDS, GEORGE
Arraigned on charge of po robbery in Vermont, Ja 9, 11:4

EDWARDS (MRS), NANCY
Res robbed, Ernest Alvord sentenced to workhouse, S 19, 1:3

EDWARDS, PARKER
Injured when bob sled hits car, F 7, 3:7

EDWARDS, ROBERT
Burned when hay wagon catches fire, N 30, 12:1

EGAN, CHARLES H
Divorce suit of wife Veronica C dismissed by agreement, Ja 12, 11:1

EGAN, CHARLES
Burns, Jy 4, 6:3

EGAN, FRED
Res robbed, N 7, 3:2

EGGER (MRS), MARY
Burned to death when dress ignites, N 7, 11:7

EGG
Prices decrease, F 15, 10:5

Law governing sale in Ohio becomes effective, N 2, 5:1

EHELIR, A E (Northfield)
Elected councilman, N 4, 7:2

EHRT, AUGUSTUS
Leases Springfield lake pk from Wm A Martin, F 10, 3:3

EHRKE, WILHELM
Arraigned for murder in Pomerania (Prussia), N 27, 3:1

EICH, GEORGE
Res damaged by fire, N 30, 2:5

EICHOLDT (MRS), AUGUSTA
Death, Jy 19, 3:2; will filed, Ag 21, 10:7

EIDEMANN, JACOB
Robbed, O 25, 12:2

EIDLER, WILLIAM
Arrested and sentenced on robbery chg, N 18, 3:3

EILER, GEORGE
Injured by falling tombstone, F 15, 3:3

EILER, JOHN
Injured by steel from hammer, J 5, 12:2

EIMLE, ANDREW
Names Evelyn Moody in property recovery suit, Jy 15, 1:2

EINKELLES, GEORGE
Injured in train collision, D 4, 3:4

EINSTEIN, ULLMAN CO
Names Anton Louzer and Joseph J Jacob in money action, O 9, 9:8

EISE, CHRIS F
Cottage destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:2

EIREMBERG, HAROLD
Injured by bob sled, Ja 24, 7:4

EISENMAH, JOHN
Submits plans for memorial to Perry, victory centennial coins, M 5, 12:4

EISENG, WILLIAM
Injured in train collision, N 7, 5:1

ELAND, ALBERT
Beaten, Mr & Mrs George Kavelaris held, Ag 11, 1:1

ELLEN, JOHN
Held in murder of Martha Kachel, D 13, 3:2

ELDER, PEARL
Tried on chg of slaying James Sanford, clatfas self defense; Ap 12, 10:2; acquitted, Ag 13, 2:6

ELDERS, THOMAS J.
Nominated for clerk of Ohio sup ct by repub party, Jy 3, 4:1

ELECTIONS.
See also Ohio - Constitution; Politics; geo headings; names of pol partie and candidates

No evidence of fraud found during grand jury probe of Chillicothe elections, Ja 4, 8:4

Atty Gen Hogan gives opinion on filing petitions for referendum elections, Ja 24, 1:1

Pres preference privileges urged, ed, Ap 12, 4:1

Ohio State Legislature rules delegates to national conventions from Ohio are to be chosen by primary vote, F 8, 7:4

Cuyahoga County dems split with Judson Harmon over stand on initiative and referendum issue to be affected if possible, F 19, 1:6

Summit county judicial com plans meeting to decide on nomination of 2 police judges, Ja 1, 1:2

W L Finley's proposed primary plan favored by William Jennings Bryan, N 13, 8:1

Results of primary election in Ohio viewed as important to both political parties, ed, Ap 18, 4:1; cited as evidence that Ohio will be forced to pass adequate primary laws, ed, Ap 21, 4:1

Dem party adopts primary plan for Ohio, N 20, 1:5

New York primary law adopted by Tammany legis and approved by Gov Dix considered hindrance to voters in expressing choice of candidates, ed, M 25, 4:1

Citizens of Ohio urged to use caution in signing nomination petitions, ed, M 26, 4:2

Elimination of state and natl convs for nomination of candidates favored, ed (Cleveland Plain Dealer), M 28, 4:4

Methods of political bosses in selecting candidates condemned, ed (Chicago Record-Herald), Ap 3, 4:2

Ohio repub central com criticized for ignoring expression of voters in choosing candidates, ed (Youngstown Telegram), Ap 3, 4:2

Candidates not dominated by pol bosses urged, ed (Ohio State Journal), Ap 5, 4:2

Columbiana county bd of elections requests rulling on campaign expenditures from Sec of State, N 6, 1:1

Ohio cities inquired on challenge by Atty-Gen Hogan against illegal campaigning, Ap 9, 10:1

Reason for breakdown of conv system of nominating candidates, ed (New York Globe), Ap 12, 4:2

Compulsory primary elections in Ohio praised, ed, Ap 18, 4:1

Rush by candidates to file petitions causes unusual activity in Ohio, Ap 22, 1:5

Voters urged to make careful study of all Ohio candidates, ed, Ap 22, 4:1

Ohio primary law defined by Sec of State, Ap 25, 4:1

Summit co bd announces registration day, Ap 26, 9:3

Electoral bds in Ohio have no authority to canvass names on referendum petition, rules, Atty-Gen Hogan, Ap 27, 1:6

Pres preference primaries upheld as workable system, ed (Cleveland Plain Dealer), My 1, 4:4

Short ballot in Ohio urged, ed (Youngstown Telegram), My 2, 4:4

Akron citizens urged to register for primaries, My 3, 1:5; ed, My 9, 4:1

Akron registration declared high, My 11, 1:3

Use of pres primaries seen in every state by 1917, ed (Youngstown Telegram), My 15, 4:4

Ohio citizens urged to vote at primary, ed (Dayton News), My 15, 4:4; ed, My 17, 4:2

Correct practices explained, straight ticket voting, ed, My 18, 4:3

Citizens urged to vote, ed, My 20, 4:1

Election of progressives of both dem and repub parties predicted, ed, My 21, 4:1

Summit county coms split vote, My 22, 1:3

Short ballot lauded, ed, My 23, 4:1

Reactionaries criticized, ed, My 25, 4:1

Natl and Ohio repub and dem nominations given, My 27, 8:1

Official tabulations for Summit co, My 28, 2:1

Summit co candidates file expense accts, Je 1, 1:3

Campaign activities of both parties in Ohio, Je 1, 4:5

Repubs and dems hold joint meeting at Barberton to decide question of registration, Je 3, 5:1

Failure of eligible citizens to vote ript by Dir of Census Durand, Je 10, 1:7

Adoption of explicit primary law by Ohio legis urged, ed(Toledo Blade), Je 11, 4:6

Ohio party deadlock at Vermont conv, ed, Je 12, 4:1

Ohio party law enforcement urged, ed (Youngstown Telegram), Je 12, 4:6

Participation by all citizens urged, ed, Je 13, 4:1

Universal improvement of primary system urged, ed (Columbus Dispatch), Je 14, 4:5

Elections' right to vote for candidates, ed, Je 15, 4:1

Removal of criminal polb candidates urged, ed (Pittsburgh Leader), Je 18, 4:1

Elimination of nomination by conv predicted, ed (Toledo Blade), Je 19, 4:4

Rights of press elector, ed (Columbus Dispatch), Je 25, 4:6

Platform adopted by Ohio repub conv, F 3, 5:2

Instructions issued to all election bds in Ohio, Jy 23, 8:3
Progressive party nominees and platform praised. Close race predicted, ed., Ag 8, 4:1. Frank J. Rockwell opposes third party in Summit County primary, Ag 10, 1:7. Progressive party urged to select candidates nominated in primary, ed., Ag 12, 4:1. Anti-Talley candidates in Ohio may have certificates of nomination withheld, Ag 13, 8:5. Ohio repub central committee lays down strict requirements for nominees who seek endorsement, Ag 15, 8:3. Ashland county Repubs candidates file petitions for endorsement on nat'l progressive party ticket, Ag 16, 1:1. Blanket petition for a complete party ticket taken out by nat'l progressive candidates in Franklin county, Ag 17, 2:3. Resolution endorsing entire Repub ticket fails to pass at Green county nat'l progressive party conv, Ag 23, 8:2. Chen DeJongh's efforts to force allegiance of party nominees to repub party fail in Ohio, Ag 26, 3:1. Threatens to resort to law in effort to prevent candidates from running on 2 tickets, Ag 27, 1:1. Exercise of right to vote urged in Ohio, ed., Ag 28, 4:1. Voters urged to support efforts of progressive party to install men of integrity in pub offices, ed., Ag 29, 4:1. Unusually large number of votes cast in Akron, S 3, 1:4. Candidates nominated at Ohio progressive party conv, S 6, 1:3; praised, ed., S 6, 4:1. Twentieth Century magazine's advice on coming election ridiculed, ed., S 9, 4:1. Progressive party conv of 19th Ohio dist to be held Sept 18, S 10, 1:6. Voters required to r-e-register, rules Summit co ed, S 12, 1:8. Progressive party to open Ohio campaign in Akron, notables and speakers listed, S 13, 1:1; ed., S 4:1. Summit co exec con makes plans for opening, S 14, 1:1; program announced, speakers listed, S 20, 1:4; attendance urged, ed., S 20, 4:1; resolution of opening, S 23, 3:1. Central con to name candidate for Sec of State to fill vac vac resulting from resignation of J. L. Sullivan, S 14, 8:1. Citizen's duty to vote emphasized, possibility of compulsory voting foreseen, ed., S 18, 4:1. Chen Harry DeJongh accepts blanket endorsement of nat'l and Ohio ticket from Huron county repub con, S 18, 12:3. Maurice Maschke files blanket petition with Cuy co elections bd naming repub candidates as

AKRON

Situation being investigated by Services Dir.

Pilmore, F 16, 11:4

Council considers proposal of munic owned

plant, Ap 23, 1:5

New street lighting contr is sought by council

My 2, 1:3; H Whitford Jones makes rep, My 28, 1:5; contracts submitted by NOTAL

co, revd, Je 14, 7:1; tungsten lights adopted, Je 18, 12:1; NOTAL co rejects city rate

proposal, Je 21, 1:7; council considers co's

proposal; Ja 22, 3:7; lighting com advocates munic ownership, Ja 25, 5:1; council

prepares rate ord, Jy 4, 1:7; Jy 9, 1:1; Jy 23, 1:5; council passes Jones light ord,

Jy 27, 1:5; elimination of moonlight clause in proposed contr is favored, ed, Ag 9, 4:1;

installation of tungsten equipment by NOTAL

co begins, D 31, 10:4

Jones rate ord introduced in council, S 10, 1:1

NOTAL co and Western Union Telegraph co ordered to lay wires under C Market st, Jy 15, 1:3

Councilman Vance proposes ord providing for laying all high tension wires underground,

D 26, 14:3; Jones and Henry Davis investigate city's wiring system, D 31, 1:1; condition of

wiring criticized by Jones, N 12, 1:7

Council fails to pass res and factory lighting

rate ord, Jy 23, 1:5; city reaches agreement with NOTAL co on general rates, ed 6, 1:1;

light ord passed, Ag 27, 1:6; contr completed, S 4, 3:1; council approves Jones ord and

contr, S 19, 1:4; Mayor Rockwell signs ord after NOTAL co pays first installment on back

debt, new rates listed, S 24, 1:1; complaints on increased bill answered by NOTAL co,

N 20, 2:4

Munic subway for wires endorsed, ed, Ag 7, 4:1;

illus, 5:1

Largest turbine constructed by Wellman, Seaver, Morgan co, N 6, 11:5

ALLIANCE

Munic ownership advocated by Mayor Speidel,

Ja 4, 8:5

ASHATUBULA

Conneaut, Kingsville, and Ashatabula Line co

begins survey for power line between

Ashatabula and Conneaut, 0 12, 3:2

Street lighting criticized as aid to robbers,

N 7, 9:1

Great white way planned by business men, D 12, 12:4

BARBERTON

Line men appeal to council for consideration of

safety measures, 0 30, 8:6

BELLEVILLE

Breakdown in power plant causes mfg plants to

close, Ja 11, 5:3

BEYERLIN

Mandamus petition of Bucyrus Light and Power

c co to compel pub service com to rev rate

and deny by Ohio sup ct, Mr 5, 10:4

BUCKEYE FALLS

Installation of lights on front st paid by

residents, F 28, 1:1

GALION

Owns most economically managed plant in state,

repts Ohio examiner, Ja 19, 11:2

HUBBON

NOTAL co's proposal to furnish power from

Gorge plant presented to bd of control, D 17, 8:2

KENMORE

St lighting plan submitted to voters, N 1, 18:4

KENT

Line staked from Kent Light & Power co to Kent-

State Normal School, N 5, 12:3

NOTAL begins extension of high tension wire

from Kent to Gorge, N 5, 12:4

LEWISVILLE

Constr-wherever completion, N 14, 12:3

MARSHALLVILLE

Underground pipes for elec lights being laid,

D 31, 7:4

PORTSMOUTH

City solicits McCall re's franchise informa-

tion from other cities, Ja 26, 14:4

TOLEDO

N and Light co accepts rate fixed by council, Ja 22, 2:1

UNITED STATES

Substitution for steam power on rats predicted,

ed, Ja 15, 4:1

WORTHINGTON

Council orders lights placed in alley, N 13, 7:4; N 14, 14:2

WINDSOR

Council approves rates for power, N 30, 9:4

1913

120b

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER - BARBERTON (cont)

Additional st lights favored by C of G, N 8,

13:5

resolution-to-employ eng to constr and equip

lighting system passed by council, D 17, 5:4

ELECTRICITY

See also Accidents; Elec Light

Usefulness to mankind, ed, Ag 1, 4:1

ELEVATORS. See Accidents

ELKIN, DAVE

Found operating missing 3 days, My 7, 9:3

ELIAS, FRED

Robbed, D 24, 10:1

ELIAS (MRS.), HELEN

Stabbed, habb Zehentli held, F 1, 1:7

ELKINS, JESSE

Robbed, F 2, 10:7

Elks, BENEVENT PROTECTIVE ORDER OF

Funds for new Akron home raised at Washington

bday celebration, F 23, 2:1

Hear Dr F E Philp compure Theodore Roosevelt

and George Washington, Mansfield, F 29, 8:1

Youngstown branch robbed, Albert E Martin held,

Ag 16, 13:3

Ohio dist officers elected at Sandusky conv,

Ag 17, 2:4

ELLER, MINNIE J

Opposes sale of alcoholic liquors and saloons,

1tr, Ja 9, 5:7

Advocates changing name of Neptune pk to

Alexander pk, 1tr, S 24, 7:2

Commends prostitution, 1tr, S 25, 4:4

Sees need of anti-prohibitionists, 1tr, D 31, 5:5

ELLICK, JOHN

Killed by fall of rock at Weathersfield mine,

S 17, 14:3

ELLICK, ARTHUR J

Claims invention of puncture proof tire, S 6, 7:1

ELLICK, CHARLES

Arrested as fugitive from Cert., House of

Refuge, N 30, 9:1

ELLICK, LAFAYETTE W

Sues against Mary A Henry, Ap 13, 1:6

ELLICK, BERTON ELLICK

Accuses Akron council of misusing treas, N 13, 3:5

ELLIS, C H

Res damaged by fire, N 30, 9:4

ELLIS, CHARLES

Uses of injuries rec'd in boxing match, F 23, 1:6

ELLIS (MRS.), HENRY

Burned to death in fire, My 1, 1:3

ELLIS, J M

Injured in rr collision, Ja 15, 1:1

ELLIS, JOHN (Masstion)

Recommended for reappoint to postmaster, D 24, 3:2

ELLISDALE, JAMES W

Names Jesse Dickinson in equity suit, Ja 31, 2:3

Endows Hudson two with fund for centralized

school system, N 30, 2:3

ELMER, MAGGIE

Held on insanity crib, My 3, 7:1

ELMELEER, OTTO

Res robbed, Ag 21, 1:3

ELLEN, GEORGE

Sued for divorce by wife Maria, Ap 22, 8:5;

decree granted, Ja 26, 8:1

ELLSER, D L

Expresses faith in business future of Akron,

D 29, 10:1

ELY, D M

Up tudes teachings of Christian Science, 1tr,

My 10, 13:3

ELYRIA SAVINGS & BANKING CO

Receives suit against Akron Scrap Iron

co, Ja 31, 3:1

ELKHOlz, HERMAN

Sued for divorce by wife Friaule, S 21, 1:5

EMBARGOES. See names of commodities

EMBEZZLEMENTS & DEFRAUDATIONS

ABBOTTSVILLE

Cemetery funds, Ja 20, 1:5
EMBEZZLEMENTS & DEFCALTIONS (cont)

AKRON

Jack Sturgeon chgd in affidavit filed by Miller & Karlson, Ja 27, 1:4
Bartenders' Union, Linden Curtis indicted, F 8, 10:3
A B Smith co, Max R Brighter sought, Ag 21, 5:2
Fred Plinton arrested, D 14, 14:2
Charles Smith pleads guilty, D 21, 14:3

BOWLING GREEN

Edward Bowser truck disbarred and sentenced, My 23, 1:8

BUTLER COUNTY

Members of bd of educ chgd by Ohio school examiner, My 4, 5:3

CHERRY GROVE

Po funds, Postmaster Herman Gleis indicted, F 22, 1:1

CINCINNATI

Second Natl Bank funds, E E Galbreath arrested, My 2, 1:1
Fifty third Natl bank funds, Augustus 0 Johnson suspected, Ja 29, 1:6

CLEVELAND

R F Longacre held, Ap 20, 1:2
E C Renner and George W Kuehn held on city payroll padding chg, S 26, 5:6

COLUMBUS

Custer Council #29 JUAN, Edward M Miller held, F 14, 7:1
Loveing J Smith sentenced, Mr 13, 7:6
Ohio penitentiary funds, Irving N Rex suspended as chief clerk, My 11, 3:4

LIVERPOOL TWP

Liverpool two school funds, Charles H Gunkeleman held, Ja 22, 12:5

MANSFIELD

Charles H Walters indicted, F 8, 1:7

MARIETTA

Waterford Commercial and Savings bank, Harry Crooks arrested, Jy 10, 8:6

NORMAL

Ohio Savings and Loan & Investment co of Normal, J F Lanning released, F 5, 9:3

PAULING

Cinti & Northern co funds, Harry Smith held, Ja 15, 10:5

EMBEZZLEMENTS & DEFCALTIONS (cont)

PORTSMOUTH

YMCA Special Meeting of Officers held, Ja 3, 5:4

WASHINGSTON

Charles Smith pleads guilty, D 21, 14:3

WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE

A E Rankin indicted, Ja 11, 5:3

WELLSVILLE

City's funds, E J McKenzie pays shortage, Ja 12, 4:6

EMERSON, BENJAMIN

Property suit by Fred Miller Brewing co goes to ct, Ap 2, 1:1; settled, Ap 30, 12:2

EMERSON (MRS.), B A

Killed with 2 children in train collision, D 4, 3:4

EMERSON, GEORGE

Fired for intoxication, Ja 15, 8:5

EMERSON, RALPH W

Lecture by Benjamin Fay Wills at First Universal church, O 30, 10:4

EMERY, FRANK

Res destroyed, infant daughter Leonore burned to death, F 7, 3:4

EMORY, JOSEPH

Sentenced for assault on Lewis Sorok, Ja 20, 10:1

EMICK, FRANK

Sentenced for intoxication, Ja 31, 10:4; Mr 9, 3:4; My 24, 24:4

EMRANT, JOHN GEORGE

Sued for divorce by wife Roberta, My 3, 7:1

EMPLOYMENT

See also Labor; Women; specific industries and trades
Unemployment causes, ed (Col Dispatch), Ja 11, 4:6
Shortage of labor reptd, Youngstown, O 29, 10:4; N 12, 3:7
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES. See names
ENDOWMENTS AND FOUNDATIONS. See also Gifts
James W Ellsworth endows Hudson tsp with fund for centralized school system, N 30, 2:3

ENGEL, FRANK

Sued for divorce by wife Bertha, My 4, 1:7; decree granted, S 24, 3:2

ENGEL, HENRY

Awarded verdict in equitable relief suit against John Koplin, Ap 4, 1:4
ENGINEERING SOC, CANTON

Elects officers, Ja 15, 8:1

ENGINEERS, MECHANICAL, AMER SOC OF

Holds conv, visits B F Goodrich co, Ja 1, 3:1

ENGINEERS, MECHANICAL AND STEAM, OHIO SOC OF

Akon branch permitted to use South Rs for meetings, N 13, 12:5
Twenty-sixth annual meeting, N 22, 5:1; elects officers, N 22, 14:5

ENGINEERS. See specific types

ENGLISH, EVA & THOMAS

Res tooted, Ja 5, 10:3

ENGLISH, JOHN

Fired for fighting, N 27, 3:5

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Prof Spanton on slang before Technology club of Ohio, 16, 10:3
Perversions and corruptions of English language denounced, ed, My 4, 4:1

ENLISTMENTS. See U S - Army - Navy

ENGEL & GREATER

Attempted store robbery, Andrew Stupka held, S 16, 9:6

ENGLE, LEE

Released from suspicion chg, Mr 15, 20:5

ENGSTRUM, EVELYN

Found guilty of delinquency, Jy 5, 14:1

EPIDEMICS. See Diseases; names of diseases

EPISCOPAL CHURCH

See also names of chs

Ohio diocese holds conv at Cleve, My 22, 3:1
Soc service com elects officers, pledges soc reforms, N 16, 3:3

EREDEL, ADAM

Held on chg of assault on Myrtle Wilson, S 25, 2:1

ERIE COUNTY

History, feature article, My 13, 4:4

ERIE RR CO

See also Railroads - Service
Freight car robbed, Jay White held, 1 other sought, Ja 10, 1:8; Harry Sullivan arrested, Ja 11, 1:8
Old Forge pumping station damaged by fire, Ja 13, 1:7
Appeals verdict in suit of Perle R Waters, Ja 31, 2:3
Damage suit by Hills Homer Morris estate dismissed, F 6, 2:4
Boxcar and contents damaged by fire, Kent, F 14, 10:4

ERIE, PA

Named in damage suit by P R Walters, F 26, 10:1
Closes Kent shops, Ap 1, 1:4
Sued in death of Melchoir Swatzler, Jy 17, 3:6
Sued by Christina Reppert for property damage, o 17, 14:2
Train wrecked, o 22, 8:4

ERGO WILLIAM CO

Sued with blocking traffic at each crossing, D 2, 9:4

ERNEST (CAPT) (Lima)

Appd police chief, D 28, 8:6

ERNST, FREDERICK

Sued for divorce by wife Sophia, F 6, 1:8; temporary alimony allowed, F 8, 8:3

ERNST (MRS), HENRY

Injured with 6 children by lightning, 3 4, 3:4

ERNST, N A

Sues at E Market St Reformed ch, O 8, 12:6

ERNEST, ROBERT REED

Chgd with beating wife, O 21, 12:3
Sues wife Sadie E for divorce, N 4, 10:1

ESKIN, E. E.

See also Ohio - Elections - Judiciary

ESKIN, JAMES

Toes frozen, F 3, 2:4

EWING, BENJAMIN

Chickens stolen, Charles Willis and Fred Bolte held, Ja 1, 3:7

ESKEL, OSBORN

Named in judgment suit by Dyes Savings bank, F 12, 1:7; denies chg of misrepresentation and forgery, asks dismissal of suit, F 23, 1:3

ESPEHLY, E. O.

Named Burley Tobacco soc in collection suit, Ja 6, 10:6

ESPEHLY, L J

Res robbed, F 15, 3:3

ESPLICK, ED

Dismissed on petit larceny chg, Mr 26, 10:2

ESPEGOLA (MRS), ANNA

Asphyxiated in grain pit, Jy 4, 1:4

ESSEY, GEORGE

Pleads not guilty to chg of assaulting wife, My 4, 3:3; trial continued, Mr 5, 10:3

ESTATES. See names of deceased

ESTEP, JAMES

Arrested and fined for intoxication, Ja 26, 7:1

ESTEP, JOHN

Arrested and fined for intoxication, My 27, 2:4

ESTEY, HENRY

Overcome by gas in grain pit, Jy 4, 1:4

ETHERINGTON, CARL

See also Holden, Carl; Holler, Uck
Conviction of lynchers hailed as law enforcement example for other cities, ed, Ja 9, 4:2

ETTER (REV), C S

Sears, Ap 8, 10:4

ETTER, M S

Reps homemade rubber tires used 5 000 miles still in good condition, O 19, 9:3

EUCLID AVE CHRISTIAN CH (Clay)

Haward Spangler appointed sec, Ja 17, 2:4

EUCLID HOTEL (Clay)

Damaged by fire, 0 3, 7:4

EULASS, E E

Files expense as candidate for delegate to repub natl conv from lthin Ohio cong dist, My 30, 5:3
FERRY, WILLIAM
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Ap 16, 14:3

FERRY & SET SCREW CO
Offices damaged when re-cars break away from train, Mr 15, 14:4

FERTILIZER
See Agriculture

FEUSS, SIMON D
Reps that proposed constitutional amendment changing educ syst has small chance of success, Mr 15, 14:8

FEYERBRIDGES
Less collection suit to Albert B Smith, Mr 7, 12:3

FELDON, JOSEPH
Baby daughter dies of morphine poisoning, Ap 30, 10:3

FELTON (MR & WMS), JAMES A
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, pors, D 10, 1:3

FENNIS, JAMES E
Incrusted in rebate case, F 20, 12:2

FENTON, EARL
Injured fighting fire at Kilo Mfg co, D 11, 1:5

FENTON, MRS. F. E
Burned when res is damaged by fire, W 26, 10:3

FENTON, HERMAN
Dissolution of partnership suit brought by Thomas Niswissor, Mr 8, 5:2

FERDINAND, PRINCE OF BULGARIA
See Balkan War

FERGUSON, ELIZABETH
Freezes to death, Ja 12, 12:2

FERGUSON, GILDRED
Killed by dynamite explosion, W 28, 12:4

FERGUSON, WILHELM
Sentence for murder of John Sayres upheld by Ohio supt ct, Je 5, 7:4

FERGUSON, WILLIAM T
Killed by train, Ja 30, 1:5; 10:3; Ja 31, 2:4

FERGUSON, DAVID R
See Summit County - Sheriff

FERNOLOU, MARTIN
Stabbed during fight, Ja 17, 12:3

FERREIRA, JOSPEH
Slain, 2 suspects held, D 24, 3:3

FERRETT, KIRK
Injured with wife and son in auto collision, Ag 19, 10:2

FERRETTI, CARLTON F
Assaulted, W. L. Natt held, Ag 7, 5:3

FERRETTI, R
Arrested and fined on charge of selling potatoes short weight, N 16, 8:2

FERRETTI, WERNER B, BRICK CO
Names C P Ray in collection suit, Ag 23, 12:3

FERRO, TOM
Rages threatening ltr, Ja 19, 11:2

FERRO, NIKO
Injured when leg catches in wagon wheel, Ap 25, 14:1
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FIRES - AKRON (cont.)

Lull's saloon, Je 19, 7:4
Quaker Oats Co tank st rt, bldg, Jy 5, 1:4
Will st plant, Ag 17, 1:1
Buckeye Rubber co, Jy 8, 2:6
Samuel Rogers, Ag 13, 1:5
Diamond Rubber co plant, Jy 16, 5:2
Schumacher bldg, Jy 18, 1:1
J M Herrell garage, Jy 26, 7:1
Louis Magyar saloon, Jy 29, 10:2
E H Cable bldg, Ag 31, 1:1
Nathan Morris's barn damaged, horse destroyed,
Ag 7, 7:3
John Ohn, Ag 9, 14:4
F B Dodge's garage and car destroyed, Ag 9, 14:4
McNeil Boller works, ag 10, 9:5
H T Wallace store, Ag 16, 9:4
J E Tier, Ag 17, 9:3
John Jeffers, Ag 30, 18:2
Martin Gaylord barn destroyed, S 2, 2:6
William Katers, S 7, 5:1
G Preston, S 30, 1:8
Masino confectionary, D 4, 10:1
James Catrell, D 4, 10:1
Kilk Mfg co, 5 firemen injured, D 11, 1:5
Grossman Pawn shop, N 5, 2:7
Louis Schumacher bldg, N 6, 12:1
Clarendon hotel, N 6, 12:1
J W Laffey drug store, N 6, 12:1
Hastfield & Rinker Top to Bottom Toggery shop,
N 6, 12:1
Oscar Evans Palace of Sweets, N 6, 12:1
Ben Peiffer jewelry store, N 6, 12:1
A B House Worley stable, N 6, 12:1
Italian fruit store destroyed, N 6, 12:1
Depositors Savings bank, N 6, 12:1
Luna theater, N 9, 1:7
F H Mason, N 13, 1:6
W C Hoffman's greenhouse destroyed, N 15, 1:6
Nellie McIntire res, May Gordon owner, Cattrell
Coal co offices and barns destroyed, N 26, 1:7
C J Barnard, N 29, 10:2
C H Elliott, N 30, 9:4
Eber Herbst, N 30, 9:4
James Campbell, D 2, 1:6
Eml Wehber, D 2, 2:7
Imperial meat mkt, D 3, 2:3
A J Raymond, U 9, 5:1
C R Filby, D 9, 5:1
C C Campbell, D 9, 5:1
J T Ewing, D 9, 5:1
G J Hower, U 13, 5:1
J J Stump, D 25, 1:7
Eugene Katers res, E M Ditze barn, D 27, 14:3
International Harvester co bldgs destroyed, D 28,
1:7; D 30, 1:1
Wellman, Seaver, Morgan co, D 30, 1:1
John Knox, D 30, 1:1
Mrs S B Lake, D 9, 1:4
H Parker, D 13, 1:7
Erie pumping station at Old Forge, D 13, 1:7
Federman bldg, D 15, 8:1
Mrs Wlhoof, D 15, 8:1
Weeks Pottery co coal pile, D 17, 1:1
C A & C offices damaged, D 17, 1:1
Clarence Clay, D 17, 1:1
J P Johnson res destroyed, Je 17, 1:1
O E Jarret bldgs, Keating Hardware co, and 3
other firms suffer losses, Je 17, 1:1
Kuefer's Laundry, Je 26, 14:3
F W Gross, F 1, 10:4
Mrs M Hatherson, F 1, 10:4
City Coal and Ice co office, F 9, 13:1
Mrs Anna Crowley boarding house, F 10, 3:4
E S Posey, F 10, 3:4
John Baker, F 12, 1:5
Goodyear Tire & Rubber co cement room, F 15,
1:8; plant, S 27, 1:1
Rapid Shoe Repair Shop, F 16, 1:8
Byrider & Botzum bldg, F 26, 1:8
Oliver Koontz, F 28, 1:8
Frank Pfahl, F 26, 1:8
Swinehart Rubber co cement house destroyed,
F 26, 1:1
Frank Hanson, W 2, 8:5
B & G co freight depot, W 4, 3:4
S Carkhoff, W 6, 5:2
Hall block, W 6, 5:2
Dr A Stichman, W 13, 5:3
Buchtel hotel, W 25, 1:8
Portage hotel, W 25, 2:3
Arthur Sanders res destroyed, Ap 4, 2:3
Wise Furnace co plant, My 24, 1:7
Mrs W Weiss, Je 6, 10:1
Wlhoof Mfg co, Je 18, 8:3
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ALLIANCE

Martin Grimes injured with son Richard, wife
Melinda killed, Ap 15, 7:3

AMSTERDAM

Y & O mines, S 11, 2:5

ASHIANA

George L Culley, D 5, 12:5
Mrs Fionena res destroyed, D 28, 5:2

ATWATER

T J Steele res destroyed, Ja 30, 3:1

BARBERTON

Mrs M E Netz, Ja 10, 3:2
Amber theater, Ja 22, 10:2
Plasana & Favoritb block, Setum Stranick
Injured, F 22, 10:2
W A Gordon, F 26, 10:3
Mike Slavonian, N 4, 1:4
Summit Rubber co plant destroyed, N 7, 1:8
Pittsburgh Valve works melting dept, N 9,
9:1
Fred Collins res destroyed, N 25, 1:7
Mrs C Whitehouse, Ap 20, 9:4
Big Club Poultry dept, Je 19, 1:6
Barberton foundry, Ag 28, 1:5; destroyed, S 13,
10:1
Diamond Match co, Mesa Niji and Mike Diagpo
burned, S 10, 1:2
Akrorn-Barberton Belt line rr box car destroyed,
D 25, 6:2
Charles Van Huyning, D 31, 7:1
G Stauger's launch and boat house destroyed,
N 12, 10:7
Morris Young, N 29, 9:1

BAYS

Village of Bays partially destroyed, Ap 17,
1:2

BELLEFONTAINE

Buckeye Carriage Body plant, John A Horn
burned to death, D 7, 3:2
Big Four ry co bldgs destroyed, D 11, 8:2

BETTENVILLE

Bettsville business distr destroyed, F 28, 7:1

BRADY LAKE

W A Kay and 7 other res destroyed, N 20, 1:2

BUCKEYE LAKE

Hotham hotel destroyed, My 27, 1:6

BUCKY

Harro & Faulknor livery barn destroyed, My 7,
8:4

CANTON

Hannah block and apt of J H Koter, F 23; 12:5
Canton Home Furnishing bldg and 4 others,
N 19, 1:4
Lakeside country club dock, Ja 11, 3:4
A F Sonnhalter garage and auto destroyed,
D 20, 16:4

CAUSE AND PREVENTION

Akron

Suggestions regarding altered constr made in
Ohio Bldg Inspect Callahan, Ja 12, 14:1
Marshal Zuber criticized for failure to
comply bldg owners to comply with orders
of Ohio fire marshal, Ja 13, 5:1; elimination
of fire traps advocated, ed, Ja 16, 4:1;
Zuber replies to criticism on insp of bldgs,
Ja 19, 16:4; investigation begins, Ja 20,
1:7; bldg owners urged to cooperate,
Ja 23, 3:2; respons to contamination delayed,
F 3, 3:3; delay investigated, F 8, 9:6; bldgs
in Akron rapid satisfactorily, F 15, 1:3;
insp continues, F 20, 12:4; F 21, 1:6;
faulty bldgs ordered torn down, Ap 30, 1:8;
advise on handling ashes, Je 13, 2:1
Cold weather repo causes of increase, Ja 16, 1:1
Carestens criticized, ed, F 5, 4:1
Prevention campaign urged, ed, Ne 4, 4:2
Sunday Creek Coal co fire declared by fire
exams to be caused by spontaneous combustion,
Ap 20, 4:4
Safety match used favored by Fire Chief Metz,
My 25, 1:4
Fire fighting facilities declared inadequate
in rep of natl bd of fire underwriters com,
Ja 16, 11:1; action on recommendations of
natl bd of fire underwriters demanded, ed, Ja 12,
4:1; procuring of up-to-date fire apparatus
urged by council, D 31, 4:1
Crusade against careless handling of gasoline,
Ja 16, 11:1; Ja 17, 5:1; N 19, 5:1
Fire inspector orders cleanup of inflammable
rubish in downtown alleys, Je 17, 3:3
Bldgs at 180 E Mill and 337 Washington st
condemned, Ag 6, 1:8
Fire marshal serves orders for safety improve-
ments, Ag 26, 1:7
Removal of hazards ordered by fire marshal,
S 11, 8:3
W W McIntosh arrested for failing to remove
inflammable rubbish from property, D 8, 2:6
Flueless gas stove conditions investigated,
N 26, 7:1
Warning against hazards, N 30, 4:6
Smoking in stores prohibited in order by safety
dept, U 12, 10:3
Elec lights in place of candles on Christmas
trees urged, ed, D 23, 4:1
FIREs - CAUSE AND PREVENTION (cont)

Ashtabula
Schools ordered to place fire escapes on all buildings, 26 6, 13:4

Barberton
More hydrants and improved sids needed, complaints filed by citizens show, 26 8, 22:1
Petition asking better protection before council, 26 10, 3:1
Insp brings order to tear down blgs, 26 26, 14:1

Belleville
Thirteen blgs condemned by Ohio Fire Marshal Zuber, 26 15, 8:3

Canton
Marshall Zuber orders 3 bldgs torn down, 26 8, 1:1; orders 28 blgs razed, 26 10, 8:2

Cuyahoga Falls
Ohio fire marshal promises to have Deputy Wesson rep on insp of blgs, 26 10, 10:3
Counsel protests against People's Telephone co rule withholding information on location of fires, claims firemen off duty unable to learn scene of action, 26 8, 10:1; co recs protests from business men, 26 14, 9:3

Cuyahoga Falls
Hill Village authorities protest blg frame structure to replace blg destroyed by fire, 26 29, 10:2

Lorain
Low water pressure endanger city, 26 23, 5:1

Ohio
Observance of Fire Prevention Day praised, ed, 26 26, 4:1
Merchants warned against holiday fires by Nat'l Fire Protection assn, 26 20, 2:1
Proper precautions in use of Christmas trees outlined by Marshall Zuber, 26 16, 10:1

Ravenna
Forty blds ordered torn down, 26 21, 10:4

Youngstown
Smoking in stores prohibited in order by blg inspector, 26 10, 8:2

Church Hill
W D Lloyd & Sons' bar destroyed, 26 2, 9:3

CINCINNATI
Knabe Bros Planer-co plant destroyed, 26 12, 1:1
Ap bldg at 2623 Kemper lane, 26 5, 3:5
Frank Emery res destroyed, infant daughter Leonore fatally burned, 26 7, 3:4
Cincinnati PenTel co, 26 27, 14:3
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FIREs - CINCINNATI (cont)

Capt John Conway injured while fighting 9th ave fire, 26 10, 17:7
Gibson house and 5 other blds destroyed or damaged, John Kinney missing, 5 overcome by smoke, 26 11, 1:7

CINCINNATI
Tremont hotel, 26 25, 14:2

CLEVELAND
Morrison & Co and B R Baker - Baum co blds and stores, 26 15, 8:1
Morrison bldg, House and Jennings blds destroyed, 26 20, 1:1
Bldgs at 3316 and 3312 woodland ave, 26 13, 8:6
Hilliard co bldg destroyed, 26 8, 8:1
Jackson Motor Car co and 4 other concerns, 26 15, 1:4
Bernard Stein res destroyed, James Morris and Anton Johnson killed, 26 12, 3:7
H C Christie co destroyed, 26 30, 10:6
Hotel Euclid, 26 3, 7:4

COLUMBUS
Bldg at 450 N High st and A Davis clothing store, 26 11, 1:1
Laura Jones res, 26 22, 8:2
Andrus-Scottish co and Plaza House, 26 13, 12:4
C & E Shoe co destroyed, James Arnold killed, 26 24, 1:5
Columbus Bank Note co plant, 26 24, 2:8
Cols, Johnstown, and New Albany Traction co property destroyed, 26 20, 9:1
Ohio State Stove co plant destroyed, 26 7, 5:3

CORNELL
Palmer block, 26 27, 5:2

COSHOCTON
J C Owen res, daughter Leota rescued, 26 20, 10:3
King Foundry bldgs destroyed, 26 13, 3:2

COSHOCTON
Bell Telephone co office, 26 22, 1:2
Benjamin Jones res, 26 29, 12:3
Harris Jagers res destroyed, 26 19, 2:2
Cleaning plant, James Sutherland injured, 26 22, 8:6
Walsh Paper co plant destroyed, 26 7, 1:11
D 11, 10:1
Mrs Catherine Gatten res, 26 19, 10:1
Charles O'Connor and George King res destroyed, 26 29, 9:2
Mrs H A Parks res destroyed, 26 2, 1:5
Nute Foundry co plant, 26 14, 9:3
Upson hotel, 26 18, 8:5
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FIREs (cont)

DELFANCE
Richard Miller burned to death in shed fire, 26 25, 2:4

DELMAR
Construction camp destroyed, 26 13, 1:8

EAST LIVERPOOL
O E McNeils pottery, 26 11, 9:5
Amer Sewer Pipe co plant destroyed, 26 12, 9:4

ELOWAY
John Johnson res destroyed, 26 8, 10:4
Albert Owens barn destroyed, 26 20, 2:3

FLUSHING
Opera house and Odd Fellows hall destroyed, 26 19, 2:2

FURAKER
Methodist ch and other blds destroyed, 26 23, 2:2

GALLIPOLIS
Peter Kellner res destroyed, 26 24, 1:1
Charles R Graham's barn destroyed, 26 29, 11:6

GEEVA
Lucian Bolt, 26 28, 5:3

GREENSBURG
Jacob Humble, 26 8, 2:4

GROVE CITY
Mrs John Perdue and 2 children burned to death when house is destroyed, 26 17, 5:4
Ohio Electric Railway co sitting room and 4 other blds destroyed, 26 17, 1:3

HAMILTON
Morey bldg, 26 9, 10:3
Butler County Court House destroyed, Charles Schlettenger and Hume killed, John Fritz and W L Love burned, 26 14, 1:7

HAMMONDS CORNERS
Seige Whitcraft burned when res, store, and barn are destroyed, 26 10, 1:1

HAZELTON
Wilkinson Bros foundry destroyed, 26 18, 8:3

HUDSON
Mead block and stores, 26 28, 1:8

KELLEYS ISLAND
Henry Beatty barn destroyed, 26 17, 7:8

KENT
Bert L Smith res, 26 9, 12:4
Longcoy grocery co and Abel Christensen's photograph gallery destroyed, 3 others suffer losses, 26 12, 1:2
Erici co box car and freight damaged, 26 14, 10:4
Almon Cackler res, William Haymaker owner, 26 6, 12:5
John Moll res, Henry Green owner, 26 6, 12:5
Anderson hotel destroyed, 26 9, 1:6
William's Mills cooper shop, 26 6, 5:3
C H Stone, 26 6, 5:3
W & L E co box car destroyed, 26 18, 1:2
W S Kent, 26 17, 12:1
W J Keese (Reeves), 26 14, 9:4

KENTON
Hugh Kelley res destroyed, 26 4, 8:4

KISHMYSTATION
John Snyder barn and stock destroyed, 26 21, 2:2

LAFAYETTE
Res destroyed, Eunice Ramsey killed, 26 20, 1:8

LANCASTER
Mrs Henry Ellis burned to death, 26 1, 1:3

LOGAN
Snyder Mfg co destroyed, 26 19, 7:7

LONELVILLE
Wellendorf hotel destroyed, 26 16, 2:4; 26 2, 10:4
McDonald hotel and 2 other blds, 26 29, 10:2

MADISON
J H and W A Robertson Hardware store, res of George Knott and William Horner destroyed, 26 20, 1:1

MARLON
William Short res, 26 8, 8:3
Lawler Bros grocery, 26 22, 1:3

MARTINSVILLE
George Etche res, 26 30, 2:5
Albert Tinsler barn destroyed, 26 11, 12:4

MASHAM
Mrs Sarah Fisher res, 26 17, 12:1
Oliver Wise hotel and livery stable destroyed, 26 21, 14:1

MILES TOWN
Dr Harry W Bhalmer res, 26 13, 10:4
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FIRES (cont)

RAVENNA
Barn destroyed, William Henry Dillon, 222 W 3rd
Turner Waring & Co destroyed, 226 W 1st
REPORTS AND STATISTICS
Ohio losses, Oct 10, 4:6
Monthly report by Ohio Fire Marshal Zuber,
244 S Main St
ST CLAIRSVILLE
Economy Grocery Co 2nd and 6th Sts, 29 S 6th St

Salem
Bldg housing fire depot, city jail, and munic.
office, 515 S Main St, 2 1/2
Racing stable destroyed, Edward Hall`s stable,
5 horses, 244 West St

SANDUSKY
Star theater destroyed, Charles Bogart jewelery
stock rumbled, apt of Benjamin F Van Fleet
and contents destroyed, furniture of
Julius Brengartner damaged, 26 W 6th St, 10/2

SHADYSIDE
Ohio Valley Enamal works destroyed, Clark
Morrisey burned to death, 219 S 1st St, 9/3

SOUTH EUCLID
Oliver Laughner res, 277 Franklin, 5/2

SPRINGFIELD
Sterling co warehouse and shop of Elec Constr
Supply co destroyed, 26 S 6th St, 6/3
Wickham Piano Mfg Finishing dept destroyed,
225 S Main St, 3/5

STEUBENVILLE
Robert Hill coal mine, 282 W Main St, 3/3
Robert S Williamson res, 422 W Main St, 12/1

Stillwater
Railroad bridge, 16 S 6th St, 14:3

SHENANDOAH
Business block destroyed, 23 W 6th St, 10/6

TALLMADGE
Edward Clayton res, 7 West St, 8/4

TOLEDO
J Goldberg res, 17 West St, 1:3
Mrs Nauda Phillips res, 9 F 6th St, 20:4
Lindow, Lebo, & Gerchow furniture store
destroyed, 13 South St, 7/5
Gaines Bottle Machine Co, watchman Nowak
and Fire Lietn Danone injured, 422 12th St
Madison Hotel, H B Baker burned, 222 S Water St,
2/6

ZANESVILLE
Conrad Mohler res destroyed, 416 W 1st St,
6/5
Salttillo Coal Co power plant destroyed, 160
S Water St, 13:4
City hall destroyed, 124 4th St, 1/1
FIRES (cont)

TOWNSHIP
John Gardner barn destroyed, 23 W 2nd St,
2/6
UNIONVILLE
Eugene Warner barn destroyed, 10 2nd St,
2/5

WASHINGTON
Thomas Houston or res destroyed, 30 S 1st St,
10/1

WALBRIDGE
Five buildings of Hocking Valley RR co destroyed,
9 E 2nd St, 11/1

WAPAKONETA
Levi Steele, 17 West St, 5/4

WEST LIBERTY
Herman Appleseed res destroyed, 166 S Main St,
16/7

WHITE COTTAGE
E W Stine pottery destroyed, 16 S 1st St, 10/2

YEALUN SPRINGS
Res destroyed, Mrs E S Exley rescued by son
Oliver, 20 S 1st St, 9/1

YOUNGSTOWN
Res destroyed, Charles Riley fatally injured,
daughter Eleanor Louise burned to death,
10 E 5th St, 5/3
Republic Rubber co, 232 W 6th St, 2/5
Res damaged, Mrs F F Fenton burned, 20
Wilson overcomb, 292 S 3rd St, 10/3
Youngstown Sheet & Tube co, 10th and Thomas
Patchett burned, 20 S 4th St, 10/3
Barn E 6th St destroyed, 16 E 5th St,
10/3
Don Condon auto burned, 16 E 5th St,
10/3
Zane barn destroyed, 13 S 1st St, 11/4

PIQUA
Moss & Jones Co store destroyed, others damaged,
30 S 2nd St, 5/5

PEEBLES
M H Butler meat shop and 5 others, 27 S 6th St,
7/5

PETERSBURG
Grove hotel, 6 S 4th St, 3/4

PORT CLINTON
Govt pier, 14 S 1st St, 14/2

POTTERSBURG
Samuel Benton grain elevator destroyed, 5 E
3rd St, 3/4

RANDOLPH
Marvin Churchill res destroyed, 30 7th St,
7/5

NEWARK
Music hall, William Driscoll injured, 6 S 2nd St,
2/6
Amer Bottle Co storage and block house
destroyed, 23 S 3rd St, 11/5

NEWCASTLE
Odd Fellow`s hall and 3 other buildings,
S 18, 1:6

NEWMARKET
Business section damaged, D 13, 5/2

NILES
Frank Van Wey`s barn and hay stock damaged,
2 N 3rd St, 8/4
200 Main St, D 10, 8/2

NORTHPOINT CENTER
Willett Saffron barn destroyed, 22 1/2 S 2nd St,
2/4

NORWOOD
Arthur Sander res destroyed, wife`s body
found in ruins, 25 S 3rd St, 6/2
Huron county court house destroyed, 25 S 3rd St,
10 1/2

NORWOOD
Resch pike damaged, several injured, 22 S 2nd St,
5/2

OTTAWA
Ottawa town hall, Frank Webb and 2 others
burned, 11 W 1st St, 11/1

PEEBLES
W H Butler meat shop and 5 others, 27 S 6th St,
7/5

PETERSBURG
Grove hotel, 6 S 4th St, 3/4

PIQUA
Moss & Jones Co store destroyed, others damaged,
30 S 2nd St, 5/5

PORT CLINTON
Govt pier, 14 S 1st St, 14/2

POTTERSBURG
Samuel Benton grain elevator destroyed, 5 E
3rd St, 3/4

RANDOLPH
Marvin Churchill res destroyed, 30 7th St,
7/5

Warrant issued for arrest on child labor law
violation, D 7, 1:8; fined, D 10, 1:1

FiRESTONE, HERBERT
Accidently electrocuted, 5 S, 12/4

FiRESTONE, RUTH L
Named in death suit, 23 W 4th St, 2:3

FiRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO
Clev branch damaged by fire, 27 S 1, 4
Rumored merger with Goodyear Tire & Rubber co
denied, 13 S 1, 3:8

Stipulated order to build employment office,
9 S 3rd St, 14:3

Divid declared, officers and dirs elected, S 5,
7:3

Named by Sanford L Smith in personal injury
suit, S 10, 7:4; loses verdict, N 14, 2:3

As member of Master Horse-Shoes` Protective
union named by U S dept of justice in Sherman
Anti-Trust law violation suit, D 12, 1:7

FiReworks. See Accidents

FiRST BAPTIST CH
Named in Alice Mestill suit to set aside will of
Carrie M Hogarth, 3 S 3, 1:7; wins
verdict, 30 S 3, 10:1

BYPM elects officers, 9 S, 5:2

Sponsors speech on Educ-by George H Stone,
F 8, 3:4

Grace Abbott speaks at immigrant girls, S 5,
5:2

Rev U S Davis delivers sermon on Marriage,
10 S 3, 1:7

Sponsors address by Owen Ward on Corrupt
Politicians, D 28, 3:1

Concert, N 21, 16:1

FiRST CH OF CHRIST
Choled elects officers, 3 S 3, 10:2

Holds missionary rally, hears J L Show speak
on China missionaries, 20 S 3, 10:3

Brotherhood class commends Mayor Rockwell`s
stand on gambling, etc., F 5, 5:1

Men`s Brotherhood class signs petition
condemning Gov Hare in stand on liquor
licenses, F 12, 2:1

Debate on woman suffrage won by affirmative
side, F 22, 2:4

Brotherhood class addressed by Rev W E Slabough
on Salvation Army work, N 11, 5:3

Address by Rev Charles Darsie, 3 S 3
Rev George Darst resigns as pastor, W 8, 2:4

Brotherhood class holds banquet, elects
officers, 5 S, 6:1

FiRST CH OF CHRIST (Berberton)

Trustees granted permission by common pleas
court to sell ch real estate, 16 S 2:2

FiRST CONGREGATIONAL CH

Choled elects officers, 12 S 2, 12:2

Rev A Stick stresses need of foreign
missionaries, F 5, 3:1
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CH (cont)

First Congregational Ch.

First National Bank of Massillon
Designated as depository for Summit county funds, N 27, 1:1
First Presbyterian Ch.
Edward D. Richings speaks to Negro club, J 1, 2:4
First Presbyterian Ch (Ashtabula)
New pastor, 0 6, 2:2
First Presbyterian Ch (Wheeling)
Rev. J. H. Macintosh announces resignation as pastor, F 20, 0:2
First Savings & Loan Co (Massillon)
Names of applicants in collection suit, S 10, 3:7
First Second Natl Bank
Reports on condition of banks, F 21, 2:1
James M. Shumaker and John Brittain in collection suit, S 14, 8:2
Consolidation with People's Savings Bank, U 38, 8:1
First U.S. Ch (Canton)
Forty reported as members of First Congregational Church, U 15, 5:3
First Universalist Ch.
Dr. E. F. Mason resigns as pastor, J 3, 3:4
C. J. Hall gives lecture on Prohibition, F 28, 5:1
Calls for Francis A. Gray to pasture, A 22, 1:8; installed, S 30, 1:10
Institutes of the University and kindergarten, S 27, 7:2
Sponsors lecture on Ralph Waldo Emerson, R. 10, 5:10
Firster, Arvin S
Named to govern school district, B 15, 1:1
Fisk's Jewelers
Mike Kane and Charles Hastings arrested for forgery, J 11, 3:8; pleaded guilty, F 3, 1:8; sentenced, F 14, 1:4; taken to寅, S 10, 11:2
Fisch, Perry
Injured in fall, A 25, 2:2
Fish and Fishing
See also Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Regulation
Bob Andrews and John Belkett arrested for whiskey violation, N 16, 1:7
Postponement of season announced by State Fish and Game Warden Speaks, A 2, 3:1
Threatened strike by Lake Erie fishermen and tugmen settled when wage agreement is signed, Clev, A 15, 7:3
Price report, Clev, A 15, 14:1
Dan Thomas makes record catch of sturgeon, Barbaporta, A 23, 7:3
Cuyahoga River stocked with supply of black bass, from Govt hatchery, A 14, 1:1
Reasons for failure of fish fish at Turkeyfoot Lake, S 5, 7:7
Illegal fishing at new reservoir reported, Barbaporta, U 27, 14:3

First National Bank

Sued by State of Ohio to determine what funds were held by bank under private agreements, denials holding funds of state except under law, J 22, 1:5
Awarded $16,000 Kenmore school bond issue, J 26, 2:6
First National Bank (Grove City)

Sues George Baker LONG for judgment on promissory note, F 1, 2:5; settles out of court, Ap 11, 12:2

First National Bank of Massillon

Designated as depository for Summit county funds, N 27, 1:7
First Presbyterian Church

Edward D. Richings speaks to Negro club, J 1, 2:4
First Presbyterian Church (Ashtabula)
New pastor, 0 6, 2:2
First Presbyterian Church (Wheeling)
Rev. J. H. Macintosh announces resignation as pastor, F 20, 0:2
First Savings & Loan Company (Massillon)
Names of applicants in collection suit, S 10, 3:7
First Second National Bank

Reports on condition of banks, F 21, 2:1
James M. Shumaker and John Brittain in collection suit, S 14, 8:2
Consolidation with People's Savings Bank, U 38, 8:1
First United States Church (Canton)
Forty reported as members of First Congregational Church, U 15, 5:3
First Universalist Church

Dr. E. F. Mason resigns as pastor, J 3, 3:4
C. J. Hall gives lecture on Prohibition, F 28, 5:1
Calls for Francis A. Gray to pasture, A 22, 1:8; installed, S 30, 10:1
Institutes of the University and kindergarten, S 27, 7:2
Sponsors lecture on Ralph Waldo Emerson, R. 10, 5:10
Firster, Arvin S
Named to govern school district, B 15, 1:1
Fisk's Jewelers
Mike Kane and Charles Hastings arrested for forgery, J 11, 3:8; pleaded guilty, F 3, 1:8; sentenced, F 14, 1:4; taken to寅, S 10, 11:2
Fisch, Perry
Injured in fall, A 25, 2:2
Fish and Fishing
See also Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Regulation
Bob Andrews and John Belkett arrested for whiskey violation, N 16, 1:7
Postponement of season announced by State Fish and Game Warden Speaks, A 2, 3:1
Threatened strike by Lake Erie fishermen and tugmen settled when wage agreement is signed, Clev, A 15, 7:3
Price report, Clev, A 15, 14:1
Dan Thomas makes record catch of sturgeon, Barbaporta, A 23, 7:3
Cuyahoga River stocked with supply of black bass, from Govt hatchery, A 14, 1:1
Reasons for failure of fish fish at Turkeyfoot Lake, S 5, 7:7
Illegal fishing at new reservoir reported, Barbaporta, U 27, 14:3
FLOOD RELIEF. See FLOODS - MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

FLOODS
See also Weather

BIG SANDY CREEK
Penna rr co tracks washed out, Malvern, S 4, 5:1
Waters cause heavy property damage in Stark and Carroll counties, S 4, 5:1

MUNEE RIVER
Lowlands near Florida flooded, Mr 1, 12:5

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY
Akon C of C seeks contributions for victims, Jy 1, 2:5; Mayor Rockwell reports receipts over $300, Jy 6, 2:4; contributors listed, Jy 6, 11:1; campaign continues, Jy 15, 2:3; final report on contributions, Ag 19, 3:4

MUSKINGUM RIVER
Overflows, Zanesville flooded, Ap 3, 1:2

OHIO RIVER

History of flood of 1884 (Loudsville Counter Journal), Mr 2, 4:4

Rise of river increases damage, Cinti, Mr 23, 1:3; warnings issued, Ap 3, 1:2; flood stage passed, Ap 3, 7:8; no serious damage reported, Ap 5, 1:7


WALKOWIND, TUSCARAWAS & MUSKINGUM VALLEY

Warnings issued, Coshocton, F 16, 5:1

FLORENCE CRITTENDEN CIRCLE, AKRON

Elects officers, Ap 11, 12:1

FLORENCE CRITTENDON HOME

Repts crowded conditions, financial aid sought, Mr 4, 2:6; girls' igs needed, Mr 13, 2:6

History of founding, Ap 19, 6:5

Elects officers, Mr 18, 2:1

Maud Lockard captured after escape, D 12, 1:3

FLORENCE CRITTENDON HOME (Youngstown)

Blanche Russell escapes, D 6, 12:4

FLORENCE CRITTENDON LEAGUE

Annual conf, N 9, 2:2; N 11, 2:1

FLORISTS. See names

FLOWER, JOHN

Burned when clothing catches fire, Mr 11, 3:6

FLOWER CO, THE

Defrauded, Robert Anderson held, D 26, 7:2

FLOWERS

Mother's day creates largest demand in Akron, history, My 13, 5:1

FLYNN, ANNA

Names Ignace Sanagyle in collection suit, My 23, 1:3

FLYNN, JACK (William Stullenberger)

Convicted on horse-stealing chg, N 20, 12:5; sentenced to penitentiary, N 23, 2:2

FLYNN, JIMMY

Fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 10:3

FLYNN, THOMAS

Arrested on intoxication chg, S 30, 3:3

FOCHT, HARRY (Cleveland)

Injured in trolley car accident in Rio de Janeiro, returns home, Jy 4, 1:5

FOCHT, JOHN

Addresses Canal Fulton ME ch members, Jy 20, 7:3

FOG, SEE WEATHER

FOGARTY, CATHERINE

Will probated, O 16, 9:3

FOGARTY, MARY K

Losses judgment suit to Brooks Tire & Machine co, Jy 20, 2:2

Losses promissory note suit to Christ Werner, F 6, 3:5

FOKU, LOUIS

Sued, Ap 15, 1:5

FOLEY, JOHN (Barberton)

Robbed, George Sencore held, S 17, 12:1

JOHN

Sued for divorce by wife Mary I, N 9, 5:3

FOLKINS, W B

Criticizes NATURAL co employees, ltr, Jy 11, 7:2

FOLTS, RAY

Jail's security increased, Jy 5, 16:3

FOLK, AUSTIN

Burned while rescuing Paul Zimmerman from falling telephone wire, Ag 30, 1:6

FOOD

See also Agriculture - Products; Cooking; Food, Dairy and Drug Act; names of specific foods

LICENSES

Dealers warned by Food Inspector B F Force to secure permits, 0 30, (Ja 4), 2:3

Akon law observed by dealers, Ja 16, 3:5; formation extended, Ja 16, 7:4; condemned by Farmers' Institute of Summit co, Ja 24, 10:3

Progressive law urged by Ohio Dairy and Food Comr Strode, Cols, O 23, 9:1

PRICES

Ice cream increase due to new sanitary packages and quick delivery, 0 8, 15:4

Increase in imports due to deficient home production, ed, Je 22, 4:1

FOOD, DRUGS, AND COSMETIC REGULATIONS

GENERAL

Local milk producers warned by Insp Force to comply with laws, Ja 5, 1:8

Many farmers fail to comply with laws, test case planned, Ja 13, 12:4

LAW VIOLATIONS

Stephen Dalke and 3 others charged with conspiracy to evade oleomargarine laws, Toledo, Ja 24, 10:5

Nathan Tucker charged with violation in mfg and selling patent medicine, Cols, Mr 1, 12:2

Martin Healy fined for selling oleomargarine in restaurant, Mr 18, 1:7

Fred F. Foner pleads not guilty to charge of selling unwholesome food, Ap 11, 12:1

Henry Haffner and 5 others arrested on charge of adulterating food, Zanesville, Ap 24, 5:2

Joseph Halms fined for selling tainted food, My 1, 8:1

George Welt, John Schumacher, C R Bruner, and Thomas Horst held for sale of adulterated milk, My 8, 1:4

Sebastian Centrilli fined for code violation, Jy 13, 12:4

George Guth, Harry Winer, and J T Utzmann arrested for violating pure food ord, Ja 21, 1:6

George Babalis, G Nantika, and N Mancusa arrested for violating pure food ord, Ja 22, 5:5

Frank Kobatski fined for selling spoiled meat, My 16, 1:6

John K Hoest arrested on charge of selling unwholesome food, O 30, 14:1

William Corbett arraigned for selling spoiled meats, N 5, 14:3

John King arrested for selling fake catarrh cure, O 12, 5:4

FOOTBALL

Note: Games are listed under names of winners only. Minor items are not indexed

See also Accounts - Sports

Football rules and regulations listed, S 26, 11:1

COLLEGE

Allegheny

vs Buchtel, tie, N 11, 11:7

Allegheny

vs Kent, N 4, 2:5

vs Kent, N 4, 11:3; N 18, 5:3

vs Kent

vs Garrettville, D 1, 2:1

vs Ohio, D 15, 7:2

vs Ohio, D 15, 12:5

vs Allegheny, tie, N 11, 11:7

vs Case, S 30, 7:1

vs Hiram, O 21, 8:1

vs Marietta, N 16, 9:1

vs Ohio Northern, O 7, 9:1

vs Ohio Univ, N 4, 11:1

vs Mt Union

vs Buchtel, O 28, 9:1

vs Carnegie Tech, N 10, 9:5

Western Reserve

vs Buchtel, tie, O 14, 9:1

HIGH-SCHOOL

Akon Central

Lineup and schedule, 0 20, 10:1

vs Lisbon, S 30, 7:3

vs Mansfield, O 7, 9:5; O 20, 8:1

vs Massillon, N 4, 11:4

vs Mt Vernon, O 21, 8:1

vs South, N 18, 9:4

vs Youngstown Rayen, N 11, 11:3

Akon South

vs Barberton, tie, S 30, 7:6

vs New Philadelphia, O 21, 8:3

vs Warren, O 7, 9:5

Alliance

vs Cambridge, tie, S 17, 5:6

Barberton

vs Canton

vs Canton, O 28, 9:3

vs Barberton, O 14, 9:1

Cleveland Heights

vs Kent, N 25, 11:5

Cuyahoga Falls

Students parade in night shirts before Kent game, N 4, 2:5

vs Kent, N 4, 11:3; N 18, 5:3

vs Kent

vs Garrettville, D 1, 2:1

vs Niles, O 15, 7:2
FOOTBALL – HIGH SCHOOL (cont)

1912

FOBB, JESSE
Assaulted, Frank Hill fined, Ju 16, 12:3
FORCE CRIME, B F
Assaulted, Henry Walker held, My 23, 2:6
FORCE, IRVING
Sued for divorce by wife Corn, Mr 29, 18:1
FORCE, PHILIP MARIE
Names Virginia Holtz in slander suit, N 21, 1:6
FORD, WALTER
Killed by interurban car, Jy 22, 1:7
FOREIGN EXCHANGE. See Currency
FOREIGN POPULATION. See Aliens, names of
FOREIGN RELATIONS. See geo headings
FORENSICS
Cast Richmond P Holson and Ex-Gov J Frank
Manly of ind debate on disarmament at
Akon Music Hall, N 26, 3:1
E O Fritsch debates with Prof O E Ulin on cons-
tests of city govt, O 16, 3:1
FORESKY, A
Tailor shop robbery attempted, My 10, 8:3
FOREST, THOMAS L
With Nelson E Forest and Ruth L Firestone
named in collection suit by Fred H Marks,
F 24, 1:4
FORESTS AND FORESTRY
See also Trees
Reforestation of Ohio land advocated by Sec of
Agr A P Sandoz, Ja 12, 2:2; Jy 22, 10:3
Reforestation urged as means of combatting
storm damage to grain crops, Jy 22, 10:3
FORGERIES, See specific type of fraud involving
forgery as checks
FORGERY
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons
were arrested
Anna Vanosdale, Ja 1, 2:2
Mathew Brent, Ja 1, 2:2
Mabel Goodwin, F 10, 3:3
Ira Hendrix and 3 others, Ap 8, 10:1
Margaret Thompson, Ap 5, 12:2
Ada Godard, Ap 26, 12:2
Carl Von Storch, N 11, 5:7
Harris Mandsfield, N 22, 2:3
FORSTER, CLYDE
Suicide, Jy 23, 8:5
FORSEY, HARRY
Found guilty of petit larceny, sentence
suspended, Ap 8, 10:3
FORTIGHTLY CLUB.
Electors officers, F 7, 6:1
FRANKLIN, See names of orgs
FRANKLIN, FRANKLIN R
States reasons for becoming tramp, N 5, 12:1
FOSSE, GEORGE
Arrested on chg of cutting with intent to
wound, D 9, 5:2
FOSBERRY, GEORGE H
Will probated, Mr 6, 1:3
FOSTER, CHARLES (Mt Vernon)
Convicted for burglary, brother Clarence’s
trial begins, Mr 8, 18:5
Arrested and sentenced for robbery of William
Goodwin, Jy 29, 2:2
Foster, Charles
Named in breach of contit suit by Martha J Healy,
D 21, 12:2
Foster, H C
Held in murder of Max Karracini, D 24, 10:4
Foster, ISRAEL M
Withdraws support from candidacy of W H Taft
for pres, Mr 7, 7:2
Foster, Joseph
Death, Jy 12, 8:4; will probated, Jy 22, 1:6
Foster (Mr & Mrs), Lester
Killed, son injured in train-auto collision,
Jy 23, 5:1
Foster, Ruth
Rescued from religious sect, My 8, 1:5
Foster, William M
Murdered, Floyd Allen found guilty, My 17, 1:8
FOSTER, OHIO
Seating of William H Ralston as mayor subject
to ruling of atty-gen Hogan, Jy 1, 2:5:
Mayor Bradner refuses to turn over office to
Ralston, Jy 2, 7:2; buster proceedings against
Bradner believed filed in wrong county,
Ja 5, 14:3; Bradner resigns, council accepts
bond of Mayor-elect Ralston, Ja 10, 7:3
Located in 3 counties, presents problem in
local option election, My 16, 4:6
FOTI, FRANK
Held on chg of receiving stolen property,
F 23, 11:3, released, F 24, 10:1
FOUCAS CAPE
Destroyed by fire, D 11, 1:7
FOUCH, MRS, CERR
Files slander warrant against Mrs Breckenridge,
F 27, 10:4
FOURTH OF JULY. See Independence Day
FOURREY, W JAY
Fined on theft chg, F 21, 12:3
FOWLER, CHARLES B
Held to grand jury on bad check chg, Ja 11, 6:2
FOWLER, KENNETH
Named as Martin McVicar in damage suit, Ag 27,
10:2
FOWLER, WILLIAM
Held on chg of disorderly conduct, My 21, 3:2
FOX, E J
Fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 10:1
FOX, ROSE
State files amended petition in suit against
Penna and CAC RR for damages in death,
Mr 12, 1:6
FOX MILL BOX CO
Boiler explosion investigated by state, Mr 5,
8:8
FOY, EARL
Suicide, My 5, 10:1
FRACKIN, VINCENT
Barbershop robbed, D 16, 9:3
FRAT, HENRY
Sues wife Kate for divorce, Ap 8, 10:3
FRALICK, MICHAEL
Pleads not guilty to assault and battery chg,
Ag 22, 1:7
Named by Joseph F etling in personal damage
suit, S 18, 3:5
FRANCE, E E
Property damaged by fire, F 12, 1:2
FRANCE, OSCAR B
Partnership dissolution suit by Fred I
Botzum continued, Mr 7, 8:1; loses verdict,
Ap 4, 1:4
FRANCIE, ADELPH
Arrested and fined for disorderly conduct,
D 10, 14:3
FRANCIS, JAMES B
Asks penitentiary officials for permission to
give blood transfusion to wife, Mr 6, 1:4
FRANCIS, STEPHEN & CO
Damaged by fire, Mr 13, 1:4
FRANCK, CHARLES
Held on chg of shooting Von Roeker, D 16, 1:4
FRANK, JOE
Room ransacked, S 2, 3:5
FRANK, JOHN C
Apted member of library bd by Mayor Hookwall,
Ja 8, 3:5
FRANK, JULIUS
Attends annual meeting of county cooms of
Ohio, Ja 12, 3:6
FRANKEL (MRS), JOSEPH
Injured in all car-auto collision, Jy 5, 1:8
FRANKLIN PRIVILEGE. See Postal Service – U S
FRANKLIN, MILLARD RIEHAN (Franklin)
Confined to Summit county detention home as
drug pediatric, N 6, 7:2; sent to Mary Day
nursery for treatment, N 9, 1:3
FRANKLIN, CHARLES
Death, Ap 12, 7:1; funeral, Ap 13, 2:5; will
filed, Ap 20, 11:2
FRANKLIN, CHARLES D
Fined for speeding, My 28, 1:8
FRANKLIN, JOHN
Frustrates robbery, Mike Nelson held, N 11, 1:3
FRANKLIN, MABEL
Injured when auto overturns, Jy 10, 3:2
FRANKLIN, MILLARD RIEHAN. See Franklin, Millard
RIEHAN
FRANKLIN IN BROS
Names Steve Vinnich in collection suit, F 21,
2:6
Losses collection suit by Fremont E Lyons,
Mr 7, 8:1
Names NOTAL co in damage suit, D 9, 5:2
FRANKLIN COUNTY
See also Courts
Charles Resch elected Sheriff, N 9, 4:3
FRANKOY, JOHN
Arrested and fined for fighting, J 24, 10:2
FRANCOVIC, KATA
Arrested on adultery chg, J 25, 1:8; fined, J 26, 1:8
FRANS, JULIUS. See Summit County - Elections - Coroner
FRANTZ BODY MFG CO.
Wins suit by Frederick W Anderson, Ap 9, 9:4
FRARY (MRS), CORA
Asks ct to take chg of 3 chldren, F 9, 18:2
FRARY, LINDSLEY E.
Sued for divorce by wife Cora M, N 2, 1:5; temporary allowance allowed wife, N 4, 3:3; divorced, Ap 19, 10:2
FRASER, E B (Barberton)
Arrested for theft, J 9, 10:3
FRATERNAL ORDS. See names
FRAUDS
See also specific kinds
AKRON
Clifford Crow held, Joe Mahone sought on conversion chg, J 26, 14:3
Jacob A C Goliner held, J 31, 5:2
Mrs Dudley Buck accosted on chg of defrauding insurance, J 26, 12:6
Karl Quest arrested, J 10, 16:1
Mrs Francis W Hunterchek chs on fraudulent receipt of blind pension funds, J 9, 3:4
Pub warned against woman soliciting money to obtain release of son from reform school, S 20, 1:3
Baja Latatich defrauded, Tosa Bjergjekvick held, D 30, 1:3
William Pate Indicted for presenting false bill, N 16, 12:4
Akron Grocery co swindled, Harry Wendell and 2 others held, D 16, 9:4
BARBERTON
John Jurca arrested for attempt to defraud boarding house, F 12, 10:4
Harry H Williams arrested, Ap 16, 14:3
BELLEFONTAINE
Mrs Ella Williams indicted for note forgery, F 15, 3:3
J Frank Palmer found not guilty of obtaining money under false pretenses, S 30, 10:6
BOWLING GREEN
Dr J C Snyder held on note forgery chg, F 3, 2:1
CANTON
William W Shaver sought on forgery chg, J 1, 3:4
CLEVELAND
Noncross Marble victim of alleged payroll swindle, Pros John A Cline investigates, My 11, 10:2
Mike Naas fleeced by money bundle switch trick, My 28, 14:5
David Nater swindled in horse deal, My 30, 5:5
GENEVA
Citizens warned against swindlers who sell false tree restorers, My 5, 8:2
Thomas Burns arrested, D 27, 11:2
RAVENA
Opal Taylor and Harriet Jones dismissed on chg of defrauding insurance, J 26, 12:6
WARSAW
Wallace Zohorn held on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, Jy 15, 2:3
YOUNGSTOWN
Visiting nurses assn victim of 2 youths collecting for charity donation, 1 youth offers to return money, N 6, 5:5
Ralph Van Cloud sentenced 2 months, S 19, 8:3
Ston Packing co swindled in sales deal, N 23, 14:3
FREELAND, THEODORE
Arrested for disorderly conduct, attempts escape, S 25, 2:3
FREDERICK (MRS), BRUCE
Burned in gasoline explosion, J 20, 4:3
FREDERICK, CHRISTIAN
Suicide, J 9, 16:5
FREEDOM, L J
Addresses Sunday school supts' assn, S 26, 2:4
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS, See Civil Liberties
FREEDUMP, EDWARD
Injured when car is derailed, J 5, 2:4
FREEMAN (MRS) (Gent)
Resigns as postmistress, J 2, 9:4
FREEMAN, L R
Killed by interurban, por, My 25, 1:1; funeral, My 27, 3:5; eulogy, My 28, 12:3
FREER, CLINTON M
Sued for divorce by wife Della, F 13, 10:2; decree granted, Ap 13, 1:3
FREETER, ALBERT
Auto damaged when it strikes water plug, S 11, 6:1
FREIBERG, LOUIS D
Held in auto death of Harry Robert Steigman, J 26, 1:4; pleads not guilty to manslaughter chg, My 20, 1:8; arraigned, J 7, 18:2; released, J 18, 10:1
FREIER, LED
Confesses to bigamy in marriage to Alice Brok, Ag 17, 10:1
FREIGHT. See Railroads
FREILICH, SOL
Estate interest lost by Dolph and Gazel Grossner, D 24, 3:3
FREI, WM
Confers with C of C officials on plan to make Akron Eastern point in Great Amer Circuit race, My 4, 5:5
FRENCH (MRS), CARRIE
Injured when wood splinter strikes eyeball, N 16, 3:2
FRENCH, EDWARD
Arrested on chg of adulterating food, Ap 24, 5:2
FRENCH, HAROLD W
Held for speeding, My 28, 1:7; fined, My 29, 10:5
FREITZ, ELLEN CLAUDE
Files answer to divorce petition of wife Myrtle, F 1, 5:6
FREY (FROS), GEORGE L
Arrested on chg of contempt of ct, S 7, 3:4; released on peace bond, S 7, 11:6
FRIEBERG, LOUIS D. See Freiberger, Louis D
FRIEDERICH, ADAM
Proposes limiting Ohio legs to 2 month session, N 29, 4:4
FRIEDLAND, DAVID
Injured by auto, J 3, 7:2
FRIEDELEN (MRS), HARRY H
Assaulted, Dennis Connors held, D 4, 1:4
FRIEDMANN, SAMUEL
Assaulted, Carl McCormick fined, F 13, 10:5
FRISCH, LOUIS J
Named in suit to recover money deposited by Arthur G Wood as auto sales agent, J 9, 1:1
FRITZ, ERVIN D
See also Ohio - Elections - Judiciary
Speaks at Single Tax assn meeting, J 24, 2:1
Debates with Prof O E Dill on com. form of city govt, D 10, 3:1
FRITZ, FREDERICK W
Wins judgment in suit against Clyde Grim, My 8, 3:1
FRITZ, HAROLD
Arrested on chg of discharging firearms within city limits, D 5, 14:3
FRITZ, JOHN (George)
Burned in Butler county courthouse fire, My 14, 1:7; dies, My 19, 3:3
FRITZ, JULIUS
Pleads guilty to chg of carrying concealed weapons, sentence reserved, N 26, 5:5; fined, N 27, 3:4
FRIZZELL, HERBERT
Released on bond in assault and battery case, D 16, 9:3
FROMM, WERNER J
Sued for divorce by wife Catharina, J 8, 11:4
FRONT STREET (Cuyahoga)
Residents pay expanse of installing electric lights, 0 19, 9:2
FRONZ, W.
Hotel and restaurant destroyed by fire, F 20, 1:1
FRUIT
See also specific kinds
Summit county trees damaged by cold wave, Ja 20, 5:4
Value of planting trees in poultry runs, feature article, My 22, 5:3
Proper methods of pruning and spraying trees demonstrated by Albert L Walters, Hudson, Ap 10, 3:2
Akron and requiring protection from flies and dust declared valid, Ag 1, 12:5
FRUIT GROWERS ASSN, OTTAWA COUNTY
Organized, Ja 22, 5:2
FYRE, ERVIN D
Judgment suit brought by W A Raub & Sons dismissed, Ap 2, 1:1
FYRE, F M
Robbed, J 25, 1:8
FYRE, LEO
Arrested for non-support, Ag 13, 1:6
FUCHS, WILLIAM
Building at 110 E Mill st condemned by Ohio fire marshal, Ag 6, 1:6
FUCHS, ANNA M
With Albert D Wilcox names City of Akron and Summit county in suit to prevent collection of tax assessments, Ja 11, 12:3; Ja 12, 5:1
FUEL. See specific kinds
FUEGERSTEIN, GEORGE F
Appeals conviction of practicing dentistry without license, F 24, 3:2
FULLER, CLARENCE
Drums when cane upset, S 16, 9:2
FULTER, HUGH
Held for juvenile ct of Toledo, N 27, 2:5
FULTER (REV), S F (Lewis)
Misses, F 5, 3:5; F 6, 12:4; search continues, F 10, 1:4; body believed found, N 23, 11:2
FULTERSON, JOHN
Killed when interurban hits rig, D 9, 2:3
FULLINGTON, EDWARD M. See Ohio - Elections - Auditor
FULTON, JOHN
 Arrested, pleads not guilty to arson chg., N 27, 7:3
FULTON, R C
Injured in train wreck, 0 24, 10:4
FULTON, WALTERS
Completes contract with Massillon bos of trade to move plant from Canal Fulton, Ap 6, 2:3
FUNERAL DIRECTORS', AND EMBALMERS' ASSN, OHIO
Elects officers, My 25, 3:6
FUNERAL SERVICES. See names of persons
FUNK, A M
Slays wife, attempts suicide by shooting, D 24, 2:7
FUNK (DR) - ISAAC K
Pre-death promise to send messages from the dead, ed (Coles Dispatch), Ap 10, 4:2
FUNK, JOSIAH
Will filed, My 15, 2:1
FUNSTON INN
Damaged by fire, F 9, 20:4
FURNACE ST
Property owners petition that Howard St dead-end be opened, Mr 12, 2:2
Proposed paving, My 28, 7:1
FURNACES, See names of cos
FURNITURE
See also names of firms and orgs
Employees of Gallia Furniture Co. walk-out, Ag 24, 2:6
FURNITURE DEALERS, OHIO ASSN OF
Annual convy, Dayton, F 13, 8:1
FURS, See names of furrriers

GABLE (MR & MRS.), DANIEL
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, D 19, 6:1
GABLE, BOY
Arrested on chg of disorderly conduct, N 11, 5:8
CABRIELE, NICK
Killed in auto-motorcycle collision, William Cottigan held, Ag 19, 1:4
GAGE, SAMUEL
Ras robbed, Ag 23, 1:3
GAGLIONE, MICHAEL
Sought in stabbing of Louis Tryan and Battista Netro, F 21, 12:3
GALBREATH, CHARLES B
Nominated for sec of Ohio constitutional conv by A Ross Read, Ja 10, 8:2
GALBREATH, E E
Arrested on chg of misapplication of funds, My 2, 1:1
GALE, ALVA H
Divorced by wife Maude L, D 6, 17:3
GALE, LOUIS
Burned to death with son Frank when gasoline covered water ignites, My 2, 1:1
GAILBRIDGE, DAVID
Named in judgment suit by Wayne Nat'l bank, F 17, 2:5, case dismissed, F 24, 10:2
GALL, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Mary, N 1, 1:8; decree granted, My 11, 11:4
GALL, JOHN
Edmund P Russell pleads not guilty to chg of contributing to delinquency, N 25, 12:2
GALLAGHER, FRANK
Held for Weaner authorities on arson chg, Ja 4, 1:3
GALLAGHER, JOHN
Shot and wounded, Mrs Mary McCarthy held, Mr 23, 14:1
GALLAGHER, THOMAS (Casey)
Parole protested by Judge Stroup, Ja 6, 8:3
GALLIA COUNTY
State Exam Godfried condemns bd of educ for lending money to seminary, Ja 13, 2:3
GALLIA FURNITURE CO
Employees strike, Ag 24, 2:6
GALLIPOLIS, OHIO
See also Weather
Frank Casey recaptured after escape from jail, F 15, 3:3
David C Roberts apted chief of police by Mayor Cadet, Ap 3, 6:3; Ap 5, 8:1
GALLOWAY, CHARLES W
Apted gen mg of B & O rr system, Ap 20, 5:4
GALLOWAY, ROSS
Killed by lightning, Jy 20, 5:1
GAMBIER BANKING CO, See Lybarger, Ulyses S
GAMBLING
GENERAL
Mayor Frank W Rockwell orders Police Chief John Durkin to enforce laws, F 3, 1:7
Notority given city by Akron Press criticized, ed, F 16, 4:1
Crusade to stop vice started by Mayor Lytle, Wadsworth, Mr 23, 10:1
Lake vessels ordered by fed authorities to remove all devices, Cleve, Jy 10, 7:4
Argument against indulging in a sucker game, ed, Ag 2, 4:1

LAW VIOLATIONS
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named were arrested
Akron
Rudolph Walters, Mr 1, 16:1
Jesse Lysiak, Jy 15, 8:3
Okey Turner and 2 others, Ag 14, 2:4
Mike Nink and 3 others, J 3, 7:1
George Black and Theodore Shelley, O 30, 14:1
Alliance
Fourteen arrested in raid, Ap 8, 1:3
Barberton
Slemon, Mike Smith, and Mike Sovich, Ap 3, 14:1
Richard R Brooks, Jy 4, 5:5
Cleveland
Robert Porter saloon raided, Jy 17, 12:3
Sandusky
Cooper Martin, N 4, 12:5

GARAGE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL (cont)
CARMINDA FALLS
Ohio bd of health notifies city to abandon Gay river as refuse dump, D 24, 8:1
NILES
Sanitary conditions deplorable, D 22, 3:3
GARBER, HARVEY C
Elected vp of Ralston Steel Car Co, D 13, 15:4
GARCELY, JULIA
Burned by acid, Jy 8, 1:4
GARDNER, DB
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 10, 2:8; fined, D 19, 14:3
GARO (JUDGE), WARREN
Files expense acct in campaign for election to US house of rep, N 10, 4:4
GARDAM, HARRY
Killed when elevator cable breaks, N 25, 10:2
GARDENS AND GARDENING
See also Lawns; names of orgs
Successful methods, feature article, N 29, 9:1
GARINER, CHARLES, See Miller, Cleo
GARINER, E S
Fleeced by gamblers, police start investigation to recover money, Ap 24, 2:4
GARDNER, JOHN
Barn destroyed by fire, Ag 23, 2:6
GARDNER, J W AND GRACE
Named in collection suit by Central Savings & Trust Co, Mr 22, 1:3
GARINER ARTIFICIAL LUMBER CO
Named by Paul Pritzel in breach of contr suit, S 13, 10:3; case appealed, S 27, 2:4
GARGLEFIELD, JAMES R
Defends The-bore Rousevelt in fight against crooked business and crooked politics, Ag 24, 5:5
Named temporary chair of Ohio progressive party conv, Ag 26, 11:1; speaks at rally at Bellefontaine, O 31, 5:2
GARFERU, ARTHUR L, See Ohio - Elections - Gov; Progressive Party; U S - Elections - Pres
GARFORD AUTO CO
John N Willis purchases controlling interest, Jy 9, 5:1
GARIE, MIKE
Fined for assault and battery chg filed by Barnhill, Ap 12, 14:3
GARLE, TDA
Found unconscious from asphyxiation, Ja 19, 1:3
GARLESIK, JOHN
Fined for beating wife, Mr 9, 3:4
GARLAND, EDWARD
With Josias King names Farmer-Deibel Oil and Gas co and others in suit, contr acctg
asked, Jy 13, 3:8
GARRENT, DEWIT C, See Summit County - Elections - Judiciary
GARRENT, E L
Claims honor of possessing oldest newspaper in existence, Ap 23, 2:4
GARMIN (MRS), JERI
Criminal assault attempted, Ap 12, 1:1; assailant sought, Ap 13, 1:1

GARMENT INDUSTRY
See also Hats; names of cos
Crown Overall co employees strike, Cinti, M 23, 11:7
Low wages blamed for strikes, ed, Jy 17, 4:1
William Hayden describes labor victory at Lawrence (Mass) mills, predicts org of Akron rubber workers, S 19, 2:3

GARNER, DANIEL
Chg of cruelty to animals dismissed, F 8, 10:4

GARNER, MIKE
Arrested for fighting, Ap 8, 1:2

GARRETT, JOE
Res damaged by dynamite blast, Ralph Vellari held, F 27, 12:3

GARRETT, MIKE
Fined for intoxication, Mr 13, 5:7
GARRETT, SHELDON
Sued for divorce by wife Jessie, N 30, 1:2
GARRETT, STANLEY
Killed by auto, Jy 5, 16:4

GARRY, HARRY
Injured when taxicab overturns, Jy 12, 9:3

GARTLEY, MYRTLE
Injured in st-car-interurban collision, O 26, 14:4

GARVER (MRS), JESSIE (Mrs Jesse Garver)
Body exhumed to determine cause of death, daughter Grace held on juvenile delinquency chg, N 22, 8:2; N 23, 5:3

GARVER, JOHN
Intoxication chg dismissed, Jy 31, 10:4
GARY, WILLIAM (Gary)
Pleads guilty to robbery chg. bound to prebct, O 30, 7:6; revd suspended sentence, N 2, 13:4

GAS
See also Accidents - Asphyxiation - Explosions; names of cos.

AKRON
East Ohio Gas co delays improving and extending service pending Clev rate settlement, Ag 7, 8:5; munc subway for mains endorsed, ed, Ag 7, 4:1; illus, 5:1; co seeks loan to connt extns, Ag 16, 1:6; applies to Ohio pub service comm for permission to purchase Akron Gas co and Mahican Gas co, S 10, 9:2; merger protested, S 11, 1:1; consumers assured no rate rise if PUCO allows merger, S 14, 1:1; city solicitor Taylor lists precautions for considering city's approval of merger, S 17, 1:7; city assured of needed trunk line extns if it approves merger, S 24, 1:2; city officials oppose merger, S 1, 1:14; Mahican Gas co asked to give explanation of increase in rates by PUCO, O 8, 5:1; explanation, O 11, 2:8;
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GAS - AKRON (cont)
music ownership of plant considered, D 15, 14:3; PUCO criticizes East Ohio delay in merger action, D 16, 1:4; Mayor Rockwell signs resolution for investigating music operation, D 17, 1:1; low rate bid by Clev Vapor Light co makes music plant impractical, D 25, 16:2; value of Mahican holdings declared too high in pre to PUCO, N 8, 1:4; East Ohio asks additional bond issue to secure Mahican holdings, N 11, 8:5; PUCO approves deal, N 12, 1:7; approval of merger with Akron Gas delayed, N 13, 1:1; council approves negotiations for purchase of Akron Gas co, Mayor Rockwell opposes, N 16, 1:3; Akron street lighting contr awarded to Clev Vapor Light co by council, N 26, 1:3; contr awarded, D 10, 1:8

ALLIANCE
Music ownership awarded by Mayor Speidel, Ja 4, 8:5

CLEVELAND
Shortage causes suffering, Ja 6, 8:1
East Ohio Gas co begins work on gas mains from W Va fields to Clev, D 2, 2:4

JEFFETT
Supply shut off by F W Donaldson, Mr 27, 3:2

NORTHFIELD
Well located on John D Chapman property, Ja 6, 2:4

ST CLAIRSVILLE
Discovered property of John Rothegeb, N 21, 10:1

SANDUSKY
High pressure main breaks causing suspension of work in factories and elec light plant, Ja 17, 7:2

TOLEDO
Shortage causes many mfg cos to close down, Ja 5, 1:5
Toledo Rail & Light co files complaint with Ohio Public service comm against council's passage of orl lowering gas rate, Mr 20, 7:1

UNITED STATES
Bill to put cos under jurisdiction of ICC introduced by Sen Pomerene at request of city council, Ag 16, 1:2

WAUSON
J A Sloan awarded contr to furnish gas for light and heat, firm name changed to Napoleon & Wauson Gas co, Ag 26, 3:7
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GASOLINE
See also names of cos; wholesale price increases, F 5, 3:3
GATCHELL, WORTH T
Sues wife Grace for divorce, Mr 20, 3:2
GATES, HENRY C
Tax assessing injunction suit against City settled, Mr 8, 3:1
GATES, JOHN
Hold on open chg, Ja 11, 1:8
GATES, RUTH
Injured when auto overturns, Ja 11, 1:4
GAVERT, JAMES
Res damaged by fire, D 4, 10:1
GATZ, FRANK
Sued for divorce by wife Henrietta, Mr 22, 11:2; case dismissed, Mr 23, 2:6
GAUBRECHT, CHARLES J.
Sees saleback, Charles J.
GAUTHIER, JOHN W
Losses verdict in restraining order suit brought by City, Ap 4, 1:4
GAUTHIER, CELESTIN
 Held in New York on chgs of intoxication and disorderly conduct, Ap 24, 1:3
GAVER (MRS), JESSIE
See Garver (Mrs), Jessie
GAYLORD, CHARLES J.
See Summit County - Elections - Commit
GAYLORD, MARTIN
Barn destroyed by fire, S 2, 2:6
GAYNOR, WILLIS W
Death, Ap 6, 3:3; will filed, Ap 11, 12:2
GAYNOLE, H H
Property attached by US govt, Mr 1, 10:1
GEAR, FRANK N
Murdered, John Phillips held, found to be insane, F 23, 20:2
GEHRER, JAMES P
GEHR, SUSAN
Will filed for probate, Mr 15, 2:1
GEORGE COUNTY
See also Schools
Peter Small elected comm, N 7, 3:1
GEER, HENRY C
Named by Tryphena Harand in breach of contr suit, S 21, 5:7
GEIBES, JOSEPH
Resigns as 8th ward councilman, Ja 9, 1:6; Ja 11, 6:3
Apptd city eng by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 11, 3:7
GEIDER, JOHN
Injured by machinery while working in stone quarry, S 14, 2:4
GEIS, WILLIAM L
Res robbed, Ja 13, 8:4
GEISINGER (MR & MRS), GEORGE
Escapes injury when runaway horse collides with auto, S 17, 12:1

GEOSSER, ISAAC
Grocery store robbed, D 30, 12:1

GEOSSER, JOHN
Injured in auto-motorcycle collision, D 21, 1:1

GELBACH, CHARLES J (Gaubrecht)
Hold on suspicion, Jy 22, 10:3

GENESE, GEORGE
Arrested with 2 others on suspicion, Jy 19, 7:2

GENGE, SANTILL
Released on bond in cutting chg, F 9, 8:3; sentenced, F 15, 1:5

GENERAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO
Bd of educ will force compliance with school heating contr, My 29, 1:1

GENERAL FOUNDRY CO
Creditors file claims for appt of receiver, N 28, 10:3

GENEVA, OHIO
See also Schools
Ord for closing snow from strs advocated by Mayor Trukeye, D 5, 12:5

GENIER, JACOB
Stabbed, My 28, 3:2

GENRESE, LOUIS
Store robbed, Ja 2, 1:7

GENTRY, CHALON
Murdered, Robert Irvin held, Ja 4, 8:4

GEORGE, ALFRED
Sued for divorce by wife Mollie, D 17, 5:1

GEORGE, BASHA
 Held for assault on Steve Radosmithe, Je 15, 2:5

GEORGE, CHARLES
Found dead, coroner investigates, Ap 22, 8:4

GEORGE, LEFTY
Sought by police on chg of abducting gypsy girl, F 26, 12:2

GEORGE, MICHAEL
Slain by unidentified man, S 30, 10:6

GEORGE, WILBAM
Robbed, James Nader held, O 21, 12:3

GERBRICK, NICK
Chg of disorderly conduct dismissed, Ja 19, 9:2
GERLACH (MAJ.), FRANK C.
See also Boys' Indus School, Lancaster
Reapptd Lancaster Boys' Indus School super, Mr 23, 4:5

GERLICH, MIKE
Held on disorderly conduct chg, Ja 15, 8:3

GERMANN, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Mr 13, 5:7

GERMANN (MR & MRS), JOHN
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, Je 29, 6:2

GERMANY-AMERICAN CO
Named with Paul E Werner in collection suit by First Natl bank, D 14, 1:1; loses verdict, D 17, 14:3
GERMAN CLUB
Hears oral recital by Ludwig Hess, F 21, 6:3
Campaign for members, N 15, 1:3

GERMAN FIRE INS CO
Sup ct affirms decision of suit against A M Stewart, My 28, 1:7

GERMAN MISSION SOCIETY
Issued bldg permit for ch, Ap 27, 9:5

GERMAN REFORMED CH
Synod meetings, J 19, 3:4; S 20, 1:4

GERMAN MALLACOE COLLEGE (Berea)
Rec gifts totaling $30,000, Ja 19, 11:2

GERRES, HENRY
Fined for intoxication, Je 18, 7:3

GERSTNER, TULLIE
Injured by lightning, Jy 6, 7:2

GESCHER, CLINTON H
Inculcated on perjury chg, N 23, 5:3

GETTES (MRS), CATHERINE
Rec damaged by fire, N 19, 10:1

GETTALO, JOHN
Assessment suit against City settled, My 10, 12:2

GETZ, EMMA

GETZ, WILLIAM
Addresses Kent Bd of Trade on Portage county, D 4, 7:1

GEYER, GEORGE
Sues wife Doreena for divorce, D 10, 5:1

GEYER HARDWARE CO
Destroyed by fire, F 28, 1:1

GENT, R D
See Roads

GHTA, JOHN
See Blenda, John

GINCANTORI, SUSIE
Drowning, Jy 27, 1:3

GIBBINS, JOHN
Killed in train-auto collision, S 10, 1:1

GIBBS, RAY
Killed in truck crash, Ja 5, 14:3

GIBNEY, JACK
Killed in train-auto collision, S 11, 1:3

GIBSON, JAMES D
Named in collection suit by Charles W Rice, My 11, 1:5; case continues, Ap 30, 1:7

GIBSON, JAMES H
Named in money suit by Leo D Schroy, My 11, 9:1

GIBSON (MRS), JENNIE
Success, D 2, 2:5

GIBSON, JOHN C
Sued by Electa A Alling for judgment on promissory note, Ja 17, 6:2; losses suit, My 6, 5:6
Named by Feltos co in collection suit, F 21, 2:6

GIBSON, MARY
Killed by train, Ag 5, 1:4; parents suspect foul play, authorities disagree, Ag 12, 8:3

GIBSON HOUSE (Contd)
Destroyed by fire, D 11, 1:7; wall collapses, five injured, D 18, 1:9

GIBSON BIRD, OHIO
George Kirsch resigns as mayor, Ja 3, 5:4

GIBSONBURG ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO
Telephone exch known as Seneca Tel co destroyed by fire, F 28, 1:1

GICHA, JOE
Injured by fall into pit at 8 F Goodrich co, Ja 30, 10:2

GIDEON SOCIETY
Sponsors addresses by Fred S Goodman and Dr O S Davis on influences of bible, distributes bibles to hotels, N 10, 3:1

Giffin, DEMPSEY D
Sued for divorce by wife Emma C, Je 20, 1:7

Giffin, J L
Dance hall damaged by Schumacker bldg fire, Jy 18, 1:3

Gifford, BENJAMIN
Suit brought by Albert B Smith goes to ct, Ap 3, 1:5

Gifford, EDWARD
Divorce granted wife Wilhelmina, F 3, 1:4

Gifford, J H
Regulation asked of Gov Harmon for his return to Indiana to face grand larceny chg, F 5, 1:1

GIFTS & BEQUESTS
See also Endowments; names of donors

Gill receives gift from John D Ruckefer, Ja 1, 1:5

Germon-hall coll recs gifts totaling $30,000, Ja 19, 11:2

Jacob W Wilbur 54 lots to city of Cuyahoga, Mr 27, 2:3

Chauncey Salsbury share of estate to Granger Disciple ch, Mr 27, 2:1

Mrs Henry Gross brook mfg machinery to Summit county Blind assn, S 5, 1:7

A M Barber share in estate to Harriett B Austin, S 24, 1:6

Dr E J Konitz galvanic static generator to Medworth schools, 0 25, 14:2

Martha Shaw Walsh; chair to John Conley, N 12, 1:7

GILBERT, ARTHUR
Suits against Cyrus Baker, F 29, 8:5

GILBERT, E C
Bitten by dog, Ap 27, 9:5

GILBERT, GAY F
Sued for divorce by wife Mary M, N 20, 12:2

GILBERT, LYLE
Killed in dynamite blast, Ja 3, 5:1

GILBO, LED
Fined for operating auto unreasonably, Ja 6, 1:5

GILBO, W J
Named with Akron Machine co in collection suit by Harry G Ream, Mr 15, 10:3

GILCHRIST, E C
Killed by train, D 11, 8:2

GILES, CLARENCE
Disappears following robbery of Ben Tanner, Ap 22, 12:2

GILDERSON, ROBERT (Portsmouth)
Contests embezzlement of YMCA funds, resigns as sec, Ja 3, 5:4

Gille, CHARLES F
Wins property suit against C C Barnes, My 8, 5:6

Gillen, EDWARD
Resigns from eng dept, F 2, 1:1; F 15, 1:2

Gilles, LAWRENCE
Injured by motorcycle, Jy 30, 2:3

Gille, ELVYN E
Injured in motorcycle-glugy collision, N 5, 1:2

Gillen, William J
Sued by Erastus H Mather, Jy 2, 10:5

Gill, HUGH
Fined for intoxication, N 20, 5:4

GILMAN, MORRIS
Captured as fugitive from Lancaster reformatory, Mr 30, 3:1; 5:7

GILMIRE, LA VERN
Overcome by escaping steam, Jy 2, 10:4

GILMORE, ROBERT
See Peters, Robert

GILMIRE, WILLIAM J
Killed by train, J 2, 10:5

GILSON, RICHARD
See Elections, Jy 6, 1:8

Gingerly, ELVYN E
Sued for divorce by wife Ella, Mr 13, 12:1

Ginn & Co
Contr for Cleve school books opposed by printers' union, Jy 10, 6:5

GINSING FAM CO
Elects officers, Ap 2, 6:3

Ginsburg meeting, My 4, 1:7

GINTHER, RALPH
Wins senior Ahtoon prize contest at Buickel coll, Ja 6, 8:1

GINTHER, JOHN
Names Louise and Allen T Richards in collection suit, My 7, 8:8

GINTZ, HARRISON
Granted bldg permit for apt, Ag 19, 8:2

GIORDANO, ESPOINO
Arrested on chg of circulating counterfeit money, S 3, 1:1; dismissed, S 5, 1:5

GIRLS (See Children; Juvenile Delinquency; Morals; women; names of inst & orgs)

GIRLS' INDUSTRIAL HOME, DELAWARE
Donority plan proposed by Ohio bd of admin, opposed by women's orgs, Ag 5, 4:4

Charlotte Dye aptd matron, conditions rapidly improved, N 4, 4:5

GIRLS' INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, MASSILION
Educ advantages praised, Ja 31, 8:2

GIRGYSZ, VIOLENE
Hold on embezzlement chg, O 30, 1:3

GLADEN, WILLIAM
Res robbed, Ag 15, 5:1

GLADWIN, MARY
Addresses DAR on dangers of splitting on sta, O 12, 6:5

GLAN, RITA
See Diseases

GLANZ, KATZEN
Racs suspended sentence for contributing to delinquency of Luchene Tapachuchi, Jy 10, 8:8

GLASS, WILLIAM
See Clermont County

GLASS, WILLIAM
See also names of cons

Niles Glass works employees walk out in objection to proposed transfer, N 14, 5:4

GLANTZ, SIMON
See De Haven, William

GLATFARM, KATHARINE
Awarded verdict in suit against Katharina Oossmann estate, Je 25, 7:3

GLIA, JULIUS
Sues against Louis Vucovich dismissed, My 3, 2:1

GLAZEBORO, GEORGE
Names Frank Bresciani and Thomas Hurzar in breach of contr. suit, F 26, 10:1

GLEASON, JOHN
Arrested for stealing ride on freight train, S 6, 1:6

GLENN (POSTMASTER), HERMAN (Cherry Grove)
Indicted for embezzling po funds, F 22, 1:1

GLENN BRIDGE (Cuy Falls)
See Bridges

GLENDALE PK
Improvement asked of council by pk com, Je 25, 2:4

GLENN (GEOV), R C
Addresses Silver Lake Chaotoona, Ag 9, 3:1

GLICK, ANNA
Names William B Board in personal damage suit, Jy 27, 2:3

GLICK, HARRY
Found guilty of Ralph Henderson murder, Ag 15, 5:2

GLICK, MICHAEL
Fined for disorderly conduct, Mr 14, 7:7

GLICKHAUF, HARRY
Hold on chg of suspicion of operating advertising swindle, F 8, 5:5

GLUCH, JULIUS
Suit against Charles C Botzum and William A Byrd for breach of contr dismissed for want of pros, Ap 12, 1:8

SNEMOIUK, BERNARDZ
Lost, returned to parents, Ag 27, 10:1
GOOD, LEWIS A  
Arrested on charge of contributng to delinquency of Josephine Heider, son caught on same chg., 
Jy 5, 14:1; pleas not guilty, Jy 6, 1:6
Arrested on suspicion while peddling silverware and clothes, Ag 27, 5:1; bound to 
common pleas ct for possesion of stolen goods; Ag 26, 3:3; convicted, N 20, 1:8
GOOD SAMARITAN EXH (Barberton) 
Solicits donations for poor, work of org, 
O 18, 3:3; race donations, O 21, 3:3; 
Furnishings aid, N 30, 3:8
GOODEN, RUSSELL (Russ)  
Saved from drowning by dog, F 16, 1:4
GOODHARTLEIGH, FRANK  
See TOTAL co
GOODSWERGER, JOHN W  
Named in collection suit by William H Morris, 
Jl 20, 8:2
GOODLAND MFG CO  
Opens plant at Kent, Jl 10, 10:3
GOODMAN, FRED S  
Addresses Gideon soc on bible as classic, 
N 18, 3:1
Delivers religious address, N 18, 10:2
GOODMAN, GEORGE  
Killed in train-interurban collision, Ag 6, 10:1
GOODNIGHT, JAMES  
Killed by auto; U 7, 3:2
GOODRICH, B F, CO  
See also Akron - Suits and Claims; Rubber - Labor Relations
Divids, Jl 17, 10:6; My 24, 13:8; Jy 24, 10:3
Purchases strip of land from state, F 15, 10:1
Bd of dirs seeks reorg of co, My 16, 1:7; 
approved by stockholders, My 27, 1:1; Incorporates, My 27, 1:7
Dentles merger with Diamond Rubber co, My 6, 
1:7; My 6, 1:7; merger recomended, My 13, 
1:6; discloses purchase, My 15, 1:3; My 16, 
1:9; Diamond stockholders affirm dual, 
My 26, 1:2
Reduces Ohio capital, My 22, 1:2
New pictonic day policy praised, My 24, 4:1
Losses damage suit to Edward Torne estate, 
0 30, 7:2
Clay C of C conducts tour through factory, N 1, 
1:1
Financial rept, N 20, 12:1
Resume of stock quotations, N 26, 2:2
Consolidation with U S Rubber co rumored, 
N 30, 1:7
GOODRICH, CHARLES  
Fined for assault on Lee Hollingshead, My 15, 2:7
GOODRICH, WILLIAM  
Killed by pitchfork, Jl 19, 9:2
GOODWIN, DON A  
Contributes $500.00 to fire dept pension fund, 
N 23, 10:1
GOODWIN, ELEONORE  
Estate named in collection suit by J W Lozier, 
My 31, 2:5
GOODWIN, JOHN H  
App'd bd insp by Mayor Rockwell, Jl 9, 3:5
Discusses housing before Charity Org soc, 
0 9, 1:7
GOODWIN, MABLE  
Arrested for fornication, case continued, 
F 10, 3:3
GOODWIN, WILLIAM  
Robbed, Charles Foster held, Jl 20, 2:2
GOOD YEAR, GEORGE  
Bitten by dog, Ap 12, 7:1
GOOD YEAR HOTEL (Bottserville)  
Destroyed with restaurant by fire, F 28, 1:1
GOOD YEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO  
EMPLOYEES AND OFFICIALS  
Technical club sponsors address on aviation 
by Harry N Atwood, Ja 2, 1:2
E J Samuel placed in chg of Lur adv, N 11, 2:3
Stockholders reject bd of directors, D 2, 12:3
FINANCES  
Increases capital stock, Ap 11, 1:1; Ja 1, 1:3
Issues new preferred stock, Ag 1, 5:2
Pledges 12 of gross receipts to fund for constr of 
coast to coast rd, O 5, 1:1
Declares divs, purchases Great Western Cereal 
co property, N 5, 1:7
Stock values increase, N 15, 11:3
GENERAL  
Develops own water supply, Jl 25, 2:1
Detroit branch destroyed by fire, F 13, 1:6; 
reconstitute started, Ap 29, 3:8
Cement room damaged by fire, F 15, 1:8
New hoop fully equipped, phos, feature 
article, My 29, 11:3
Plant 2 damaged by explosion, Ap 5, 1:4
Bicycle tires stolen, Alton Graham held, 
My 8, 2:7
Brews guard for new factory bldg, Jl 29, 1:7
Plans to build homes for employees, Jy 20, 5:2; 
lets contract for erection of 500 res, U 9, 3:1
Enters balloon in elimination race to represent 
U S in Gordon Bennett race, Jy 22, 1:1
Exchanges parcels of land with Akron and 
Barberton belt line, Jy 23, 8:5
Installs wireless station, Ag 7, 12:1
Office robbed, S 2, 5:1
Petitions city council to vacate Prune st, 
S 24, 2:4; request contested by petition 
submitted to council, 0 28, 8:4
Plant damaged by fire, S 27, 1:1
Anounces constr of additional bldg, S 27, 2:1
Robbery frustrated, 2 employees held, 0 16, 1:3
Org South Amer branch, N 3, 18:3
Issued permit for constr of new bldg, denies 
rumors of negotiations for purchase of 
Robinson Clay Products co, N 15, 1:7.
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GOSSLER, DAN
Suitecase stolen from buggy, Je 1, 5:5

GOSSLE, E
Tailor shop damaged by fire, Ja 17, 1:1

GOVERNMENT

See also govt headings
Speech by Pres Taft criticized, 1tr, Ap 20, 5:3
Address by William D Haywood on socialism, Sa, 30, 1:6

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

See subjects involved

COMER, JOHN
Advises youth to participate in sports, N 16, 1:1

CRAILE, EARL
Ras damaged by sewer blast, Mr 15, 14:3

GRABOWSKY POMER WAGON CO
Damaged by fire, My 27, 1:4

GRACE ME CH
Vincent bible class elects officers, Ja 4, 3:1
Rev H H Scott announces sermon topics for special services, Ap 5, 9:5
Holds last only conf., rept, D 20, 2:4

GRACE REFORMED CH
Men's bible class celebrates 4th anniv, O 21, 7:2

GRADE CROSSINGS
See Accidents - Railroads - Causes and Prevention

GRAY (MRS), W H
Attempts suicide by cutting throat, Mr 8, 18:5
GRAY, ALBERT A
Files counter suit to divorce petition of wife
Eliza, Ja 30, 2:2; decree granted, My 16, 2:3

GRAY, JACOB
Sued for divorce by wife Mary J, D 27, 14:6

GRAY, JOHN
Surrenders to police on non-support charge, F 13, 1:6; arraigned, F 18, 1:4; held at Summit county jail, Ap 26, 9:3; sentenced, Ap 30, 12:3

Sentenced for breaking parole, My 7, 9:3

GRAYF, DOMINICK
Arrested in white slave traffic, N 14, 1:1

GRAYTON, WILLIAM
Barn struck by lightning, destroyed by fire, Ap 22, 2:4

GRAYB, DEMETRIUS
Suicide, D 13, 18:1

GRAHAM, ALOIS

House on chp of stalling bicycle tires at
Goodyear Tire & Rubber co, My 6, 2:7

GRAHAM, GEORGE

Injured in interurban-buggy collision, U 9, 2:3

GRAHAM, JOHN
Divorce granted wife Anna, Ja 10, 3:5

GRAHAM, JOHN M (Lorain)
Drowned, My 6, 5:4

GRAHAM (FIRE LT), MICHAEL

Overcome with cold at fire, Ja 16, 1:6
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GRASSY, JOHN

Named in collection suit by Wayno Bldg & Loan
co, Ap 22, 1:4

GRAY, ALVA (Guy)
Slain, wife Lucy held, Je 20, 12:3

GRAY, ELMER B

Sued for divorce by wife Mamie, Je 25, 7:3;
decree granted, N 1, 20:3

GRAY (REV), FRANCIS A

Accepts pastorate of First Universalist ch, Ap 22, 1:6; installed, S 30, 10:1

Baccalaureate sermon to Kent coll students,
Ja, 17, 3:4

Addresses Akron ministers, D 9, 12:2

Seren, D 25, 3:6

GRAY, HARRY

Arrested for fighting, Je 25, 5:2

GRAY, JAMES N

Drowned, Je 14, 1:6

GRAY, ROBERT B

Missing, Ap 11, 5:2

GRAY, WILLIAM

Fined and sentenced suspended for assault on
Mrs John Benjamin & Mary Jenkins, F 15, 10:1

GRAY, WILLIAM (Zanesville)

Killed by falling rock in mine, My 7, 8:4

GRAYEM, C R

Appeal filed in suit for judgment by L J
Schott, F 2, 12:3

GREAT EASTERN FIRE CLAY CO

Three plants purchased by Natl Fire Proofing
co, Ja, 3, 5:4

GREAT WESTERN CEREA1 CO

Named in reissip suit by Charles S Gorman,
My 14, 1:1; recover apptd, My 15, 2:3; suit
dismissed, Je 25, 2:1

Property purchased by Goodyear Tire & Rubber
co, N 5, 1:7

GREENAU, MINNIE F

Names Constantine Lazar in collection suit,
N 30, 1:7

GREED, GEORGE

See Balkan War

GREED RED CROSS SOCIETY

Appeals for aid in war with Turkey, N 1, 9:1;
given donation by George Chekles, N 12, 9:4

GREEKS, See Balkan War; names of orgs

GREEN, ALEXANDER (Doc)

Granted unconditional pardon from penitentiary,
O 19, 10:1

GREEN (MAYOR), DAVID (Urbana)

Apprts approved by city council, Ja 5, 10:3

GREEN, FRANK

Chokes to death on peanut, My 8, 1:2

GREEN, HARRY

Injured in trolley car-auto collision, D 14, 5:3

GREEN, HENRY

House damaged by fire, Mr 6, 12:5

Names City of Akron and others in suit
improv assessment suit, N 7, 1:5; wins
verdict, Ap 17, 7:4

GREEN, HENRY

Named with Lena Grein in suit for restraining
possession of order, Je 14, 11:4

SELLS Kent opera house to Michael Hanley, D 3,
3:2

GREEN, ROBERT M

Collection suit against George Barker Long,
settled, Ap 17, 7:4

GREEN, WILLIAM

Refuses appeal as chief mine insp, Je 10, 2:6
Calls to W Va to help settle coal strike,
Ap 6, 3:3; Ag 7, 4:6

GREENBAUM, ALEXANDER S

Restraint suit against Bartholom Light and
Power company and others dismissed, N 12, 8:1

Named in appeal suit filed by Mohican Oil &
Gas co, My 30, 10:4

With Minnie Greenbaum names Charles Udicky
in injunction suit, Ja 27, 1:2

GREEN COUNTY

Harry Lee (John Walker) escapes from jail,
Mr 19, 12:3; N 21, 9:4
Phillip Matthews and Walter L Dean indicted
for bribery, Xania, Ap 5, 1:3

Nomination petition revoked by Sec of State
Graves, My 9, 4:5

GREENE, GEORGE

Auto stolen, D 14, 11:6

GREENWALD, I & E CO

Suit for receiv brought by William Greenwald,
F 23, 2:1

GREENWALD, MARIE

With William Greenwald named in collection
suit by W D'Neil, N 21, 16:2; D 12, 5:3

GREENWALD, WILLIAM

Sues for receiv against I & E Greenwald co,
F 21, 2:1

GREENWAT, WILLIAM H

Sued for divorce by wife Mary J, My 25, 2:5;
decree granted, Mr 11, 2:2

GREENWOOD (MRS), HANNAH

Robbed, Visaneta Hayes held, Mr 18, 10:1

GREEN, CHARLES M

Injured in auto accident, O 18, 7:7

GREEN, JAMES B

Sues wife Elizabeth for divorce, Ja 18, 1:7;
cross petition filed, N 2, 8:1

GREGORY, THOMAS M

Sues City of Akron, Ja 23, 5:5

GRISINGER, PAUL

Assaulted, John McMullen fined, N 9, 1:2

GREIMINGER, GEORGE

Recs suspended fine for intoxication, N 15,
18:1

GREEN (MRS), MARY

Murdered, Helina Hites sought, N 6, 10:3;
gun found, N 23, 1:1

GRÝBŒL, LEON R

Injured in fall from st car, My 27, 1:3
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GROSS, A
Horse stolen, John May held, Jy 16, 2:4
GROSS, EDWARD
Killed by train, Jy 5, 10:7
GROSS, EDWARD G
Sues wife Mary E for divorce, Jy 12, 11:4
GROSS, F W
Res damaged by fire, F 1, 10:4
GROSS, JOHN
Accidently shoots and kills son, F 19, 3:3
GROSS (RABBIT), L D
Discusses prostitution, N 23, 2:1; 1tr, D 2, 14:1
GROSSMAN PAWN SHOP
Damaged by fire, N 5, 2:7
GROSSNER, DOLPH
With Gazel Grossner loses interest in estate of Sol Frech, D 24, 3:3
GROSSENDER, CHARLES H
Files expense as candidate for delegate to repub natl conv from 11th Ohio cong dist, My 30, 5:3
GRIENBERG, GEORGE
Campaigns for relection of Pres Taft, O 26, 3:4
GRIEVE, HARRY
Killed by train, Ag 24, 1:5
GRIEVE CITY, OHIO
Township offices destroyed by fire, Ag 17, 1:3
GRIEVE HOTEL (Petersburg)
Damaged by fire, F 6, 3:4
GRIEVE, JOHN & SAM
See Blenda, John
GRIEVE, WALTER
Arrested on intoxication chg, Jy 22, 3:8
GRIEVE, SAMUEL
Dies of blood poisoning from horse bite, My 25, 11:6
GRIBB, JOHN D
Appeals verdict in collection suit against Lizzie Nowak to common pleas ct, Ag 22, 1:5; S 14, 8:6
GRIBER, FRANK
Sued for divorce by wife Clara, S 3, 2:1
GUARANTEED TITLE AND TRUST CO
With Nathan and Nora Sudikelson named by Bert A Downs in collection suit, Ag 33, 9:7
GUERTNER, CHARLES
Killed in fall from ladder, M 1, 16:1
GUERRE, HENRY
Sentenced to whsouse for wife beating, O 1, 7:6
GUINE, HENRY
Sued for divorce by wife Estella M, Ap 3, 3:3; decree granted, Jy 4, 2:4
GUINNESS, COUNTY
History outlined, My 1, 4:4
GUINNESS, COUNTY
History outlined, My 1, 4:4
GUINNESS, COUNTY
History outlined, My 1, 4:4
GUILDERMAN, STEVE
Losses collection suit to Mrs Julia Elliah, O 9, 10:1
GUYSE, CORNELIUS
Named by Pamela Chandler in collection suit, S 16, 7:1
GUYSE, CORNELIUS
Named by Pamela Chandler in collection suit, S 16, 7:1
H & H MFG CO
Incorporates, F 23, 18:1
HAAG, EMORY
Tool chest stolen, Ag 20, 1:2
HAAS, J.
Auto demolishes in collision with st, car, S 16, 12:1
HAASE, HERMAN
Addresses First Cong men's club on rubber, S 17, 8:2
HABER, PETER
Room ransacked, S 2, 3:5
HABERLANDT, A J
Family and Harry Jacobson poisoned by eating mushrooms, recover, Ag 8, 8:1
HACKNEY, L J
Sued by Edgar Street Cook, Ja 23, 8:1
HADDOX, LESTER B
Res robbed, Ja 13, 1:4
HAFFNER, JOHN
Indicted for shipping contraband rubber goods, F 9, 15:2; sentence suspended, F 13, 2:4
HALL, JOHN & MRS
, ULRACE
Sued by John and Catherine Nov for return of property, Ja 24, 3:4
HAFFNER, HENRY
Killed by train, N 23, 5:3
HAFFNER, HENRY
Killed by train, N 23, 5:3
HAFNER, CARL
Money suit by Shepard & Tidrick settled, My 20, 10:2
HAGENHARDT, BENJAMIN & SETH I
Sue City for unlawful property assessments, My 20, 3:6; Ja 22, 1:2
HAGENHARDT, HENRY M
Advocates use of creosote wood block in paving E Market st, 1tr, Ag 7, 8:4
HAGENHARDT MRS.
JUDE L:\JONES
Death, O 25, 12:3; will filed, Apr 3, 1:8
HAGENHARDT BRIG
Proosory note suit by Honeywell Salvos co appealed, N 16, 1:7
HAGHNAGY, HENRY
Confesses hiring Edward and David McKinley to slay sister Fanny and Frank Coaltz, McKinleys held, Jy 15, 1:8; Ja 16, 3:6; denies participation in murder, Ja 17, 10:4; hearing continued, Jy 18, 1:5; chgd with complicity, Ja 19, 1:2; held on murder chg with Edward, David exonerated, Ja 22, 1:3; Edward repwd same, Ja 29, 3:4
HAYMAN, AUGUSTA
Suit against D A Messner dismissed, F 15, 10:1
HABENBECK, CARL
Name sold for circus purposes, Ja 18, 10:1
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HALL, FRANK M
Arrested on chg of mictreating daughter
Mary E, D 11, 12; D 12, 1; 18
HALL, FRED
Held to grand jury on auto theft chg, 0 1, 2; 3
HALL, GEORGE
Injured in train derailment, N 7, 3; 3
HALL, LOUISE
Gives address on woman suffrage, Jy 29, 8; 1
First woman in Summit county to ride in plane,
Ag 1, 1; 8
HALL, MARY E
Placed in Crittenton home, D 17, 16; 1
HALL (MRS.), HANNA F
Chgd with murder of daughter Ruth, J 11, 1; 2; 3
HALL (POLICE LT), TILHAUS
Overcome by smoke in Cinti fire, D 11, 1; 7
HALL (Ed), W. W
Property damaged by fire, F 12, 1; 2
HALL (Ed), WINFIELD SCOTT
Speaks on youth before Akron school teachers,
Ap 9, 1; 4
HALL BLock
Damaged by fire, H 6, 5; 2
HALLDAY, RY C
Pleads guilty to contributing to delinquency of
Evelyn Esten, Jy 9, 1; 4
HALLER, J. A, CONST CO
Incorporates, M 15, 9; 1
HALLDAY, W.
Held on chg of contributing to delinquency of
minor, Jy 9, 8; 3
HALLMAN, WILLIAM V
Appeal suit against Walter Green co-settled;
F 24, 10; 2
HALLMAN, WILLIAM
Killed in train collision, M 26, 1; 3; M 27, 5; 3
HALL, ARTHUR
Killed by train, D 16, 1; 1
HALLECK
Safe celebration urged, 11r, 0 1, 5; 4
 Akron police warn boys against destructive
pranks, 0 29, 12; 3
Barberton young cautioned against destruction,
11r, 7; 1; police retain same observance,
N 2, 11; 2
Wadsworth boys chgd with exploding windows,
Mayor Lytle orders removal, Wadsworth, N 2,
11; 7
HALLECK, CHARLES
Infant daughter Mary drowns in pool of water,
My 8, 8; 3
HALSTEAD, PAULINE
Drowned after fishing bridge, Jy 19, 9; 2
HALTON, HERMAN S
Arrested on chgs of operating gambling room and
selling liquor on Sunday, Ap 8, 1; 3
HALTON (MRS.), ANNA CATHERINE
Death, Jy 10, 14; will filed, Ag 17, 1; 3
HAMP, HENRY
Freed on content of ct chg, F 16, 12; 6
HAMP, HARRY
Injured when horse and buggy plunges through
parade, M 31, 1; 2
HAMILTON, EMMET
Freed for operating auto without license,
S 16, 1; 3
HAMILTON, EDWARD, See Ward, Ada
HAMILTON, HARRY V
Fatally stung in vat of water, S 27, 1; 4
HAMILTON, OHIO
Courthouse damaged by fire, John Fritz turned
to death, M 19, 1; 7
Losses verdict in slot machine suit against
Southern Tobacco & Gun co, My 10, 1; 7
HAMILTON COUNTY
See also Schools
Winn decision in tax collection suit against
Cinti, Newport, and Covington st ry co, M 5,
3; 3
HAMILTON BLOG CO
Losses damage suit to estate of Lucinda Baker,
S 24, 2; 4
HAMMON, ELSIE
Damage suit against NOTAL co settled, J 30,
1; 5
HAMPSON, OSCAR
Killed in slate fall in coal-mine, U 14, 1; 2; 4
HAN, R A
Restaurant purchased by Walsh Bros, F 15, 12; 4
HAMPTON, HAZEL
Reosed from drowning by Frank Price, D 12, 8; 3
HANKCHURCH, ERASMUS D
Will filed, M 26, 1; 2
HANKIN (REV.), H M
Hankin Memorial day address, M 28, 12; 3
Sermon, S 21, 4; 2
HANDEL, PHILLIP
Sues wife Theresa for divorce, Ag 19, 2; 2;
decided, D 9, 10; 1
HANDEL, JAMES (Hamlin)
Heled on new larceny chg, F 22, 7; 2;
sentence suspended, F 24, 10; 1
HANDEL, WALTER
Pleads guilty to assault on Albert Kaiser,
sentence reserved, F 3, 14; 4
HANLEY, MICHAEL
Buys Kent opera house from Henry Green, D 3,
3; 2
HANLEY, WILLIAM
Killed in fall, N 29, 8; 3
HANLON, WALTER
Resc suspended sentence on assault and
battery chg, F 5, 9; 6
HANLON, JOSEPH
Injured by interurban car, S 10, 3; 1
HANLY, J FRANK
Ex-gov of Ind debate dissmenmat with Capt
Richard P Hobson at Akron music hall,
N 25, 3; 1
HANNA, DAN R
Indictment in railroad and cook co Cas rebate
cases dismissed, M 25, 7; 1
Announces purchase of Clev News, Ap 30, 1; 2
Urges improvement of Portage county roads, 0 7,
7; 4; pleads aid, D 23, 5; 5
HANNA, W D
Chgd by state with short acts as clerk of
Shelby bo of pub affairs, Ja 4, 3; 4
HANNABACK, CANTON
Damaged when gas explosion starts fire, F 23,
12; 5
HANNAH, JAMES
Arrested on robbery chg, N 30, 12; 3
HANSELL, JOHN H
Killed while working at Youngstown iron and
steel co, Jy 29, 3; 5
HANSON, HARRY
Arrested on robbery chg, D 2, 1; 2; D 4, 2; 7;
sentenced, D 24, 14; 1
HARRELL, GEORGE
Injured when st car plunges from bridge, J 6,
10; 1
HARRIARAS, PEE
Surrenders after accidental shooting of William
Witmer, S 26, 2; 4
HARRIS, A S
Stresses advantages of centralization of
county schools, U 22, 12; 1
HARROW, W.T.
Recond of the Ohio - Elections - Gov
Voted first time on resolution con of state repub
const by 13th dist delegates, Je 4, 10; 1
Supports Pres Taft for reelection, O 19, 3; 2
HASKELL, JAMES (Hamlin)
Divorce suit against Wife Rose dissmissed,
M 5, 12; 3
HARRISON, HARRY G
See also Ohio - Elections - Gov
Voted for resolution con of state repub
const by 13th dist delegates, Je 4, 10; 1
Supports Pres Taft for reelection, O 19, 3; 2
HASENBERG, ASSN OF U S
Tenth annual conv, Cinti, Jy 30, 1; 8
HARDY, FRANK
Adopts Helen Hutchinson, Jy 29, 1; 5
HARDY, ANDREW
Kills wild cat with help of L C Powell, U 3, 8; 4
HARDY, HARRY E
Sues in acct of suit by Mary Honuble, Je 17, 3; 2
HARDY, J ACK
Attempts suicide by shooting, S 16, 1:3
HARE, W. E. See Brown County
HARFORD, HARRY W.
Apolo substitute clerk in Akron po, Ag 29, 1:3
HARRABREAVES (MRS.), JOHN
Shot and wounded, Booth Cole held, O 14, 5:3
HARKIN (MRS.), DAVID
Injured in wheat field, H 14, 1:4
HARKINS (MRS.), WILLIAM
Celebrated 70th birthday anniv, D 13, 6:1
HARLAN, JOHN M. See U.S. - Election - Pres
HARLEY, JAMES
Fined on intoxication charge, N 15, 10:8
HARLEY, RUTH
Killed by lightning, S 9, 8:1
HARLIN, W. D
Killed by train, Mr 13, 7:3
HARLING, ARCHIE
Awarded $200 to carry mail, N 20, 10:2
HARLING (GOV.), JOSHDUB
See also Democratic Party; U.S. - Election -
Dem Natl Conv - Pres

APPOINTMENTS
Seven delegates to attend Natl Civic fed meeting In Wash (D.C), F 3, 5:4
W. H. Lowry member Ohio Gettysburg conv, My 28, 3:2
Thomas A. Conway Lorain county probate judge, 11 17, 7:3
Dr. H. S. Drysdale bd of charities, Ja 12, 8:2
Capt George Billow member state bd of
embalming examiners, J 6, 8:2
A. V. Cannon State Bar assn conv on uniform
laws, Ag 7, 4:7
Delegates to Natl River and Harbors conv, 0 23, 9:1; 0 24, 4:7

CRIMES AND CRIMINALS
Issues requisitions for return of Harry Maines from Arizona and Robert H. Shield from
Illinois, F 3, 12:1
Recs requisitions for return of John Henry to
Kentucky on murder chg and JH Gifford to
Indiana on grand larceny chg, F 5, 1:1
Issues requisition for return of Harry A. Howard from Louisiana for embezzlement, 0 30, 2:4
Commits sentence of Antonio Campano, Ap 16, 2:3
Extradites Ond McClintch to Indiana, Ap 30, 1:5
Asked by state pardon bd to release Michael
O'Brien from penitentiary, 0 21, 4:6
Refuses to pardon George Ury from penitentiary, 0 26, 8:1
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HARMON (GOV.), JOSHDUB (cont)

POLITICS AND GOVT
Admin praised by Sec of State Bd of Agr. A. P.
Sandles, Ja 4, 3:3
Issues document detailing accomplishments as
gov of Ohio, Ja 27, 3:2
Opposes initiative and referendum in speech
at State Constitutional conv, F 8, 1:7
Stand on liquor licenses condemned by Men's
Brotherhood class of First Ch of Christ,
F 12, 2:1
Views on duties of delegates at Ohio
constitutional convention criticized by
Mayor Newton D. Baker, F 15, 12:4
Split with Cuy county dem conv on initiative
and referendum elections to be avoided if
possible, F 19, 1:5
Asks by Ohio Labor Council to warn Ohio
citizens about false ads concerning Oregon,
Mr 2, 4:5
Sup ct affirms decision in suit against Harry
S. Farnell, Mr 26, 1:7
Admin supported against Akron Times criticism
of T. K. Ja 10, 8:3
Invites govs of 4 NW territory to Ohio-Cols
Centennial celebration, Ag 10, 4:3
Inaugurates Ohio exposition site at San
Francisco (Calif), O 14, 5:2
Completes last message to legis, U 30, 7:4

PROCLAMATIONS
April 5th as Arbor day, Ja 19, 16:5
Tuberculosis day, O 23, 3:3
Thanksgiving day, N 20, 4:5
HAROLD, ALBERT
Barn destroyed by lightning, J 18, 1:6
HAROLD, OLGA AND ELLEN
Adopted by Dr. W. M. and Mrs William S. Chase, O 8, 2:6
HARRIS, JOHN
Killed when dynamite explodes, Mr 28, 12:4
HARRIS, WILLIAM D
Sued by wife Charlotte B. for divorce, Ag 20, 12:1; decree granted, O 11, 2:2
HARRISON, FRED M
With Alfred and Charles B. Akers reaches
settlement in judgment suit against J. W.
Jackson, Ap 2, 1:1
Co-deft with Alfred and Charles B. Akers in
collection suit brought by Allison B. Moore
and Wallace R. Smith, S 18, 2:6
With 2 others names Allison B. Moore
and Wallace R. Smith in collection suit, S 18, 2:6
HARPER, HERMAN. See Ward, Ada
HARPER, J. H
Advances plan to lower food costs, Mr 8, 19:1
HARPER & BLISS CO
Plans for annex to Lane school adopted, S 4, 2:2
Awarded contract for constr of West side, N 13, 1:4
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HARRET TAYLOR UPTON CLUB (Cont)
Addressed by Dr. L. H. Landis, Ja 12, 12:2
HARRIS, ALBERT
Sentenced for intoxication chg, S 21, 8:5
HARRINGTON (Coy Falls)
Wagon damaged by interurban car, 0 09, 7:5
HARRINGTON, ROBERT (Coles)
Injured in st car-fire truck collision, 0 27, 2:8
HARRINGTON, WILLIAM
Injured while boarding st car, Ag 5, 1:3
HARRINGTON, WILLIAM (Casey).
See Jennings, Harry
HARRIS, ALBERT
Suicide, Ja 26, 11:5
HARRIS, CHARLES H
Death, Ag 5, 10:4; will filed, Ag 9, 1:3
HARRIS, C. E.
Death claim against Diamond Rubber co
settled, F 26, 12:2
HARRIS, FRED
Fined for contributing to delinquency of
Dolittle Hutchinson, My 24, 24:3
HARRIS, JOHN
Injured when NORTAL co st car jumps track,
Ap 29, 7:1
HARRIS, JULIA
Suicide, Ap 10, 7:2
HARRIS, LINCOLN H
Named by Florence Field in damage suit, Ap 16, 11:8
HARRIS, MARTHA
Collection suit by Emma Stone against estate
settled, Mr 5, 12:3
HARRIS, W. S. See U.S. - Election - House of Reps
HARRISON, FRED
Charged with white slavery, Mrs Charles Strain
held as witness, O 23, 1:6
HARRISON, ORILIA E.
Resigns as special counsel in U.S. atty-gen
office, Ag 17, 4:6
HARRISON, WILLIAM H
Funeral, J 3, 2:5
HARRISON COUNTY
History, feature article, My 8, 4:4
HARRIS & FAULKENBER
Livery barn destroyed by fire, My 7, 8:4
HARRIS, ALFRED. See Barry, Alfred
HARRIS, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, My 31, 1:4
HARRIS, J. C.
Injured when knocked from st car by auto,
Ag 3, 1:4
HARRIS, WILLIAM D.
Declared insane, committed to Massillon State
hosp, Ja 4, 6:4
HART, BENJAMIN
Blog, Mr 30, 11:2
HART, CARL
Death, D 27, 1:3; eulogy, por, D 28, 2:2
HART, David R
Objects to paving during winter months,
prefers use of crossette wood block, Ag 10, 14:4
HART, HATTIE
Names City in suit to enjoin collection of
taxes, S 12, 10:4
HART (MRS.), CHARLOTTE M
Killed in n self, My 15, 7:7
HART, DONALD P.
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HART (MRS.), CHARLOTTE M
Killed in n self, My 15, 7:7
HART, DONALD P.

1912

HART (MRS.), CHARLOTTE M
Killed in n self, My 15, 7:7
HART, DONALD P.
HASSAF, MRS. A
Suitcase stolen, S 13, 1:7

HASSE, CHRISTOPHER
Property damaged by fire, N 13, 1:4

HASSETT (MRS.), KATE
Overcome by snake, D 11, 1:7

HASSELBARTH, DIERICH
Killed by train, D 10, 7:4

HASTINGS, CHARLES
See Fishman Jewelry store

HASTINGS, DANIEL
Arrested for speeding, J 13, 2:7

HATCH, MRS. S
See names

HATHAWAY (REV.), O H
Killed by train, F 6, 3:4

HATS
See also Fashions; names of Hatteries
Price increase on straw, ed, F 17, 4:1

HATT, DAVID
Aptd Lorain fire chief, J 2, 6:5

HAUCK, OLGA
Missing, D 30, 3:2

HAUENSTEIN, HARRY
Autograph and relic collection, feature article, M 1, 7:2

HAUER, CLARENCE
Held in robbery of G J Kower res, D 13, 5:1

HAUER, CARL
Arrested for robberies, N 30, 12:6

HAVER, SHERMAN
Assaulted, Ed Strohm and 2 others held, O 23, 12:2

HAVER, W H
Relate hunting experiences, O 26, 2:5

HAVER, WILLIAM
Res robbed, D 28, 2:5

HAVRY, CHARLES
Names City in suit against collection of South St assessments, J 17, 1:8

HAW, ERNEST R
Robbed, J 25, 1:8

HAW, JESSE
Killed by lightning, J 13, 2:4

HAW, R
Injured when gasoline explodes, Ag 23, 10:7

HAWK, FRED E
Sues wife Norma E for divorce, Ja 30, 8:1; decree granted, My 1, 1:3

HAWKINS, B FRANK
Death, S 14, 1:6; funeral, S 14, 1:6

HAWKINS, CHARLES W
Divorce suit brought by wife Anna E dismissed, O 4, 5:2

HAWKINS, CLARENCE
Pleads guilty to non-support chg, sentence suspended, N 19, 3:5

HAWKINS, ROBERT H
Named by Mayne Bldg and Loan co in mortgage foreclosure suit, S 30, 2:1

HAWKINS, ROLLMAN
Attacked, H E Ruffner arrested and fined, O 7, 2:5

HAWKINS (MRS.), S W
Celebrate 50th wedding anniversary, Ag 31, 6:1

HAWKINS, ROBERT T
Quoted from Toledo council, F 28, 12:4; action upheld by Ohio supreme, N 26, 5:3

HAWKINS, JULIA
Returned to home after runaway, M 21, 1:1

HAWKINS, ROBERT E
Fined on non-support chg, Ag 2, 10:1

HAWKINS, CLARENCE
Suicide, Ag 13, 8:4

HAYDOL, MRS.
Arrested for carrying concealed weapons, Je 24, 10:3

HAYES, GEORGE (Bd)
Slain, Warren Bishop sought, D 12, 8:3; D 13, 3:2; D 14, 2:7

HAYES, HARRY E
Pardoned from penitentiary, F 17, 7:6; released, J 3, 4:7

HAYES, JAMES HOWARD
Placed not guilty to chg of burglary, Ja 17, 7:1; sentenced, F 8, 1:8; taken to penitentiary, F 10, 4:5

HAYES, VIENETTA
Held in robbery of Mrs Hannah Greenwood, M 18, 10:1

HAYWARD, RUTH L
Aptd sec of Summit county Sunday School assn, O 15, 5:3; O 31, 2:1

HAYMAKER, W J
Injured when auto overturns, Jy 10, 10:1

HAYMAKER, WILLIAM
Res damaged by fire, M 6, 12:5

HAYNES, WES
Arrest member of Ohio Gettysburg camp by Gov Harvard, M 26, 3:2

HAYS, NELMER
Injured in auto-motorcycle collision, Ag 24, 9:2

HAYWOOD, WILLIAM D
Tells of labor victory and arrest in strike at Lawrence, predicts org of rubber workers, S 19, 2:3

HAVRANSKY, JULIUS
Dies from eating diseased pork, D 4, 3:4

Hazen, Harry
Suicide, Ag 24, 2:6

HAZARD, BEN
Held on chg of intoxication, Ag 26, 1:4

HEAD, GEORGE, JOHN, AND WILLIAM
Held in Warwick and Clinton robberies, S 14, 1:6; S 16, 1:8

HEALTH
See also Diseases; Food, Drug and Cosmetic regulation; Sanitation; names of diseases; names of orgs

GENERAL
Dr A A Kohler attributes sickness to cold spell, gives advice on prevention, Ja 8, 2:4
Open-air dept for anemic children created in Cinti hospitals, Ja 10, 5:4; F 16, 12:5
Medicated baths ordered for Martin school pupils by Bd of health, F 22, 2:5
Establishment of pub playgrounds advocated, ed, F 27, 4:4
Dr F F Lawrence addresses Men's Club of First Congregational ch, M 14, 11:1
Oral sex hygiene instruction to children advocated by Natl Conf of Charities and Corrections, Je 16, 8:3
Establishment of open air schools in Ohio favored, ed (Dayton News), Je 25, 4:6
Bd of education accepts Frank H Hason's offer of med loan for school children, ed, Ag 8, 4:1
Fresh air for school rooms urged, Jr, S 5, 8:3
Lack of funds curtails med exam of Barberton school children, O 1, 2:5
Dr F E McCambell addresses teaching sex hygiene in schools, Dols, O 28, 4:3
Preliminary report on Youngstown school students deemed unsatisfactory, N 14, 12:2
Preliminary report shows 180 of 208 Aahatubala school children are defective, N 15, 13:2
Dr Harold Wiley lectures to Akron Men's Fed, D 3, 8:2

LAW VIOLATIONS
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named were arrested

Harting, Milton
M 14, 7:6

Jadelle, James
Ja 17, 1:7

Jadie, Myra
My 18, 16:6

Columbus, Sam
Ja 19, 12:3; 12:5

Schafetter, Henry
Ag 22, 2:1

Health Assn, Summit County
Elections officers, Je 25, 14:5

Healy, Martha J
Names Charles Foster in breach of contract suits, O 21, 12:2

Healy, Martin
Arrested and fined for serving oleomargarine in restaurant, N 18, 1:7

Heasand, D R
Fires expense acct in campaign for election to U S house of reps, N 15, 4:4

Hearing, Harry
Held for contributing to delinquency of Mary Luthinger, J 1, 8:4; Ja 6, 3:6; Ja 13, 1:3

Hearst, William Randolph
Political diplomacy, ed, F 27, 4:1

HEAT. See Weather
HEATH, ARTHUR JAMES
Sued for divorce by wife Sophia Elizabeth, N 14, 5:5

HEATING AND VENTILATION. See Health; names of cos

Heck, Joseph
Killed by train, M 22, 2:1

Heckler, Harry Howard
Pleads guilty to forgery, F 15, 10:2; sentence suspended, F 19, 1:2

Heeg, George W
Appointed substitute clerk, po, Ag 20, 1:3

Heepe, Edward A
Wins collection suit against C C Barber and Anna Blevins, F 27, 5:3

Heery (Rev Fr), P W
Arrested for intoxication, profanity, and disorderly conduct, Ap 17, 5:3

Heeter, Bert
Burned by elec wires, M 29, 8:1

Heffelfinger, Ralph
Arrested for truancy, placed in Summit county Children's home, F 16, 14:2

Heft, Frank
Fine for violation of traffic and suspended, O 28, 8:7

Heida, Bertha
Committed to Longview State hosp, M 30, 8:1

Heide, Josephine
Chgs Lewis Good and son Dave with contributing to delinquency, Jy 5, 14:1

Heifield, Thomas
Killed in fall from balloon, Jy 29, 10:3

Heilmann, Lorena
Shot and wounded, Charles Long indicted, Ja 12, 6:3

Heilmann, William A
Suicide, S 26, 1:1

Heimbaugh, Albert
Sued for divorce by wife Dorothy, M 13, 2:3

Heinzi, Howard
Injured by auto, My 16, 16:3; dies, My 20, 7:1

Heinz, William
Fined for intoxication, O 25, 14:2

Heiser, William
Sued for divorce by wife Nina, N 15, 20:5; decree granted, My 1, 1:3

Heiserman (Mrs. W R), Gideon
Celebrates 68th wedding anniv, S 19, 5:2

Heisler, George
Arrested for disorderly conduct and malicious destruction of property, Jy 10, 8:2

Heitt, John
Sued for divorce by wife Marva, F 8, 12:1; decree granted, Ap 6, 2:5

Helbergen, Penn
Killed in train-wagon collision, O 19, 10:1

Heller, Forrest L
Sued for divorce by wife Edna, F 17, 5:5; case dismissed, My 9, 12:1

Uninjured when auto crashes into bridge, D 9, 1:7
HENRY, JACOB C
Named by David A Rieker in slander suit, Ag 16, 9:4
HENRY, JOHN S
Chose alternate delegate to progressive nativity conv from 13th Ohio dist, Jy 31, 8:1
HENRY, MARY A
Settled suit to Lafayette M Elliott, Ap 13, 1:6
HENRY, WILLIAM. See Central Savings & Trust co
HENRY COUNTY
Coll J M Rieger elected probate judge, N 9, 4:3
HEPPERT, HARRY
Sued by Ir Fred B Gallin on acct, suit continued, F 16, 9:3
HERBECK, JOHN
Sued for intoxication, Ap 22, 2:1
HERBERT, DAVID
Sued for non-support, F 19, 1:2; indicted, sentenced for illegal marriage, D 12, 1:1
HERBERT, GEORGE
Arrested on theft chg, Mr 2, 8:6
HERBERT, GEORGE F
Sued by Goodyear Tire & Rubber co in collection suit, S 6, 1:6
HERBERT, WILLIAM
Res robbd, James Thomas held, Mr 23, 1:4
HERNDON, ADAM
Injured in car collision, O 17, 1:1
HERNDON, IRA
Pleads guilty to fornication, Ap 6, 10:1
HERNDON, ROBERT
Killed while working at Carnegie steel mill, S 26, 9:5; S 27, 3:1
HERNDON, RALPH
Sued by Glick, Harry
HERNDON, W S
With Rice McDonald named by Goodyear Tire & Rubber co in collection suit, S 6, 1:6
HENRY, FRANCIS J
Policies condemned, Itr, F 27, 8:4; defended, Itr, F 28, 12:5
HENRY, GEORGE
Arrested for vagrancy, fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 10:3
HENRY, JAMES
Named in collection suit by Elliott Bros, Mr 5, 12:4
HENRY, JOHN
Named by David A Rieker in slander suit, Ag 16, 9:4
HENRY, JOHN S
Chose alternate delegate to progressive nativity conv from 13th Ohio dist, Jy 31, 8:1
HENRY, MARY A
Settled suit to Lafayette M Elliott, Ap 13, 1:6
HENRY, WILLIAM. See Central Savings & Trust co
HENRY COUNTY
Coll J M Rieger elected probate judge, N 9, 4:3
HEPPERT, HARRY
Sued by Ir Fred B Gallin on acct, suit continued, F 16, 9:3
HERBECK, JOHN
Sued for intoxication, Ap 22, 2:1
HERBERT, DAVID
Sued for non-support, F 19, 1:2; indicted, sentenced for illegal marriage, D 12, 1:1
HERBERT, GEORGE F
Sued by Goodyear Tire & Rubber co in collection suit, S 6, 1:6
HERBERT, WILLIAM
Res robbd, James Thomas held, Mr 23, 1:4
HERNDON, ADAM
Injured in car collision, O 17, 1:1
HERNDON, IRA
Pleads guilty to fornication, Ap 6, 10:1
HERNDON, ROBERT
Killed while working at Carnegie steel mill, S 26, 9:5; S 27, 3:1
HERNDON, RALPH
Sued by Glick, Harry
HERNDON, W S
With Rice McDonald named by Goodyear Tire & Rubber co in collection suit, S 6, 1:6
HENRY, FRANCIS J
Policies condemned, Itr, F 27, 8:4; defended, Itr, F 28, 12:5
HENRY, GEORGE
Arrested for vagrancy, fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 10:3
HENRY, JAMES
Named in collection suit by Elliott Bros, Mr 5, 12:4
HIZER, JOHN
Divorced by wife Ida Viola, F 6, 5:6
HOBAN, H G
Collection suit against C H Wright settled, F 6, 1:2
HOBBS. See subjects
HOBBS
Mayor Hunt issues order to jail all hoboes found on streets, Cinti, F 1, 3:6
Platform adopted at annual conv denotes intelligence among members, ed, F 7, 4:1
E R Lewis's statement that they are good laborers refuted, ed, S 24, 4:1
HOBSON, JOHN A
Injured when crushed between tank and wall, O 20, 6:4; dies, D 23, 1:7
HOBSON (CART.) RICHMOND P
Addresses Central hs students, N 25, 1:6
Speaks on temperance, N 25, 8:1
Predicts end of Balkan war, N 25, 10:3
Debates with ex-Gov Frank Hamly of Ind on disarmament, N 26, 2:1
HOCKING (Miss), ELIZABETH
Sawed with daughter Nellie when Titanic sinks, Ap 16, 1:7
HOCKING COURT HOUSE
Ordered raze by state fire marshal, Ag 9, 8:4; Ag 10, 4:3
HOCKING VALLEY RR CO
Five bigds destroyed by fire, Wallbridge, J 01, 1:1
Named in anti-trust suit by fed govt, F 27, 1:1
Fined for violating rebate law, J 17, 5:4
HODGES, FRED H
Named in petition filed by Nora B Hodges asking modification of divorce decree, Ap 12, 8:3
HODSON, OSCAR
Sued for divorce by wife Elva, W 16, 2:4; Je 15, 10:1; decree granted, W 21, 1:8
HOFER, JOSIAH
Escapes from Windsor sanitarium, apprehended, Ap 29, 3:6
HOFERLE, J H
Attempts suicide by cutting, Ap 15, 7:3
HOFER, JOHN
Arrested on charge of discharging firearms within city, O 30, 14:2
HOFERLY, JOHN
Death, J 22, 12:6; will probated, J 26, 3:3
HOFF, EDNA. See McDonald, John V
HOFFBRAU HOTEL (Bucyeve Lake)
Destroyed by fire, My 27, 1:6
HOFFMAN, CHARLES F
Suicide, J 8, 5:4
HOFFMAN, LOUIS V
Sued for divorce by wife Lillie, J 25, 8:3; decree granted, M 4, 1:5
HOFFMAN, MARSHALL
Sued for divorce by wife Margaret, J, Ag 27, 10:1; decree granted, O 11, 2:2
HOLLOWAY, NELLIE
Sues Summit county in liquor tax duplicate suit, N 21, 16:1; settles, D 23, 1:7
HOGAN, ELIZABETH
Will contested by Alice Mustill, J 3, 1:7; estate inventory filed, J 4, 3:5
HORSE, MILES AND OSCAR -
Arrested for fighting, D 24, 10:2
HOGAN, WILLIAM
Sued for divorce by wife Catherine I, D 30 (Ja 4), 2:3
HOLBAUGH, ORVAL
Murdered, David Campbell held, S 18, 5:4
HOLBROOK, ELIZA J
Will filed, M 25, 1:8
HOLCOMB, CARL
Sentence for lynching of Carl Etherington suspended, D 23, 2:3
HOLLIDAY, LED
Names Charles H Hees in allamation of affections suit, W 7, 1:1
HOLLINGER, WILLIAM C
See also Repub Party - Summit County Petitions to sell Magic City laundry to satisfy creditors, J 16, 1:8
HOLNESSHEAD, LEE
Assaulted, Charles Goodrich held, M 15, 2:7
HOLLINSWOOD, GEORGE
Returned to Akron on robbery charge, S 16, 1:6; released on probation, S 17, 3:3
HORN, WILLIAM
Res destroyed by fire, J 20, 1:1
HINDALL, C L
Suicide, D 10, 16:1
HINZEN, WALTER J
Sues George Stetterman for slander, F 2, 1:8; case dismissed, My 4, 1:2
HINTZ, ALBERT
Fined for intoxication, Ap 22, 2:1
HINTZ, BENJAMIN E
Fined for soliciting liquor orders in dry territory, My 7, 1:6
HIP, SING
Found guilty of shooting Woo Dip, F 10, 3:2
HIPPIER, PAULINE
Drowned, F 28, 12:4
HIRSCH, ADOLPH
Arrested for speeding, D 23, 7:3
HIT-SKIP DRIVERS. See Accidents - Motor Vehicles
HITCHCOCK, CHARLOTTE E
Will probated, My 2, 8:5
HITCHCOCK, EDWARD VERING
Gives lecture-recital on opera Tiefland sponsored by Tuesday Musical club, F 21, 6:3
Delivers lecture-recital on opera Opera Nova before Tuesday Musical club, W 6, 3:1
HITCHCOCK (O S POSTMASTER GEN). FRANK H
Claims Pena Paet's dilemma caused by his insurgent attitude, ed, J 17, 4:1
HITE CLOTHING CO
Destroy fire, J 23, 10:8
HITS, MELVIN
Sought in murder of Mrs Marjorie Green, N 5, 10:3; N 8, 13:1; N 14, 7:4; N 20, 7:4
HITHINSON, LONA
Criminal assault attempted, Gustav Adolph Schneider held, J 31, 2:5
HITZ, JOHN
Charged with arson, J 13, 3:6
HIZZARD, JOHN
Suicide, O 20, 12:3
HOCK, CHARLES
Injured when struck by fish while swimming, Ag 19, 5:3

HODREY, JOHN
Fined for vagrancy, N 11, 5:8

HODGSON, SAMUEL E
Divorced by wife Catherine, Ap 3, 1:5

HODSON, SOPHIA
Named in real estate partition suit by Louis Keck, N 18, 1:5

HODSON, STEPHEN H
Estate asks ct to be allowed to make settlement with Goehring Mfg co, F 29, 10:2; request approved, N 21, 2:2

HODSON, W H
Common pleas ct ruling affirmed by sup ct in suit with Niagara Fire Extinguisher co, My 16, 3:1

HODGKINS-MAGLOCK SYSTEM. See Sewers - Akron

HOPPE, RAYMOND
Pedestrian hit by car on Mansfield reformatory property, May 19, 19:4

HOPSEAR, MARK C
Killed in fall from tree, S 19, 8:3

HOTIRI, F
Named by City of Akron in Annadale upe property damage suit, Jly 1, 2:1

HORN, JOHN A
Burned to death in Buckeye Carriage Body co fire, D 7, 3:2

HORN, HAZEL

HORN, RALPH E
Named with others by Nathan Morse in collection suit, Ag 9, 1:2

HORN, CECIL
Sentenced to city jail for fighting, D 30, 3:5

HORSENSKY, REUBEN (Lima)
Attempts suicide, held on vagrancy chg, tries to murder Chief Vermillion while in custody, N 27, 7:4

HORN, FRED
Placed not guilty to assault and battery chg, N 26, 5:5

HORNER, VIRGIL
Injured by fireworks, Jly 4, 8:3

HORRIS, TONY
Fined for larceny, Jly 6, 3:4

HORSE RACING. See Horses - Racing

HORSE-SHOEERS PROTECTIVE ASSN, MASTER
With Firestone Tire & Rubber co named by U S dept of justice in Sherman Anti-trust law violation suit, D 12, 1:7

HORSES
See also Animals

GENERAL
Cruelty of exposure to cold weather, Jly 5, 1:5

Faithful Barney retired after 10 yrs' service with fire dept, N 11, 5:1
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HORSE - GENERAL (cont)

Col Mike Hoye erects sign protesting hitching near dining room, S 26, 7:1

RACING

A P Sandler of Ohio attends Cong of Natl Trotting assn, votes to repeal rule barring hopples, New York, F 17, 9:1

Results at Fountain pk, O 3, 2:4; O 4, 16:4; O 7, 7:2

HORST, JOHN EARL (Kent)
Identified as man found killed by train, O 16, 7:2

HORST, JOHN R
Sued by Mary E. Yerrick to compel removal of bldg that extends on her property, F 13, 1:5; dismissed, Je 7, 1:6

Property damage suit by Fred J. Taussig appealed, Ja 1, 8:3

Arrested on chg of selling unwholesome food, N 30, 14:1

HORST, THOMAS
Held for selling skinned or watered milk, My 8, 1:4

HORTICULTURAL SOC, PORTAGE COUNTY
Meeting, O 26, 2:6

HORTICULTURAL SOC, SUMMIT COUNTY
Sponsors essay by A A Lewis, Ja 12, 14:2

Prepares premium list and program for coming fair, My 9, 3:1

Meets, exhibits fruit, flowers, and grains, N 14, 14:1

HORTON, CHARLES E
Signs contract to fly with Akron Aviation co, My 22, 7:1

HORVATH, FRANK (Howarth)
Stabbed to death, Feys held, Ja 13, 8:3

HORWITZ, JOE
Injured in explosion, N 27, 5:3

HORWAY, JOSEPH
Injured in fall caused by explosion at Austin Powder co, Jly 30, 1:1

HOSKIN, ISAAC
Fined for intoxication, Jly 14, 2:5

HOSFIELD AND RUNNER
Toggery shop damaged by fire, N 6, 12:1

HOSIER, W H
Finds war time prison pal after 48 yrs' search, F 1, 7:2

HOSKINS, BENJAMIN
Fined for speeding, Jly 27, 8:3

HOSKINS (MRS), JESSIE
Suicide, Jly 3, 2:3; 5:4

HOSKINS, W H
Injured when B & O train derailed, Ja 15, 7:1

HOSLER, WILLIAM A (Hosller)
Sued for divorce by wife Nellie, F 15, 1:8

1912a

HOSPITALS

See also names

AKRON

Comite of bldg on property bought by City for purpose of confining contagious diseases urged, F 13, 3:5; ord providing appropriations for purchase of site passed by council, N 26, 7:2; proposal goes to com, My 28, 1:7; com plans proposed, S 7, 1:1; Mayor Rockwell asks for larger inst at Charity orgs. cont., N 13, 2:3; project supported, D 27, 14:1

BARBERTON

Music band urged by citizens, D 31, 7:5

Need of contagious disease hospital urged by doctors, D 31, 12:2

HUGGART, SECO
HOSSTEIN, LEWIS S
Sued for divorce by wife Bertha E, F 8, 12:1; decree granted, My 2, 1:6

HOTKISS, H V
Addresses pub at Central As, My 8, 1:7

Dennis has read offer of sup of Cinti pub schools, S 27, 1:1

HOTELS

See also names

Bill's compelling provision of sanitary beds praised, ed, Jly 5, 4:1

Investigation of use of oleo completed by Ohio dairy and food inst, N 21, 5:5

HUDDLE, LULU
Sentenced for non-support, Ap 12, 14:3

HUSELEY, DANIEL L
Suicide, D 12, 5:1

Livery stable damaged by fire, N 6, 12:1

HUSTERT, ROSELL
Accidently shoots and wounds self, D 1, 3:1

HUSSER (MRS), SELMA
Assaulted, Jesse Carr held, N 26, 10:1

HYDEWORTH, HARRY
Death declared suicidal by coroner William H Hibink, D 6, 14:4

HOUSING

See also Building

Simplified methods for summer living urged, ed, Jly 20, 4:1

Shortage acute, Jly 25, 5:1

Howard Goodwin addresses Charity Org soc., Jly 9, 1:7

New homes needed in Akron, O 14, 5:4

Corporations condemned for endeavor to undertake problem, deseased aid to sanitation, ed (Dayton News), N 12, 4:4

Scarcity of homes reported, W 14, 14:3

Goodyear Tire & Rubber co lets contract for erection of 500 res, O 9, 3:1

Campaign for betterment started by Blog Inst. Howard Goodwin, D 21, 1:7

HOUSTON, THOMAS, SR
Res destroyed by fire, Ap 30, 10:1

HUT, ANDREW
Sentenced on robbery chg, O 1, 2:5

HUT, LLOYD
Held in attempted robbery of Barberton Hardware store, S 26, 7:3

HUTZ, WILLIAM
Killed by live wire, Ag 20, 10:3

HVAORTH, FRANK. See Horvath, Frank

HUMSTICK, OLIVE
Regains voice after 45 yrs, Ag 8, 18:5

HUMER, C H
Speaks on temperance at Silver Lake Chautauqua, Ag 6, 8:2

HUMER, CLIFFORD (E Liverpool)
Draws when boat upset, Ap 12, 1:5

HUMER, CLIFFORD
Addresses Akron Woman Suffrage league on suffrage, Ag 19, 2:4

HURON, HARRY
See Avery, Edwin

HURON, HARRY A L
Requisition for return from Louisiana on embarcment chg issued by Gov Harmon, N 30, 2:4

HURON, HARRY L
Aptd po clerk, Jly 4, 1:6

HURON, JAMES. See Hages, James

HURON ST
Paveement undermined near Lods st by bursting water main, Jly 26, 1:4

HURDEN (MRS), CLIFFORD W
Adopt Pearl M Spiegel, N 26, 14:2

HUSSELL, FRED
Suicide, Ap 6, 8:6

HUSSELL, GROVER
Escape from state hosp frustrated, S 4, 2:4

HUSELLS, J V H
Sued for divorce by wife Grace, N 21, 14:1

HUSELLS, HARRY
Damage suit against NORTAL co continued, F 19, 3:1; verdict, Jly 12, 8:4

HUSSELLS, ISAAC
Names NORTAL co in personal injury suit, S 10, 1:3

HUSELMAN, HARVEY BERT
Sued for divorce by wife Rae, N 1, 1:7

HUSELMAN, J H
Ninetieth birthday honored by Trinity Luth. Sunday school, F 26, 2:4

HUSELMAN, BLOG CO
With 6 others named ACAY ry co in restraining suit, F 20, 8:4; answer and cross petition filed, N 25, 3:5

Named in collection suit by Marion E Wells, U 10, 1:3

HUSELMAN, JOHN THOMAS
Killed by runaway horse, S 30, 1:3

HUSMAN, W M
Ill with 3 daughters after eating candy containing arsenic, F 22, 2:5
Hudson Road, See Roads

Hudson Twp
Endowed fund for centralised school system by James W. Ellsworth, N 30, 2:3

Huegel, Frank
Named in collection suit by William H. Morris, Je 20, 8:2

Huefer, Henry
Sues wife Rebecca J. for divorce, F 6, 12:4

Huff, Louis
Arraigned on fighting chg, N 11, 5:7

Huff, Robert
Fined for intoxication, J 26, 8:1

Huff, William J.
Names John H. Weaver in collection suit, J 25, 3:8

Sued by Portage Lumber & Bldg co for judgment on acct, F 13, 1:6; loses verdict, My 17, 20:4

Wins suit against William H. Ward and others, Ap 9, 4:9

Huffman, Harry

Huffman, Howard

Huffman, Isaac E. See Ohio — Legislature — Brittery Probe

Huffman, Robert N.
Killed in brawl, Harry Bernhart held, S 17, 14:1

Hugan, Nicholas

Hull for assault on David Calvin, N 11, 10:3; fined, N 12, 2:4

Hugel, Anna
Attempts suicide by poison, S 27, 3:3

Hughes, Grace Eleanor

Hughes, Charles

Hull, George W.

Hull (MRS), Rose E

Hull (MRS), Rose F

Hull, Eli

Taken to Massillon state hosp; when adjudged insane, F 21, 2:5

Hull (MRS), Rose E

Hull, Lida

Hull, William

Huller, Forrest
Arrested for driving auto on sidewalk, Je 16, 8:2

Hulse, Hilda J

Hulse (DR), J.A

Discusses importance of protecting milk supply at charity orgs conf, N 13, 2:3

Hulshizer, Mills
Robbed, N 27, 1:4

Hust, John
Promoted to chief eng of Carnegie Steel Co., N 6, 7:1

Hunts, Emma

Burned while fighting tire at Youngstown Sheet & Tube co, Ap 20, 10:3

Hume, Fred

Elects officers, J 3, 1:3; 1:7

Hume, Fred

Elects officers, J 3, 1:2; 1:7

Humbert, Jacob

Res damaged by tire, J 8, 2:4; will probated, D 19, 1:8

Humphreys, Maggie

Names City in real estate suit, D 24, 1:6

Humphrey MFG Co

Summoned in fed probe of Standard Sanitary Mfg Co, F 13, 8:2

Hungarian Roman Greek Catholic Holy Ghost Ch (Barberton)

Trustees allowed by ct to sell real estate, F 6, 3:5

Hung, Mrs.

Killed in Butler county ct house fire, N 14, 1:7

Hunt, Mrs. Francis

Charged with recklessness of Blind Coop for care of Mrs. Catherine Bowers an infirmary inmate, Je 20, 3:4; surrender to custody at, N 22, 1:4; sentence suspended, N 29, 1:4

Hunt, Clement W.

Resigns as Ashtabula hs instructor, S 20, 3:3

Hunt (MRS), Mary

See also Cincinnati, Ohio

Sued by Edgar Street Cooke, J 23, 8:1

Receives numerous threatening letters from anonymous writers, Ap 6, 6:4

Hunt, John.

See Cornell, John

Hunt (DR), L.W.

Certificate revoked by Ohio med. Bd, Ap 6, 10:2

Hunt, Walter

Fined for disorderly conduct, My 24, 10:5

Hunt, William

Concrete engines stripped of brass fittings, Ag 9, 8:4

Hunter, Clayton

Injured in fall under st car, Ap 8, 3:4

Hunter, Robert (Bardeeville)

Killed in motorcycle race, Jy 1, 12:4

Hunter, William

Killed when elevator cable breaks, N 25, 10:2

Hurting

See also Accidents

General

Ohio squirrel law revd, D 23, 4:5

W.H. Havre relates southern experiences, Barberton, O 28, 2:6

J C Powell and Daniel Hardy kill wildcat near Botzum, D 3, 8:4

Law Violations

James Lease, Bellefontaine, N 29, 8:3

Neal Fierce, Claud Clough, and Joe Smith, D 21, 3:3

Earl Fuchs, D 10, 1:5

Huntoon, John W
Addresses boys at YMCA, J 8, 1:6

Suggests plan to reduce juvenile delinquency, J 25, 5:1

Resigns as Summit county probation officer, N 29, 1:8

Criticizes Judge Vaughan for leniency toward men arrested on vagrancy chgs, S 16, 1:1

Cites failure of crusade to segregate prostitutes, N 27, 1:7; proposes eradication, criticizes Mayor Rockwell for lack of action, N 29, 1:1; criticizes police dept for consipracy in vice crusade, D 9, 1:1

Huntoon (ADJUNTANT), T.R
Service in Salvation Army revd, 0 12, 3:1

Huntsman, George

Files writ of habeas corpus on grand larceny chg, O 12, 2:5

Hupp, CAL

Fined for theft, N 8, 19:1

Hupp, Irenale

Placed in Florence Crittenton home on delinquency chg, Henry Sperlin held, F 26, 3:3

Hurd, Oliver

Sued for divorce by wife Emma, F 21, 1:3

Hurd, Emerson

Robbed, Howard Donnelly sought, D 9, 5:2

Hurd, Pierce, Anderson Co

Wins judgment suit against Thomas J. Snyder, F 9, 8:3

Hurlbut, Sarge A

Killed, wife injured when train hits buggy, N 1, 5:1

Hurley, Otis

See also Kramer, J.D

Wounded in attempted escape from penitentiary, F 10, 1:4

Huron County

History, feature article, My 14, 4:4

Court house destroyed by fire, Jy 10, 7:4
1912

HURST, WILLIAM EARL
Sues wife Rachel Delora for divorce, F 24, 1:3; files amended petition, Ap 9, 3:4; divorced, Ny 4, 1:6

HURZAR, THOMAS
Named with Frank Bresciant in breach of contract suit brought by George Glazirin, F 26, 10:1

HUSCAR, FRANK
Sued for divorce by wife Mary, N 9, 5:3

HUSEX, ANDREW
Killed in blast furnace explosion, M 9, 1:2

HUSEWIGER, LUCY
Names NOSIL co in personal injury suit, Ap 9, 8:1

HUSSEY, JOHN
Res and barn destroyed by fire, Ap 12, 1:2

HUSSEY, EDWARD
Named by Abraham L Cooklin in appeal on collection suit, N 12, 8:1; wins verdict, My 11, 11:4; suit settled, Ny 29, 10:2

HUSTON, JOHN
Extradition to DIII (III) on forgery chg granted by Gov Harmon, Ap 29, 1:1

HUSTON, NANCY
Estate named in suit by Andrew Huston to break will, Ja 26, 11:4; will upheld by Ohio court, N 6, 3:4

HUTCHINSON, CLAIRE A
Granted divorce from wife Helen L, M 9, 14:4

HUTCHINSON, HELEN
Adopted by Arthur G Hardy, Jy 25, 1:5

HUTCHINSON, MARY
Fined for assault on Mrs Anna Gumpar, D 5, 14:3

HUTCHINSON, DOLLIE
Held on delinquency chg, May Cunningham and 2 others chgd with contributing, M 24, 24:3; found guilty, My 30, 1:8

HUTCHINSON, VICTOR
Killed by auto, Louis F Bechtold, M 1, 8:3

HUTCHERSON, CLARENCE
Accidently killed while playing with gun, N 12, 9:3

HUMM, JOHN
Arrested for resisting officer, Je 25, 2:2

HYATT, JAMES
Released from theft chg, Je 14, 2:6

HYDRAULIC PRESS CO
Names George S and Latino E Diets in collection suit, F 10, 12:6

HYDROPODIA
First case report in Akron this year, Je 15, 2:1

HYDRO-VACUUM CLEANER CO
Names Lumber-Smith Plumbing in suit for breach of contract, Ja 27, 1:8; case settled, My 17, 20:4

HYES, JOHN
Fined for riding trains, D 28, 8:7

HYGIENE, SEE HEALTH

HYMAN, JOHN
Gored to death by bull, Mr 2, 8:4

1912

HYLMAN, RODOLPH D (R)
Indicted by fed grand jury in re-relate case, F 20, 12:2
Announces withdrawal from activity of republican party, Ap 3, 5:1

HYMENOPHILUS, RHUMFICOLI
Held on arson chg, says forced to fire barn of S C Miller by 4 masked men, S 2, 10:3; sentenced, O 1, 7:6

IATI, DOMINIC
Arrested for trying to induce Mrs Mary Yourens to leave home, F 24, 8:6

ICE AND ICE DEALERS
See also names of cons
Price increases, ed, F 17, 4:1

ICE CREAM
See also names of cons
Ord prohibiting sale in st suspended by bd of health, My 22, 7:4

ICHOLL (MR & MRS), FRANKLIN
Resign as officials of Lancaster Boys' Indus school, D 16, 14

IDEAL COMMERCIAL CAR CO
Seeks location in Akron, Ja 24, 1:5

IDEAL GUN CLUB OF AKRON
Organizes, sells charter, Ag 13, 2:4

IDILE, JAMES
Fined for health code violation, M 18, 16:6

IMEL, JOHN (Marsahillville)
Appd marshal, D 6, 10:1

IMEL, D L
Res robbed, Ag 23, 1:3

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
Reason for decrease in entrances questioned, ed, Ja 12, 4:1

GRACE Abbott speaks at First Bapt ch, Mr 5, 5:2

INMORALITY, See Forcible entry; Morals; Prostitution

IMPERIAL CLUB, AKRON

IMPERIAL CURTAIN CO
Appeals judgment awarded Douglas the Tailor in collection suit, Ag 20, 7:7

IMPERIAL FLUID GAUGE CO
Named in collection suit by John G Rommel, Ja 25, 3:3

IMPERIAL MEAT MKT
Damaged by fire, D 3, 2:3

IMPOSTERS, See names of persons involved
IMPROVEMENT ASSN, NORTH-CENTRAL, See Bridges
IMPROVEMENT ASSN, PORTAGE COUNTY
Organizes for promotion of better roads, O 26, 7:4

Holds meeting, N 10, 5:5

Growth of org proposed, D 9, 2:5

INAUDIATIONS, See names of persons and countries

INCOME TAX, See Taxation

INCOME, See Cost and Standards of Living

INCOME, See sources of income; names of occupational groups

INDIANCE DAY
Safe and sane celebration urged by Woman's Council, My 2, 6:7; Je 6, 12:2; by Mayor Rockwell, Je 7, 1:3

Sang 4th favored by Barborton council, My 7, 12:2

Non-use of fireworks recommended, ed, Je 26, 4:1

Displaying flag-contrasted with shooting fireworks, ed, My 5, 4:1

Continuance of same celebration advocated, ed, Jy 8, 4:1

Absence of fireworks deplored, Jtr, Jy 8, 5:1

INDEPENDENCE FIVE AND TEN CENT STORE (Zanesville)
Robbed, Ap 15, 5:1

INDIANA BELT LINE RR CO
Named in rate discrimination suit before ICC, F 20, 2:3

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Dynamite conspiracy case trial held as fair and impartial, ed, D 31, 4:1

INDIANS, AM. See names of tribes

INCIDENTS, See subjects and names of persons involved

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS, See Accidents - Industrial; Workmen's Compensation Ins

INDUSTRIAL BRIDGE CO
Incorporated, U 21, 1:1

INDUSTRIAL DISEASE
Law for control proposed by unknown bd of health, D 23, 14:3

INDUSTRIAL FIRE AND INS CO
Named in collection suit by John G Rommel, Ja 25, 3:3

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, See Labor; names of specific industries

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF WORLD
Organizer O'Conner rescued from mob; Fostoria, Ja 10, 2:5

INDUSTRY
See also Employment; Labor; specific industries

Attacks by Akron Press criticized, ed, Mr 6, 4:1

Akron ranks high with cities of nation, Ap 13, 1:5; fourth among Ohio cities in value of manufactures, My 17, 1:3

Achievements in Akron, feature article, S 14, 3:1

YMCA starts educ campaign, N 25, 14:2

1912

INFANT MORTALITY: See Deaths; Vital Statistics; names of orgs

INFANT MORTALITY, AMER ASSN FOR STUDY AND PREVENTION OF

Addressed by Prof H E Jordan, Clev, O 4, 13:1

Addressed by Dr Creasy L Whiting and Julia C Lathrop, O 7, 8:3

INFANTILE PARALYSIS

Thirteen cases under quarantine, Barborton, Jy 19, 1:4; epidem increasing, Jy 27, 8:3; bd of health holds special meeting in effort to curb epidemic, Ag 6, 12:2; Ag 7, 1:3

State physician warns against dust and flies, Ag 9, 12:3; recommendations which will finally remove disease given in rep and editorial by Health Officer Frank E Boudreau, S 3, 2:3

Health officer guards against spread of disease, Wadsworth, Ag 2, 18:3

Dr Philip A Shepard announces that cats are spreading disease, ed, Ag 16, 4:1

Four cases reported in Akron, Ag 20, 1:8

Prompt and expert care urged for all cases, Jtr, O 2, 2:4

Reduction of cases reported by state bd of health, O 12, 11:1

INFANTS, See Children

INFILAND, JAMES
Robbed and killed by 2 unidentified assailants, Ag 5, 12:3

INFLUENZA

Epidemic blamed by local physicians on women wearing low neck dresses, Ja 2, 12:1

INJUNCTIONS, See names of persons involved

INMAN, CHARLES T

Named with Henry A Robinson and Alfred M Wilson in collection suit, S 7, 2:5

INSANITY, See Mental Diseases

INSECTS

Swat-the-fly campaign praised, ed (Clev Leader), Mr 5, 4:4

Scott Clark breeds fireflies to use as lights at night, Lebanon, M 7, 3:1

Marsal Lucas organizes club to exterminate flies, Wadsworth, M 7, 12:4

Disposal of fly nuisance as hygienic measure urged, M 10, 14:3; bd of health sponsors fly swatting contest, Jy 1, 1:7; campaign temporarily called off for lack of funds, Jy 13, 1:3

William Winslow warns farmers of arm worm attack, Sandusky, O 1, 7:5

INSURANCE

See also Workmen's Compensation Ins

Govt Ins favored, ed, Ja 23, 4:1

Decision of U S sup ct that death by hand of law invalidates life policies criticized, ed, Mr 2, 4:1

Protection of employers from liability suits by protecting cos ruled out by atty-gen Hogan, Ap 10, 4:4
1912

INTERURBANS (Cont)

Co surveys Kent dist for possible improvements, D 23, 14:1
NOTAL co speeds improvements before cold weather, D 25, 9:2
Decreased rates announced by Youngstown & Southern ry co, O 31, 12:3

INTOXICATION. See Alcoholic Liquors

INVENTIONS AND INVENTORS
B B Dodge tubless tire, My 20, 14:4
William Brady refrigerator co incorporates in Kansas, D 24, 9:1
Arthur J Elliott puncture proof tire, Clev, S 6, 7:1

INVESTMENTS. See specific types

IOMA CENTRAL-RR CO

Named by Mrs. Albertine Sanderson in personal damage suit, Ag 20, 1:7

IREDELL, ROBERT

Named in suit to quiet claim by Goy Realty co, No 26, 5:1

IRELAND, R L

Indictment in crim & dock cos rebate cases dismissed, O 25, 7:1

IRISH, GEORGE M

Loses verdict in collection suit to NOTAL co, F 8, 5:1; motion for new trial overruled, F 28, 6:5

IRON AND STEEL

See also names of cos
Mrs of Youngstown protest freight rates before ICC, Ja 5, 14:6
Shortage of coke causes anxiety among Youngstown men, Ja 10, 5:6
NCR helps at Standard Charin co ask higher pay, Cols, F 2, 8:4
Pattern makers at Jame Steel Foundries strike for increase in wages, Alliance, Ag 17, 12:4
Ohio steel shortage tcpexeds exports, N 2, 8:4
De Forest Steel & Tin Plate co employees strike, Niles, N 22, 18:2; strike settled, N 27, 5:5
Stove Founders Natl Defense asin and Internatl Holders' union agree on wage increase, Cinti, D 18, 1:1

IRON ST

Name changed to Acker st, S 24, 2:6

IRONS (OR), W D

Sesnon, Ag 25, 7:3

IRVING, OHO

Paul Poage wins release from jail by habeas corpus decision of state supct, Ag 17, 4:7

IRRIGATION CONGRESS, NATL

Asks Mayor Rockwell to send delegates to convention, program listed, S 18, 2:5

IRVIN, MARY

Beneficiary in will of A M Barber, S 24, 1:6

1911a

JACKSON, BERNARD

Arrested on white slavery chg, N 14, 1:1

JACKSON, CHAMP

Swears out writ of attachment on elephants of J S Nichols, money deposited, N 9, 1:1

JACKSON, CHARLES

Held in robbery of Maurice Kolb store, Je 13, 2:7

JACKSON, DANIEL J

Asks for advice and information regarding water and sewage conditions in Ohio, H 9, 9:4

JACKSON, GEORGE (Fay Fallis)

Files for intoxication, Ag 25, 2:4

JACKSON, GEORGE C

Elected council pres, N 12, 1:6

JACKSON, GLADYS

Overcome by gas fumes, D 26, 5:8

JACKSON, H A S

Wagon and horse stolen, D 25, 1:8

JACKSON, HENRY

Penitentiary sentence commuted, J 31, 4:4

JACKSON, J W

Agreement reached in judgment suit brought by Abers & Harpman, Ap 2, 1:1

JACKSON, JOSEPH J

Arrested for implication in Wells Fargo Express robbery, A 1, 2:5

JACKSON, LUIS

Speaks on agriculture and future vocation, Ap 4, 2:4

JACKSON, MELVIN

Sued for divorce by wife Christine P, D 3, 5:1

JACKSON, W R

Assessment suit by City settled, My 10, 12:2

1911b

JACKSON, WILLIAM (Cinci)

Removed as Chief of police, No 21, 1:2

JACKSON AND BAUGHMAN

Names Summit county property damage suit, Ag 23, 14:2

JACKSON MOTO CAR CO

Damaged by fire, My 27, 1:4

JACOBS, ERNEST

Injured in accidental disch of shot gun, Ja 13, 10:1

JACOBS, HARLEY

Killed by lightning, J 2, 8:2

JACKSON, MIKE

Captured as fugitive from Boys' Indus school, Lancaster, H 30, 3:1; 5:7

JACKSON, HARRY

Recovers from mushroom poisoning, Ag 6, 8:1

JACOBY, FRANK

Injured by bull, Ja 17, 6:3

JACOB, JOHN

See Bloom, John

JACOB, HENRY

Res destroyed by fire, Je 19, 2:2

JAILS. See Penal and Correctional Inst; geog headings

JAIRES, FRANK

Killed in disorderly conduct, Je 15, 8:3

JAKUBIK, JOHN

Killed for attempt to shoot Charles Roth, G 5, 14:4

JAMES, ULRIC

Sued for divorce by wife Abigail V, Je 19, 10:2

JAMES, DAVID R

Sued for divorce by wife Rachel M, Ag 5, 3:7

JAMES, EDWARD

Killed by motor truck, Ap 2, 1:8; death, D 17, 1:4; funeral, por, D 18, 7:3

JAMES, DELIA

Assaulted, August Rowe held, D 24, 1:3

JAMES, EDWARD

Sued for divorce by wife Rachael M, Ag 5, 3:7

JAMETTE, JOE

Sentenced for burglary, J 12, 7:2

JANKOWSKI, CHARLES

Lives at penitentiary placed on honor by warden, Ap 23, 2:3

JAPAN

Adoption of modern ways, ed, J 27, 4:1

REC copy of Ohio School laws for establishing system in Korea, O 11, 4:5

JARETT, D E

Two blgs damaged by fire, Je 17, 1:1

JARETT, HELEN

Attempts suicide and arson while in Youngstown jail, O 3, 8:4

JASCO, JOHN

Arrested on non-support chg, My 25, 10:3

JASON, CHARLES

Injured in fall, F 1, 3:6
JINSING, JOHN
Arrested on chg of threatening to kill John
Mahan, Ja 24, 10:5; Ja 25, 7:2; held under
bond, Ja 27, 3:2
JEFFERSON, EMMA
Held for murder of Charles W Myers, M 30, 2:5
JEFFERSON AVE
Wove uncover skeletons from old potters field
while grading, Ja 1, 1:4
JEFFERSON COUNTY
See also Elections
History, Ap 25, 4:5
JEFFERSON GAZETTE
Announces results of pres poll in Ashtabula
county, F 1, 2:1
JEFFERSON ST SCHOOL (Youngstown)
Installation of air filters completed, N 27, 3:5
JENNINGS, EDWARD S
Sues Summit county for grand jury mileage fee,
F 12, 1:6; wins verdict, M 8, 1:4
JENNINGS, JOHN
Injured by machine at Ohio Match co, Ag 30, 18:3
JENNINGS, MARY
Aassaulted, William Gray fined and sentence
suspended, F 15, 10:1
JENNINGS, HARRY
Indicted on manslaughter chg of death of
William Harrington (Casey), Ja 16, 5:5;
pleads not guilty, Ja 17, 7:1; F 9, 1:8;
sentence suspended, F 9, 16:2
JENNINGS, LACY
Returned to W Virginia after escape from
reformatory, N 1, 20:4
JENNINGS, SAMUEL W
Suit against Akron Scrap iron co settled, 
Ja 27, 7:3
JENNINGS BLDG (Clev)
Destroyed by fire, Ja 20, 1:1
JENKINS, HENRY
Ordered to leave Hamilton Ohio, M 18, 1:5
JESSUP, JAMES
Killed by electricity, My 6, 1:2
JETSTAD, JOSEPH J
With Anton Louzer named in money suit by
Ullman Einstein co, Ja 8, 9:8
JESTRAB, NICK
Injured when rr car jumps track, Ja 10, 16:4
JEWELL, LEE
Injured attempting to board freight train,
S 10, 6:5
JEWS AND JEWELRY. See names of jews and
dealers
JEWETT, OHIO. See GAS
JEWISH RELIGIOUS EDUC ASSN OF OHIO
Annual conv, D 30, 10:1; terminates, D 31, 10:3
JEWISH SYNAGOGUE
Stolen band instruments recovered, S 7, 2:5
JEWS
See also names of orgs
Feast of dedication, feature article, D 4, 5:3
JNISN, JOHN
Injured in shooting, Jesse Niece held, Ja 24,
7:4
JOBE, E E
Wins collection suit against George W Hulett,
F 29, 6:5
JOHANNS, WILLIAM
Suits, S 4, 8:2
JOHN, ROSE
Names Claude Clarke estate in personal damage
suit, Jy 23, 1:6
JOHNS, ANNA
S A Becker named assignee, My 1, 5:4
JOHNSON (BENJ)
Calls Charles Ulick lobbyist, My 3, 1:3
JOHNSON, ALBERT
Killed by auto, Ag 22, 12:3
JOHNSON, ALEXANDER
Speaks on Natl Bd of Charities to Akron Bd of
Charities, Ap 13, 3:1
JOHNSON, ALFRED
Arrested for non-support, Ja 17, 2:4
JOHNSON, ALICE
Appeals verdict in collection suit against
J Edward McCallister, F 22, 3:5; hearing,
M 1, 14:3; suit cross-petitioned, M 25,
10:1; dismissed, My 15, 2:3
JOHNSON (ORP), ANDREW F
Addresses Silver Lake Chauteaugua on the hone,
Ag 15, 5:1
JOHNSON, ANNIE E
Names Columbus county case in damage suit,
M 21, 6:1
JOHNSON, ANTON
Burned to death in fire, Ag 12, 3:7
JOHNSON, ARTHUR
Chg with shooting with intent to kill J T
Wilder, Ag 23, 5:1
JOHNSON, AUGUSTUS D
Mgr of collection dept in Fifty-third Natl bank
discharges, irregularities in accts discovered,
Jy 29, 1:6
JOHNSON, D R
Injured by auto, N 4, 7:7
JOHNSON, DELLA
Names Fred Klein in malicious assault suit,
N 1, 10:1
JOHNSON (WRS), EMILY DIOAN
Suicide, My 15, 1:2
JOHNSON, FORD
Foot crushed when caught in elevator, M 16,
8:3
JOHNSON, FREDD
Held for robbery of W F Smith jewelry store,
Jy 13, 8:3
JOHNSON, GEORGE
Grows when boat overturns, Jy 16, 8:3
JOHNSON, H H
Accepts offer as teacher in Pittsburgh, N 12,
10:4
JOHNSON (WRS), HARRY
Seats unmanned woman, D 11, 3:1
JOHNSON, HENRY
See Miller, Cleo
JOHNSON (GOV), HIRAM (Calif)
See also US Senate - Elections - Pres - Senate
Vice Pres
Makes poll speech before state constitutional
convention, F 29, 4:4
JOHNSON, J P
Res destroyed by fire, Jy 27, 1:1
JOHNSON, J T
Presented by B & O ro co to gen agent of Cleve
and Akron territory, N 4, 14:3
JOHNSTON, JACO
Condemned for affection with white slavery, 
ed, N 13, 4:1
JOHNSTON, JAMES J
Scalded in vat of boiling water, Ap 17, 5:3
JOHNSON, JESSE
Sentenced for bootlegging, N 2, 8:4
JOHNSON, JOHN
Missing, Ja 4, 3:5
JOHNSON, JOHN (EVERETT)
Res destroyed by fire, Ja 8, 10:4
JOHNSON, JOHN (CHILLOTHE)
Escapes from Ross county jail, S 16, 7:8
JOHNSON, JOHN W
Will filed, Je 3, 2:7
JOHNSON, JOHN, ES
Injured by interurban car, Jy 12, 9:3
JOHNSON, OLIVER
Held on desertion chg, O 16, 10:1
JOHNSON, PETER
Name legally changed from Peter Jorgenson,
S 25, 10:2
JOHNSON, SAM
Slain, Dominic Carelli sought, U 26, 1:1;
torpid, U 27, 14:4
JOHNSON, WALTER
Escapes from Linking county jail, O 25, 20:1
JOHNSON, WESLEY
Praises woman suffrage movement, ltr, Ja 6,
4:6
JOHNSON (COUNCILMAN), WILLIAM
Endorses proposed Wadsworth munic cemetery,
My 27, 2:2
JOHNSON, WILLIAM
Suicidal for divorce by wife Laura, U 14, 1:6
JOHNSON HARNARIE CO
Robbed, F 12, 10:3
JOHNSON JUNK SHOP
Robbery frustrated, M 27, 1:4
JOHNSTON, S H
Criticizes proposal to use wood blocks in
paving of E market st, Jy 26, 10:1
JULIUS, STEVE
Arrested for circulating counterfeit money,
S 3, 1:1
JULIO, GEORGE
Infant daughter injured by door slamming during
winds, Ap 1, 12:4
JONES (LUCKY)
Sentenced to at work for assault on M McDermott,
O 9, 10:1
JONES (ORI), LLOYD
Certificate revoked by Ohio med bd, Ap 6, 10:2
JONES, MARGARET
Assaulted, Mike Swarden and Mike Springer
tried, My 4, 9:1
JONES (ORB), MARY
Granted bldg permit for house at 103-105
Casterston Ave, Ag 19, 8:2
JONES, MILLIE T
Names Margaret J Robinson estate in real estate
suit, winds, N 20, 8:2
JONES, MORRIS
Charged with conspiracy to evade pure food laws,
Ja 24, 10:5
JONES, PAUL
Sentenced to Mansfield reformatory in robbery of Ramm Bros. store, F 9, 4:1; paroled, F 16, 11:3
JONES, PERY
Arrested for assault, D 26, 7:1
JONES (Rev.), A A
Sermon, My 27, 3:4
JONES, STEPHEN
Pardoned from penitentiary, My 18, 17:1
JONES, T H
Killed when locomotive overturns, F 10, 5:5
JONES, WYRLE
Wins Queen of the Carnival contest for Cuy Falls centennial celebration, por, Ag 21, 2:5
JONES, W J
Suicide, D 7, 1:7
JONES, WILLIAM
Sues wife Clara E for divorce, F 13, 10:2; decree granted, Ap 4, 1:4
JONES, WILBUR
Attempted break from Licking county jail, My 27, 10:3
JONES, WILLIAM
Stab Frank Taylor in Mansfield jail cell, M 13, 2:4
JONES (Mrs.), WILLIAM
Robbed, Ap 15, 5:1
JONES, WILLIAM B
Suicide, D 9, 12:2
JONES, WILLIAM L
Ordered to pay alimony and support of 3 children, O 10, 12:2
JONES CONFESSIONARY
Victimized by counterfeiters, Ap 25, 2:3
JONES MILL (Newark),
Robbed, M 27, 1:4
JORDAN, FOREST
Arrested for assaulting Daniel Blankenship, D 28, 8:2
JORDAN (PROF.), H E
Addresses American assn for the Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality, O 4, 13:1
JORDAN, NEFF
Died of gross misconduct, F 20, 12:6; sentence suspended, F 21, 2:3
JORGENSEN, PETER
Name legally changed to Peter Johnson, S 25, 10:2
JORDANS, ANDY
Arrested for intoxication, D 3, 12:1
JORY (Mrs.), THOMAS
Killed by passenger train, J 10, 5:4
JOSEPH, JOHN J
Cottage destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:2
JOSTEN, MIKE
Molested by grand jury on chg of cutting to kill; J 19, 9:2
JOST, HERMAN
Sues wife Esther for divorce, Ag 14, 2:5; case dismissed, D 21, 1:7
JOURNAL PRINTING CO
Herbert H Hankins appointed receiver, U 27, 1:7
JOURNALISM AND JOURNALISTS. See Civil Liberties; Newspapers
JOURNEYMEN FISHERMEN’S ASSN OF GREAT LAKES
Opens convention, F 6, 2:4
JOWE, CHARLES W
Wife Nellie files cross petition in divorce suit, Ag 19, 2:6
JOWE, NEWTON
Injured by train, J 22, 10:5
JUDGE, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 10:1
JUDGES. See Courts; goading headlines for elections; names
JUDSON, CHARLES A
Reimburse Ohio for money paid him after resignation as assn, Ap 15, 4:5
JUNEAU, PAUL
Injured in train-auto collision, S 10, 1:1; S 11, 1:3
JUNKIN, THOMAS
Died in theft of Jacob Schrock’s bicycle, J 5, 1:6
JUNKER, HENRY C
Killed by train, J 11, 1:8
JURGAC, JOHN
Arrested for attempting to defraud, F 12, 10:4
JURGENS, JOHN C
Involuntary bankruptcy proceedings investigated, F 21, 1:1; missing, ran away by ct to check assets, F 22, 10:4; sought by creditors, por, F 23, 2:2; adjudged bankrupt, Mr 8, 1:4; awaits hearing on chg of embezzling funds from Norcross co; Mr 16, 1:6; pleads guilty, My 1, 1:7; sentenced, My 6, 1:3
JURIES AND JURY DUTY. See Courts
JUSTICE, LAFAYETTE
Injured in fall, Ag 17, 12:4
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are arrested for contributing
See also Curfew
CAUSE AND PREVENTION
Increase shown in number of cases during past yr, J 5, 9:2
Visiting of pool rooms by boys under 18 investigated by probation officer John Huntington and a trump officer Charles Watson, J 9, 3:4; decreases since owners keep boys out of pool rooms, J 15, 3:7
Probation officer John W Huntington suggests plan for reduction, J 25, 5:1
Habit of many school girls being on or late at night condemned by probation officer Huntington, J 26, 9:2
A A
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY — CAUSE AND PREVENTION (cont)
Akron conditions, J 29, 8:3; report of Summit county probate ct shows seriousness of condition, Mr 1, 1:1
Probation officer John Huntington asks police to aid in keeping children off the streets, J 30, 10:9
Mrs J. Barnhart pleads before grand jury for detention home for girls and boys, F 7, 1:1
Forcing of juvenile con appears necessary to curb delinquency, ed, F 7, 7:4
Blamed on crowded conditions of city by probation officer Switzer, My 15, 1:1
County seeks for prisoners urged by Judge O. E. Lyle, F 17, 2:2
Juvenile wk of probate ct for June revs, J 4, 2:1
Use of Summit county jail for juvenile prisoners protest, detention home urged by Barborton meth, F 19, 3:7
Crusade against sale of tobacco to minors started by marshal Thomas Lucas, Wadsworth, N 22, 8:3
LAW VIOLATIONS
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons were arrested for contributing
Akron
Stephen Rabel, Rose Waz. delinquent, J 27, 1:1
John Kovias, Mary Petros delinquent, F 1, 1:5
Peter Alesi sought, F 2, 10:1
Burt Riley, Frieda Grimes delinquent, F 13, 10:3
Charles Rennett, Alice May Minich delinquent, F 16, 1:1
Joseph Papp, F 19, 10:3
Fred Stuart, F 20, 12:4
William Bailey and 6 others held, F 26, 15:5
John Repp, Esther Koenic delinquent, F 28, 1:4
Alois Michler, Mr 2, 5:5
Alfred Carl, Mr 6, 13:5
Henry Johnson, Cleo Miller delinquent, Mr 16, 1:4
Walter Zufall, Robert Samuel delinquent, Mr 21, 1:1
Floyd Antler, Mr 23, 10:5
Baker, Ap 11, 12:2
May Cunningham, Dollie Hutchinson delinquent, My 24, 24:3
Harvey Smith, wife Loretta delinquent, Jy 4, 1:4
Lewis Good, Josephine Huder delinquent, Jy 5, 14:1
Roy C Haladay, Evelyn Ensmor delinquent, Jy 5, 14:1
William Mann, Jy 13, 5:2
William J Walls, Susie Millin delinquent, Jy 13, 5:2
Luchean Tapavichaki, Katiza Glanz delinquent, Jy 18, 1:8
B J
K OH P BUILDING CO
Names First Cong ch and Second Cong soc in property damage suit, Ap 24, 1:3
KADDEL, MARTHA
Slain, John Elber held, D 13, 3:2
KACAN, MAX
Injured when thrown from wagon, S 2, 8:3
KAGY (Mrs.), WILLIAM
Died of injuries received when struck by auto, D 12, 8:5
KAHLE, JOSEPH
Committed to insane asylum, N 20, 7:4
KAIHLER (DR.), J FRANK (Ravenna)
Elected pres of Union Med assn, F 14, 10:3
KAIN (Mrs.), JENNIE
Store robbed, John Dooland and Joseph Kilian held, Je 22, 3:7
KAINING, GEORGE
Confessed to 42 burglaries, F 6, 9:5
KAISER, ALBERT
Assaulted by cellmate Walter Halpin, F 3, 14:4
KAISER (D.), WALTER (Ravenna)
Assaulted and fined for intoxication, Mr 23, 10:5
KALCIC, JOHN
Sailed, J 18, 8:5
KALICEK (Dr. and MRS.), FRANK
Fined for running speakeasy, J 15, 8:4
KAMARY, GEORGE
Attemps suicide after shooting Margaret Whelan, held, J 17, 5:5
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KAVALARIS (MR AND MRS), GEORGE
Held in assault on AT&SF Ext and, Ap 17, 1:1

KAY, JOHN
Sentenced for petit larceny, Jy 8, 8:1

KAY, W A
Cottage destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:2

KEERSLEY, SUSAN B
Will probated, J 22, 8:7

KEATING, THOMAS G
Names William W Stevenson in damage suit, J 20, 16:1

KEATING, WILLIAM
Missing, S 28, 5:1

KEATING HARDWARE CO
Store damaged by fire, J 17, 1:1

KECH, HARRY E (Kek)
Sued for divorced by wife Nellie B, M 21, 14:1; decree granted, N 10, 3:5

KECH, LOUIS
Names Sophia Hoover in real estate partition suit, N 7, 1:5

KECK, WALTER
Arrested for shooting and wounding wife, N 18, 3:2

KEEFER, LUCINDA
Names Akron and Summit county in tax suit, J 13, 17

KEELLER, HARLETT L
Elected supt of Clev schools, J 6, 10:3

KEELLY, JOE
Drowned after fall into lake, Ag 15, 5:2

KEEN, ANNA
Sues John J Keenan for judgment award, Ap 20, 1:8

KEELEY, JOE
Death, N 25, 1:5; will probated, N 28, 1:3

KEENLEY, DAVID
Rum robbed, D 11, 12:1

KEENES, W J
See Reeves, W J

KEEGS GROCERS
Sold goods and services, Jy 17, 1:3

KEFER, BLANCHE
Killed when stone rock topples, Ag 5, 1:6

KEFFER (MRS), ANNA
Names in lease, O 9, 1:8

KEIN, WENZ
Arraigned for malicious destruction of property, D 11, 7:8

KEISTER, JAY J
Injured when caught between freight cars, Ag 24, 9:3

KELDESKSKI, KALMAN
Hired to be catcher, Jy 24, 9:3

KELDERSKI, GEORGE
Sentenced to prison, Jy 24, 9:3

KELL, ROBERT G
Killed by st car, J 16, 1:3

KELLY, ROBERT G
Killed with son Robert in train-buggy collision, J 2, 8:1

KELLER (MRS), THERESA
Injured in st car collision, M 4, 1:8
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KEPLER, NELESE
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ja 4, 5:2
KEPLER, SAMUEL
Sues wife Minnie for divorce, Ja 17, 6:5; decree granted, Mr 9, 14:4

KEPLER LAUNDRY
Damaged by fire, Je 26, 14:3
KEPPINGER, STELLA
Sentence for theft suspended, Ag 17, 9:2
KERN, ELIZABETH
Scalded, 0 26, 14:3
KERN (WIFE), J
Names City in collection suit, Ag 10, 11:5
KERN, L
Room rented, S 5, 1:3
KERN, MINNIE
Names City in collection suit, S 18, 2:4
KERN, EDWARD N
Wills filed, D 6, 1:5
KERN, THOMAS
Wills filed, My 24, 1:8
KERTETER, CHARLES
App't deputy in probate ct, F 12, 12:2
KERN, JOHN
Held on intoxication chg, Ja 1, 2:2
KESSLER, EMMA
Sued for divorce by wife Clara G, S 30, 2:2
KETTER, GEORGE B
Held on theft chg, fined, Ag 1, 12:1; Ag 2, 13:7
KEYES, CHARLES
 Granted parole from Ohio State reformatory, N 14, 5:1
KEYES, CHARLES
Cottage destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:2
KEYES, FRANK
Pleads not guilty to assault and battery chg, N 26, 5:4
KEYES, GEORGE
Losses by Edward Curren for possession of dog, F 21, 7:4
KEYSER, ALVIN J
Held on chg of cutting with intent to wound Emery Allman, Ag 17, 1:7; sued by Allman, G 26, 1:2
KEYSER (WIFE), LENA
Killed in fall, Ja 5, 1:5
KEYSTONE LAUNDRY
Destroyed by fire following explosion, D 12, 1:7
KIICK, SUSANNE P
Announcement of marriage to Capt Austin Boman retracted, D 4, 6:1
KIICK, FRED
Named in property damage suit by John B Sloup and Frank W Paxton, Ag 27, 7:3
KIICK, GEORGE OSCAR
Death, F 17, 3:6; will probated, Mr 22, 18:1
KIICK, JULIA
Damage suit by City settled, My 29, 10:2
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KIDNAPPING
See also Assaults; Extortion; Lbrs.; Threatening, Murders; Robberies; Sex Crimes
Lefty George sought, F 26, 12:2
Margaret Wagner, Robert Wadsworth arrested on chg of forgery and abduction, Ap 18, 1:1
John Douglas child's attempted, Barberton, Ap 26, 15:4
Mary Thiebaud, Samuel Mathias, Jr held, New Phila, Ja 4, 12:3
KIESEL, JOHN
Fined for assault on Mr. Rodinbaugh, Jy 23, 12:5
KIEFER, HENRY C & LOUISE
Name Wt Hope cemetery in petition to prevent erection of burial vault near dwelling, S 3, 7:1
KIEHL, JOHN
Named by Burkhardt Breuning co in collection suit, Jy 27, 1:5
KILBORN, WALTER
Unknown heirs lose judgment suit to David N Kable, Ap 11, 1:1
KILBOURN, CHARLES H, Sr
Death, Ja 6, 3:7; will probated, Jy 8, 3:4
KILE, FREDERICK
Killed in interurban-carrige crash, Jy 2, 6:1
KILE (MR & MRS), SALEIM
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, S 10, 6:1
KILE MFG CO
Damaged by fire, Earl Fenton injured, D 11, 1:5
KILLIAN, JOSEPH
Held in robbery of Mrs. Jennie Kehn store, Jy 22, 3:2
KILMANN, ERNEST
Sues wife Mary for divorce, S 13, 1:6; decree granted, Mr 11, 20:3
KILMER, EMANUEL B
Wins temporary injunction suit against Oliver Ream & Sloan Yerrick, My 9, 12:4
KILPATRICK, W & E
App't clerks to women suffrage con of Ohio - Constitutional conv, Jy 13, 12:5
KINNE, EMMA
Announces candidacy for U.S. house from 10th Ohio Cong dist, Ja 31, 4:6
KIMBALL, DAVID
Shot and killed by F E Brightman in robbery attempt, F 16, 2:2
KIMBALL, W & M
Names John Cbrobst in collection suit, F 3, 14:5; Ap 9, 3:4
KINDLE, WILLIAM
Injured in fall on ice, F 23, 13:4
KINDELL, JACOB
Fined for discharging firearms within city limits, N 6, 2:1
KING, CHARLES
Suicide, Ja 13, 9:6
KING, CHARLES H
Estate named in equitable relief suit by Horatio G Bartlett, Ja 24, 10:2

KING, CLARENCE
Held by Toledo police for Col's authorities in slaying of Samuel Case, Jy 24, 2:4
KING, FRANK
Plagued support of Civil War vets as candidate for Summit county recorder, 1tr, Ag 20, 2:4
KING, GEORGE
Killed by train, O 2, 10:5
KING, IRVING
Killed by train, D 12, 5:4
KING, JONES
Arrested on chg of selling fake cataract cure, D 12, 5:4
KING, PAUL
Injured in auto, Ag 31, 12:4
KING, WALTER E
Found frozen to death, Ja 16, 10:2
KING FOUNDATION
Blugs destroyed by fire, D 13, 3:2
KINGS DAUGHTERS, OHIO
Annual conv elects officers, O 12, 6:6
KINNADOO (JUDGE), RP. See Ohio - Elections - Judiciary
KINN, WALTER
Injured when kicked by horse, Ap 23, 8:4
KINNAMAN, C H
Jewelry store robbed, My 29, 5:5
KINNEY, JOHN
Missing after fire at Redling (Randige) - Lothian co bldg, O 11, 1:7
KINNEY, WILBUR
Sentenced to Boy's Indus school for chicken stealing, F 10, 5:3
KINNELL, WILLIAM
Rec's suspended time for intoxication, Mr 15, 18:1
KINSEY, A D
Res robbed, N 30, 9:1
KINSEL, BERTIE
Fined on prostitution chg, S 12, 7:1
KIRKWITH, FRED
Fined for furnishing liquor to prisoners, Ag 6, 12:1
KIRY, LEWIS (Louis)
 Held to grand jury on highway robbery chg, Jy 25, 10:2; dismissed, N 14, 16:3
KIRK, J O
Burned in explosion, O 11, 14:6; O 12, 8:3
KIRK, JOHN
Held in attempted assault on Mrs. Ben Snyder, Jy 24, 8:4
KIRK, MARY
Assessment suits of City of Akron settled, My 10, 12:2
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KRAFT BAKING CO
Suit brought by Natl Milling co dismissed, Ja 23, 5:4; losses verdict in rehearing, My 14, 11:1

KRAMER, GEORGE
Irons, Mr 27, 5:2

KRAMER, J O (Edith Hurley)
Escapes from penitentiary, D 26, 8:6

KRAMER, JOE
Sought assault on Barber, D 10, 10:4

KRAUSS, FRED
Held for robbery of Elmer E Shawell saloon, N 25, 1:6

KRAUS, LUDI (Barberton)
Fined for carrying concealed weapons, My 6, 9:2

KRATZ, JOHNN
Names Clyde and Jennie Adams in collection suit, D 14, 11:5

KRUPA, JACOB
Sentenced for grand larceny, F 14, 1:4; taken to Ohio State reformatory, F 24, 12:6

KRUTCHFIELD, W. A
Hold for disorderly conduct, N 12, 2:2

KUCERA, CAREY, JOHN, AND YARO
Injured in explosion at Austin Powder co, Jy 30, 1:1

KUCH (Mrs), MARY
Injured when dragged by runaway horse, S 12, 10:3

KUEHN, E W
Speaks on religion before Internat Bible Students, O 23, 9:3

KUEHN, GEORGE W
Held on Clev St Cleaning Dept payroll padding chg, S 26, 5:6

KUDELLO, FRED
Arrested for dumping garbage in prohibited section, Ag 10, 1:8

KUHLM, JOHN
Arrested and sentenced for robbery of Akron Scrap Iron co, Jz 29; 2:2

KUHN, E A (Louis)
Fined for keeping saloon open on Sunday, Mr 18, 10:1; Mr 2, 15:2; Mr 26, 12:3

KUHN, PEARL
Injured in car-side collision, F 3, 3:4

KUHLE, FRED
Divorced by wife Alice, Jz 25, 1:5

KUHLES, STEVE
Sentenced to Boys' Indus school for parole violation, S 23, 2:6

KUNA, JOHN
Appeal granted Karl Schaffarzky in equitable relief suit, Jg 7, 1:8

KUNKLER, DANIEL
Death, Ag 10, 8:7; will filed, Ag 14, 1:3

KUNKLER, GEORGE L
Sentenced to jail for mailing obscene letters, O 16, 3:6

KUNTZ (Miss), E
Assaulted, Peter Becker sentenced, My 4, 11:6

KUSAHR, JOHN
Named in collection and foreclosure suit by Karl Schaffarzky, Mr 7, 1:5

KUSAHR, JOHN AND VINAG
Named in money suit by Joseph Manz, Mr 4, 3:5

KUSCHELER, JOHN
Sentenced to 10 years in state prison, Ja 24, 2:3

KUST, STEPHEN
Body found in canal, My 6, 14:3

KUTTMAN, GEORGE
Body found in canal, Ja 24, 2:3

KUTZ, J H
Apt damaged by gas explosion, F 23, 12:5

KVAHNA, GEORGE
Pleads not guilty to chg of cutting to wound James Ashwa, N 25, 12:2

KOVAI, MARY
Amount on robbery chg, O 16, 3:3

KOVAIC, JOHN
Amount on chg of contributing to delinquency of Harry Patras, F 1, 1:5; F 2, 10:1; sentenced, F 3, 12:1; F 5, 9:1

KOVIICH, JOE
Arrested and fined for fighting, Ja 25, 12:1

KOMITS, JOHN
Fined for carrying concealed weapons, Ja 6, 9:2

KRAFT, HENRY A
Aptd member of literary bd by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 8, 3:5

LABOR
See also: Employment; Industry; Workmen's Compensation ins; labor hearings; specific industries and trades
Validity of Green 5-hr law summarized, Dols, Ja 31, 4:5

CLJ asks Mayor Rockwell to halt local mfrs' attempt to flood labor mtg, Mr 6, 1:7; Mr 9, 9:4

Arbitration before calling strikes avoided, ed, Mr 30, 4:1

Abolishment of night wk recommended by natl conf of charities and corrections, Clev, Ja 14, 1:5

Mfrs urged to use ballot and not strikes to improve wk conditions, ed, Ag 5, 4:1

Laboring men praised by Bishop Quayle in speech at Music hall, O 29, 5:1

LAVOR RELATIONS. See Labor; specific industries and trades

LAVOR UNIONS. See also names of orgs
Strength of orgs in U S compared with St Brt (Toledo Blade), ed, O 23, 4:4

LAVOR ORCIG, OHIO
Asks Gov Harmon to warn Ohio citizens about false ads concerning diragon, Mr 2, 4:5

LAVOR UNION, CENTRAL, SUMMIT COUNTY
Plans bidg own hall, F 21, 7:1

Asks Mayor Rockwell and city council to halt local mfrs' attempts to flood labor mtg, Mr 6, 1:7; Mr 9, 9:4

Appts lecture com, N 20, 8:2

LACKARD, MILD
Committed to Delaware Home for Girls, S 23, 2:3

LACOSTA CONCERT CO
Concert, N 20, 6:1

LADROX, AUGUSTUS
Frustrates barn robbery, Ja 25, 1:4

LAFATIMA
Arrested and charged with robbery, released, Ag 31, 2:2

LAFAYERS, J M
Drug store damaged by fire, N 6, 12:1

LAFEL, WILLIAM E
Pleads not guilty to non-support chg, held under bond, O 25, 20:4

LAFFETTE (SENT), ROBERT
Ideas declared too advanced for Ohio progressives, ed (Chicago Record-Herald), Ja 9, 4:3

Progressive repubs plan nomination for U S pres in 1916, N 3, 4:4

LAGORE, FRANK
Killed in brawl, Francesco Lamone and Francesco Proctor held, S 9, 12:2

LANEY, ROBERT
Killed in crash, Ag 12, 2:4
LAIB, CLARENCE (Lab)
Dismissed on fighting chg, D 31, 2:2

LAIRD
Property owners petition council for cinder sidewalks, Nr 12, 2:2

LAKE (WRS), S B
Res damaged by fire, Ja 9, 1:4

LAKE (WRS), SARAH C
Death, Jy 2, 2:5; funeral, Jy 3, 8:1

LAKE ANNA (Barston)
Purchase of surrounding land for pk purposes urged by citizens, F 12, 10:5; bathing facilities planned, Ap 1, 10:1; need for pk cited by Police Chief Eby, Ap 25, 5:5; use of land offered by Klise, My 7, 12:1; My 8, 7:6; citizens raise funds to purchase animals for pk, My 17, 15:3; urged to buy property, O 29, 12:2

LAKE BRADY PARK CO
Two cottages destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:2

LAKE CARRIERS OIL CO
Names PALE rr and 4 others in rate suit, F 20, 1:2

LAKE ERIE AND EASTERN RR
Dams damaged by heavy rains, Youngstown, O 25, 12:3

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN RR CO
Named with 4 others in rate discrimination suit by Lake Carriers OIL co, F 29, 2:3

LAKE SHORE RR CO
Passenger train derailed and wrecked, N Olmstead Falls, Ja 6, 8:4

Office robbed, Norwalk, Mr 13, 7:3

Box cars looted, Cleve, Ja 14, 1:3

Warns Youngstown citizens against trespassing on property, N 11, 5:2

LAKE SHORE ELECTRIC CO
Buys land for constr of Sandusky shops, Ja 4, 8:6

LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB (Canton)
Dock damaged by fire, Jy 11, 3:4

LALY, CHARLES
Pleads guilty to intoxication chg, fine suspended, Mr 30, 12:2

LAMBERT, FRANK
Fined for fighting, Jy 19, 7:3

LAMPA, JOHN
Death, My 9, 1:1; will filed for probate, My 14, 3:4

LANE, BERT E
Sues wife Cara V for divorce, Ag 20, 12:1

LANE, CLAIRE
Infant scalped to death, Ja 11, 10:4

LAND
See Real Estate

LANGERMAN, FRED
Suicide, Mr 5, 8:6; leaves letter denying arson guilt, Mr 5, 10:1

LANDIS (DR), L H (Chinti)
Addresses Harriet Taylor Upton club, Ja 12, 12:2

LANDIS, OUTLAW
See Accidents - Cave-ins

LANE, CHARLEY
Injured in fall, S 20, 15:1

LANE, EUGA
Assaulted, D 26, 8:2

LANE, FREDERICK A
Injured by fall on ice, Ja 27, 3:3

LANE SCHOOL
Addition for soc activities proposed, Ag 10, 5:1; bd of educ adopts plan of Harpster & Bliss for constr, S 4, 2:2; contrib awarded Morrison-Erleick co, O 2, 12:6

LANGDON, E.
Nominated for US Cong-at-large by Ohio repub state conv, Jy 3, 1:7

LANGDON, HELEN
Sues for divorce, S 18, 2:4

LANGDON, LAFayette
Establishes gubernatorial campaign headquarters in Cols, My 25, 6:4

LANGUARDIAN, LADS
See names

LANGSTED, LASLO
Estate wins damage suit against Diamond Rubber co, N 9, 1:7

LANSING, J A
Dismissed from chg of misapplication of funds of Ohio Savings & Loan and Investment co of Norwalk, F 8, 8:3

LARIVAGE, STELLA
Assaulted, Toney Alaseky acquittal, wife and Joe Gogitsky fined, S 27, 20:5

LARDER, FRANK
Fined for assault on Antonio Pasta, Jy 19, 7:3

LANSINGVILLE AVE Oil (Youngstown)
Recs financial aid from United Press ch Spokesman (Wash), My 17, 15:1

Lantz, Louis
Killed by lightning, Jy 17, 10:3

LAPINSKI, CONSTANT
Suad for divorce by wife Stella, Ap 17, 7:3

LAPP, JACOB
Killed in glass factory, F 12, 1:7

LARCH, CHARLES
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LAVELLE, NAP
Suad for divorce by wife Kitty, Jy 1, 10:2

LAWER, JOHN
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LAWINGTON, CHARLES
See names

LAWLING, JOHN
Named in violation of contr suit by J Grove Allen, My 9, 1:6; suit dismissed, My 29, 10:2

LAWLOR, RUTH
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LEACH, JACOB
Injured when caught in machine, D 10, 14:4

LEVY, L I
See names

LAVALEY, MINNIE (LaVelly) (Clarksville)
 Prosecution of false arrest - murder, N 16, 15:1

LEAVES, JACOB
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LEAVES, ROBERT
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LEAVES, GEORGE
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LEAVES, JOHN
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LEAVES, JOHN
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LEAVES, JOHN
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LEAVES, JOHN
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

LEAVES, JOHN
Suad for divorce by wife Margaret, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, O 2, 2:8
LEAHS, AUGUST
Guardian asks ct to determine ass to be paid county infirmary for care, Ja 26, 3:3

LEYBRE, RICHARD
Truck damaged by interurban car, S 9, 7:5

LEYNA, JOHN
Named with W J Palmer by NUTAL co in land advertisement, Mr 1, 14:4; wins verdict, S 11, 1:6

Lemons (OR), L A
Injured in interurban-auto collision, Ag 22, 12:3

Lemons, GEORGE
Arrested for passing child in school, F 21, 2:3

LENNARD, E
Died at 337 Washington st consigned by fire marshal, Ag 6, 1:6

LENS, S A (Canton)
Appropriates police, N 20, 12:1

LENHART, GEORGE
Store damaged by Schumacher bldg fire, Jl 10, 1:1

LENNEHAN, JOHN
Arrested for robbery, F 19, 3:3

LENO, E A
Auto totaled, D 31, 1:2

LENTZIG, ROY
Chokes to death when blood vessel bursts during coughing spell, Mr 8, 24:1

LEON, JOHN
Injured while working at Youngstown iron and steel co, Jy 29, 3:5

LEON, TINY
Injured by train, Ja 10, 1:2

LEONARD, E B
See also Repub Party - Ohio
Appointed to Ohio bar examining com, D 14, 4:4

LEONARD, FRANK
Sued for divorce by wife Rose Stroup, Ja 1, 1:3

LEONARD, FRANK M
Speaks on Christian Science, Ja 29, 8:4

LEONARD, MAURICE
Wounded in murder of William Smith, S 30, 7:3

LENDEN, HELEN
Remanded to Summit county detention home, D 31, 2:2

LEPARIS, MAE
Killed in train-car collision, D 17, 1:1

LEPPERT, P F
Injured in auto-motorcycle collision, S 17, 8:4

LETT, L M
Injured in auto-motorcycle collision, S 17, 8:4

LEX, Leatrice
Injured by falling sign, Ja 15, 8:5

LEXITT, HENRY
Divorced from wife Viola J, Jo 8, 11:4

LEWIS, S B
Placed under observation to determine mental condition, Ja 12, 8:8

LEWIS, THOMAS L
See O S - Elections - House

LEWIS, CHEMICAL CO
Incorporated, D 21, 9:7

LEWIS, A W
Injured when thrown from buggy, 0 18, 7:4

LEY, C H
Issued permit for erection of bldg, S 10, 1:4

LIBERTO, ALBERT
Sees names of persons involved Libraries and librarians. See names of Libraries and librarians

LIGGETT, JACOB
Organizes, elects officers, F 23, 5:1

LICENSING. See subjects

LIEUX, JOHN O
Saw training of Pres Taft as judge detrimental to admin as pres, Mr 4, 10:3

LIFE
Address by Rev Benjamin Fay Mills at First Universalist ch, D 31, 10:1

LIFE INSURANCE. See Insurance

LIFT SAVING
See also Accidents

LIGGETT, W K
Regains sight, criticizes women's styles, N 4, 4:5

LIGHT (WOM), ELSIE
Accidentally shot by husband Curtis during brawl with George Young, husband held, Ag 16, 11:4

LIGHTING, See Elec Light

LIGHTNING
See also Accidents

LIGRE, FRANK
Robbed, C 12, 1:2

LILLYS, ALFRED
Fined for fighting, D 31, 2:2

LILES, CHARLES
Sued for separation by wife Nellie, Ap 20, 11:4

LILES, IRA
Arrested on theft chg, D 5, 14:3


LILLIJOHN, ETTA
Arrested on intoxication charge, S 20, 14:1; sentenced, S 21, 8:4

LILLY, ANDREW
Fined for stealing chickens, J 2, 1:2

LIMA, OTHO
See also Weather; names of utilities; Chief John Neuer resigns from fire dept., N 6, 17:4
Vermin found as chief of police, Capt. Ernest Good, D 28, 6:6

LIMA STATE HOSPITAL
Ten trustees recaptured after escape, 3 still at large, Ag 12, 3:4
Henry Piccaro escapes, B 14, 14:2

LIMA TRUE CO.
Ralph McClure and Ralph Cloess test case setting plant on fire, J 12, 8:2

LINDBECK, GEORGE
Trial for traffic violation draws interest, B 29, 17:7

LINDBERG-SMITH PLUMBING CO.
Named by hydro-vacuum cleaner in breach of contract suit, B 27, 1:8; case settled, M 17, 20:4

LINDNER, HANS
J. T. C. S., Jessie M.
Sues husband for divorce, secures temporary alimony, My 23, 3:6; decree granted, S 24, 3:2
Takes over sleeping police, asleep unbroken for 5 days, W 21, 1:7; dies, N 25, 5:7

LINCOLN, BENEDICT
Names Diamond Rubber Co. in personal injury suit, A 24, 5:4

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM
Portrayed, Bytown, F 12, 12:2; life outlined by Judge C. R. Grant in speech before Simpson Men's club First Me ch., F 13, 8:6

LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL (Barberton)
Halloween party, N 13, 13:2

LINCOLN SCHOOL
Wins first place prize in yd-improvement contest sponsored by C of C, N 13, 3:8

LINCOLN VOTES, SUMMIT COUNTY ASSY OF
Halo's annual meeting, S 16, 2:3

LINDEN, HENRY
Suicide, J 24, 6:3

LINDEN, LEWIS & GERMAN
Furniture destroyed by fire, F 17, 5:5

LINDSAY, FRANK
Wins personal injury suit against Beloit Pressed Brick Co., A 8, 3:4

LINDOR, JOHN
Injured in machine at Ohio Match Co., Ag 30, 18:3

LINES, H.

LINES, M.

LINES, OTHO

LINES, ROYAL ORD

LION, JAMES
Asks that children be compelled to contribute to his support, D 24, 14:2

LINT, JOHN
Heads not guilty to keeping son out of school, case continued, N 11, 10:2

LIRIODENDRON, WILLIAM
Suicide, N 11, 1:3

LISBON, WILLIAM R.
Proposes race track for Sterling Lake park, N 13, 9:4

LODGE, FRANKLIN
Sees no 3

LOUD, JESSE
Suicide, M 2, 3:1

LOUGHRAS, WILLIAM
Killed by auto, A 10, 2:4

LOGAN, WILLIAM
Injured by train, J 5, 2:5

LUGGER (FR. & MRS.)

LUMBER COLLEGE (Salemburg, III)
Trustees of Buchtel college ask aid of citizens in bringing college to Akron, M 7, 1:1

LUMPKIN, THOMAS
Held on 2 charges of murdering Tom Picciano, Ag 4, 3:3

LUMMULE, HENRY
Held in murder of Giuseppe Gutierrez, J 17, 1:3

LUNCH (MR. & MRS.), FRANK
Shot and wounded, Domino Conno, A 24, 7:4

LUNES GROCERY CO.
Cured in fire, F 12, 1:2

LUND, GEORGE

LUNDEN, JOHN
Sued by First National Bank of Grove City for judgment on promissory note, J 11, 2:5; case settled, A 11, 12:2

LUNDON, CHARLES

LUNDQUIST, WILLIAM
Nominated for re-election, S 25, 7:2

LUNDBERG, WILLIAM
Resigns as St. Mary's service dir., S 25, 7:2

LIONS, ROYAL ORDER OF

AKRON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: N 11, 14:1; elects officers, N 14, 5:2
LOMATIS, H.E.
Named by Permanent Savings & Loan Co in
promissory note for foreclosure suit, Nov 1, 2:4

LOMATIS, HARRY
Injured in fall, My 13, 2:4

LODGE, EDDIE
Burned with wife and daughter Irene in gas
explosion, Nov 30, 1:5

LOHAN, ORIO
See also Weather; names of utilities
David Hatt appointed fire chief, Ja 2, 6:5
Seven patrolmen return to police force, O 12, 8:3

LOMAI, OHIO
See also Weather; names of utilities

LOMAI COUNTY, See Courts

LORENO, PEDRO F
Pleads not guilty to chg of selling unwholesome
food, Ap 11, 12:1; found guilty, Ap 17, 7:2;
fine, $19, 15:9

LORENO, JOHN, See Phillips, Lillian

LORENO, HENRY
Injured in r.r collision, My 23, 2:4

LORENO (Sister), WILLIAM, See U S - Cong - Senate

LORTON, A B
Released from penitentiary, Ag 12, 4:7

LOSHER, EDDIE
Killed in fall from telephone pole, Ja 5, 1:5

LOSIUS, CHARLES E
Sues wife Mary E for divorce, F 26, 10:1; decree
granted, My 24, 1:4

LOST PERSONS, See names

LOUVHEL, OLIVER
Res damaged by fire, F 27, 5:2

LOUGHREY, JOHN L
Elected chairman of Union County progressive
central commit, S 18, 12:4

LOUGHER, CHARLES
Assaulted by (Happy) Bowen, U 25, 10:3

LOUGHER, Y S
Assaulted, H L Line held, S 26, 2:3

LOUIS P DAVIDSON SS
Launched at Ashtabula, Ap 8, 5:4

LOUDENBERGER, GEORGE AND MARY
Settle damage suit against NOSAL co, My 5, 12:2

LOUDER, ANTON
With Joseph J Jastrab named in money suit by
Umland Metzger co, Je 6, 9:9

LOVE, DOROTHY
Fined on immorality chg, My 1, 6:5

LOVE, LL
Burned in Butler county house fire, My 14, 1:7

LOVE, MARK B
Electrocuted while working at NOSAL power
house, Ag 21, 1:7

LOCHEN (PROF), T S
Speaks on psychology of advertising to class
at YNCA, Na 11, 2:7

LOE, ARRESTED
Names Charles L Lowe in suit to recover land,
My 2, 3:5

LOWE, SAM
Arrested on non-support chg, My 16, 8:3

LOWE, WILLIAM
Exhibits bone from mastodon, N 14, 5:2

LOWER, E D
Named in damage suit by Edward Goldstein and
Eva Pearlstein, Ja 16, 6:8

LOWRY (REV), H W
Sermon, Ed 4, 4:2

LOWRY, HATTIE
Burned while playing with matches, G 22, 3:4

LOWRY, JAMES (A C Taylor)
Released from penitentiary, My 22, 4:5

LOWRY, H H
Ridiculed for demanding proof of accusations
against prominent citizens in connection
-with prostitution reforms, ed, N 30, 4:11
Criticized for upheld council in proposed
impeachment of Mayor Rockwell, 60, G 4:11

LOWRY & GUEST
Writ issued to involuntary bankruptcy, Ja
12, 8:3

LOTHIER, CLARENCE E
Divorced by wife Lucy E, Ja 24, 7:3

LOTHIER, C D
Ferrers stolen, Alfred Minis and 2 others held,
N 29, 10:1

LOTHIER, T ALBERT
With Cara A Baugham Lowther named in collective
suit by Permanent Savings and Loan Co, Ja 11, 2:6

LOY, HARRY
Held on manslaughter chg in death of John
Devine, F 16, 2:4; F 17, 5:4

LOYERDAYA, JOHN
Grocery store attached by Dammel & Miller Grocery
co, G 14, 8:3

LOZIER, J W
Names Eleanor Goodwin estate in collection suit,
M 1, 2:5

LUCAS, FRANK AND JOHN
Held in assault on Boloc, N 18, 1:4; Frank
convicted, John dismissed, N 20, 3:3

LUCAS, JOHN
Killed when crushed between rr cars, N 19, 10:4

LUCAS, JOHN (Jack)
Held in robbery of B & L Cole, Ap 8, 1:3; Ap 10,
1:1; sentenced, N 16, 9:4

LUCAS, MICHAEL
Injured by falling trunk, J 3, 1:3

LUCAS (MARCHAL), THOMAS
See also Wadsworth, Ohio
Appd Game warden of Medina county, N 30, 3:3

LUCAS COUNTY
Infirmary bu asks increased fund to bury
indigents, F 16, 5:1

LUCIE, NICK, See Sarbo, Paul

LUDWIG, ALBERT
Sued for divorce by wife Anna, D 10, 6:4

LUDWIG, CHARLES
Killed by interurban car, D 30, 3:2

LUDWIG, JOHN
Arrested and fined for pointing firearms,
D 23, 1:1

LUDWIG, MILLIE
Dies of injuries reoc in train wreck, D 4, 3:4

LUECKE, ERNEST
Body found in river, suicide suspected, Ja 18,
8:3

LUISE, HARRY
Held on suspicion chg, G 4, 2:8

LULLI, SALOON
Damaged by fire, Ja 14, 7:4

LUMBER, FRANCISCO
Held-in-murder of Frank Lagore, S 9, 12:2

LUMBER DEALERS, RETAIL, OHIO ASSN OF
Annual conv at Dayton, Ja 23, 6:7

LUNDY (REV), J A
Sermon, Ap 1, 3:5

LINHA, THEO
Damaged by fire, N 9, 1:7

LUPINSKY, JOE
Sentenced to Boys' Indus school for parole
violation, S 23, 3:6

LURADOY, DUNSA
Arrested on complaint of wife, Je 20, 7:1

LUSK, A C (Barberton)
App'd member of board of health, Ja 9, 10:3

LUSKIN, NELLIE
Sues wife, S 12, 3:3

LUTCH, ROY
Escapes from Boys' Indus school, D 16, 1:4

LUTTIN, ROSS
Files suit in error against State of Ohio to have
judgment set aside, Ag 10, 11:3

LUTTRELL CH (Barberton)
Structure nears completion, My 10, 7:1

LUTTRELL CH (Blestell)
Pursue damage by lightning, J 24, 2:5

LUTINGER, MARY
Held on chg of being incorrigible, J 1, 8:4

LUTZ, GEORGE
Cut while slaughtering, F 2, 7:1

LUTZ, JAY
Injured when thrown from bicycle, My 14, 14:4

LUTZ, WILLIAM
Dies of gas fumes, My 23, 1:6

LYBARGER, D S
Trial begins on chg of accepting deposits
after Gambler Banking Co became insolvent
and for making false entries to Ohio banking
sust, My 8, 4:5; trial continues, My 11, 4:5;
found guilty, My 6, 9:7; fined, My 14, 7:3;
15:4

LYDICK, JOHN
Jailed for intoxication and entering wrong
home, N 14, 1:6

LYNCH, A
Injured in wagon-motorcycle collision, S 17, 14:1

LYNCH, BRENDA
Injured when mold falls on foot at Diamond
Rubber Co, Ja 18, 1:6

LYNCH, DANIEL
Probate ct ruling in liquor suit affirmed by
Ohio sup ct, My 16, 3:1

LYNCH, JOHN
Held for insanity test, Ag 1, 1:7

LYNCHING
Conviction of lynchers of Carl Ethertong by
Newark authorities hailed as law enforcement
example for other cities, ed (Pittsburgh
Dispatch), Ja 9, 4:2
Rev Winifred Simms urges stop to lynching, Ap 29,
5:2

LYNCH, N ORIS, G H
Office robbed, F 23, 5:1

LYRIT, WILLIAM C
Funeral, J 6, 13:4

LYRIT, CHARLES
Sells hair to fortune, F 21, 5:6

LYONS, FRED
Losses in judgment suit against Maggie Baker,
F 2, 1:5

LYONS, FRED
Dismisses from assault and battery chg, D 26,
8:8

LYONS, FRENCH
Wins collection suit against Franklin Gros,
My 7, 8:1

LYONS, HAROLD
Injured when revolver accidentally discharges,
F 26, 12:6

LYONS, WALTER
Arrested and returned to Canton authorities to
face chg of horse stealing, S 21, 1:4

LYRIC GLEE CLUB
Concert at Silver Lake, Ag 14, 2:1

LYRIT, JESSE
Arrested for gambling, J 11, 8:3

LYRIT, SAM
Injured in fall from Gorge bridge, S 6, 14:2

LYTLE (MAYOR), See Wadsworth, Ohio

LYTLE (PROOF), FRANK
Rehired as Wadsworth supt of schools, Ap 4, 10:1

LYTLE, MARGARET
Injured by baseball, My 31, 1:4

LYTLE (JUDGE), D E
App'ts Charles Kerstetter deputy supt in Summit
county probate ct, F 12, 12:2
1912

MCCALLISTER, EDWARD
Appeal suit by Alice Johnson dismissed; My 5, 2:3
MCCANN, THOMAS W
Named in slander suit by Dr. Charles W. Moneey, F 23, 5:1
MCCANNA, CYRUS
Res robbed, N 5, 12:2
MCCARTHY, J J
Buys Vance-Vinman Coach co. store, F 8, 10:2
MCCARTHY (MRS), HARRY
Held in shooting of John Gallagher, M 23, 14:1
MCCARTHY, HAROLD
Sentenced for fighting, U 30, 8:5
MCCARTHY, O A (Barberin)
Arrest patrolman by Safety Dir Brittan, Ap 30, 10:1
MCCARTHY, DANIEL
Stain, George Crofoot indicted, M 13, 2:4
MCCLIFFE, WILLIAM
Overcome by fumes in oil tank, D 4, 10:2
MCCLUSKEY, JAMES
Named with 3 others in injunction suit by Patrick T. McCourt, M 14, 1:7
MCCLUSKEY, JOHN
Relates experience in learning to drive auto, Ap 6, 9:1
MCCLINNEY, E A
Files candidacy for Summit County recorder, D 1, 1:7
MCCLASKEY, E V
Dismissed by bd of control, J 6, 8:4
MCCLANAHAN, WILLIAM S
Sentenced to penitentiary for embezzling Fairfield county funds, My 5, 12:4
MCCLINTOCK, THOMAS
Killed in attempt to board freight train, F 5, 12:2
MCCLINTOCK (MRS), WILLIAM
Zeros in fall into tub of water, M 11, 10:2; funeral, M 13, 7:3
MCCLURE, O E
Extradited to Indiana on conspiracy chg, Ap 30, 1:5
MCCLYM, MARTIN
Names Kenneth and William R. Fowler in personal damage suit, Ag 27, 10:2
MCCLURE, N H
See Ohio - Elections - Judiciary
MCCLURE, PATRICK
Held under bond for robbery, My 15, 2:6; My 10, 16:5; sentenced, J 24, 10:1
MCCLURE, Ralph
Confesses to arson in Lima Stone co. plant fire, J 12, 8:2
MCCLUGAN, J C
Will filed, Ap 8, 1:4
MCCLUGAN, JENNY
Sued by husband Arthur for divorce, J 13, 1:8; decree granted, F 24, 10:2
MCLEA, A
Res damaged by bomb explosion, N 7, 1:3
MCNAB, ALBERT
Mononganey, BELLE
Names William P. Hague in collection and real estate sale suit, F 28, 3:6; win, M 12, 18:1
MCNALLY, J N (Northfield)
Elected councilman, N 4, 7:2
MCNABB, A F
Injured in train-auto collision, M 2, 1:1
MCNAB, ORVILL
Fined for assault on Samuel Friedeman, F 13, 10:5
MCNAB, ORVILL, NORMAN
Sues wife Mary H for divorce, M 26, 1:7; dente action, My 14, 2:5
MCNAB, ROBERT
Injured by fall from scaffold while working at Rubber Hold & Machine co., S 26, 8:3; S 27, 1:1
MCNAB, FRANK
Rescued from drowning, M 11, 1:1
MCNAB, WILLIAM
Named with 3 others in property damage suit by John B. Sloop and Frank W. Thaxton, Ag 27, 7:3
MCNEIL, F T
Named by Louis Laube in damage suit, Ap 15, 7:4
Named in injunction suit by Annie Hanson, My 6, 7:4
Wins verdict in suit for judgment against Daniel O'Meara, F 8, 5:1
Named with 3 others in property damage suit by John B. Sloop & Frank W. Thaxton, Ag 27, 7:3
Files injunction suit asking that City be enjoined from awarding water pipe line contract to Carroll-Porter co., Ag 29, 1:1; hearing, S 14, 1:7; motion of city overruled, O 19, 1:6; awaits decision of court, N 1, 10:1; loses verdict, N 6, 1:1
MCNAB, CYRUS
Stabbed to death during quarrel with Grant Shebbon, J 6, 7:4
MCNAB, FRANK
Killed by falling casting, F 12, 10:6
MCNAB, JOHN
Theater blog damaged by fire, J 22, 10:2
Injunction suit of Jacob M. McIntosh settled, F 2, 2:2; F 8, 5:1
MCNAB, LOUIS A
Pleads guilty to grand larceny, sentenced, J 4, 8:4
MCNAB, WILLIAM G
Sued for divorce by wife Helen J, S 27, 20:4
MCNABB, NIBLEY
Named in Koshburn-Crosby co. in collection suit, Ag 15, 1:6
MCNAB, W A
Res damaged by bomb explosion, N 7, 1:3
MCNAB, AMELIA JOSEPHINE HELEN
Named in judgment suit by George Mitchell, F 26, 10:1
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MCDANIEL, G
Reappointed clerks of department, Ja 2, 1:3; to bd of control, Ja 8, 3:5
Attends annual meeting of Ohio bd of agr., Ja 12, 3:5
Social and business work, feature article, Ap 3, 3:2
MCDONALD, W M
Names Milton Zelzolf in suit asking for accounting and division of real estate, Jy 10, 8:7
MCDONALD, WILLIAM (Alliance)
Fined for violating saloon closing ord, Ja 6, 8:3
MCDONALD, WILLIAM (Steubenville)
Killed when coal falls in mine shaft, F 9, 1:4
MCDOE, ROBERT
Killed in auto-motorcycle collision, Ag 16, 13:2
MCDOE, ROBERT
Killed by live wire, S 3, 10:3
MCDONALD, F A
Robbed, S 2, 3:6
MCDONALD, DAVID
Killed, Harry Clapper held, Jy 2, 8:2
MCDONALD, MRS., ANNA
Injured in fall on ice, F 1, 1:7
MCDONALD, ARTHUR
Sentenced for maliciously destroying property, M 29, 3:2
MCDONALD, M
Attacked, Lucky Jones sentenced, O 9, 10:1
MCDONALD, VIOLA
Bitten by dog, Jy 17, 10:3
MCDONALD, C.
Damaged by fire, N 29, 10:2
MCDONALD, ALEC
Fined for striking Richard Westenberg, O 17, 2:4
MCDONALD, G
Sought for alleged robberies, D 2, 9:4
MCDONALD, H C
Accepts call to pastorate at Ashtabula First Presb ch, D 1, 7:5
MCDONALD, JOHN W
Held for murder of son Lawrence, wife and sister-in-law. Edna Huff wounded, D 11, 1:1
Refused permission to attend funeral, O 12, 1:1; permitted to see son, O 14, 1:9; wife Republicans recovering, O 15, 12:5; grand jury returns murder indictment, O 18, 10:1; gun used in slaying of son found, O 21, 2:5; pleas not guilty, O 21, 2:5; trial continued until Dec 18, D 3, 1:6
MCDONALD, SEN., S F
See Ohio - Elections - Senate
MCDONALD, PERRY
Injured in fall, Ag 20, 10:3
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MCDONALD, RICE
With S H Hendrich named by Goodyear Tire & Rubber co in collection suit, S 6, 1:6

MCDONALD, N A
Killed in locomotive explosion, D 2, 9:4

MCDONELL, NABEL
With Frank and Ella McDonald named by Dollar Savings Bank co in promissory note suit, F 28, 3:2

MCDOUGALL, WILLIAM
Names Core B Rackle in personal damage suit, J 16, 8:3

MCDONELL, WILLIAM
Files amended petition in suit for damages against Marshall Ralph Williams and Amer Surety co, Ja 20, 2:4; suit dismissed, My 15, 16:3

MECINTYRE, H E
Names City in suit to prevent assessment and collection of taxes on Guy Falls ave property, Je 22, 1:2

MECLENBERG, ROBERT
Assaulted, James Sneed fined, sentence suspended, My 27, 1:6

MCFADDEN, JAY D
Sues wife Olga for divorce, O 8, 2:7

MCFALL, JOHN
Killed by auto, S 8, 14:2

MCFARLAND, FRANK
Held on intoxication chg, D 16, 9:1

MCFARLAND, J RALPH
Proposes argument for civic center plan, urges cooperation of city govt with business, D 29, 9:2

MCFARLAND, JOSEPHINE
Killed by motor truck, O 22, 3:1

MCFARLAND, ROBERT
Losses Ohio sup ct verdict in suit against Scito Valley Traction co, My 16, 3:1

MCFARLIN, HAROLD
Names Andrew H Noah in personal injury suit, J 3, 9:3; wins verdict, Ap 30, 12:1

MCFARLIN, WILLIAM M
Sermon, Ja 15, 3:5

MCFARREN, C R
Killed by train, Je 18, 1:3

MCGARVEY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, My 17, 20:7

MCGAUGH, PAT
Fined for theft, Je 5, 12:6

MCGEE, JOSEPH
Fined for theft, Ja 27, 8:1

McGELVAY
Addressed Wadsworth school teachers, O 4, 8:4

McGILKEY (Mrs), NELLIE
Attempts suicide by shooting, S 17, 10:1
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MCGINNIS (MRS.), JOHN
Shot and wounded, Charles Oving held, D 11, 3:4

MCGINNELL, JOE
Sought by police in robbery of Dan Smith, O 16, 5:3

MCGOVERN, CHARLES
Ears and hand frozen, Ja 8, 1:1

MCGRAW, MATHEW
Fined for operating a bucket shop, M 25, 10:2

MCGREW, DOGIE T
Sues wife Alice M for divorce, Ja 8, 1:1; decree granted, S 26, 7:6

McGregor, MARTIN
Arrested in raid on brothel, Ap 30, 12:4; My 1, 8:5; held on adultery chg, My 4, 5:1; found guilty, My 7, 1:5; sentenced, My 24, 3:1

McSUCKIN, JOHN H AND ANNA L

McGUIRE, EDWARD
Barn destroyed by fire, brother James held, Ap 12, 1:1

McGUIRE, JAMES J
Aptd to Ohio bar examining com, D 14, 4:4

McGUIRE, MARY
Committed to Massillon State Hospital, Ap 13, 2:7

McGUIRE, JOHN
Injured in fall down stairs, Ja 27, 10:7; dies, Ja 29, 10:5

McMURRAN, JOHN
Held to grand jury on auto theft chg, O 1, 2:3; ordered to reimburse owner for malicious property destruction, N 22, 18:1

MACHINES TOOLS AND DIES. See Names of cos

MACHINERY. See Inventions, specific kinds

McINTIRE, NELLIE
Res destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:7

McINTOSH (OIR), A J
Indicted for unlawful practice of med, My 24, 1:2

McINTOSH, JACOB M
Injunction suit against John W McCoy and others settled, F 2, 2:2

McINTOSH, WILLIAM W
With Frank B Thies sues for injunction against City and others to prevent assessment for W Exch at improvement, Ja 17, 3:6

Arrested on chg of failing to remove inflammable rubbish from property, O 8, 2:6

McIntyre, CHARLES
Injured when auto overturns, Ja 5, 12:2

MACK, J W
Robbed, D 27, 11:5

MACK, JAMES
Injured by fall caused by explosion at mill of Austin Powder co, Ja 30, 1:1

MACK, JACK
Fined for peeping, D 31, 1:6

MACK, NORMAN
Bound to ct on arson chg, O 12, 8:3
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MACK, WILLIAM
Assaulted, John Bell fined, Ja 8, 7:1

MACKAY, MICHAEL
Asks for change of venue in damage suit against Penna RR co, Ja 5, 12:2

MCKEE, CHRISTOPHER
Ohio sup ct affirms decision in suit brought by Penna co, Je 29, 1:7

MCEARY, E J
Admin as former nellsville mayor, cited by Ohio exam, deductions paid, Ja 12, 4:6

MACKER, GRACE
Missing, Ap 10, 12:4

MCKEE, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, N 9, 8:3

MCKINLEY, EDWARD AND DAVID. See Hagelganz, Henry

MCKINLEY (REPRO), WILLIAM B. See U S – Elections – Pres

MCKINNEY, BEN J
Seeks dem nomination for state aud, Ap 10, 4:4

MCKINNEY, C A
Losses verdict in damage suit brought by City, My 21, 7:2

MCKINNEY, CHARLES
Arrested on chg of selling liquor on Sunday, O 10, 9:2

MCKINNON, WILLIAM S
Ordered to pay interest on state money he loaned, O 29, 2:4

MCKISSTON, ROBERT E
Sued for divorce by wife Maie L, Ja 27, 7:6

MCKINNON, EARL
Pleads not guilty to trespassing chg, Ja 6, 12:5

MCKWIT, MRS., S C
Died of injuries caused by exploding fireworks, Je 23, 1:6

MCLAINE, P L
Unjured in auto crash, O 3, 3:4

MCLAUGHLIN, J O
Drug store destroyed by fire, F 28, 1:1

MCLAUGHLIN, L E
Addresses foreign work dept of YMCA on developments in China, Ja 22, 3:6

MCLAUGHLIN, MACK
Burned when fire damages Ottawa town hall, Je 17, 1:1

MCLAUPTER, MICHAEL
Stabbed during riot of striking tug timemen, Ja 20, 3:8

MCLADDY, FRANK
Escapes from Wadsworth village jail, My 7, 12:3

MCMULLEN, CHARLES
Sued for divorce by wife Emily, O 24, 1:4

MCMULLEN, CHARLES B
Sued for divorce by wife Harriet J, My 23, 2:5; decree granted, My 17, 20:4

MCMULLEN, H E & SONS CO

MCMULLEN, JOHN
Fined for assault on Paul Glasinger, My 3, 1:2

MCMULLEN, ORLANDO L
Awarded judgment in suit against Melissa A Price, Ap 12, 5:1

MCMULLEN, THOMAS
Sentenced for burglary, Je 6, 8:6

MCNARAH, FRED
Res damaged by fire after explosion, M 27, 5:3

MCNARAH, JAMES (Bardenton)
Circulates petition for position of postmaster, N 13, 5:1

MCNARAH, WILLIAM
Accidentally shot while hunting, N 23, 9:4

MCNARAH (MRS), WILLIAM
Death declared suicide by coroner, D 6, 14:4

MCE nef, ISAAC
Fined for intoxication, M 23, 10:5

MCE nef (MRS), SAMUEL
Injured in fall, S 7, 9:2

MCELHINE, HENRY
Killed by train, S 26, 10:5

MCELHINE, BOILER WORKS
Plant damaged by fire, Ag 10, 9:5

MCEHERY, THOMAS
Dies from cut by rusty can, D 11, 3:4

MCNICHOL, JOHN H
Sued for divorce by wife Bertha, F 20, 8:6; suit dropped, Je 7, 1:6

MCNICHOLAS, JAMES
Estimated swindle of Canseetl residents reaches $500,000, D 4, 8:4

MCNICLOUS, JOHN
Subsipation for intoxication, M 29, 20:2

MCNICO, DE POTTERY
Damaged by fire, Ap 11, 9:5

MCLERNON, FLOYD
Arrested in theft of A G Temple's auto, O 16, 1:3; bound to grand jury, D 19, 14:1

MCQUESTON, LAURA HOBSON
Convicted of practicing medicine without license, appeals case, My 15, 4:7
1912

MAGUIRE, FRANK
Bound to probate ct on assault and battery
chg, F 29, 12:5

MAGUIRE, J.J.
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, D 21, 12:3

MAGUIRE, CHARLES
Served before Ohio soc of mech, elec, and
steel engrs, N 22, 5:1

MAGUIRE, CHARLES
Found not guilty of defrauding Garfield hotel,
N 26, 14:5

MAGUIRE, LOUIS
Saloon damaged by fire, J 28, 10:2

MAHONEY, JESSIE
See Salls, Delbert

MAHoney, CHARLES N
Killed in fall from tree, April 6, 2:3

MAHoney, JOE
Wanted on chg of conversion of money, J 26,
14:3

MAHONEY, PHILIP
Arrested for moral conduct, M 13, 12:3;
suspended, M 19, 2:3

MAHTREY, J J
Asked to resign as chief of st and
sewers as office is discontinued, J 17, 1:6

MAHTREY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, M 24, 24:5

MAHTREY, JOS G
Arrested in auto accident, N 18, 7:7

MAHTREY, WILLIAM L
Sues wife Ethel M for divorce, J 24, 1:5

MAHONEY, COUNTY
Comes win tuberculosis hospt suit with 3 other
counties against Stark county, decision
appealed by Stark co coaches, F 5, 1:5

MAHONEY, JOHN
Killed in auto accident, N 18, 7:7

MAHONEY, WILLIAM L
Sues wife Ethel M for divorce, J 24, 1:5

MAHONEY, COUNTY
Comes win tuberculosis hospt suit with 3 other
counties against Stark county, decision
appealed by Stark co coaches, F 5, 1:5

MAHONEY, JOHN
Killed in auto accident, N 18, 7:7

MAHONEY, WILLIAM L
Sues wife Ethel M for divorce, J 24, 1:5

MAHONEY, COUNTY
Comes win tuberculosis hospt suit with 3 other
counties against Stark county, decision
appealed by Stark co coaches, F 5, 1:5

MAÍR, CARL
Recs suspended sentence for robbery, M 23, 10:5

MAÍR, RAY
Drowned, Jy 23, 7:1

MAIL. See Postal Service

MAIL CARRIERS ASSN
Eastern Ohio and Western Penna members hold
seam-annual meeting, J 3, 1:7

MAIL ORDER CSG
Syst of conducting business opposed, ed
(Toledo Blade), D 25, 4:5

MAIL SERVICE. See Postal Service

MAIN ST, NORTH
Ordered paved from Federal to Furnace st by
council, J 11, 5:1

NAHLO, RADA
Financed for petit larceny, M 12, 2:4

NARROW, MARK
Shot and wounded during riot of striking tug
firemen, J 20, 3:8

1917a

MAIN ST, EAST (Kent)
Property owners petition city council to take
action on paving and improvement, Ap 3, 2:3

MAIN STREET CH
Sponsors address by Dr J J Randall on way to
increase membership, N 5, 5:1

MAIN (Battleship)
Sight for rel of battleship bought by Mayor
Rockwell, M 27, 8:3

Crowning tower given to Canton as relic
dedicated, S 4, 2:5

MAINES, HARRY
Defile for return from Ariz issued by
Gov Hiram, F 3, 12:1

MAIN, JOHN
Hit by dog, J 22, 5:1

MAJESTIC RUBBER CO
Incorporate, J 25, 10:1

MAJUS, ABBRAM
Recs damaged by fire, J 1, 3:7

MAJUS, JEAN
Awarded judgment in alienation of affections
suit against Morris Nobel, N 25, 8:4

MALANEY, FRANK (Wadsworth)
App'td ass postmaster, N 30, 8:5

MALARIA
Civilians injured by Akron Health dept to boil
water as precaution against disease, My 4, 1:2

MALATIN, IVAN
Divorce suit of wife Anna disapproved, F 6, 2:1

MALAW, JOHN
Fined for cruelty to animals, Ap 17, 7:8

MALAW, JOSEPH
Held on robbery chg, F 2, 10:7

MALFET TICH, JESSIE
 şeyler in Titanic disaster, Ap 17, 1:8

MALFETON, GEORGE
Taken to Ravenna to answer grand larceny chg,
S 23, 10:1

MAHAN AND CUSTOMS. See Tipping

MALIKOV, WILLIS
Admits violation of food laws, D 18, 1:5

MALIKOV (WRS), AGNES
Overcome by smoke, D 11, 1:7

MALIKOV, EMILY
Sued for divorce by wife Tressa, F 27, 1:7;
suspended, Ap 12, 1:5

MALIKOV (REV FR), J S
App'td pastor of St Patrick's Catholic ch at
Hubbard, M 11, 1:2

MALIKOV, EDMOND
Fined for intoxication, S 20, 18:1

MAN
Progress and accomplishments reviewed, ed,
J 27, 4:2

MANLOV, RAD
App'td postal worker in Stark county, F 11, 1:2

MANSEFELT, EDMOND
Fined for intoxication, S 20, 18:1

MANSFIELD, JOHN
Arrested on chg of selling liquor on Sunday,
S 23, 10:1; dismissed, S 27, 2:3

MANCHESTER, HARRY M
Asks dismissal of damage suit brought by
Albert B Koehler, J 17, 7:4

MANN, DEPARTMENT
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, C 23, 3:5

MANN, DANIEL
Arrested for failing to send child to school;
sentence suspended, M 21, 10:7

MANNIS, HARRY
Fined for intoxication, J 22, 5:5

MANNETTE, SIMON
Name of B A Downs in judgment suit, A 20, 1:8

MANNERS, A STANIS
Discounts practicability of synthetic rubber,
J 29, 2:1

MANSHAW, JOSPEH
Fined for disorderly conduct, J 10, 2:7

MANNES, EDMUND E
Sues wife Pearl for divorce, A 9, 7:5

MANCHESTER ROAD, SEE Roads

MANCHESTER ROAD BRIDGE, SEE Bridges

MANHATTAN CLEANING & DYEING CO
Destroyed by gas explosion, D 25, 1:4

MANLEY, MYRON
Injured by truck, D 17, 8:2

MANO, C A
Injured when st car is derailed, O 5, 2:4

MANO, E O (0 E)
Burned when dry cleaning fluid explodes, N 11,
14:5; O 12, 3:3

MANSFIELD, JOHN
Losses damage suit brought by City, M 21, 1:2

MANN, WILLIAM
Court for contributing to delinquency of Susie
Wiltzhoft, J 13, 5:2

MANOLOV, RADA
Held on theft chg, N 11, 10:3; fined, N 12, 2:4

MANSFIELD (JUDGE), JOHN A. See Elections D 6, 1:8

MANSFIELD, MORRIS
Held on white slavery chg, N 18, 1:1; arraigned
on farm taxation chg, N 21, 2:3

MANSFIELD, PETER S
Fatai-illig综合素质, then thrown from motorcycle,
N 25, 1:3; 2:6

MANSFIELD, OHIO
Named in suit to restrain council and officers
from proceeding on proposed pavement
improvement job, J 5, 14:3

MANSFIELD, OHIO
Roaming house on W 6th st wrecked by gas
explosion, J 8, 1:8

MANSFIELD RUBBER CO
Purchased by syndicate of Mansfield men, J 25,
3:2

MANSFIELD, JOHN
Arrested on chg of selling liquor on Sunday,
S 23, 10:1; dismissed, S 27, 2:3
MANTICK, G. Arrested on chg of pure food and drug violation. Je 22, 5:5
MANTLE, H. L. Injured in train-wagon collision. D 11, 5:8; D 13, 11:4
MANTLE, SAMUEL H.
Names on a Serrick in collection and foreclosure suit. Jb 28, 2:4
MANUFACTURING. See Industry: specific industries
MRS ASSON, OHIO
Urge members to forbid use of intoxicants by their employees. Ja 4, 6:6
MANUS, VALI.
Arrested on assault chg in attack on unidentified man. N 23, 3:7
MANZ, JOSEPH
Names John and Vinag Kura in money suit. Je 4, 3:5
MANZ, KATIE
Pronounced sane, released from Massillon state hosp on probation, O 18, 11:5; released withheld due to condition. N 16, 3:3
MARES, HELEN L
Adjudged feeble-minded. Ja 22, 6:4
MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP
Production and law to protect consumers, feature article. Ap 6, 8:4
MARLETTIS
MARANVILLE, HARVEY F.
Named in alienation of affections suit by Harry Tracy. N 13, 1:7
MARATHON TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Bldg consr continues. 125 ft smoke stack completed. N 19, 10:2; machinery installed. N 30, 3:4
MARANDA, LIZZIE
Decision of justice of peace in collection suit appealed by John D Grubb. Ag 22, 1:9; appeal filed in probate ct. S 14, 8:6
MARCH (OR) Harry A
Raisin from Stark co re prob of protest against order to support Taft as candidate for pres. S 23, 12:2
MARGARINE
Stephen Dolke and 3 others charged with conspiracy to evade laws. Toledo, Ja 24, 10:5
Martin Mealy fined for serving in restaurant. Mr 18, 1:7
Investigation of use in hotels and restaurants completed by Ohto dairy and food dept. Mr 21, 5:5
MARGOLIAN, LOUIS (Fighting Mungie)
Injured in boxing match with Joe Goldberg. Ap 9, 11:4
MARIETTA COLLE.
Faculty members suspend 15 pupils for improper use of chapel. M 16, 8:6
MARIETTA JOURNAL
B B Putnae appointed rec. M 23, 12:4
Name in petition by 11 clergymen seeking permission to sue for damages. Je 11, 7:3
MARINE, MATTHEW
Settlement reached in injunction suit against ACY rr co. Ap 16, 2:2
MARINO, LATROVA
Held on robbery chg. S 23, 1:4; bound to grand jury. S 24, 1:7; sentenced. S 26, 8:4
MARION COUNTY TELEPHONE CO.
See Telephones
MARION UNIVERSALIST CH
Elects Rev. Lotta D. Crossley pastor. M 25, 11:2
MARION WEEKLY STAR
Management assumed by Ohio repub party. D 23, 5:1
MARISH, JOCK
Fined for assault. D 25, 10:1
MARKEL, ORIS
Drowned while swimming. O 3, 1:5
MARKET ST
Paving requested by residents. Mr 25, 7:1; proposed use of wood block criticized, ltr. Jy 26, 16:1; type of material to be used a cause controversy among city officials. Jy 30, 3:2; Mayor Rockwell explains why paving may be delayed. sees expression of public sentiment. A 16, 14:4; use of wood block condemned by M. W. Hoye, ltr. Ag 5, 2:1; wood block advocated. Ag 7, 8:4; defended. ltr. Ag 7, 12:3; George W. Warner's statement regarding wood block criticized. 16, 19:6; paving during winter months protested. use of wood block preferred. ltr. Ag 10, 14:4; stone and brick recommended by C. C. Cope. ltr. S 7, 18:1; recommendations disapproved. 16, 11:3; paving delayed. 16, 3:4; business concerns oppose wood block. N 12, 1:3; wood block considered. N 12, 12:3; action delayed by council until telephone and telegraph wires are laid underground. D 4, 2:5
G. F. Kasch petitioned council for new sidewalks. S 24, 12:2
MARKETS AND MARKETING
See also names of markets and specific commodities
MARKS, AM.
Purchases 75 acres of Summit county infirmary land. J 1, 1:7
MARKS, B.
Names united building 8 loan co in suit to quiet title on real estate. Ja 4, 3:5
MARKS, PATSY
Assault threatened. Samuel Ross and 2 others held. D 4, 10:2
MARKWICK, FRED
Killed by crane at Carnegie Steel co. Ag 3, 3:4
MARKEL, WADE
Arrested on disorderly-conduct chg. S 23, 1:10
MARQUARDT, PETER
Killed when thrown from buggy in runaway. S 19, 5:2
MARQUITT, JAMES
Injured in fall from wagon. D 22, 8:3
MARRIAGES
See also Bigamy; Divorce
Stability of marital relations, ed. F 7, 4:1
Determination of mental and physical fitness before marriage advocated. ed. N 28, 4:1; Ap 2, 3:2
Average age of people at matrimonial stage. My 2, 8:4
Right of people to follow own dictates according to natural laws upheld. ed. Ag 26, 4:1
Capt Austin Bolar exhausts announcement of marriage to Susanne P. Kidd. D 4, 6:1
Certificate sale ordered abolished by Mahoning co courts. D 13, 11:5
Need of med certificate before marriage, feature article. O 16, 2:4
Marriage licenses for past yr break previous records. Akron. D 16, 6:7
Note: Cross references within the listing refer only to names listed here

Acker, Lucy. See Brittain, Frederick
Adair, Edward. See Genevieve Miles
Adams, Edna E. See Knetch, Lou F
Afflick, Thomas. See Anna Flaharty, S 18, 3:2
Albrecht, Ivan. See Ferne Heathman, Je 13, 8:2; 12:1
Albright, Aida. See Sehner, Elma
Alexander, Charles. See Lillian Parmalee, Ja 24, 5:6
Allen, Ethel J. See Porter, Arthur O
Allen, L. F. See Jeanette Lance, S 7, 6:1
Alperton, Bell. See Jaffee, Herman D
Ames, Steven. See Ruth Miller, D 27, 8:2
Andres, Josephine. See Cook, Ralph J
Andrews, Clifton R. See Helen R Purcell, Je 18, 6:2

MARRIAGES (cont.)
Andrews, Ethel May. See Farris, Alonzo
Andrews, Wildred. See Hittie, L. J
Anger, Carl. See Clara L Franklin, M 14, 6:1
Anger, Gertrude. See Fraz, Georgia
Apelby, George W. See Ruth Schlegel. Je 28, 6:1
Arnold, Ethel. See Wagner, Casper
Arnold, J. Grove. See Casa Gras. Ja 13, 8:2
Arnold, Leonard. See Kathryn A Carson, Ja 8, 3:1
Arnold, Wilmetta. See Mayers, Elwood
Auble, Leon. See Cox, Forest
Aydello, Wade V. See Harriet Loomis, O 24, 6:1
Ayres, Kitty. See Dunn, Jimmy
Babb, Claude B. See Allie Case. D 22, 8:1
Babcock, Richard C. See May Bruton. Je 17, 6:1
Barger, Hamey. See Negley Hall. M 4, 5:2
Baker, Shelby. See Ella Keenan. J 3, 6:1
Baker, Clarence. See Florence Gunnoe, My 10, 7:4; By 17, 12:3
Baker, Gladys. See Dennis, Alonzo
Baldwin, Lila S. See Daugherty, Joseph P
Ballard, Royal. See Emal Parke. M 30, 6:1
Banaghan, Alphie W. See Lucy, John E
Barber, Lyle A. See Kent, Charles
Barchet, Nellie. See Bly, Clatus
Sarkis, Alba. See Elizabeth Freeman. Ap 23, 6:2
Barker, Jacob R. See Mary Barker, U 7, 5:3
Barratt, E. See Scoble Lawson
Barrett, Albert. See Anna Allison James. Ag 14, 5:1
Barron, Eulan H. See Coney, Jawson A
Harron, Roy A. See Beatrice L Kratt, Ap 19, 6:1
Harry, Katherine Louise. See Gruft, Fred
Bason, Ethel. See Kimmin, John
Rath, Paul E. See Ida J Wright, O 19, 6:1
Haukun, Joseph. See Nafk, O 18, 3:4
Buchgardner, Hal. See Hazel Hancock. Ag 12, 8:6
Buehler, Theodore. See Amy Martin, E
Baker, Roy. See Minnie P Parrish, Je 17, 6:1
Bechberger, Carl H. See Florence Marie McCullough, M 3, 6:1
Beck, Edward W. See Kathryn Dunn, Ja 24, 6:2
Beck, Florence. See Pontius, Carl
Becker, Oran M. See McCloy, Robert
Becker, Cola. See Jarrett, Murray F
Becker, Rufus A. See Grace Harman, Ag 7, 6:2
Bell, Eunice. See Ellis, William
Bell, Leon. See Rankin, Leslie
Bender, Mabel. See Ide, Robert
Bendel, Wilton A. See Esther Kraus, Je 27, 6:2
Bunker, William. See Katherine Muller. M 7, 6:1
Bennett, Harry. See Vera McVey, Ja 21, 14:2
Bennett, Harry. See Karla Garehman. D 30, 6:1
Benson, Jerome. See Velma Lascher, M 1, 6:1
Bergdorff, Leo C. See Ellen S Mills, D 25, 6:1
Bergschtick, Laura. See Wilco, Guy
Bennett, Edith B. See Mithal, Herbert A
Bettler, Carrie J. See Schott, Louis J
Beynon, Amy M. See Morris, William O
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Burrows, Ray ; Estella E Shallen, My 22, 7:5
Burton, John ; Frances Wilson, Ap 25, 2:2
Bushey, Ray Otha ; Alma Herbert, Ja 2, 3:1
Bushing, William ; Florence Daisy Everett, 
Jy 17, 6:1
Butler, Marjorie ; Esther H Finch, O 19, 6:1
Butley, Letha ; See Schick, Walter F
Butz, Virgil ; Elizabeth Kingsbury, Ag 14, 6:1
Buzzell, Aquilla ; See Diamco, Philip
Byatt, E. S. ; See Camp, Ofa G
Cadwallader, Thomas ; Mrs Eliza K Oberlin, S 5, 
6:1 ; S 9, 6:1
Cahill, Walter ; Gertrude McShaffrey, Je 20, 6:1
Calpin, John H ; Elsie M Calpin, Wn 11, 6:1
Cameron, Helen ; See Franks, Kent
Camp, Ofa G ; Doris E Byatt, Je 27, 6:2
Carbaugh, Cloe ; See Sladehorn, Carl
Carbaugh, Edna ; See Dinsell, John
Carlen, Arthur ; Bertha Reese, F 10, 6:1
Carlton, Gretchen E. ; See Elliot, Charles D
Carmony, Anna ; See Haas, Harry
Carmony, Harry H ; Elizabeth U Gray, N 8, 6:2
Carrahan, James W ; Ida May Love, Je 18, 1:4
Carpenter, Wayne ; See Portwood, Harold J
Casperson, Kathryn A. ; See Arnold, Leonard
Carter, Fannie F. ; See McNell, Arthur V
Case, Allie ; See Babb, Claude B
Cassidy, Elizabeth ; See Sumner, Mac
Cassidy, Jesse R ; Rebecca O MacLain, Ag 27, 6:1
Chamberlain, Lucile ; See Tate, William W, jr
Chapman, Clyde W ; Ellen M Fye, Ja 26, 6:2
Chapman, Eva ; See Davidson, Robert F
Chiarantanti, Eusebio ; Marie Crim, My 31, 2:4
Chismell, John ; Edna Carbaugh, Jy 10, 10:2
Churchill, Elmina Lillian ; See McDonough, Ralph
Clark (Dr.), E. G. ; Lucy M Stautler, O 19, 9:5
Clark, Ethel ; See Selby, Edgar
Clark, Mary ; See Perrine, Henry R
Cleveland, Elmo E. ; Mrs Effie W Haas, O 7, 9:6
Clive, Beattie ; See Jones, Burrows W
Clover, Glen ; Abbie Stautler, N 5, 3:5
Coker, Harry A ; Margaret A Lavernty, Jy 26, 6:1
Coe, Frank ; Mary E Idgordon, Jy 4, 8:3
Collier, Chidie ; See Harris, Roy
Collinswood, Beattie V. ; See Minor, Thomas G
Conor, Joseph E ; Helen J Hilton, Ja 29, 6:1
Condon, Mary ; See Finnegan, Dave
Conn, Valena ; See Miller, Harry L
Connelly, J. C. ; Elizabeth Stevens, My 15, 6:1
Conner, Stoney Edwin ; Mae Evelyn Finnegan, 
Ap 11, 6:1
Cook, Edna ; See Roath, Sherman
Cook, Ralph J ; Josephine Andre, My 8, 6:1
Cook, William F ; Pauline Gilley, My 30, 6:1
Coon, Albert R ; Bessie Lorena Wheeler, Je 3, 3:1
Cooney, Frank B ; Myrtle Young, Ap 11, 6:1
Cordray, Dawson A ; Eulah B Barron, Ap 6, 6:1
Corley, Mary ; See Dickenhoff, William
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Conwell, Lena ; See Baker, Joseph
Cotton, Carrie Ethel ; See Tyler, Guy Riley
Cotton, Emmett W ; Fern Demurger, Ag 24, 6:1
Course (Mrs.), Minnie Miller ; See Johnson, 
Burt A
Cox, Forrest ; Lavinia Auclair, Je 30, 10:3
Crafl, Habel ; See Reis, Charles
Craw, Frank ; Mrs Rebecca Atman, F 14, 7:6
Craice, Ruth Gwendolyn ; See Evans, David R
Crabz, Nola ; See Burch, John
Creswell, Orrin E ; Loma May Sager, F 7, 3:3
Crist, Marie ; See Chiarantanti, Rebbaltino
Crouse, Bernice Vincent ; See Smith, George B
Crow, Fred ; Maria Duffy, Ja 3, 5:4
Cummins, Arthur ; See McNall, David
Curran, Habel ; See Jordan, Fred
Dalgar, Clyde B ; Mrs Est. W McRitchie, M 5, 6:1
Daily, John W ; Ida E Hutchinson, Ap 1, 6:1
Dandridge, David H ; Cornelia A Towsley, Je 13, 6:3
Dannelluller, Florence ; See Debel, Oliver
Dannelluller, John ; Marie Surface, N 5, 6:5
Barrow, Daniel Moore ; Carrie Suttle, D 26, 6:1
Dauchy, Abbie Gall ; See Ferguson, Guy H
Daugherty, Joseph P ; Lila A Baldwin, O 8, 6:2
Daugherty, Raymond Clarence ; Florence Lucille 
McDonald, Ap 23, 6:1
Daux, George ; Carrie Ecm, N 8, 6:2 ; N 13, 6:1
Davidson, Robert F ; Emma Chum, Ag 26, 7:2
Davis, Benjamin ; Edith J., Je 2, 3:2
Davis, Bertha A. ; See Heitz, Jesse W
Davis, Hazel E. ; See woman, George W
Davis, Laura Jane ; See Vincent, William P
Davis, Richard Carl ; Maria Gallagher, Ag 9, 6:1
Davis, Sadie L ; See Franco, Russell
Davis, Earnest ; Emma Frank, D 23, 6:1
Daykin, Ruth Elizabeth ; See Stavins, Albert Jay
DeCourcy, Ida ; See Hoit, Sartell
Delbello, Clara ; See Bower, Arthur
Deibel, Cornelia ; See Ireland, Samuel
Deibel, Oliver ; Florence Danelle, D 3, 12:2
Dennis, Alonzo ; Gladys Sawyer, D 20, 6:1
Dennis, Joseph ; Besse Force, Ap 23, 6:1
Denzel, Richard ; Agnes Green, Ap 4, 6:1
DePigion, John A ; Clara M Boughner, D 26, 6:1
Dessau, Frank ; Margaret E Tilmable, N 12, 6:2
Dettling, Leon ; See Ramsey, Glenn
Deville, Louis ; Grace Burrell, Ag 20, 6:1
Dickenhuff, William ; Mary Conley, M 13, 5:3
Dickinson, Lottie A. ; See Eric, Joseph F
Diez, George L ; Jennie M. ; Gregg, M 1, 6:1
Dill, Ella R ; See westall, Rachel B, jr
Dillenger, Bertha ; See Mc, William S
Dilworth, Deyshil M. ; See Patricia, Fred J
Dimlesco, Philip ; Katie Elizabeth Buzzell, Je 3, 6:1
Donelson, Robert T. ; Margaret H Adams, Ja 26, 6:1
Donner, Catherine ; See Brits, Arthur G
Donoho, Myrtle ; See Inis, Lewis
Dolitto, Gilman H ; Martha E Habicht, Je 12, 6:1
Doran, A W ; Ethel Morey, S 18, 6:1
Douglas, Earl J ; Florence Gidey Smith, N 26, 
6:1
Drake, Harry L ; Ruth Millington, S 1, 6:1
Dreaner, Crystal ; See Zezeer, Fred G
Dubel, Helen ; See Grass, John
Duffy, Mary ; See Crow, Fred
Duke, Clara ; See Rodger, William
Dunlap, Ralph ; Gadsle Stoller, N 1, 5:1
Dunlap, Ralph E ; Sadie C Ginter, D 01, 14:3
Dunn, Everett F ; Lillie Belle Veles, Ja 29, 6:1
Dunn, Jimmy ; Kittle Ayres, Je 9, 6:3
Dunn, Kathryna ; See Beck, Edward M
Durot, Anna ; See Lloyd, Edward
Dyke, Maude A ; See Brittenstean, Arthur L
Eakins, Mary A ; See Black, Orlando D
Eaton, Fannie A ; See Has, Charles L
Eberle, Charles U ; Gretchen E Carlin, Jy 21, 6:1
Eby, William H ; Vernetta Stull, Ja 10, 3:2
Eckrotis, Ella ; See Koerber, George
Edward, Alice M ; See Hughes, William S
Edwards, Edna ; See Fisher, Lloyd
Eggert, Harry ; Lula Watts, Ap 16, 6:1
Elsberger, Evelyn ; See Bowardus, H.A
Ellery, Arthur B ; Elise A Preer, F 26, 6:1
Ellis, Williams ; Eunice Bell, Ap 17, 2:4
Emerling, Anna ; See True, Charles W
Engleman, Otto ; Keekee Marie Harvey, N 30, 6:2
Endager, See Smith, Harley
Erick, Alan ; See Kendig, Wayne
Erwin, George ; Nebel Kryder, O 11, 6:1
Erwin, Maria ; See Wortord, L.B
Estrig, Margaret ; See Smith, Charles
Evanticka, Edward A ; Gran C Tedeskey, My 31, 
6:1
Evans, Clarence J ; Mrs Della A Farmer, N 23, 6:1
Evans, David R ; Ruth Gwendolyn Crane, S 13, 6:1
Evans, Guy L ; Evam Jones, Jy 5, 6:1
Farrar, Florence Lasy ; See Bushing, William
Farrar, Claud ; Blanch A Loreaux, Mr 18, 6:1
Farmer, William ; Elizabeth Elmer, Ja 17, 3:2
Farmer (Mrs.), Dele ; See Evans, Clarence J
Farmer, Emerson ; Sarah Styles, Je 2, 6:5
Farmer, Frances E. ; See Knobil, W.C
Farmer, Rhoda Bell ; See Keller, Harry Eugene
Fassnacht, Mental B ; Theresa Lee, Ag 22, 6:1
Faither, Roland ; Elizabeth Mann, S 4, 6:1
Feller, Caroline ; See Knox, Juliet
Feller, Frank C ; Myrtle A Burrell, Mr 25, 6:1
Fellis, Frank L ; Hazel C Ries, N 15, 6:1
Ferguson, Guy H ; Abbie Gall Dauchy, D 10, 6:1
Ferrall, Roy ; Jenno Leir, S 10, 6:1
Ferris, Alonzo ; Ethel May Andrews, O 21, 5:1
Finegan, Robert E ; Maria J Blake, D 28, 6:1
Finch, Fidgroth H. ; See Butler, Harley
Flinting, Mae Evelyn ; See Connor, Sidney Edwin
Forbeck, Ernest ; See Johnson, Je 17, 6:1
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Gingery, Frances 0; Walter; Clarence Sumpt, Ap 12, 20:8
Githorn, Sadie C. See Dunlap, Ralph E
Godfrey, Charles; Minnie Schmitt, Je 21, 6:1
Goldstein, Louis A; Anna T. Krunold, Je 27, 6:1
Goodwin, Harry A; Sadie Greenshagen, Ja 2, 3:2
Gordon, James; Gladys Queen, M 11, 14:1
Gorham, Anna L; See Nolan, Frank O
Goshen, Leo; Ruth Relay, Je 27, 5:2
Goss, Alette; See Sears, John
Gott, Mary; See Young, Harald
Gottsholl, Oscar B; Mildred O. Fox, S 15, 6:2
Grabner, Albert; See Trew, Edward
Grande, Harry; Jeene Breck, Je 22, 8:6
Graschel, (Mrs) Caroline E; See Mitchell, George
Grace, Lulu B. See Lawrence, Bert D
Grat, Fred; Katherine Louise Barry, S 4, 6:1; S 5, 6:1
Grafton, Gaudie; See Priest, Guy
Grant, Jack; Helen Harris, O 2, 6:1
Grant, Charles; Ethel Humphrey, S 25, 6:1
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</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spangler, Howard: Elsie Smith, J 7, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wells, Lillie Belle, See Dunn, Everett F</strong></td>
<td><strong>Young, Harry: Grace Rowly, My 7, 12:3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speakman, Melissa V: See Mitchell, John Louis</strong></td>
<td><strong>Welch, Arthur: Hazel Sherer, S 27, 10:3</strong></td>
<td><strong>Young, James: Helena Nousse, Ag 24, 2:6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speight, Edward: Cecilia Hamill, Jy 26, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Welch, J R: Ida Laube, Ag 20, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Young, Myrtle: See Cooney, Fred B</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spencer, Anna: See Forbes, Oliver C</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wells, Margaret: See Tubbs, John</strong></td>
<td><strong>Zahn, W: Sam: Ima Brooks, S 25, 3:2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spencer, Josephine M: See Kayes, Frank</strong></td>
<td><strong>Welles, Robert A: Bertha Wiland, N 27, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Zigler, W A: Mrs Matilda Howell, F 1, 3:6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sptifer, Anna B: See Hinman, Ralph W</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wendling, Frank: Florence L Spangler, N 28, 5:2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Zimmerman, Zelma: See Brackenridge, Harold</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Staiger, Ida H: See Palm, Clifford P</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wentz, George: Ida Geske, F 23, 6:2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Zimmerman, Zelma: Ida: See WOM, Gerald Stanton</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stamm, Martin E: Esther Gaugamuth, F 15, 6:2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Werrick, Charles: See Harry, Fred J</strong></td>
<td><strong>Zwerner, F G: Crystal Gressler, Je 26, 10:1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starkey, Charles V: Alice Loe, F 3, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wertz, Evelyn: See Kreider, Claire G</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARIAGE, M.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stauffer, Abbie: See close, Glen</strong></td>
<td><strong>Westfall, Rezin B, jr: Ella Marie Dill, Je 19, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Fined for assault, u 25, 10:1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stauffer, Clarissa: See Smith, Clarissa O</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weth, Louise: See Smith, Dillon</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARSH, JOHN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stauffer, Lucy M: See Clark, Lucy E G</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weltz, Frank: Marie Morris, Ja 12, 14:2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Injured in street-wagon collision, My 19, 3:2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steele, Gertrude: See Murphy, Elsworth L</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weyrick, Warren B: E Viola Holli, N 4, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARSH, GEMMA D</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stenger, Stella: See McCaffin, Harry</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wheeebe, Isaac: Jenette Smith, Ax 15, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sued for divorce by wife Elsie E, Ja 5, 8:6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stevens, Elizabeth: See Connolly, J C</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wheeler, Bessie Loree: See Coon, Albert R</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARDIAL, EARL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stevens, Van Buren: Cora Folck, Ag 21, 3:4</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wheeler, William: Margaret Kerrigan, D 23, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Res robbed, u 5, 9:7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stewart, AIS: Mrs Esther Shepard, My 26, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>White, Edith C: See McCreary, Edmond H</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARRIAGE, HARRIET S</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stewart, G Hal: Goldie O Murphy, S 27, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Whiter, Leonard: Mrs Amanda Wolf, N 1, 9:3</strong></td>
<td><strong>Urge to make sermons practical, N 5, 4:7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stokes, William: Mrs Emma Gasway, S 17, 2:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wight, Anna Gertrude: See Greenbaum, Harry</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARRIAGE, JAMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stolman, Darel: Pearl Bowers, Mr 16, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Whitney, Caddie L: See Taggart, Will A</strong></td>
<td><strong>Fine intoxication-suspended, Mr 26, 2:6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storms, Mortimer D: Leonne White, Ap 30, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Whitworth, Mrs (Mrs): See Stoddard, Mrs Sylvia F Whittaker</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARRIAGE, WILLIAM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stratton, Alvin G: Erna Lucille King, My 21, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Whitworth, Mrs (Mrs): Sylvia F Stoddard</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bitten by dog, S 5, 2:2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strass, Irene: See Rodrick, Lester</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wibs, Myrtle: See Harvey, Howard A</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARRIAGE, THOMAS R</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stron, Kieran J: Mary A Taylor, Je 7, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wilmans, Bertha: See Weitmer, Robert A</strong></td>
<td><strong>Selection as candidate for vice-pres at Dem nat conv praised, ed, Jy 4, 4:1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stroh, Charles: See Loster, Allan W</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wilcox, Guy: Laura Bergstricher, Je 14, 5:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARRISHVILLE, OHIO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studer, Leonard A: Mrs Sylvia F Whittaker, O 12, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wilhelm, George: See Morrison, Rufus T</strong></td>
<td><strong>John Ismael app't Marshal, u 10, 18:1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stull, Verneita G: See Eby, William H</strong></td>
<td><strong>Williams, Leonard: Mrs Amanda Wolf, N 1, 9:3</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTES, JOSEPH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stump, Edward F: Frances Wolf, Je 10, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Williams, Arthur S: Bessie L Slayman, Ja 26, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Held for disturbing the peace, J 15, 7:5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surace, Merle: See Dannenberger, John</strong></td>
<td><strong>Williams, James: Mac Williams, S 5, 3:5</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTCH, GLISA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suttie, Carrie: See Darroo, Daniel Moore</strong></td>
<td><strong>Williams, James: See Williams, James</strong></td>
<td><strong>Arrested in assault case, N 26, 1:2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Swayne, Mary: Mrs Alice Swope, Ag 26, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Williams, James: See Williams, James</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, ALBERT E</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Swayne, John H: Clara May Burroughs, Jy 2, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Williams, Joseph: Lydia Biscoff, N 30, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Held in robbery of Elks Club, Ag 16, 13:3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Swartz, Margaret: See Labit, Ernest</strong></td>
<td><strong>Williams, William: Ida Jane Davis, O 9, 9:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, ORTH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Switzer, Carrie B: See Neikirk, Ollie</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wise, Lilian H: See Morris, Harry B</strong></td>
<td><strong>Held for robbery, D 30, 8:4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tadlock, E: Clayton: Lida Scott, O 11, 8:2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Withers, Mrs (Mrs): Rebecca: See Crane, Frank</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, COOPER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taggart, Will A: Caddie L Whitney, F 12, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Witter, Ida: See Spade, Roy G</strong></td>
<td><strong>Died with gambling, Mr 4, 12:5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tallman, Ina: See Gaston, Isaac H</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wolcott, Helen: See Helbing, James N</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, EMMA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tate, William M, jr: Laura Chamberlain, Ag 16, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wolf, Frances: See Stoudt, Edward F</strong></td>
<td><strong>Named in collection suit by Clinton Willing co, Ap 23, 12:4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taul, Clemon: Margaret Hunt, Je 12, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wonn, George W: Hazel G Davis, M 4, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, GEORGE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tauber, Charles W: Mary M Schaefer, Ag 27, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wood, Ethel M: See Gunther, Mark N</strong></td>
<td><strong>Divorce suit against wife Ellen dismissed, F 15, 10:1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taylor, Mary A: See Stron, Hiro Mar</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wood, John W: Margaret Moore, N 15, 16:2</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, HAROLD F</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taylor, Cora M: See Stron, Hiro Mar</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wood, Meridie: Leonne Wanner, D 14, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>App't clerk in po, Je 4, 1:6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taylor (Mayor), William H: Alice M Parker, Jy 1, 5:5</strong></td>
<td><strong>Woodruff, Harry: Sophia Richt, Je 3, 5:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, HARRY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tedrick, Hedges: See Bolton, John Myers</strong></td>
<td><strong>Woodward, Gladys: See Treat, Alfred</strong></td>
<td><strong>Fined for intoxication, S 10, 1:3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theophilus, Ben: Elsie Cora Kline, N 29, 6:1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Woodley, Esther: See Hall, Edward</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, JAMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thomas, Ethel: See La Doux, George</strong></td>
<td><strong>Work, Gerald Stanton: Ida Zimmerly, Ap 25, 6:2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Escapes from Ross county jail, S 16, 7:8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thomas, Ethel: See La Doux, George</strong></td>
<td><strong>Worley, Nellie Estin: See Kurtz, Clarence E</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARTIN, JAMES E</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thomas, Ethel: See La Doux, George</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wrenn, Mary: See Wagner, Ireneus</strong></td>
<td><strong>Names Alfred Smith in personal damage suit, Ag 27, 10:1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1912

MASON, FRANK H (cont.)

Offers to pay school med insp costs po, Ag 7, 1:4; acceptance by bd of educ foreseen, ed, Ag 8, 4:1; bd of educ accepts, Ag 21, 1:5; generosity lauded, ed, Ag 7, 4:1. School to be erected at Quarry and Beaver st named in honor, S 14, 1:2. Bequests Public Library funds for children's dept., D 18, 18:3. Summer res destroyed by fire, N 13, 1:6.

MASON, VARRY

Sentences for inhibiting brothel, S 17, 1:6.

MASON, W. L.

Attended by Glinton Woll, F 9, 10:2.

MARTIN, GEORGE

Sentenced for contempt of ct, N 26, 10:2.

MARTIS, DAN

Fined for beating wife, F 29, 10:2.

MARTON, JOHN

Held in luring of Zydras Inneja, N 29, 1:1.

MARTINS, STEVEN


MARVIN, FRANK

Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Je 14, 2:6.

MARVIN, LANE

Fired for disorderly conduct, D 21, 2:3.

MARTINI, STEVE

Rescued from drowning, N 9, 11:2.

MARTISCH, ELSA

Shirts and wounds Julia Vacek's escape, 0 1, 1:1; sought, O 29, 12:1; revd found, N 20, 5:3.

MASON, ROSA

Rape victim, F 9, 1:6.

MASON CONFECTIONERS

Damaged by fire, D 4, 10:1.

MASON (COR.)

Resigns as pastor of First Universalist ch, Ja 3, 3:4.

Ravens in Akron in sermon at First Universalist ch., F 5, 9:2.

Sermon, F 19, 12:4.

MASON, FRANK H

Donates City 20 acres for pub playground, por, N 26, 1:4; lauded, ed, N 26, 4:1; donates property for playground, Ap 1, 1:3; gift accepted by city council, Ap 9, 1:7.

1912

MATTIE, LUCINDA

Foreclosure suit against Steve Snyder settled, Ja 30, 7:2.

MARTIN, PETER W


MARTIN (MRS), RICHARD

Wounded 2 children by Ernest Herrold, F 9, 5:2.

MARTIN, W. L.

See Brown County.

MARTIN, WILLIAM A

Leases Springfield lake pk to Augustus Ehret, F 10, 3:3.

MARTIN, GEORGE

Sentenced for contempt of ct, N 26, 10:2.

MARTIS, DAN

Fined for beating wife, F 29, 10:2.

MARTON, JOHN

Held in luring of Zydras Inneja, N 29, 1:1.

MARTINS, STEVEN


MARVIN, FRANK

Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Je 14, 2:6.

MARVIN, LANE

Fired for disorderly conduct, D 21, 2:3.

MARTINI, STEVE

Rescued from drowning, N 9, 11:2.

MARTISCH, ELSA

Shirts and wounds Julia Vacek's escape, 0 1, 1:1; sought, O 29, 12:1; revd found, N 20, 5:3.

MASON, ROSA

Rape victim, F 9, 1:6.

MASON CONFECTIONERS

Damaged by fire, D 4, 10:1.

MASON (COR.)

Resigns as pastor of First Universalist ch, Ja 3, 3:4.

Ravens in Akron in sermon at First Universalist ch., F 5, 9:2.

Sermon, F 19, 12:4.

MASON, FRANK H

Donates City 20 acres for pub playground, por, N 26, 1:4; lauded, ed, N 26, 4:1; donates property for playground, Ap 1, 1:3; gift accepted by city council, Ap 9, 1:7.

1912

MATTIE, LUCINDA

Foreclosure suit against Steve Snyder settled, Ja 30, 7:2.

MARTIN, PETER W


MARTIN (MRS), RICHARD

Wounded 2 children by Ernest Herrold, F 9, 5:2.

MARTIN, W. L.

See Brown County.

MARTIN, WILLIAM A

Leases Springfield lake pk to Augustus Ehret, F 10, 3:3.

MARTIN, GEORGE

Sentenced for contempt of ct, N 26, 10:2.

MARTIS, DAN

Fined for beating wife, F 29, 10:2.

MARTON, JOHN

Held in luring of Zydras Inneja, N 29, 1:1.

MARTINS, STEVEN


MARVIN, FRANK

Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Je 14, 2:6.

MARVIN, LANE

Fired for disorderly conduct, D 21, 2:3.

MARTINI, STEVE

Rescued from drowning, N 9, 11:2.

MARTISCH, ELSA

Shirts and wounds Julia Vacek's escape, 0 1, 1:1; sought, O 29, 12:1; revd found, N 20, 5:3.

MASON, ROSA

Rape victim, F 9, 1:6.

MASON CONFECTIONERS

Damaged by fire, D 4, 10:1.

MASON (COR.)

Resigns as pastor of First Universalist ch, Ja 3, 3:4.

Ravens in Akron in sermon at First Universalist ch., F 5, 9:2.

Sermon, F 19, 12:4.

MASON, FRANK H

Donates City 20 acres for pub playground, por, N 26, 1:4; lauded, ed, N 26, 4:1; donates property for playground, Ap 1, 1:3; gift accepted by city council, Ap 9, 1:7.
MORAL CODE, FOREST
Injured in fall, Ag 17, 1:7

MECHANICS, JR ORDER UNITED AMER
Caster owned No 29 embezzled, Edward M. Miller
held, F 14, 7:1

MECHANICS SAVINGS BANK (Toledo)
Names State Bank Bupt Frank E. Baxter and
deputies in damage suit, Jy 8, 11:3

MEDICARE, C S (Northfield)
Elected clerk, N 4, 7:2

MEDIC, BEN
Sues Judge Daniel Babst and City Pros W. J.
Sweck for personal damages, My 1, 3:4

MEDICAL ASSN, ECLECTIC, OHIO STATE
Elects officers, closes meeting, My 16, 1:5

MEDICAL PROFESSION
See also Abortions; Medicine
Local doctors adopt idea of red cross on cars, 
Ja 11, 6:1

F M Stone and Veiko,Popoldik arrested on chg
of practicing without license, Ja 25, 10:4

Nathan Tucker chg with violating pure food
and drug act by mgf and selling patent
medicine, N 1, 12:2

Drs F. W. Hunt and Lloyd Jones licenses revoked
by Ohio Med bd, Ap 6, 10:2

Dr L Brown pleads not guilty to illegal
practice, Ap 8, 1:3

Physicians continued low pay compared to raised
wages in all other fields, ed (Buffalo Commercial), Ap 10, 4:2

Physicians criticized for demanding advance
payment for Pasteur treatment, Itr, Ap 10, 
4:4; 4:5

Cautioned for failure to make repts on contagious
diseases by state Bd of health, My 1, 4:6

Laura Robson McQuestion convicted for practicing
med and without license, Cols, My 10, 4:7

Dr A J McIntosh and Mrs Katherine Schultz
indicted for unlawful practice, Clev, My 24, 
1:2

Decrease in aspirants cited, ed (Youngstown Telegram), Je 18, 4:5

Governing laws deemed lax, Itr, N 1, 12:1

MEDICAL PROFESS (cont)

MEDICAL SCHOOL.
See names of schools

MEDICAL SOCIETY, CINCINNATI
Dr L B Smith and Dr R H Barnes expelled for
illegally selling and administering cocaine,
M 14, 14:3

MEDICAL SOCIETY, NORTHEAST OHIO
Sixty eighth annual conv opens, O 4, 13:3

MEDICAL SOCIETY, PORTAGE COUNTY
Meets, D 14, 9:2

MEDICAL SOCIETY, SUMMIT COUNTY
Sponsors address ed by Dr E. A. Bradley on
mentally defective children, S 14, 9:4

Meeting, N 7, 8:1; history presented, N 8, 14:1

Elects officers, D 4, 2:4

MEDICAL SOCIETY UNION
Sixth council elects Dr J Frank Kahler pres ,
F 14, 10:3

MEDICINE, See Drugs
King John arrested for selling fake cuta
ure, D 12, 5:4

MEDINA GAS CO
Distributing plant destroyed when regulator
blows up, F 19, 10:2

MELL, JOHN
Property possession suit brought by Akron
Canal & Hydrd co dismissed at plaintiff's
cost, Ap 2, 1:1

MELLER, REV, JACOB
Names William M Miller in slander suit, Ap 20,
4:5

MELLER, RAY
Assaulted by unknown assailants, Jy 28, 8:1

MELLER, RUFUS C
Will filed, Jy 4, 10:5

MELLE, FRED
Sued for divorce by wife Lenore, Ag 16, 8:1

MEGA, NICK
Fined for assault on Daniel Bones, Je 24, 10:2

MEHAFITZ, JESSIE
Pleads not guilty to chg of shooting to kill,
N 19, 3:3

MEHARI, JOHANNA
Suicide, Jy 26, 11:5

MELBY, JOSEPH
Interview on career as hotel chef, illus, Jy 13,
2:4

MELKOV, RAYMOND
Named in damage suit by Frank Roberts, D 18, 14:2

MELKUS, ANTON (Makata)
Killed by train, D 21, 1:3

MELBOURNE (Mk)
Speaks on girls' home before Woman's council,
Ap 4, 8:2

MELCHERT, LEWIS
Held for robbery, D 17, 3:1

MELICK, DAVID L
Named delegate to progressive natl conv from
Ohio on cong dly, Ag 2, 13:4

MELL, H.
Names city and county officials in tax suit,
Ja 13, 1:7

MELL, TOO J
Wins Ohio state revolver championship, My 10,
14:4

MELLIE, JOHN
Rez damaged by fire, Mr 6, 12:5

MELLNER, MICHAEL
Files suit to restrain city from tax collections,
Ap 10, 12:4

MELLISH, THOMAS
Held in stabbing of Joseph Zaliber, O 14, 3:3

MELLHOFER, FRANK
Injured by horse, D 21, 9:5

MELLO, WILFRED LEWIS
Files application in probate to change
t name to Miller, Ap 24, 2:4

NELSON, MIKE
Held for attempted robbery of John Franklin,
N 11, 1:3

NELSON, ERNEST
Assaulted, George Southemer pleads not guilty,
Ja 20, 3:9

MEKER, JOSEPH
Wife judgment against Massoud Hannon in
promissory note collection suit, Ap 30, 12:2

MEMORIALS, See names of Memorials
MEMORIAL ASSN, S AARON
Elects officers, My 14, 6:1

MEMORIAL DAY
Searson given by Rev W J Slutz, My 27, 2:5

Searson given by Rev Frank A. Dorem, My 27, 2:7

Searson by Rev R. D. Eckman, My 27, 10:1

Celebration at Central hs, My 29, 1:7

Veterans of Civil War praised for patriotism,
ed, My 29, 4:1

Summary of decoration services, My 31, 1:3

Summary of services, Kent, My 31, 11:1

MEMORY, LOSS OF. See Amnesia

MEN
Urged to use greater initiative in attaining
success, ed, Je 22, 4:2

MEXICAN REVOLUTION

MEXICAN SOCIETY Holds conv on goal of movement, Je 1, 3:5

Progresses rapidly, Jl 18, 10:4

Addressed by William H Hudad, Jl 17, 3:5

Addressed by C W Shinn, Jl 17, 8:4

Approved, ed, F 29, 4:1

Membership campaign launched among chs, Mr 4,
1:6; campaign continues, Mr 5, 8:2

Closes meeting at First Disciples ch, coms
appt to push work, Mr 6, 5:1

MENIGLE, RAYMOND
Killed by train, D 20, 14:3

MENINGITIS, See Syphilis Meningitis

MEN'S CLUBS, PED OF
Favoring induction of juvenile and adult
offenders, F 13, 8:2

Heard Francis J Henley's debate experiences as
pres in graft cases, Mr 2, 8:2

MEN'S CLUBS, PED OF
Elects officers, Ja 8, 10:1

Selects coms, Mr 16, 10:1

Cuy Falls branch organize, elects officers,
Mr 25, 3:4

Sponsors lecture on Health by Dr Harvard Wiley,
D 3, 8:2

Refused use of Central hs gym by bd of educ,
D 11, 3:3

Request to use Central hs gymnasium favored
by Judge Rogers, D 13, 1:6

MENTAL CLINICS. See names of clinics

MENTAL DISEASES

WILLIAM D HARKIS committed to Massillon State
hos, Je 4, 6:4

Adam Bachman held for sanity investigation,
Cinti, Ja 9, 2:3

John Miller held on insanity chg, Barberton,
Ja 20, 10:1

Helen L Hapes adjudged feeble minded, Ja 22,
6:4

Edward Ashenbach declared insane, Cinti, Ja 29,
9:3

ELI HULL adjudged insane, F 21, 2:5

Cissie Leota Duke committed to Gols State hosp,
Clev, Mr 6, 2:6

Theodore Hahn committed to Newburg asylum,
F 23, 5:1

Michael Schmitt chgd with insanity in affidavit,
Mr 16, 1:5

Mrs Amelia Parker committed to Toledo asylum,
Sandusky, Mr 27, 5:3

Alexander Taka adjudged insane, Mr 28, 1:3

Nick Byrnes held for investigation, Mr 29, 11:5

Andrew Chestrow committed to Massillon State
hos, Ap 5, 1:4

Lunacy chg against Jesse Simonson dismissed,
Ap 26, 12:3

Maggie Elmer held on insanity chg, My 3, 7:1

Stricter interpretation of insanity plea in ct
trials urged, ed (Dayton News), Mr 6, 4:4

Webster D Butler committed to insane hosp,
Mr 14, 3:4

Edward Bell held on insanity chg, My 30, 2:1

Rebecca Helds committed to Long View State hosp,
My 30, 8:1

Julia O'Leary adjudged insane, Kent, Ju 15, 8:5

Julius Schon held pending investigation, Je 17,
2:4

John Kuecher held on insanity chg, Je 24, 2:3

Sebastian Schreiner adjudged insane, Je 28, 2:1
MENTAL DISEASES (cont)

WILLIAM RUBSINS adjudged insane, Je 29, 2:1
Sarah Mills held on insanity chg filed by father Zinkor, Jy 10, 2:4
John Lynch held for sanity test, Ag 1, 1:7
Andrew Smith held on insanity chg, Ag 20, 10:4
Adamon W Owens held for insanity, Ag 22, 2:3
Carolee Sears held for sanity probe, Col 19, 7:1
Jerry Gorman held on insanity chg, Fin 29, 6:5
Dr. Isabell A Bradley addresses Summit County Med Soc on mentally defective children, S 14, 8:4
Ellen Olson committed to Massillon State hosp, S 19, 2:6

Subject of address given at Woman's Council by Dr. Isabell A Bradley, D 3, 2:3

Steven Perpore adjudged insane, D 15, 1:5
Henry J Spann pronounced insane by probate ct, Guy Falls, D 16, 12:2
Mike Pulaski declared insane, Guy Falls, N 20, 5:3
Joseph Hahle committed to insane asylum, Cint, N 20, 7:4
 Lester Truxa adjudged insane, N 22, 8:6

Fast standard of living blamed as cause for nervous disorders by Guy Falls health officer, Scrubhollow, N 22, 8:6

Joseph Tosh adjudged insane, U 6, 18:3
John Devere chapped with insanity, D 21, 9:4
John Iwara arrested on insanity chg, D 24, 2:4
John Gifford declared insane, D 24, 10:7
Frank Hall arraigned for insanity hearing, D 26, 2:1

MENZ, FREDERICK
Robbed, F 20, 1:8

MENZ, GEORGE
Injured when trolley pole falls, S 25, 5:5

MERCHANT FARMERS BANK (Gallipolis)
Fails, F 2, 4:4

MERCHANTS ASSN, ARKON
Annual meeting elects officers, N 27, 3:4

MERRY KILLINGS
Legs legalizing theory advocated by Anna Hall, S 7, 9:5

MEREDITH
Sued for divorce by wife Zetta, D 19, 7:3
MEREDITH, JOHN
See Chapala, John
MEREDITH, PAUL
Injured when auto goes into ditch, D 2, 7:4
MEREDERS, see names of obs

MEREDITH SUN LIDO
F and A M elects officers, Richfield, D 2, 3:1

MERRILL
Names W W and Helen R Patterson in collection suit, D 16, 2:3
MERRILL, CLARENCE
Held for annoying women, S 26, 1:0; dismissed, S 27, 2:4
MERRILL, HENRY
Escapes from Ross county jail, S 16, 7:8
MERRILL HARDWARE CO
Destroyed by fire, D 23, 10:6
MERRINAN, CLAIRE E
Divorced by wife Blanche, D 4, 8:5
MERRINAN, J T
Garage damaged by fire, D 26, 7:1; Investigated by deputy state fire marshal, D 29, 8:2
MERRINAN, WILLS
Injured in fall, U 19, 14:2
METCALF, BATISTO
Stabbed, Michael Gaglione sought, F 21, 12:3
METZ (FIRE CHIEF), JOHN
See Akron Fire Dept
MCCCULLOUGH AND JONES STORE
Destroyed by fire, D 30, 2:5; 0:2

MERSKIN
Injured by damaged fire, D 6, 18:1

MESLO, MICHAEL
Found dead near Lake Shore bridge, joy riders sought, F 17, 3:5

MESSINA, JOE
Sentence for passing counterfeit coin, N 9, S 7:4

MESSA, MELE
Slain, brother Vincent held, Ap 8, 3:4
MESSICK, W W
Res destroyed by fire, D 19, 3:3
MEXICAN, D A
Suit brought by Augusta Hageman dismissed, F 15, 10:1
MEXICAN HERITAGE
Will probated, Mr 8, 13:2

MEZEDARS, JAMES
Fined for theft, Ap 1, 10:1
METAL PRODUCTS, See specific metals
METALTANK, ELI
Stabbed, Nick Stoba held, Ag 19, 3:5
METALS, See specific metals
METCALF, EMILY
Celebrates 60th birthday, Ja 31, 6:3
METCALF, JOHN
Children put under cust custody, Ag 17, 9:1
METCALF, SAM
Named in damage suit by Frank Roberts, D 18, 14:2

METEOROLOGY, See Weather

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CH
Jury sets price on parcels of property, Ja 17, 2:5
Northern Ohio conf announces ministerial appts, S 24, 12:1
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CH (Alliance)
Rev. J A Umans transferred from Akron, S 25, 3:5
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CH (Canton Fulton)
Nears John Fecht speak, D 20, 7:3
METHODOLOGY (Ouy Fallas)
W A Walspeak at Epworth League anniv. services, My 13, 7:2
Women's Missionary soc addressed by Mrs C M Smith, Jy 12, 8:4
Filly day a success, O 15, 10:1
Addressed by Owen O Wadn on immortality, O 25, 14:2
METHODOLOGY EPISCOPAL CH (Fanser)
Destroyed by fire, My 23, 3:2
METHODOLOGY EPISCOPAL CH (Kent)
J A Staumowr lectures, Ap 27, 11:3


MIDDLEBURG LAND CO

MIDDLEBURG CHURCH OF CHRIST

MIDDLEBURG LAND CO

MIDWAY, LORIKAYNE
Injured in train-survey collision, D 2, 9:4
MIERT, JAMES
Bar destroyed by lightning, Ap 16, 10:1
MIJU, MESA
Burned in fire at plant of Diamond Match co, T 10, 1:2
MIKES, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, D 23, 7:4

MILAKSEK, EVA
Judgment suit appeal filed by T A Seifried, My 17, 1:1; Je 3, 1:6

MILAEVIC, MATO
Sues wife Martha for divorce, Je 12, 8:5
MILES, LUCIUS
Injured when sled crashes into tree, Ja 31, 2:4
MILEY, WILLIAM (William Jackson)
Escapes from Chanupn county jail, Ja 31, 12:2
MILLER (RES)
Res damaged by fire, Je 15, 8:1
MILHOF, ED
Named in collection suit by Alex Bonwell and Frank Clinker, D 23, 1:8
MILITARY TRAINING, See specific inst

MILK
See also Food, Drugs and Cosmetic Regulation; Bees; names of cows
MILLER, GEORGE
Sues wife Madalina for divorce, N 26, 11:2

MILLER, EDWARD
Charged with embezzlement of Ouster Council #29

MILLER, FRED
Suicide, N 14, 1:6

MILLER, FRED, BRENNING CO
Wins a case against Benjamin Emerman, N 27, 1:1

MILLER, GEORGE
Divorce suit of wife Minnie dismissed, D 13, 10:1

MILLER, MARY
Injurious to an ear, N 16, 9:2

MILLER, CHARLES
Died when an electrical explosion occurred, S 26, 13:1

MILLER, CHARLES
Fired with a pistol, Ja 1, 8:3

MILLER, CHARLES D
Sues wife Josephine for divorce, S 5, 3:6; decree granted, D 24, 5:1

MILLER, CLARA
Arrested for adultery and desertion, J 15, 2:5

MILLER, DANIEL
Will tilled, M 14, 2:3

MILLER, EDWARD M
Charged with embezzlement, D 13, 10:1

MILLER, FRED
Divorce suit of wife Minnie dismissed, D 13, 10:1

MILLER, GEORGE
Died when an electrical explosion occurred, S 26, 13:1

MILLER, CHARLES
Fired with a pistol, Ja 1, 8:3

MILLER, CHARLES D
Sues wife Josephine for divorce, S 5, 3:6; decree granted, D 24, 5:1

MILLER, CLARA
Arrested for adultery and desertion, J 15, 2:5
MORGAN, EDWARD  
Sued for divorce by wife Myrtle, Mt 20, 3:2; divorced, My 14, 8:3  
MORGAN, EVELYN  
Names Cleve FR co in personal damage suit, Mt 11, 6:2; suit settled, Mt 11, 14:3  
MORGAN, FLOYD  
Held for attempted criminal assault on Estella Reed, Jy 5, 14:2; found guilty, Jy 11, 2:1  
MORGAN, HARRIS J  
Plan to escape from penitentiary frustrated, Jy 2, 3:8; F 19, 10:2  
MORGAN, HARRY  
Attempts suicide by hanging, Mt 11, 1:1  
MORGAN, HENRY  
Appeals judgment in collection case against Rea & Ross, Jy 10, 2:7  
MORGAN, JAMES  
Injured when dynamite cap explodes, D 0, 4:3  
MORGAN, JAMES S  
Killed in fall, F 22, 2:1  
MORGAN, WILLIAM C  
Held with wife Flora on bugga chg, common-law wife also held, S 28, 1:1  
MORGAN COUNTY  
History, My 6, 4:4  
MORGAN STREET  
Vacation sought by L W Carpenter, C 0, 29, 9:4  
MORGANSTAN, ISAAC  
Names Central Fire Ins co in collection suit, Mt 13, 5:3; settles, Mt 20, 10:2  
MORIARTY, ED  
Attempts suicide by shooting, Ap 6, 1:4  
MORINO, SAM  
Arrested on chg of robbing James Holland, D 11, 7:6  
MORRIS, PETER  
Arrested and fined for fighting, Jy 25, 12:1  
MORSE, JOHN  
Arrested on murder chg, D 14, 14:2  
MORSE, NATHAN  
Named in judgment suit by A A Alexander, F 26, 10:1; suit settled, Ap 6, 2:6  
MORTGAGES  
See names of cos  
MORTON, A D  
Killed in fall on saw in lumber mill, D 0, 4:4, 1:4  
MOSER, CHARLES  
Will probate, Jy 11, 7:2  
MOSER, JOSEPH  
Oil struck on property, U 6, 14:6  
MOSIS, CHANCEY  
Burned by gasoline, C 35, 12:3  
MOSIS, CHARLES  
Named in allotment of all estates suit by Leo A Holloway, Mt 7, 7:1  
MOSKOVITZ, JOE  
Arrested on assault chg, D 24, 10:2  
MOSSE, QUINN  
Killed by train, Jy 5, 10:3  
MOTHERS DAY  
Proclamation issued by Mayor Rockwell, Mt 10, 1:6  
FEATURE ARTICLE, Mt 11, 1:7  
Observance praised, ed, Mt 11, 4:2  
Creates largest demand for flowers in Akron history, Mt 13, 5:1
1912
MURDERS (cont)

ROCK CREEK

Michael Montan, Jr 22, 2:4

RUGGER'S ISLAND

Charles Rowe, S 26, 10:5

SMITHFIELD

Mrs Florence Christian's infant, mother held,
Mr 5, 12:4

SPRINGFIELD

Gladys Miller, father John C, held, My 1, 3:4

ST CLAIRSVILLE

Alva Guy (Gray), wife Lucy held, Je 20, 12:3

STEUBENVILLE

Joe Santoro, Ja 2, 3:7

TOLEDO

Mrs Charles Siegel, husband attempts suicide,
Ja 22, 3:5

WADSWORTH

Mrs New Stetson, husband Christian held,
Ja 24, 2:2

WARREN

Daniel McCarty, George Croft indicted, Mr 13, 2:4

WEST PARK

Leo McAlloon, Ag 8, 1:3

YOUNGSTOWN

Joseph Molino, Ag 21, 3:4

John Naugle, Alex Cooper, S 13, 10:1

秸草 Holmes, Al 24, 3:4

James Kaurckl, C C Foster, held, D 24, 10:4

Kalman Koflick and Antonio Serrano, Antonio
Serrana (Sam Rose), held, D 29, 10:4

Joe Garang, Frank Mrazalovich arrested, N 22,
18:2

William Tisdall, Patrick O'Mara held, D 4,
10:2

S H Polley, D 9, 2:5

1912
MURDOCK, VICTOR
Endorses Theodore Roosevelt for pres, My 14,
16:2

NIGHTHORN (MRS), REBECCA
Fatally burned when dress ignites at open
grate, F 10, 5:3

MURPHY, A
Held in robbery of Webb, D 24, 8:5

MURPHY, BILL
Arrested on vagrancy chg, fined for intoxica-
tion, O 23, 7:4

MURPHY, CHAS F
Control of dem party in NY depressed, ed, O 1,
4:1

MURPHY, DANIEL
Assault sentence suspended, S 5, 10:3

MURPHY, J J
Fine for assault, jail sentence suspended,
Ja 16, 10:1

MURPHY, JOSEPH
Killed, Je 8, 1:4

MURPHY, NAVARRO
Fine for intoxication, Ja 27, 7:3

MURPHY, PATRICK
Injured when st car jumps track, D 11, 2:1

MURPHY, W W
Arrested on chg of intoxication, Ja 15, 8:2

MURRAY, ROBERT (Ray Falls)
Elected pres of council, Ja 4, 8:7

MURRAY (MRS), W J
Robbed, Ja 20, 12:3

MURRAY, WILLIAM (Allen Eddy)
Trail begins for murder of Frank Price, Ja 15,
3:3; jury visits scene of crime, Ja 16, 16:6;
trial continues, Ja 17, 11:4; case goes to
jury, Ja 18, 1:1; convicted of 2nd degree
murder, Ja 19, 1:1; held, Ja 20, 5:2; asks new
trial, Ja 22, 10:4; Ja 23, 10:3; motion
argued, F 19, 3:6; F 20, 8:1; sentenced, Ap 1,
1:8; files bill of exceptions, Ap 29, 5:4;
sentence upheld by circuit ct, D 12, 1:4;
commited, D 22, 1:6; confesses, D 24, 1:7

MURSCHELL, ARTHUR C
Sues wife for divorce, N 25, 8:4

MURSICK, JOSEPH
Pleads not guilty to chg of burglary and
larceny, Ap 18, 1:5; pleads guilty, Ap 16,
5:5; sentenced, Ap 19, 18:3; taken to Ohio

MURRIS, GIN
Sent ct affirms decision of suit brought by
B F Swearingen, N 26, 1:8

MUSIC
See also Orchestras; names of musicians
American teachers defensed, ltr, Ap 17, 4:5;
Teaching in Wadsorth schools advocated by
Mabel J Colby, Ap 17, 10:1

High standards, feature article, Ja 27, 14:2

Lack of musical culture in Akron deplored, ltr,
0 1, 3:3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MYERS, FRANCIS</td>
<td>Death, M 26, 8:3: funeral, M 26, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE</td>
<td>Attempts suicide by lying on st chair, V 31, 2:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE, GEORGE</td>
<td>Sued for divorce by wife Lovicia V, V 27, 1:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVIS</td>
<td>Injured when gasoline stove explodes, A 24, 5:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES</td>
<td>Declines to become candidate for mayor, N 30, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, IVAN L</td>
<td>Nominated by dems for sheriff of Summit county, V 22, 1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, JAMES</td>
<td>Loses change suit against City, M 18, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, JAMES</td>
<td>Killed by short-circuited wire in telephone, V 10, 12:2; V 11, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, JAMES, E</td>
<td>Held in robbery of Grover Reitz, J 15, 8:2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>case continued, J 18, 3:5; held to grand jury, J 19, 9:2; sentenced, F 15, 8:6; taken to penitentiary, F 21, 1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, MARIE</td>
<td>Fined for disorderly conduct, J 18, 12:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, PERRY</td>
<td>Confined for intoxication, attempts suicide by hanging, N 15, 2:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, PERRY</td>
<td>Injured when auto overturns, O 2, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, PETER</td>
<td>Injured by cutting box, M 29, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, PETER</td>
<td>Appeal for new trial against A &amp; B Booth refused, N 11, 11:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, R F</td>
<td>Forcibly ejected from Rathskeller cafe following argument with owner, A 2, 13:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAYMOND</td>
<td>Sentenced for visiting brothel, S 17, 1:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT</td>
<td>Assaulted, Emet Oline held, J 3, 12:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROY</td>
<td>Sues wife Amanda for divorce, F 17, 5:5; decree granted, A 4, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MRS), SOVICIA</td>
<td>Sues wife Amanda for divorce, F 17, 5:5; decree granted, A 4, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAGY</td>
<td>With Steven and Lena Nagy named in collection suit by Charles Rhodes, J 10, 12:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAZLINSKI, ZIVI</td>
<td>Sues wife Bonita for divorce, S 24, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAZARET, WILLIAM H</td>
<td>Divorce granted wife Sarah, A 19, 10:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAPIER, F G</td>
<td>Sentenced to Ft Leavenworth penitentiary for violation of fed white slave law, U 18, 7:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAPOLEON, OHIO</td>
<td>Engine house damaged by fire, F 9, 20:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARCOTICS</td>
<td>See Drug Traffic; Food, Drugs, and Cosmetic Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARESKI, F</td>
<td>Held on robbery chg, F 2, 10:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASH, THOMAS W</td>
<td>Beneficiary in will of A M Barber, S 24, 1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASIV, ELISA</td>
<td>Held on chg of shooting Julya Buchel, N 25, 5:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL AIR RACES</td>
<td>See Aeronautics - Races and Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL BOX CO</td>
<td>Building destroyed by fire, M 8, 8:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO</td>
<td>Names James E McAllister in collection suit, J 22, 18:8; wins verdict, F 20, 12:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICK, CARL</td>
<td>Injured in fall, O 21, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEICHERD, ANDREW</td>
<td>Addressed by Rev Adams on boys, A 22, 2:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEIL, DAVID</td>
<td>Injured in fall, O 7, 2:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEITZ (MRS), M E</td>
<td>Res dammed by fire, J 10, 1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, ARTHUR D</td>
<td>Wife Bertice granted divorce, A 3, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON, CARL</td>
<td>Escapes from Boys' Indus school, D 16, 1:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW YORK

Defeat of Gov John A Dix for renomination predicted, ed. Ya 25, 4:1

Sincerity and honesty of police dept's apprehension of Lefty Louis and Gyp thy Blood questioned, ed. S 16, 4:1

Gubernatorial candidates. Job E. Hedges and James V. Wadsworth criticized, ed. S 28, 4:1

NEW YORK CENTRAL RR

Train delayed, No 7, 5:5

Proposed authorization of bonds for purchase of new equipment protested to PCCO by C H Vanmer & co and Continental Securities co, O 12, 8:4

NEW YORK DENTAL OFFICE

Damaged by fire, Jy 18, 1:1

NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA & NORTHERN OHIO RY CO

Named by Christina Rappeart in property damage suit, O 17, 14:2

NEWARK, OHO

Denied use of canal lands within city limits by ruling of attty-gen Logan, Ap 6, 10:1

NEWBURG & SOUTH SHORE RR CO

Loss of incineration boat to Clev Furnace co, M 29, 1:7

NEWCOMER, JAMES

Killed in motor train by train, M 23, 10:2

NEWCOMER, WILLIAM F

Will filed for probate, M 16, 7:7

NEWCOMER, GEORGE

Named in restraining suit by Anna H Dunn, M 24, 7:1

NEWCOMERSTOWN, OHO

Business section damaged by fire, D 13, 5:2

NEWINGTON, HERBERT

Injured in fall from motorcycle, Jy 22, 1:2

NEWTON, MRS. OSCAR

See Ohio - Elections - Judiciary

NEWTON, WILLIAM

Injured in motorcycle-bus collision, J 1, 5:2

CONFESSER, WILLIAM

Confesses aiding William Myers in Clinton robberies, S 6, 10:1; bound to grand jury, S 10, 2:5

NEWPORT, WILLIAM

Buggy stolen, Jy 26, 9:2

NEVIN, ROBERT R

Nominated by progressive party for attty-gen, S 6, 1:4

NEWBURY

Banquet, J 2, 5:1

New York vs against keeping late hrs, N 19, 3:1

NEWSPAPERS

See also Advertising; Civil Liberties; names of newspapers

Advertising value, ed. J 1, 4:1; ed. M 14, 4:1
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NICHOL, THOMAS

Dissolution of partnership suit against

Herman Feistman dismissed, M 6, 5:2

NIECE, ESE

Held on chg of shooting John Ilison, M 24, 7:4

NIEGERS, JOSEPH

Smothered in grain pit, J 4, 1:4

NIELSEN, HENRY

Fined for intoxication, M 7, 8:2

NIGGS, WILLIAM

Fined for disorderly conduct suspended, M 26, 7:1

NIGHT, EMMETT

Sued for divorce by wife Effie La, J 13, 1:8; case dismissed, Ap 4, 3:5

NIGHTOWA, MRS. E A

Fails attempt to rob Perry's, Ap 10, 6:3

NIGHTOWA & CARPETERS, J. H. C. L.

Died of consumption, M 19, 2:7

NIGHTOWA, JAMES

Injured in fall, Ap 24, 7:6

NILES, OHC

Ordinance requiring the use of muffler on motor vehicles urged, eds. Jy 22, 4:1; Jy 26, 4:1

NOLAN, MARY

Held as runaway, M 22, 2:5

NOLIBR JEWELRY SHIP

Robbed, O 30, 12:1

NOLIVAR, MARY B

Sues wife Yella for divorce, Ap 24, 1:6

NOLLING, JAMES

Arraigned for disorderly conduct, S 24, 3:5

NOLLING, FRANK

Injured in fall, M 4, 3:4

NOLN, JOHN

Fined for keeping saloon open on Sunday, M 18, 10:1

NOLAND, GEORGE

Sought on assault chg, N 9, 11:3

NOLK, FRANK

Personal injury suit filed by Edward Polson goes to jury, J 16, 1:8; motion for new trial filed by Polson, J 27, 1:4; losses verdict, J 27, 2:1; jury investigate cause of accident, ap 24, 1:4; awarded verdict, Ap 25, 1:6

NORCA, THOMAS

Sues personal injury against Panna R Co, M 19, 5:1

NORCO, MARY A

Victim of payroll swindle, Pros John A. Cline investigates, M 11, 10:2; probed by grand jury, M 12, 12:2

NORFOLK & WESTERN RR CO

WInes injunction to prevent Cinci and Goi Traction from using switching connections, F 10, 3:3

NORINV, EDWARD

Named in restraint suit by Anna H Dunn, M 24, 7:1

NORRIS, WILLIAM C

Named by Ohio Bldg trim for failure to comply with state orders, J 24, 7:3

NORTH HILL BRIDGE CO

Promotes co to build high level toll bridge, J 1, 2:3

NORTH HILL VIADUCT - SEE BRIDGES

NORTH KINGSVILLE, OHIO

Inc considered, N 2, 5:2

NORTHERN OHIO POWER CO

With 6 others names ACYR re co in restraining suit, F 20, 8:4; answer and cross petition filed, M 25, 3:5
NORTHERN OHIO TRACTION & LIGHT CO

Names AGCY re co in suit to prevent lowering switch in Springfield, J 2, 3:5; cross petition filed, J 10, 10; suit, F 7, 1:3

St car damaged by fire, J 6, 10:1; J 17, 1:1; F 8, 1:1; M 7, 2:4; J 8, 2:6; D 20, 1:6; 0 25, 1:4

Affidavits against motorists: George Taylor, Robert Sharpe, L D Coffman and Frank Goedenberger charge violation of st car speeding ord quashed, J 6, 3:1; new affidavits filed, motions quashed, J 9, 3:3; motions overruled, J 10, 8:3; trial against Mitchell opens, J 12, 1:4; testimony, J 13, 5:4; dismissed, J 17, 10:2; trial against Sharpe opens, J 17, 10:2; decision reserved, M 28, 1:6; dismissed, J 23, 10:4

Wins suit brought by Felice Del Pizzo, J 9, 10:2

Christian Rousch (Rensch) damage suit goes to trial, J 11, 7:2; dismissed, F 8, 5:1; verdict rendered in new trial, Ap 16, 1:7

Motion for new hearing in suit against City overruled, J 16, 6:4

George W. Skidmore wins damage suit, J 16, 7:4

Joe O. Stroh agrees to settlement in damage suit, J 27, 9:3; new suit dismissed, M 29, 10:1

Robert Reed sues for personal injuries, J 29, 10:5

Elisha Hammond settles damage suit, J 30, 1:5

Ezra L. Ecker settles damage suit, F 1, 12:7

Wm. Homer Moore estate suit dismissed, F 6, 2:4

George W. Irish loss of collection suit, F 8, 5:1; motion for new trial overruled, F 29, 8:5

Mary Howell damage suit goes to trial, F 10, 3:1; verdict, J 12, 8:4

Lewis Blankenship loses personal injury suit, F 20, 1:5

With 5 others names AGCY re in restraining suit, F 20, 8:4; answer and cross petition filed, M 25, 3:5

Jerrit Naukaste estate files damage suit, F 20, 1:5

Names W W Palmer and Harvey K. Lemmon in land appropriation suit, M 1, 14:4

Two passengers injured when car collides, M 4, 1:8

Helen Krumke files personal injury suit, M 5, 1:1

Harry E Miller sues for personal injury, M 5, 1:1

August Ulrich files damage suit, M 5, 10:2

George and Mary Louncher damage suits settled, M 5, 12:2

Samuel Wolach suits for damages, M 19, 5:2

Celia Sorey files suit for personal injuries, M 29, 11:3

1912

MARY L. Hushower sues for damages, Ap 9, 8:1

Kate Chunguhuma files damage suit, Ap 15, 7:3

Damage suit brought by Laura Moore settled, Ap 17, 7:4

Damage suit brought by Sadie Dunlap settled, Ap 17, 7:4

Dora Dossman files suit for personal injuries, Ap 23, 12:5

Refinancing plan as approved by HUD大纲, Ap 27, 1:8

St car runs on tracks, damages several buggies, John Harris injured, Ap 29, 1:7

Injunction suit against City settled by mutual agreement, Ap 30, 12:2

P C. Bittner loses damage suit, My 2, 1:7

St cars damaged in collision, My 6, 1:7

Charles Z. McPherson damage suit dismissed, My 24, 1:4

George T. Schwartz sues for damages, My 25, 10:3

Cleaver W. Cowles files damage suit, My 29, 1:5

Issued building permit for constr of sub station on W High st, Je 1, 10:1

Phenomenal increase in earnings discussed, Je 10, 1:3

Mrs Anna Schaaf wins damage suit, Je 16, 7:7

John West files personal injury suit, J 1, 2:2

Interurban cars damaged in collision at Cay Falls, J 5, 1:6

Rude and careless employees criticized, J 11, 7:2

Power station on Beach st damaged by fire, J 31, 1:1

Commences work on new car barn, Kenneso, J 2, 8:1

Named by Summit County in injunction suit, Ag 7, 1:5; files cross petition, Ag 10, 2:5; county wins suit, S 30, 3:4; new trial sought, D 21, 12:2

Begins work on plans and specifications for new terminal, Ag 8, 1:1

William Bittner sues for personal injuries, Ag 9, 1:1

Denies rent offer for stock control, Ag 9, 1:3

Revenue and passenger rent to date, Ag 23, 14:1

Vera Blaza files suit for personal injuries, Ag 23, 14:2

Angelo and Angelina Flacco win damage suit, S 7, 9:6

Louise Smith sues for personal injury, S 10, 10:4

Harvey K. Lemmon wins appropriation suit, S 11, 1:6

Valuation increased by Ohio tax commission, S 12, 1:4

Isaac Howard files suit for personal injury, S 18, 1:3

Bid of George power plant progresses, S 20, 9:2; court of dam named by rains, O 31, 16:3; power plant approved by officials,
1912

OHIO - AGRICULTURE BD (cont.)

Dr R E Doolittle appointed temporary chief chemist in food and dairy dept, po, Nov 21, 1:7
Marshall Thomas Lucas appointed game warden of Pedino co, Nov 3, 3

ATTORNEY-GENERAL DEPT
Dozen mislaid checks and money orders found after 6 yrs, F 5, 14:2
Attorney-Generals deemed most popular official, N 7, 4:6
E B Leonard, James J McGuire, and Charles J Pettit on bar examining com, D 14, 4:4

AUDITOR
Hamilton C Deem appointed examiner in school and two dept of state accts, F 10, 4:5
Applicants for assessors required to pass exam, N 15, 4:5

BANKS & BANKING DEPT
See also Ohio - Constitution
Judge David L Rockwell resigns as sum of intp for bldg and loan assns, D 16, 1:2; James A Devine appointed, D 20, 4:4

CONSTITUTION - Convention
Defeat of Rev Herbert S Bigelow as pres sought by Scripps newspapers, ed, Jan 1, 4:2
Short ballot reform approved, J 2, 4:2
Ohio women start campaign to gain equal rights, J 2, 5:3
Akon women orgn suffrage party unit, J 3, 1:2
Election of Bigelow to pres opposed, J 10, 1:3
Candidates for pres in keen rivalry, J 5, 1:2
Amer Woman's league plans active part in woman suffrage movement, J 5, 10:5
Pres candidates seek support, J 6, 4:6
Woman suffrage movement praised, J 8, 4:6
Liquor license advocates campaign for support, J 8, 5:1
Ohio Anti-Saloon league backs Bigelow for pres, J 12, 6:3
Fight for control of dels for election of presiding officer continues, J 9, 1:8
Success of proposed changes doubted, ed, J 9, 4:1
Bigelow elected pres, J 9, 5:5
Delegates argue methods of appt of coms, J 10, 1:5
Opposition by A Ross Read to election of Bigelow as pres approved, ed, J 10, 4:1
Single tax league opposes resolution condemning Bigelow for failure to support Bigelow for pres, J 10, 7:6
Speech of Read nominating Charles B Galbreath for sec praised by delegates, J 10, 8:2

1912

OHIO - CONSTITUTION - Convention (cont.)

Delegates criticized for allowing one man-to-name all coms, ed, Jan 11, 4:1
Progressive delegates criticized, ed (Buffalo Commercial), J 11, 4:2
Constitution that will meet approval of people urged, ed (Cleveland Plain Dealer), J 11, 4:2
Pres Bigelow given power to app all coms, J 11, 12:1
Rush for com appts starts, J 12, 1:8
Adjourns to allow clerks time to catch up with work, J 12, 4:6
Abolishment of state sen advocated by socialists, J 13, 4:6
W B Kilpatrick appointed asm of woman suffrage com, J 13, 12:5
Action in giving automatic power to chmn Bigelow approved, ed (Youngstown Telegram), J 15, 4:2
Action in giving automatic power to presidential officer condemned, ed (Ohio State Journal), J 15, 4:3
Action, J 16, 3:5
Delegates submit proposals. J 17, 8:5; proposals summarized, J 18, 1:8
Delegates urged to support progressive platform, ed, J 18, 4:1
Akon women campaign for incorporation of suffrage clause, J 18, 7:1
A Ross Read apptd on 3 coms, J 18, 10:1
Activity, J 19, 14:1
Ohio Anti-Saloon league supports woman suffrage movement, J 20, 1:4
Recall proposal criticized, ed, J 20, 4:1
Delegates urged to revise organic law, ed (Cleveland Leader), J 22, 4:2
Activity, J 22, 12:1
Delegate Read introduces proposal for initiative and referendum vote, J 23, 1:8
Home Rule for state govts favored, ed, J 23, 4:1
Activity, J 23, 8:2
Initiative and referendum proposal of Read discussed, ed, J 24, 4:1
Liquor license question considered, J 25, 3:5
Flooded by proposals, J 26, 1:3
Move to prevent political influences, J 27, 12:1
Unlimited liquor license proposal opposed by movement of high st of Ch of Christ, J 29, 2:2
Proposal for classification of property opposed by state tax comm, J 29, 10:2
Activity, J 29, 10:2; J 30, 10:1
Addressed by Pres William Howard Taft on subject of Constitution, J 31, 10:2
Proposals to lengthen terms of state officers submitted by A Ross Read, F 1, 1:3
Arguments on liquor license proposal heard, F 2, 4:4

Activities, F 3, 12:2
Defeat of proposed uniform music govt bill urged, ed (Toledo Blade), F 6, 4:2
Activities, F 6, 10:1
Agreement reached on reform in civil cases allowing verdict on three-fourth vote concurrence, F 7, 1:4
Arguments of drys on liquor control, F 7, 4:6
Proposal made for bond issue for rd improvements, other activity, F 7, 10:1
Initiative and referendum proposal opposed by Gov Harmon, F 8, 1:7
Pres Bigelow meets with opposition in effort to push through initiative and referendum plan, F 8, 3:1; policies criticized, ed, F 9, 4:1
Charles Snover advocates woman suffrage before Amer Women's League, F 9, 10:3
Initiative and referendum proposal opposed, F 9, 18:1
Club women of state attend hearing before equal suffrage com, F 10, 4:5
Discusses proposals for liquor license control, F 11, 1:1
Eris opposes liquor license proposal, F 12, 12:6
Good roads and other proposals reviewed, F 13, 8:2
Abolition of fed form of gov and short ballot favored, ed (Ohio State Journal), F 13, 4:2
Pres Bigelow meets defeat in caucus on initiative and referendum proposal, F 15, 5:1
Proposal to have assembly meet every yr made by delegate Read, other activity, F 15, 10:2
Views of Gov Harmon on duties criticized by Mayor Newton U Baker of Clev, F 15, 12:4
Activity, F 16, 14:1
Delegate Read proposes that General Assembly meet yearly, F 16, 16:1
Fight for woman suffrage proposal, F 17, 3:1
Come form of gov't for cities urged, ed, F 18, 4:1
Proposal for general assembly to meet 45 days of each yr presented by delegate Read, F 18, 10:1
Woman of Ohio Wesleyan vote against equal suffrage movement, F 20, 2:3
Consideration of reform in jury trials in criminal cases recommended, ed (Cels Dispatch), F 20, 4:4
Wet and dry delegates wage fight on liquor license proposal, F 20, 10:2
Addressed by Col Theodore Rousevelt, F 21, 1:1
Activity, F 21, 10:3
Minimum wage amendment proposed by Judge Dennis O'Connor, F 22, 1:8
Debate on woman suffrage at First Ch of Christ won by affirmative side, F 22, 2:4
Discusses liquor licenses, F 22, 10:2
Submits home rule proposal, F 23, 1:3

1912

ADJUTANT GENERAL
Department inventory made by General Weybright, J 30, 5:2
Major George H Wood appointed, N 20, 4:5

ADMINISTRATION BD
Report on management of state institutions, J 17, 4:6
Completes first year of existence, S 9, 4:6

AGRICULTURE BD
Requests funds from show licensees be transferred to state agr fund, J 5, 7:1
Annual meeting with state agr assns, J 12, 3:5
Charles T Barlow appointed drug insp, F 12, 10:2
Members and employees warned to pay their personal expenses in amount of state exams, J 11, 6:9
1912

Ohio - Constitution - Convention (cont)

Delegates' opposition to initiative and referendum plans criticized, ed (Cleveland Leader), No 15, 4:4

Benefits of proposed abolition of capital punishment questioned, ed (Cleveland Plain Dealer), No 15, 4:4

Proposed changes in educational system not favored, repels S. I. Pass, No 15, 14:1

Short ballot proposal favored, ed (Toledo Blade), No 15, 4:4

Pres. Bigelow incurs ill will of delegates by declaring meeting adjourned when Lamson attempts to introduce single tax amendment, No 21, 1:7: makes apology, No 21, 2:3

Chapin chided with threatening members to obtain passage of Greater Caucus initiative and referendum bill, No 27, 3:2

Comm. for operation of local govt favorred, ed, No 28, 4:1

Passes initiative and referendum proposal, ed, No 25, 5:2

Delegates fail early adjournment, No 25, 10:1

Delegates D. F. Anderson opposes amendment to liquor bill, other news; Ap 2, 2:2

Rosa letter threatening to disrupt meeting, Ap 2, 3:3

Delegates Evans opposes election by popular vote of sup. common pleas, and circuit court judges, Ap 4, 4:6

Opposition to short ballot, feature article, Ap 4, 4:5

Dr. Colt speaks at University of Chicago on advantages of equal suffrage, Ap 4, 6:5

Dr. Colt speaks on woman's suffrage at 1st meeting, Burbank, Ap 5, 16:6

Adoption of home rule amendment urged, ed, Ap 5, 9:1

Woman suffrage favored, ed (Colo Dispatch), Ap 5, 9:2

Aurora woman suffrage group elects officers, Ap 10, 3:2

Reconsideration of Negro plan to speak, shelves anti-cigarett bill, Ap 10, 12:4

Changes in ct system sought, Ap 11, 8:2

Proposal that electors be compelled to vote defeated, Ap 12, 10:3

Resume of proposals adopted, Ap 22, 5:3

Debates tax proposals, ed, No 1, 5:3

Amendment adopted for music home rule, ed, No 1, 8:3

Action postponed on short ballot, ed, No 3, 1:8

Comm. plan of music govt reviewed, ed (Dayton News), No 3, 4:5

Adoption of home rule bill for govt by voters urged, ed (Toledo Blade), No 4, 4:5

Ressent postponed, ed, No 4, 4:5

Adoption of home rule bill for govt, ed (Colo Dispatch), No 4, 4:5

Discord of short ballot proposal criticized, ed, No 10, 4:1

1912

Ohio - Constitution - Election Campaign (cont)

Abolition of pub works, ed, No 10, 4:5

Mrs. Russell Sage finances woman suffrage course, ed, No 17, 4:4

Rev. S. Davis delivers sermon on woman's vote, ed, No 20, 10:3

Failure to submit amendments separately criticized, ed (Columbus Dispatch), No 21, 4:4

Provisions of new constitution, No 21, 5:1

Woman suffrage favored by Jeannette Rankin, ed, No 21, 5:1

Adopts 16 changes in constitution, ed, No 24, 13:5

Anderson liquor license proposal passed, ed, No 25, 3:1

Leaders stage suffrage demonstration at Court, ed, No 27, 1:4

Votes to abolish capital punishment, other decisions, ed, No 28, 9:4

Direct primary proposals passed, other activities, ed, No 30, 10:5

Summary of business transacted, ed, No 31, 14:1

Votes to adjourn, ed, No 1, 1:7

Completes wk, prepares to submit results at special election in Sept., ed, No 1, 5:2

Summary of wk done, ed, No 3, 4:4

Fourth session recesses, ed, No 7, 15:2

Election Campaign

Proposal of special day for voters to vote upon proposals aguarded, ed (Albany Knickerbocker Press), No 10, 4:2

Support for amendment providing for appeal of local govt, ed (Ohio State Journal), No 10, 4:4

Intelligent voting on proposals urged, ed (Columbus Dispatch), No 10, 4:6

Women's suffrage with men urged by Miss Rankin, ed, No 10, 7:4

Amendments to be placed on ballot for coming election, ed, No 5, 2:5

Site and date announced, ed, No 11, 4:4

Citizens urged to study amendments on ballot before voting, ed, No 15, 10:10

Opposition of congressman to women in cono anticipated, ed, No 15, 4:1

Adoption of women's compensation amendment urged by State Liability Board of Awards, ed, No 22, 10:4

Careful study of proposed state amendments urged, ed, No 23, 4:1

Flight on woman suffrage reaching climax, voters decide Sept. 3, No 25, 8:3

House rule advantage explained, passage foreseen, ed, No 26, 4:1

Passage of direct primary amendment urged, ed, No 27, 4:1

Address by Louise Hall on woman suffrage, ed, No 29, 8:1

Proposed home rule amendment favored, ed (Cleveland Leader), No 6, 4:5
Rejection of liquor license amendment urged by Rev. E S Littell, Ag 31, 4:3.
Amendments outlined, Ag 31, 13:1.
Adoption of woman suffrage amendment, defeat of liquor license amendment urged, Itr, S 2, 10:4.
Exceptional interest shown as state votes on 42 amendments, S 3, 1:4.
Gov. Judson Harmon voices objection to suffrage and other amendments, S 3, 3:7.
Incomplete returns indicate Summit county ratifies all amendment proposals, S 4, 1:1.
Passage of liquor amendment will automatically eliminate some 75 saloons in Akron, S 4, 1:3.
Defeat of suffrage amendment laid at door of masculine egotism, women encouraged not to give up the fight, ed, S 4, 4:1.
Final election results in Summit county for amendments, S 5, 1:5.
Correction made in total of votes cast for and against abolishment of capital punishment, S 5, 2:4.
Explanation of adopted amendments, col, S 6, 4:4.
Returns on many proposals, S 7, 9:7.
Returns show defeat of 5 amendments, S 10, 1:4.
Official final total shows Summit county ratifies every amendment proposal, S 10, 3:3.
Defeat of the 24th and 36th amendment proposals censured, ed, S 10, 4:1.
Defeat of good roads amendment seen in returns 79 counties, S 11, 1:7.
Eight proposed constitutional amendments defeated, all counties except one, S 13, 3:2.
Union county defeats every proposed constitutional amendment, S 13, 11:4.
Amendment establishing primary places responsibility on electorate, ed (Cols Dispatch), S 17, 4:4.
Explanation of initiative and referendum amendment, col, S 20, 4:4.
Judicial reform amendment abolishes all justices of peace, in opinion of atty-gen Hagan, W 9, 2:4.
Bd of public works will be abolished Jan 1, 1913 by new constitution, N 11, 4:6.
Atty-gen Hagan plans attack on Ohio constitutional amendment in defense of justices of peace, N 11, 8:1.
Munic home rule amendment explained, N 15, 1:1.
Importance of munic home rule, ed, N 15, 4:1.

General
Circulates petition for necessary signers to put prohibition party candidates on ballot, Ap 6, 1:8.
List of office seekers, My 2, 4:5.
Repubs' selection of candidates praised, ed, My 4, 4:1.
Repub nominees confer on early org for fall campaign, My 10, 4:6.
Repub candidates on state ticket confer with exec chmn Harry W Daugherty at Cols, Ag 24, 1:1.
Anti-saloon league launches campaign for honest legislators, S 21, 2:4.
Rogers and progressives file state tickets, O 3, 12:3.
Cuyahoga county repub candidates adopt progressive platform, O 14, 7:7.
Progressive party candidates hold meeting at Barnesville, O 17, 9:4.
Populace urged to select faithful candidates, ed (Cols Dispatch), O 28, 4:6.

Governor
Newton D Baker states he will not be candidate, Ja 19, 11:2.
James M Cox booming friends for dem nomination, F 16, 1:2.
Chances for nomination declared good, My 29, 4:9.
Candidacy opposed by Anti-saloon league, Je 4, 8:4.
Nomination, Je 5, 10:2.
Addresses hermaphrodite audience, O 4, 11:2.
Speaks on infant mortality and child labor, O 10, 7:3.
Discusses conditions in Ohio under dem admin., O 12, 2:1.
Advances anti-Tobacco law, O 19, 3:2.
Upheals dem party platform, O 23, 2:1.
Criticized by Garfield for use of welfare doctrines, O 24, 1:1.
Advocates human welfare legs, O 24, 5:1.
Platform questioned by Garfield, O 25, 1:1.
Compared with Garfield, ed, O 25, 1:3.
Assailed by Garfield, O 26, 1:1.
Pledges with Garfield, ed, O 25, 1:3.
Assailed by Garfield, O 26, 1:1.
Pledges antagonism toward pol bosses, O 26, 3:4.
Clashes progressive platform, O 29, 3:3.
Political alliances questioned by Garfield, O 30, 5:1.
Urges election of Woodrow Wilson, O 30, 5:2.
Criticizes progressive party for claiming origin of progressive, D 31, 5:2.
Campaign aided by Sam Atlee Buckner, O 31, 2:1.
Challenged by Garfield to explain alliances, N 1, 1:1.
Ridicules progressive party, N 2, 9:1.
Charged with betrayal of progressive dems by Garfield, N 4, 3:3.
Predicts election, N 5, 9:3.
Elects in unofficial returns, N 6, 1:4.
Leads in Portage county for complete returns, N 7, 3:1.
Leads in unofficial returns, N 8, 1:3.
Criticizes for severing pol alliance w/ Rep Herbert Bigelow, ed, N 18, 4:1.
Elected in official returns, N 27, 2:1.
Outlines policies on liquor and re-impr. improvements, O 9, 10:3.
Criticizes by Rear Adm Ross Read for determination to take part in org of Sen Assembly, O 13, 3:2.
Denies proposing law for appt of Ohio license comm. and comm., D 27, 12:1.
Lawrence K Langdon establishes campaign hqrs at Cols, My 25, 6:4.
Judge Edmund C Elliot nom. by repub state conv., Ja 2, 1:4.
Synopsis of lite, Ja 3, 5:3.
Resigns as repub nominee, Ja 25, 1:4.
Plan to give repub state central com authority to name candidate opposed, ed, Ja 30, 4:1.
Election of Warren G Harding as successor to Judge Dillion urged, ed, Ja 31, 4:1.
Bull Moose party threatens to enter state ticket unless repubs nominate progressive for gov, Ag 1, 1:1.
Interference of Pres Taft in gov race resented, ed, ed, Ag 3, 4:1.
Brand Whitlock discourages pol efforts in his behalf, Ag 7, 3:8

Robert Burns Brown named as repub nominee by central com to replace Judge Dillon, por, Ag 10, 1:8; speech at opening of repub campaign praised, ed (Clev Plain Dealer), S 24, 4:6; begins stump campaign, S 26, 3:4; assail T Roosevelt and progressive party in Lima, O 4, 11:3; scores as wet advocate by Zanesville dry delegation, O 4, 11:3; attacks Col Roosevelt in campaign speech, O 12, 2:1; opens campaign at Marysville, O 17, 9:4; upholds admin of Pres Taft, O 19, 3:2; O 23, 8:6; attributes cost of living to prosperity and progress, O 24, 1:1; campaigns at Bellevue, S 20, 3:4; deems recapture of progressive party a novelty, O 31, 5:1; pledges postal reform, N 2, 9:4; predicts his election, N 5, 9:2; defeated in unofficial returns, N 6, 1:4; repub candidates after campaign expenditures, N 14, 12:5

Arthur L Garford nominated by progressive party for gov, S 5, 1:1; delivers keynote speech, S 5, 3:1; S 6, 1:4; election urged, ed, S 12, 4:1; stresses importance of coming admin, calls repubs reactionaries and urges election of progressive ticket, S 21, 1:6; continues campaign, O 2, 5:3; opens campaign in 1st and 2nd Ohio dists, O 7, 5:3; continues campaign, O 11, 11:1; explains progressive movement, lauds Col Roosevelt as leader, O 12, 2:2; suggests that citizens vote for man rather than party, O 12, 9:1; praises progressive party, O 16, 7:2; election urged, ed, O 17, 1:3; advocates revision of tariff on scientific basis, O 18, 10:1; paid tribute by Newton D Baker, O 19, 1:4; advocates scientific protective tariff, O 19, 3:1; endorsed, ed, O 22, 1:3; speaks in Elyria, O 22, 9:3; repubs antigenate of Warren G Harding, S 22, 14:1; advocates tariff comm, O 23, 1:7; criticizes Cox for use of welfare doctrines, O 24, 1:1; platform of Cox quoted, S 25, 1:1; leads in Cinti Enquirer straw vote, S 25, 1:2; Cox compared with Garford, ed, S 25, 1:3; attacks, S 26, 1:1; endorsed, ed, S 26, 4:1; campaign aided by Rev Benjamin F Mills, O 28, 1:1; declares progressive party stands for old fashioned justice, O 28, 1:3; warns progressives of election frauds, O 29, 1:7; endorsed for definite ideals and program, ed, O 30, 1:3; referred to as a rep of Christianity by Rev John S Rutledge, O 30, 1:4; pledges to abolish crooked legs, business, O 30, 1:6; queries alliances of Cox, O 30, 5:1; pledges successful business methods, O 31, 1:1; endorsed, ed, O 31, 1:3; challenges Cox to explain alliances, N 1, 1:1; declares campaign lies between dead and progressives, N 1, 1:6; endorsed, ed, N 2, 1:2; repud to have paid with H H Timken for progressive party campaign in Ohio, N 4, 3:3; cites Cox betrayed progressive demo, N 4, 3:3; read by enthusiastic crowd at Lorain, N 4, 5:4; to meet in incomplete Summit county returns, N 6, 1:1; leads Cox in Summit county, N 7, 1:4; carries Trumbull county in unofficial returns, N 7, 3:1; leads in Geauga county, N 7, 3:1; repuds campaign expenditures, N 15, 1:1; returns from various counties, N 25, 2:1; defeated in official returns, N 27, 2:1

Daniel A Poling campaigns on prohibition ticket, O 22, 3:6; states all progressive party measures originated from prohibition party, O 22, 7:4; makes campaign speech at Green, O 24, 8:2

Judiciary

Judge C G Washburn announces candidacy for 8th Dist Circuit court, ed (Lorain county Bar Assn, F 13, 2:6; lone repub candidate, F 24, 2:1; endorsed by 105 members of Summit county Bar Assn, Mr 9, 1:1; Maslinsn & Charles P Grant nominated, Mr 9, 3:3; Washburn endorsed, ed N 1, 4:2; Grant elected, N 7, 1:4

N H McClure endorsed for nomination for tricounty common pleas judge by 12 members of Medina county Bar Assn, F 26, 10:2; nomination urged, ed, N 7, 4:1; J 13, 4:1; N 17, 4:1; C 21, 4:1; Fred F Thomas and Judge Dayton A Boyle nominated, C 22, 17:2; Erwin D Fritz on platform to name place on regular ballot as dem candidate instead of independent judicial ballot denied by Summit county bd of elections, S 16, 10:2; loses suit for writ of mandamus against Summit county bd of elections in Ohio sup ct, O 3, 1:3; Doyle endorsed for reelection, O 25, 4:1; Thomas criticized for unfair attack on Ilovia, N 2, 1:4; Doyle and Samuel G Rogers endorsed, eds, O 29, 4:1; elected in unofficial returns, N 6, 1:1; N 11, 1:5

Judge R W Manakemann announces platform in campaign for Ohio sup ct long term, por, Ap 4, 1:1; methods of feeling out pub opinion ridiculed, ed, Ap 5, 4:1; favored as candidate, ed (Ohio State Journal), Ap 8, 4:2; platform endorsed, ed (Cinti Enquirer), Ap 11, 1:1; election urged, ed, Ap 11, 4:1; states he will run on independent ticket, J 5, 3:1; James J Allread nominated by repub party, J 5, 5:2; taints of repub state conv to nominate Manakemann criticized, ed (Clev Leader), J 5, 4:1; Judge Louis H Winch nominated for sup ct

Judge by repub party, J 3, 5:2; Manakemann announces candidacy, J 10; 1:1; endorsed, ed (Clev Leader), J 15, 4:4; endorsed, ed (Toledo Blade), J 22, 4:5; Winch refuses to be drawn into press controversy, Ag 30, 11:1; nominated by Progressive party, S 6, 1:4; endorsed by Colliers willy magazine, O 18, 1:3; endorsed, ed, O 4, 4:1; elected in unofficial Summit county returns, N 6, 1:1; elected in unofficial returns, N 7, 1:4; Manakemann and Oscar W Newman elected, N 8, 1:3; N 9, 1:7; N 11, 1:4; Manakemann's election approved, ed (Ohio State Journal), N 13, 4:4; election approved, ed, N 16, 4:4; polls fewest votes than Newman in incomplete returns, N 20, 1:6; official returns of 65 counties, N 21, 9:1; Newman's qualifications praised, ed, N 22, 4:2; completes official returns, N 26, 2:1; repub candidates, feature article, Ap 4, 4:5

Charles A Thatcher announces candidacy for sup ct on independent ticket, M 4, 11:2; M 4, 11:2; Judge William T Spear nominated for sup ct short term by repub party, J 3, 5:2; Judge P R Kinkade files petition for candidacy, Ag 1, 10:2; E E Eskins nominated for sup ct by progressive party, S 6, 1:4; endorsed, ed, N 4, 4:1; J Foster Wilkins leads in early returns, N 8, 1:3; Wilkins assured of short term election, N 8, 1:7; Thatcher repeats campaign expenditures, N 15, 1:7; Spear files campaign expenses, N 16, 4:5; Wilkins elected, N 27, 2:1

Walter D Meals nominated by repubs for 4 yr circuit ct term, Judge C A Atkinson nominated by dems, J 3, 3:3; Meals endorsed, N 4, 4:1; elected, N 7, 1:4

Non-partisan judiciary election upheld by Ohio sup ct, O 3, 1:3

Lieutenant-Governor

N E Wells announces candidacy for repub nomination

B W Watterfeler nominated by repub party, Ag 13, 1:3

Lewis J Tabor nominated by progressive party, S 6, 1:4; advocates legs to aid farmers, appeals for support, S 21, 3:3; continues campaign, O 11, 11:1

Representatives

Frank W Whittetmore files candidacy for repub nomination, F 7, 10:3; nominated, My 22, 1:1; election urged, ed, O 17, 4:1; endorsed as rep of Christianity by Rev John S Rutledge, O 30, 1:4; endorsed on good record, ed, O 30, 4:1; opposed by brewers for having voted for Anti-Saloon league, N 4, 7:1; defeated, N 7, 1:1

Senator

Howard C Spicer and Sen S F MacDonald nominated by repub party, Je 8, 1:6; nomination urged, ed, Je 10, 4:1; endorsed for advocating initiative and referendum, ed, S 30, 4:1; Spicer's friendship with Charles Dick in connection with election activities, ed, N 1, 4:4

W F Potting and William A Waygant win 24th and 25th dists dem nominations, Je 6, 9:3; Je 8, 5:6; lead in Summit county returns, N 6, 1:1; elected in unofficial returns, N 7, 1:4; carry Portage county in complete returns, N 7, 3:1

Treasurer

John P Brennan announces candidacy on dem ticket, M 15, 4:6
FINANCE
Bids for deposits by 6 more banks accepted, Ja 6, 1:4
New system for div of purchasing explained by bd of admn, Mr 7, 4:6
State reimbursed for deposit in insolvent Farmers & Merchants bank of Clev, Ap 22, 4:5; petition entered providing mortgaging of land in/or Raisin for erection of Summer home for aged, S 6, 14:2
Treas only rep by aud, N 27, 4:4
Admin bd saves state considerable expense by abolishing useless jobs, U 4, 4:4
Deficit in treas estimated in annual report of State Aud Fullington, u 17, 10:4
Figures on appropriations asked by various state depts and institutions, D 20, 4:4
Certification of state and pol sub-divs bonds recommended by State Treas Creamer, D 28, 7:5

FIRE MARSHALL, DEPT OF
Staff reappointed, Ja 4, 1:3
Fire Marshall John W Zuber criticized by Deputy Marshal H W Brooker for failure to compel bldg owners to comply with orders, Ja 13, 5:1
Zuber replies to criticism, Ja 13, 16:1; gives reasons for delay in enforcing condemnation orders, F 14, 1:1
Former Fire Marshall H D Davis chided with irregularities in conduct of office, Ja 19, 1:8
John H Weber discharged as deputy, Ja 20, 2:7
Deputy Weaver transferred from Medina to Clev., Ja 20, 2:7

GENERAL
Noted as mother of West and birthplace of repub president, ed (Boston Globe), Ja 19, 4:2
Citizens and voters praised, ed (Clev Plain Dealer), Ja 20, 4:6
Ranks among first states in mfg indices, rept state census bur, My 1, 1:1

HEALTH BD
Accused of procrastination and issue dodging, ed, Ja 20, 4:1
Failure to approve plan adopted by Akron for garbage and sewage disposal criticized, ed, Ja 24, 4:1
Plans completed for meeting in Akron, D 4, 1:4

HIGMAYS, DEPT
Instructions planned for Ohio road officials, Ja 1, 1:7
Wm Peters appd fireman, Wadsworth, Ja 8, 9:8

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS DEPT
Matthew T Slattery and others appd to State Trade Board, F 2, 4:4
Frederick Radford appd to State Trade Board, F 14, 8:6
Charles T Stephen and others appd to State Trade Board, N 16, 5:4
Louis H Weaver appd to State Trade Board, N 17, 4:5
Sam William Green refuses appointment as chief mine insp, Ja 10, 2:6
Orrville Matthews appd to Chief Mine Safety Board, N 9, 3:4
Thomas Pearsall appointed as state mine insp of wks in Ohio mining districts, N 10, 4:4
Comm'ns made to revise state bldg code, D 6, 1:3

LABOR DEPT
Plan to enforce new mining law, Ja 10, 5:4
Consolidation advocated by A Ross Read, Ja 27, 3:1

LEGISLATURE
Brittany Probe
Atty-general Hogan requests more funds to continue probe of bribery cases, F 25, 3:3
Sen Rodolfo Biegla convicted, pun, F 20, 1:5
Imprisoned, F 20, 7:5
Senator John W Andrews denied bail, M 20, 1:5; trial adjourned, Detective Sailey fails to appear as witness, M 5, 1:3; continues, M 6, 2:2; reputation of Detective Sailey attacked, phos, Mr 7, 1:6; defense attacks interrogar testimony, Mr 8, 1:3; attempt made to discredit state testimony, Mr 11, 3:5; trial continues, Mr 12, 1:4; sentence deferred, Mr 14, 1:6; new trial refused, Ap 20, 1:7; sentence denied, Ap 24, 1:5; Ap 26, 1:5; Ohio sup ct appeal denied, sentence affirmed, D 17, 1:1; enters penitentiary to serve sentence, D 28, 12:5
Trials of Sen Isaac E Hulman begins, Mr 20, 2:3; Mr 21, 10:3; Mr 22, 15:3; attempts to prove alibi, Mr 25, 10:2; jury deadlocked after 49 hrs, Mr 28, 1:7; deadlock continues, Mr 29, 15:1; 2nd trial begins, Mr 3, 3:5; continues, Mr 8, 4:6; 3rd trial, Mr 10, 7:5; Mr 11, 12:2; Mr 21, 1:3; sentence vacated, Mr 24, 1:6; sentences to penitentiary, Mr 12, 1:5; appeal for new trial, Mr 23, 5:2; sentence affirmed, D 4, 1:1; imprisonment, D 26, 12:5
New probe into bribery of members started, Ja 16, 10:4
Repr George Burt Nye indicted, pleas guilty to one cltg, por, 0 10, 1:8; pleas guilty, D 11, 4:4; sentence delayed pending trial of Sen George K Catone, N 13, 4:5

MEDICAL BD
Rept to Gov Judson Harmon, F 8, 4:4

NATIONAL GUARD
Armories
Appropriation made for Akron armory, F 26, 1:7; Mr 2, 1:8; Mr 4, 1:5; C of C recommends Akron town purchase site, Ap 3, 1:7; views assailed, ed, Ap 4, 4:1; passed by council, Ap 16, 1:5; N 26, 1:3; appropriation proceedings for site started by council, Ja 16, 1:3; Akron C of C launches campaign for auditorium in connection with armory, D 28, 1:7; repts goal will be reached, D 31, 10:4; repts campaign successful, N 4, 1:7; constr fund pledged, N 5, 1:4; urges voters to approve bond issue for purchase of site, N 2, 1:1; women's council endorses C of C's proposed levy for site, N 2, 13:5; state armory board reaffirms resolution to build armory when site is provided, N 2, 13:5; ord for purchase of property defeated by council, N 12, 1:6; state bd plans conference with Akron C of C to inspect site and discuss bond plans, D 7, 1:1; plans discussed by state armory bd, D 28, 2:3; erection in cities throughout state started by state armory bd, Ap 5, 4:4
Warren City council passes ord for purchase of new armory site, D 22, 7:3

PHARMACY DEPT
Repts show records well kept, Ja 9, 10:4
E C Davis elected vice pres, Ja 30, 10:2
Charles T Barten appd sec, Ja 31, 4:6; resigns, F 12, 10:2

PUBLIC WELFARE DEPT
Wintred Smolen appd ass't dep't of home work for blind women and girls, F 17, 4:4
Dr. H. H. Drysdale and Rutherford H. Platt replace members of Div of Charities, Dec 12, 8:2
Institutions for feeble-minded persons overcrowded, D 31, 4:4
Legalized or sanction or deny incorporation of juvenile institutes, N 4, 3:4
E. W. Van Cleve elected president and E. G. Pease sec of Bliss Comm, D 14, 4:4

PUBLIC WORKS DEPT.
Canal supt. and office force reappointed, F 14, 1:7

REAL ESTATE
Strip of land in Akron sold to F. F. Goodrich co., F 15, 10:5
Canal property appraised for sale to City of Cinti, M 8, 3:4

Suits and Claims
McBroom names sb of Pub Works in suit to appeal prevention of demolition at Logan, J 6, 4:7
Joseph B. Bernhardt injunction suit to stop state factory insp. from enforcing bakery laws refused hearing by Judge Frank Gorman who claims lack of jurisdiction, Cinti, M 11, 3:4
City of Cleve wins property ownership suit in chancery ct appeal, J 16, 1:3
First Half tax of Cleve due to determine what funds were held under private agreements, bank denies holding state funds except under law, J 22, 10:5
Chesapeake and Ohio Co. named in suit, reminded for new trial by sup ct, F 13, 1:3
F 15, 4:4
Motion to file petition in error in suit by George F. Feuerstein overruled by sup ct, M 5, 1:8
Misel and Erie Canal Transportation corporation loses suit, M 13, 7:6
Niagara Fire Extinguisher co named in collection suit, M 22, 18:2
Wheeling and Lake Erie and Adena rrs named in service suit by pub service com, M 6, 4:0
George Bear files personal damage suit, M 11, 4:6
Harvey H. Mohn and Thomas M. Parker named in collection suit, J 10, 2:5
Mechanics Savings Bank of Toledo names Banking Supt. Frank E. Baxter and deputies in damage suit, J 6, 11:3
William C. Hurst named in affidavit by bride insp. for failure to comply with state orders, J 24, 7:3
Luther Brothers files petition in error asking judgment be set aside, A 10, 11:3
Cleveland, Bedford, and Gasuga rr threatened with ouster suit by attic-gen Hogan, D 11, 1:5
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TREASURY DEPT.
Annual rent, tax free stocks and bonds, J 31, 12:2
Bonds deposited as collateral by Cinti Trust surrendered to Provident Savings Bank & Trust Co., Cinti, F 5, 14:5
Annual rent, W 7, 8:5
Pemburgh by Charles J. Judson for salary paid after resignation, A 15, 4:5

OHIO RAIL TELEPHONE CO.
Cuyahoga office damaged by fire, F 22, 1:2
Exchange of service sought by United Home Telephone co and West Milton Home co in applications to Ohio pub service com, F 27, 7:4
Toledo branch rewards Freda Wolfe for faithfulness, M 11, 2:6
Annuity wage increase, Youngstown, D 31, 3:6

OHIO HST CO.
Files dissolution suit, F 7, 3:3

OHIO CANAL.
Swimming rules set by Akron officials, J 26, 8:3, J 1, 2:4
Cargo of flour shipped from Cylone Fulton to Navarre breaks 6-yr inactivity, D 14, 8:1

OHIO CENTRAL.
Visited by Pres William Howard Taft, A 29, 1:3

OHIO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
Formation proposed, D 23, 9:3

OHIO ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
Waiting room destroyed by fire, A 17, 1:3

OHIO FUEL AND GAS CO.
Strikes gas well near Ashland, A 30, 20:7
OHIO GOOD ROAD FED. See Roads, Fed; Ohio

OHIO LAMP CO.
Girls strike because of decrease in wages, D 18, 4:2

OHIO LAND CO.
Judgment suit decision appealed by J. J. Schmitt, F 2, 12:3

OHIO NORTHERN UNIV.
Summit county alumni club elect officers, D 17, 1:3
Students demonstrate in town of 4,000 as rebuke to Mayor Campbell, O 22, 2:5

OHIO PENITENTIARY.

GENERAL.
Model conveniences planned for 1st grade prisoners by Ohio Bd of Admin, J 1, 2:3
Charles Jonowsky & Jesse C. Roach made trustees, A 23, 7:3
Ohio Bd of Admin orders special cell built for inmate William Simpson, M 3, 3:1, refection cage built, M 11, 2:2
Methods used to punish prisoners criticized, ed (Columbus Dispatch), M 7, 4:4

INVESTIGATIONS.
Shortage in accts investigated by atty-gen Hogan, My 11, 1:1, Irving R. Rex suspended from duties as chief clerk, My 11, 3:4, examination of accts, My 13, 4:5, My 14, 12:5, My 15, 4:6, My 17, 4:4, Rex pleads not guilty of embezzlement, My 24, 1:7
Banking fund shortage reported by Ohio Bd of Admin, J 8, 9:8

JAILBREAKS.
Harris J. Morgan and Charles Collins attempt, J 2, 3:8
Otis Hurley and William Brennan recaptured, F 10, 1:4
Charles Klein, H 11, 1:1
Morris Collins from prison farm, Ap 11, 5:2
Salvatore Consolo, Ap 26, 9:2
Cliff Stratton recaptured, M 23, 42:4
John Arts, J 14, 10:7
Raymond Craig, J 23, 10:1, J 24, 7:4
Two prisoners, Ap 13, 10:1
Grover Howell and Ada Silver attempt, S 4, 2:4
William Barneff and事实 attempt, D 22, 1:1
Cliff Stratton recaptured, D 23, 12:4
J. D. Kramer (Otis Hurley) and Shine Davis, G 20, 8:6

LABOR.
Plans to supply wks to Ohio tuberculosis sanatorium farms, F 13, 12:4
Fifteen prisoners transferred to Athens state hospital farm, Ap 6, 10:6
Seven prisoners refused to work under work contract labor law, Ap 17, 1:5
William Simpson (Edward Kelly) sentenced to solitary confinement for refusing to work, Ap 30, 3:3
Prison labor contracts with outside farms terminated, M 1, 4:1
Prisoners refused to work on contract labor, M 31, 1:7
Plans to initiate law to pay wages earned by prisoners to prisoners' families loaded, ed, O 12, 4:1
Installs machinery for mfg soap, O 25, 4:3

PARDONS, PAROLES, AND COMMUTATIONS.
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons listed are pardoned
George Sheats, J 6, 4:6
Thomas J. Young, J 11, 3:6
William M. Dechant and Jerry Williams recommended for commutation of sentence, J 12, 8:1
Samuel Keller recommended for pardon, J 12, 8:1
Harry C. Hayes pardoned, F 17, 7:6
James Lowery (A. C. Taylor) pardoned, W 22, 4:5
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OHIO PENITENTIARY -- PARDONS, PAROLES, AND COMMUTATIONS.

Don Harvey, Hazel petition for parole, H 25, 3:6
Louis Koch and 7 others granted parole, Ap 12, 14:4
Antonio Campano sentence commuted, Ap 16, 2:3
Stephen Jones, M 18, 17:1
Joseph Mitchell, J 20, 4:7
Harry E. Hayes paroled, J 3, 4:7
Henry Bettis pardoned, Henderson Jackson and 7 others released, Jy 31, 4:4
A. B. Lorton paroled, Ap 12, 4:7
John Taborn refuses parole, S 5, 4:5
Michael O'Brien parole requested, O 21, 4:6
Alexander (Doc) Green, D 19, 10:1
Nell H. Slater parole rejected, D 24, 3:1
George Dry parole refused, D 26, 8:1

OHIO REALIZATION CO.
Incorporated, A 7, 2:1

OHIO REFORMATORY FOR WOMEN (Marysville).
Marysville bids for proposed institution, F 8, 4:4
Site selected at Marysville, H 4, 12:1
George B. Wilson appointed head of plans and construction by Com, A 10, 7:4

OHIO RIVER
Closed between Gallipolis and Pittsburgh by ice floes, J 6, 10:4, F 3, 3:5, 5:5
Dan 26 gives way, A 8, 1:7

OHIO SAVINGS AND LEARN AND INVESTMENT CO.
Chg of dissolution of funds against J. F. Laning dissolved, F 5, 9:3

OHIO SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL AND STEAM ENGINEERS.
See Engineers, Mechanical & Steam, Ohio Soc of

OHIO SOLDIERS AND SAILORS HOME, SANDUSKY.
Rev Frank A. Mitchell named chaplain, J 4, 8:4

OHIO STATE FAIR
Ends successful season, S 7, 2:6
Exhibits new type highways, S 7, 3:3

OHIO STATE LIBRARY
Minnie Bassfield removed as ass, O 23, 4:6

OHIO STATE REFORMATORY (Wausee).
Dorothy Dennett and 2 others paroled, F 14, 5:1
Raymond Hoppe pardoned, A 5, 4:4
One hundred twenty-one inmates granted parole, Ap 11, 14:3

OHIO STAO STOVE CO.
Plant destroyed by fire, A 7, 5:3

OHIO STATE TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM (Mt. Vernon).
Farm wks supply by Penitentiary, F 19, 12:4
OLIPHANT, WILLIAM

OLIVER, HENRY
Stabbed, James Campbell held, My 6, 1:4; dies, My 21, 1:8.

OLIVER, ROW
Accidentally shoots Joe Walkovich, held for carrying concealed weapons, Je 11, 7:3.

OLLA, JOE
Killed by train, Mr 21, 1:6.

OLLER, LAWRENCE
Injured in gas explosion, F 26, 1:7.

OLMSTEAD, WESLEY

OLSHIN, HERMAN
Asphyxiated by gas fumes, F 2, 3:3.

OLSON, JOHN

OLSON, JOHN
Wins property damage suit against AGAY & Co, Je 14, 1:4.

OLYMPIC GAMES
See also names of sports
Overwhelming Amer victories commenced, ed, Jy 10, 4:1.

OMARA, PATRICK
Arrested following accidental shooting and killing of William Tidwell, D 2, 5:7; exonerated, D 4, 3:4.

OMAR, DANIEL
Losses suit for judgment to Patrick T McCoart, F 8, 5:1.

OMIG, F
Res damaged by fire, D 10, 8:2.

ONDRAKA, ZYRAN
Stabbed, John Martin held, N 29, 1:1.

ONDRA, WILLIAM
Injured in attempted hazing of R L Thomas, Ja 31, 7:6.

OLAFSON, WILLIAM

O'LEARY, JULIA
Adjudged insane, Je 15, 8:5.

OLSON, ELMORE
Held on robbery chg, F 8, 10:4.

OLIN, LESTER B
Injured by r-r coach, N 15, 5:1; recovery possible, N 18, 5:4.

OLIN (PROF), D E
Apted dean of Buchel college, N 26, 1:6.

OLIN (PROF), E D
Addresses Charity Org soc on education, D 11, 2:4.

OLIN (PROF), E D
Debates with Ed D Fritch on form of city govt, D 18, 3:1.

OLIVEY, J.C.
Purchased by May co, Jy 23, 1:4.

DETAILS OF REORGANIZATION, Jy 24, 1:3.
Acquires storage and wk room in lower bldg, S 12, 10:3.
Purchases city bonds, 0 30, 1:8.
Appeals collection suit against William and Marie Greenwald, N 21, 16:2.

O'NEILL, TOM (Cola)
Apted chf of police, Ag 17, 2:6.

O'NEILL, MICHAEL
Injured when trolley car hits wk train, O 3, 2:6.

CERNE HOUSE (Flushing)
Destroyed by fire, S 19, 5:2.

PLUNKETT, AUGUSTUS O
Will filed, 0 3, 1:7.

OPPIUM, SEE DRUG TRAFFIC

OPPORTUNITY ENGRAVING CO
Incorporates, Je 5, 14:1.

OR oczywiście, SWEET
Held for grand larceny, Jy 27, 8:3; convicted, N 20, 12:8.

OPTIMIST LEAGUE
Policies praised, ed (Clev Leader), N 8, 4:6.

OPTON, JACOB
Found unconscious from exposure, husband arrested, D 11, 3:3.

OYSTER, STANLEY
UK COLLECTIONS, See names.

ODE, HENRY
Killed by train, O 2, 9:3.

OPE, SEE NAMES OF MINERALS.

OREGON
False advertisements lure many, Gov Haraman asked by CLU council of Ohio to warn citizens, N 2, 4:5.

OREY, FELIX
Suicide, Ag 30, 15:2.

ORGANIZATIONS, SE Episcotal Orders; names of organizations.

ORLANDO, HARRY
Injured in jump from bridge, Jy 6, 7:3.

ORNSBY, FRED
Dissolves partnership with George Auten, S 5, 1:3.

ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS CO
Names Harry D Moir in collection suit, My 7, 9:3.

ORR, JOHN

ORR, D A

OVILLE SAVINGS BANK
Issued certificate to do business by State Bank, S 23, 1:1.

O'QUINN, FLORENCE
Abandons teaching at Rochester schools after series of threats by fire bug, F 10, 1:1; returns, F 13, 1:7.

OSBORN, RUSSELL
Fined for assault on Edward Rowe, O 28, 2:3.

O'SHEA, PATRICK
Room robbed, F 12, 12:3.

OSGOOD, MATTHEW
Sued for divorce by wife Katharine, Je 5, 1:3.

OSHER, ANDE
Fined for carrying concealed weapons, O 22, 8:2.

OSGOOD, JACOB A
Sues wife Alice for divorce, O 6, 10:3.

OSTRUM, CHARLES S
Names Great Western Cereal co in recoup suit, My 14, 1:7; dismissed, Je 25, 2:1.

OSWALD, CHARLES
Infant son dies from falling on picket fence, Jy 11, 10:2.

OSWALD, JOHN
Killed by train, Ag 12, 2:4.

OTT, EDWARD P
Names Harry L Robinson in settlement suit, My 17, 1:2.

OTTEN, JOHN
Fined for stealing mix, N 4, 4:3.

OTT, EDWARD AMHERST
Lectures at Kadsdworth opera house, D 12, 9:5.

OTT, H B & Bros

OTT, MUSIC CO
Names Cora Hartz-Wickman in collection suit, Ag 29, 1:7.

OTTAWA, OHIO
Tow hall damaged by fire, Ja 11, 1:1.

OTTAWA, CANADA, See Water - Ottawa, Canada.

OTTAWA COUNTY TELEPHONE CO
Operators strike for higher wages, Port Clinton, My 3, 2:5.

OTTO, GEORGE
Injured while aligning from train, S 10, 9:2.

OTTO, RALPH
Held in jail of a T Teagle's auto, D 18, 1:3; bound to grand jury, D 19, 14:1.

OUR LADY OF CONSOLATION CH (Carey)
Service for Pilgrims, My 11, 3:4.

OUTLAND, CH (Zanesville)
Resigns as mayor, Ja 5, 14:3.

OVERAUD, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Priscilla, O 24, 1:4.

OVEREAY, GILL
Injured when struck by derrick while unloading freight, O 24, 3:1.

OVATT, CURTIS
Arrested for non-support, Ja 26, 12:5; pleads guilty, 0 25, 20:4.

OVATT, FRANK L

OVATT, LINCOLN H
Sued by Salmon F O'Yatt for cancellation of deed and possession of land to Twinsburg two, Ja 17, 6:1.
PACIFISM. See Peace and War.

PADDOCK, MARRIAGE
Dismissed from chg of violating laws protecting timekeeper, F 26, 12:6

PAGE, JAMES
Died of injuries sustained in fall, Jy 31, 12:2

PAGE, LEWIS B.
Fined for keeping barber shop open on Sunday, Ap 15, 5:1

PAELLET, D W
Daughter Gloria N dies, Jy 11, 10:11; funeral, Jy 13, 5:4.

PAGAN, JULIAN
Crushed to death while working at Ohio Works, J 23, 7:1

PAINTING (ART). See names of artists.

PAINE (MRS. EMMA)
Funeral, J 24, 10:9

PALMER, CHARLES
Killed in street-car fire-truck collision, Ap 27, 2:8

PALMER, J R
Arrested for disorderly conduct, D 26, 7:2

PALMER, J FRANK
Found not guilty of obtaining money under false pretenses, S 30, 10:6

PALMER, MILLIE
See Pracht, John

PALMER (MRS. MERTIE A)
Death, N 14, 8:3; 12:8; eulogy, N 25, 12:3

PALMER, PAUL
Losses collection suit brought by XXH Century Heating and Ventilating Co, F 21, 7:5

PALMER, W W
Named by Petal co in land appropriation suit, N 1, 14:4

PALMER, WALTER
Injured when buggy upset, J 19, 5:3

PALMER, WILLIAM
Death, O 21, 1:3; will probated, O 29, 2:3

PALMER BLOCK (Conneaut)
Damaged by fire, N 27, 5:2; 5:3

PALUCH, JOE
Shot to death, Mike Barbrick caught, N 8, 1:1; reward offered for assailant, N 9, 1:6; search continues, N 11, 12:4

PANAM CAVAL
Usefulness cited, I 10, J 15, 4:4

Benefits to U.S. explained by Mullin, Kent Bld of Trade, D 4, 7:1

PANDY, GEORGE
Suicide, N 18, 8:15

PANG, JEN
Found guilty of shooting on or near week, F 10, 3:2; starts 3-year penitentiary sentence, Ap 11, 3:3

PANOSKI, VALENTINE
Held on counterfeiting chg, F 21, 5:3

PAPP, JOSEPH
Chgd with contributing to delinquency of 12-yr old girl, F 19, 10:3; F 20, 12:4

PARCELL, THOMAS
Named with others by Taplin-Rice Clerk in con suit to collect judgment, S 10, 8:1

PARCELLS, HENRY
Killed when barn door falls on him, Ap 1, 7:8; Ap 2, 12:4

PARZIJE, CHARLES
Petition for damages rejected by council, F 27, 12:4; named City in personal injury suit, Ap 17, 7:5

PARKS, JAN
Fired for failing to place signal lights on Orleans Ave obstruction, J 22, 3:8

PARISE (WYGDON), J H
Critiqued for alleged partiality in enforcing Ashland Sunday closing law, F 6, 3:4

PARLORDS. See Penal and Corrective Insts; names of penitentiaries and corrective insts.

PARRIL, RALPH
Defies attempted extortion; D 11, 3:4

PARK (MRS. MALWODE)
Discuss increasing prospects for women suffrage, N 14, 6:2

PARK CAFE
Robbed, U 26, 2:3

PARKER (MRS. ANELIA)
Adjudged insane and committed to Toledo asylum, N 27, 3:3

PARKER, C A
Chicken house robbed, N 19, 10:3

PARKER, CYRUS
Subs suit by Arthur Gilbert and others, F 29, 8:5

Chgd with lunacy, S 5, 1:3

PARKER, EARL
Auto looted, J 13, 5:4

PARKER, ETHEL
Widow in contest, O 17, 3:5

PARKER, H
Res damaged by fire, J 13, 1:7

PARKER, HARRY
Aptd in fire dept, M 29, 1:3

PARKER, JOHN L
Sues wife Pearl for divorce, A 3, 12:1

PARKER, LAVERNE B
Sues Moses Norris for breach of contract, O 14, 7:4

PARKER, REUBEN
Injured by train, Ap 12, 13:1

PARKER, THOMAS

Named with Harvey B Mohr in collection suit by State of Ohio, J 10, 2:5

PARKS, DAVID
Arraigned for malicious destruction of property, N 9, 3:4

PARKS (MRS. H A)
Res destroyed by fire, D 2, 1:5

PARKS, HORACE
Divorce suit of wife Martha dismissed, N 9, 14:4

PARKS (ORI), J A
Losses verdict in damage suit against Rev Charles Sulzbach, N 29, 8:3

PAYS (MRS. JAMES)
Injured during quarrel, Dr Joseph Walton held, Ap 24, 14:1

PARKS, WILLIAM
Fined on intoxication chg, Ap 29, 2:2

PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
See also names of parks; schools; names of schools.

AKRON
Purchase of proposed recreational site urged, ed, J 4, 4:1

Increased activities bring about demand for efficient admin, ed, J 10, 4:2

Advocated, ed, J 16, 4:1

Mayor Frank W Rockwell and others petition council to purchase land in Cuyahoga valley, F 13, 1:6

Purchase of land urged, ed, F 13, 4:1

Establishment of pub playgrounds as aid to health advocated, ed, F 27, 4:4

Improvements planned by pc comm, N 2, 3:2

Purchase of sites urged, I 10, N 4, 4:4

Copying of Clev system urged, ed, N 6, 4:1

Park comm recommends council employ county forester, N 12, 1:4

Purchase of playground sites urged, ed, N 14, 4:1

Little Guy valley favored as recreation location, ed, N 23, 4:1


Movement for pmk at Summit lake, N 11, 1:6

Improvement wp progresses, M 31, 7:2

Children's activities, J 1, 2:6

Land donated to city by F A Selberling, Ap 7, 8:1

Advancement and growth praised, ed, A 23, 4:1

PARNELLE SCHOOL (Youngstown)
W F Yingling's conditional resignation as manual instructor approved by Bd of Educ, D 24, 10:3

PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS. See Schools; names of schools

PAPILLAE. See Penal and Corrective Insts; names of penitentiaries and corrective insts.

PARRISH, FRANK
Missing, Geneva, O 18, 14:2

PARISH, HERMAN
Stabbed by 2 unknown assailants, Ap 27, 5:2

PASSE, JOHN
Res destroyed by fire, N 26, 5:1

Injured when bullet ricochets, N 20, 5:1

PASIE, JOHN
Res destroyed by fire, N 26, 8:8

PASH, HENRY
Shot to death, son Wm held, N 11, 10:1; acquitted, Ap 6, 2:3

PASIA, ANTONIO
Assaulted, Frank Lambert fined, J 19, 7:3
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PATTERSON, FRANK (Clev)
Refused parole from house, Ap 5, 11:0

PATTERSON, ROBERT
Sues Flaherty Bldg co for personal injury,
F 28, 5:6; settled, My 26, 10:1

PATTERSON, WALTER N
Sued for divorce by wife Alta R, S 10, 5:6

PAUL, CHARLES (Springfield)
Recaptured after escape from Dayton State
hosp, Ag 15, 5:2

PAUL, ELMAR W, See Summit County Elections -
Surveyor

PAUL, FRANK
Resigns from city eng's dept, F 2, 1:1

PAUL, HOSEA
Opposes present tax system before Single Tax
League, F 28, 3:8

PAUL, LAWRENCE
Fired for assault on Paul Workman, My 23, 10:4

PAUL, T L
See Summit County Elections -
Surveyor

PAULING COUNTY
B F Zuber elected sheriff, N 9, 4:3

PAULUS, JAMES B
Sets civil estate suit brought by Elizabeth
Green, M 18, 3:7

PAULUS, ROBERT
Pleads guilty to bigamty of illegal practice
of law, trial date set, N 10, 1:4

PAUWELS
Law to prevent buying and selling stolen
property caused, ed, D 16, 4:1

PAYNE, FREDERICK
Estate name Esdora McAllister in collection suit,
Ja 30, 1:2

PAYNE, GEORGE S
Names A S Dietrich in collection suit, Ja 9, 3:3

PAYNE, PAUL
Wine judgment in suit against Caroline Hatz,
Ja 12, 5:1

PAYTON, W M
Named in collection suit, Ja 18, 2:3

PAYTON, WILLIAM
Arrested and fined for fighting, Ja 24, 10:2

PAYTON & WRIGHT CO., See Akron - Suits & Claims

PAYTON (PROF)
See urgent people to spend all they earn
and criticize, ed, D 4, 4:1

PAYTON, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, N 13, 5:7

PEARLS
G E Dunbar finds valuable gems while eating
oysters, Kent, T 7, 3:2

PEARLSTEIN, EVA (Parsell)
Damage suit and possession of auto filed
against G C Lowner dismissed, Ja 16, 6:6

PEAVEY, G E
Elected to State Blind Comm, D 14, 4:4

PECK, ELMER LEROY
Sued for divorce by wife Mary Jane, Je 12, 8:4;
decree granted, O 2, 2:8

PECK, H T
Auto totaled, D 21, 1:6

PECK (COLL), PAUL
Leaves newspaper from Miami, ed, N 22, 4:1

PECK (COLL), PAUL
Leaves newspaper from Miami, ed, N 22, 4:1

PEEBLE, EDWARD J (Youngstown)
Received for postmaster, N 11, 5:2

PEEBLE, OHO
Town hall and fire dept bldg damaged by fire,
N 27, 1:5

PEEK, E.N., See Vendors

PEEK, EDWARD J (Youngstown)
Boosted for postmaster, N 11, 5:2

PEEL, OHO
Town hall and fire dept bldg damaged by fire,
N 27, 1:5

PELICAN, BASIL
Held on suspicion, Ja 2, 1:2

PEIFFER, HENRY
Fired for disorderly conduct, Je 18, 12:4

PEIFFER, BEN
Jewelry store damaged by fire, N 6, 12:1

PEILL, JOE (Canal Dover)
Scalped in filter tank at Aeron Sheet & Tin
Plate co, N 11, 5:3

PELANT & CORBETT, INSURANCE
See also names of penitentiaries and
reformatories

New Jersey proposal to pay innocent prisoners
for unlawful incarceration commended, ed,
Ja 29, 4:1

Penal and Corrective Insts
See also names of penitentiaries and
reformatories

New Jersey proposal to pay innocent prisoners
for unlawful incarceration commended, ed,
Ja 29, 4:1

Penetralia of Summit county kept to common pleas
ct, F 26, 3:4

Life prisoners cannot be paroled, rules Ohio
att'gen Hogun, N 4, 10:2

Promoted Colorado law compelling constm and
maintenance of workhouses for prisoners chgd
with non-support upheld, ed, N 7, 4:2

Release of inmates through ct of rehabilitation
as proposed by Clev chief of police Kohler
criticized, ed, (Pittsburgh Dispatch), Ap 17,
4:4

PENN, ALBERT (C Liverressing)
Granted divorce from wife Maye, My 2, 1:1

PENFIELD, JULIA
Unknown heirs named in property-title suit by
Harry L Homestead, Ja 26, 12:5

PENFIELD (MISS), See

Pennsylvania & Ohio Gas & Oil Co
Granted permission by P&O to purchase Lisbon
Gas & Oil Co, F 25, 12:1

PENNY RR CO
Named in damage suit by Michael McKay co,
Ja 5, 12:2

Hearing with Wheeling and Lake Erie rr co for
excess coal rate begins before ICC, Ja 6,
6:3

Freight and passenger train damaged in collision
near Ironton, F 26, 12:1

Passenger train derailed west of Bucyrus, track
damaged, no injuries, N 4, 1:8

With C&O RR co named in damage suit for death
of Rose Fox, N 12, 1:6

With C&O RR co named by Fannie M Dax in
personal injury suit, N 12, 1:6

Train wrecks at Mississin, N 15, 8:3

With C&O RR co named in damage suit by estate
of Nell P Anderson, Ja 20, 1:8

in trucks at Holabird washed out by flood waters,
D 4, 5:1

Express car damaged by fire at Ada, D 22, 7:2

Undeserved to settle with Joseph O'han, N 9,
1:7

Judgment suit brought by Rubber Goods Supply
5 6 7 co appeared, N 16, 1:6

Visa personal injury suit brought by Tony
Horton, N 13, 5:1

Train wreck at Zanesville caused by carelessness,
declares Coroner A E Walters, D 24, 10:6

PENNY, ALBERT (C LiverPensations for widows mothers urged by
Pennington, J 3, 5:4

PENSIONS
See also Veterans; names of orphans; specific
buses

Pennsylvania's Banking Co (Kalah)
Reorganized; takes over affairs of First Natl
bank, F 17, 5:4
PEOPLES ICE CO
Annual meeting, elect officers, Jr 18, 6:6
PEOPLES PUBLISHING CO
J.C. Cooper resigns as mgr, M Beckwith named successor, F 13, 7:6
PEOPLES SAVINGS & LOAN CO (Barberton)
PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
Elections directors, Ja 12, 1:1
With William Watters and others loses collection suit brought by Amer Agr Chem co, No 5, 12:3
Offers free trip to Wash (D C) for Summit county boys, My 3, 1:6
Names Albert P DeMongent in collection suit, D 3, 1:6
Consolidates with First National Bank, D 30, 8:3
PETE, LOUIS (Niles)
Temporarily suspended from police force for lending part of uniform, N 5, 2:7
PEPIN, THEODORE (Ironton)
Fatally injured by fall, S 9, 2:4
PEPISICO (N) NY
Heard on prostitution chg, S 6, 10:3; fined, sentence suspended, S 10, 5:1; arrested on chg of keeping brothel, D 27, 1:7
PEPPO, DIONIS
Sued for contt judgment by Frank Alex, F 2, 12:1
Named in collection suit by Frank Alex, No 5, 2:1; losses in appeal of judgment, Ap 16, 2:2
PERDUE (MS), JOHN
Burned to death with 2 children when fire destroys home, F 19, 5:4
PEREDSMAN, WILLIAM C (O)
Sued for divorce by wife Anna E, No 30, 11:4; decree granted, Ja 8, 11:4
PEREJUR
Increasing use of perjured witnesses deposed, ed (Dayton News), Je 6, 4:6
PERKINS, ALFRED N
Named in collection suit by Simon Perkins, estate, F 10, 1:4
PERKINS, GEORGE T
Estate seeks ct order in disposition of certain monies, Ja 29, 1:2; order granted, Je 7, 1:6
PERKINS (MS), MARY F
Donates funds to build terrace around spring "in Perkins woods" O 28, 3:3
Donates Nurses’ home to children’s hosp, N 19, 11:9
PERKINS, SIMON
Estate names Alfred N Perkins in collection suit, F 10, 1:4
PERKINS, WILEY
Sentenced for robbery of Edward Rader’s room, Ja 29, 1:7
PERKINS PARK
Funds to erect monument sought by DAR, Ja 12, 1:7
PERKINS PARK (cont)
Playground field day attended by 6,000 children, Ap 22, 8:1
Mrs Harry F Perkins donates funds to construct terrace around spring, D 26, 3:3
PERKINS ST
Council passes and providing for st extension, Ag 31, 12:6; petitions to fix damages to property owners, N 15, 2:3
PERMAFROST SAVINGS & LOAN CO
Names H E Loomis and others in promissory note, and foreclosure suit, No 1, 2:4
Wins collection suit against C N Stone and others, Ap 2, 1:1
Names Cora A Baughman Lowther and T Albert Lowther in collection suit, Ja 31, 2:6
With 2 others named in promissory note suit by Homer A Hine, No 10, 9:4
PERRINE, CHARLES E
Death, D 20, 8:4; funeral, D 24, 2:5
PERRY (RS), ANNA
Suicide, No 6, 2:4; No 7, 11:8
PERRY MILLINERY (Swanton)
Destroyed by fire, Ja 23, 10:6
PERRY’S VICTORY CENTENNIAL COMM
Interstate bd recs designs for memorial at Put-in-Bay, Ja 20, 3:5; Ja 25, 12:4
Description of proposed monument, F 23, 13:4
John Eisenman submits plans, No 5, 12:4
Clay comt elects officers, Ap 6, 13:4
George W John appointed member of board, Ag 14, 4:7
PETT
Loss of lives on Peru rubber plantations deplored, ed, Ja 18, 4:1
PETCOVIN, GEORGE
Discharged for carrying concealed weapons, D 30, 8:4
PETTIFS, FRANK (Zane) (Springfield)
Held in stabbing of Warren Cusick, D 8, 8:3
PETTIFS, HENRY
Pleads guilty to grand larceny, F 24, 7:4
PETTIFS, JOHN
Suicide, F 26, 10:2
PETTIFS, ROBERT (Robert Gilmore)
Held in robbery of Frank Laubach, and Clemer and 3 J P Haile jewelry stores, F 3, 1:7; bound to grand jury, F 5, 9:8; pleas not guilty, F 9, 1:3; trial opens, F 23, 20:1; sentences, F 24, 14:4
PETTIFS, LOUIS
Fined for carrying concealed weapons and discharge firearms within city limits, No 11, 10:2
PETTIFS, WAYNE
Uses of blood poisoning, Ja 22, 2:4; Ja 23, 7:1
PETTIFS, WILLIAM
Nominated for Summit county surveyor, My 27, 2:3; appointed state highway engineer by state highway comm, Je 4, 9:8
PETTERS CARRIAGE CO (Lebanon)
Damaged by cloudburst, Ag 29, 1:8
PETTERSON, NINA
Fined for disorderly conduct, Jr 18, 12:4
Arraigned on fornication and petit larceny chgs, N 11, 5:7
PETERSON AND WRIGHT CO
Suit for money against J W Thurston dismissed, Ap 3, 1:5
PETIT, FRANCIS
Names City of Barberton in personal injury suit, Ja 29, 2:8
PETRICE, CLYDE
Arraigned on special intoxication chg, D 19, 7:1
PETROLEUM
See Oil
PETROS, MARY
Held on delinquency chg, John Kovacs chgd with contributing, F 1, 1:5; Pete Aleshki sought on chg, F 2, 10:1; Mary held at Grafton home, F 3, 12:1; F 5, 6:1
PETTENDON, GEORGE
Addressess Socialist party relating labor conditions among miners, No 20, 3:3
PETTIT, HARRY
Arrested on intoxication and disorderly conduct chg, S 11, 3:4; father’s plea wins dismissal, S 12, 7:1
PETTIT, ESSEX A
Divorce case brought by wife Florence M dismissed, Ap 30, 12:2
PETTIT, MARY
Suicide, Ja 13, 8:5
PETTIT (MS), DELIA
Injured when car strikes rig, D 26, 1:7
PETTON (UNCLE), BILLY
Blog, W 6, 2:6
PEFAHL, FRANK
Pers damaged by fire, F 26, 1:8
PEFFER (N), ELLA
Names Auto Appliance co in judgment suit, N 4, 7:6
PEFFIT (MS), ELIZABETH
Celebrates 21st birthday, Jr 21, 8:1
PEFFIT, ALBERT J
Divorce suit of wife Lula L dismissed, No 9, 14:4
PEFFING, JOSEPH
Named Michael Fratich in personal damage suit, S 19, 3:5
PEFFNELL, STEPHEN (Canton)
Property damaged in fire, No 13, 1:4
PHILLIPS, JOHN (Clay)
Charged with murder of Frank N Gear, F 23, 20:2
PHILIPPE
See also Drug Traffic; Food, Drugs and Cosmetics Regulation
Wholesale and retail druggists of Ohio launch movement for cong elimination of stringent postal law affecting trade, N 30, 2:1
PHILLIP, WILLIAM
Fined on chg of speeding, S 11, 3:6
PHILIP, WILLIAM
Will probated, Ja 4, 3:5
PHILLIPS, CHARLES C (Youngstown)
Killed when caught between rr cars, Ap 12, 9:3
PHILIPPO, JOHN (Nashville)
Destroys building by fire following gas explosion in engine room, D 14, 1:5
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
See Athletics
PHYSICIANS
See Med Profession
PICCIANO, Tony (Clay) 
Died from nicotine poisoning caused by stab in eye with pipe stem; Donato Lombardo held on murder chg, No 4, 3:3

PICCO, Henry 
Escapes from Lima State Hosp, D 14, 14:2

PICKARD, Peter 
Fined for prohibiting daughter Anna from attending school, D 19, 11:1

PIERING, John W (Dayton) 
Killed in attempt to board st car, F 10, 4:3

PIKETER, Mark. See Miller, Cleo

PICKUP, Fred (Bollton, N Y) 
Los in woods, Ag 3, 2:5

PICKUP, Angela 
Dismissed on chg of stealing; F 19, 1:6

PIERCE, Neal 
Arrested and fined on chg of illegal hunting, D 21, 3:3

PIERCE, T B 
Cites injustices imposed upon farmers by health dept inspectors, cites ignorance of particular dairy insp, 1tr, F 7, 5:3

PIERCE, William T 
Suit against James K Neaglely dismissed, Ja 23, 10:3

PIERS AND DOCKS. See Ships and Shipping

PIFFER (Mrs), LEVIAN 
Funeral, Ap 22, 2:6

PIGEONS. See Birds

PILKOWSKI, Thomas 
Fined and given suspended sentence in assault on wife, Ap 23, 3:5

PILLACCHI, Joseph 
Stabbed, John Stankoch held, Ja 15, 8:3

PILLET, GEORGE 
Bitten by dog, My 31, 2:5

PILLOCK, Sam 
Robbed, Sam Velcher fined, N 6, 2:2

PILMORE, Robert W 
See also Akron - Streets

Apprtd to bd of control by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 8, 3:5

With 3 others named by Patrick T McCourt in injunction suit, S 14, 1:7

PIN BALL MACHINES. See Slot Machines

PIONEER CEREAL CO 
Dvd, 17, 2:2

Increases capital stock, Ap 12, 14:9

PIONEER LAND CO (Coles) 
 Incorporates, D 10, 16:11

PIONEERS ASSN OF SUMMIT & PORTAGE COUNTIES 
Holds picnic at Brady lake, Ag 2, 3:1

Piper (Patrolman), Adam (Clev)
Suspended from police force, sought as money disappears, My 24, 4:5

POIN WHEEL CO (Plaue) 
Losses appeal case filed by Citizen Natl Bank before state sup ct, Ap 18, 4:5

PISTOLS. See Firearms

PITTS (Mr and Mrs), Jacob 
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, Ja 31, 8:1

PITTSBURGH COUNTRY CLUB 
Names W W Darley in collection suit, Je 27, 12:2

PITTSBURGH GAZETTE 
Editorial on repub cong cong criticized for blindness to pub sentiment, ed, F 13, 4:1

PITTSBURGH INK & CHEM CO 
Sued in collection suit by M H Bishop, O 23, 1:5

PITTSBURGH VALVE WORKS (Barberon) 
Malleable dept damaged by fire, No 9, 9:1

New plant will increase production, says Sup't E Tlison, N 13, 7:1

PLANER, Elizabeth (Eveline) 
Found dead, believed suicide, Ja 11, 3:3

verdict confirmed by coroner, Ja 12, 3:5

PLASKE, Steve 
Losses judgment suit filed by Herman Ttherler, Ap 20, 2:4

PLATT (Hubert) 
Block damaged by fire, F 22, 10:2

PLANTS 
Harvesting of flax weed, feature article, D 17, 14:2

PLAPPERT, John 
Arrested and fined on chg of violating bldg code, D 21, 14:3

PLATO, J E (Amherst) 
Killed in fall from barn loft, My 8, 1:6

PLATT, Charles 
Electrocuted when fire alarm contacts high tension wire, 1tr, Ag 9, 5:1

PLATT, Rutherford 
Report to bd of Ohio charities by Gov. Judson Harmon, Je 12, 8:2

PLAYGROUNDS. See Parks and Playgrounds

PLAYS 
Reviews & Notes

Banker, Thief, and the Girl, S 7, 10:3

Chariot Ball, Ja 16, 5:1

Come Back to Erin, S 17, 8:4

Concert Tie, My 3, 10:4; My 4, 14:1; My 7, 14:2

Divorce Question, D 16, 8:3

Driftwood, F 6, 5:3

Everyman's Daughter, F 6, 5:3

Fortune Hunter, No 27, 7:4

Freelaces, S 18, 2:4

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, N 26, 4:4


Girl of the Underground, D 17, 12:4

Gondoliers, My 2, 8:2; My 3, 1:2

Graustark, D 13, 13:3

Heir to the Hoonan, Ja 25, 5:4

Let George Do It, S 11, 5:3

Little Miss Fix-It, N 30, 5:2

Little Women, N 30, 5:2

Little Rebel, S 10, 8:4

POLK, Mabel 
Arrested on chg of attempted assault on 8-yr-old girl, D 17, 2:1

POLING, Daniel A. See Ohio - Elections - Gov

POLITICAL SCIENCE. See names of political parties

POLITICS 
See also Elections; names of parties and subjects

POLITICS (cont)

Ideas of Sen Robert Lafollette declared too advanced for Ohio progressives, ed (Chicago Record-Herald), Ja 9, 4:3

Address by Pres Taft before repub editors of Ohio, Je 31, 1:2

Speeches by Col Theodore Roosevelt before Ohio audiences, F 22, 5:1

Baseball declared to be of greater interest, ed (Youngstown Telegram), N 8, 4:6

School for boys favored, ed, N 16, 4:1

Salaries of various Govs compared, ed (Clev Plain Dealer), D 19, 4:5

POLITO, Caroline and Mary 
Put under ct custody, Ag 17, 9:1

POLLARD, Lewis 
Pententent sentence commuted, Ja 23, 4:4

POMLEY, S H 
Dies of assault, D 9, 2:5

POLLOCK, John (Clev) 
Killed in blast furnace explosion, My 8, 1:2

POLLOCK, Robert R 
Sued for divorce by wife Anna M, Ag 2, 2:1

POLSKY, A CO 
Submits improvement plans to building insp, Ja 26, 2:3

POLSKY, B A 
Ogres continuation of retail trade tariff ad, 1tr, Je 7, 4:4

POLSON, T R (Cuy Falls) 
Res robbed, D 19, 9:1

POLYGAME. See Bigamy

POMERENE, Gen, Atlee 
Veto on validity of election of Sen Stephenson criticized, ed (Youngstown Vindicator), F 23, 4:5: explains stand, 1tr, Ag 8, 4:4

At request of Akron city council introduces bill to permit putting gas and water cos under jurisdiction of ICC, Ag 16, 1:2

Campaigns for James W Cox for Gov, 0 31, 5:2

Criticizes tariff policy of Theodore Roosevelt, D 31, 5:2

POMERUTA, Belle 
Funeral, D 18, 12:3

PONTIUSSS, AMELIA E 
Names Henry and Lena Green in suit for property restraining order, Je 14, 11:4

PONTUS, Ellen 
Estate named in collection suit by Alonzo C Bachtel, Ag 14, 1:4

POPADICK, Velko 
Arrested on chg of practicing med and without license, Ja 25, 10:4

Popping, H R (Mason) 
Injured in fall under train, My 9, 3:2

PORE, John (Kemore) 
Fined for disorderly conduct, Je 23, 1:3

PORE, David 
Arrested on chg of discharging firearm in city limits, D 16, 9:2
1912

PORTER, ERNEST
Sued for divorce by wife Alice N, Ap 16, 9:3; decree granted, Je 26, 1:5
PORTER (NEW), GRANT (Zanesville)
Sealed when traction engine boiler explodes, O 11, 14:6
PORTER, HENRY M (Guitar)
DROWNED, Y 8, 5:4
PORTER, M. E
Buggy seated, D 24, 5:1
PORTER, ROBERT (Clay)
Salary raised, II arrested for gambling, Je 17, 12:3
PORTER, SIDNEY C (Kenton)
Accidently shoots himself, D 4, 3:4
PORTER, THOMAS (Guy Falls)
Rescued from drowning by Jack Vance and Eliza Thomas, J 1, 10:4
PORTS, SEE RIVERS AND HARBORS
PORTSMOUTH MACHINE & CASTING CO (Portsmouth)
Bankrupt, F 16, 5:1
PORTWOOD, FRANK
Held in assault on Jacob Carlson, Je 5, 1:6
PISSE, E. S
Red damaged by fire, F 10, 3:4
POSTAL SERVICE
AKRON
Increase in receipts shown for past yr, Je 12, 1:5
Amount of mail handled by carriers reduced, Ja 20, 2:1
Po Insp C. H. Clarahan investigates rubber swindle, Ja 20, 3:6
George J. Hill property leased for E. Akron branch, F 2, 12:2
New carriers added, service extended, F 13, 14:1
Financial report: F 5, 1:5; Ap 3, 1:3; My 2, 8:5; Jy 13, 1:5; O 11, 2:1; D 5, 11:5; D 26, 1:5
Benjamin E Whitehead indicted by fed grand jury for shipping contraband rubber goods, F 9, 15:2
John Hadfield indicted by fed grand jury for shipping contraband rubber goods through mail, F 9, 15:2
Postal savings report, F 14, 1:4
Amendment to rules and regulations governing deposits explained by Postmaster Baldwin, F 15, 7:2
Statistics cited as index of city's growth, H 1, 2:1
Business increases, My 1, 1:5
Postmaster Baldwin appoints Harold F Martin as 3 others as clerks, J 4, 1:6
Bid opened for auto service between Po and S Akron branch, Je 7, 9:1
Postal savings praised, ed, Ja 21, 4:1
Examination date for clerks set by city service commission, J 1, 1:3
BARBERON
Lewis Wernan and 2 others circulate petitions for position of postmaster, N 13, 5:1
BETTSVILLE
Po destroyed by fire, F 20, 1:1
BUTLER
Po robbed, Jy 20, 6:1
CHERRY GROVE
Postmaster Herman Steins indicted for embezzlement, F 22, 1:1
CINCINNATI
Alfred L. Ruther held in mail fraud, Je 6, 9:4
CLEVELAND
Albert S. Griffin and Charles A. Sandal tried for fraud, Je 6, 10:3
Po robbed, Robert C. Saunders held, F 22, 10:1
Maurice D. Crafts arrested for attempt to use mails to defraud, N 26, 10:1
COLUMBUS
Albert N. Bird indicted for opening U. S. mail, Je 6, 12:3
CORNTOWN
Po robbed, Ap 16, 10:2
CROSLEYVILLE
Two suspects held in po robbery, W 27, 7:4
CUMBERLAND
Postal savings report, Ja 16, 8:2
Free delivery planned, Ap 4, 8:2
DAYTON
Pub hearing for job of postmaster arranged for by Sam Burton, F 15, 12:7
GREENE
Mrs. Lucy S. Verity appointed postmaster, N 27, 5:6
SHENIT
Mrs. Freeman resigns as postmistress, Mrs. W. R. Hensley appointed, J 2, 9:4
GIBSONBURG
Po robbed, Ja 15, 1:7
HARRISON
Po robbed, My 21, 12:5
HUDSON
Po robbed, W 22, 1:7
L. H. Chapin appointed postmaster, N 26, 10:5
JURON
Po robbed, Je 20, 12:3
KENMORE
Residents circulate petition to establish office in center of town, Ja 23, 8:8
KENT
Receipts increase, improvements added, N 12, 5:4
LAKESIDE
Po robbed, Jy 5, 8:2
McCLURE
Po robbed, Ja 17, 12:3
POSTAL SERVICE — UNITED STATES (cont)

Disparity in foreign and domestic rates criticized, ed, 9, 3; 4.

Adequate parcel post system advocated to cure evil of re and express cost trusts advocated, ed, F 14, 4; 1.

System proposed by Pres Taft approved, ed, W 12, 4; 1; congress criticized for its delay, ed, J 6, 4; 1; inauguration of system urged, ed, J 22, 4; 1; early enactment of bill urged, ed, A 17, 4; 1.

System criticized by Barney's merchants, O 31, 7; 2; installation of parcel post system, O 9, 2:4.

Recommends to increase rates on second class mail matter, condemned, ed, F 23, 4; 1.

Ruling against distribution of mail to lock boxes on Sunday criticized, ed, S 4, 4; 1.

VENICE

Po robbery frustrated, O 9, 2:5.

VERMILION

Po robbed, J 26, 15:7.

WADSWORTH

Frank Malaney appointed assistant postmaster, O 30, 8:5.

Increased receipts reported, M 4, 9:6.


Official notice issued on inauguration of parcel post system, N 30, 3:3.

WARREN

Auto collection and delivery declared permanent, O 26, 9:2.

YOUNGSTOWN

Motorcycles for special delivery service recommended by Postmaster Shaffer, F 21, 2:8.


POSTAL TELEGRAPH CO

Announces rate cut in trans-Atlantic messages, J 1, 5:6.

POSTOFFICE ROBBERIES, See Robberies.

POSTOFFICES, See Postal Service; Robberies.

POST'S BAND

Carnival, O 16, 3:2.

POSTAGE

See also Tariff.

Repeal of tariff on potatoes advocated, ed, J 24, 4:1.

POTKINACH, LOUIS

Fined for D.C. 24, 1:3.

POTTERY AND CERAMICS, See Clay and Clay Products.

POTTING, W. F.

See Ohio — Elections — Senate.

POTT'S, FRANK (Barberton)

Injured when hand is caught in machine, N 27, 3:3.

POTTS (Mrs.), LOUISA (Ontario)

Injured by train, J 22, 10; 5.

POULTON, EDWARD

Sued for divorce by wife Mary, O 19, 5:1.

POULTRY

Prizes awarded at Cuyahoga Falls Poultry Assn show, J 17, 10:3; listed, J 18, 10; 4.

Bartron Poultry Assn holds show, Illus, F 1, 3:3.

Feature article on raising, J 12, 17:1.

Dealers report turkey scarcity, Cuyahoga Falls, O 10, 10:3.

Turkey shortage reported, N 23, 1:6.

Cuyahoga Falls poultry show, O 17, 10:1; reviewed, O 20, 8:2; acclaimed success, D 23, 2:4.

POULTRY ASSN, AKRON, See Poultry.

POULTRY ASSN, CUYAHOGA FALLS, See Poultry.

POVETTY

Blamed for lack of attendance in Ashbula schools, O 16, 14:2.

POWER. See Electric Light and Power; names of utilities.

Penny, ANTHONY (Cuyahoga Falls)

Fined for special intimation, D 22, 8:5.

Penny, L. C. (Gates)

Kills wild cat with help of Daniel Hardy, O 3, 8:4.

Penny, Richard (Barberton)

Sought on non-support cig, N 8, 12:2; arrested and held for probate, N 10, 8:1.

Penny (Mr. and Mrs.), WEST (Findlay)

Burned with child when oil can explodes, J 10, 10:1.

Penny, WILLIAM (Elk Run)

Barbershop destroyed by fire, J 12, 1:2.

PRAGUE, JIHN

Arrested for assault on Mike Palmer, S 4, 1:6; arraigned on manslaughter charge, S 6, 1:7; bound to common pleas court, S 10, 5:1; trial, J 4, 10:3; convicted, filed motion for new trial, D 9, 5:1; granted new trial, D 31, 2:1.

Prahl, J. E. (Toledo)

Burned when dress catches fire from grate, J 6, 10:1.

PRAVICKA, AZA

Fined for disorderly conduct, J 14, 2:6.

PREFACE

Shortage in sheriff's acts reported by State Exam P. R. Talbot, N 16, 4:7.

PRESTON, WALTER

Found not guilty of keeping house of assignation, My 10, 3:4.

PRICE, ARTHUR (Amherst)

Shot and injured, J 17, 12:3.

PRICE, EDWARD, WILLIAM A

Endorses Theodore Roosevelt for president, My 14, 16:3.

PREISS (Mrs.), LAURA

See Bowers (Mrs.), Laura.
PRICE, WALTER
Charged with assault on Patrick Cummins, released on bond, Ap 12, 7:30; bound to common pleas, Oct 19, 15:3
PRICE, See Costs and Standards of Living; names of commodities
PRIEST, HENRY (Zanesville)
Scoals when traction engine boiler explodes, Oct 11, 14:6
PRIEST, OPY, T
Elected clerk of city council, Ja 3, 1:1
PRIEST (REV), IRA A
Appointed chaplain by Ohio Natl Guard, S 25, 10, 14:1
Honors memory of A B Ch in speech at Buchtel Coll, N 10, 14:1
PRIESTMAN, THOMAS E
Divorce suit against wife Jane dismissed, My 9, 12:1
PRINCE WILLIAM ALLEY
Name changed to Prince William, S 24, 2:5
PRINGLE, ROBERT
Chickens stolen, Ja 2, 1:7
PRINTERING AND PUBLISHING. See Newspapers; names of com
PRINTZ, PAUL
Names of Garver Artificial Lumber co in breach of contract suit, S 12, 18:3; appeal from judgment, S 27, 2:4
PRIOR, ADAM
Divorce case against wife Pearl dismissed, My 1, 13
PRIOR, HENRY W
Will filed, Ja 4, 12:1
PRISONS AND PRISONERS. See Penal and Corrective Insts; names of prisons
PRIZE AND AWARDS. See subject
PRIVATE JUDGES' ASSN, OHHIO
Holds annual meeting at Cola, Ja 11, 1:7
PRIDE, FRANCES
Attempts suicide by taking morphine, F 27, 1:3
PRIDIST, ERNEST (Clev)
Losses breach of promise suit to Alma Broderick, N 14, 12:4
PRICYO, FRANCESCO (Cols)
Held for murder of Frank Lagore, S 9, 12:2
PRIGG, PERCY (Cincinnati)
Sued by wife Hannah Von Klillius for marriage settlement, Ja 8, 1:4; sued for divorce, Ja 17, 12:3
PROFESSIONS. See names of professions
PROFETTA (MRS), NICH (Oliverville)
Killed in fall, S 13, 10:1
PROFITEERING
Legs to regulate excessive profits taken by concern dealers and retailers urged, ed, S 27, 4:1
PROGRESSIVE LEAGUE, MUSKINGUM COUNTY
Def elect officers, Ja 22, 1:1
PROGRESSIVE PARTY
See also Elections; geom headings for specific election activities; names of candidates and party leaders, clubs and orgs
Ideas of Sen Robert Laffollette declared too advanced for Ohio members, ed (Chicago Record-Herald), Ja 9, 4:3
CANTON
Mayor A A Turnbull names delegate to state meeting at Canton, Ag 30, 11:6
OHIO
Conf at Cols, Ja 4, 1:6
Delegates selected to attend natl conv: Joseph E Maxwell delegate, John S Henry alternate from 13th dist, Ja 31, 8:1; King G Thompson from 12th dist, Ja 31, 8:2; Perry S Williams and alternate from 14th dist, David L Mell, delegate and John C Swain alternate from 15th dist, Emil A Anderson and Myron E Halls delegates and John Forley and William W Boyler alternates from 16th dist, Ag 2, 12:4
Entrance into pol field caused by Taft conservative majority on Ohio repub central com, ed, Ag 6, 4:1; call issued for meeting, Ag 13, 1:3
Provisional state com appointed, Ag 10, 1:5; call for meeting issued, Ag 13, 1:3; holds first meeting at Clev; Ag 15, 1:4
Walter F Brown and Arthur L Garfield announce allegiance, Ag 19, 1:1
Call issued for state convention, state central com named, Ag 21, 1:1: starts preparations for conv, James R Garfield named temporary chmn, Ag 26, 1:1
Growth in popularity noted, Ag 29, 1:4
Selection of delegates to attend state conv: Wooster, S 2, 2:8; Mansfield, Delaware, Ravenna, Warren, Ashland, Lisbon, Bucyrus, Bowling Green, Hiram, Zanesville, Portsmouth, Belleville, Steubenville, Painesville, S 2, 3:4; Findlay, Chillicothe, Lancaster, Fremont, St Mary's, London, Carrollton, Ottawa, Sandusky, Lima, S 2, 3:5
Call of delegates to state conv proposed, ed, S 2, 4:1
State central com at conv, S 5, 3:3
Total number of colored delegates to be voted on by counties, S 5, 11:3
Platteo-prepared, ed, S 6, 4:1; text of platform, S 6, 11:1
Ohio platform endorsed, John L Loughrey elected chmn of Union county central com, S 18, 12:4
UNITED STATES
Liberalism commended, ed, Ja 27, 4:1
Explanation of attack on priciples, ed, Ag 12, 1:4
Frank A Setser, lntellectuals critical of derogatory statements, ed, Ag 13, 4:1
Roosevelt men met at Clev to complete preliminaries for Bull Moose convention, Ja 25, 3:1
Growing popularity noted, Ag 21, 4:1
Nati platform endorsed by Union county conv, S 18, 12:4
Platform for correction of labor trouble commended, ed, N 4, 4:1
Party proposed, ed, N 10, 4:1
Endorsed for platform of welfare and human rights, ed, O 31, 4:1
Progressives will supplant old line parties proposed, ed, N 6, 4:1
PROHIBITION. See Alcoholic Liquors
PROHIBITION PARTY
See also Elections; geom headings for specific election activities; names of candidates and party leaders, clubs and orgs
Ohio platform adopted, conv, Ag 5, 1:1
Mayor Bert Law of Delaware addresses Union conv on evil of liquor, Ag 5, 8:1
Platform published, N 1, 11:3
PROHESY, JOE
Arrested for fighting, Ag 8, 1:2
PROPERTY. See Real Estate
PROSPERITY. See geom headings, subhead E C & P
PROSTITUTION - AKRON (cont)

D 3, 1:7; value of crusade questioned, 1tr, D 3, 4:4; publication of crusade news rejected as unfit for ABJ readers, ed, D 12, 4:1

Rose Corrado, N 30, 1:1
Carrie Appleton (Littleton), D 7, 1:4
Minnie Christian, D 9, 5:2
Jennie Wilson and Josephine Wheeler (Dottie Smith) sought, D 19, 5:3

ALLIANCE

Dominic left for prison to try and induce Mrs Mary Younis to leave home, F 24, 8:6

BARBERTON

Melba Young and 4 others, Ja 17, 10:1
Rosella Allen fined, Ja 18, 9:4
May Mohler fined for running brothel, S 11, 3:4

CANTON

Mayor Schilling opens reform campaign, N 21, 3:5; prostitutes offered respectable jobs and chance to reform, N 25, 3:1; reform campaign continues, N 27, 7:1; red light district eradicated, N 33, 2:3; crusade discontinued, D 5, 1:5
F F Field, N 22, 14:3

CINCINNATI

Police open drive, Ja 11, 3:6

LIMA
Fred Harrison, Mrs Charles Strain held as witness, D 23, 1:6

PORTSMOUTH
R D Briggs on white slavery chg, D 2, 9:3

UNITED STATES

Interstate Commerce acts apply to white slavery, rules U S Circuit ct, N 5, 1:1
Brothels and their inmates tabulated by U S dept of justice, Ja 10, 2:2

YOUNGSTOWN
Elimination of segregated sits brings threatening letter to Mayor Hartenstein, S 23, 7:5

PROTECTED HOME CIRCLE

Akron circle No 54 installs officers, Ja 13, 5:3

PROTECTIVE TARIFF LEAGUE, AMER
Names O C Barber in collection suit, D 9, 9:5

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CH
Rev Irving Theodore Reese elected coadjutor bishop of southern dio, D 5, 11:4

PROVIDENCE STEEL CASTING CO

PROVIDENT SAVINGS BANK & TRUST CO
Receives collateral bonds from state treas, F 5, 1:4

PRUNE ST

Goodyear Tire & Rubber co petitions city council for vacating, S 24, 2:4; contested, F 29, 9:4

PRYKE, HERBERT (Copley Twp)

Sought for attempted criminal assault on Mrs David Cowan, Ag 21, 5:1; sentenced, Ag 20, 3:3; S 12, 1:5

PSYCHIATRIC FOUNDATION
Dr Isaac Funk's promise to send back messages after death discussed, ed (Columbus Dispatch), Ap 10, 4:2

Spiritualistic criticism by Rev George Daris, N 6, 2:3
Spiritualistic deemed farce by psychologists, ed (Albany Argus), N 11, 4:5

PSYCHOLOGY

See also Mental Illnesses
Little effect discovered of North and South Poles has on people, ed, N 4, 4:2

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
See gen heading; names of buildings

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
See Schools; names of schools

PUBLIC UTILITIES
See kinds of utilities; names of cos

PUBLISHING
See Newspapers; names of cos

PULASKI, MIKE (Boy Falls)

Declared insane, N 20, 5:3

PULKOVICH CAR CO

Names in damage suit by W H Spencer Strong, F 14, 8:5
Regulations in making up berths ridiculed, ed (Toledo Blade), N 6, 4:6

PURNAM, PAUL R

Injured by fall during scuffle, F 23, 2:4

PROSECUTION
See Robberies

PYKE (?), JOHN S

Sued for divorce by Mrs Lenore Sherwood, N 26, 12:3

Q

See: Birds; Hunting

QUAKER OATS CO

Names AGNY ary co in restraining suit, F 20, 8:4; answer and cross petition filed, N 25, 3:6

Quarry st bridge damaged by fire, Ja 5, 1:4

Mill st plant damaged by fire, Ag 17, 1:1

QUARRY INDUSTRY

Entire force of Netline and Stone co stages strike because of dissatisfaction with foreman, Sandusky, Ap 6, 2:3

Breakwater co employees strike, Johnsons Island, My 24, 2:2

RAFT, W H & SONS

Judgment suit against Ervin D Fry dismissed, Ap 2, 1:1

RAASCH, AMELIA

Named by Cleve R London in personal injury suit, Ag 2, 7:6

RAATZ, NICK R

Sues wife Anna for divorce, N 1, 1:7; suit dismissed, Ja 7, 1:6

RADEL, STEPHEN

Arrested on chg of contributing to delinquency of Rose wa, Ja 27, 1:1; pleaded guilty, Ja 25, 1:3; sentenced, Ja 30, 1:2; held to grand jury for investigation, Ja 31, 2:4; sentenced, F 5, 8:1

RABER, FRANK

Suicide, O 16, 7:1; funeral, D 17, 3:1

RABIES

See also Dogs
RAICH, J E
Named with Martha J in collection suit brought by Fannie Chandler, S 16, 7:1
RAILEY, NANCY
Named ACME corp and others in restraining suit to prevent const of spurn-track in front of his property, 10, 1:5
RAILROADS
See also Accidents - RRs; Robberies; names of specific railroads
Youngstown iron and steel mfrs protest freight rates before ICC, Ja 5, 14:6
Rr officials met to consider new central union depot franchise, Cinti, Ja 9, 10:4
Unable to supply commercial demand because of storm conditions, coal famine threatening, Clev, Ja 13, 9:8
Substitution of elac for steam power predicted and approved, ed, Ja 15, 4:1
Trains delayed by extreme cold, Ja 16, 3:6
O C Barber plan for govt control revd, Ja 19, 4:2
Erie rr co asks council permission to build 2nd main track across N College st, Akron, Ja 23, 1:7
Rates of terminal rr cos investigated by ICC, Clev, Ja 29, 10:3
Subject of talk by Pres Taft, Akron, F 1, 1:1
Toledo & Ohio Central rr and Hocking Valley rr cos seek state aid in breaking freight blockade, Cols, F 16, 5:1
Blockade ties up coal shipments, Toledo, F 16, 7:4
Support of anti-tuberculosis campaign praised, ed (Cinti Times Star), F 21, 4:4
Erie rr co's move to install double tracks to Cht praised, ed, Nr 1, 4:1
Freight rates investigation favored, ed, Nr 2, 4:1
Erie rr co renovates Kent depot, Nr 3, 11:1
Ohio nub service comm plans appeal to ICC to break Toledo blockade, Nr 5, 2:4
ACRYK rs resumes laying track from Mogadore, Nr 13, 3:4
Ohio officials summoned to conf by PIED to discuss proposed discontinuance of excursion business, Cols, Ap 11, 8:4
Abolition of excursions criticized, ed, My 29, 4:1
Erie rr co officials meet with city council and mayor to discuss location of new Barberton depot, My 27, 7:4

RAILWAYS (cont.)
Hocking Valley rr co fined for rebating, Toledo, Je 12, 5:4
Central Passenger assn sec receives permission from atty-gen Hogan to rescind action against Sunday excursions, Cols, Je 12, 5:4
Policeman killed and 6 other persons injured when policeman raid striking yard-employees, Clev, Ja 15, 7:4
Effect of proposed cheaper express rates in Ohio shown, Jr 15, 1:1
Proposed reduction of express rates by ICC urged, ed, Jr 16, 4:1
Refuse excursion rates while 2 cent fare remains law, Clev, Jr 25, 12:5
Ohio rr which refused reduced rates to FCE chgd by Central Passenger assn with violating Valentine anti-trust law, Clev, Jr 26, 10:1
RRS rr seeks permission for Cinti & Cols traction cos to use their switching connections, F 10, 3:2
Erie rr co promises Akron C of C to keep up with growth of city, $800,000 to be spent in improvements, Ap 28, 1:7
Penn rr section hands return to wr pending strike arbitration, Lima, Ap 28, 3:7
Colonial Salt co petitions ICC for restoration of joint water and rail rates, S 4, 3:3
Akron C of C seeks cooperation of shippers in endeavor to relieve freight car shortage, Thr, S 11, 1:7
W M Klingsenschmidt granted patent on rail lock nut, S 14, 14:3
Car shortage causes crisis among Akron shippers, S 28, 8:1
Failure to furnish cars causes price increase in coal, St Clairsville, O 28, 7:4
Car shortage impedes steel mills exports, Youngstown, N 2, 8:4
Increased car orders repeal for 1912, N 5, 4:5
Lack of transportation causes coal shortage, Akron, N 16, 12:3
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen demands wage increase, Clev, N 18, 10:3
Erie rr co proposes transfer station to facilitate movement of freight, Youngstown, N 19, 3:3
RAIN, See Floodes, Weather
RANEY, BRIECE
Sentenced to Boys' Indus school for robbery, Ap 16, 5:1
RAIRISH, J C (Barberton)
Secures 1,000 maple trees for free distribution for beautification of city, Ap 20, 2:1
RAKE, J C
Robbed, Ag 9, 14:3
RALEIGH (OFFICER)
Arrested on chg of destroying property, N 19, 1:5
RALEIGH, GEORGE
Parole nspnsd by citizens, N 2, 3:3
RAUSCH, INA (Medina)
Auto damaged when it overturns, My 21, 7:4
RAUSCHER, CHARLES
Cig with impersonating police officer, case continued, My 5, 10:2; sentenced, sentence suspended, Nr 6, 1:3
RAUSCHER, CHARLES B
Loses suit against estate of George Perkins for interpretation of will, Jr 7, 1:6
RAUSCHER, WALTER (Barberton)
Fined for turning false fire alarm, My 23, 7:5
READ, A ROSS
See also Ohio - Constitution - Conv; Ohio - Elections - Rep
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RECIPE. See Cooking

RECLAIMATION OF LAND

See also Agriculture.

Drainage of Western Reserve Bloomfield swamp, feature article, D 11, 9:3.

RECOVERY. See Business: Economic Conditions and Policies under going heading.

RECREATION

See also specific topics: Schools; Sports

Beneficial to mankind, ed (Coles Dispatch), N 13, 4:4

RED MEN. IMPROVED ORDER OF

Convene at Springfield, My 14, 1:2

REED, C P (Marysville)

Killed by train, D 25, 1:2

REED, CLARENCE (Zanesville)

Killed when kicked by horse, Ag 1, 9:3

REED, ELMER E (Youngstown)

Finds daughter after 20 yrs' absence, N 16, 8:2

REED, ESTELLA (Cuyahoga)

Victim of alleged criminal assault attempt, Floyd Morgan held, Jv 5, 14:2

REED, FRANK L

Held in Huntington (W Va) on white slave charge, Jv 3, 1:5

REED, GEORGE W (Barberton)

Killed by train, D 23, 14:2

REED, HAMILTON

Suicide, Jv 7, 10:5

REED, ROBERT

Suicidal at the time, Jv 29, 10:5; wine stunt, N 21, 14:1

REEDER, JOHN (Delaware)

Suicide, Jv 17, 12:3

REEDER, ELLI

Arrested for libel charge with Hazel Weekest-ridge, N 23, 11:4; sentenced for contributing to delinquency of minor, Ag 5, 20:5; held for parole violation, My 8, 1:7; returned to jail, My 9, 12:2

REESE, EUGENE

Held on auto theft charge, N 11, 2:1

REESE, FRED (Cuyahoga)

Injured when auto skids, John Williams held on charge of speeding, Jv 19, 1:1

REESE (OR), JOHN R (Youngstown)

Ability to tend bone injuries of ball players praised, F 13, 7:4

REESE (REV), THEODORE HAVING (Cleveland)

Elected coadjutor bishop of southern diocese of Ohio PE ch, N 5, 11:4

REESE, DAVID A

Names Jacob C Henry in slander suit, Ag 16, 9:4

REEVES, WILBURN CO (Hamilton)

Damaged by fire, Jv 8, 10:3

REEVES, W J (Kenton)

Res damaged by fire, Jv 14, 9:4

REFORMATION. See Forests and Forestry; Trees; Agriculture
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REformed CH

Central Synod opens annual meeting, S 18, 7:5

Ohio Synod elects Rev J C Reagle pres in conv at Sycamore, Jv 2, 6:1

REFORMED CH, WASHINGTON

Court started, Ag 5, 10:4; resumed after interruption, N 30, 3:3

REFRIGERATORS

William Brady invents refrigerators, incorporates at Kenmore, Jv 24, 3:1

REFUSE DISPOSAL. See Garbage and Refuse Disposal; Sewers

REGHEL, FRANK (Cleveland)

Killed by auto, Jv 22, 12:5

REICH, CLEMEN

Transcript filed in probate ct on assault and battery charge, Jv 3, 1:2; charred dismission, Jv 20, 3:4; divorce suit filed by wife Eva dismissed, N 13, 5:3

REDER, HENRY H

Suicide Florence for divorce, Jv 29, 12:2; wife granted alimony, Ag 4, 3:5; suit dismissed, Ag 12, 1:2; refills suit, N 21, 14:1

REIGER, ARTHUR (Greenbaun)

Burned in coal oil explosion, Ag 3, 3:4

REIL, WILLIAM

Befate, Peter Beckler arrested and fined, N 13, 5:1

REILLY, THOMAS

Room robbed, F 12, 12:3

REINDEER, ORDER OF

Organizes, elects officers, Ag 27, 3:6

REINDEER, WILLIAM (Barnesburg)

Blacksmith shop robbed, Jv 15, 1:7

REINDEER, WILLIAM (Weakley)

Death, My 16, 14:1; will left, Jv 4, 12:1

REIP, GREGORY

Robbed, James E Myers healed, Jv 19, 10:2

REIFERT, MARY S

Will filed, D 2, 12:5

REIGER, STEPHEN

Suicide for divorce by wife Luella, Jv 23, 3:2; decree granted, Ag 12, 1:3

RELIEF. See: Charities; Floods

RELIGION

See also Clergy; names of denominations and religions

MISSIONARIES in China warned of danger, reports P Shank in speech at First Ch of Christ, Jv 20, 10:3

Need in foreign fields stressed in sermon by Rev H A Stick at First Cong ch, F 1, 3:1

Akron YMCA holds conv for boys of Summit county interested in Sunday school work, F 5, 9:4

Daily use of chs urged, ed, F 6, 4:4

Northern Ohio ministers urge good works as aid to ch attendance, F 6, 7:1

History of missions and missionaries outlined by Bishop Tuttle in address before St Paul's ch, F 12, 2:1
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RELIGION (cont)

Charlotte A Adams addresses YMCA, F 12, 12:2

Better ch attendance urged, ed, Ag 13, 4:1

Article on Christian doctrine by Rev J S Davis, Ag 27, 4:2

Annual spring pilgrimage to sacred shrine of Our Lady of Consolation at Carey, My 4, 14:4

Article on religion by Rev E S Littell, ed, My 25, 4:2

Rept of faith preferences in city-wide canvass, Jv 1, 1:5

Plan for easing rigid denominational lines discussed by Rev E S Littell, S 9, 2:5

Akron ministers disagree on Rev Littell's proposed interdenominational union, S 11, 5:4

Rev John Cavanaugh addresses K of C on Catholic faith, Jr 15, 9:2

Moral influence of Christianity, feature article, N 30, 4:2

Silly Sunday classes revives meeting at Canton, F 12, 10:5; prepares for meeting in Cola, N 1, 4:5; citizens build tabernacle, D 4, 4:4

Rev F A Gray addresses Akron ministers, D 9, 12:2

Federation to improve City of Akron urged, ed, D 26, 6:2

Dr Temple addresses G A R on strength through religion, N 30, 7:1

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. See Churches: YMCA; YWCA; names of denominations and religions

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM. See Religion

RELCOWICH, JOHN

Fined and sentenced for assault, F 12, 12:2

REMARK, FRANK E

Names Jessie Anguish in collection suit, N 7, 1:5; files judgment suit, Ag 4, 9:4

REMARK BROS HARDWARE STORE. See Jones, Paul

REMIX, MARIE

Brought to Akron from Detroit on forgery chg, Ag 9, 1:8; pleading not guilty, Jv 6, 10:1

REIFMS SOAP CO (Cleveland)

Philip Hinkle apptd recr, Ag 24, 3:4

REINSIG (Ringo) - LOTHIAN CO (Cleveland)

Bldg destroyed by fire, John Kinzy egressing, D 11, 1:7

RENNER, E C (Cleveland)

Held on payroll padding chg, S 26, 5:6

RENNER, GEORGE

Divorce petition answered by wife Mary, Jv 31, 7:4; sued by wife, F 1, 10:4; divorce granted to wife, Jv 3, 7:2

RENNER, WILLIAM (Canton)

Injured when auto overturns, Ag 5, 1:4

REINER BREWING CO

Wins verdict in appropriation suit against AC&F re co, Jr 8, 9:4

REINERS DEBEL OIL AND GAS CO

With others named in contract suit by Jonas King and Edward Garlow, accty asked, Jv 13, 3:6
RENSSALAER VALVE CO
Awarded conr for valve fittings for waterworks by bd of control, Jy 8, 2:5.

RENTS. See Real Estate

RENTSCHER, (REV), CATHERINE
Ohio supt affirms decision in assessment suit brought by Akron, Ohio, et al, My 28, 1:7; wins verdict, My 29, 10:4

RENZ, MARTIN (Ashtabula)
Missing, S 12, 12:1

REPEAL. See Alcoholic Liquors

REPELLE (REV), HARRY
Assigned pastor of Richfield ME ch, D 10, 5:2

REPLIQUE, RACHEL
Will filed, D 2, 12:2

REPTILES. See Snakes

REPUBLIC & STEEL CO
Lansingville plant breaks all pipe construction records during month of August, S 18, 8:4

REPUBLIC RUBBER CO (Youngstown)
Damaged by fire, N 23, 2:5

DIVD, Ag 3, 5:1

REPUBLICAN PARTY
See also Elections; subhead elections under given topics; names of party leaders, clubs and organs

URged to hold Ohio conv in Akron, My 18, 4:1

HAMILTON COUNTY
Chmn Stanley Struble defect state chmn Harry Daugherty to ousted him from repub party, Ag 28, 3:1

INDIANA
Successful outcome of primary election of delegates to natl conv cited in favor of system, ed, N 25, 4:2

LICKING COUNTY
Ten N H Taft delegates elected to state conv, My 29, 1:3

LUCAS COUNTY
County conv elects delegates supporting Theodore Roosevelt to state conv, My 24, 1:3

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Machine rule in election of delegates to natl conv criticized, ed, Ap 25, 4:1

NEW YORK
Primary law allowing voters to name delegates to state conv termed farce, ed, S 17, 4:1

OHIO
Candidacy for delegate to natl conv announced by Julius Fleischmann, Ja 11, 3:5

Reps from counties of 19th cong dist org to determine method of choosing Roosevelt delegates to natl conv, N 2, 1:3

Pres William Howard Taft opposes Walter F Brown as chmn of state central conv, N 2, 12:2

Call issued for meeting of state central conv to determine delegates to natl conv, My 21, 9:3

Petitions circulated to secure nomination of F A Seiberling and E B Leonard as delegates to natl conv from 19th dist, N 21, 1:5; endorsed, N 23, 1:8; Seiberling and Leonard announce candidacy, Ap 10, 1:6

Summit county Roosevelt club endorses Edwin Seedhouse delegate to natl conv from 19th dist, por, N 23, 1:8

Postponement of state conv favored, ed (Cools Dispatch), N 29, 4:4

Central conv criticized for use of steam roller tactics on voters, ed, Ap 1, 4:1

Central conv cancels plans for state conv, adopts Taft program, elects officers, Ap 1, 8:2

Selection of delegates to natl convention, Ap 2, 4:2

Rudolph D Hynicka announces withdrawal from party activity, Ap 3, 5:1

State conv decides to hold 24th and 26th sen dist conv in Akron, Ap 4, 1:1

Official call for conv issued by central conv, Ap 5, 2:4

Petitions for candidacy of Charles Brotherton for delegate to natl conv from 19th dist issued by det elections, N 17, 7:3

W J Buckey and 3 other delegates to natl conv from 19th dist endorsed as pledged to Col Roosevelt, N 8, 1:7; nominated, My 22, 2:1

Col Theodore Roosevelt wins 35 delegates, Pres Taft wins 10, My 22, 1:7

Delegates elected to natl conv from 20th dist listed, M 23, 2:3

H E Starkey elected delegate to natl convention from 19th dist, M 23, 2:3

Thirty-three counties hold conventions to select delegates to state convention, My 25, 1:6

Charles H Grossenver delegate from 11th dist to natl conv and 3 other dist delegates file expense acts, My 30, 5:3

Summary of business transacted at state conv, Je 3, 1:1

Pres N H Taft wins Ohio delegation to natl conv over Theodore Roosevelt, Je 4, 1:1

Central conv meets, Walter F Brown re-elected chmn, Je 4, 1:1; 1:3, 9:1; summary of meeting, Je 4, 9:4

UNITED STATES

Pennsylvania
State conv activities criticized, ed, My 4, 9:1

PORTAGE COUNTY
W J Backey announces candidacy for delegate to natl conv, F 26, 12:7

Call for conv issued My 25, My 2, 2:5

Conc delegates support Col Theodore Roosevelt, delegates to state convention named, My 27, 7:3

STARK COUNTY
Dr Harry A March and 16 others resign from cons in protest to order to support Taft, S 23, 12:2

SUMMIT COUNTY
C D Hale and Walter Nollinger file petitions for present committee, Ap 18, 9:4

Precinct delegates to conv to be elected at primary, My 3, 1:8

Ticket praised as best ever nominated, ed, My 22, 4:1

Roosevelt supporters control conv, My 25, 1:1

Conv names delegates to circuit judiciary and to state conv, My 27, 1:1

Selection of solid Roosevelt delegates to state conv approved, ed, My 27, 4:1

Central conv elects officers, Je 3, 1:3

C A Hale and Walter Nollinger elected members of state cong conv, Je 5, 10:1

Cost of primary receipts, Je 7, 1:4

Efforts of Summit county club to oust progressive members from central conv fails, S 11, 1:8

Central conv holds meeting, elects officers, C 16, 1:1

YOUNGSTOWN
Dissolution of Garfield repub club contemplated, N 18, 12:1

RESCH, CHARLES (Cubs)
Elected sheriff of Franklin county, N 9, 4:3

RESCUE MISSION, NORTH MAIN ST
Work and growth, feature article, D 18, 14:1

RESEARCH. See names of branches of research

RESERVORIES. See Water; names of projects and rivers

RESTORIES, NATURAL. See names of resources

RETAIL STORES & TRIBUNE
See also Business; names of firms

Plan proposed by Indianapolis Mayor Shank criticized, ed, F 23, 4:1

Akron stores sponsor Opportunity day, My 6, 1:4

Mail order cons opposed, ed (Toledo Blade), D 25, 4:5

Resolution endorsing 8-yr day passed by Youngstown merchants, D 30, 7:6

RETCHICHY, JOHN
Fined, sentenced to workhouse for beating wife, N 25, 3:2

RETCHICHY, ANNIE
Arrested for discharging firearms, N 25, 3:2
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RICHARDSON, JOHN
Robbed, Jy 19, 7:2
RICHARDSON, VERN J
Suicide, Jy 11, 9:4
RICHENBAUGH, JOHN (Toledo)
Killed by train, Jy 23, 12:4
RICHMOND, CLARENCE V T
Downfall cited, Amer clergy absolved of blame, ed, Ja 9, 9:1
RICHFIELD-OENT ROAD, See Roads
RICHMOND, G F
Speaks on Negro educ at First Presb ch, Ja 1, 2:4
RICHLAND COUNTY
History, feature article, My 17, 4:2
RICHARD, MATTHEW
Injured in fall from st car, My 10, 1:5
RIDGE, HENRY
Wins money suit brought by Elizabeth F Fleming, My 11, 5:4
RIDGE, CARL (Hudson)
Hardware store damaged by fire, F 26, 1:8
RIDGE AVENUE
Resideny petition council for repairs, S 10, 3:1
RIDGE, FRANCIS J
Divorce granted wife Minnie, F 13, 3:1
RIGGINS, J NO
Suited for divorce by wife Mary, Ag 7, 8:7; decree granted, S 27, 1:1
RIGGS, FRANK (Bowling Green)
Returns money when over paid for services to city, F 3, 2:4
RIGGERS (COUG), J M (Henry County)
Elected probate judge, N 9, 4:3
RIEHL, MILBIE J
Suits wife Mimi for divorce, D 20, 1:8
RIES, EDWARD
Arrested for passing forged check, Ja 14, 9:4
RIFFEN, H G
Motorcycle stolen, S 13, 1:4
RIFLE, ABBOTT, ARKON
Organized, My 11, 9:5; leases rifle range, Je 7, 1:2
RIGGLE, WILLIAM C
Names Melissa A Price in judgment suit, Ag 20, 1:8
RIGGS, RALPH (Youngstown)
Room robbed, D 14, 11:7
RILL, JACOB
Addresses Soc Settlement com, Ja 15, 1:2
RILEY, ALFRED E
Sued for divorce by wife Elsie, Jy 13, 3:3; Je 13, 5:7
RILEY, BURT (Reddy)
Found guilty of contributing to delinquency of Freda Grimes, F 13, 10:3
RILEY, CHARLES (Youngstown)
Fattly injured, daughter Eleanor Louise burned to death when fire destroys home, F 10, 5:3
RILEY, J B (Ravenna)
Injured when interurban car jumps track, Ag 2, 2:2
RILEY, JAMES (Cuyahoga Falls)
Fined for intoxication, Je 26, 7:1
RILEY, JOHN
Fined and sentenced to county infirmary on petit larceny chg, Ap 18, 14:4
RILEY, JOHN
Held on vagrancy chg, S 16, 7:3
RILEY, J M (Porter)
Supports family in spite of being blind, deaf, and speechless, feature article, Ja 30, 1:6
RIOLI, IGNAZIO
Loss appeal in Ohio sup ct, must serve life sentence imposed for shooting Mike Rastick, Ap 16, 5:1
RINTS, See Mob Violence; names of persons
RISDI, O P F
Amended petition filed in property suit by John W Kratz and others, Ja 18, 6:4
RISHEL, ELMER
Suit with others by Alta M Clay settled, Ja 16, 7:4
RITCIRE, SAM
Held on delinquency chg, F 26, 1:5
RITCHIE, DANIEL
Robbed, N 4, 7:1
RITT, CARL E (Cleveland)
Fattily burned when dress catches fire, F 5, 5:3
RITTBERGER, C J (Zanesville)
 Arrested on chg of adulterating food, Ap 24, 5:2
RITTER, CHARLES RAYMOND
Injured by falling saw stack, Mr 12, 1:6; dies, Mr 16, 11:2; funeral, Mr 18, 12:3
RITTER, STEVE
File for intoxication suspended, Mr 15, 18:1
RIVERS AND HARBOURS
See also Floods; Ships; names of rivers
Vincent S Stevens appointed delegate to natl congress by Gov Harmon, D 23, 9:1
Two hundred delegates appointed to natl congress by Gov Harmon, D 24, 4:7
RIZZOR, HENRY (Springfield)
Sentenced to penitentiary for shooting and wounding son, Ja 30, 10:3
ROACH, JESSE E
Placed on honor by warden of penitentiary, Ap 23, 2:3
ROADS
See also Ohio - Constitutional Conv; Traffic; Weather; names of roads
Insip made on Hudson rd by Summit county comrs, Ja 4, 5:6; improvements found satisfactory, Jv 1, 1:6; O 22, 12:2
Portage county comrs petitioned for brick rds, Ja 5, 12:2; improvement urged in address by Dan R Hanna, O 7, 7:4; Hanna pledges aid, O 25, 5:3; Kent citizens campaign for good

1912

RHODES, LEAH
Sued for judgment on notes by F B Richard, Ja 2, 1:4; loses verdict, Ap 10, 12:4
RHODES, LEE (Austinburg)
Fatally injured in saw mill destroyed by explosion, N 14, 12:2
RHODES, LILA H
Sued for divorce by wife Nancy, F 2, 1:7; decree granted, Ap 6, 2:6
RHODES, RALPH
Suicide, Ap 9, 12:1
RHODES, RALPH (Rhodes) (Ashtabula)
Sued for violating Rose liquor law, N 11, 5:3; granted stay of sentence, D 12, 12:4
RICH (OR), AUGUSTE (Marion)
Safe burglarized, Ja 16, 12:5
RICH (OR), GERMAN S (Marion)
Safe burglarized, Ja 16, 12:5
RICH (Youngstown)
Robbed, D 7, 5:3
RICE, B F
RICE, CHARLES W
Files appeal in suit against J D Gibson, Ap 30, 1:7; My 11, 1:5
RICE, HARRY M
Sued for divorce by wife Carrie C, D 4, 12:2
RICE, LOUISE
Suicide, Ag 23, 14:1
RICH (MRS), MARY (Cleveland)
Injured by auto, Ag 2, 13:4
RICHARDS, ALLEN
Divorce suit brought by wife Louise dismissed, Ap 30, 12:2
Named with Louise Richards in collection suit by John Stirling, My 7, 8:8
RICHARDS (MRS), ELIZABETH
RICHARDS, F B
Names Leah Rhodes in suit for judgment on notes, Ja 2, 1:4; granted default judgment, Ap 10, 12:4
RICHARDS, H V
Criticalizes N and W Hill st car service, 1tr, D 12, 3:3
RICHARDS, LEWIS
Injured in fall, D 9, 12:1
RICHARDS, LYLE (Cuyahoga Falls)
Injured in football scrimmage, N 19, 10:3
RICHARDS, VENTENIA L
Will filed for probate, O 2, 1:5
RICHARDSON, A P (Newark)
Injured in fall from roof of house, F 28, 1:1
RICHARDSON, EDITH
Bitten by dog, Ja 6, 2:1
RICHARDSON, E J (Ravenna)
Resigns as pres of council, Ja 24, 10:2
RHODES, Wm
Forfeited license to sell liquors, Ja 23, 3:2; promises to keep Theresa in school, Ja 24, 2:4
REICH, ESTHER
Petition in error in property suit against total co dismissed, F 8, 5:1; Toses verdict, Ap 16, 1:7
REICHLETP, DOLLIE
Will probated, Ja 8, 10:2
REED, JACOB
Names C Newsham in collection suit, F 20, 2:5
REUTER, FREDERICK
Sued for divorce by wife Eliza Bell, Ja 21, 8:2; wife testifies, Ag 6, 1:8
REYNOLDS, MILDRED
Arrested on non-support chg, Ja 28, 8:8
REYNOLDS, JAMES BROWD
Praised for soc service work, por, ed, Ja 25, 1:5
REYNOLDS, RUTH
Criminal attack attempted by unknown assailant, Philip Prestia wounded in rescue, Ag 17, 1:1
REYNOLDS, J H (Norwalk)
Held on chg of contributing to delinquency of Grace Garver, N 22, 8:2
RHINEHART, CHAUNCEY (Ravenna)
Sued for selling short weight potatoes, N 16, 9:2
RHINEHART, 0 F
Held for Mt Gilead authorities on non-support chg, F 7, 10:3
RHINEMILLER, JOHN (Union)
Killed in train-buggy collision, Ja 11, 5:3
RHODES, FRED
Death, N 29, 1:3; funeral, N 30, 3:4
RHODES, OLIVER S
Sued by wife Marie D for divorce, Ap 6, 1:6; decree granted, S 25, 1:8
RHODES, DALE (LaRue)
Fatally injured in train-auto collision, N 26, 12:3
RHODESBURGH (OR), N F (Barberton)
Appointed member of library bd, Ja 9, 10:3
RHODES (Tallemedoge)
Res damaged by fire, My 10, 12:2
RHODES, CHARLES
Suze John Nagy and 2 others for judgment on note, Ja 10, 12:7
RHODES, FRANK (Cleveland)
Sentenced to workhouse on adultury chg, Ag 5, 2:4
2012
ROADS (cont)
Improvement plans outlined by State Highway Comm. on N 20, 20:13.
Inter-county system proposed for legs approval, D 23, 8:13; ed, D 27, 4:13.
ROADS ASSN, GOOD, PORTAGE COUNTY Memberships show enthusiasm at last meeting, N 1, 5:1.
ROADS FED, GOOD, OHIO
Elections officers to hold 18, 7:1.
Legs cos studies proposed blis for improvement of Ohio rds, D 28, 4:13.
ROBBERIES

Note: Only first stories are carried here. Follow up stories are indexed under names of persons involved.

See also Assaults; Fraud; Murders; specific types of frauds as Embezzlements, etc

AKRON
Benjamin Erwin chickens, Charles Willis and Fred Bolle held, J 1, 3:17.
C Bateman, Ja 2, 1:2.
Elsie Buskirk confesses, fine suspended, J 2, 1:2.
Harry Hess and Andrew Lilly fined for chicken theft, J 2, 1:2.
Moyer's saloon, J 2, 1:5.
E W Rockwell, J 2, 1:7.
Robert Pringle chickens, J 2, 1:7.
Les Sarbinski chickens, J 2, 1:7.
Rose Bemont, Charles Darolf fined, J 2, 3:7.
Erle rr to freight trains, Jay White held, J 10, 1:6; Park Davidson and Ero Liles held, D 5, 14:4; John Kossencher held, D 16, 9:3.
Groover Reip, James E Myers held, J 15, 8:2.
Jacob Nobil's shoe store, J 18, 3:7.
Dillon Smith and Joseph Stassenke, Marvin McNellin held, J 21, 1:6.
Charlie Youn laundry, J 23, 8:1.
Mrs Thomas's grocery, J 24, 10:4.
Fred W Albrecht Grocery co store No 5 E Market st, J 24, 10:4.
F M Frye and Ernest R Hawk rooms, J 25, 1:8.
Day Drug co store 387 Maple st, J 25, 10:3.
S R Stocker chickens, J 25, 10:5.

PATROON
Philip Alderfer's pockets picked, F 1, 10:3.
J P Hale and 2 other jewelry stores, Arthur Demrai (John Sweeney) and Robert Peters held, F 3, 1:7.
Rose Masino room, F 9, 1:5.
James Collins held, F 10, 3:2.
H E Williams res, F 10, 3:3.
Thomas Kelly's and 2 other rooms, Ed Rayder sought, J 12, 1:3.
Jacob Krupa sentenced, F 14, 1:4.
Frank Miller sentenced, F 14, 1:4.
James (Joseph) Vail sentenced, F 14, 1:7.
Angelo Piccin disembowed, F 19, 1:9.
Howard Ward held, F 19, 3:7.
Frank Miller convicted to Ohio State reformatory, F 20, 12:5.
Fred H semblance sentenced suspended, F 20, 12:6.
N Jay Fiwale fined, F 21, 12:3.
Fred Swiftser held, F 22, 7:2.
James Havelfin held, F 22, 7:2.
Frank Folt held on chg of receiving stolen property, F 23, 11:3.
George Scanlon arrested, F 24, 1:1.
Harry Peters pleads guilty to diamond theft, F 24, 7:4.
Mrs Schreiner chickens, F 26, 1:7.
B B Cochran, F 26, 12:1.
Michael Muck sentenced, F 26, 8:2.
Leonard Seidell held, F 29, 12:3.
Andrew Tilly and John O'Toole fined, H 4, 3:3.
James Burchard fined and sentenced, H 5, 8:3.
Martin Segerly held, H 5, 10:2.
H W Welch, Jack Bremer held, H 6, 5:1.
Alfred Cloasure held, H 7, 10:1.
Elmer and Robert Smith held, H 8, 13:5.
Rada Manovelow held, H 11, 10:3.
Robert Samuels arrested, H 13, 1:3.
Richard Baumkin arrested, H 13, 1:3.
Carl Knight arrested, H 13, 1:3.
Charles Bowers arrested, H 13, 1:3.
Bernard and Tony Yozak arrested, H 13, 1:3.
George Bender, Frank Ryn held and sentenced, H 14, 7:3.
Alexander Quinn fined and sentenced, H 14, 7:6.
Timothy Drescol fined and sentenced, H 14, 7:6.
Mrs Hannah Greenwood, Vianetta Hayes held, H 18, 10:1.
Harry Dorgan, H 20, 10:1.
Edward E Walton jr resulted in Boys' Indus school, H 21, 2:3.
Kasch roofing co, Charles Edward Douglass held, H 21, 10:5.
Carl Hauer sentenced, H 23, 10:5.
Ed Caslick held, H 25, 3:2.
Ed Eslick discharged, H 26, 10:2.
Harman Davis, John Smith held, H 30, 12:1.

AKRON (cont)
Harry Forshey sentence suspended, Ap 8, 10:3.
Frank Lessick fined and sentenced, My 1, 5:3.
Mrs F J Heise res arrest, My 6, 1:3.
Altzof Graham arrested, My 8, 2:7.
Albert Bisch and 2 others held, My 15, 2:7.
Patrick McClure held, My 15, 2:8.
William Brown held, My 15, 2:8.
George Brown bound to grand jury, My 18, 16:6.
C E Falar res arrest, My 21, 1:1.
George Thorne held, My 25, 13:4.
Earl Ryland held, My 29, 1:5.
Sherbin Ball sentenced for horse theft, My 31, 14:3.
John Zirace beaten and robbed, Ja 1, 8:5.
Jacob Schroeder bicycle, Thomas Janus held, Ja 5, 1:6.
Clarence Lieb sentenced, Ja 5, 10:3.
George Gallahan and Pat McCaugh fined, Ja 6, 12:6.
Charles W Bowers and brother Chester res, Ja 11, 14:5.
Friend Wink bicycle, Ja 12, 7:5.
Lester B Hadox res, Ja 13, 1:4.
Maurice Kolb store, Charles Jackson held, Ja 13, 2:7.
Griner Art store, Ja 14, 7:1.
Clarence Scott arrested, Ja 18, 8:1.
Willa Botwick held, Ja 19, 12:5.
City hall relics, Ja 20, 1:4.
Policeman badge, Ja 20, 1:4.
Mrs Jennie Kahn store, John Dolan and Joseph Klinman held, Ja 22, 3:7.
Augustus LaCroix barn arrest, Ja 25, 1:4.
W Byrner tools, Ja 25, 1:4.
Akron Scrap iron co and John Kuhl and George Veas held, Ja 29, 2:2.
William Goodwin, Charles Foster held, Ja 29, 2:2.
ROBBERIES (cont)

1912

Dan Gouger huggy looted, Jy 1, 5:5
Elder Dougherty, Jy 6, 8:3
Harry Crooks held, Jy 9, 8:6
John kay and Clark Kyle sentenced, Jy 8, 9:1
Earl Parker auto looted, Jy 13, 10:4
A Gross horse, John Way held, Jy 16, 12:4
George Ruge dispossessed, Jy 18, 12:3
John Richardson, Jy 19, 12:3
William Faylor bound to grand jury, Jy 19, 10:7
City dog pound, Jy 24, 7:3
Lewis Kirby and Charles Cline bound to grand jury, Jy 25, 10:2
Svetozar Opruc held, Jy 27, 8:3
Gridiron restaurant, George B Ketter held, Ag 1, 12:1
J C Rake, Ag 9, 14:3
D H Baker room, Ag 9, 14:3
William Hunt concrete mixer engines looted, Ag 9, 14:3
E N Harrick suitcase, Ag 20, 12:2
Emery Haag tools, Ag 20, 12:3
Frank Ahern, John Gurland (Gispingen) held, Ag 24, 8:1
Lewis A Good bound to common pleas ct for possession of stolen goods, Ag 28, 3:3
Mrs James Thomas, William Hainesworth held, Ag 29, 10:7
John Mihm sentenced, Ag 31, 12:2
Settlement band instruments, S 2, 1:6
Peter Hub and Joe Frank rooms, S 2, 3:5
Goodyear Tire & Rubber co office, S 2, 5:1
plant attempt, Harry Duques and Otto Yeager held, O 11, 1:3
Ralph Allston sentenced, S 3, 7:1
Philip Wagner motorcycle, S 4, 2:3
Elmer Campbell room, S 4, 2:3
L A Kear room, S 5, 1:3
Charles Scaife auto, S 11, 3:2
Clarence Smith fined, S 12, 10:3
H G Ritten motorcycle, S 13, 1:4
W S Creamer auto, S 13, 1:4
Mrs A Hassaf, John Burns held, S 43, 1:7
Charles Block fined, S 13, 18:2
Steve Torson fined, S 16, 7:2
Harry Streeter arrested, S 16, 7:3
Eugene Reese held, S 18, 2:1
Mrs Nancy Edwards res, Ernest Alvord sentenced, S 19, 1:3
M Brown horse, Walter Lyons held, S 21, 1:4
Setzelrning Farm, Labona Marino and Vetro Berrini held, S 23, 1:4
Joseph Penley and Ernest Randall to common pleas ct, S 23, 12:1
John Backer sentenced, S 26, 2:2
Gus Felles race horse, S 30, 2:4
Thomas Jullius arrested, S 30, 3:4
Harry Hudson arrested, O 2, 1:2

ROBBERIES - AURON (cont)

1912

Normal Zeigler sentenced, O 3, 2:5
Lawrence Warnier sentenced, O 3, 2:5
C W Walsh res, O 5, 1:2
William Brunner and Louis Dico arrested, O 7, 2:5
Paul and Donald Long held for driving rig without owner's consent, O 11, 2:3
George Hunsack held, O 12, 2:5
Samuel Walker and Arthur Dent held, O 15, 10:1
M E Tucker motorcycle, O 15, 14:5
Harry Carle held, O 16, 10:1
Laura Smith bound to grand jury, O 17, 14:1
James Drummond and Charles Beck held, O 17, 14:2
H T Peck auto looted, O 21, 1:6
William George, Charles Nader held, O 21, 12:3
F H Trees res attempt, O 22, 1:7
Charles Morgan, Charles Nobile and Fred Bennett held, O 28, 1:3
George Kueber attt, Henry Schaefer and Martin Shunk fined, O 29, 5:3
William Gart (Garry) and Roy Walker plead guilty, O 30, 7:6
E E Leonard auto looted, O 31, 1:2
Daniel Ritchie, N 4, 7:1
W D Dean, N 4, 7:1
Thomas Bower, N 4, 7:1
Sam Pitlick, San Veneri fined, N 6, 2:2
John Franklin attempt, Mike Nelson held, N 11, 1:3
Steve Siepzen res suspended, N 14, 5:3
Charles Klime sentenced, N 14, 16:3
Harry Dunphy indicted, N 16, 12:4
Albert F (Red) Winger indicted, N 16, 12:4
Jack Flynn (William Stullenger) convicted, N 20, 12:5
Ray Fisher, N 21, 9:4
George Burton sentenced, N 25, 5:1
William Meyers held, N 26, 1:3
Guy Scott arraigned, N 27, 3:4
Elmer C Shawley salmon, Fred Kranich held, N 29, 16:6
H C Lowther ferrets, Albert Himes and 2 others arrested, N 29, 10:1
Tom Haines, Lloyd Dixon held, N 29, 10:1
A D Kissel res, N 30, 9:1
Charles Hics and Carl Hauhs arrested, N 30, 12:6
Mayer Abraham and 2 others held, N 30, 12:6
Frank Allan, Lillian Bramble held, D 2, 9:4
John Duayian res, D 2, 12:1
Svetozar Opruc sentenced, D 3, 5:6
H R Clark and George Henry, D 4, 7:5
T L Leary held, D 5, 1:7
Boyd Mills, D 6, 1:4
William Stagg, D 7, 1:6

ROBBERIES - BAKERSFIELD (cont)

1912

C M Baxter beaten and robbed, Robert F Miller and Dick White sought, D 9, 1:6
Emerson Hunt, Howard Donnelly sought, D 9, 5:2
Rose Smith arrested, D 9, 12:4
Robert L Miller pleads not guilty to grand larceny, D 10, 1:2
Richard A White pleads not guilty to grand larceny and assault and battery, D 10, 1:2
James Holland, San Marino held, D 11, 7:6
E S Stassen res, D 11, 12:1
David Kenney room, D 11, 12:1
E L Clark, H O Hicks held, D 12, 5:1
G J Hower res, Emerald Dennison and Clarence Hauer held, D 13, 5:1
George Greenwald auto, D 14, 11:6
Vincent Frankl's barbershop, D 16, 9:3
John Miller, D 16, 9:3
A G Teeple auto, Floyd McPherson and 2 others held, D 16, 1:3
Mrs E G Berglund chickens, D 18, 1:5
James L Brown held, D 19, 7:1
Frank Bankbury bound to grand jury, D 19, 14:1
Ferdinand Amend shop, D 20, 1:3
M E Porter huggy looted, D 24, 5:1
H Jackson s Sun wagon and horse, D 25, 1:8
Jackson Nickles fined, D 28, 8:7
Arthur Martin arrested, D 30, 8:4

ALLIANCE

P J Albert res, Ja 4, 8:4
Rev Jacob Baker, Ag 23, 12:3

ASHLAND

Frank G Downs' jewelry store, M 27, 6:7

ASHATUBA

Charles Crosby res, S 4, 2:5
Rosenblatt's Clothing store, S 4, 2:5
L W Robinson res, O 2, 7:5
J W Mack, D 27, 11:5
Mrs F C Simpson, Edwin Welser sought, O 30, 8:1

BARBERTON

Emore and Hazel Olson held, F 8, 10:4
Mrs Alice Vincent chap with ree sheep stolen property, F 10, 3:3
Johnson Hardware co, F 12, 10:3
George Henderson arrested, M 2, 8:5
car Hupp fined, M 8, 19:1
James Mezaros fined, Ap 1, 10:1
John Vocovitch, Ap 24, 8:1
John Stull sentenced, M 29, 2:4
Simon Beech horse and rig, Je 3, 5:2
John Foley suitcase, George Sencors held, S 17, 12:1
Barberton Hardware store attempt, Leo Burke and Lloyd Hout held, S 26, 7:3

BATH

Bed Mills farm, Jack Rosenheld held, D 11, 1:1

BEREA

Berea bank, M 22, 1:8
Mrs Wilton Fins, D 18, 7:4

BLANDARD

Po, Harry Hull sought, Jy 30, 1:2

BOWLING GREEN

W F Smith jewelry store, Charles Walsh and Frank Johnson held, Jy 13, 8:3

BUTLER

Po, Jy 20, 9:1

CANAL FULTON

Rose Young held, S 25, 5:2

CANFIELD

Farmers Natl bank attempt, F 16, 11:2

CANTON

Harry Huberick res, Ja 31, 11:7
Lloyd shoe store, Ag 5, 1:6
Mrs Charles M Zollinger res, Ag 5, 12:3
Edward Bachert Loan bank, Ag 5, 3:4
Arthur Curry held, Ag 10, 9:3

CAUSE AND PREVENTION

John A Allen drafts bill to make auto theft a penalty offense, Cola, O 20, 5:6
St lighting declared aid to robbers, Ashatubula, N 7, 9:1
Stricter laws governing Samurai urged, Ag, O 16, 4:1

CYSUS McCann res, N 5, 12:2
Nicholas Blairs fined, N 18, 5:2
Jud Hamer dog, N 11, 5:3
Mike Miskiatlcy, Martin Anderson and Carrie White held, N 18, 5:1
Lawref Scandion fined, N 18, 5:2
Mrs John Maskos fined, N 18, 5:2
George Burt dog, N 21, 7:3
Dan F Thomas jewelry store, John Bell held, O 16, 9:8
Clarence and Hershel Givenshurt arrested, O 17, 9:5.
1912

CROWNVILLE
Po, 2 unnamed suspects arrested, N 27, 7:4

GUY FALLS
Fm of Sparta store, N 19, 2:5
Harvey Garber bicycle, Ap 30, 16:2
Howard Kleine and 3 others held, W 1, 2:3
B F Phillips res, W 7, 7:5
C M Walsh res, W 7, 7:5
T J Polon res, W 19, 9:1
C A Parker chicken house, N 19, 10:3

DAMASCUS
Albert Cattrell chicken coop, S 7, 8:7

DANVILLE
Marion Carpenter attempt, D 11, 8:3

DAYTON
Holy Rosary ch, N 7, 8:5
D T Benbow res, N 7, 8:5
Dr E P Clements beaten and robbed, Ap 6, 3:1
Bart Vincent sentenced, D 4, 3:4

DOYLESTOWN
Mrs W E Cline chickens, Ap 30, 3:3

EAST SPARTA
W C Miller and D & O rr station, Ja 2, 6:5

EMPIRE
James Stone store, F 27, 1:8

EVANSPORT
T E Snyder store, O 5, 2:3

FAIRHAVEN
W H Snyder chicken coop, Ja 27, 6:7

FOSTORIA
L J Eschelman and J Brown res, F 15, 3:3
Farmers' Banking co attempt, My 23, 12:4

FREEPORT
Po and Freedom station, Ap 24, 5:2
Boswell store, Ap 24, 5:2

FREMONT
Ed Snyder res, W 8, 5:4

GIBSONSBURG
Po, Je 15, 1:7
William Reineck blacksmith shop, Je 15, 1:7
Mrs Henry Sandor barn, Je 15, 1:7

GRANVILLE
Fred Button jewelry store, J 28, 12:4

HAMILTON
John Lannehan held in saloon hold-up, F 19, 3:3

HARRISON
Po, My 21, 12:5

Hudson
Frederick Case horse and buggy, W 22, 1:7

HURON
Po, W 22, 1:7
Emmanuel Smith horses, Ap 6, 3:2

JENKINS
Vincent Dumbraksky res, William Eighler held, N 18, 3:3

KENT
Frank (Croskey) Booksley held, Ap 30, 7:3
Walter Wood held, My 16, 7:2
Henry Shuman barn, Ag 3, 1:6
A J Showalter res attempt, O 9, 12:1
Lefty Davis and 2 others held, O 24, 8:5

LAKE SHORE
Albert Kolb saloon, Jy 13, 2:4

LAKESIDE
Po, Jy 5, 8:2

LANCASTER
Excelsior laundry, Ap 13, 3:7

LENOX TWP
C S Welzer, Edwin Welzer sought, D 30, 8:2

LIMA
Christ's Episcopal and United Brethren chm, F 20, 2:2
Mrs William Jones res, Ap 15, 5:1
Earl Marshall res, O 5, 9:7

MCCUTCHEON
Po, Je 17, 12:3

MARION
Mrs Auguste and Herman S Ruh office, Je 16, 12:5
Samuel Bader, My 17, 10:2
Lawler Bros grocery, O 22, 1:3

MASCILLON
Hattie and Eva English res, Ja 5, 10:3
Massillon State hosp barn, Ja 25, 7:4
S R Weirich res, D 28, 3:5

NEWARK
Johnson Junk shop attempt, W 27, 1:4
Wells Saloon attempt, W 27, 1:4
Jones mill, N 27, 1:4
Hulsizer mills, W 27, 1:4
T L Davis store, Ap 5, 2:2
George Clarke, 2 gypsy women arrested, Ag 1, 8:3
Charles Schmid saloon, Ag 2, 5:1
Ray Soulleret sentence, O 8, 8:3

NEWCOMERSTOWN
Express office, O 10, 1:6

YOUNGBURG
John Stanbrough chicken coop attempt, O 18, 13:5

NIAGARA
Hale RR co office, Ja 13, 7:3
Lake Shore RR co office, Ja 13, 7:3

NOVELTY
Alvin Russell rig, Ja 26, 10:2
Po and store of V A Herrick, Ja 26, 10:2

OAK HILL
Oak Hill Savings Bank, April, 1:3

OBERLIN
August Straus, O 14, 5:3

ORENT
Po, N 16, 1:8

OSWABURG
Po, Ja 19, 10:1

PAINESVILLE
Mrs A M Sumner res, M 27, 1:2

PEMBROKE
Henry Snider and Edward Binn, D 25, 2:2

PEPPIE 
Po attempt toiled by Mrs E A Bingham, Ap 10, 6:3
ROBBERS (cont)

RAVENNA
Joe Jannette sentenced, Ju 12, 7:2
Joe Eichholt, F Narenski and Joe Nallnower held, F 2, 10:7
George Wallin held, S 22, 10:1

NEW RICHMOND
Ur Philip Kennedy res, N 27, 1:4

ST CLAIRSVILLE
Po, My 21, 1:2

SANDUSKY
F E Brightman res attempt, David Kibler shot and killed, F 16, 2:2
Norman Yetter sentenced, Ju 13, 2:4
Harry Dohm (Harry Wilson) arrested, Ag 9, 7:6

SAYRE
Po, 2 unnamed suspects arrested, N 27, 7:4

SEVILLE
Po, Ap 12, 1:6; S 26, 9:4
Al Kopps horse and buggy, Ap 12, 1:6
M A Fallor horses, Ap 12, 1:8

SILVER LAKE
Tents and cottages looted, Ag 23, 1:1
F A McCuskey pockets picked, S 2, 3:6

SINKERTOWN
William Haver res, unnamed man held, D 28, 2:5

SPRINGFIELD LAKE
Samuel Hagen res, Ag 23, 1:3
Mrs A Spencer res, Ag 23, 1:3
Otto Cisauler res, Ag 23, 1:3
D L Linell res, Ag 23, 1:3

STIRLING
Sterling Elevator co, George Phillips held, Ja 10, 8:3

STEUBENVILLE
Wm Bristonovic, S 29, 8:3

TALLMADGE
B A Thomas, horse and harness, Ja 19, 16:2
William Newport buggy, Ja 26, 9:2
D Thomas horse, Ja 26, 9:2

TENNISVILLE
Po, N 8, 1:7

TOLEDO
Harry Cannon sentenced, Ja 13, 7:5
Dr G B Booth res, Ja 20, 9:1

1912 ROBBERIES

UNIONTOWN
 Stores looted, gypsies held, Ag 30, 18:1

VENICE
Po attempt, D 8, 2:5

VERMILLION
Po and 2 stores, Ju 26, 15:7

WADSWORTH
Ben Tama suspect, Clarence Siles missing, Ap 22, 12:2
Nolf Bros jewelry shop, D 30, 12:1
Isaac Gislinger grocery store, D 30, 12:1

WARREN
Levi Spieker res robbed and damaged by fire, L 17, 5:4

WASHINGTON
H W Seagraves res, N 21, 12:4

WARREN
Burkhardt Brewing co, My 11, 1:6
Harter Grocery co, My 27, 3:2
Smith grocery store, Ju 21, 15:5; Ju 29, 10:1; Ag 14, 1:1
Abe Haupley arrested for chicken thief, D 12, 7:3

WINTON
Farmers bank attempt, ju 26, 1:5

WOODSTOCK
Arthur Jones and 2 others sentenced, Je 3, 3:2

YOUNGSTOWN
Dr G H Lyndon office, F 23, 5:1
Wells Fargo Express, Joseph J Jackson held, H 2, 1:5
Mrs Peter Tregg attempt, H 12, 13:2
Adams Express co attempt, James Stein shot, N 14, 7:6
Mrs W J Murray res, Ja 20, 12:3
Cox and Higgins saloon, Ja 29, 3:5
Steve Bagalas saloon attempt, John Schloss shot and wounded, Ag 5, 12:3
Elks club, Albert E Martin held, Ag 16, 13:3
Ensign & Greager store attempt, Andrew Stepka held, S 16, 9:5
Sabin restaurant, unnamed suspect held, S 29, 7:5
George Meade beaten and robbed, S 26, 9:4
Robert Holliday res attempt, John Sullivan killed, D 9, 2:3
Dan Smith, Joe McConnell sought, D 16, 5:3
Jno Coudon auto found destroyed by fire, H W Hiller held, D 16, 5:4

ZANESVILLE
Independent Five and Ten Cent store, Ju 15, 7:1

ROBBERS - YOUNGSTOWN

Jaco Eidelman, D 25, 12:2
Frank Ligas, N 19, 5:3
Knew Tison held, N 21, 12:4
James Hanlin arrested, N 30, 12:3
Ralph Riggs room, D 14, 11:7

ROBBERS - ZANESVILLE

Independent Five and Ten Cent store, Ap 15, 5:1

ROBBERS (NR & WRS), PETER
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, Ja 29, 3:8
ROBERG, ROLAND
Crows, F 16, 1:4
ROBERTS, DAVID E (Gallopola)
Condemns conditions at Boys' Indus school, F 9, 10:2
Apart chief of police by Mayor Cadet, Ap 3, 6:3; Ap 5, 8:1
ROBERTS, FRANK (Jefferson)
Names Alfred Burrell and 6 others in damage suit, D 16, 12:2
ROBERTS, FRANK C
Named with others in judgment suit by Summit Land & Big 4 co, N 29, 10:5
ROBERTS, JOHN J (Merton)
Named in settlement of affections suit brought by Thomas S Smith, N 25, 7:2
ROBERTS, JOHN K (Lancaster)
Captured after escape from Boys' Indus school, D 16, 14:2
ROBERTSON, JOHN J AND W A (Hadnenn)
Hardware store destroyed by fire, Ja 20, 11:1
ROBERTSON, LIONEL O
Named by Hugh M Eaton in property suit, Ap 23, 14:1
ROBERTSON, TERRY (Harvey'sburg)
Accidentally shot and wounded by Herbert Banks, Ju 30, 10:3
ROBIEAU, LOUIS (Oak Harbor)
Killed in train-buggy collision, H 6, 1:4; H 7, 11:8
ROBINETTE, JOHN (Hulsonville)
Fataley injured by train, S 9, 2:4
ROBIN, GEORGE BIRD
ROBINSON, ALBERT (Cuy Falls)
Bitten by dog, My 4, 9:4
ROBINSON, BENJAMIN
Sued for divorce by wife Grace, My 14, 11:5; decree granted, S 24, 3:2
ROBINSON, CLEMET (Barberton)
Relates early history of City, D 12, 9:3
ROBINSON, DANIEL (Niles)
Names Patrolman Pete Scarcenella in personal injury suit, N 16, 2:8

ROBINSON, JAMES
Trial begins in local option election fraud, N 5, 10:1; 10:2; sentenced, Ju 23, 7:1
ROBINSON, HARRY
Named in settlement suit by Edward P Otto, N 17, 1:2
ROBINSON, HARRY A
With Charles T Toman named by Alfred M Wilson in collection suit, S 7, 2:5
ROBINSON, J (Conway, Penna)
Injured in train wreck, Ap 30, 1:6
ROBINSON, J A (Cuy Falls)
Burned when molten metal explodes, My 23, 7:6
ROBINSON, JAMES (Cuy Falls)
Held in cutting of Ben Jones, Ju 31, 1:1
ROBINSON, JAMES A
Names NITAL co in service complaint, Ap 12, 15:6
ROBINSON, JAMES H
With Mary Ethel Robinson placed in care of relatives, My 10, 1:6
ROBINSON, JOHN CINTI
Assigns assets in favor of creditors, Ap 27, 7:1
ROBINSON, L M (Ashburbia)
Res robbed, O 2, 7:5
ROBINSON, LOUIS
Divorce granted wife Manauna, Ja 12, 3:4
ROBINSON, M S
With 3 others named in property title suit by Harry L Homedieu, Ja 26, 12:5
ROBINSON, MARGARET J
Estate named in real estate suit by Melba T Jones, N 20, 8:2
ROBINSON (MRS), MARY
Suicide, F 5, 14:3
ROBINSON, ORA W (Merton)
Killed by train, S 12, 3:5
ROBINSON CLAY PRODUCTS CO
Buys warehouse site in Buffalo (NY), Ja 22, 12:3
Merger with Amer Sewar Pipe co and 3 other clay products firms, My 17, 1:8
Denny's purchase of plant by Goodyear Tires & Rubber co, N 15, 1:7
ROBINSON GRAY SCHOOL
Constr delayed by cold weather, Ja 16, 7:4; bd of ed extends constr time at request of Diamond Const co, Ag 22, 3:4; Diamond Const co contr cancelled, S 14, 1:8; awarded to George W Carmichael co, S 18, 7:5; contr for gas fixtures awarded to Akron Chandelier and Lighting co, N 27, 2:3
ROCCO, ELIZABETH (Canton)
Named with Joseph, Rose, and Thomas Rocco in collection suit by Ohio liquor tax dept, Ag 24, 5:3
ROCHIS (NR & WRS), CHARLES (Cuy Falls)
Injured in at car-buggy collision, S 4, 2:1
ROCKFELLER, JOHN D (Clay).
Denotes fund to aid dept of W.R., Ja 1, 1:5
Files personal tax returns, Ja 4, 8:3

ROCKFELLER (JUDGE), DAVID L
Resigns as sup of Ohio Bldg and Loan Inspect dept, D 18, 1:2; D 20, 4:4

ROCKFELLER (PROS), FRANK J
Opposes third party in Summit county unalienated election, Ag 10, 1:7

ROCKFELLER (MAYOR), FRANK W

ANECTIONS
Opposes extension of city limits, Ap 23, 1:3

APPOINTMENTS
Charles W Dickenson clerk of muncit, Ja 8, 3:5
Dr E S Underwood physician to Fire dept, Jr
A W Jones physician to dept of Pub Charities,
John G Frank & G S Ward school bnch bd,
Frank Boss clerk & Dr Harry Todd physician to Police dept, W J Nye Inspect of Liby,
R M Pelmore and Dov F Stein members Bd of
Control, Lillian Schaeck stenographer to Bldg
dept, Ja 8, 3:5
H G Goodwin Bldg-Insp and H D Davis Elec insp,
Ja 9, 3:5
Delegates to muncit conf at Coa, Ja 10, 8:4
Joseph W Gehres city anne, Ja 11, 3:7
W A Owens chief clerk of dept of Purchase,
Const and Repair, F 13, 1:7
Com to investigate proposed establishment of
Municipal lodging house and wkhous, N 27, 1:1

CIVIL LIBERTIES
Issues order forbidding meetings and paddling
on downtown streets on Saturday, S 3, 10:1;
ed, S 4, 4:1; order protested as unfair,
Ftr, S 5, 2:4; S 6, 1:2; issues ultimatum
prohibiting st orations, grants Salvation
army permission to hold meeting outside
restricted dist, S 7, 2:2; accuses Salvation
Army Staff-capt Trevor of inciting resistance
to police authority, Ftr, S 10, 2:5

CURFEWS
Ord passed by council over veto, Jy 23, 3:2;
council criticized for asking impeachment
for failure to enforce ord, Ftr, O 4, 4:1;
returns Council resolution demanding enforce-
ment unsigned, D 4, 10:1; states position,
D 13, 1:1

FINANCES
Warrants of pending service collapse unless new
funds are raised, O 2, 1:1
Calls special meeting of council to authorize
popular vote to avoid city bankruptcy, O 3,
1:1

FIRE DEPT
Circuit court to act on bond ord for purchase
of fire fighting apparatus, N 26, 1:1; O 2,
12:1; order criticized for holding up ord,
O 11, 1:3; passage favored, O 13, 1:1
Asks grand jury investigation of bribery chgs
made by Fire Chief Hertz against E A
Wilkinson, O 19, 1:1

GAS
Signs resolution providing investigation of
possible purchase of Akron Gas by city,
believes undertaking hazardous, O 17, 1:1

GENERAL
Takes office as mayor, Ja 1, 1:8
Elected pres of League of Municipalities at
Cols conv, Ja 25, 10:2
With others petitions council to purchase
land in Cuyahoga for pk purposes, F 13,
1:6
Favors Theodore Roosevelt for pres, F 24, 12:4
Criticized for not setting aside day for
spring cleaning, ed, Ap 24, 4:1
Seeks site for rel of battleship Maine,
O 27, 8:3
Gives receipt on subscriptions for Mississippi
Valley flood victims, Jy 5, 2:4; Ag 19, 3:4
Orders strict enforcement of ord prohibiting
growth of weeds, Ag 16, 1:6
Favors woman suffrage, Ag 23, 1:7
Asks by half irrigation Cong to send delegates
to conv, S 18, 2:5
Sans indecent motion pictures, D 11, 2:4
Investigates complaints against st ro equip-
ment and service, O 19, 1:7

HEALTH
Discusses deficiencies of bd of health, asks
for larger contagious diseases hospital at
Charity Orphans' conv, N 13, 2:3

LABOR
Asks by GL nmt to halt local mt's efforts to
flood labor wk, Wh 6, 1:1, Wh 9, 9:4

MARKETS AND MARKETING
Criticizes bd of health for requiring farmers
to obtain permits to sell produce, Ja 23, 1:5
Favors establishing open market, N 9, 10:3

POLITICS AND GOVT
Asks resignation of city solicitor Joseph
Sherbondy, Ja 18, 1:2
Urges adoption of com form of govt, por,
S 6, 1:1
Prepared for leadership in advocating modern
city charter, ed, S 7, 4:1
Advisory commission for prejudice criticism, ed, N 25, 4:1

PROCLAMATIONS
Notices day, My 10, 1:6
Urges observance of flag day, Ja 10, 2:1
Ja 12, 5:1

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Cites need for new jail and city hall build-
ings, Ag 27, 10:2; calls special meeting of
council to consider purchase of site, S 17,
1:6

WATERWORKS
Urges passage of water plant bond issue, My 3,
15:5

SALOONS
Orders Police Chief Durkin to enforce laws,
F 3, 1:7
Verbally attacked by Councilman Shaw for fail-
ure to enforce music ord, N 21, 9:1; returns
resolution demanding enforcement to council
unsigned, D 4, 10:1; states position, D 13,
1:1

SEWERS AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL
Advocates constr of new sewers in S Akron,
My 7, 1:7; denies making request for state
bd of health approval for constr of sewage
plant, My 7, 1:8; criticizes decision on
method of disposal, new hearing requested,
Ftr, Jy 27, 1:1; requests new conv on pro-
posed combination garbage and sewage plan,
Ag 2, 1:3; urges bd to reconsider plan,
Ag 10, 11:3; withdraws plans of Hopkins-Mallack system from state bd, O 24,
1:7

STREET RYS
Requests NOTAL co to improve service on loop
line, O 18, 1:6

STREETS
Explains why paving of E Market st may be
delayed, seeks pub expression of sentiment,
Ag 3, 1:4
Calls special session of council to consider
paving and lighting ord, S 17, 1:6; signs
light ord, S 24, 1:1
Protests criticism for failure to keep streets
free from glass, N 22, 1:3

VICTIM
Orders Police Chief Durkin to enforce Sunday
closing of saloons and gambling laws, F 3,
1:7
Commanded by brotherhood class of First Ch of
Christ for stand, F 5, 5:1
Orders refusal of Walter's test case, music slot machine prosecutions deemed
costly, N 10, 1:7

VICTIM
Orders Police Chief Durkin to enforce Sunday
closing of saloons and gambling laws, F 3,
1:7
Commanded by brotherhood class of First Ch of
Christ for stand, F 5, 5:1
Orders refusal of Walter's test case, music slot machine prosecutions deemed
costly, N 10, 1:7

ROCKFELLER (MAYOR), FRANK W - VICE (cont)

PREPARED FOR SEPARATION DISTRICT TO SCATTERING OF
prostitution, por, N 23, 1:4; petitions for
riddance of vice districts presented by
citizens, N 23, 1:1; N 29, 1:4; answers
petitions, N 26, 1:1; criticized by John
Hunton for lack of action in eradicating
conditions, N 29, 1:1; addresses letter to
physicians of city pertaining to reform,
D 2, 1:7; Settlement House assn denies break-
ing faith in starting pros of brothels, D 3,
1:7; states position, U 13, 1:1
Adain chgd by Councilman James Shaw with
responsibility for nonfeasance of vice in
city, N 25, 1:1; defended against accusations,
ed, N 26, 4:1

ROCKFELLER, FRANK W
Sues wife Emma L for divorce, Ag 19, 2:3;
decree granted, O 4, 1:1
ROCKFELLER, W E
Robbed, Ja 2, 1:7
RODRICK, FRANK (Barber ton)
Injured by train, D 22, 1:2
RODRIGUEZ, JOE
Fined for disorderly conduct, O 19, 14:3
RODEECKER, GUY (Summitfield)
Poisoned by drug, N 23, 5:3
RODENBAUGH, WILLIAM
Assaulted, John Kiehl fined, Jy 23, 12:5
RODENFREGER, FRANCIS
Infant daughter Frances adopted by Bert A
Brackle, S 7, 13:3
RODENTS. See Rats; names of specific rodents
RODNEY, MIRNY
Applies in cert in fire dept, My 29, 1:3
Rogers, CALBRAITH P
Eulogized, ed, Ap 6, 4:1
RODERS, ED P
Death predicted by Coronor Kandig, D 12, 5:2
RODIN, GEORGE
Arrested on chg of larceny, Ag 21, 8:3;
sentenced, N 21, 5:3
RODE, GEORGE L (Barber ton)
Invalid son George bitten by dog, Wr 30, 8:7
RODE, GEORGE L H
Criticizes physicians for demanding advance
payment for Pasteur treatment, ltr, Ap 10,
4:4
ROFF, HIRAM (Barerton)
Fined for robbery of Leo Winkleman pool room, O 29, 12:2
Rogers (JUDGE)
Favors request of Men's Fed to use Central na
gymnasium, D 13, 1:8
Rogers, EMMANUEL
Killed in fall from rr trestle, foul-play
suspected, D 10, 1:7; death ruled accidental
by coroner, D 11, 12:1
ROGERS, IDA
Held on prostitution chg, Peter Costello sought on chg of enticing her into brothel, Ag 17, 8:2; testifies before US Corp, life threatening, guarded by police, S 12, 5:2
ROGERS, NATHAN L (Roey)
Names Joseph F and Susan Runkle in foreclosure suit, M 6, 1:3; dismissed, Ap 20, 2:4
ROGERS, RAYMOND
Bemoaned when clothing catches fire, F 14, 10:4
ROGERS, SAMUEL
Res damaged by fire, Jy 13, 1:5
ROGERS, SAMUEL 6. See Oto - Elections - Judiciary
ROGERS, REV, W J
Praises appearance of young men at YMCA, S 11, 3:5
ROGERS, PRINTZ & CO
Files amended petition in judgment suit against John R Long, Ap 9, 3:4
ROMBEEK, WILLIAM O (Canton)
Crushed to death in turntable pit of hoisting engine, Jy 4, 8:5
ROLANDS, LOUIS (Coles)
Shot and wounded by George Bums, F 19, 3:3
ROLLINSON, ANGE
Arrested on assault and battery chg, F 20, 12:6
ROLFE, EDWARD
Names City of Akron and others in property assessment suit, Jy 10, 1:8
ROMAN, A J and RIGA
With 2 others named in judgment suit by A D Alexander, F 16, 10:1; suit settled, Ap 6, 2:6
ROMAN CATHOLIC CH
Bishop Peter Trumble Rowe declines position of coadjutant bishop of Southern Ohio diocese, Ag 10, 9:3
Parade at Cols in silent protest against profanity, D 14, 9:8
ROMAN CATHOLIC CH OF ANNUNCIATION
Lays cornerstone of new edifice, celebrates 5th anniversary of founding of parish, Jy 1, 8:2
ROMAN GREEK CATHOLIC HOLY GHOST HUNGARIAN CH, BARBERTON
Trustees ask ct for permit to mortgage property, Jy 3, 1:7
RONICK, EMERY (Barberton)
Killed by train, M 23, 1:3
RONING, EDWARD
Room locked, Ap 2, 2:4
RONING, IZELFA (Norwalk)
Dies from gas furnace, M 23, 1:6
RONNIE, JOHN G
Names J O A Turnbull and 2 others in collection suit, Jy 25, 3:3
ROSS, FRED
Killed in fall to sidewalk, D 26, 1:8
ROSS, LESLIE
Attempts suicide by poisoning, O 21, 12:1
ROSS, JONN
Collection suit against John A Turnbull settled out of ct, M 1, 1:3
ROSS, MRS, ELIZABETH
Death, Jy 3, 8:1; will filed, Jy 8, 8:2
ROCKRER, YON
Shot, Charles Franke held, U 16, 1:4
ROCKY, PAT
Escapes from city jail, Jy 19, 12:7
ROOSEVELT (CIL), THEODORE
See also U S - Elections - Pres; names of political clubs and organs
Speech before Ohio constitutional conv praised, ed, F 21, 4:1
Press record praised; ed, F 22, 4:1
Speech on pol before Clev audience, F 22, 5:1
Speech before constitutional conv praised, ed; Ford Wayne Sentinel, F 24, 4:3
Speech on square deal before Ohio constitutional conv praised, ed; Ohio State Journal, F 24, 4:3
Speech before constitutional conv considered conservative progressive, ed; (Coles Dispatch), F 24, 4:3
Praised as champion of underdog, ed; (Toledo Blade), F 24, 4:4
Progressive Ideas praised (New York Nails), F 24, 4:4
Considered most remarkable man of his age, Col's speech praised; (Albany Knickerbocker Press), F 24, 4:4
Progressive speech at Oregon constitutional conv praised, ed; (Philadelphia North Amer), F 24, 4:2
Compared to George Washington in address of Dr E E Philo before Mansfield Elk club, F 25, 8:1
Popularity with pub, cartoon, M 9, 9:1
Honesty and integrity upheld, ed; Ag 24, 4:1
Defended by James R Garfield in fight against dishonesty in politics and business, Ag 24, 9:5
Honesty and loyalty to pub trust substantialized, ed; S 5, 4:1
Leadership praised, ed; O 15, 4:1
Acknowledges sympathy of Ralph Moore and William Schoeller, O 21, 3:3
ROOT, A J, CO
Names U C Barber in collection suit, F 28, 8:3
ROOT, MRS, ELIZABETH
Suicide, Jy 3, 12:2
ROPPLE, JOHN (Tailmage)
Injured in fall down stairs, M 30, 5:2
ROSENIK (MRS), ELIZABETH
Daughter criminally assaulted, Jy 18, 1:3
ROSE, OHIO, See fires - Roscoe
ROSSCE, SCHOOL, See Schools - Roscoe
ROSS, A L
Hired as supt of police, M 27, 7:1; begins duties, Ap 4, 3:1
ROSS, CHARLES W
Sues wife Besse for divorce, F 2, 10:3; decree granted, M 2, 1:6
ROSS, FRED (Guy Falls)
Held for grand jury on auto theft chg, O 1, 2:3; ordered to pay owner for destruction of property, N 22, 18:1
ROSS, JAMES (Ctnf)
Injured by train, Jy 22, 10:5
ROSS, SAM. See Spinella; Antonio
ROSS, WILLIAM J (Amherst)
Injured when gun is accidentally discharged, Ap 15, 5:1
ROSEMTHUM'S CLOTHING STORE (Ashtabula)
Looted, S 4, 2:5
ROSENBLOOM AND BECARIO (Lowellville)
Liquor house damaged by fire, N 29, 10:2
ROSENBURG, N
Bitten by dog, My 4, 1:8
ROSENFELD, ABRAHAM
Settles 11b1 suit brought by Janine McColgan, Ap 2, 1:1
ROSSBY, GEORGE (Clev)
With wife and 2 children rescued from gas filled room, F 12, 10:2
ROSS, MARC
Judgment in collection suit appealed by Henry
Rosco, Asst
Morgan, Ag 19, 10:7
ROSS, CHARLIE
Arrested for breaking into construction, Jy 29, 9:2
ROSS, COSMO. See Miller, Cleo
ROSS, MICKEY (Barberton)
Saloon robbed, George Long held, N 4, 2:2
ROSS, ROBERT (Canton)
Fired for mistreating dog, Jy 12, 1:7
ROSS, SAMuel (Youngstown)
Arrested for threatening assault on Patsy Marone, D 4, 10:2
ROSS COUNTY
William Wolfe and 6 others escape jail, wife Anna held on chg of complicity, S 16, 7:6
ROSS, MURRAY
Nominated pres elector by Uhr socialist conv, Ap 30, 1:5
ROSS, NICK (Youngstown)
Fired for disturbing peace, W 15, 8:3
ROTH, CHARLES
Shooting frustrated, John Jakubik held, O 5, 14:4
ROTH, E H
Names Leland E and Edith W Stanford in collection suit, J 10, 3:2; wins default judgment, F 6, 12:5; suit settled, M 5, 12:3
ROTH, FRANK
Injured while boarding moving train, Jy 30, 9:1
ROTH, H
Killed in train-buggy collision, S 25, 5:3
ROTHBERG, JOHN (St Clairesville)
Gas discovered on property, N 21, 10:1
ROTHCHILD, CIPRIAN
Evidence heard in case against NORT&co., Jy 11, 7:2
ROUSE, EARL (Newark)
Escapes from Licking county jail, Ap 30, 2:6
ROUSE, EARL (New Philadelphia)
Escapes from Licking county jail, O 25, 20:1
ROUSE, BRIG (Cleve)
Drowned by fire, Jy 20, 1:1
ROUSEFORT, ELIZABETH
Will filed, children and grandchildren to share in equitable div of estate, O 23, 8:3
ROWAK, STEVE
Sues wife Rosi for divorce, N 6, 5:5; decree granted, My 4, 1:6
ROWAN, MRS, ALICE
Recaptured after escape from police ct, S 24, 3:4
ROW, AUGUST
Held on assault chg, O 24, 1:3
ROW, CHARLES (Rucker's Island)
Slain, body found in pool of water, assailant unknown, S 26, 10:5
ROW, EDWARD (Guy Falls)
Fired and sentenced for threatening with gun, F 5, 1:3
Assaulted, Russell Osburn fined, O 26, 2:3
ROW (BISHOP), PETER TRUMBLE (Ctnf)
Declines position of co-adjutant bishop of Southern Ohio diocese, Ag 10, 9:3
ROWING, See boats and boating
ROWLAND, JOHN
Infant son Gerald injured while playing with scissors, Jy 1, 1:3
ROWLAND, JOHN P (Nonesfield)
Injured, D 11, 8:1
ROWS, LUCAS K.
Suicide, phi, F 12, 1:8
ROXBERRY, HENRY (Richfield)
Injured in runaway, M 27, 8:5
ROYAL FURNITURE CO (Cleve)
Suied for damages by weist, F 8, 7:6
ROYAL RUBBER CO
Loses collection suit to J H Adams, Jy 16, 7:4
Stockholders meet, Jy 30, 12:2
Named with 2 others in collection suit by Fieberger Heating co, Jy 8, 8:2
ROPER, HENRY
Escapes from Dayton State coop, Ag 21, 1:6
ROPER, NATHAN L (Rogers)
Names Joseph F and Susan Runkle in foreclosure suit, M 6, 8:2
ROSTON, J H (Barberton)
Apptd fire chief, Jy 9, 10:3
RUBBER
See also names of cos.

GENERAL
Topic of address by Herman Haase to Men's club, First Cong ch, S 17, 8:2.

Reported efforts of Brazil to corner supply arouses local interest, S 23, 1:5.

LABOR RELATIONS
Safe working conditions on S Amer plantation demanded, Jy 10, 1:6.

William Haywood predicts org of Akron wks, S 19, 2:3.

Strike at Diamond plant of B F Goodrich co. arose, D 2, 1:8.

PRODUCTION
Local business shows big increase, expansion planned, phos, F 24, 3:1.

Processes of mfr, feature article, F 20, 3:2.


Probable future consumption, ed (Clev Leader), D 24, 4:5.

STOCKS
Prices hold firm, F 24, 2:3.

Mkt resumes, N 12, 12:1.


SYNTHETIC
Artificial compound discovered, feature article, Je 24, 1:1.

Practicability of synthetic rubber discounted by A Staties Mander, Jy 29, 2:1.


TIRES
Akron-produced tires lead as standard equipment at Y auto show, Jy 13, 12:1.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber co secures exclusive right to mfr nonskid tires, Jy 29, 12:5.

Akron products lead in Boston auto show, N 5, 5:6.


B B Dodd invents tubeless tire, M 28, 14:4.

Arthur J Elliot claims invention of puncture proof tire, Clev, S 6, 7:1.

Akron rubber cos fail to exhibit at international Rubber and Allied Trades' expo, S 23, 1:7.

Tires of W S Etter travel 5500 mi, repts in good condition, Barberton, O 19, 9:3.

Motorists urge enforcement of glass ord to prevent destruction, N 20, 12:4.

RUBBER CITY WASTE CO
Increases capital stock, N 14, 10:8.
ANNEX:

1912

SALMON (REV), S B
Appointed pastor of First ME ch, S 26, 9:1;
Sermons: S 30, 3:1; D 29, 3:1

SALOMON, JOSEPHINE
Assaulted by May Anson, D 27, 2:1

SALOOCH—See Alcoholic Liquors; names of saloons

SALOON—See Alcoholic Liquors; names of saloons

SALOON—See Alcoholic Liquors; names of saloons

SALT—See names of cos

SALT LAKE CITY (Zanesville)
Power plant destroyed by incendiary fire, M 18, 13:4

SALVAGNO, DOMINICK. See Salvagno, Dominio

SALVATION ARMY

AKRON
Aids confined during extreme cold weather, J 8, 1:1
Seeks contributions for destitute family, J 13, 2:4; J 20, 5:1
Assistance to destitute people, J 20, 5:1
Hept at Capt Trevitt, F 2, 9:1
Rec many calls for aid from destitute people and families, F 8, 5:2
Summary of relief work, F 26, 12:1
Relief work done by org outlined by Capt Trevitt, M 4, 1:2
Praised by W E Slabaugh in talk at Sunday School Brotherhood class, M 11, 5:3
Meeting, M 30, 11:5
Annual report made by Capt Trevitt, J 20, 8:4
Praised, ed, J 30, 3:1
Granted permission by Mayor Rockwell to hold meeting outside restricted dist, S 7, 2:2
Staff-Capt Trevitt denies entry toward Mayor Rockwell in st meeting controversy, S 10, 2:3
Staff-Capt Trevitt accused of inciting resistance to police authority, Lr, S 10, 2:5
Adj T R Hunt now assumes duties, review of service, D 12, 3:1
Rept decline in demands for charity, N 27, 3:4
Plan to aid transients outlined by Capt Trevitt, N 28, 12:1
Capt Trevitt offers aid to unfortunate, who seek relief from discouragement through liquor, D 14, 9:5

UNITED STATES

Memorial in form of training school for officers honoring Comdr Booth approved, ed (Dayton News), N 23, 4:4

SALONSKI, JOSEPH
Held on chg of cutting with intent to kill Frank Nemett, J 21, 1:4; committed to Mansfield reformatory, N 22, 1:6

SAMPLE, A W (Barberton)
Appointed trustee of sinking fund and tax comm, J 9, 10:3

SANTAFE—See Alcoholic Liquors; names of saloons

SANTA FE (Rev), S B
Appointed pastor of First ME ch, S 26, 9:1;
Sermons: S 30, 3:1; D 29, 3:1

SANIER, F
Cultivating of orchard, M 15, 20:1

SANIEY, GARNET
Suicide, Ap 11, 3:8

SALE—See names of cos

SANDLE, CHARLES (Clev)
Trial for Albert S Grimes on chg of using mails to defraud, case gone to jury, J 6, H:3

SANDERS, A G
Resotted by fire, W 9, 1:3

SANDERS, ARTHUR (Cleve)
Res destroyed by fire, W 9, 1:3

SANDERS, D S (Hamilton)
Res destroyed by fire, M 4, 2:1

SANDERS, ROBERT C (Cleve)
Res destroyed by fire, M 4, 2:1

SANDERS, ALBERT (Cleve)
Res destroyed by fire, M 4, 2:1

SANDERS, FRANKLIN
Property damage suit against Katz white dismissed, J 12, 3:2

SANDISKE, OHIO. See Gas

SANDISKE COUNTY
History, feature article, M 11, 4:4

SANDISKE, NORMAN & MARGIE (Cleve)
Cars damaged in train-car collision, N 8, 18:5

SANDFORD, EDWARD (Cleve)
Truck sold for murder of George Ham, S 10, 7:3

SANDFORD, JAMES, See Eldor, W 9, 1:1

SANDFORD, LELAND F
Suit brought by E H Roth overcoat, M 5, 12:3

SANDFORD, R H
Will filed, J 15, 3:6

SANDFORD MERCANTILE CO (Cleve)
Incorporated, O 4, 9:3

SANFORD, JOHN (Barberton)
Burnt by steam at wk, J 18, 8:5

SANITATION
See also Diseases; Health; Garbage and Refuse Disposal; Sewers and Sewage Disposal; Schools; Water; names of municipalities

Akrorn bd of health imposes South and Central offenses, F 16, 14:1

With dep'ts found unnecessary, M 2, 2:1

Subject of address by Mildred Chilsey before Coll club, M 23, 2:2

Akrorn citizens urged to observe clean-up day, ed, M 27, 4:1

Clean-up campaign in homes urged, ed, Ap 5, 4:1

Dusty condition of streets protested by health officers, Ap 24, 1:8

Mayor Rockwell criticized for not setting aside day for spring cleaning, ed, Ap 24, 1:8

Roller towel and pub drinking cups declared pub nuisances by Health Officer Dr Kohler, M 3, 13:4

Annual clean-up day declared success by mayor of Kenmore, M 4, 9:5

Enforcement of spotting ord urged, ed, J 12, 4:1

Sanitary Insp of summer resorts ordered by Ohio bd of health, Ag 21, 4:6

Fumigation of all Ohio school books ordered by health bd, S 4, 4:5

Med Insp for Akron bd of educ urges serious problems at 2 schools, need for educational campaign cited, S 25, 1:1

Syrup from spotting on st's given by Mary Gladwin in talk to local group of DAR, D 12, 6:5

Conditions of restaurant kitchens cited as new danger to pub, J 31, 4:3

Akrorn bd of health begins campaign against spotting in pub places, N 8, 1:7

Ranking of pub drinking cups on conveyances in interstate traffic, commended, ed (Buffalo Commercial), N 9, 4:5

Corporations condemned for endeavoring to undertake housing problem, desired aid to sanitation, ed (Dayton News), N 12, 4:4

Cut stomach laws enforced, Cuy Falls, N 18, 5:2

Control of sanitation in Ohio schools by state health dept urged, ed, J 21, 4:1

Highs compelling hotels to provide sanitary healths praised, J 5, 4:1

Fumigation of tenement houses directed by Mayor Hunt, Cinti, F 16, 1:6

SAN MARCELLO, VENGEZIO (Cleve)
Killed by train, D 17, 3:4

SAND, NIT (Cleve)
Named by state in liquor tax collection suit, Ag 24, 5:3

SANTAFE, JOHN (Barberton)
Burnt by steam at wk, J 18, 8:5
SAINTON, CHARLES
Arraigned on speeding chg after crashing into Franklin Bros wagon, N 6, 2:1

SAINTON, SAM
Arrested on chg of circulating counterfeit money, S 3, 11:1; confesses, S 7, 9:7

SAINTON, JOE (Streubsville)
Shot to death, Ja 2, 3:7

SAINTONI, PASQUALE
Stabbed, Dominic and Joseph Fisher held, Ap 1, 1:6

SAPI, EMIL
With Harper Filley named by May Filley in suit to partition property, Ag 30, 9:6

SARNEY, LOUIS
Chickens stolen, Ja 2, 1:7

SARNEY, MAURICE (Clev)
Appld chief electrician by Mayr Baker, Ja 13, 5:4

SARNO, EVERT (Canton)
Named in alienation of affection suit by James S. Smith, D 12, 8:3

SARSON, JACOB
 Assaulted, Frank Fordworth held, Ja 5, 1:6

SAVREN, JOSEPH
Named with Thomas J. Snyder in collection suit brought by Akron Grocery Co, Ag 10, 8:5
Named by George Snyder in collection suit, O 22, 2:8

SAUER, WILLIAM E
Divorces wife, N 20, 1:6

SAUERS, CLAYTON (Barberton)
Injured when incubator falls, N 8, 13:1

SAUNDERS, WILLIAM P
Divorced by wife Sarah A, Ap 30, 12:2

SAUNDERS, WINGFRED. See Phillips, Lilian

SAUPE, HARRY (Breaden)
Injured in train collision, D 4, 3:4

SAURTE, MIKE (Barberton)
Fined for throwing bottles in st, O 22, 8:2

SAVIOUX, NARV
Named by Edwin Schroeder in suit for partition of real estate, Ag 15, 9:4

SAVINOS, See Banks and Banking; names of banks and assns

SAVING AND LOAN ASSN, See names

SAVINGS AND TRUST CO, Cols
Closed, F 27, 1:5

SAMA, MARIE (Beaumont)
Named in stabbing of Elma Drake, Ja 10, 10:1

SAMVER, CHARLES FREDERICK
Funeral, M 23, 10:1

SAYE, WILLIAM T
Repts on cases heard in police ct, Ja 1, 3:5

SAYLOR, HARRIET (Green)
Namd to sec of des mati conv, Ja 18, 31:8

SAYLE, PAUL (Barberton)
Named in uncial

SAYBROOK, OHIO
Disease believed to be gland fever attacks community, N 5, 12:4

SAYWELL, FRED (Hudson)
Store damaged by fire, F 28, 1:8

SCALEY, ROY (Cols)

SCANDON, LEWIS (Barberton)
Fined for stealing box-car door, N 18, 5:2

SCANTON, GEORGE
Arrested for breaking into music hall, F 24, 1:1; discharged, F 28, 3:2

SCANTON, LEWIS (Barberton)
Arrested for immoral conduct, N 13, 12:3

SCARLET FEVER
Outbreak of scarlet fever closes schools at Fowlers Mill and Munson Center, Ja 19, 11:2

SCARLETT, JAMES
Arrested on chg of stealing Akron Grocery Co, D 16, 9:4

SCARLETT, FRED
Bound to common pleas ct on non-support chg, F 27, 2:1

SCHEEH, MIKE
Fined for carrying concealed weapons, N 26, 5:4

SCHICK, LILLIAN
Appld stenographer in Bldg dept by Mayor Rockwell, N 9, 3:5

SCHICK, HENRY F
Sued for divorce by wife Elizabeth F, Ag 21, 5:2

SCHILLER, FREDERICK
Sued for divorce by wife Albertina, My 3, 7:1

SCHMIDT, HARRY (Canton)
Speaks to C of C on development of civic spirit, D 16, 2:2

SCHMIDT, MICHAEL
Charged with insanity in affidavit filed in Summit county probate ct, M 16, 1:5

SCHILLER, WILLIAM
Names Am C. Minzey et al in suit for sale of property, M 7, 3:1

SCHILLER, ALBERTO (Cuy Falls)
Owners plant trees, D 29, 14:2

SCHILLER, C E (Ft Wayne, Ind)
Killed in railroad wreck, F 11, 5:1

SCHILLING, MICHAEL
Killed in railroad wreck, F 11, 5:1

SCHLITZ, HARRY (Canton)
Killed in railroad wreck, F 11, 5:1

SCHMIDT, JOHN
Finds prostitutes respectable occupations and chance to return, N 25, 3:1; N 27, 7:1

SCHMIDT, WILLIAM (Toledo)
Found in Baltimore hosp, wanted on chg of violating federal copyright law, Ja 16, 6:6

SCHMIDT, CHARLES (Hunting)
Saloon robbed, Ag 2, 5:1

SCHMIDT, WILLY
Killed on chg of operating auto without chauffeur's license, M 11, 1:8

SCHMIDT, ANTHONY
Suit brought by Peter Coropolis settled, N 14, 2:4

SCHMIDT, JENN (Youngstown)
Shot and wounded while attempting to rob saloon, Ag 5, 12:3

SCHMIDT, CHARLES F
Sued for alimony by wife Tillie E, Ag 3, 3:4

SCHMIDT, HENRY (Canton)
Killed by railroad engine, N 6, 18:1

SCHMIDT, JOSEPH
Sues wife Anne for divorce, O 3, 5:1

SCHMIDT, N A (Canton)
Sought in dynamite plot, N 1, 5:1

SCHMITZ, CHARLES (Toledo)
Assaulted, Mrs Kate Porosky held, Ja 4, 8:2

SCHMITZ, CHARLES, JR
Sued for divorce by wife Clara, Ja 10, 1:7; decree granted, N 12, 6:1

SCHMUH, H. LOUISA
Will filed for probate, D 11, 12:2

SCROBA, FRED
Names Portage Cement Co in injunction suit, My 15, 8:3

SCHOOLD, GUSTAV ADolph
Held to grand jury for attempted criminal assault on Lona Heston, Ja 31, 2:5; sentence deferred on guilty plea, F 1, 10:2; pleaded not guilty of rape, F 9, 1:8; sentenced for assault, F 10, 10:2; F 17, 3:3

SCROBIC, CATHERINE (Coles)
Accidently shot and killed by brother, George, F 26, 3:8

SCROBIC, PHILLIP H
Attends annual meeting of county co's of Ohio, Ja 12, 3:6

Cites cause for delay in improvement of Summit county res, itr, N 5, 1:7

SCROBIC, W. H. (Marysville)
Body found on r. track, F 9, 5:1

SCHMIDT, JENN (Toledo)
Born with silver filling in tooth, M 10, 6:2

SCHOOLBECK, OTTO
Fined for selling liquor on Sunday, N 18, 1:2

SCHOOLBECK, C. A
Sued for divorce by wife Cara Trussey, M 3, 13:4

SCHREIBER, ANTHONY
Returns to Summit county children's home after escape, O 2, 3:6; O 4, 5:2; sentenced to reformatory, O 7, 3:3

SCHREITF, EDWARD (Toledo)
Drowns, Jy 13, 3:7

SCHREIB, THOMAS (Gibsonburg)
Wounded when T. J. Sandichs gun into crowd of boys, Ja 3, 5:4

SCHW, JULIUS
Held pending investigation of insanity, Jy 17, 2:4

SCHWARTZ, I. LEWIS
Arrested on non-support chg, Ja 5, 14:0; Ja 6, 12:1; held to common pleas ct, Ja 10, 3:6; pleaded not guilty, F 9, 1:8; sentence deferred, F 12, 1:1; offered job if released, F 22, 1:7; sentence suspended, F 23, 1:5; violated parole, ordered taken to penitentiary, Ag 30, 12:3

SCHOOL DIRECTIONS (Silver Lake)
Elects officers, U 16, 9:2

SCHUFTAN, ASSN, OHIO
Elects officers at Sandusky conv, Ja 27, 2:4; addressed by Edwin J. Brown on subject of faith in teaching, Ja 26, 3:3
BOND

Reparis made to bids damaged by cold weather,
Ja 10, 2:2

Permit issued to build new school at Fourth
ave and Chittenden st, F 21, 1:4
Repar of bids considered by bd of educ, F 21, 1:2

Bd of educ plans to force General Fire
Extinguisher co to meet terms of school heating
contract, My 28, 1:1

Plan to construct hs in N Hill dist praised, ed,
Ja 6, 4:1

Recommendation of architect on plans for
proposed West hs accepted by bd of educ, S 18,
7:3; specifications announced, S 19, 5:1;
five points residents petition for site,
N 13, 1:1; contr awarded to Harpster & Bliss
co, N 13, 1:4; site purchased, N 21, 1:7;

Finances

Money to carry on school wk drawn in advance
by bd of educ, Ja 19, 1:4

General

Principal D C Rybolt states pupils not
overworked, Ja 27, 5:2

Barring morally and mentally deficient
children urged, Ja 31, 7:1

Changes in boundary lines recommended, My 29,
5:3; citizens protest, Ja 1, 1:7

SCHOOLS - AURGIN - Blgs. and Equipment (cont)

Kendig property purchased for future
additions, N 27, 2:4; drawing of proposed
West hs blg shown, D 10, 1:3

Const program planned by bd of educ, Je 19, 1:4

Contr let for paper towels, Ag 7, 1:6

Land purchased on Martha ave, Ag 14, 8:1

Adoption of plan to use schools as social
centers urged, ed, Ag 16, 4:1; legality of plan
questioned, N 5, 1:6; opening of gymnasiums
for school use by public urged by Men's Fed,
D 19, 7:1; use by pub favored by citizens,
D 20, 18:4; D 21, 9:1; favored by minsters,
D 27, 12:2; ed, D 30, 4:1

Bd of educ decides to install wells and
filtering cisterns in schools, authors granted
permission to furnish water in-meantime, S 4,
3:3; decision praised, ed, S 7, 4:1; contr let for
drilling at Brown and 8 other
schools, S 16, 1:7

Bd of educ names school to be erected at
Drury and Beaver sts in honor of Frank H
Mason, S 16, 1:2; contr for constr awarded
by F C Warner, N 13, 1:4

Property for site adjoining school lots deed by
Mr and Mrs Saltenberg, D 2, 1:3

Edu. Bd of

Electors officers, Je 2, 12:1; adjunction of Harry
E Andreas pres praised, ed, Je 3, 4:1

Announces cons for yr, Ja 10, 2:5

Recs rep of com on janitors, My 24, 2:4

Holds business meeting, My 15, 2:2; Je 12, 1:7

Employees & Officials

Dr Winifred Scott Hall addresses teachers on
youth, Ap 9, 14:2

Census enumerators named, My 1, 2:1

Teachers appd, My 29, 5:3; Ag 29, 9:1

Teachers and curriculum of hs viewed as
inadequate, ed, S 8, 4:1

Compulsory education upheld, Akron schools
classified among best, ed, Ag 20, 4:1

Dr Morris C Tibulski aptd med insp, S 4, 15:1

5 S, 1:7

Additional teachers requested, D 11, 5:6

George Rankin reappoint aptd of school blgs,
D 11, 8:6

Harry Barth appd asst bs of educ clerk, D 28,
12:1

SCHOOLS - AURGIN - General (cont)

Fall opening announced, Ag 28, 10:1

Opening date for night-clases announced, S 18,
7:5

Am Red Cross tuberculosis seal drive
announced, D 12, 8:3; campaign shows satisfactory
results, D 18, 2:1

Health

Frank H Mason offers to pay expenses of med
insp of students, por, Ag 7, 1:4; acceptance
of offer foreseen, ed, Ag 8, 4:1; offer
accepted, Ag 21, 1:5

More fresh air for class rooms urged, lst,
S 5, 8:3

Med inspector reports serious sanitation problems
in 1 school, educ campaign deemed necessary,
S 26, 1:1

Home & School League

Benefits to students in past yr, D 21, 3:1

Insurance

Bd of edu decides on additional ins for
blgs, 2, 8:5

Con appd to appraise blgs and arrange for
proper ins, 16, 2:4

Safety

Fire drill tests, My 10, 1:8

Fire drill tests prove children and teachers
ready for emergency, ed, My 14, 4:1

Savings

Plans made to extend penny savings banks to
more schools, 0, 2, 3:1

ASHTABULA

Poor attendance blamed on poverty, U 18, 14:2

There was some concern about the poverty
situation in Ashtabula.

Butler County

Bd of educ chgd by Ohio exam with embezzlement,
My 4, 5:3

Bellevue

Improvement bond-issuance defeated, W 27, 5:3

BOND

Open after smallpox quarantine, Ja 22, 10:5

Bucyrus

Dismissed because of intense heat, S 13, 10:1

Buxton

Classes of diphtheria epidemic, S 18, 9:4; S 20, 3:2

Butler County

Bd of educ chgd by Ohio exam with embezzlement,
My 4, 5:3

Canaan

Closed because of diphtheria epidemic, O 19, 11:1

Cincinnati

Closed by diphtheria epidemic, S 18, 2:4; S 20,
3:2
CLEVELAND
Harriet L. Keeler elected supt, Ja 6, 10:3
Census padding under investigation by city solicitor, Ja 26, 1:4
Contr for books let to non-union Glen & co protested by printers' union, Jy 15, 6:5

COLE
Voters sanction tax levy, bldg site purchased, N 15, 16:2

CUY FALLS
Teachers selected, contr for plumbing and sanitary wk awarded to Wolner & Trudo, Jy 14, 8:5
George W. Snook resigns from bd of educ, O 4, 8:4
Students authorized to use reference books in pub library, O 25, 14:2

DAYTON
Anti-vaccinationists announce opening of independent school and school bd, My 3, 2:4

FOWLER MILL
Closed by scarlet fever epidemic, Ja 19, 11:2

FRANKLIN TWP
Low funds necessitate approval of tax levy, O 30, 6:4; N 2, 11:5

GEauga COUNTY
Closed by diphtheria epidemic, 33 new cases reported in past wk, S 23, 12:4

GENEVA
Closed by diphtheria epidemic, N 6, 5:5

GERARD
Cost of new school estimated, S 5, 12:5

GREEN TWP
Application to transfer funds for erection of new school bldg made by bd of educ, Ja 11, 1:3

GREENSBURG
School bd hires new teachers, My 14, 7:2

HAMILTON COUNTY
Many diff without sufficient operating funds, Ja 22, 5:7

HUDSON
Bldg condemned by state bd of insp, N 27, 12:4

KENT
Objections against rehiring Supt Stratton investigated, My 22, 2:4
Bd of ed hires new teachers, My 22, 2:4; My 25, 11:1

KENTON
Schools reopened on demand of parents after class dismissal of teachers, Jy 12, 12:2

LEBANON
Closed pending absence of spinal meningitis epidemic, Ag 30, 20:4

LIVERPOOL TWP
Funds embezzled, Charles Junkelman held, Ja 22, 12:5

MANSFIELD
Medicated baths ordered for pupils by bd of health, F 22, 2:5

MIDDLEFIELD
Closed by diphtheria epidemic, S 18, 5:4; S 20, 3:2

MILL CREEK TWP
Centralization plans defeated, M 13, 7:3

MOGADORE
Closed because of diphtheria epidemic, N 26, 14:2

MUNSON CENTER
Closed by scarlet fever epidemic, Jy 19, 11:2

NEW PHILA
George C. Mamer resigns as supt, Ag 3, 3:4

NORTHAMPTON TWP
S C Wld apptd treas, M 18, 5:2

NORTON TWP
New bldg purchased, D 18, 8:5

OHIO
Use of bldgs for civic enterprises favored, ed, Ja 6, 4:1

Racine
Falling off of attendance caused by, suicide, says Corr Miller, Jy 22, 1:7

State tax commr on school levy criticized by Corr Miller, F 15, 1:7

Bd of educ opposes any constitutional amendment to govern schools, F 23, 4:5

Various districts are still against school levy, investigation planned, M 10, 1:1

Census report, M 27, 4:4

Investigation made of conditions in Miami and 3 other counties, Ap 5, 7:4

Rept on enrollment of pupils and teachers made by Corr Miller, Ap 9, 3:2

State educators oppose plan to establish uniform rule for school districts, My 9, 4:5

Establishment of open air schools favored, (Hampton News), Jy 25, 4:4

Fumigation of all books ordered by Ohio Bd of health, S 4, 4:5

Copy of laws forwarded to Japanese consul in Chicago for installation in Japanese school system, M 11, 4:5

Decrease in children of school age reports, U 14, 5:5

Rural schools criticized for failing to make advance in educ, N 27, 2:4

Issuance of teaching certificates for pupils investigated by school Bd, N 29, 4:4

Control of sanitation by Ohio health dept urged, ed, D 21, 4:1

Appraisements decrease in 1912, repts Prof H. H. Suggs, D 23, 7:3

PIONEER
Prized by Corr Miller, D 21, 5:2

RICHFIELD
Closed to prevent spread of scarlet fever epidemic, O 10, 5:3

ROGUE
Florence Osborne quits teaching after series of fires, F 10, 1:1; returns, F 13, 1:7
8d of educ repts threat from fire bug, F 15, 10:4

SPRINGFIELD TWP
Const of new hs bldg debated by citizens, M 13, 7:4

SUMMIT COUNTY
Examinations for teachers of twp schools held, Jy 6, 12:4

TIFFIN
Bond issue for new school bldg passed, F 7, 3:4

TOLEDO
Students' use of dope repts by addicts, ed, Ja 23, 3:1

US
Card index of children favored, ed, Ja 15, 4:1

WAELSCHVILLE
Prof Frank Lytle rehired as supt, Ap 4, 10:1

New teachers apptd, salary raise announced by Bd of educ, My 9, 7:1

Close for summer vacation, Ja 3, 5:6

Result of recent enumeration given, Ja 29, 7:5

No change in curriculum of hs because of fund shortage, Jy 22, 8:5

Winter lecture course announced by Supt Lytle, S 19, 10:1

Teachers hear address by McSillars, O 4, 8:4

A S Hambrick stresses advantages of centralization, O 22, 12:1

Authorities seek solution to ease overcrowded conditions, O 23, 12:1

Coal heating proves inefficient, installation of gas considered, D 24, 8:5

Recs Dawne static generator from Dr E. J. Koons, O 25, 14:2

Populace urged to vote for centralization of schools, N 4, 2:5; proposal defeated, N 8, 12:4

Exhibit Yellowstone natl pk pictures, N 13, 7:2

Cons of high school building planned, N 21, 9:5

Paper towels ordered by Bd of educ, D 25, 10:7

WEST FARMINGTON
Central school destroyed by fire, Ja 9, 10:2

YOUNGSTOWN
Janitors held to be under civil service in ruling by Atty-gen Hogan, Ja 4, 3:6
8d of educ has right to chg teachers for time off, rules Atty-gen Hogan, Ja 22, 4:6

Seventh St school closes because of diphtheria, O 2, 7:4

Bd of educ repts need for levy to sustain full operations, N 2, 8:5

Preliminary repts repts deemed unsatisfactory, N 14, 12:2; pupils' health comparable to that of other cities, repts and maps, N 19, 3:3

ZANESVILLE
W. C. Bowers selected supt of schools, My 5, 5:5

Closed because of intense heat, S 12, 3:3

SCHWEIZER (WPS), SCHOLL

Trifltion born, Ja 26, 2:2

Schutt, Henry (Barberton)
Fined for selling liquor to minor, Ag 2, 18:1
1912

SCHLITZ, TINA

Wine judgment in suit brought by Nicholas Spitzillo, motion for new trial filed by Spitzillo, Ja 24, 5:1

SCHNARZENBURG, LLOYD (Clev.)

Browns, Jy 25, 8:1

SCHNEIDER, WILLIAM J F

Arrested on chg of unlawfully lending money on chattel property, 0 6, 13:4

SCOTT, JOHN H (Portsmouth)

Killed by rr engine, F 17, 12:5

SCOTT, JAMES

Injured in fall from ladder at Goodyear plant, O 21, 5:2

SCOTT, GEORGE (Springfield Lake)

Rescued from drowning, Ag 27, 1:7

SCIENCE and SCIENTISTS. See specific branches of science; names of scientists

SCIUTO VALLEY TRACTION CO

Wins Ohio supt ct decision in suit against Robert McFarland, My 16, 3:1

SCOTT, CLAY

Settles suit brought by Home Furniture co., Ap 3, 1:5

SCOTT, FRED (Wadsworth)

Killed in attempt to stop runaway team, Ap 13, 2:3

SCOTT, FRED (Hudson)

Arrested on chg of stealing train ride, S 27, 1:6

SCOTT, GUY

Arraigned on robbery chg, N 27, 3:4

SCOTT (REV.), H H

Sermons, J 1, 3:3; Ap 1, 2:1; Ap 8, 7:1; Ap 29, 3:4; Ag 12, 5:1; U 25, 3:3

SCOTT, HARRY

Fired for immorality, My 1, 8:5

SCOTT (REV. and MRS.), EMMETT

Injured when buggy rolls over embankment, My 24, 2:5

SCOTT, MABEL

See Ward, Ada

SCOTT, MILTON (Wellsburg)

Killed in mine accident, U 12, 8:3

SCOTT, ORSON (Tallmadge)

Injured in tail in barn, O 11, 5:2

SCOTT (COX), R P

Announces candidacy for Ohio cong-at-large, Ja 6, 8:3

SCOTT, ROBERT

Fined for disorderly conduct, Jy 18, 12:4

SCOTT, CASPER

Sued by wife Ethel for divorce, F 14, 1:4; decree granted, My 4, 1:6

1912

SCOTT, E W (Ashcoblue)

Arrested on chg of unlawfully lending money on chattel property, 0 6, 13:4

SCOTT, E G (Conneaut)

Bitten by dog, N 26, 10:3

SCOTT, THOMAS (Clev.)

Shot and wounded in riot at striking tug furnaces, J 20, 3:8

SCOTT, WYNN

Purchased by Akron Dry Goods Co., Ag 1, 10:3

SCOTT'S PUBLISHING CO

Named in libel suit by Frank A Wilcox and Matthew Wein, N 9, 3:5; files answer, N 25, 3:4

SCULPTURE. See names of sculptors and subjects of works

SCURVEY, H N (Warren)

Res robbed, N 21, 12:4

SCHAEFFER, EDMOND L

Complies diary on weather conditions, F 20, 5:3

SCHAEFFER, VICK (Steubenville)

Killed by train, S 14, 8:5

SCHAEFFER, HOWARD (Barberton)

Arrested on complaint of wife, J 14, 8:1; sentenced, ordered out of city on chg of being undesirable citizen, J 17, 10:1

SCHAEFFER, ERROL D

Signs contract to sing in opera, Jy 5, 5:1

SCHAEFFER, HOWARD (Cuyahoga)

Injured in fall on sidewalk, F 19, 3:3

SCHAEFFER, CARTER (Barberton)

Fined for intoxication, Ap 22, 2:1

SCHAEFFER, BRIGGS

Gives coal to poor families, J 6, 8:3

SCHAEFFER, LIONARD

Help on theft chg, t 29, 12:3; released, H 2, 9:5

SCHAEFFER, LEONARD

See Sekol, Leonard

SCHAEFFER, CONING SOCIETY

Named by K of P Bldg co in property damage suit, Ap 24, 1:3

SCHAEFFER, TATIAN BANK (Cinti.)

E E Galtreath arrested on embezzlement chg., My 2, 1:1

Special corps of ncts to check books, announces II S Bank Exam Richard W Goodhart, My 3, 1:4

Named in suit by W C Sterrett, My 11, 9:8

SCHAEFFER, G (Barberton)

Citzens complaint that Elec Package co is blocking st, 0 29, 12:2

SCHAEFFER, BERT T.

See Summit County - Elections - Treas

SCHAEFFER, CARL

See Stocks and Bonds; names of issuers

SCHAEFFER, EDMUND

Endorsed as delegate to repub nat'l conv by Summit County Roosevelt club, por, N 23, 1:6

SCHAEFFER, ANDY

Fined for carrying concealed weapons, N 18, 10:2
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SEIFERT, FRANK A

See also Republican Party - Ohio; U S Elections - House

Addresses Akron Council of Women, F 8, 6:3

Resolution for conduct of campaign for election to U S house of reps, ed, Ap 11, 4:1

Declares ed on speech at Summit repub club misconstrued his intentions, gives further explanations, ed, Ap 12, 1:4

Attitude toward nomination of Taft for Pres questioned, ed, Ap 12, 4:1

Statements regarding progressive party criticized, ed, Ap 13, 4:1


Answers questions concerning agreement with Pres Taft, ed, Ap 20, 5:3

Donates funds to City of Akron, Ag 7, 8:1

SEPSEARCH (MS.), FRANK A

Concert Tuesday musical club, F 7, 6:7

SEGERLING, IRENE

Routes intruder, S 9, 1:4

SEGERLING, J F

Home leased by Univ club, L 30, 2:1

SEGERLING, J D

Robbed; last home and wife held, S 23, 1:4

SEIDL, WILMA

With Frank L Irwin names Sophonie R Delong in suit for division of real estate, Ap 4, 3:6

SEIFERT, E M (Barberton)

Burned when fuse blows out, Jy 20, 1:6

SEIFERT, BLANCHE MARY (Clev.)

held on adultery chg, Ag 5, 2:4

SEIFERT, T A

Files appeal case against Eva Nikolashak, My 17, 1:1

SELVER, CHARLES (Kenmore)

Fined for intoxication; attempt to suicide by hanging, D 17, 2:7

SELMER, WALTER

Suicide, S 23, 8:8

SELMING, JOE

Injured when thrown from wagon by runaway horses, N 26, 10:7

SEITZ, ANDY

Fined for carrying concealed weapons, N 18, 10:2

SEITZ, PAUL

Arrested for intoxication, Jy 22, 8:6

SCHNEIDER, SEBASTIAN

Adjudged insane, Ja 25, 2:1

SCHNEIDER, CHARLES

Pleads not guilty to chg of keeping saloon open on Sunday, Ap 23, 3:6

SCHNEIDER, EDMUND

Named estate of Mary Sauvain in suit for partition of real estate, Ag 16, 9:4

SCHNITZER, JACOB

Bicycle stolen, Thomas Junius held, J 5, 1:6

SCHROLL, BENTON (Cinti.)

Injured when st car plunges from bridge, J 6, 10:1

SCHROEDER, FRIDG G (Kent)

Sues wife Lena for divorce, F 17, 3:5

SCHROEDER, HENRY

Non-support chg settled, H 2, 2:2

SCHROEDER, LENN

Files petition to place daughter Harriet in Children's home, Ja 12, 14:4

SCHROYER, LEE D

Names James H Gibson in collection suit, My 11, 9:1

SCHWARTZ, HARRY

Killed by st car, J 5, 15:6

SCHREIER, CHARLES

Suicide, Ap 10, 2:2

SCHREITZER, KATHERINE (Clev.)

Indicted for unlawful practice of medicine, My 1, 2:4

SCHNITZER, JOHN

Held for selling skinned or watered milk, My 8, 1:4

SCHNITZER, LOUIS

Rig damaged by fire, N 6, 12:1

Sends check to fire dept pension fund, N 16, 9:2

SCHMANN & GOLDMAN

Names Barberton cash grocery in judgment suit, My 8, 1:8

SCHNEIDER, MRS., MINNIE (Eastonfield)

Killed by train, F 1, 3:6

SCHNAB, CHARLES M

Speaks before Youngstown C of G, N 30, 12:3

SCHNITZER, HENRY

Names NOTAL co in damage suit, My 25, 10:3
SEITZ, RUSSELL
Child placed in Mary Day nursery by Humane Officer John C. Weber, Ja 20, 1:8

SEKES, JOSEPH (Barberton)
Killed by train, Ja 11, 1:4

SEKICH, JOSEPH
Sued for divorce by wife Beatrice, Mr 8, 5:4

SELMER, J L (Steubenville)
Claims protection of civil service in holding job as police machine operator, Ja 2, 3:6

SELBY, GLENN (Mt. Vernon)
Sentenced for burglary, Mr 8, 18:3

SELBY, PAUL (Massillon)
Sentenced for desertion, pleas temporary insanity, Fi 1, 12:5

SELF, FRED
Divorced by wife Estella, Je 11, 1:4:3

SELFHORN, JOHN (Guy Falls)
Fined for intoxication, D 4, 8:2

SEMMLING, CECIL (Grafton)
Fined for disorderly conduct, Mr 25, 3:6

SENOOC, ANTONIO (Youngstown)
Slain, Antonio Spinella (Sees Nose) held, 0 29, 10:4

SENOPE, GEORGE (Barberton)
Held in robbery of John Foley, S 17, 12:1

SENOPE, JEROME (Norwalk)
Overcome by gas at Huron County infirmary, Mr 25, 10:2

SENOE, BETH (Canton)
History, feature article, My 20, 4:2

SENOE, BETH (Cleveland)
Plant destroyed by fire, F 28, 1:1

SENUN, IRMA (Hudson)
Sneaks before WCUC on women in office, My 8, 7:2

SEHOTI, JOE
Slain, brother Frank injured when struck with hammer, Michael Vancak held, N 29, 1:7

SELVARO, DOMINIC (Dominik Salvaggio) (Kelly's Island)
Sentenced to die in electric chair for murder of 2 unknown Italians, Je 5, 14:1; protests innocence, comprote self to Christ, Je 5, 14:3; asks for new trial, F 14, 12:4; granted stay of execution by circuit ct, Ap 12, 12:6; granted temporary suspension of sentence by Ohio sup ct, My 1, 3:4; granted stay of execution by Ohio sup ct, My 23, 10:5; appeal on murder chg refused, Ja 28, 9:7; electrocuted, N 22, 10:1

SELZER, CHARLES L (Clevel)
Named by Millard F White in collection suit, O 29, 2:5

SELZER, ED
Bitten by dog, O 22, 14:3

SELZER, FRANK
Sued for divorce by wife Margaret, Mr 9, 14:5

SELZER, FRANK
With W H Evans jr obtains option for lease of Schumacher property at corner of Main & Eagles, N 16, 1:7; plan conso of new bldg.

SELZER, FRANK (cont)

SELLER, FRANK
Plans constr of athletic club, D 19, 8:1

SELLER, OTIS F
Suirs wife Roma for divorce, Ja 19, 7:3

SELLER, PHILIP (New Philadelphia)
Burned, S 12, 14:1

SELLER HEATING CO
Named in damage suit by Heliee Fayerweather, D 9, 5:2

SENTER, FRED
Fined for disorderly conduct, Mr 25, 3:6

SENTINEL, GEORGE (Barberton)
Held in robbery of John Foley, S 17, 12:1

SENSE, JOSHE (Monroeville)
Overcome by gas at Huron County infirmary, Mr 25, 10:2

SENESC, COUNTY
History, feature article, My 20, 4:2

SENESC, TELCO (Bettsville)
Plant destroyed by fire, F 28, 1:1

SENUN, IRMA (Hudson)
Sneaks before WCUC on women in office, My 8, 7:2

SERTICHEM, JOHN
Jeff Nedzaire dies from injury recd when barrel falls on leg, Ja 18, 1:5

SERRIFF, PETER
See Smith, Milton

SETTLE, JAS, ASRN, Akron
Proposed banquet for Akron newspaper, Ja 1, 1:2

Sponsors talks by Jacob Nits, Ja 15, 1:2

Electors, F 14, 5:4

Rents room for Italian instruction classes, F 23, 11:6

LEASES N High st., home for res qrs, Ap 23, 8:1

Progress in civic improvement, Je 22, 5:3

Band robbed of instruments, S 2, 1:6

Institutes sewing classes for girls, S 23, 2:1

Denies breaking faith with Mayor F W Rockwell in starting pros of alleged brothels, u 3, 1:7

SEUPRE, CINRROD
Arrested and fined for assault on William Baurer, Je 5, 10:4

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS
Cont repus changes in Ohio ministry, N 8, 20:4

SEVERANCE, OSCIL (Ivanhoe)
Killed when accidentally shot by brother Burt, S 19, 5:2

SEVERANCE, CLINTON (Alliance)
Injured in gas explosion, S 12, 3:3

SEYHIC, CANDEON (Berberon)
Fined for assault, My 7, 12:2

SEYDEA, ANNA (Todalo)
Attempts suicide by cutting, S 26, 10:5

SEWERAGE AND GARBAGE POWER CO. See Sewers - Akron
SEWERS AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL (cont)

BARBERTON
Council passes resolution for new storm sewer, My 26, 8:1
Constr of W End sewer debated, O 24, 8:3; solicitor Boden criticized for delay by Mayor Mitchell, N 19, 8:4

CIYAHOGA FALLS
Munic disposal plant proposed by Mayor Taylor, O 30, 8:2
Solution of disposal problem urged as incentive to progress, N 4, 12:3
Falls st sewer completed, N 13, 5:5

GENEVA
Sewer system ordered rebuilt by Ohio health bd, O 31, 12:3
Citizens fail to comply with city installation ord, N 21, 12:4
Ohio Bd of health orders disposal plant rebuilt and enlarged, U 4, 10:2

KENTUCKY
Council approves contr of disposal plant, My 7, 17:8; immediate action advised by Ohio, bd of health, My 25, 13:6; motion to employ engrs to prepare plans passed by council, Je 18, 9:6; bond issue submitted to voters, N 1, 10:4; passage predicted, N 2, 11:7; council passes ord for sale of bonds, N 19, 5:2; contract for constr awarded to Payne Engineering co and Central Engineering bur, D 17, 2:4; bonds awarded to Spitzer, Rathbuck & Co, D 23, 7:4

OHIO
City council petitioned for sanitary sewer by Summit st property owners, Ap 3, 2:3
Resolution authorizing engineer to prepare estimate of plant constr passed by council, D 18, 8:3
Passage of bond issue forecast, D 21, 9:6

Advice and information regarding water and sewer conditions asked by Daniel J Jackson, My 9, 9:4
Ohio health bd given right by Ohio supp ct to compel municipalities to install sewage disposal and water filtration plants, Ap 2, 1:5

SEWARD, ELMER (Imanda)
Field in slaying of John Doyle, O 14, 5:3
SEWARD, G O
Aptd member of library bd by Mayor Rockwell, J 8, 3:5
SEWARD, GUILLFORD D
Granted right to adopt name of George D Seward, N 21, 1:9
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SEVING
Elementary girls' classes meet in neighborhood house, operate successfully, O 17, 2:5
SEX CRIMES
See also Murders; Assaults; names of persons

AKRON
Loma Hinson attempt, Gustav Adolph Schneider bound to grand jury, Ja 31, 2:5
Heavy sentence given offenders praised, ed, N 2, 4:2
Identification girl, Walter Wolf held, Ap 1, 10:5
William E Wesover held, Je 1, 8:2
Mrs Elizabeth Rieke's daughter, held, Je 19, 1:3
Harry Fisher held on rape chg, Jy 15, 10:1
Ruth Spelman attempt, assailant unknown, Jy 19, 3:4
Mrs Ruth Adams beaten in attempt, Ag 15, 1:4
Ruth Reynolds attempt, Philip Prestia wounded in rescue, Ag 15, 8:3
George Roddow arrested on incest chg, Ag 21, 8:3
Charles White convicted of assaulting daughter Ruth with intent to rap, N 30, 3:1
P Polk arrested on chg of attempts assault on 8-yr-old girl, D 17, 2:1

ASHIANA
Eula Lane, D 26, 8:2

CHICAGO JUNCTION
Earl Wiley, Frank Cuskey held, My 11, 9:5

COLEY TP
Mrs David Down attempt, Herbert Pryke sought, Ag 21, 5:1

CIYAHOGA FALLS
Harvey H Mohr indicted for criminal assault on 12-yr-old daughter, Ag 5, 1:5
Estella Reade attempt, Floyd Morgan held, Jy 5, 14:2

NORTHELF
Gertrude Sones, Ag 17, 1:6

PAVILLING
Wallace Carson found guilty of rape, Ap 26, 2:5

ROSEVILLE
Cynthia Rand, Clyde Brown held, Jy 24, 8:4

TROY
Ruby Barnhart and Wyrty Lowe attempt, Alfred Campbell held, Ja 20, 12:3

WARWICK
Mrs Julia Sward, Ap 12, 1:1

SEYBOLD, ELSIE (Springfield Lake)
Saves unconscious child from drowning, Jy 31, 1:2
SEYFRIED, HARRY E
Sued for divorce by wife Anna M, Ja 25, 3:4
Deed granted, My 2, 1:6
SEYMOUR, JAMES
Injured by motorcycle, My 21, 1:5
SEYFRIED, JOHN
Injured in fall from st car, Ag 16, 2:5
SHAL, See Fish
SHAFER, EARL (Martin's Ferry)
Fights duel with Philip Smith, both killed, wife and stepson held, Ap 29, 12:2
SHAFER, N A (Navarre)
Injures horse and buggy plunges through pond, My 31, 1:2
SHAFER, LAWRENCE C
Sued for divorce by wife Sylvia, E 3, 1:3
Wife granted temporary almony, F 8, 5:2
Deed granted, Ap 20, 2:4
Indicted on nonsupport chg, U 22, 2:7
SHAFFER, HARRY E (Paulding)
Killed in accident, My 9, 3:2
My 10, 4:5
SHAFER (MS), M H
Injured while boarding st car, Jy 18, 3:2
SHAKESPEARE
Address by Dr Wilbur L Davidson at Silver Lake chaotauqua, Ag 10, 5:3
SHALY, Joes
Fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 10:1
SHALLBERGER, JIMMY
Suicide, N 27, 5:4
SHAY (MAYOR)
Criticized for starting competitive stores, ed, F 23, 4:1
SHIELDS, DALLAS (Millin)
Apprehended by gas taxes, Jy 16, 8:3
SHARMA, HARVEY
Fined for intoxication, U 9, 5:2
SHANK, HARVEY
Held in death of wife Edna, U 3, 1:1
Confesses, held for grand jury, pho, 4, 1, 1; rev at events leading to murder, D 4, 1, 3; text of confession, D 4, 8:1; resume of letter found in pocket at time of crime, D 4, 8:3; grand jury panel selected to hear case, pbo, D 5, 1, 1
Shawn, ALVIN
Sues wife Mary for divorce, N 23, 18:1
SHARP, HAROLD (Ravenna)
Returned to Cath inst at Louisville after escape, F 22, 12:5
SHARYD, ROBERTS: See Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co
SHAW, OHIO, See Telephones
SHARP, CHARLES (Zanesville)
Fined for delinquency, N 21, 6:1, U 4
SHARP, JESSE (Conneaut)
Held in murder of Fred Brydlo, Je 7, 9:4
Convinced of 2nd degree, N 22, 5:2
Sentenced to life imprisonment, N 27, 7:4
SHAW, FOREST (Massillon)
Injured in fall from telephone pole, Jy 16, 8:3
SHAW, JOHN (Youngstown)
Murdered, Alex Cooper held, S 13, 10:1
SHAVIER, WILLIAM H (Canton)
Missing, sought on forgery chg, Ja 1, 3:4
Held in Winnepeg (Canada), Ap 12, 13:3
Returned to Canton, My 3, 1:2
SHAW (OR), ANNA
Delivers address on woman suffrage, Ag 24, 2:1
SHAW, CHARLES
Shot and wounded by Mike Popovich, Ja 8, 9:3
SHAW, H P
Addresses First Ch of Christ missionary rally on China missionaries, Ja 20, 10:3
SHAW (CINCINNATI), JAMES
Verbally attacks Mayor Rockwell for failure to enforce music and on saloons, N 21, 9:1
Chgs admin with responsibility for continuation of vice, N 26, 1:1
Assailed for blaming Rockwell admin for city crime wave, ed, N 26, 4:1
Declares munic ownership only solution to st immunity, D 6, 1:2
SHAW (MS), MARTHA
Death, N 9, 11:1
Funeral, bequest estate to North Kinworthy and 2 others, N 12, 1:7
SHARRELL, ELMER E
Saloon robbed, Fred Kramlich held, N 29, 1:6
SHAW, FRANK (Buffalo, N Y)
Injured in train collision, Ja 19, 16:5
SHAY, H J (Portsmouth)
Injured in 3-story fall, Jy 6, 7:2
SHEA, E J (Andover)
Scailed when rr engine explodes, N 15, 13:2
SHEATS, GEORGE
Pardoned from penitentiary, Ja 6, 4:6
SCHICKL, KING (Brady Lake)
Cottage destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:2
SHEPARD, MARY
With others loses div of property suit brought by Ida Wunderlich, Ap 2, 1:1
SHEETS, VICTOR
Bitten by dog, Ja 27, 1:7
SHEFFIELD, WILLIAM (Kent)
Injured in fall from Erie rr co roundhouse, O 11, 7:3
SHELBURNE, OHIO
W D Hanna, clerk of bd of pub affairs and corp clerk, chgd by Ohio examr with being short in accnts, Ja 4, 3:4
SHELTON, C E
Uninjured in st car-auto collision, S 2, 3:5
SHELTON (MS), J W (Richfield)
Injured in fall, Jy 20, 7:7
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SHIPMAN, WILLIAM D
Jr., F 12, 10:6

SHIPS AND SHIPPING
See also Accidents - Boats; names of ships and cos

GENERAL
Inefficient or lack of saving equipment criticized, ed, Ap 18, 4:1

British bill requiring ocean liners to cross ocean in pair favored, ed, My 3, 4:1
Sinking impaired by fog, Jy 15, 5:3
Lake vessels ordered by fed authorities to remove all gambling devices, Jy 18, 7:4
Hope expressed that free passage thru Panama canal will stimulate growth of Amer Merchant Marine, ed, Ag 12, 4:1
City of Ashlandhip contemplates harboring ships for winter, N 21, 12:4

LABOR RELATIONS
Threatened strike between Lake Erie fishermen and tugmen settled when wage agreement is signed, Clev, Ap 19, 7:3

STRIKES
Thomas Scranton and 2 others injured in riot, Clev, Je 20, 3:8

SHIREDY (OR), J L
Died of injuries reed in fall down stairs, por, Ap 8, 1:7

SHISELA, TITICIP
Fined for begging, N 19, 2:5

SHUSTER, S P (Barbernt)
Sentenced to reed for larceny mil org bill, My 18, 16:5

SHIVERLY, JOHN.
See Miller, Cleo
SHIVERLY (OR & MIS), WILLIAM.
Miller, Cleo
SHIVERLY, JUNE F
With Edwin A Wise named in collection suit appeal by Earl J Campbell, N 12, 8:1
SHIVELY, WILLIAM
Missing, Ag 13, 2:4

SHIVELY, SCOTT (Warren)
Injured with son Meril in train-wagon collision, N 25, 8:4

SHOCK (MRS), SEWARD
Granted custody of child by ct, F 9, 1:1

SHOCKLEY, JESSIE (Lima)
Attempts suicide, Jy 6, 7:2

SHOCKLEY, HENRY (Kent)
Retires from shoe business, My 11, 11:4

SHRECK, M.
Fined for keeping son out of school, F 3, 12:1

SHRINER, H V
Held on vagrany clg, S 16, 7:3

SHRENDON, H W
Fined for being in pk after curfew hour, Je 24, 10:2

SHRINK, MARTIN
Compelled to appeal stolen George Koerner's chickens, sentence stayed, O 29, 5:3

SHIRIJA, MALIKA
Fined for begging, N 19, 2:5

SHITCH, HARRY W
Sued for divorce by wife Charlotte M, My 2, 1:6; decree granted, S 24, 3:2

SHY, JOHN (Nevetey)
Accidentally shoots and kills Douglas B Clark, N 28, 3:5

SHYER, ANNA
Accidentally shoots and kills Douglas B Clark, N 28, 3:5

SHYER, WILLIAM G
Died of injuries reed at Goodyear Tire & Rubber co, N 9, 1:8

SHYER, RICHARD (Pleasant Twp)
Fattally injured by fall on pitchfork, Ag 20, 10:3

SHYFRIED, T A
Names Eva M Khalashek in appeal suit, J 1, 1:6; sues wife Mary E for divorce, J 25, 10:1; decree granted, O 21, 1:7

SHYTER, JOHN
With 2 others named in collection suit by Christian Brunner, F 20, 2:5

SIEBEL, GASTAV
Honored at concert presented by Akron Lieder-tafel, F 12, 12:5

SIDIT, SEE Blindness; Eyes and Eyeshight

SIGN
Sign painters call strike for increased wages and shorter hours, Cinti, Ag 1, 1:6

SIGN PAINTERS, SEE Banners, Signs, etc

SILBERMAN, DAVID
Names Amer Scrap iron co in damage suit, O 8, 2:5

SILVER, ASA
Attempts escape from Cal state hepp, S 4, 2:4

SILVER (MRS), SARAH
Fined for disturbing peace, S 4, 1:4

SILVER LAKE AVIATION CO
Takes over Silver Lake aviation ground contr previously held by The Akron Aviation co, Jy 9, 10:1; announces plans, Jy 10, 11:3
SILVER LAKE CHAUTAUQUA

SILVER LAKE PARK CO
Improvements delayed by discontinuance of railroad excursions, D 17, 9:3

SILVERSMITH, DAVID
Injured by falling piece of iron, My 20, 7:1

SINCOX, FRANK
Arrested on non-support chg, D 16, 7:1

SINISTER (MS), MARY (Barberton)
Returns to missionary work in China, O 31, 7:4

SINNOTS, ADOLETTA
Room robbed, F 12, 12:3

SINNOTS, JOYCE
 Held on desertion chg, D 16, 10:1

SIMON PACKING CO (Youngstown)
Swindled in sales deal, N 23, 14:3

SINOPSIS, W. M.
Appled asst in Ohio come for blind dept of home work for women and girls, F 17, 4:4

SIMON (REV), MINDT
Condemns lynching, Ap 28, 3:2

SIMPSON, JANETTE (Cinti)
Body found, suicide suspected, Je 5, 1:6

SIMPSON, E S
Res robbed, D 11, 12:1

SIMPSON (MS), F C (Ashatabula)
Robbed, D 30, 8:1

SIMPSON, JEROME (Zanesville)
Scalded when traction engine boiler explodes, D 11, 14:6

SIMPSON, WILLIAM (Edward Kelly)
Conviction on robbery chg upheld by Ohio supreme court, Je 23, 3:6; placed in solitary confinement at penitentiary for refusing to work, Ap 30, 3:3; special cell ordered built, My 3, 3:1; constr begins, My 8, 2:2

SINS, SCOTT
Sues wife Ostie May for divorce, My 6, 5:4

SINDEGEN, JESSE
Lunacy chg dismissed, Ap 28, 12:3

SINGER, FRED
Death, W 13, 1:3; funeral, N 19, 14:2

SINGER, WM
Chickens stolen, Ja 20, 1:6

SINGLE TAX LEAGUE, AKRON
Members pass resolution condemning A Ross Read for failure to support Rev Herbert Bigelow for pres of Ohio Constitutional conv., Je 10, 7:6
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SINGLE TAX LEAGUE, AKRON (cont)
Addressed by E D Fitch, Ja 24, 2:1
Addressed by Ionea Paul, F 28, 3:8
Addressed by Peter Witt on taxes, Ap 15, 1:4
Sponsors debate on merits of comn over fed form of govt, speakers listed, S 25, 1:3
George R Stuart on fun, Ag 13, 2:1

Dr Andrew F Johnson Home Life, Ag 15, 5:1
Bishop Frank W Bristol on bralts, Ag 16, 2:3
William Jennings Bryan Govt, Ag 17, 5:3

SINNOW, AUGUST (Cinti)
Sentence for murder in Italy, refused habeas corpus grant by U S dist ct of appeals, F 13, 8:3

SKIRNICK, JOHN (Massillon)
Killed by train, D 27, 1:3

SKOEN, NICK
Fined for assaultng wife, Ja 24, 10:2

SIMONI, GIUSEPPE (Ashatabula)
Fattally stubbed, Je 2, 8:4

SIGLER, BURINETTE
Granted divorce from wife Mae, Ja 17, 10:4

SILLS, HERBERT J
Divorce granted wife Florence N, Ja 29, 2:5

SKOOG, MIKE (Ravenna)
Held in cutting and wounding of Alexander Dembry, D 23, 14:1

SKOOG, GUSING COM CO
Rept business increase at stockholders' meeting, F 7, 10:3

SKOOGS, EVERETT
Sued for divorce by wife Mary, Ap 5, 2:1

SKEWS, CHARLES (Cinti)
Arrested after escape from West Virginia reformatory, returned, N 1, 20:4

SKILES, BERTHA
See Welch, Nellie

SKINNER, CHARLES (Cinti)
Froze to death, Ja 9, 5:2

SKEWS, CHARLES
Sued for divorce by wife Mary, Ap 3, 3:3; decree granted, Je 7, 18:1

SKUKER, MARKS (Ravenna)
Held on illegal liquor sale chg, F 22, 12:4

SKUTOL, MARTIN (Kennmore)
Diseased accidental shot wound, My 24, 24:3

SKYSCRAPERS, See names of buildings

SLAUGHTER, W E
Condemns polices of Francis J Haynes, Flr, F 27, 8:4; criticized for attack, Flr, F 28, 12:5

SLAUGHTER, WILLIAM AND CLYDE
Arrested on robbery chg, N 30, 12:6

SLAVONIC SOC, NATL
Named in damage suit by Paul Pusnovsky, My 25, 10:4

SLAVONSHI, MIKE (Barberton)
Res damaged by fire, Mr 4, 1:4

SLATER, WILLIAM EARL
Divorce granted wife Lillian V, Mr 7, 8:1

SLAVHAY, PHILLIP W
Sued for divorce by wife Elizabeth M, Jy 8, 8:2

SLEIGLE, LEE
Disorderly conduct chg dismissed, Ja 13, 5:4

SLIFE, BEILAH (Shanesville)
Returned to home after running away, My 21, 1:1

SLISKA, ANGUS (Youngstown)
Held in attempted robbery of Ensign Yager meat mk, S 18, 8:5

SLOAN, IRVIN (Sharon)
Arrested on assault chg, D 24, 10:3; fined, D 26, 7:2

SLOAN, J A
Awarded contrib to furnish gas to Hauzen, firm name changed to Napoleon & Warren Gas Co, Ag 20, 2:7

SLOPP, JOHN B
With Frank W Thaxton names Goodyear Tire & Rubber co and 3 others in property damage suit, Ag 27, 7:3

SLOT MACHINE
See also Gambling

Police confiscate devices of Southern Tobacco and Sun co, proprietors ordered to ct, F 15, 1:1

SLOSHER, ISAAC V
Names William Clerkin in damage suit, N 23, 1:3

SLOSHER, JOHN A
Sued for divorce by wife Minerva S, N 23, 2:3

SLOVAK Co group addressed on educ by Dr Pavel Blaha, D 4, 10:1

SLUSSEUR, LEWIS D
Names Metropolitan Brick co in collection suit, Jy 12, 8:2

SLUTZ (REV), W J (Kent)
Gives Memorial day sermon at Hath ch, My 27, 2:5

SMALL, DANIEL (Millersburg)
Shoots and wounds wife, commits suicide, Je 5, 10:1

SMITH, GEORGE T (Cleve)
Elected comr, N 7, 3:1

SMALL, WILLIS (Cleve)
Wine damage suit against Cinti, Hamilton & Dayton rr co, Ap 16, 5:1

SMALL cue
Schools and pub places opened after quarantine, Bono, Ja 22, 10:5
Anti-vaccinationists announce opening of independent school, Dayton, My 3, 2:4

Vaccination of children before school opening ordered by school bd, Kenmore, Ag 13, 10:1
8d of educ orders all children to be vaccinated before being allowed to enter school, Barto, Ag 20, 5:2


SNAKE RIVER RIVERS
Epidemic raging in Pittsburg officials watch incoming trains for suspected victims, Youngstown, S 26, 2:4

Quarantine of when causes shortage of Bessemer rr cars, Conneaut, O 10, 9:2
State inns men's ward quarantined, Toledo, D 4, 3:4

SMITH, A H
Killed by train, Je 30, 1:5

SMITH, ARTHUR
Fined, sentence suspended for assault on Robert McEwan, My 27, 1:6

SMITH, S (E)
Bakery and confectionery damaged by fire, Ja 17, 1:1

SMITZ, F
See also Gambling

Police confiscate devices of Southern Tobacco and Sun co, proprietors ordered to ct, F 15, 1:1

SMITH (CITI)
Addresses Hill Citzens' asson on bridges, Ja 10, 8:1

SMITH, A B, CO
Embezzled, Mar R Brighter sought, Ag 25, 5:2

SMITH (MFS), A E
Suicide, Jy 24, 7:4

SMITH, A H (Lima)
Killed by contact with elec wire, S 19, 5:2

SMITH, ALBERT
Injured in Internat Harvester co tire, D 30, 1:7

SMITH, ALBERT B
Case against Benjamin Gifford submitted to ct and decree ordered, Ap 3, 1:5

Wine collection suit from Herman O Feederle, My 1, 1:3

SMITH, ALFRED
Named by James E Martin in damage suit, Ag 27, 10:1

SMITH, ANDREW
Injured by crane at Weiland-Seaver-Morgan co, Jy 17, 2:2; dies, Jy 20, 12:2

SMITH, ANDREW
Injured on inanity chg, Ag 20, 10:4

SMITH (DR), ARTHUR B (Springfield)
Indicted for murder of former wife Florence
1912

SMITH, EMMA
Arrested in raid on opium den, N 4, 8:1

SMITH, EZA, DO
Incorporates, D 4, 12:6

SMITH, FRANCIS
Injured by machine at Firestone Tire & Rubber co., Ja 28, 2:8

SMITH, FRANK

Injured in attempt to board train, M 28, 1:4

SMITH, FRANK J (Clev)
Injured in strike riot at Allaye Aluminum Casting co., held in shooting and wounding of Frank Knieha, Ap 16, 5:8

SMITH, FREDDIE
Assault and battery charg dismissed, M 17, 20:9

SMITH, FRED

Petitions city council to lower assessment on real estate, Ap 3, 2:3

SMITH, GEORGE (Milford, Pa)
Killed when auto overturns, Ag 31, 10:4

SMITH, GEORGE W (Medina)
Daughter temporarily placed in custody of Pat Hutchinson, withdraws affidavit of prejudice against Judge Washburn in divorce case, Ja 13, 10:1

Charged with unprofessional conduct as atty., bar assn. conv. affirms charges, Ja 29, 1:1; found guilty by bar assn, Ja 30, 5:3

SMITH (POLICE CHIEF), H W, See Canton, Ohio

SMITH, HAROLD (E Liverpool)
Rescued from drowning, S 7, 8:4

SMITH, HARRY

Held in embezzlement of Cinti and Northern RR co., admits shortage, Ja 15, 10:5

SMITH, HARRY

Funeral, D 13, 12:3; 15:4

SMITH, HEARD
Killed when struck by train, Ja 30, 10:3; sundered, Ja 31, 2:4

SMITH, HARVEY
Arrested on chg of contributing to delinquency of wife Loretta, Jy 4, 1:4

SMITH, HENRY (Dayestown)
Attempts suicide by shooting, N 19, 12:3

SMITH, HENRY (Conneaut)
Dies from injuries rec'd when struck by train, D 5, 2:6

SMITH, HENRY F
Suied for divorce by wife Aubrey, O 23, 1:8; denies embezzlement charg made by wife, O 24, 5:3

SMITH, JAMES A (Canton)
Names Everett Sarchetti in suit for alienation of wife's affections, D 12, 8:3

SMITH, JOE (West Park)
Witnesses murder of Leo Mcloon, Ag 8, 1:3

SMITH, JOE
Fined for illegal hunting, D 21, 3:3

SMITH, JOHN

Held in robbery of Marye McArson Davis, N 30, 12:1

SMITH, JOHN
Fined for fighting, Ja 8, 11:5

SMITH, JOHN (Barberton)
Injured when thrown from buggy, N 8, 13:6

SMITH, JOHN (Wadsworth)
Arrested on charg of drunkenness and disorderly conduct, N 13, 2:4

SMITH, JOHN HENRY
Death, Ja 30, 2:6; funeral, Ja 31, 2:4

SMITH, JOHN W
Divorce granted wife Colia, N 29, 15:1

SMITH, JOSEPH (Elyria)
Killed when scaffold falls, Ja 27, 7:3

SMITH (MR AND MRS), JOSEPH
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, F 13, 6:1

SMITH, JOSEPH
Suied for divorce by wife Ethel, O 4, 7:1

SMITH (OR), L B (Youngstown)
Pleads guilty to selling cocaine, D 7, 3:2; fined, S 9, 2:4; expelled from Mahoning County Med soc, D 20, 14:3

SMITH, LAURA
Bound to grand jury on pocket picking charg, O 17, 14:1; indicted, N 16, 12:4; pleas not guilty, N 20, 2:3; forfeits bond, N 30, 3:3

SMITH, LORING J (Cuts)
Sentenced to penitentiary for embezzlement, N 13, 7:5

SMITH, LORISUB (Cuts)

Names NOTAL co in personal injury suit, S 10, 10:4

SMITH, MARY
Arrested on chg of adultery, sentence suspended, Ja 13, 1:2

SMITH (MR AND MRS), MARY A
Names William E Miller in collection suit, M 30, 1:7

SMITH, MAYNOOD (Summerville)
Killed by poison drug, N 23, 5:3

SMITH, MIKE (Barberton)
Fined for gambling, Ap 3, 14:1

Cut and injured, Louis Pocolobashat held, D 5, 1:3

SMITH, MILES C (Clev)

Held on robbery charg, Ja 11, 1:8; pleads guilty; bound to common pleas ct, Ja 12, 1:4; trial opens, Ja 17, 7:1; continues, F 8, 12:2; sentence suspended, F 9, 7:4

SMITH, MILTON (Ballpools)
Held with brother Elias in murder of Peter Serriter, F 24, 1:3; both indicted, Ap 10, 5:3; found guilty, Ja 14, 3:2

SMITH, MILTON

Injured in motorcycle-wagon collision, B 4, 10:1

SMITH, N L

Questions value of crusade to clean up Akron vtcia dist, ltr, D 3, 4:4

SMITH, OTIS (Newark)
Escapes from Licking county jail, Ap 30, 2:6

SMITH (MR AND MRS), PEARL
Attempts suicide by poison, D 17, 9:1; dies, D 18, 5:3; funeral, D 19, 7:3

SMITH, PETER J (Clev)
Arrested in dynamite conspiracy case, F 14, 5:3

SMITH, PHILIP (Martin's Ferry)
Fights duel with Earl Sheaffer, both killed, Ap 25, 12:2

SMITH, ROSE
Arrested on theft charg, D 9, 12:4

SMITH, RY
Injured when kicked by horse, Ag 10, 2:3

Injured in st car-wagon collision, D 3, 1:3

SMITH, ROBERT

Named trustee of Unio of Cinti, Ja 3, 6:3

SMITH, SANFORD
Names Firestone Tire & Rubber co in personal

- injury suit, S 10, 7:4; wins verdict, N 14, 2:3

SMITH, SID

Announces candidacy for Summit county coroner and

- repub ticket, N 5, 1:1

SMITH, THOMAS
Suicide, Jy 13, 2:4

SMITH, THOMAS B (Marion)
Names John J Roberts in alienation of affections suit, N 25, 7:2

SMITH, TONY

Held on non-support charg, M 3, 7:2; sued for divorce by wife Ruth, Jy 13, 2:1; resum of arrest, D 12, 1:3; sentenced, B 17, 1:7; committed to penitentiary, J 31, 5:3

SMITH, W F (Bowling Green)
Jewelry store robbed, Charles Welsh and Fred Johnson held, Jy 13, 8:3

SMITH, W H (Kent)

Found injured near rr tracks, Jy 22, 8:4

SMITH, WALLACE R
With Allison B Moore named in collection suit by Alfred Aker and 2 others, S 18, 2:6

SMITH, WALTER
Injured in st car collision, M 4, 1:8

SMITH, WALTER C
Addresses YMCA on vocational training, N 26, 9:3

SMITH, WILLIAM
Assault and battery charg dismissed, M 17, 20:8

SMITH, WILLIAM
Wins damage suit against Ohio Traction co., M 28, 1:7

SMITH, WILIAM
Adresses YMCA on vocational training, N 26, 9:3

SMITH, WILLIAM
Assault and battery charg dismissed, M 17, 20:8

SMITH, WILLIAM
Wins damage suit against Ohio Traction co., M 28, 1:7

SMITH, WILLIAM
Shot and killed, Arthur Lewis held, D 30, 7:3

SMITH, WILLIAM (Clev)
Robbed, Jy 27, 1:5; Jy 29, 10:1; Ag 14, 1:1

SMITHERS, ALICE

Vagrancy charg dismissed, Ap 26, 12:2
SMOKE NUISANCE
Elimination urged, ed, F 6, 7;4; nuisance minimized, ed, N 25, 4:1
Abatement in Columbus advocated, ed (Cola Dispatch), F 6, 4:2
Populace criticized for burning leaves, ed (Dayton News), D 23, 4:5
Abolishment of smoke in Akron urged, D 4, 12:2
SMOKING. See Cigarettes; Tobacco
SMOKING, TERESA
Assaulted, Mrs Anna Hill fined, F 22, 10:3
SMYER, CHARLES
Addresses American Woman's League of Akron on woman suffrage, F 8, 10:3
Defends Francis J. Henny against attack of W E Slabaugh, ltr, F 26, 12:5
SMYTH, GEORGE (Barberton)
Fined for fighting, J 1, 8:5
SMYTH, JOHN. See Ferguson, Wiley
SMYTHE, B (Great Bend)
Injured in auto-buggy collision, Ag 5, 5;4;8:8
SNAKES
Feature article, D 24, 8:1
SNAIL, JAMES
Fined, sentence suspended for assault, My 27, 1:8
SNIDER (MR AND MRS), T H (Erle, Penna)
Killed in train-auto collision, step-daughter Ethel Stanton injured, Je 10, 1:5
SNIDER, HENRY (Painesville)
Robbed, D 26, 2:2
SNIDER, GEORGE W (Guy Falls)
Resignation to be of educ, D 4, 8:4
SNOK, PETER
Fined for vagrancy, N 16, 1:6
SNOW, See Weather
SNOW, RALPH R
Names Ed Adams in collection suit, D 26, 8:5
SNYDER, ARNIE (Barberton)
Fined for cohabitation, F 22, 10:3
SNYDER (MRS), BEN (New Philadelphia)
Assault attempted, John Kirk held, Je 24, 8:4
SNYDER, C J (Bettsville)
Building destroyed by fire, F 26, 1:1
SNYDER (MRS), CLARA L
Suicide, D 14, 1;1; funeral, por, D 16, 3:2
SNYDER, E A
Appeals suit against Claude Traxler to common pleas ct, Ag 22, 1:5
SNYDER, EDDIE (Fremont)
Res robbed, J 8, 5:4
SNYDER, EVA N
Named in collection suit by Clinton Savings Bank co, S 14, 8:2
SNYDER, FRANK
Fined for assault on Banita Sagi, Je 28, 8:7
SNYDER, GEORGE W
Names Joseph Sauber in collection suit, D 22, 2:8
SNYDER, GEORGE W (Dayton)
Obtains vacation restraining order against bd of health, My 15, 2:8
SNYDER (MRS), GRACE BISHOP (Mansfield)
Missing, W 21, 6:1
SNYDER, HARRY
Sentenced for perjury, S 27, 2:3
SNYDER (MRS), HESSIE
Res placed custody of daughter Inez Crosier, My 9, 1:8
SNYDER (OR), J C (Bowling Green)
Held on forery chg, F 4, 2:1
SNYDER, JH (Barberton)
Unfired in auto collision, D 7, 2:5
SNYDER, JESSE
Suicide, Ap 24, 5:4
SNYDER, JOSEPH F
Candidate for repub nomination for state school com, F 29, 4:4
SNYDER, MILDA
Apptd pc clerks, Je 4, 1:8
SNYDER, ROY
Injured in rr accident, D 16, 2:2
SNYDER, SHERWOOD F
Lectures on cooking praised, ed, My 21, 4;1;6:3
SNYDER, STEVE
Foreclosure suit brought by Lucinda Martin settled, Je 30, 7:2
SNYDER, T E (Evansport)
Store robbed, D 5, 2:3
SNYDER, THOMAS J
Loss collection suit to Hundley, Pierce, Anderson co, F 9, 8:3
With Joseph Sauber named in collection suit by Akron Grocery, Ag 10, 8:5
SNYDER, W H (Fairlawn)
Chicken house robbed, J 27, 6:7
SNYDER, WALTER (Wooster)
Sentence for burglary and larceny, Je 3, 3:2
SNYDER, WILLIAM
Held on non-support chg, My 11, 9:2
SNYDER, WILLIAM W
Divorces wife Grace A, Je 14, 11:7
SNYDER, WIPCO
Names John T and Gertrude W Young in collection suit, F 19, 1:5
SNYDER MFG CO (Snider Mfg Co) (Logan)
Destroyed by fire, D 19, 7:7; D 20, 11:3
SNOB, PAUL (Barberton)
Arrested for fighting, Je 28, 15:5
SOKOLOSKI, MICHAEL
Under observation for insanity while serving life sentence for murder, F 3, 7:5; makes partial confession to prison official, F 22, 1:10
SOCIAL AGENCIES, CENTRAL COUNCIL OF (Youngstown)
Holds meeting, endorses muncie lodging house, appts cons, N 16, 9:2
SOCIAL CLUB, PERKINS
Elects officers, F 17, 6:2
SOCIAL SERVICE, See Welfare
SOCIALISM
See also Government; names of countries
Address by William Haywood, S 30, 1:6
SOCIALIST PARTY
Members oppose salary and passed by Barberton council, Je 9, 10:2
Delegates to Ohio constitutional conv advocate abdication of state sen, Ja 13, 4:6
Akron members addressed on Ohio chld labor by Mrs Ella Reeves Bloor, F 26, 7:1
George Pettigrew speaks on labor conditions in mining indus, N 28, 3:3
Toledo party split, ed (Clev Plain Dealer), N 29, 4:2
Expel Canton Mayor Harry S Shilling from party, Ap 1, 2:5
State Conv nominates Maurice Rossman for pres elector, Ap 30, 1:5
Repub and Dem parties criticized for indirectly aiding party, ed, N 9, 4:1
SOCIOLOGY
Prevalence and remedies of soc evils, feature article, N 23, 4:2
SOCHER, JOHN B
Phillip F Soeder files application for apptmt as ader of estate, N 28, 1:6
SOFTBALL, See Baseball - Semi-pro and Amateur
SOHNER, ELMER (Barberton)
SOIL
Need of fertilization in Ohio, N 27, 12:3
SOLEAN, FRANK
Arrested on assault and battery chg, N 26, 10:1
SOLOMONS AND SAINTS, FRANKLIN, XENIA
Maintains high rating in care of orphans, My 11, 4:6
Harry S Quinn apptd to bd of trustees, S 11, 3:6
SOUKER, GEORGE (Northfield)
Criminally assaulted by unknown man, Ag 17, 1:6; assasitant sought, pho, Ag 19, 1:5; pay envelope bearing name of George Petash on no value as evidence, Ag 20, 1:4
SOMMERFELD, CHARLES
Injured when train runs away, F 19, 1:1
SOMMERFELD, FRED
Injured fighting fire at Kila Mfg co, N 11, 1:5
SOMOYEN, MICHAEL
Sue's wife Katherine for divorce, N 7, 1:6
SOUNDWATER, A F (Canton)
Garage and auto destroyed by incendiar, D 20, 16:4
SONTHEIMER, GEORGE
Pleads not guilty to assault chg, Je 20, 3:3; fined, My 16, 8:5
SORENO, FRED (Hamilton)
Damaged by fires, J 9, 10:3
SORRELL, LOUIE
Arrested on chg of rentning house for brothel, D 27, 1:7
SOROKY, CELIA
Names NIT&L co in personal injury suit, N 29, 11:3
SORRICK, D
Named in others-in-committee and foreclosure suit with Samuel A Need, J 28, 2:4
SOWDER, JOHN
Dies from injuries received in fall, J 9, 1:4
SOUND, See Noise
SOREK, JOE
Suit against Milton Kanaga settled, N 30, 1:8
SOUTH AURINK BANKING CO
Elects officers, declares divd, Ja 11, 5:2
SOUTH BROOKLYN ST CH (Cleveland)
Recs financial aid from United Friends ch of Spokane (Wash), My 17, 15:1
SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
First commencement exercise held in new bldg, Ja 19, 1:6; imp by bd of health, F 16, 14:1; resolution for purchase of ground at S Main and Thornton strs.tor recreation area adopted by bd of educ, Je 5, 5:1; holds commencement exercises, Je 8, 1:7; proposed purchase of site rescinded by council, S 7, 3:6
Ground extension ballotting proposed by bd of educ, N 13, 12:2; purchase urged, ltrs, N 15, 3:2; N 19, 12:2; ballot asking vote on land purchase issued by bd of educ, D 12, 2:1; D 13, 12:1; purchase authorized by bd of educ, D 28, 1:1
C C Myers presented with gift from pupils following resignation, N 11, 5:6
Students hear Charles F F Campbell speak on care of eyes, N 19, 2:4
YMCA granted permission to use rooms for night school purposes, D 11, 5:3
SOUTHARD, FRED J (Gambier)
Killed in airplane crash, My 21, 1:3
SOUTHFIELD, JAMES (Fay Falls)
Injured when cleating plant is damaged by fire, Je 22, 8:6
SOUTHERN TOBACCO AND CIGAR CO
Slot machines confiscated by police, co will fight case, F 15, 1:1; chg of illegal operation of devices dismissed when co agrees to remove machines from city, N 27, 1:7; wins verdict in slot machine suit brought by Hamilton, Ohio, My 10, 1:7
Cesses operations because of muncie slot machine proe, N 16, 1:7
SOUTHWESTERN AND OHIO EYE CO
Merged with NIT&L co removed, N 11, 9:1
1912

SPELLMAN, DAVID N AND ORILLA
Suiit appealed by Akron Storage and Contracting Co. to allow judgment of justice of peace ct., O 14, 10:3.

SPELLMAN, ERNAH
Sued for divorce by wife Louise, O 16, 10:1.

SPELLMAN, RUTH
Criminal assault attempted, Jy 19, 1:4.

SPENCER (MS); A D (Springfield Lake)
Res, robb'd, Ag 23, 1:3.

SPENCER, CARL
Divorce granted wife Lillian, Ja 10, 3:5.

SPENCER, JOHN F
Blog, pos, D 9, 1:4.

SPENCER (MS); L 6

SPENCER, ROY
Fined for speeding, S 9, 1:7.

SPENCER, WILLIAM A
Recommended for re-appointment to Summit county bd of elections, Jy 20, 3:5.

SPERDES, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Elizabeth, S 5, 1:3.

SPICER (CANTON); CYNTHIA ALLYN
Preservation of log cabin house urged, itr, M 30, 4:3.

SPICER, F N
Purchases city mkt house stall, O 23, 7:5.

SPICER (MS); HOWARD C
See also Ohio - Elections - Senate.
Resigns from Summit county bd of elections, O 7, 2:1.

SPICERTON LEAGUE
Endorse levy for high level bridge, N 4, 10:2.

SPIDEL, STACY
Death, Ja 8, 2:4; will probated, Ja 20, 3:3.

SPIDLE, ELMER
Held on assault and battery chg, case continued, O 16, 10:1.

SPILLER, PEARL M
Adopted by Mrs and Mrs Clifford W Howden, N 26, 14:2.

SPINELLA, ANTONIO (Sue Rose) (Youngstown)
Hold in murder of Kalman Kedrowski and Antonio Seminoff, O 26, 10:4.

SPRINGS, D (Wtwater)
Res destroyed by fire, Ja 30, 3:1.

SPRINGS, JOSEPH
Names Gust Amsbrodt in collection suit, My 24, 1:4.

SPITZER, RICHARD & CO

SPIZZELLO, NICHOLAS
Files motion for new trial in suit against Tina Schwartz, Ja 24, 5:1.

SPONAS, PEDRO (Mansfield)
Fatally shot by Tony Schoenfeld, Je 6, 1:8.

SPRAGUE, WILLIAM
Injured when thrown under st car, Ja 24, 10:1.

SPRANGER, CLAY (Lida)
Appt to succeed of Rev Albert Christian, ch, Ja 17, 2:4.

SPRANGER, CHARLES (Newark)
Killed when he runs into post, D 4, 3:4.

SPRINGER, MOFFATT
Injured in fall, F 19, 3:1.

SPRATTON, A 1
Talks on slang its uses and abuse before Technology club of International Harvester co, F 16, 10:3.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
Police Chief W O'Brien suspended by Mayor Miller, Ja 4, 4:1; reinstated, Ja 10, 7:3.

SPRINGFIELD (MS)
Leased by Augustus (Frank) from Mr A Martin, F 10, 3:3.

SPRINGFIELD ROAD
See Roads.

SPRITZ, EMILY
Drowned when boat capsizes, Ap 12, 1:5.

SPRINGS, WAYNE
Sent to Lancaster indus school for theft, F 8, 8:3.

SPRENDER, ALBERT
Suicide, O 2, 1:1.

SPRINGFIELDS, See Hunting.

SPRUIT, TONY (Youngstown)
STARK COUNTY (cont.)

Infirmary earnings kept for June-August, S 6, 8:1
Use of torture device in house in punishing
infraction of rules admitted by Supt Eli
Boyer, S 26, 2:3
Whose investigation by Akron officials,
Oct 23, 7:2; conditions approved, D 24, 1:1
STARK ELECTRIC CO
Losses personal injury suit filed by Laura J
Genger, Ap 12, 12:2

STARKER, BENJAMIN (Lintonville)
Injured when struck on foot with ax, D 18, 12:2
STARKER, ELMER (Marion)
Killed by train, Jy 30, 10:3
STARKER, FRANK (Venice)
Injured when auto overturns, S 30, 10:6
STARKER, HARDY RAYD
Killed by auto, My 27, 1:1; Louis D Fritzberg
held, My 28, 1:4; father Harry blames police
for lax action in enforcing speed laws,
My 31, 1:7; urges enforcement of traffic laws,
Lr, Jy 22, 2:4

STARKER, JACOB
Names Charles Summers unknown heirs and others
in suit to quiet property title, Je 29, 3:5

STEIN, BENJARD (Clev)
House damaged by fire, Ag 12, 3:7

STEIN, DIAN P
Appt member bd of control by Mayor Rockwell,
Ja 8, 3:5

STEIN, GUSSE
Heard for Chicago police on white slavery charge,
N 10, 1:1; arraigned with Morris Mansfield
on charge of illegal cohabitation, N 22, 2:3

STEIN, JAMES (Youngstown)
Shot and wounded in resisting attempted robbery
of Adams Express Co, Je 14, 7:6

STEIN, JOHN (Navarre)
Injured when horse and buggy plunges through
parade, My 31, 1:2

STEIN, MARY S
In court on appeal to five by Commercial Heads of
Amer, S 30, 3:5

STEIN, NINA (Cle
Advises Commercial Travelers' assoc, Ja 22,
12:3

STEIN, RAY
Apted to conv of nieu river and
harbor, S 10, 3:9

STEINER, BENJAMIN (Cle
Appeals delegate to conv of nieu river and
harbor, S 10, 3:9

STEINER, BENJAMIN (Cle
Apted to conv of nieu river and
harbor, S 10, 3:9

STEINER, CHARLES (Upper Sandusky)
Killed by train, Jy 6, 7:2

STEINER, JOHN (Barberton)
Fined for intoxication, Je 10, 5:4

STEVEN, PERRY
Held on chg of operating auto without owner's
consent, Ap 27, 1:1; fined and sentenced,
My 1, 5:3

STEVEN, VINCENT
Selected by bd of dir by Commercial Heads of
Amer, S 30, 3:5

STEVENSON, BESSE HAN
Suicide, D 16, 10:6

STEVENSON, EDWIN (Cle
Attempts suicide by poison, Ja 6, 12:3

STEVENSON, WILLIAM W
Names Thomas G Kent in damage suit, O 25,
18:1

STEWART, J A
Decision in suit brought by German Fire Ins co
affirmed by Ohio sup ct, My 28, 1:7
STEWART, ALBERT A (Gallipolis)
Missing in Titanic disaster, Ap 17, 1:3

STEWART, EDWARD (Clev)
Fined for street blocking, Ap 17, 10:3

STEWART, EDWARD (Clev)
Held in attempted robbery of Lillian Rapkin
res, My 31, 14:3

STEWART, F S (L. Liverpool)
Assaulted, Albert Penny held, Ja 3, 5:4

STEWART, GEORGE (Cleveland)
Injured when thrown from motorcycle, Ag 19, 10:2

STEWART, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, N 30, 3:2

STEWART, OLIVER WAYNE (Guy Falls)
Speaks on temperance at Broad St Ch of Christ,
F 19, 2:5

Addressed WSTU on business side of saloons,
My 4, 12:2

STEWART, SAMUEL
Fined for immorality, My 1, 8:5

STICKLEY, R.H.
Sale on need of missionaries in foreign
fields, F 5, 3:1

STICKLEY, FRANK
Suicide, wife's daughter, F 2, 10:1

STITHAM, ALBERTINA and CHARLES H
Name City in property damage suit, Jy 17, 2:4

STINN, W.
Pottery destroyed by fire, F 16, 16:2

STINN, GEORGE W (Wapakoneta)
Assaulted, Charles Cozad held, F 15, 3:3

STIPKA, ANDREW (Youngstown)
Held in attempted robbery of Ensign & Gage store,
S 10, 9:8

STITCH, STEVE
Fined for intoxication, My 24, 24:4

STITERS, ELIZABETH J
Collection suit against Dennis Toney dis-
misse, Ja 12, 14:4

STITES, JAMES
Granted parole from Ohio state reformatory,
F 14, 5:1

STOCK EXCHANGES. See Stocks and Bonds; names
of firms

STOKES, CHARLES (Roverstown)
Killed in train collision, D 14, 14:2

STOKES, S R
Chicken coop robbed, Ja 25, 10:5

STOKLE, C E (Circleville)
Missing, found short in acts as city clerk,
Ag 8, 9:2

STOKLEY, HENRY CALVIN
Estate named in collection suit by Akron Savings
& Loan Co, Ja 25, 3:7; settled, Ap 2, 1:1

STOCKS AND BONDS
See also Taxation - Corporation; specific
industries and businesses; subjects and
geographic headings for munic bond issues

STOCKS AND BONDS (cont.)

Matthew McGraw and Edward Charthers fined for
operating bucket shop, Gois, W 25, 10:2

J B Jones arrested for fraudulent sale,
Navar, W 27, 5:3

James McNicholas's will before of Gorans were
estimates at $500,000, G 1, 8:4

STEINBRUCH, JOHN (Canton)
Arrested on charge of passing counterfeit money,
S 3, 1:1

STOKO, ALEX
Fined for disorderly conduct, W 26, 10:2

STOLEY, ELLEN
Damage suit brought by City settled, W 29, 10:2

STROBID, ZIVAN
Marriage, wife's daughter, D 24, 5:1

STILLS (MP and MS), BERNARD O (Lancaster)
"Resign as officials of boys' Indus school,
D 16, 1:4

STIOL, FRED C (Youngstown)
Killed when steel bar pierces body, O 5, 2:3;
Q 8, 7:6

STILL, J
Collection suit against John Krazz co and
others submitted to court, decree ordered,
Ja 25, 1:1

STINE, C W (White Cottage)
Pottery destroyed by fire, F 17, 5:4

STONE, EWMA
Collection suit against estate of Martha Harris
settled, W 5, 12:3

STONE (Or), F W
Arrested on charge of practicing med without
license, Ja 25, 10:4; case continued, F 3,
3:1; 5:1; makes statement regarding chgs,
F 5, 9:1

Office damaged by Schumaker in big fire, ay 16,
1:1

STONE, GEORGE (Cincinnati)
Held in murder of Max Abbott, F 15, 2:6

STONE, GEORGE
Speaks at first Baptist on necessity of educ to
man, F 8, 3:4

STONE, JAMES (Cleveland)
Store robbed, W 26, 1:8

STONE, N
Loss collection suit brought by Permanent
Savings & Loan Co, Ap 2, 1:1

STONE, R T
[In]accident in train-wagon collision, wagon
damaged, Y 17, 5:7

STONE, WILLIAM THOMAS
Sued for divorce by wife Mary Viola, F 21, 1:3;
decl given, Wy 17, 20:4

STORKKEL, JOHN
Held on charge of stabbing and wounding Joseph
Pilch, Ja 15, 8:3

STORAD, S (Barberton)
Infant child burned by potash, G 6, 12:3

STIER, See Retail Stores and Trade; names
of stores

STIOR, See Fox; Weather

STORS, FRED (Zanesville)
Arrested on charge of adulterating food, Ap 24, 5:2

STORY and CLARK PIANO CO
James E W. Stolten (Stollen) and others in
collection suit, F 21, 2:8; suit dismissed,
W 5, 12:3

STORTIPE, MRS., DELLA A
Aptd supt of Summit County Infirmary, Ag 1,
10:2

STORI, SHERMAN
Death, Jy 27, 8:3; funeral, Jy 29, 10:5; will
filed, Ag 20, 10:2

STOVER, ELMER
Fined for operating auto without license,
W 10, 2:2

STONE (MP and MS), DAVID (Ashiabula)
Killed in train-train collision, D 17, 1:1

STRADEY, CHARLES (Marysville)
Overcome by heat, Jy 16, 8:3

STRAUHMS, CHARLES LIM
Served as witness against Fred Harrison alleged
white slave procuer, O 23, 1:6

STRAUS, MIKE
Killed in manslaughter chg in death of Paul
Brasky, Ag 24, 1:8; sentence suspended,
Ag 27, 3:1

STRAFERT, ROBERTO (Cleveland)
Sentenced to fed penitentiary at Leavenworth
(Kan) for counterfeiting, D 10, 10:2

STRAHAN, JOHN
Burned in fire, F 22, 10:2

STRAIGHT, SUPT (Kent)
Objections against relief as two school suit
investigated by bd of educ, W 22, 2:4

STAPLETON, CLYDE (Chicago)
Arrested as fugitive from Ohio penitentiary,
y 23, 12:4; D 23, 12:4

STRAUS, AUGUST (Oberlin)
Robbed, O 14, 5:3

STRAUS, OSCAR S
Campaigns for election of Theodore Roosevelt
for Pres, D 25, 11:4

STRAUS, BROS CO (Cleveland)
Files petition in involuntary bankruptcy,
Henry Baker appdt rec, Ap 3, 1:8

STRASER, CLARA (Marton)
Killed by st car, D 4, 3:4

STRAHAN, JOHN H (Barberton)
Fined and sentenced for non-support, Ja 10, 9:3

STRECKER, MRS. LEWIS (Tallmadge)
Injured by falling wagon wheel, N 22, 15:2

STREET, FRED
Bound to common pleas ct on check forgery chg,
D 10, 18:3; indicted, N 16, 12:4; pleads
guilty, sentence conditionally suspended,
V 19, 1:4

STREET RAILWAYS
See also Accidents - St. Rys; Traffic;
Transportation; names of coas

AKRON
General
Numbering st cars for convenience of foreigners,
feature article, D 16, 12:1

NOTAL co agrees to improve service on Rowley
st line, F 13, 1:1

Ohio pub service commission decides on
NOTAL request for bond issue permit, F 20,
1:3; bonds for proposed improvements

W Hill residents petition for st car service,
F 28, 1:2

Akon bd of control files complaint with Ohio
pub service to file against poor service of
NOTAL co, F 29, 1:1; M 1, 1:5; results of
investigation summarized, ed, N 1, 4:1

NOTAL co files answers, M 15, 1:7; M 16,
3:1; hearing opens, W 26, 1:1; city officials
 testify, suggest improvements, W 26, 2:1;
insp of equipment ordered by BD, N 29, 1:5

And before court requires each car to carry
jacks, W 12, 2:1; jacks installed, U 16, 9:4

NOTAL co places open summer cars in service,
Ap 11, 1:2

Resolution asking advice of HUD regarding
extension of W Loop line passed by council,
L 11, 5:1

Extension of lines authorized by council, D 15,
2:3; co refuses unless offered 25-year
continuation of franchise, D 12, 1:7; co
contends franchise does not warrant exten-
sion, D 26, 14:1; resolution demanding
extension passed by council, D 2, 3:1; ord
pauses, N 12, 1:7; ed, 4:1; co demands
extension franchise, N 13, 1:3; pub opinion
against co urged by Solicitor Taylor, N 14,
1:3; munis ownership only solution, declares
councilman Shaw, D 6, 1:2

NOTAL co agrees with city's demand for under-
ground wiring, D 6, 14:1; proposal to retain
st car feed wires overhead refused by
council, D 24, 3:1

Service on E side deplored by council, D 10,
1:4

N and W Hill service criticized, Ltr, D 12, 3:3

Mayor Rockwell requests improved service on
loop line, D 18, 1:8

Citizens protest poor service and faulty equip-
ment, Mayor Rockwell investigates complaints,
D 19, 1:7
ASHFORD
Penn & Ohio Ry co fined for not keeping car
vestibules heated, Fl 5, 9:6

BARBERTON
NOTAL co purchases site for loop, S 16, 2:1
Plans for waiting rooms discussed by council,
N 5, 1:2

CANTON
James A Robinson complains of inadequate
service, Ap 12, 15:6

CINTI
Three-cent rate war declared against Cinti
Traction co by venon taxpayers' league, Ja
17, 12:3
Extension of system to Bond Hill held illegal
by common pleas ct, Jl 6, 1:7

CLEV
Judge Harvey R Keeler maintains 3-cent fare
reasonable, 0 30, 7:2
City contemplates using passenger and freight
terminal as Ohio sup ct sanctions use of
lake front land, N 20, 7:1

COLUMBUS
Decreased rates granted by traction co, Ap 1,
5:1

CUDY FALLS
Council considers complaints against st car
operations, M 8, 5:7
Inability of st cars to handle wks protested by
citizens, D 23, 2:2

DETROIT
Critcized for defeat of referendum election
on st car franchise, ed, Ja 25, 4:1

KENT
Improved cars demanded by citizens, N 27,
10:2

TOLEDO
Franchise on 3-cent fare or passed by city
council, Ja 3, 5:4
City officials reach rate agreement with
transportation co, Ja 5, 16:3

YOUNGSTOWN
Residents petition council to compel NOTAL co
to restore st car service on Woodland ave,
N 14, 12:1
Pay enter cars demanded by council, F 19,
3:1; begin operation, N 14, 12:3; deemed success,
N 19, 3:3

1912
STREET RAILWAYS - YOUNGSTOWN (cont)

STUBBS, EDWARD H
Death, M 9, 3:4; will filed, M 25, 1:5
STUBBS, JOHN C (Ashland)
Retires from business career, Ja 17, 12:1
STUBBS, WILLIAM P
Praises Theodore Roosevelt in address before
Summit county Roosevelt club, M 6, 1:1
STICK, JOHN
Suicide, Ap 25, 12:2
STREETS, See names of cols and unls; Schools;
Scholarships
STUDY CLUB, MUSIC AND ART (Barberton)
Elects officers, Ap 9, 14:3
STUFF, JACOB A
Divorce granted wife Annabelle, Ja 12, 11:1
STUHLBOEHR, EUGENE
Heled on chg of disorderly conduct, case
continued, M 8, 2:6
STULL, C B (Youngstown)
Held on suspicion, M 23, 8:1; M 24, 14:4;
ordered out of town after refusing to marry
girl companion Annie Eckert, M 25, 1:5
STULL, JOHN (Barberton)
Sentenced for petit larceny, M 29, 2:4
STUHLBERGER, WILLIAM
See Flynn, Jack
STUMP, J J
Res damed by fire, D 25, 1:7
STURGEON, J
Chgd with embezzlement in affidavit filed by
Miller & Karlson, Ja 27, 1:4; chg withdrawn,
M 29, 12:4
STURGEON, ISAAC
Suicide, Ap 10, 12:1
SUCCESS FURNACE CO
Ordered to discontinue sale of furnaces in
Akron, M 16, 1:7
SUCKER, LILLIAN (Cinti)
Wns breach of promise suit against William
Burger, Ap 10, 1:3
SUCIDUS, EVA (Clay)
Injured by meat grinder, M 20, 12:4
SUGAR, See Maple Sugar & Syrup; Tariff
SUGAR
See also names of individuals
AKRON
Unidentified man, F 22, 1:6
Unidentified man found in canal, M 5, 8:2
Body of unidentified man found along rr tracks,
D 23, 1:3
NILES
Unidentified man found in Niles, N 9, 9:6

SUIT INDUSTRY
See Garment industry; names of cos
SULKY, KATIE (Canal Dover)
Drowns in cistern, M 7, 8:4
SULLIVAN, GENE (Kent)
Arrested victim found after 7-day search, O 11,
8:3
SULLIVAN, HARRY
Held on robbery chg, Jl 11, 1:8
SULLIVAN, JOHN (Youngstown)
Killed by Robert Holloway in alleged attempt
to rob res, O 9, 2:3
SULLIVAN, JOHN L (J)
See Ohio - Elections - Sec of State
SULLIVAN, JOHN M
Suited for divorce by wife Clara F, F 2, 10:2;
decree granted, Ap 12, 1:5
SULLIVET, W F (Cinti)
Indicted for placing gun on tail in U S mails,
Jl 6, 12:3
SULZBACH (NEW), CHARLES (Lima)
Wns damage suit brought by Dr J A Parks, N 29,
9:3
SUMMER RESORTS
See names
SUMMERS, CHARLES
Heirs and others named in suit by Jacob
Steiger to quiet property title, N 29, 3:5
SUMMERS, GEORGE
Suicide, Ap 26, 1:6
SUMMERSVILLE, CARL (Willsfield)
Held on manslaughter chg in auto death of
Leo Linz, M 8, 9:3; indicted, Ja 14, 6:7
SUMMIT CO-OPERATIVE CO
Files inc papers, Ja 17, 2:4; holds meeting,
plans opening of store, F 9, 2:5; opens first
grocery, F 13, 8:5
SUMMIT COUNTY
See also Courts; Schools; Sewers; Taxation -
Real Estate; Traffic; Water

AUDITOR
Nobel Warner resigns as clerk, Helen Buchanan
apptd, Jl 17, 3:2

CHILDREN'S HOME
Acceptance refused by coems until conts
settle coal bill, O 15, 3:2
Bids for excavating ground too high, M 16, 3:6
Bids for grading still sought by coems, Ja 31,
2:3
Suitable bldg requested of coems by Judge
O E Lytle, F 16, 1:5
Plans outlined, M 1, 12:1
Annual picnic, Jl 16, 12:5
John Donald Carlos Long recovered after
escape, M 28, 3:3
Rain Miller and 4 others recovered following
escape, D 2, 3:6
ELECTIONS

Petition for dem nomination taken out by
E Bender, F 20, 12:5
Julius Frankel dem files for re-election, F 21, 1:1; nominated, My 22, 1:1; elected, N 7, 1:4
W F Strobel dem files candidacy, N 3, 1:4
Charles Gaylord repub files for nomination, nominated, My 22, 1:1; defeated, N 7, 1:4
Sid Smith repub announces candidacy, N 5, 1:1
Maurice Betts announces candidacy, F 23, 1:8
E L Vale files petition for candidacy for dem nomination, Ap 5, 1:1; nominated, My 22, 1:1; defeated, N 7, 1:4
Thomas Steele dem takes out petitions, Ap 18, 9:4; nominated, My 22, 1:1; elected, N 7, 1:4
L M Kauffman nominated by dems, My 22, 1:1; elected, N 7, 1:4
E O Griswold files Bull Moose petition, O 7, 1:5; praised and endorsed, ed, N 4, 4:1
Close race report, N 6, 1:1

Coroner
Dr Ralph Kendall wins repub nomination, My 22, 5:1; also choice of dems, My 24, 1:6
endorsed, N 2, 1:4; elected, N 7, 1:4

General Winners listed, unofficial returns, N 7, 1:4

JUDICATURE
Judge O E Lytle files petitions for repub nomination for probate ct, F 6, 10:2
endorsed, ed, O 19, 4:1; N 4, 4:1; reelected in unofficial returns, N 6, 1:1; N 7, 1:4
elected in official returns, N 11, 1:5

Prohibition Conv
Names full ticket, Je 17, 8:2

Prosecutor
Atty S A Deckers seeks dem nomination, Ap 9, 9:4; nominated, My 22, 1:1
Howard F Castle wins repub nomination, My 22, 1:1; 5:3; endorsed, ed, O 22, 4:1; elected in unofficial returns, N 6, 1:1

Recorder
Park J Shepard repub announces candidacy, Je 31, 2:4; nominated, My 22, 1:2; endorsed, N 2, 1:4
E A Merceney files candidacy, F 1, 1:7
E F Buchtel files candidacy for repub nomination, F 12, 12:2
Jacob Bauer nominated by dems, My 22, 1:2; elected in unofficial returns, N 6, 1:1; N 7, 1:4
John Welson files campaign expenditures, My 27, 10:3
Frank King pledged support of Civil War vets, ltr, Ag 20, 2:4

Sheriff
David R Ferguson wins repub nomination, Ivan L Myers dem, My 22, 1:1; Ferguson endorsed, ed, O 18, 4:1; Ferguson elected in unofficial returns, N 6, 1:1; N 7, 1:4

Surveyor
T D Paul dem files for nomination, F 23, 20:2;
withdraws candidacy, D 5, 1:7
C Howen repub files candidacy, F 26, 12:2
Edward Peters nominated, My 27, 2:2
William H Weaver endorsed, N 2, 1:4; elected, N 7, 1:4

Treasurer
William H Koepfer files petition for dem nomination, F 20, 12:5; files candidacy, Ap 18, 1:3; nominated, My 22, 1:1; elected in unofficial returns, N 6, 1:1; N 7, 1:4
Bert T Swart files repub nomination, My 22, 1:1; endorsed, ed, O 24, 4:1

ELECTIONS, BD UF
Florencio Vanniart files for nomination, F 21, 1:7
William A Spencer recommended for repub ct, ed, F 20, 3:5
Reelected of Charles W Wickline recommended, Je 20, 2:5
George Cummins appointed clerk, Henry Anson deputy clerk, Ap 6, 1:6
Howard C Soper resigns as member of bd, O 7, 2:1
Novos to new offices in ct house basement, N 14, 1:8
Fails to secure bdg permits for new voting booths, wk stopped, O 17, 1:6

EMPLOYEES & OFFICIALS
Ct house employees given wage increase by comr, N 11, 10:3

FINANCES
Comrs repit fee is system successful, F 9, 18:2
Comrs sell 2 sets of bonds for st improvements, Ap 11, 10:3

PETITIOINS
Petition filed by M T Sawyer asks comrs to let
confine of funds to banks bidding highest rate of interest, O 31, 1:7
Lites seeking to have funds invested in county
reco, N 2, 13:6
Resolution qualifying First Natl bank of
Mansfield and others as depositories for funds
passed by comrs, N 27, 1:7
Bids read for depository rates on active funds, D 9, 12:1
Finances in excellent condition, repts State
Examiner Roy H Capes, D 10, 2:4

GENERAL
History, F 22, 4:2
Christmas cheer for all inst inmates planned, D 24, 2:2
Summit and Wayne county comrs confer on proposed bdg of 12-mile drainage ditch, D 29, 2:4

INFIRMARY (County Home)
Land conveyed to H Hanks by comrs, N 1, 1:7
Comrs rest of recd for purchase of institution and land adjoining, Jy 29, 1:6; comrs
retract offer, Ag 9, 1:6
Mrs Delia A Stoller appointed to fill unexpired
term of late husband, Ag 1, 10:2
Improvements ordered by State Bd of
Goodwin, O 16, 2:6
Fire escape and other improvements ordered by
comrs, O 13, 1:5

JAIL
See also Summit County - Detention Home
Ira Alexander escapes, N 1, 1:2
Comrs criticized for neglect in making repairs, N 3, 1:6

POLICIES AND GOVERNMENT
New precincts created in Springfield, Coventry, and Portage twps, O 4, 20:6
Bo of election announces formation of new
Akron precincts, others changed, O 7, 2:5

PROSECUTOR
Howard F Castle names Charles P Kennedy asst, N 9, 1:4
Attie L Bricker appointed detective, D 31, 2:7

RECORER
James Brown receives appropriation to hire addi-
tional clerk, Je 1, 8:2

SHERIFF
David R Ferguson applies for additional funds
to maintain operations of office, Ag 1, 12:2
Annual financial repts, Ag 2, 7:3
SUMMIT COUNTY (cont.)

SUMMIT LUMBER AND BLDG CO
Names Frank C Roberts et al in judgment suit, No 29, 15, 5
Names Harriet F Brown in collection suit, No 22, 5, 1

SUMMIT RUBBER CO (Barberton)
Plant destroyed by fire, No 7, 1, 8; rebuilt, S 27, 5, 1

SUMMIT SILICA CO (Barberton)
Incorporated, Ap 1, 10, 1
Leases additional land, Ap 24, 6, 2
Reopens increased business, plane new factory, N 11, 10, 1

SUMMIT WHOLESALE GROCERY CO
Incorporated, Ap 8, 1, 2

SUMMER (MISI), A H (Painesville)
Resigned, Mt 7, 1, 2
SUMMER HOMES FOR AGED
Mortgage on land in Coventry bpa for funds to erect home now under construction, S 6, 14, 2
Plans pushed for completion, O 2, 12, 1
Mrs Mary A Talcott 1st resident, O 13, 9, 2

SUMMER, S C
Res Q city of park of municipal govt, O 4, 4, 1
SUMNER, STEVE
Fined for disorderly conduct, D 13, 14, 3

SUNDAY (REV), BILLY
Cleans revival campaign at Canton, F 12, 10, 5
Prepares revival at Cols, N 1, 4, 6
Cities citizens now of the movement, D 4, 4, 4

SUNDAY DINNER CO (OL)
Investigation of fire by nine bodies indicates spontaneous combustion, Conga, Ap 20, 4, 4
Fined for violating law governing reporting, Toledo, Je 17, 5, 4

SUNDAY OBSERVATION
See also Alcohol & Liquors - Law Violations
Mayor Ford of Ashtabula censored for not enforcing college law in, F 6, 3, 4
Lewis Page fined for keeping barbershop open, Uniontown Center, Ap 15, 5, 2
G E Finke sentenced on charges of operating moving picture show on Sunday, Dayton, Mt 11, 9, 3
Auto races Bob Burnam and Harry Kyle arrested for violation of Sunday Sport Law, Canton, Je 15, 3, 5
Ord permitting baseball Sunday games vetoed by Mayor Mayo, Conneaut, S 20, 3, 3
City council prohibits sports, Wadsworth, D 18, 8, 3

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSN, MANCINO COUNTY
Closes conv at Youngstown, O 19, 3, 8

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSN, SUMMIT COUNTY
Opens annual conv at Akron, D 10, 2, 3; H, M 3, 5, 3; D 31, 2, 1

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSN, SUMMIT COUNTY (cont)
Opened conv, D 10, 14, 5; activities revd, Mrs Phoebe Curtis and 6 others speak at 1st session, D 11, 2, 5; conv continues, D 12, 7, 3
SUNDAY SCHOOLS. See Religion; names of chs and orgs
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS' ASSN
Addressed on Sunday school teachers' activities by J L Free, S 26, 2, 4
SUPERFICIAL FEED CO (Cleveland)
Incorporated, O 4, 12, 5
SUPERLUX, L W (Barberton)
Killed by train, S 3, 3, 2
SUPREME COURT - U S, See Courts - U S
SURKHANSKY, PAUL
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, No 19, 2, 5

SVERSE, ANDREW (Boylestown)
Killed while fighting stumps, Mt 21, 10, 6;
funeral, Mt 24, 17, 4
SURGERIES. See Medical Profession; Surgical Operations
SURGICAL OPERATIONS
Dr C B Bliss holds Ralph Dool's eyeball in place with 2 stitches, Sandusky, Mt 6, 10, 1
SURVEYS AND POLLS. See names of sponsors
SUSKIR, ANDREW
Sued for divorce by wife Katherine, S 19, 3, 4
SUTHER, CHARLES
Sues Ohio C Barber for judgment, Je 24, 10, 5
SHARY, ANDY
Sues estate for judgment, Je 28, 2, 4
SYLVAN, POPE
Fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 11, 1
SWENEN, TOBIAS
Fined for assault, Mt 4, 9, 1
SWAN, JOHN C
Named alternate delegate to progressive natl conv from 8th into cong dist, W 2, 12, 3
SWANK, LESLIE R (Toledo)
Sentenced for illegal sale of poison, F 10, 5, 3
SMARTS, JOHN
Held on non-support chg, Mt 16, 1, 4
SMARTS, AURIN A
Will probated, F 24, 5, 2
SMARTZ, DAVID L (Ashland)
Injured in interurban collision, Je 18, 10, 3
SMARTZ (MR AND WIFE) JEHN B
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, pho, E 13, 1, 2
SMARTZ, JOHN T
Divorce granted wife Hazel A, Mt 5, 12, 3
SWEARINGEN, ANNE
Killed when accidentally shot by brother, Je 14, 17, 1
SWEARINGEN, B F (Cleveland)
Supports petition to institute suit against Guy W. Murchison, Mt 28, 1, 7

SWEETEN, E N
Applies at arms of Ohio for, Mt 4, 3, 6

SWIFT, FRED
Held on petit larceny chg, F 22, 7, 2; sentence suspended, F 24, 10, 1

SWIFT, HARRY O
Named Curtis A Wild and George Cox in collection suit, Ap 30, 9, 7
SWEET, MARY E
Injured in fall down stairs, D 8, 1, 4
Wins property suit against b of ad, N 21, 1, 7
SWIMMING
See also Accidents, subheads Diving, Drowning
Regulations for boys using canal formulated by city officials, Je 26, 8
Police Chief Durkin bans swimming near lock 12, Jv 1, 2

SWINDLING AND SWINDLERS. See Frauds, specific times

SWINEHART, C C (Springfield)
Elected pres at 19th annual family reunion, Je 4, 6, 1
SWINEHART, CLARK A
Named in collection suit by Akron Auto Garage Co, Mt 22, 1, 7
SWINEHART, FIRE & RUBBER CO
Secures exclusive right to make new non-skid tires, Mt 29, 12, 5
Names West Coast Supply co in collection suit, F 23, 1, 3; suit dismissed, Mt 14, 1, 4
Cement house destroyed by fire, F 23, 1, 1
Names Diamond Rubber Co in breach of contract suit, Jv 13, 1, 1
Meeting of stockholders opens, dissatisfaction with management rumored, S 25, 1, 8; W M Hutchins dropped by bd of ctts, S 25, 2, 5; Thomas F. Walsh elected pres, other changes listed, D 26, 1, 8
Named in collection suit by Louis P. Naugler, D 4, 12, 3
CLIFFORD B MYERS named as, 0 7, 1, 3
SWITZER (PROBATION OFFICER)
Blames juvenile delinquency on crowded conditions of city, Mt 15, 2, 1

SWITZER, ERNEST, See Courts - Summit County - Probat
TAFT (PRES), WILLIAM HOWARD (cont)

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND POLICIES
Pros of trusts ridiculed, ed, My 7, 4:1
Veto of wool tariff precludes further consideration until after election, ed, Ag 10, 4:1
Inconsistency in regard to Payne-Aldrich Tariff bill criticized, ed, Ag 14, 4:1
Tariff stand criticized, ed, Ag 20, 4:1

PERSONAL
Due in Akron for banquet, Ja 27, 1:8; visit should not be marred by pol demonstrations, ed, Ja 30, 4:1; plans for visit summarized, Ja 31, 1:1; cartoon, Ja 31, 1:2; arrives, pho, F 1, 1:1; speech, ed, F 2, 4:1
Praises reception accorded him in home state, Ja 31, 1:2
Enjoy game of golf and auto trip at Beverly (Mass), My 5, 14:3
Returns to Washington from vacation, Ja 8, 8:1
Depends for Cinti to attend funeral of father-in-law, Judge John W Herron, Ag 5, 1:6
Arrives in Cols for visit to centennial celebration, Ag 29, 1:3; Ag 31, 4:6

POLITICS AND GOVT
 Habit of yielding criticized as making admin unpopular, ed, Ja 16, 4:1
Pol helplessness and need for adviser, ed, Ja 16, 4:2
Dilemma resulting from insolvency of postmaster-gen, Frank H Hitchcock discussed, ed, Ja 17, 4:1
Commends efforts to secure message to cong, ed, Ap 5, 4:1
Criticism for belief that Amer people are unfit for self-govt, explanation asked, ed, Ap 6, 4:1
Aden criticized, ed, Ap 29, 4:1
Braining attempt on life denied, Ja 18, 7:5
Discharge of govt employees for pol activities condemned, ed, S 2, 4:1
Followers' unfair tactics condemned, 1tr, S 12, 1:2
Predictions of pol victory satirized, ed, S 27, 4:1

POSTAL SERVICE
Proposal for parcel post system approved, ed, My 2, 4:1

TAGGART (MS), MARY
Injured by train, D 3, 1:5

TANAY, J W (Barberton)
Fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 10:1

TAILERS, See Garment Industry

TAIT, JOHN E
Sues wife Stella H for divorce, S 13, 1:5

TAKEZ, THOMAS
Sues wife Emma for divorce, S 12, 10:4

TALCOFT (MS), MARY A
First resident to enter Summer Home for the Aged, D 13, 9:2

TALLMADGE SCHOOL
Holidays, 0 C Barber encourages students in address, contest winners listed, N 18, 8:5

TALOS, JOHN
Names John Farkas and others in judgment suit, D 24, 14:3

TAPNER, BEN
Robbed, suspect Clarence Giles disappears, Ap 22, 12:2

TAYLOR, MAC (Kenmore)
Fined for selling liquor on Sunday, Ja 17, 12:1

TAYLOR, PLEAS-CLARKIN CO
Losses collection suit to McKeeffrey & Co, F 6, 10:3; agent of trustee sought in supplement petition, N 14, 8:1; collection suit settled, Ap 30, 12:2

Names Akron Taxable & Transfer Co in property damage suit, S 3, 12:1
Names Arthur J and Lydia U Parcell in judgment suit, S 10, 8:1

TAPPER, SAMUEL
Names Moses S Weineberg and others in collection suit, Ag 15, 1:3

TAPEY, WILLIAM (Coles)
Chop with throwing baby from window, Ja 2, 9:3

TARSI, UOMINICK
Appeal filed in damage suit against Akron Taxicab Co, D 27, 14:6

TAST, STEPHEN (Barberton)
Killed by train, Ja 4, 8:2


TASSUS, ANTONIO
Arraigned on chg of cutting with intent to kill Vitto Doria, N 22, 2:1

TASCHI, FRED J
Property damage suit against John R Horst appealed, Je 1, 8:3

TAVOLICH, NELIDA
See Barbick, Nilda

TAXATION
Reforms suggested, 1tr, Ja 31, 4:4
Operation of Smith law considered by City Auditors, Asso of Ohio, F 8, 3:4

BONDS AND SECURITIES
Ohio movement for special election to repeal bond tax amendment reporter under way, D 20, 1:6

CIGARETTES
Rept for 1911, S 10, 3:6

CORPORATION
Filing of Akron returns slow, F 10, 1:6
Delinquent threatened with revocation of charters, F 23, 11:4

COURT
Corps formed in state within 6 months of paying tax except from Willis tax fees, rules Ohio Tax Comm, Ap 16, 3:8

CURRENCY
Falls River and Naeh co fail to pay 1911 assessments, cancellation of charter certified, Dury Falls, Ap 25, 1:5

GENERAL
Ability of N Y farmer to meet increased taxes cited as example for pub, ed, My 30, 4:1

INCOME
Subject of speech by Peter Witt before Akron Single Tax League, Ap 15, 1:4

INDUSTRY
Proposed legislation criticized, ed, My 4, 4:1

LEGISLATURE
Fed law predicted, ed, N 9, 4:2
Ohio gen assembly certifies nati amendment, N 9, 4:3

INHERITANCE
Tax on estate of John Jacob Astor declared fortunate for state of New York, ed, My 3, 4:1

LIQUOR
See also Summit County - Suits and Claims

REPORTS FOR 1911, S 10, 3:6

NEWSPAPERS
Option of Judge Ditty of Ohio tax comm that newspaper good should be taxed, ed (Lima Times Dem), F 21, 4:2

PERSONAL PROPERTY
General rules on taxing issued by Ohio tax comm, Ap 2, 12:1

REAL ESTATE
Akron
Assessor's reappraisal report increase, My 13, 1:4
Duplicate and rate for yr 1913 issued by Aud James McCausland, S 28, 1:8
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TAXATION - REAL ESTATE - Ohio (cont.)

Aud Fullington and Judge Udy disagree on
Smith one per cent law, hardships for schools
reaped, Ap 6, 13:2
Smith law results in increased property values,
Apr 30, 8:2
Tax com on plan to raise values, Jy 15, 3:3
Smith law criticized for limiting city assessments,
ed, O 3, 4:1; law upheld, ltr, O 5, 14:5; revision sought, N 18, 12:2
Proposed reform bill discussed, D 2, 10:1

SUMMIT COUNTY
Reps on collection; Jy 5, 3:7; F 2, 7:3; N 7, 12:4; N 16, 11:5; Ag 10, 1:7; Ag 17, 10:1
County sells delinquent tax properties, F 13, 1:4
Valuation increase in Summit county banks
announced, assessments and increases listed,
S 26, 1:4
New rate announced, O 4, 3:3
Day and night shifts wk preparing receipts,
D 3, 1:6
Delinquent taxes ordered paid by Treas Knoeger,
D 19, 14:2

Wadsworth
One per cent law limits village improvements,
F 29, 10:1
Assessor Hartman completes rept, M 25, 11:7

STOCKS & BONDS
Exemptions in Ohio cited in annual rept of
tax com, Ja 31, 12:2

UTILITIES
Utility valuation in Ohio increase 246% over
last yr, M 8, 9:3
Valuation of Akron & Baraboo Belt Line r.r
co increased by tax com, S 7, 1:6
Valuation of NOTAL co increases, other Ohio
interurbans co listings, S 12, 1:4
Ohio valuation increase reap by state tax
com, D 31, 4:4
Five Ohio st rcs to do with delinquency,
N 25, 8:2

TAXICABS & TAXICAB DRIVERS
See also Accidents - Motor Vehicles; names of
cos
Council asked to pass on regulating fares,
F 13, 2:5

TEA, A
Pledged support of Civil war vets to Frank
King candidate for county recorder, ltr,
Ag 20, 2:4

TEAP, A
Auto stolen, Loyd McPherson and 2 others
held, O 18, 1:3

TEEPLE, CHARLES (Kenmore)
Sentencing for non-support, Jy 2, 6:5

TEEPLE, Eva
Suicide, M 1, 10:1
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TEEDMEN, WILLIAM
Experiments on substitute for prune rubber,
Ag 2, 11:1

TELEGRAPH
See also names of cos
AKRON
One system in community urged, ed, N 5, 4:1
Service criticized by Service Dir Pilmore,
Jl 19, 12:5
Subscribers protest poor service, bad wiring
conditions asserted as cause, Ag 10, 1:1
Frank McEntire invents system, N 7, 8:4

BARBERTON
Service criticized, M 27, 7:1
C of C seeks better service for city, Jl 1, 8:6

CLEVELAND
Ohio bell telephone co threatened by Mayor
Baker with munic ownership of Cuyahoga
Telephone Co if it increases rates, S 18, 10:1

CUPANGO FALLS
Council protests co's refusal to give information
on location of fires, D 5, 10:1

DEL-Mar
System damaged by storm, Ja 17, 8:5

GIRARD
Operators strike because of wage cut, Ja 31, 10:1

MARION
Marion County Telephone co renews service
contracts with U S Telephone co, Ja 12, 12:2

OHIO
Postal Telegraph co's offer of use of lines
for long distance service boon to independent
cos, Clew, F 20, 5:1
Plattsburgh Tel co granted permission by pub
service com to connect with Central Union
cos and to purchase certain Bell properties,
F 29, 8:3
Results in abolishing wave weighing questioned,
ed, N 19, 4:1
Herger of competing Ohio telephone cos
prophesied, ed, Jl 11, 4:1

PORT CLINTON
Ottawa County Telephone co operators strike
for higher wages, M 3, 2:5

SHARON
Patrons protest yearly rental raise, D 31, 3:5
THATCHER, CHARLES A (Toledo) (cont)

THOMPSON, HARLIN (Dennison)
Rescued from drowning after after fall in mine shaft, N 30, 1:4.

THOMAS, HAROLD
Injured by auto, Ag 24, 9:1.

THOMAS, HEINRICH (Barronville)
Killed by auto, N 10, 1:1.

THOMAS, JAMES

THOMAS (MRS), JAMES
Robbed, William Lainestown held, Ag 23, 1:7.

THOMAS, JOHN (Cools)

THOMAS, JOHN E
Resigns as presidential elector from 19th Ohio county dist, Ag 10, 1:8.

THOMPSON, JOHN X
Condemns unfair tactics of Pa Taft and followers, Sr, S 12, 1:2.

THOMPSON, R L (Hiram)
Victim of coal lacing, Earl Cook and 2 others injured, Ja 31, 7:6.

THOMAS, ROSELLA
With 2 others sues City for unlawful assessment and collection of taxes on Guy Fails ave property, Ja 22, 1:2.

THOMAS, SAMUEL (Brintfield)
Injured in fall from tree, O 12, 12:2.

THOMAS, THOMAS
Arraigned on assault and battery chg, O 30, 14:1.

THOMAS, THOMAS G
Divorce granted wife Alice B, F 2, 10:5.

THOMAS, HARREN P
Announces candidacy on progressive republic ticket from 19th Ohio county dist for U S house of reps, An 18, 3:5.

THOMPSON, WILLIAM (Conneaut)
Held on arson chg in Weloan block fire, Ag 13, 8:4; bound to grand jury, Ag 15, 5:2.

THOMAS GROCERY
Robbed, Ja 24, 10:4.

THOMPSON, DENNIS
Injured when crushed by farm wagon, Ag 1, 2:5.

THOMPSON, CARRIE A
Apted sec to Pres William Howard Taft, Ja 16, 10:2; blog, Ag 5, 5:3.

THOMPSON, CHARLES A AND UPRIN H
With others sue Marie J and Arthur B Barnes to determine property rights, F 2, 12:3.

THOMPSON, CORA (New Philadelphia)

THOMPSON, ELIZABETH
Held in robbery of Killikey n res, Ja 23, 2:6; bound to grand jury, Ja 24, 8:3; pleads guilty, sentence postponed, F 8, 1:8; held in county jail pending investigation, F 15, 10:2; Impressed, F 26, 10:2.

THOMPSON, EUGENE
Injured while coating, Ja 26, 2:5.

THOMPSON, ERNEST A
Separation suit by wife Angella dismissed, N 5, 12:3.

THOMPSON, GENE (Coshocton)
Drowned when he jumps from sinking boat, My 20, 16:2.

THOMPSON, HARRY V
Divorce granted wife Emma U, U 6, 14:2.

THOMPSON (REV), J W (Barberton)
Declares carnivals are immoral, My 1, 12:1.

THOMPSON, JAMES
Held for contributing to delinquency of Dale Hutchison, My 24, 24:3; sentenced, My 30, 1:6.

THOMPSON, JULIAN A (Dorset)
Killed by train, O 24, 10:4.

THOMPSON, KING G
Named delegate to progressive natl conv from 12th Ohio county dist, Ja 31, 8:2.

THOMPSON, MARCUS W
Sues wife Zoe for divorce, Ag 16, 9:4.

THOMPSON, MARJARET

THOMPSON, MYRON (Toledo)
Killed by elevator at Lamar Lumber Co., Ag 20, 10:3.

THOMPSON, P A (Kent)
Suffers 2500 loss in fire, F 12, 1:2.

THOMPSON, T F (Zanesville)
Continues job as city solicitor by reason of death of W L Logan, solicitor-elect on authority of atty-gen Hogan, Mr 1, 14:3.

THOMPSON, EDMUND
Estate wins damage suit from O H Goudrich co., O 30, 7:2.

THOMPSON, ELVIRA

THOMPSON, LLOYD E
James death res, F 1, 1:2.

THOMPSON (MRS), MARTHA (Youngstown)
Located by immigration officials before escape in husb's farm house, F 3, 3:4.

THOMPSON, HARVEY
Fined for speeding, Ja 17, 2:1.

THOMPSON, RUSSELL

THARP, ALMIRA

THARP (COL) FREEMAN (Coles)

THARP, JAMES
Triumphs at Stockholm Olympic games lauded, ed, Ja 18, 4:1.

THARP, JAMES (Newark)
Recoveres from gas asphyxiation, N 25, 10:2.
TISONE, NICK (Youngstown)
Released from horse stealing chg, N 21, 12:4
TISONE, SAMBON (Youngstown)
Defies attempted extortion, O 11, 3:4
TITANIC SS
Heroin of men praised, ed, Ap 17, 4:1
Stinking of itinerant, ed, Ap 16, 4:1
Stinking described by Mrs Elizabeth Richards, Ap 20, 1:3
Mustician victims castrated, ed, Ap 23, 4:1
Reasons for wreck, ed, Ap 26, 4:1
Investigation of rest who crew and officers were intoxicated, 1tr, My 14, 12:5
High prices of white Star line criticized, neglect in outfitting vessel blamed, ed, My 31, 4:1
TITCHWORTH, MORTON A
Sued for divorce by wife Nellie M, Ag 15, 1:3
TOBACCO
See also Cigarettes; Tariff; names of cos
Pooled crop of burley growers purchased by Theodore K Kink, Cinti, N 2, 8:4
Crusade against sale to minors launched by Marshal Thomas Lucas, Madisworth, N 22, 8:3
High prices asserted by cigar smokes, N 23, 2:3
TOBBEN, EMARY (Portsmouth)
Freezes to death, N 16, 3:3
TOBIN, LUCY
Attempts suicide by drowning, Ag 7, 10:2
TOBY, ED
Robbed, Ag 30, 7:4
TODD, ALEXANDER
Men's club hears talk by Dr John Daviey, O 12, 3:3
TODD (MR.), HARRY
Named physicin to police dept by Mayor Rockwell, Ja 8, 3:5
TOKIF
Akron council passes resolution accepting plans for pub comfort station, N 26, 8:4; bids for constr opened, Je 13, 8:1
TOKE, ALEXANDER
Adjudged Insane, committed to Massillon state asylum, N 26, 1:3
TOLEDO, OHIO
See also Gas; Schools; Traffic
Museum of art destroyed, Ja 18, 7:5
R T Haworth ousted from council, F 28, 12:4; action upheld by Ohio sup ct, N 26, 5:3
Minuse denies parole to Ernest Welch, D 13, 7:3
TOLEDO OHIO CENTRAL RR CO
Asks IC for aid in breaking treight blockade, F 16, 5:1
TOLEDO PALMYRA AND LIGHT CO
Increases employees wages, Ja 6, 10:4
Recalls officers, Ja 16, 10:4
TOLEDO STATE HOSP
Men's ward quarantined for smallpox, D 4, 3:4
TOLY, JULIA
Sailed to death, D 17, 16:1
TOWSON, NARCIS
Sues wife Kate for divorce, My 17, 9:3
TOMES, F H
Fails to register, O 22, 1:7
TONTASOOGA, MARY ANNA (Youngstown)
Killed by Lightning, Jy 10, 3:2
TONEY, JAMES (Oberlin)
Injured when thrown from motorcycle, S 3, 5:5
TOP, MIKE
Sued for divorce by wife Anna, Jy 31, 1:3
TOPPER, FORRESTERS (Wooster)
Sentenced for burglary and larceny, Je 3, 3:2
TOPLASKE, MIKE (Barberton)
Stabbed, Charles Meyers held, D 20, 5:3
TOPLUS, JOHN
Sued for divorce, O 16, 5:5
TOMMADYES, SEE WHEATHER
TOMKU, FRANK
 Held on wife beating chg, S 2, 8:2; sued for divorce by wife Naud, S 7, 1:5
TOP, STEVE
Fired for theft, S 15, 7:2
TOPT, JOHN
Injured in fight, arrested on charge of disorderly conduct, Ag 17, 9:2
TOSKOWICH, NICK
Suicide, D 21, 2:4
TOTH, ALEXANDER
Divorce granted to wife Helen, Je 11, 14:3
TOTH, DAVID (Lorain)
Injured in fall, O 12, 6:6
TOTH, FRANK (Oriole)
Attempts suicide by shooting, D 16, 5:5
TOTH, JOSEPH (Charles)
Charged with assault with intent to kill Patrolman Timothy Cramer, D 5, 1:1; bond to grand jury, Jy 9, 8:1; trial begins, N 22, 1:2; convicted, N 23, 1:3; filed motion for new trial, N 25, 2:3; found guilty of assault and battery, sentenced to reformatory, D 3, 2:3; O 4, 7:5; adjudged insane, D 6, 18:3
TOTH, FRANCIS (FAY)
Sought for murder of San Johnson, D 26, 1:1; arrested, D 26, 2:1; O 27, 1:6; bond to grand jury, D 28, 1:6
TOTHEN (MR.), E (Cedar Point)
Rescued from drowning, Jy 24, 7:4
TOTTEMBER, EDWARD S (Wayne County)
Fined for participation in local option election fraud, Jy 7, 11:7
TOURISTS, SEE TRAVEL
TOWNS, JOHN
Sues wife Bessie for divorce, F 20, 8:6; decree granted, My 14, 8:3
TOWNSEND, CLARENCE
Infant son bitten by dog, O 12, 9:5
TOWNSEND, E N (Ashbubula)
Injured when elevator cable breaks, N 27, 12:4
TOWNSEND, GEORGE
Suicide, D 18, 8:4
TOWNSEND, HARRY E
Sued by F H Weeks Lumber for judgment on note, Ja 19, 1:7
TOWNSEND, JESSIE
Accused of milking cow with a stone, Ja 20, 1:5
TRACK AND FIELD
CSI wire in big E meet, My 25, 12:4
TRADING COMPANIES. See St Railways; names of cos
TRACY, BURGESS
Named in collection suit by W H and H L Warner, F 29, 5:7; sues dismissed, My 14, 8:3
TRACY, HARRY
Names Harvey F Maranville in alienation of affection suit, N 13, 1:7
TRACY, WILLIAM
Sought in disappearance of Mabel Wiltinger, N 7, 5:1
TRADE. See Business; Commerce; Retail Stores and Trade; names of cos
TRADE PRACTICES. See Anti-Trust Laws; specific Industries and products
TRADE SCHOOLS. See Education; Vocational Guidance; names of schools
TRAFFIC
See also Accidents - Motor Vehicles; Roads; Streets under gen headings
TULARO
General
Hampered by snow storm, F 21, 1:7; F 22, 1:1
Code allowing ambulances right of way urged, ed, My 20, 4:1
W Cool st traffic stopped when sewer caves-in, Ap 19, 10:1
Discretion by police in enforcement of laws criticized, ed, Jy 27, 4:1; Jy 31, 4:1
LAW VIOLATIONS
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are fined
Speeding affidavits against 4 NOTAL co motormen dismissed, Ja 5, 3:3
Chris Christiansen, N 20, 2:4
Louis Zimmerman, N 25, 3:2
John Scudder, N 27, 2:3
Carm White, N 28, 2:8
George Limback held, N 28, 1:7
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TRAFFIC (cont)

SUMMIT COUNTY
Sheriff opens drive against speeders, Je 10, 1:4

TOLEDO
Hampered by snow storm, F 21, 1:8

WADSWORTH
Parking ord modified by Marshal Lucas for benefit of merchants, Ag 10, 8:7

YOUNGSTOWN
Parking in front of theaters banned, N 10, 13:6
TRAIN ROBBERIES. See Robberies - RRs - names of RRs

TRANSITATION
See also means of transportation; names of cos

Dulles Avenue damaged by storm, Je 17, 8:5
Tied up by cloud burst, Elyria, Je 17, 8:5
Impeded by electrical storm, Youngstown, Je 17, 8:6
Hampered in Akron by coal shortage, N 7, 2:1
TRASH, THOMAS (Barberton)
Begged disabled when horse runs away, O 2, 3:4

TRAUTMAN, ADAM (Kent)
Addresses Kent Bd of Trade on Erie rr, O 4, 7:1

TRAUTMAN, EDNA (Delaware)
Killed by train, suicide suspected, Ag 13, 3:5

TRAVEL
See also Vacations
New York exhibition deemed useful for those willing to accept advice, ed, My 28, 4:1

TRAVEL, CHARLES
Death, Jy 8, 8:2; funeral, Jy 9, 3:4

TRAVERS, ROBERT (Clev)
Burned when gasoline-covered water ignites, My 2, 1:1

TRAVERS, WILLIAM
Granted divorce from wife Flora, O 21, 1:7

TRASK, CLAUD
Suit brought by E A Snyder appealed, Ag 22, 1:5

TREACH, RALPH
Arrested for peddling fish without license, Je 10, 2:6

TREACH, PHILLIP B
Opposes measures and bills' letters amendment, Itr, Ag 30, 7:1

TREAT, WINEFRED LOUISE
With sister Laura Bingham adopted by Mr and Mrs Horam W Hart, N 7, 2:3

TRAVES
See also Forests
Planting and uniform trimming advocated for Akron, ed, F 15, 4:2
Barberton officials enforce ord forbidding planting of poplars, Jy 19, 5:4
Rose tree blooms in November, Akron, N 7, 8:4
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TREES (cont)

DESTRUCTION by gypsy moth increases Christmas tree prices, Cols, N 20, 4:6
Ord providing for creation of forestry dept introduced in Akron council, N 26, 1:5

TREDS, ISABELLA
Placed in Summit County Childrens Home on request of father Charles E,Ts 12, 3:5

TREMONT HOTEL (Cleveland)
Damaged by fire, Ap 25, 14:2

TRESSEL, MR AND MRS, JOHN
Arrested and fined for disorderly conduct, O 26, 2:2

TRESSEL, NICHOLAS
Property damage suit against City appealed to Ohio supreme court, N 14, 2:1
TRESVASKIS, ABEDEED, H
Sues wife Emily for divorce, Jy 10, 8:7; decree granted, S 26, 7:6

TREVITHICK, (CAPT), SEE Salvation Army

TRINITY LUTHERAN CH
Choir elects officers, Ap 26, 6:1
Celebrates Mothers' Day, My 13, 8:3
Begin wk on new ch, N 18, 2:4

TRINCH, LOUIS (Youngstown)
Stabbed, Michael Simiontis killed, F 21, 12:2

TRIPPE, LYNDA
Withdraws as repub candidate for Portage county recorder, Ap 30, 7:5

TRIPPLE, MR, ALTHEA RUTH
Celebrates 33rd birthday anniv, O 9, 8:4

TRIPPLE, LYMAN D
Denies appealing suit in which therapeutic license was revoked, Ap 2, 10:4

TRIPPI, MR E (Portsmouth)
Loose alienation of affection suit to William F Steinmayer, Ja 5, 10:3

TRODDER, AHER (Stow)
Injured by lightning, Jy 6, 7:2

TROTT, JOHN (Sandusky)
Injured by lightning, Jy 26, 7:4

TROY, GEORGE (Wellington)
Uses of injuries rece while working in the Hoffman mill, Ag 6, 3:4

TROUGH, ESTER
Adjudged insane, committed to sanitarium, N 22, 9:6

TROCKING, SEE Accidents - Motor Vehicles

TUREY, NATAN
Charged with violation of pure food and drug act in mfg and sale of patent medicine, N 1, 12:2

TUREY, RAYMOND L
Sued for divorce by wife Nellie B, My 21, 1:8; suit dismissed, S 24, 3:2

TUESDAY MUSICAL CLUB
Sponsors lecture and concert by Howard Brockway, Ja 17, 6:3
TUTTLE (BISHOP).
Outlines history of missionary work in address at St Paul's ch, F 12, 8:1

TUTTLE, W F
Daughter bitten by dog, Jy 15, 1:1

TENTH CENTURY ELEC CO (Canton)
Damaged by fire, H 13, 1:4

TENTH CENTURY HEATING & VENTILATING CO
Elex officers, F 3, 5:2

Wine collection suit against Paul Palmer, F 21, 7:5

Names Esther Hiram in collection suit, H 20, 5:2

TENTH CENTURY MAGAZINE
Advice on coming election ridiculed, ed, S 5, 4:1

TINS, See Biths

TWISLER, WILL (Marshallville)
Bitten by dog, Jy 4, 8:2

TYPHOID FEVER
Citizens warned by Akron health dept to boil water, My 4, 1:2

Vaccination to prevent epidemic advanced by health officer Dr A A Kohler, My 5, 1:3

Vaccinations warned against drinking strange water, ed, Jy 10, 4:1

Decrease in cases credited to city's water supply, S 20, 1:3

Mrs Lawrence Field dies, family files as result of drinking from contaminated wells, Edinburg, S 26, 8:4

Epidemic continues at Ravenna, U 3, 5:2

Health officer Kohler says use of chlorine as water purifier reduces cases, U 25, 18:4

TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION, AKRON
Elects officers, Jy 16, 6:5

ICKINICK, WILLIAM (Amherst)
Slain in right, Jy 14, 12:3

IDICK, CHARLES
Named in injunction suit by Alexander and Minnie Greenbaum, Jy 27, 1:2

UGLY BUTTER
Bitten by dog, Ag 17, 1:1

ULRICH, A (Barberton)
Llte in a tangerine camp, feature article, D 18, 8:6

ULRICH (OEV), J A
Sermons: Jy 1, 3:8; Ap 8, 7:1

Transferred to Methodist ch in Alliance, S 25, 3:5

ULRICH, AUGUST
Names Sybil co in personal injury suit, H 5, 10:2

ULRICK, ROSA (Barberton)
Assaulted, condition serious, O 16, 3:4

UNAIDED, OSCAR W
Names Alexander Guthrie in collection suit, S 10, 1:8

UNDERWOOD, A H
Funeral, N 30, 3:7

UNDERWOOD (OR), E S
Named physician for fire dept by Mayor Rockwell, Jy 8, 3:5

UNDERWOOD (MS), FRANCES
Assaulted and robbed, D 23, 1:2

UNDERWOOD, OSCAR
Switches support from Hammon to Underwood at dem rally, Jy 1, 1:1

UNEMPLOYMENT. See Employment; Insurance

UNION, BRAHMS CHURCH

Killed in boating train, My 1, 1:5

UNION HALL (Lowellville)
Damaged by fire, N 29, 10:2

UNION TELEPHONE CO (Youngstown)

See also Telephones

Failure to remove poles and overhanging wires from ists criticized, D 13, 1:2

UNION TRACT BUILDING (Cleveland)

Damaged by fire, D 11, 1:7

UNIONS, FRANK, See Labor Unions

UNITED BRITISH CHURCH

Arrested of members stolen, Lima, F 20, 2:2

Women's missionary branch of East Ohio conf holds annual conv, Ap 13, 6:1

East Ohio conv closes, assignments made by Bishop Bell, Warren, S 16, 3:1

UNITED BUILDERS & LOAN CO
Named in suit vs quiet title by Minnie Marks, Jy 4, 3:5

UNITED CLO (Cleveland)
Names Ms Long in infringement suit, N 25, 3:2

UNITED TELEPHONE CO

Applies to PUO for exch of service w Univ Bell Telephone co, F 27, 7:4

UNITED STATES

See also Commerce; Govt; Tariff; Taxation; names of other countries

AGRICULTURAL DEPT

Admin criticized, ed, Ag 20, 4:1

AMERICAN FLAG

Placing 48 stars in flag to represent states favored, ed, Jy 5, 4:1

ARMENIANS

Naval battle of Monitor and Merrimac recalled, present day battleships compared with first ironclad, ed, M 5, 4:1

Capt Richard P Hobson and Gov Hamory debate on disarmament, N 26, 3:1

ARMY

Cbs barracks inspected by Maj Gen Frederick D Grant, Jy 8, 6:2

CONSTITUTION

Interpretation in light of modern events advocated by Nicholas Klaen, Jy 2, 9:2

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND POLICIES

Prosperity under Dawes regime declared impossible, ed, Pittsburgh Gazette-Times, Jy 9, 4:2

Business retarded by cold weather and pol, cartoon, Jy 16, 7:3

Continuance of present business boom predicted, ed, S 11, 4:1
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UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Democratic Natl Conv (cont)

Ohio delegation votes for Harrison to end, Jy 3, 3:1
Selection of Woodrow Wilson for Pres and Thomas H Marshall for vp praised, ed, Jy 3, 4:1
Gov Harrison's sportspersonship praised, Jy 3, 4:6

House
Gen R P Scott announces candidacy for Ohio cong-at-large, Cadiz, Jy 6, 8:3
Rep E F Kibbie announces candidacy from 10th Ohio dist, Jy 31, 4:6
Den E B Betthick's candidacy for nomination in 10th Ohio dist, F 24, 12:4; nominated, My 22, 1:1; criticized for desire to spoil campaign contributions, 0 25, 10:1; files campaign expenditures, 0 29, 3:2; re-elected, N 6, 1:1; N 7, 1:4; carries Trueblood and Portage counties, N 7, 3:1
Repub John WFackler announces candidacy, Clev, M 12, 3:3
L O Spencer announces candidacy, W 26, 12:4
Cong ridicule for campaign tactics, cartoon, Ap 2, 1:2
Thomas L Lewis announces candidacy for repub nomination in 16th Ohio dist, Bridgeport, Ap 3, 2:5; Ap 5, 8:1
Pittsburgh Gazette ridiculed for advocating renomination of John Galzolli from 30th Penna dist, ed, Ap 9, 4:1
Frank A Satherington's campaign methods ridiculed, ed, Ap 11, 4:1
I E Philo takes out petitions for candidacy in 10th Ohio dist, Ar 15, 1:6; candidacy favored, ed, Ap 29, 4:1; support urged, eds: My 10, 1:1; My 13, 1:1; My 17, 1:1;Apr 11, 1:2; speaks at Ravenna, My 14, 11:4; at Medina, My 16, 8:1; wins in Summit county, My 22, 1:1
Gen Charles F Ulrick announces candidacy in 19th Ohio dist on repub ticket, Ar 18, 1:5

Ohio delegation votes for Harrison to end, Jy 3, 3:1
Selection of Woodrow Wilson for Pres and Thomas H Marshall for vp praised, ed, Jy 3, 4:1
Gov Harrison's sportspersonship praised, Jy 3, 4:6

House
Gen R P Scott announces candidacy for Ohio cong-at-large, Cadiz, Jy 6, 8:3
Rep E F Kibbie announces candidacy from 10th Ohio dist, Jy 31, 4:6
Den E B Betthick's candidacy for nomination in 10th Ohio dist, F 24, 12:4; nominated, My 22, 1:1; criticized for desire to spoil campaign contributions, 0 25, 10:1; files campaign expenditures, 0 29, 3:2; re-elected, N 6, 1:1; N 7, 1:4; carries Trueblood and Portage counties, N 7, 3:1
Repub John W Fackler announces candidacy, Clev, M 12, 3:3
L O Spencer announces candidacy, W 26, 12:4
Cong ridicule for campaign tactics, cartoon, Ap 2, 1:2
Thomas L Lewis announces candidacy for repub nomination in 16th Ohio dist, Bridgeport, Ap 3, 2:5; Ap 5, 8:1
Pittsburgh Gazette ridiculed for advocating renomination of John Galzolli from 30th Penna dist, ed, Ap 9, 4:1
Frank A Satherington's campaign methods ridiculed, ed, Ap 11, 4:1
I E Philo takes out petitions for candidacy in 10th Ohio dist, Ar 15, 1:6; candidacy favored, ed, Ap 29, 4:1; support urged, eds: My 10, 1:1; My 13, 1:1; My 17, 1:1; Apr 11, 1:2; speaks at Ravenna, My 14, 11:4; at Medina, My 16, 8:1; wins in Summit county, My 22, 1:1
Gen Charles F Ulrick announces candidacy in 19th Ohio dist on repub ticket, Ar 18, 1:5
Robert H La Follette refused endorsement of Ohio progressive league, Jg 2, 1:8; speech of Judge R H Manakaman at Coli progressive conf credited with preventing endorsement (Cinti Engquirer), Ja 3, 1:2; refusal to endorse candidacy praised, ed, Ja 3, 4:1; withdrawal from contest for repub nomination, ed, Fe 6, 4:1; retirement increases chances of Roosevelt, Fe 7, 4:5; John D Facilker refuses to allow R M Buck to take control of La Follette movement, F 20, 12:1.

Gov Judson Harmon criticized for boosting candidacy by taking credit for wk done by repubs. ed, Ja 3, 4:1; Union county exec con demnates attempt of progressive dads to injure candidacy, Ja 4, 8:5; leaders of 8 dists meet in interest of candidacy, Ja 12, 10:2; decrease in total vote for reelection as gov views as not enhancing presidential chances, ed, Ja 31, 4:1; H 4, 8:1; huey confident of nomination, F 9, 11:2; Gov Harmon speaks at Frankfort (ky), Fe 20, 31:2; campaign ags oppose postponement of conv date, F 29, 5:8; Sen Justin P Bates repels Rhode Island favors Harmon nomination, No 11, 2:5; natl Harmon names located at Coli, W 21, 9:6; petitions to place name on Ohio primary ballot files, No 29, 5:1; campaign continues, Ap 1, 8:1; com formed to boost nomination, May 5, 4:4; logic of Ohio's resurrecting candidacy and favoring Bryan, cartoon, Ap 6, 1:2; Harmon assaulted by Bryan, Ap 15, 1:1; ags criticize remarks made by Bryan, Ap 15, 1:5; Harmon's candidacy, ed, Ap 22, 4:1; H H Moore challenges Cong to J J Wharton to debate qualifications as compared to Wilson, M 3, 4:5; Harmon denies Bryan's charges of buying delegate, My 10, 4:5; 11:1; opens Ohio campaign at Wooster, My 14, 9:4; denies claim of being reactionary, My 15, 5:2; speaks in Akron, My 16, 1:7; in Greenville, My 17, 11:5; trials Wilson in late returns from Ohio primary preference, My 23, 5:3; files expense acct, Ja 1, 1:2.

Theodore Roosevelt favored in Ravenna repub most card poll, Ja 5, 12:2; acceptance of nomination if demand is great enough predicted, ed, Ja 13, 4:1; Ja 15, 4:1; trend toward nomination, ed, Ja 22, 4:1; popularity increase, cartoon, Ja 24, 1:2; endorsed by Lucas progressive league, Ja 24, 1:8; endorsed by Dayton and Coli groups, Ja 28, 1:1; endorsed, cartoon, Ja 26, 1:2; favored in Jefferson Gazette straw vote, F 1, 2:1; clubs orgs in all Ohio counties, F 2, 1:4; Summit Roosevelt club, F 3, 1:1; will accept nomination, repr, Walter L Brown, state central comm, F 3, 1:1; leads in AJL poll, F 3, 1:4; nomination urged, ed, F 3, 4:1; wins Farmers' inst straw vote at Bellfontaine, F 3, 5:3; popularity, cartoon, F 5, 1:2; Franklin county Tam-thousand-
endorsed by Rev Washington Gladden, O 24, 5;2; leads in Clint Enquirer straw vote, O 25, 1;2; Oscar S. Straus campaigns for Roosevelt, O 25, 1;14; Rev Benjamin Fay Mills campaigns for Roosevelt, O 28, 1;1; endorsed by Logan coal miners, O 28, 1;3; favored over Wilson, ed, O 28, 1;4; congratulated on birthday by Ohio progressive candidates, O 28, 5;1; tariff policy endorsed, ed, O 29, 1;3; victory in New York state predicted, ed, O 30, 3;4; election predicted by Toledo Blade, O 30, 4;5; considered traitor by Gen Brown, u 30, 5;1; tariff policy criticized by Sen Atlee Pommerene, O 31, 5;2; favored by crown when John M. Harlan speaks in favor of Taft, N 1, 1;4; Edward Drucy raises Madison Square Garden speech, N 2, 1;1; election urged, ed, N 4, 4;2; Taft in Cuyahoga county, N 7, 2;1; Champ Clark favored by progressive con league of Ohio, Je 26, 10;3

Gov Woodrow Wilson declines invitation to speak in Ohio, F 9, 2;3; neglect of duties to campaign for nomination criticized, ed, N 4, 4;1; endorsed by Ohio progressive con, N 7, 8;3; chance for nomination at dem natl convention considered, ed, N 26, 4;1; circulation of petition to put name on preferential ballot begins, Ap 9, 7;3; supported by W J Bryan Ap 15, 1;1; E H Moore challenges Cong J J Watkins on qualifications compared with Harmon, My 3, 4;5; wins nomination in Summit county, My 22, 1;4; supported by Mayor Newton D Baker, My 25, 1;6; Wilson’s contention that high cost of meat is caused by limitation of supply refuted, ed, S 16, 4;1; campaign progress compared to Taft and Roosevelt, ed, S 17, 4;1; criticized for claiming progressivism before progressive party came into existence, ed, S 18, 4;1; defeated in N Y predicted if low Dix is renominated, ed, S 19, 4;1; speaks at opening of Ohio campaign in Cols, S 21, 3;1; incoherence of statements attributed to lack of knowledge or desire to deceive, ed, S 21, 4;1; solicitude for wingmen satirized, ed (Pittsburgh Labor Leader), S 25, 4;1; classified as enemy of labor, ed (Labor World), S 26, 4;1; record on pure food laws attacked, ed, S 8, 4;1; tariff proposals criticized, ed, S 8, 4;2; promises reduction, O 12, 2;1; criticized for stand against organized labor, ed, O 12, 4;1; viewed as big business candidate, ed (Toledo Blade), O 14, 4;5; candidacy censured, ed, O 16, 4;1; stand on tariff criticized, ed (Labor World), O 16, 4;4; defense of tariff stand by William J Bryan criticized, ed, O 17, 4;1; advocacy of piece work system for labor attacked, ed (Labor World), O 17, 4;2; criticism for partisan racial attitude, ed, O 18, 4;1; criticized for opposition to protective tariff, ed (Labor World), O 18, 4;2; opposition to trusts questioned, ed, O 19, 1;3; termed gadfly of trusts, ed, O 19, 4;1; deemed antithetical to labor, ed (Labor World), O 19, 4;5; accused of having one track mind, ed, O 21, 1;5; assailed by C. S. Coxe, O 21, 2;6; criticized for evading human welfare issues, ed, O 23, 4;1; criticized for antagonism toward labor, ed (Labor World), O 23, 4;1; criticized for attitude toward trusts, ed, O 28, 4;1; election urged by James W Cox, O 30, 5;2; criticized for dodging labor issue, ed (Indiana Labor Bulletin), O 31, 3;3; friendship with Tammany Hall denied, ed, N 2, 3;1; laborers urged to vote no on election day, ed (Indiana Labor Bulletin), N 4, 2;3; elected in unoffical Summit county returns, N 6, 1;1; elected in unofficial Cols returns, N 6, 1;4; leads in Ohio, N 7, 1;7; carries Portage county in complete returns, N 7, 3;1; still leading in Ohio, N 9, 2;3; Wm Jennings Bryan candidacy, cartoon, Ap 6, 1;2; nomination favored, ed, Ap 30, 4;1; criticizes opponents in speech at Chillicothe, My 7, 10;2; speaks at Fostoria and Findlay, My 8, 2;5; at Nokomis, My 6, 8;1; at Toledo, My 10, 10;5; censures Harmon with vote buying, My 10, 11;1; Charles E Hughes favored as nominee, ed (Buffalo Commercial), Ap 12, 4;2; choice of candidates by rebubs and conos, ed (Cleveland Leader), N 13, 3;4; rupub and dem preference primary results compared in states of Florida and N Dakota, ed, N 15, 4;1; necessity of nominating dem candidate to enforce anti-trust law, ed, N 22, 4;4; efficiency of primary nominees discussed, lar, N 26, 4;4; Preferential primaries summarized, ed, Ap 17, 4;1; effect of mass selection of delegates on nomination of candidates, ed, Ap 29, 4;1; Ohio preference primary predictions, My 7, 10;3; Ohio managers of rebub candidates, pers, My 8, 1;3; Spectacular contest predicted, My 11, 4;5; Ohio declared to be in pivotal position, ed, My 13, 4;1; Candidates’ possibilities discussed, My 14, 4;5; election viewed as struggle between progressive and reaction, ed, My 18, 4;1; Candidates and platforms, ed, My 22, 4;1; County convention polls, My 28, 5;1; John E Thomas resigns as rebub elector from 19th dist, Ag 10, 1;8; Victory of progressive party over rebubs in Vermont held as indication that natl race will be between progressives and dems, ed, S 4, 4;1; claim of rebub natl cham helter that interpretation of Vermont primary vote indicates progressives cannot secure electoral vote of a single state ridiculed, ed, S 4, 4;1; Republican Natl Conv
Method of selecting delegates criticized, ed, F 23, 4;1; proposed program of progressive group at natl conv ridiculed, ed, F 26, 4;2; clean campaign by candidates for delegate to natl conv favored, ed, F 26, 4;1; methods of selecting delegates to natl conv by different states given (Toledo Blade), N 2, 4;4; Sen Charles Wick drafted to line up Southern delegates to natl conv (Cleveland Plain Dealer), My 6, 3;3; selections of delegates-at-large by voters urged, ed, My 18, 4;1; election of delegates to conv by primary vote favored, ed (Ohio State Journal), My 18, 4;2; nos, My 25, 4;1; My 26, 4;1; method of nomination of delegates to natl conv questioned, ed, My 10, 4;1; Wm Jennings Bryan leadership at natl conv predicted, ed, My 11, 4;3; Democracy summarized, unit rule explained, ed (Ohio State Journal), My 11, 4;3; natl con slates Gen Charles Wick as cham of credentials committee, My 13, 1;4; opposition to Col Theodore Roosevelt’s candidacy, ed (CQ), Je 13, 4;5; support of Taft and Roosevelt’s leadership by members of natl con against wishes of constituents criticized, ed, Je 14, 4;1; late arrival of Theodore Roosevelt, cartoon, Je 15, 2;2; reappointment to give delegates from northern states equality with those from South urged, ed, Je 15, 4;1; nomination of Col Theodore Roosevelt urged, ed, Je 17, 4;1; probable control of natl conv by reactionaries deplored, ed, Je 18, 4;1; results of nominations termed satisfactory, ed, Je 18, 4;1; Senate
Defeat of independent candidates by boss-controlled machine, cartoon, Je 11, 1;3; election of Hiram Johnson in Califomia urged, ed, O 21, 4;1; Vice President
Repub James S Sherman’s defeat forecast, ed, O 3, 4;1; Aaron S Watkins nominated by prohibition party, My 13, 1;6; voters urged to hear Gov. Hiram Johnson’s opening speech in Ohio, ed, S 14, 4;1; Hiram Johnson progressive candidate praised, citizens urged to hear his speeches, ed, S 16, 1;4; opens campaign, events and speakers listed, S 21, 1;1; completes plans for Ohio campaign, O 11, 5;1; urges renewed efforts of progressive party in speech at Canton, O 16, 7;2; Ohio campaign closed at Dayton, O 17, 2;6; Finance
Courage declared necessary to stop excessive pub expenditures, ed (Columbus Dispatch), Je 11, 4;6; Interior Dept
L C Laylin appointed sec by Pres William H Taft, Je 16, 10;2;
UNITED STATES - SUITS AND CLAIMS (cont)
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UNITED STATES - SUITS AND CLAIMS (cont)

E L Carson and John T Reagan properly attached in effort to recover funds fraudulently obtained in govt contrs, N 1, 10:1
Waller, combine anti-trust trial continues, My 16, 10:1; My 16, 20:3
Annual rep by atty-gen vickers & anti-trust suits mentioned, ed 10, 4:1
Firestone Tire & Rubber co and others sued for Sherman anti-trust law violation, D 12, 1:7

TARIFF BD
Necessity cited, ed (Clev Leader), Je 10, 4:6
Discontnunance deplored, ed, Jy 1, 4:1

TREASURY DEPT
Edwin S Church admits cause and - fest fineness and weight of U S coins, Jy 31, 1:5
Proposal by Sen Scott to stop waste in printing pub documents favored, ed, N 29, 4:1
Investigation of alleged irregularities urged, ed, Jy 6, 4:1
Sherman Allen assign assistant sec by Pres William H Taft, Jy 16, 10:2
Canton branch of internal revenue dept placed under control of Akron office, S 23, 8:6
UNITED STATES DEPT OF RAIL PIPE AND FURNITURE CO
Awarded contract to supply water pipe for Ravenna, terms announced, S 21, 5:5
UNITED STATES EXPRESS CO
Wagon damaged when auto steers horse, Jy 22, 2:3
UNITED STATES GAS AND TIEL CO
Gas mains near Portsmouth exuberate, Jy 5, 14:5
UNITED STATES MARINE BAND
Concert at Music Hall, S 27, 14:3
UNITED STATES MOTOR CAR MFG CO
Tamed by Pearl E Bunnell in collection suit, Jy 15, 2:4
UNITED STATES NUMBER CO
Consolidation with F S Goodrich co rumored, N 30, 1:7
UNITED STATES STEEL CO
Canton plant rails large order from Ford Motor co, S 11, 2:5
Enters cattle-raising business at Conneaut, D 29, 10:5
UNITED STATES SUPREME CT
See Courts - II S
UNITED STATES TELEPHONE CO
See Telephones
UNITED STATES UNION
Sponsors lecture by Dr Colt on advantages of equal surcharge, Ap 4, 6:5
UNITED STATES UNIVERSITY
See names

UNIVERSITY CLUB
Leases J F Saberling home, U 30, 2:1

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION SOCIETY, YOUNGSTOWN
Org assured, N 1, 7:2
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UNITED STATES - SUITS AND CLAIMS (cont)

UPPERSEA, WILLIAM (Cuyahoga)
Fined for intoxication, O 4, 8:2
UPSON HOTEL (Cuyahoga)
Damaged by fire, D 11, 8:5
URBANO, OHIO
Mayor Green's appttts opposed by council, J 5, 10:3
URUGUAY, JOHN
Sued for divorce by Mrs Margarette, S 27, 10:1
USPANNING, JOHN
See Girland, John
URY, GEORGE
Refused pardon from penitentiary by Gov Harmon, D 20, 8:1

VACATION SPOTS
Sam Leamon's rest for 1912, ed (Clev Leader), Ap 16, 2:4
VANDERVICK, ADOLPH
Returned to Massillon State hosp after escape, F 2, 7:4

VACATIONS
See also Travel
Joys of anticipation, ed, Jy 21, 4:1
Hobbies, cartoon, Jy 23, 12:2
VACCINES AND VACCINATIONS See names of diseases
VAN AXA, JULIA (Rahberton)
Shoot and wounded in quarrel with Glisha Washick, 0 1, 1:1; F 2, 1:3
VANDERVICK, ADOLPH
See also Bomb Explosions

VANDERWILT, L. H.
Ohio Northern Univ students take over City of Ada as reefer to Mayor Campbell, O 22, 2:5

VANCOUVER, N.
San Bakos fined, N 16, 1:6
David Burks arrested, D 27, 2:3
Harry Wezolek arrested, O 27, 2:4

BARBERTON
Tramps refused shelter by Police Chief Eby, W 9, 9:3
Franklin R Fossin gives reasons for becoming tramp, N 5, 12:1

YOUNGSTOWN
William Carpenter fine suspended, Jy 31, 1:5
Police street campaign to rid city of tramps, O 29, 10:5
Summer wk for vagrants contemplated, N 19, 3:3
VAIL, EDWARD (Joseph)
Sentenced for robbery, J 14, 1:7; remanded to penitentiary, J 17, 1:5
VAIL, THOMAS
Suicide, M 18, 1:4
VALL, FRANK RAYMOND (Clark's Mills Corners)
Missing, D 18, 10:4; runaway, returned home, D 20, 8:1
VALL, CHARLES
Killed by st car, N 14, 1:2
VALL, RALPH (Alliance)
Held on chg of dynamiting res of Joe Carrafa, J 27, 12:3
VANCAW, MICHEL
Held in slaying of Joe and in assault on Frank Seligman, N 29, 1:1; bound for grand jury on murder chg, N 30, 9:4
VANCE, GEORGE
Names Maurice C Winter in collection suit, S 11, 3:6
VANCE, MRS. CATHERINE W
Death, 0 16, 11:13: bequests estate to daughter Mrs May and 3 other relatives, D 30, 7:7
VANCE, JACK
With Eliza Thomas rescues Thomas Porter from drowning, Jy 1, 10:4
VANCE-WILLS, DOUGLAS CO
Sells store to J J McCarthy, F 8, 10:2
VAN-CLEVE, F M
Elected pres of state blind comm, U 14, 4:4
VAN CLINQ, RALPH
Sentenced to whiouse on fraud chg, S 19, 8:3
VAN COLE, BERT
Sued for divorce by wife Louise V, N 11, 3:5
VAN HORN, WILLIAM
Note: unless otherwise specified persons are arrested
See also Bomb Explosions

ADA
Ohio Northern Univ students take over City of Ada as reefer to Mayor Campbell, O 22, 2:5
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VANDALISM (cont.)

AKRON

Mike Kennedy sentenced, Ja 24, 8:2
Frank Buchtel, Mr 2, 8:4
Fred Geary, Mr 4, 3:3
David Parks, Mr 9, 3:4
Officer Raleigh, Mr 19, 1:5
Peter Popp, Mr 23, 10:5
Arthur McDonald sentenced, Mr 25, 3:2
William Howland, Ap 6, 16:6
Zita Yedstich fined, Ja 11, 14:4
C R London, Jy 1, 3:8
Jack (Frank) White, Jy 25, 10:1
George Whittam, O 22, 5:1
D E Hall ordered to reimburse owner for malicious destruction of property, N 22, 10:1
Howard Klime dismissed, N 22, 10:1
Alex Cochran dismissed, N 22, 10:1
Fred Rose sentenced, N 22, 10:1
Mike Nolan, N 25, 12:2
Wenz Klein, D 1, 1:8
Emmet Crain and 4 others fined, D 14, 1:7

ASHTABULA

Series of degradations repeated, N 23, 3:3
VANDER, ALEXANDER (Newcomenstown)

Found dead, murder suspected, S 19, 5:2
VANDERVOOR, OLIE

Suicide wife Mary for divorce, F 29, 3:1; decree granted, My 8, 5:6
VAN FLEET, BENJAMIN F (Sandusky)

Contests of apt destroyed by fire, Ja 9, 10:2
VAN GINTER, JACOB (Cleveland)

Staln, Ap 9, 5:1
VAN HORN, WILLIAM

Held on theft chg, Ja 29, 12:6
VAN IRVING, CHARLES (Barberton)

Pens damaged by fire, O 31, 7:1
VAN KREIDER, MIRA

Death, N 1, 13:4; bequests estate to wife Louise and 3 others, N 12, 1:7
VANMAN, MELVIN

Discusses ballrooms with F A Seiberling, explains cause of accidents, Jc 24, 4:4; 3:4
Killed with brother Calvin and 3 others in an explosion, pho, Jy 2, 1:6; eulogized, ed, Jy 3, 4:1
VANWATER, FLORENCE

Apostle stenographer to Summit county bd of elections, F 21, 1:7
VAN NOSTRISH, SAM

Names estate of Lawrence W Deacon in collection suit, Ag 10, 11:3
VANDOSDALE, ANNA

Held on fornication chg, Ja 1, 2:2
VAN PELT, JAMES L

Sued for divorce by wife Mary A, Ja 26, 6:4; decree granted, O 11, 2:2
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VEINDOMS - AKRON (cont.)

San Biltick fined, S 27, 20:2
Certs Cannatil fined, N 11, 5:7
Harry Goldberg, O 23, 1:3

BARBERTON

Arrest of all peddlers without license ordered, O 14, 10:1

VERNAL DISEASES

Feature article, N 23, 4:2

VERDE, C H & CO

With Continental Securities co protests to P&O against NYC re proposed to authorize bond in purchase of new equipment, U 16, 3:4

VENTILATION

See Heating and Ventilating

VENTIL, F A (Guy falls)

Fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 30, 10:3
VERNISH (MS), LUCY S (Geneva)

Appd asst postmaster, N 27, 5:6
VERMILLION, CHIEF OF POLICE (Lima)

Assaulted by Reuben Horchansky, N 27, 7:4
Resigns as chief of police, D 28, 8:6
VERMILLION, RAY (Springfield)

Draws while swimming, Jy 25, 3:5
VERMONT, EMILY (Kenton)

Assaulted by sister, D 26, 2:2
VERMA (MS), EDNA (Cleveland)

Killed by st car, Jy 23, 4:1
VERMEYER, ESSEX

Shoots and wounds Mrs Richard Martin and 3 others, commits suicide, S 4, 5:2
VESC, GEORGE

Arrested in robbery of Akron Scrap iron co, Jy 29, 2:7; Jy 1, 2:3
VESTAL, HERBERT

Suicide, D 7, 5:3

VETERANS

See also Pensioners; names of organs

CIVIL WAR

Three hundred eighty-eight die in Ohio during March, reports agent W L Curry, Ap 6, 1:4
Increased by new law, My 14, 2:2; benefits, ed, My 14, 4:2
Patrolman praised, ed, My 23, 4:1

GENERAL

Annual reunion of 25th Ohio Volunteer Infantry, officers elected, Warren, Ag 16, 8:1
Reunion 15th UVI, officers elected, Barberton, S 20, 18:1

REVOLUTIONARY WAR

Summit county comrs rec markers for soldiers' graves, Je 3, 2:1

VETERANS, DAUGHTERS OF

Elect officers at Nadera, D 23, 7:2

VETERANS, SPANISH WAR, UNITED

Mrs Henry LeDoux apoys so vice comnd of Ohio auxiliaries at annual conv, Cais, S 4, 3:9

VETERANS, SPANISH WAR, UNITED (cont.)

Holds lst annual state reunion at Springfield, Lake, S 23, 10:1

VETERANS, UNAMEN

Replacement of horses by autos decreases business, says Dr Joseph Wingert, Ja 18, 7:3

VIEGERT, JAMES

With 2 others named in collection suit by Christian Brunner, F 20, 2:5
VICE

See also Crime and Criminals; Drug Traffic; Prostitution; specific crimes

Owen W Vard speaks on prevalence of immorality before Neth ch at Cur Falls, O 25, 14:2;

on gravity of corrupt pub officials before First Baptist, O 28, 3:1
VICKERS, EDITH (Ashatabula)

Names W S Wilkerson & G A Brockway in personal injury suit, D 31, 5:6
VICKERS, MABEL (Fremont)

Released on bond in shooting of Ralph Kiser, D 4, 2:4
VIEZING, CHARLES T

Names Laeder P & Sonja Wiering in foreclosure suit, F 20, 2:5
VIERS ADVERTISING CO

Rig damaged when WTRC co st car jumps track, Ap 28, 3:7
VIETEY, ANNA

Named in receivership suit by W D Allison co, Ja 6, 9:2
VIETZ, JOHN

Sued for divorce by wi wife Katherine, Ag 27, 10:1
VIOLATIE, FRANCIS (Barberton)

Arrested on non-support chg for Marion (Ohio) police, U 14, 9:4
WILLARD, MARGARET

Missing; found after all night search, Ag 2, 1:6
VINCENT, ALICE (Barberton)

Arrested on chg of reoc stolen property, F 10, 3:3; F 12, 10:3
VINCENT, HERBY (Dayton)

Sentenced on burglary chg, U 4, 3:4
VINEZ, FRANK

Divorced from wife Wilhelma, My 17, 20:4
VINCOUR, JAMES

Arrested with son Hoy on chgs of intoxication and threatening life of Harry Stoner, O 7, 2:5
VIRGINIA, UNIV OF

Bestows athletic honors on George M Wright, N 15, 5:2
VIRGINIA RAILWAY

Rept to be preparing to extend lines to the Great Lakes, Ja 12, 2:1
VIRGINIA TIDewater RR

Rept to plan to extend line to connect with Lorrain and W Va rr, Ja 12, 12:2
VICTIMIZED NURSES ASSN
Victimized in charity fraud, Youngstown, N 6, 5:5

VISKEL, KOLEN
Sued for divorce by wife Lizzie Z, N 20, 12:2

VITAL STATISTICS
See also Accidents; Births; Deaths; Murders; Suicides.
New ruling need by Akron registrar Arthur Barton clarifies which statistics on deaths and births must be answered by physicians, Jb 30, 7:1
Births exceed deaths in kept for February, Barberton, N 20, 11:3
Akron kept for November, D 6, 1:5

VLADINICH, STEVE
Named in collection suit by Franklin Brothers, P 21, 2:6
Named in foreclosure suit by Mildred Wajnolitz, N 6, 5:5

VOCATIONAL TRAINING & GUIDANCE
See also Education; names of schools.
Newark (N J) methods, ed, M 4, 4:1
Feature article, N 5, 10:2
Address before YMCA by Walter C Smith, N 26, 9:3

VODVITZ, JOHN (Barberton)
Robbed, A p 24, 8:1

VOKAT, JAS
Stabbed, P 23, 2:1

VOLITY, SAM (Swartz's Corners)
Arrested on wife-beating chg, S 28, 1:3

VOLK, GEORGE
Sued for divorce by wife Beulah, S 29, 3:3; decree granted, D 19, 1:2

VOLK, WINTRED
Placed in Summit County Children's home, Jb 25, 14:4

WALL, ROBERT
Placed number of unto dental bd, Ap 10, 4:5

WALL MOTHERS
Volunteers of Amer
Assist assttute, Jb 20, 3:4
Volunteers of Amer Home

WALTER, JACOB
Overcrowded with girls, condition caused by girls being too intense in the wk they are, Ap 12, 5:1

WALTZENTHAL, JACOB (Cleveland)
Diagnos of home showing places of action in murder, por, Ap 11, 1:3

WALKER, RICHARD (Canton)
With others sues Percy Proctor for marriage settlement, Jb 8, 1:4

WANSTED, CARL
Arrested on chg of fornication, N 11, 5:7

WASHINGTON (Baroness)
Denounces war in address before Coll club, N 22, 2:1

WASHINGTON, ALBERT C
Sues wife G. for divorce, F 24, 1:3; decree granted, My 10, 3:5

WASHINGTON, ST.
Resident complain of slow contr, petition council to hurry constr, N 12, 2:2

WASHINGTON, ANGELO
Released from Lancaster Boys' Indus school, Jb 5, 10:1

WASHINGTON, LOUIS
Sued for divorce by wife Stana, D 26, 1:4

WASHINGTON, OHIO
See also Building; Schools; Traffic; Water Council deadlocked bypolit factions, F 21, 5:1
Progress in business and pub improvements, F 26, 10:4
Mayor Lytle begins crusade to stop vice in city, N 22, 1:1
Contingency bond issue to be put on primary ballot, N 23, 2:1; necessitated by pub improvements, Ap 1, 10:3; Mayor Lytle urges passage, N 7, 8:5
Bankruptcy denied, Ap 3, 14:3
WILLIAM, WILLIAM
Belch makes good as a comm, Ap 27, 11:1
Frank Niederer escapes from jail, My 7, 12:3
Neyers, feature article, N 10, 15:3
Summary of council meeting, N 16, 7:5
Proposed music cemetery endorsed by Councilman William Johnson, My 27, 2:2
Marshall Lucas praised for efficiency in discharging of duty, N 28, 5:1
Summary of council meeting, My 25, 8:3
Budget comes slacks appropriations, Jy 26, 10:5
Ord forcing residents to pay costs of sidewalk improvements passed by city council, My 27, 8:1
Need of 2 night police cited, O 31, 14:1
Marshall Lucas says purchase of auto necessary for defense of duties, N 13, 7:4
Council commended for ordering lights in alleys, N 14, 14:2

WASHINGTON C OF C
With PUGO-files complaint against TOTAL Co., service, My 18, 9:3

WASHINGTON, ROSS
Swindled in horse deal, M 30, 5:5
WAGNER, ANNA M
Will bequeathing property to husband Phillip filed, O 29, 1:6

WAGNER, FRED E (Canton)
Named by Frank Burgan against alienation of affections suit, D 3, 2:7

WAGNER, FRANK
Bring damaged by gas explosion at Manhattan Cleaning & Drying co, O 25, 1:4

WAGNER, HARRY (Youngstown)
Injured by auto, S 14, 8:5

WAGNER, HEDDA
Rescued from drowning, Jy 30, 1:1

WAGNER, JOHN
See Bolson, John

WAGNER, LILLY (Cleveland)
Harms Thomas Brennan by mistake when he attempts to enter house, F 20, 10:3

WAGNER, MARIA
Robert Wilson arrested on chg of fornication and abduction, Ap 18, 1:1

WAGNER, PHILIP
Motorcycle stolen; recovered, S 4, 2:3

WAGNER, ROBERT E
Sues wife Laura B for divorce, Jy 26, 14:3; decree granted, My 1, 1:3

WAGNER, W. PAUL (Canton)
Injured when car goes over embankment, O 5, 3:5

WAGNER, WILLIAM
Opens store at 172 S Main st, S 16, 12:1

WAGNER, CLEVE (Belleville)
Injured when knife pierces eye, F 21, 12:3

WAGNER, WILL
Fired, My 25, 2:4

WAGNER, W & W
Shoe store damaged by fire, Jy 16, 1:1

WAISFIELD, HARRY (Isle of Pines, Florida)
Killed in auto accident, D 20, 14:3

WAHL, MAURICE
Bound to grand jury for selling opium, N 13, 1:3

WAHL, J. (Toledo)
Sentence for mg of opium, F 9, 1:6

WAHL, E. (Bird)
Divorce granted with wife Jennie M, J 1, 7:7

WAIT, DONALD (Nadfield)
Arrested on delinquency chg, F 17, 3:3; returned to his home after promising judge to obey parents, F 20, 10:3

Sentence for delinquency, Jy 11, 1:7

WALDEN, HISP
Fraud trial continued, Ap 8, 1:10

WALKER, JOHN
Tried for disorderly conduct continued, Ap 8, 10:1

WALKER, CHARLES (Canton)
Designs from council, Ap 18, 8:5

WALKER, CHARLIE (Walker) (Bellefontaine)
Arrested in Indiana for forgery, O 18, 7:4

WALKER, CLINTON SKINNER
Divorce granted wife Stella, N 13, 5:4

WALKER, HARRY
Held for assault on Dr B F Hough, My 23, 2:6

WALKER, JOHN, SEE Lee, Harry

WALKER, JOHN H (Youngstown)
Hot houses damaged by derailing st car, G 5, 2:4

WALKER, MARGARET
Adopted by John Best, N 13, 5:4

WALKER, MARY
Held on theft chg, Ap 15, 10:3

WALKER, SYDNEY
Sued for divorce by wife Stella, Jy 23, 2:4

WALKER, EDWARD P. (Canton)
Sues for divorce by wife Stella, Jy 23, 2:4

WALKING
Edward Pasquin Weston speaks on its virtues and qualities at Silver Lake Clubhouse, Ap 7, 12:4

WALKER, JACOB (Youngstown)
Accidentally shot; Roy Oliver held, J 1, 7:3

WALL, ROBERT
Burned while driving furnace at Atlantic Foundry, J 1, 3:1

WALL, EDMUND
Purchased by F Fahl, N 11, 10:5

WALLACE, CLARENCE (Toledo)
Returned to Summit County Children's home after escape, O 2, 3:5; O 4, 5:2

WALLACE, FRANK
Injured in st car wagon collision, O 16, 2:8

WALLACE, FRANK
Named in collection suit by Henry L Watt, My 10, 2:6

WALLACE, H. T

WALLACE, H. C
...
WALTERS, E (Edinburgh)
Injured when interurban trolley rig, 0 9, 2:3
WALTERS, LEON (Bart뺑ton)
Arrested on chg of contributing to delinquency of
Suzie Mars, Jr 22, 1:1
WALTERS, PEDRO R
Verdict appealed in suit against Erie r. co.
Ja 31, 2:3
WALTERS, RICH
Obits with maintaining slot machines in place of
business, case continued, He 1, 16:1
Hillman, Jr 19, 1:1
WALTERS, STEPHEN
Committed to Boys' Industrial School for robbery,
He 21, 2:3
WALTERS, THOMAS
Obtained premises for Swinehart Tpe & Rubber co.,
S 16, 1:8
WALTERS, TIMOTHY
Will probated, H 21, 16:2
WALTHAM BROKERS
Purchases restaurant of R A Harn, F 15, 12:4
WALTHAM PAPER MILLING CO (Coy Falls)
Plant destroyed by fire, D 7, 1:1; rebuilt plans
pending rts adjustment, D 8, 2:4; plans
constructed on Coo river, D 31, 16:1; plans
constructed of fireproof factory bldg, N 12, 10:1

WALTERS, "A", 77
Files for repub nomination for Ohio rep.
He 2, 1:3
WALTERS, ALBERT B
Nominated for Lt-Gov by repub party, Ag 13, 1:3
WALTERS, ALBERT L (Ludington)
Predicts rejection of Pres Taft, D 12, 2:1
WALTERS, ALBERT (Ludington)
Demonstrates method of pruning and spray
ning trees, Ap 10, 3:2
WALTERS, CHARLES
Held on suspicion, D 4, 2:8
WALTERS, CHARLES H (Lowfield)
Indicted on larceny and embezzlement chgs, F 9,
1:7; released on bond, F 9, 3:2
WALTERS, EDGAR
Injured when interurban trolley rig, 0 9, 2:3
WALTERS, LEONARD (Bart鲭ton)
Arrested on chg of contributing to delinquency of
Suzie Mars, Jr 22, 1:1
WALTERS, PEDRO R
Verdict appealed in suit against Erie r. co.
Ja 31, 2:3
WALTERS, RICH
Obits with maintaining slot machines in place of
business, case continued, He 1, 16:1
Hillman, Jr 19, 1:1
WALTERS, STEPHEN
Committed to Boys' Industrial School for robbery,
He 21, 2:3
WALTERS, THOMAS
Obtained premises for Swinehart Tpe & Rubber co.,
S 16, 1:8
WALTERS, TIMOTHY
Will probated, H 21, 16:2
WALTHAM BROKERS
Purchases restaurant of R A Harn, F 15, 12:4
WALTHAM PAPER MILLING CO (Coy Falls)
Plant destroyed by fire, D 7, 1:1; rebuilt plans
pending rts adjustment, D 8, 2:4; plans
constructed on Coo river, D 31, 16:1; plans
constructed of fireproof factory bldg, N 12, 10:1

WALTERS, "A", 77
Files for repub nomination for Ohio rep.
He 2, 1:3
WALTERS, ALBERT B
Nominated for Lt-Gov by repub party, Ag 13, 1:3
WALTERS, ALBERT L (Ludington)
Predicts rejection of Pres Taft, D 12, 2:1
WALTERS, ALBERT (Ludington)
Demonstrates method of pruning and spray
ning trees, Ap 10, 3:2
WALTERS, CHARLES
Held on suspicion, D 4, 2:8
WALTERS, CHARLES H (Lowfield)
Indicted on larceny and embezzlement chgs, F 9,
1:7; released on bond, F 9, 3:2
WALTERS, EDGAR
Injured when interurban trolley rig, 0 9, 2:3
WALTERS, LEONARD (Bart鲭ton)
Arrested on chg of contributing to delinquency of
Suzie Mars, Jr 22, 1:1
WALTERS, PEDRO R
Verdict appealed in suit against Erie r. co.
Ja 31, 2:3
WALTERS, RICH
Obits with maintaining slot machines in place of
business, case continued, He 1, 16:1
Hillman, Jr 19, 1:1
WALTERS, STEPHEN
Committed to Boys' Industrial School for robbery,
He 21, 2:3
WALTERS, THOMAS
Obtained premises for Swinehart Tpe & Rubber co.,
S 16, 1:8
WALTERS, TIMOTHY
Will probated, H 21, 16:2
WALTHAM BROKERS
Purchases restaurant of R A Harn, F 15, 12:4
WALTHAM PAPER MILLING CO (Coy Falls)
Plant destroyed by fire, D 7, 1:1; rebuilt plans
pending rts adjustment, D 8, 2:4; plans
constructed on Coo river, D 31, 16:1; plans
constructed of fireproof factory bldg, N 12, 10:1

WALTERS, "A", 77
Files for repub nomination for Ohio rep.
He 2, 1:3
WALTERS, ALBERT B
Nominated for Lt-Gov by repub party, Ag 13, 1:3
WALTERS, ALBERT L (Ludington)
Predicts rejection of Pres Taft, D 12, 2:1
WALTERS, ALBERT (Ludington)
Demonstrates method of pruning and spray
ning trees, Ap 10, 3:2
WALTERS, CHARLES
Held on suspicion, D 4, 2:8
WALTERS, CHARLES H (Lowfield)
Indicted on larceny and embezzlement chgs, F 9,
1:7; released on bond, F 9, 3:2
1912 WATER - AURORA (cont)

Laying awarded to contr McLellan, Ag 2, 11:8;
Kent council considers Akron's offer, Ag 7, 1:7; plans and specifications for new line to Kent being printed, Ag 9, 14:2; bids for digging reservoir, furnishing pipe, and laying lines opened, Ag 10, 1:9; 4:18; 11:7; condemnation proceedings to be instituted to acquire right of way, Ag 20, 1:3; contr for building reservoir awarded to Akron Storage and Constr co, Ag 22, 1:3; Solicitor Taylor instructed to begin condemnation proceedings for water rights along Cuy river, Ag 27, 1:5; pipeline laying contr awarded to Carroll-Porter co held illegal by Solicitor Taylor, S 5, 1:8; Carroll-Porter co awarded 2nd contr, S 9, 1:7; P T McCourt notifies city of control of intention to file injunction suit to prevent awarding of contr to Carroll-Porter co, S 10, 5:2; state threatens suit, S 26, 1:7; Kent council submits... demands for water main right-of-way, O 3, 1:8; plans made to lay pipe around Kent, O 10, 1:6; N 23, 1:2; Grafton S Sons begin work on pipeline from reservoir to Cuy river, O 23, 1:6; Akron proposal rejected by Kent council.

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

Summit lake supply passes chemical test, F 20, 1:7; Mayor Taylor of Cuy Falls advises council to prevent Akron from taking water from Cuy river, A 4, 8:3; over-laying of Bowery st sewer into lake... health dept, N 4, 1:2; further health warnings issued, N 5, 1:3; drilling of wells and elevation of pumps... insurance supplied, N 6, 1:3; council passes ord to remedy conditions, N 11, 5:1; sanitary conditions... cases, says health officer Kingler, O 25, 10:4

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

Kent council approves tons for new mains, O 23, 3:4; E Market st residents protest delay, S 27, 1:3; bids for laying pipe rejected, S 30, 2:4; action proposed, O 4, 1:7; wk begins, O 21, 1:1

City officials refuse to pay state for Summit lake supply, O 30, 10:2

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

Nineteenth day of payment, Ag 23, 5:1

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

Trunk line reconstructed to increase supply, J 3, 3:3

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

to sinking fund comm as Aud McCAusland rejects bids, D 17, 2:3

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

Service Ut Pilkmore approves ord for hiring prisoners for labor, N 21, 8:1

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

Opinions of water supply secured from expert engineers, J 4, 2:4

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

Council declares installation of meters would save cost of water used, D 28, 8:3; Supply approved by Onto bd of health, Ag 10, 4:4

1912 WATER - AKRON (cont)

Summit roves testing, health bd to test new site, N 20, 5:5

1912 WATER (cont)

City Falls

Council urges by Mayor Taylor to extend village's right to Cuy river supply, Ja 9, 11:2

Council fire and water com recommends purchase of meters, Ja 18, 10:3

1912 WATER (cont)

Casting Liverpool

Cold causes near famine, Ja 19, 11:4

1912 WATER (cont)

Jefferson

Broken dam impairs supply, U 30, 5:3

1912 WATER (cont)

Kingsee

Plant contract proposal before council, Ja 17, 10:5; bond issue submitted to voters, J 1, 10:4; passage predicted, N 2, 11:7; council passes ord for rule of bonds... music plant, N 9, 5:2; contr for constr awarded to Payne Engineering Co and Central Engineering bur, U 17, 2:4

1912 WATER (cont)

Council requests privilege of purchasing water from Akron, D 13, 1:4

1912 WATER (cont)

Kent

See also Water - Akron

1912 WATER (cont)

Regid of main line between Erie and B&O rer sanctioned by council, U 20, 5:2

1912 WATER (cont)

Lima

City council passes and providing for water... improvements, O 22, 7:7

1912 WATER (cont)

Low pressure dangerous in case of fire, F 23, 5:1

1912 WATER (cont)

Nebraska

Trunk line reconstructed to increase supply, J 3, 3:3

1912 WATER (cont)

Advice and information regarding water and sewage conditions in Ohio asked for by Daniel J Jackson of NY City, N 9, 9:4

State bd of health has right to compel cities to install filtration plants, rules Ohio supreme, Ap 2, 1:5

Cites ordered by state health bd to purity water, O 26, 4:5

1912 WATER (cont)

Cincinnati

Suit against health dept by typhoid victims for inadequate precautions against disease upheld, ed N 19, 4:1

1912 WATER (cont)

Ravenna

Contract for water pipe laying awarded to U S Cast Iron Pipe and Foundry co, terms announced, S 21, 5:5

1912 WATER (cont)

Twinsburg Temp

Celestia E Wilcoxton donates spring as source of supply, A 30, 5:4; plan distribution, J 18, 10:1

1912 WATER (cont)

US

111 to nut gas and water supply under jurisdiction of ICC introduced by U S San Homeman at request of Akron city council, Ag 16, 1:2

1912 WATER (cont)

Wadsworth

Shortage threatened, Ja 5, 6:2

1912 WATER (cont)

Purity test sample sent to Ohio health dept by Health Officer Lucas, J 18, 7:2

1912 WATER (cont)

Whitestone

1912 WATER (cont)

Shortage causes by bursting of dam, S 6, 6:1

1912 WATER (cont)

Youngstown

City wins injunction suit to restrain completion of reservoir, F 11, 3:3

1912 WATER (cont)

Adoption of meters... saves 3,000,000 gals per day in 1912, O 20, 14:3

1912 WATER (cont)

Water, Eddie

Res damaged by fire, D 27, 14:3

1912 WATER (cont)

Waters, Jim

Suicide, M 24, 2:4

1912 WATER (cont)

Waters (MOS), John F

Death, por, D 21, 16:6; funeral, bkg, U 24, 5:4

1912 WATER (cont)

Waters, William

Res damaged by fire, S 7, 5:1

1912 WATER (cont)

Watkins, Fred

1912 WATER (cont)

See Rivers and Harbors; names of waterways

1912 WATER (cont)

Watkins, James S

Nominated tor U S vice-pres by prohibition party at natl conv, N J, Jr, 13, 1:6

1912 WATER (cont)

Watkins, Frank (Portsmouth)

Killed by train, Ag 6, 3:3
WATKINS, LOLA MAY (Canton)
Arrested with Minnie Koontz on delinquency chg.
David Draff chg with contributing, O 20, 10; returned to Canton, O 23, 1:7
WATKINS, RAYMOND (Vermillion)
Drowned, Jy 18, 8:2
WATSEK, ALBERT W (Cubs)
Sued by wife Anna B to keep up alimony and
payments on their home, Ja 18, 12:4
WATSKY, ANDY (Barberton)
Found dead from exposure, O 7, 1:8
WATSON, CHARLES
Bitten by dog, Je 5, 2:1
WATSON, RUSSELL M
Sued tor divorce by wife Nellie, Hr 28, 2:5
alimony granted, Ap 4, 3:5; suit dismissed,
Ja 6, 11:4; decree granted, N 26, 10:4
WATSWY (DEV), S N
Seamen, Ap 1, 3:3
Denies resignation as Rector of St Paul's ch
is result of dispute among choir girls, N 22,
1:4
WATT, MARY H (Springfield)
Fataliy burned while burning leaves, Ap 12, 10:6
WATTER, ELIZABETH A
Will probated, My 6, 1:7
WATTERS, RAWA
Granted temporary restraining order to prevent
assessing and collecting taxes on Tallmadge
eve property, Ja 16, 3:4
WATTERS, WILLIAM
With Nellie Watters and 2 others named by Amer
Agr Chem co in collection suit, Je 6, 8:3;
iness verdict, Hr 5, 12:3
WATTERS-PIERCE CO (Wellington)
Store damaged by fire, Jy 22, 2:4
WATTERSON, WILLIAM
Petition dismissed, nys cost in judgment suit
brought by Amer Agr co, Ap 2, 1:1
WATTS (Wes), NATHAN (Massillon)
Infected by chicken, Ap 24, 5:2
WAVELING PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO (Cubs)
Incorporates, Ag 7, 2:1
WAYLAND, WILLIAM (Walton) (Youngstown)
Injured when auto overturned, Jy 11, 1:6; dies,
Jy 13, 2:4
WAYNE BUILDING AND LIVIN CO
Wins suit against Benjamin Atleson and others,
Hr 29, 1:2
Names Stella and John Grassy in judgment suit,
Ap 22, 1:4
With others named by William-Edders co in
collection suit, S 14, 8:6
Names Robert H Hawkins in mortgage foreclosure
suit, S 30, 2:1
WAYNE COUNTY
Religious, educ, and agr interests unite to
better economic conditions in rural dists,
Hr 29, 2:4
WAYNE COUNTY (cont)
Early history revd, Ap 11, 4:4
J M Whitman reelected comm, N 14, 5:8
Coms confer with Summit county coms on
proposed building of 12-mile drainage
ditch, D 28, 8:4; agreement reached, D 30,
8:3
WAYNE COUNTY NATL BANK
Names David Salenhouse in judgment suit, F 17,
2:5; suit dismissed, F 24, 10:2
Names Harry J Blackburn in collection suit,
My 4, 1:8
WAY, ROSE
Arrested on delinquency chg, Stephen Rabel
held on chg of contributing, Ja 27, 4:11
sent to Cridttown home, Ja 27, 12:2; Ja 29,
13:2; F 5, 8:1
WEAPNS
See Firearms
WEARY, FRANK O
Advocates munc owned subways for pub
utilities, illus, Hr 11, Ag 7, 5:1
Advocates mass protest against destruction
of trees along E Market st, Hr 11, Ag 31, 5:2
Praises Theodore Roosevelt, urges election,
Hr 11, S 2, 10:4
WEASON, MILLAN
Injured when shot, Jy 17, 7:2
WEATHER
See also Floods
AGRIC
Cold blamed for sickness, advice given by
Health officer Kohler, Ja 8, 2:4
Cold damages schools, Ja 10, 2:2
Coldest day of yr, Ja 13, 1:1
Trainst upset by extreme cold; Ja 16, 3:6
Agrs temperature compared with Wisconsin's
ed, Ja 16, 4:1
Cold damages fruit trees, Ja 20, 5:4
Accidents caused by icy sta, cartoon, Ja 30,
1:2
Rain water lines freeze, F 10, 1:7
Record kept in diary by Edward L Seaman, F 20,
5:2
Storm ties up traffic, F 21, 1:7; F 22, 1:1
Abnormal conditions, ed, Hr 20, 4:1
Ript for April, May 3, 11:4
Heavy rains cause $10,000 damage, Je 17, 2:3
Reforestation to prevent storm damage to grain
krops urged, Ja 22, 10:3
Sts and houses washed by rain, Ag 10, 11:5
Church of the Savior damaged by storm waters,
S 3, 7:1
Heavy rain will cause property damage, music
improvements delayed, S 3, 7:1
Milk tank repal, heat causes decreased
supply, S 7, 2:3
AUGUSTA
Property submerged, traffic impassable, D 25,
12:3; O 26, 9:2
Ship yards damaged, O 26, 9:2
Fishermen suffer loss of fish and equipment
by heavy weather, D 16, 14:1
BARGERON
West side covered with storm waters, F 27, 2:5
BUCKEYS
City damaged by electrical and hail storm,
Ja 11, 12:2
Schools damaged because of intense heat,
S 13, 10:1
CANTIN
Tornado and cloud burst cause property damage,
Ja 19, 1:1
CLEV
Coldest day in 13 yrs, mercury shows below
zero, F 10, 10:1
Lightening and rain storm cause heavy damage,
Ja 24, 1:5
COLUMBUS
Storm dammages traffic, F 21, 1:7
Many overcome by excessive heat, Ag 31, 12:1
COSTAUL
Interurban lines harassed by heavy snow,
Ja 19, 11:2
Wind and lightning damage property, Ag 29, 3:4
dOGG FALLS
Rains burst dam, 4 miles idole, D 24, 3:1
DELAWARE
Storm damages transportation, telephone,
and telegraph systems, Je 17, 8:5
EAST LIVERPOOL
Continued cold cause near water famine, Ja 10,
11:4
ELYRIA
Cloudburst damages property, ties up transpor
tation, Je 17, 8:5
GALION
Rail storm damages crops, Ag 1, 8:3
GALIPOLIS
Windstorm, river packet J D Dickinson sinks,
Ap 25, 14:2
GENERAL
Attention to dietetics and cultivation of
ontistic spirit is aim to heat sufferers,
ed, Jy 5, 4:1
Man's discontent, cartoon, Jy 11, 1:3
Possibility of creating artificial rainfall;
ed, Jy 25, 4:1
KELLEYS ISLAND
John Badler property damaged by elec storm,
Ja 17, 9:7
LAKE ERIE
Fog hinders shipping, Jy 15, 5:3
LIMA
Storm damages bidge and trees, Jy 2, 8:1
LORAIN
Coal shortage repts caused by blizzard, F 23,
5:1
MALVERN
Big Four Clay co plant damaged by storm waters,
S 4, 5:1
MARTIN
Property damaged by wind and rain storm, My 23,
1:6
MASON
Property damaged by elec storms, Jy 18, 8:3
MAYNARD
Property damaged by storm, S 9, 2:4
OHIO
Conditions in Northern Ohio, ed, F 12, 4:2
Cloudburst causes heavy damage in parts of
state, Ag 29, 1:8
STARK COUNTY
Storm causes heavy property damage, S 5, 8:7
SUMMIT COUNTY
Heavy snow covers roads, retards traffic, Je 18,
10:2
Rain storm damages road and bridges, Je 16, 8:4
Hos make impossible by recent rains, S 4, 2:3
TODD'S FORK
Ice gorge moves Clint and Huskingue Valley
rr bridge, Je 20, 6:3
TOLEDO
Snow storm ties up traffic, F 21, 1:8
Ice gorge causes Maumee river to rise, Nr 30, 1:3
Telephones and telegraph systems damaged by
electric storm, Jr 17, 8:5

NAUGATUCK
Low lands damaged by heavy rain, Jr 19, 2:4

YOUNGSTOWN
Zero weather kills robins, Jr 19, 3:3
Elec storm damages property; ties up transporta-
tion, Jr 17, 8:5
Intense heat closes down furnaces at a M Hyers
plant, S 12, 3:3
Rain damages Lake Erie & Eastern rr owns, U 25, 12:3

ZANESVILLE
Temperature lowest in 20 yrs, Jr 13, 9:4
Intense heat closes schools, S 12, 3:3

WEATHERMAX, EDWIN L
Losses real estate suit to Florence Weathermax, Jr 24, 12:6

WEATHERLY, BENJ
Sued for divorce by wife Anna, Ap 18, 8:1

WEATHERLY, HARRY
Divorce granted wife Mary, My 11, 20:4

WEATHERLY, HARRY (Cuy Falls)
Injured in fall, Jr 17, 7:9:3

WEATHERLY, JAMES
Venue for divorce by wife Helene, S 14, 0:3

WEATHERLY, JAMES Held as fugitive from justice, My 11, 9:5

WEATHERLY, JOHN Named in collection suit by William J Huff, Jr 25, 3:8

WEATHERLY, JOSEPH Sued wife Jennie E for divorce, Ap 6, 2:4

WEATHERLY, LAURA
Arrested on grand of steam boilers for Ohio, Jr 17, 4:4

WEB, FRANK (Ottawa)
Burned when fire damages town hall, Jr 11, 1:1

WEBER, ALEX
Res damagd by fire, D 2, 2:7
WEBER (MD), CHARLES J (Canton)
Missing, Ap 3, 12:1
WEBER, EDWARD F (Hudson)
Injured when auto overturns, Jr 16, 1:1
WEBER (HUMANE OFFICER), JOHN C. See Humane Soc, Summit County
WEBER, JOHN II (Clevel)
Discharged as deputy state fire marshal, Jr 20, 2:7

WEBSTER, WILSON (Sandusky)
Killed by falling piano, F 29, 10:2

WEBER, JOHNN
Held in robbery at Harvard and Clinton, Jr 19, 1:8; claims innocence, Ap 20, 1:5; innocence proved in Harvard robbery, Jr 27, 10:2; released, Jr 29, 10:2

WEBB, EMANUEL
Refused naturalization papers because of
criminal convictions, S 20, 2:2

WEBER, EMERY (Cuy Falls)
Earned $1,000 from solo tour in Europe, U 3, 7:3

WEBER, JAMES (Nashport)
Bound to common pleas for assault and
battery on wife, Jr 15, 8:8; freed on bond, Jr 20, 10:5

WEBER, M H
Sued for divorce by wife Edna V, Jr 7, 2:4, all
money granted, Jr 4, 5:2

WEBER, JAMES
Elected committeeman, Jr 11, 8:3

WEBER, WILLIAM E
Sued for divorce by wife Bertha V, Jr 7, 2:4, all
money granted, Jr 4, 5:2

WEBER, W P (Lancaster)
Aptd member of bd of health, Jr 9, 10:3

WEBER, GEORGE (Lowellville)
Rests as chief of boys Indus school, U 16, 1:4

WEBER, JAMES
First to drive auto over ice from Port Clinton to
Put-in-Bay, Jr 16, 12:3

WEBER, GEORGE (Lowellville)
Constrs largest turbine in world, U 16, 11:6

WEBER, GEORGE (Lowellville)
Plants damaged by fire, U 30, 1:1

WEBER, GEORGE (Lowellville)
Saved with son Ralph, and daughter Joann when
Titanic sinks, pins, Ap 16, 1:7

WEBER, JAMES
Gassed in battle, Jr 9, 1:6

WEBER, JOHN
Fledd 8th ward committeeman to succeed Joseph
Gehres, Jr 9, 1:6

WEBER, JOHNN
Sermons: Jr 12, 3:3; D 23, 5:3; D 25, 3:4

APM pastor of High st ch of Christ, pot., Jr 17, 7:17

WEBER, JOHN N
Announces repub candidacy for Lt Gov, Jr 24, 1:7

WEBER, MARY
Names Hower Bldg and Akron Salve cos in
collection suit, D 10, 1:3

WEBER, MARY
Announces repub candidacy for Lt-Gov, Jr 24, 1:7

WEBER, MARY
Includes delegate to progressive nat conv from
16th Ohio cong dist, Jr 2, 10:4
WICKERSHAM (ATTY GEN), GEORGE. See United States - Elections - Pres'!

WICKMAN PIANO PLATE MFG CO (Springfield)
Finishing dept destroyed by fire, No 2, 3:5

WICHEL, CHARLES W
Recommended for reappt to Summit county bd of elections, Jy 20, 3:5

WICIZAN, JOHN A (Newhampshire)
Killed by interurban car, No 23, 2:5

WIECHER, F E, CO
Loss of verdict in suit against John Nicholas, My 23, 1:3

WIDGEN, ROBERT
Arrested on fornication and abduction chgs, Ap 18, 1:1

WHEELER, JOSPEH
Jewelry store robbed, D 9, 5:2

WISER, JEANNIE
Wins collection suit against Nora K Fogarty, F 6, 3:5

WIEME, CHARLES
Sued by Rebecca Wiener for guardianship judgment, Ap 23, 1:4

WIENER, J HARRY
Suit against Justin W Barker dismissed, Ap 3, 1:5

Collection suit by Armour and co settled, My 24, 1:8

Arrested for violation of food code, Jl 21, 1:6

Arrested for operating auto without license, Jl 26, 8:8

Named in personal injury suit by Rostie Karan, D 20, 1:2

WIENER, REBECCA
Sues Charles Wiener for guardianship judgment, Ap 23, 1:4

WIENER BROTHERS CO
Appeal suit of William V Hallman and others, F 24, 10:2

WIERATH, FRANK
Res damaged by fire, No 2, 8:5

WISENFIELD, WALTER
Estate wins damage suit against Janite co, N 11, 11:4

WIGLEY, JOSIAH
Awarded cont for construction of walkway at ct house, S 25, 3:2

WINE, JAMES
Son injured by motorcycle, My 6, 7:4

WILBUR (OR), CRESSLY L (Clev)
Addresses Amer assoxn for study and protection of infant mortality, por, 0 7, 8:3

WILBUR, JACOB W (Cuy Falls)
Deeds 54 lots to city, N 27, 2:3

WILCOX, CELESTIA E (Twinsburg)
Donates spring to Twinsburg two as source of water supply, Ap 30, 8:4; plans to form co for distributing water, Ap 30, 8:4

WILCOX, FRANK A
With 2 others named in collection suit by Fiebeger Heating co, Je 8, 8:3
Sues Akron Press for libel, F 10, 12:3; answer filed, No 25, 3:4

WILK, CURTIS A
Named in collection suit by Harry D Wigert, Ja 30, 3:1

WILK, S C (Northampton)
Named treas of bd of educ in Northampton Twp, No 16, 5:2

WILK, RUTH & CO
Awarded Akron water works bonds, Ag 20, 1:1

WILCHALK, WATKIE
Fined for disorderly conduct, D 27, 2:3

WILDES, CLYDE
Vagrancy chg dismissed, Ap 26, 12:3

WILDS, AUGUSTUS
Assessment suit against City settled, My 10, 12:2

WILDS, CLINTON
Collection suit brought by George W Wilson settled at plnt's cost, Ap 2, 1:1

WILEY, EARL (Chicago Junction)
Criminally assaulted, Frank Cusakley held, My 11, 9:5

WILEY (OR), HARVEY W
Registration as chem in US bur of chem deplored, ed, No 16, 4:1

Campaign against food doper's and adulterators praised, ed, Ap 6, 4:1

Ridiculed for statement concerning oysters, ed, S 21, 4:1

Lectures on Health before Men's Fed, O 3, 8:2

WILSON, ADELIA (Manchester)
Injred by lightning, S 2, 1:4

WILSON, ALBERT D
With Anna M Fuchs names City and Summit county in suit to prevent collection of tax assessments, Ja 11, 12:3; Ja 12, 5:1

WILLEM, ANDREW
Sues wife Elizabeth for divorce, O 15, 1:6

WILLEM, EDMUND H
Pleads not guilty to chg of non-support of minor child, Ap 6, 1:3; sentence suspended, Ap 10, 1:2

WILLEM, ORA (Ploua)
Killed in motorcycle collision, D 2, 9:3

WILKERS, HELEN
Pleads guilty to prostitution chg, Ap 8, 10:1

WILKERS, JAMES (Cosil)
Wounded in cutting fray with Harvey Owens, No 6, 3:3

WILKERS, W S (Ashtabula)
Named in damage suit by Edith Vickers, O 31, 5:6

WILKINS, CALVIN (Bradway Lake)
Cottage destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:2

WILKINSON (MRS), CYNTHIA (Pemberton)
Killed when thrown from buggy, Ag 17, 12:4

WILKINS, J FISTER, See Ohio - Elections - Justiciary

WILKINSON, E A, See Akron - Ohio - Fire Dept

WILL, GROVER (Alliance)
Killed by train, Ap 5, 20:5

WILLARD, R H
Res robbed, F 10, 3:3

WILCOX, C H
Injred in fall from box car, O 10, 10:4

WILCOX, MURRAY
Assaulted, Adam Erbe held, S 25, 2:1

WILLIAM MCKINLEY NATL MEMORIAL ASSY
Elects officers, Canton, Ja 12, 5:4

Campaign to raise Niles birthplace memorial fund progressing satisfactorily, Niles, Jy 31, 12:2

WILLIAMS, BARBARA
Will probated, My 15, 2:1

WILLIAMS, CHARLES F (Cinti)
Suit brought by Dr Frank Caldwell settled, Ja 4, 8:1

WILLIAMS, DANIEL (S Brooklyn)
Killed by lightning, Ag 6, 8:4

WILLIAMS, ED (Cuy Falls)
Fined for intoxication, Ja 10, 7:3

WILLIAMS, ELSA (Belleville)
Indicted for forgery, F 15, 3:3

WILLIAMS, FRANK (Clev)
Robbed, Louis Benoitz held, F 26, 1:5

WILLIAMS, A
Injred in fall from box car, O 10, 10:4

WILLIAMS, FRED R (Clev)
Paroled from penitentiary, Ja 3, 3:3

WILLIAMS, GEORGE T
Sues wife Bosse for divorce, S 7, 1:5

WILLIAMS, H B (Bowling Green)
Elected pres of Bowling Green state normal school, F 17, 1:2

WILLIAMS, H EVAN
Concert, N 7, 8:3

Petitions council for refund for damage toauto tires, S 24, 1:7

WILLIAMS, HARRY (Sherman)
Killed by train, S 17, 12:1

WILLIAMS, HARRY H (Barberton)
Arrested on money fraud chg, Ap 16, 14:3; fined and sentenced, Ap 18, 8:1

WILLIAMS, HENRY
Chg'd with assault, case continued, F 10, 3:3

WILLIAMS, ISAAC T (Rossville)
Killed while working at Burch McCoy co., Ag 15, 1:7

WILLIAMS, JAMES (Kent)
Injred when thrown from box car, N 2, 1:6; N 4, 12:1

WILLIAMS, JERRY
Recommended by Ohio bd of pardons for commutation of sentence, Ja 12, 8:1

WILLIAMS, JOE
Arrested on chg of selling diamonds without license, N 14, 1:3

WILLIAMS, JOHN (Cuy Falls)
Held on speeding chg, S 19, 1:1; fined, S 20, 18:1

WILLIAMS, JOHN S
Sued for divorce by wife Blanche C, Ap 29, 2:3; decree granted, N 9, 5:3

WILLIAMS, JOSEPH
Bitten by dog, Je 6, 10:3

WILLIAMS, JULIAN (Cuy Falls)
Will filled, F 6, 3:5

WILLIAMS, NOAH (New Philadelphia)
Killed in fall from boiler, O 1, 7:5

WILLIAMS, PERRY S
Named alternate delegate to progressive party natl conv from 14th Ohio cong dist, Ag 2, 13:4

WILLIAMS, WARRELL, RALPH
Amended petition in damage suit with Amer Surety co filed by William McCallow, Ja 20, 2:4; suit dismissed, My 18, 16:3

WILLIAMS, RICHARD R (Salion)
Killed by train, U 20, 14:3

WILLIAMS, ROBERT
Injured while working on new NORTL power house, S 18, 7:5

WILLIAMS, ROSS (Youngstown)
Burned when gas stove explodes, N 18, 2:7

WILLIAMS, SAINT (Clev)
Sues wife Fannie for divorce, Ja 25, 3:4; decree granted, My 4, 1:6

WILLIAMS, SAMUEL
Suicida, O 12, 5:4

WILLIAMS, WILLIAM
Fined for fighting, Ja 3, 3:7

WILLIAMS, WILLIAM B (Cinti)
Suit brought by Dr Frank Caldwell settled, Ja 4, 8:1

WILLIAMS-EDWARDS CO
Names Salvador Chramant with others in collection suit, S 14, 8:6

WILLIAMS FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO
Divide profits with employees, Ap 27, 14:4

WILLIAMS, MILD (Kent)
Cooper shop damaged by fire, My 6, 5:3

WILLIAMSON, FRANK (Toledo)
Drains in fall from boat, Ja 12, 9:3

WILLIAMS, J W
Recommends correct size for efficient sewers, ltr, N 14, 3:6

WILLIAMS, ROBERT S (Stebenville)
Res damaged by fire, Ap 8, 12:1
WILLIS, CHARLES
- Held in robbery of Benjamin Erwin chicken coop, Ja 1, 3:7; pleads guilty, Ja 2, 2:1
- Sentenced, Ja 14, 8:1; removed to Mansfield reformatory, F 20, 12:5
- WISE, OEAR. See Ward, Ada

WILLIS, FRANK B. See United States - Elections - House

WILLUSCHY, IRA
- Suicide, S 13, 12:2

WILLOW ST (Kent)
- Lack of money prevents repair, reps city council, N 20, 5:1
- WILLS, See Gits and Bequests; Endowments and Foundations; names of persons

WILLYS, JOHN N (Elyria)
- Purchases controlling interest in Gerford Auto Co, Jy 9, 5:1

WILSON, ALBERT
- Suicide, Ja 24, 1:8

WILSON, ALBERT
- Fined and sentenced for fighting, N 27, 3:5
- Names Harry A Robinson and Charles T Leman in collection suit, S 7, 2:5

WILSON, ARTHUR
- Held on assault and forgery chg, Ap 10, 2:4
- WILSON (Mr and Mrs), ARTHUR
  - Adopted Elizabeth Thomas and Harold Chalmers, Jy 2, 2:2

WILSON, CHARLES
- Stabbed, Ed Terrel (Robinson) arrested, N 25, 10:4

WILSON, CLYDE (Barberton)
- Fined in robbery at Leo Winkelman pool room, D 29, 12:2

WILSON, EDGAR (Toledo)
- Killed by motor truck, Ag 21, 3:4

WILSON, ELWYN
- Benefactors estate to husband H L and son Harry, N 0, 10:4

WILSON, ELEANOR
- Fined and sentenced to house for intoxication, My 4, 11:6

WILSON, F C
- With M C Hening named in collection suit by Francis Morrison, My 13, 1:8

WILSON, FRANK
- Released from intoxication chg, M 26, 10:1; fine suspended, M 29, 15:2

WILSON, GEORGE
- Judgment suit against Clement Wilds settled at plaintiff's cost, Ap 2, 1:1

WILSON, GERTRUDE
- Fined and sentenced for intoxication, Ja 15, 8:2

WILSON, HARRY. See Dierh, Harry

WILSON, HIRSCH (Barberton)
- Fined for fighting with Frank Wright, Ap 9, 12:2

WILSON, JAMES (Morton)
- Suicide suspected, F 20, 2:2; verdict confirmed, F 21, 12:3

WILSON, JENNIE
- Arrested on chg of conducting brothel, D 19, 9:3

WILSON, JOHN (Youngstown)
- Overcome by smoke, N 28, 10:3

WILSON, JOSIE (Coles)
- Held for murder of wife Rose, Ag 22, 3:5; Ag 23, 4:3; sentenced to penitentiary, D 17, 9:1

WILSON, MABEL (Barberton)
- Arrested for aiding and abetting the keeping of a brothel, Ja 17, 10:1; fined, Ja 18, 9:4

WILSON, ROBERT J (Clay)
- Held in attempted robbery of St John's Catholic church, Ja 3, 12:4

WILSON, WHEELER
- Arrested on chg of writing obscene literature, Jy 1, 2:3

WILES, WILLIAM

WILSON, WALTER
- See also United States - Elections - Pres; United States - Elections - Dem Natl Conv
- Dem major party pres-elect, ed (Toledo Blade), N 18, 4:4
- W J Bryan's place in admin questioned, ed, D 26, 4:1

WILTZ, GEORGE (Cleve)
- Killed in auto-bicycle collision, Jy 5, 8:2

WILTON, CHARLES AND CATHERINE
- Sued by Portage Lumber & Building co, Ja 23, 3:2

WINCH (JUDGE), LOUIS H. See Wink - Elections - Judiciary

WINDHALL, RICHARD (Newark)
- Killed in fall from roof of house, F 29, 1:1

WINDSOR (CLEVELAND), C P
- Recs US army reserve aviator license, M 25, 5:2

WINDOPH, JOHN
- Sued by wife Hattie for divorce, Jy 26, 1:6; decree granted, O 2, 2:8

WINDSOR BRIGS
- Awarded contract for paving Annadale, Harvard, Princeton, and Yale sts, Ag 28, 10:1

WINDSOR SANITARIUM

WINGER, ALBERT
- Indicted for grand larceny, N 16, 12:4; sentenced, N 20, 1:7; N 21, 1:6

WINGERTER (OR), JOSEPH
- Says veterinary business decreasing since advent of auto, Ja 18, 7:3

WINKLE, EDWARD (L-2)
- Killed by contact with electric lamp, S 7, 9:4

WINKLEMAN, L B
- Suit brought by Elizabeth Tonk settled, My 11, 11:4

WINKLEMAN, LEO (Barberton)
- Fined for selling mortgaged property, Je 3, 5:1

WINSLOW, WILLIAM (Sandusky)
- Wears trousers of attack by armed man, O 1, 7:5

WINSOR, FRANK (Pittsburgh)
- Accidentally shoots and kills Fred Cook, Jy 5, 11:2

WINTER, MAURICE C
- Named by George VanCott in collection suit, S 11, 3:6

WINTERGREN, BARBARA
- See also United States - Elections - Rep

WINTERGREN, MAY
- Names Summit county officials in suit to enjoin collection of liquor taxes, D 14, 1:3; settles county liquor tax acct, D 18, 4:7

WINTERS, MARION (Cuyah.)
- Fired for intoxication, Ap 29, 2:2

WIRELESS
- Kent ns reed sending and receiving set, M 10, 5:1; Installed, M 29, 4:2
- Goodyear Tire & Rubber co installs station, Ag 7, 12:1
- Electric club installs station at Silver Lake, N 19, 10:4

WIRT, JAMES E
- Sues wife Alma for divorce, Ap 17, 7:5

WIRTH, CHARLES F
- See also Summit County - Elections - Auditor
- Resigns as clerk to Summit county coers, Ja 8, 3:4

WISE (MRS) (Peebles)
- Millinery store damaged by fire, N 27, 7:5

WISE, CHARLES
- Convicted of assault with intent to rape daughter Ruth, N 30, 3:1; sentenced to penitentiary, D 17, 1:7; D 19, 1:3

WISE, EDWINA
- With Homer P Shively named in appeal of collection suit by Earl J Campbell, M 12, 12:1

WISE, ELMER (Marysville)
- Dies from injuries received in auto accident, Ja 4, 8:5

WISE, ERWIN A, ET AL
- Suit brought by Earl J Campbell settled, M 21, 1:2

WISE, FANNY, ET AL
- Garage suit brought by City dismissed, My 15, 2:3

WISE, GEORGE H, CLAIREDA, AND TAX D
- Committed to Summit County Children's home, My 13, 1:6

WISE, MILDRED E
- Committed to care of William H and Idia Moore, My 13, 1:6

WISE, OLIVER (Mogadore)
- Hotel and livery stable destroyed by fire, N 21, 14:1

WISE, PETER O (Barberton)
- Names City in taxpayers' suit, F 10, 1:3; suit answered by City, M 7, 1:5; suit opened, My 5, 2:2; continues, My 18, 9:4

WISE, ROY (Lima)
- Starts habeas corpus proceedings for recovery of 3-yr old son from divorced wife, Ap 8, 3:4

WISE, RUTH H
- Committed to care of Wilbert G and Emma wise, My 13, 1:6

WISE (MR AND MRS), WILLIAM J
- Celebrates 40th wedding anniv, Ap 23, 6:1

WISEMAN, GMC (Bucyrus)
- Plant damaged by fire, My 24, 1:7

WISEMAN, MD (Bucyrus)
- Burned when coal oil explodes, M 15, 8:3

WISEMAN, RUSSELL
- Arrested on chg of insulting Mrs C E Smith, D 30, 8:4

WISEMAN, T B
- Criticizes ABR for article imitating that W Va and Penna citizens are violators of laws of common decency, Ltr, S 28, 2:3

WISNICKY, STANLEY (Barberton)
- Fined for adultery, My 10, 7:7

WITHERS, WILBUR (Van Wert)
- Killed when gun is accidentally discharged by Poe Harbaugh, S 28, 2:4

WITHERS, W A (Barberton)
- Lauds Jones local option saloon law, My 27, 7:2

WITT, PETER
- Addresses Akron Single Tax league, Ag 15, 1:4

WITTEN, ARTHUR
- Fined and sentenced to jail for larceny, Ap 22, 2:8
WITNER, CYRUS V
Judgment suit brought by William Didton and others dismissed, Ja 18, 6:1

WITNER, WILLIAM. See Miller, Cleo

WOODELL, LENA (Sidney)
Injurted by lighting, Jy 6, 7:2

WOHLFELD, BERTHA
Names City in restraining suit, Je 12, 8:3
Names Diamond Constr co and others in suit for adjustment of false claims, U 12, 7:3

WOHLMEND, DOROTHY
Scailed when kettle of water upseted, Ag 30, 9:6

WOINIVITZ, MILDS
Names Steve Wintich in foreclosure suit, Nr 6, 5:5

WOLACH, SAMUEL
Estate names NOTUL co in damage suit, Nr 19, 5:2; sues Fed Casualty co for ins, Ap 23, 8:4

WOJCHOCKI, T. O.
Urges better treatment of Negroes, Ap 19, 16:4
Blames dancing for lack of appreciation of literature, My 8, 7:3

WOJNA, FRANK
Named in damage suit by Lyman Hawkins Lumber co, N 16, 12:4

WOJNA, GLADYS
Injured in auto-bicycle collision, S 19, 3:5
WOJNA, JACOB S (Sarey)
Injured in train-buggy collision, M 26, 3:4
WOJNA, WALTER
Fined for disorderly conduct, F 20, 3:2

WOLF, VILMA (Confinicetho)
Escapes from Ross county jail, wife Anna
held, S 16, 7:8; wife held on chg of aiding escape of 7 prisoners, S 17, 14:1

WOLFORD, MILLER
Suicide, D 9, 2:5

WOLFSTEIN (GR), DAVID I
Named trustee of Univ of Cinti, Ja 3, 6:3

WOLSMICH, JEFFREY (Bettsville)
Meat market destroyed by fire, F 28, 1:1

WOLKE, PREDA (Toledo)
Recs reward for faithfulness from Bell Telephone co, M 11, 2:6

WOLMER & TRED (Cuy Falls)
Awarded plumbing and sanitary wk contr by Bd of Educ, Je 15, 8:5

WOMAN SUSPENSION
See also INTO - Constitution
Women's council of Akron holds meeting, Ja 4, 6:2
Defeat by NY legls explored, ed, Nr 22, 4:1
Progress and methods of movement, ed (Pittsburgh Dispatch), Ap 3, 4:2

WOMAN'S AFRICAN COUNCIL OF
Holds suffrage meeting, Ja 4, 6:2
Addressed by F A Selby, F 6, 8:3
Opposes yrs provided children in Summit county detention home, ltr, F 15, 6:5
Monthly meeting, Nr 7, 5:3
Addressed by Rev Lloyd Miller on Boys' home at Lancaster, by Mrs Nellie Ide on girls' home at Delaware, Ap 4, 6:2
Seeks state and state of 4th of July, My 2, 6:7; Je 5, 12:2
Members attend police ct, Insp police station, Je 3, 2:4
Addressed by Charles F F Campbell on blindness, S 5, 2:2
Addressed by Dr Isabelle Bradley on training of defective children, O 3, 2:3
Endorses C of C proposed levy for CNG armory site, N 2, 13:5
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WRIGHT, S
Urges prompt and expert care for victims of infantile paralysis, lbr, O 2, 2:4

WRIGHT, V T
Injured when thrown from car, Jy 16, 1:3

WRIGHT, WILBUR
Death, eulogized, My 31, 1:5; ad, Je 1, 4:3; funeral, Je 1, 12:1

WRIGHT, WILLIAM
Arrested on speeding chg, Je 28, 8:8

WRIGHT, EDDY CO
Names George Fetterman in collection suit, N 16, 1:7

WRITERS
See Books, names

WRITING
Handwriting indicates character, says W A Borel, Vassar, N 19, 10:4

WRUNSKE, WALTER (Toledo)
 Held for sheriff's wife, Je 4, 8:5

WICHIER, SARAH
 Will probate, Wb 28, 1:9

WICHIER, W W
Dropped from bd of oars of Swinehart Rubber co, S 25, 2:5

WIDCROSS, R MIRRA (Kenmore)
Injured during billiard parlour fight, F 7, 1:4

WILHELM, HARRY
Sought for questioning in robbery at Mt Blanchard, Jy 30, 8:2

WINTERPLICK, IDA
Wins property suit against Mary Sheehan and others, Ap 2, 1:1

WISKE, OTTO (Naples)
Daughter Edna scalded to death, Ap 30, 2:5

WAT, F H (Cuy Falls)
Appo village engineer, My 21, 1:6

WYLANU, GEORGE
Injured in fall from train, S 9, 7:1

WYND, ETHEL (Canton)
Missing, Jl 1, 3:4

X
No Entries

Y

Y AND G MINES (Aberdeen)
Damaged by fire, S 11, 2:5

YABA, NAOMI
Sermon, Je 10, 10:2

YACHTS AND YACHTING. See Accidents - Boats; names of yachts.

YACKLEY, CLINTON (Barberton)
Appo to police force, Jy 2, 7:2

YAGER, ENSIGN V.
Heat market robbery attempted, Andrew Stifka held, S 18, 8:5

YALE UNIV
Fogg scholarship awarded to J C Acker, O 26, 1:1

YALICH, LOUIS (Barberton)
Fined for fighting, Je 1, 8:5

YAEGER, C W, CO
Damaged by Schumacher bldg fire, Jy 18, 1:1

GRANTED bldg permit to remodel store, Ag 19, H 2:2

YAEGER, OTTO
Pleads guilty to robbery attempt at Gooyear plant, D 18, 1:3; indicted for grand larceny, N 16, 12:4; trial begins, N 22, 1:3; sentence suspended, N 26, 10:2

YAEGER, R G
Fined for violating child labor law, O 2, 1:4

YAGELE, FRANK (Norwalk)
Asphyxiated, Wb 23, 1:6

YEARLY, WILLIAM AND JENNIE
Named in collection suit brought by Benjamin M and Rachel L Myers, Jy 27, 1:2

YERKS, MIKE (Barberton)
Fined for disorderly conduct, Je 13, 7:2

YESTER, LOVE
Fined for scattering steel shavings on st, N 11, 1:4

YEE, NAH LIO (Toledo)
Sentenced for mg opium, F 9, 1:6

YEE, HUE
Divorce suit against wife Etta dismissed.

YEINER, BROTHERHOD OF AMER
Elects officers, D 12, 1:3

YERRICK (Emery), CORA A
Suicide, N 30, 1:6

YERRICK, MARY E
Sues John R Horst to compel removal of bldg from her property, F 13, 1:5; dismissed, Je 7, 1:6

YERRICK, SIMON
With Oliver Bean lost temporary injunction suit brought by Emmanuel B Kilmer, My 9, 12:4

YERRICK, TAD
Sued for divorce by wife Emma, O 28, 12:3

YETTER, HENRY (Sandusky)
Sentenced for robbery, Jy 13, 1:6

YINGLING, W F (Youngstown)
Designation as instructor at Parmelee school approved by bd of edc, O 24, 10:3

YITT, HY (Youngstown)
Fined and sentenced for carrying concealed weapon, D 27, 11:7

YINGRANS, EMIL. See Black, Harry

YOKAH, BERNARD
Arrested on theft chg, W 13, 1:3

YOKAH, STANLEY (Lima)
Held in assault on Aaron States, Jy 24, 1:4

YOCHEY, PHILLIP, CO
Awarded contract for building bridge at Biglow Chapel, Ap 1, 2:4

YOCHEY, WILLIAM J
Divorce suit by wife Caroline dismissed, W 1, 16:2

YODER, STEVE (Cuy Falls)
Sentenced for intoxication, D 28, 2:3

YODER, FRANK
Chgd with selling intoxicating liquor to minors, F 10, 3:4

YONG, LEO (Toledo)
Sentenced on chg of mg opium, F 9, 1:6

YORICH, JOHN (Barberton)
Arrested for fighting, Jy 29, 15:5

YORKO, MIKE
Suvs wife Etta for divorce, F 27, 1:8

YORKO, SAM
Fined for intoxication, My 13, 7:5

YORKY, P (Barberton)
Fined for assault, Ap 16, 14:4

YORK, CHARLIE
Laundry robbed, Jl 23, 8:1

YORK, CECIL
Injured in fall down elevator shaft, O 9, 3:5

YOUNG, CHOICE
Divorce suit by wife Blanch dismissed, Ap 3, 1:5

YOUNG, CLARENCE (Barberton)
Appd member of bd of health, Je 9, 10:3

YOUNG, F G (Barberton)
Uninjured in auto collision, D 7, 2:5

YOUNG, FRANK. See Koenig, Esther

YOUNG (UO), H BENSON
Visits Akron on wager auto trip, por, pho, D 26, 10:4

YOUNG, HARRY
Fined for speeding, S 11, 3:6

YOUNG, HOWARD
Injured while trying to board moving st car, Jl 27, 1:5

YOUNG, JAMES (Kent)
Injured in motorcycle-wagon collision, O 9, 12:1

YOUNG, JOHN T
With Garret W Young named in collection suit by Snyder Improvement co, F 19, 1:5

YOUNG, MABEL
Held for residing in brothel, Je 11, 10:1; times, Jl 16, 9:4

YOUNG, MINNIE (Barberton)
Res damaged by fire, N 29, 9:1

YOUNG, ULPFRET (Spafford)
Killed by train, S 4, 3:8

YOUNG, ORU
Arrested for fighting, Jy 29, 5:2

YOUNG, ROSE (Canal Fulton)
Held on theft chg, S 25, 5:2

YOUNG, SAMUEL C (Unitonont)
Killed in fall from haystack, W 12, 1:6

YOUNG, THOMAS J
Pardoned from penitentiary, Jl 11, 3:6

YOUNG, W E
Right to act as judge in gambling case questioned, W 7, 12:3
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**YOUNG MENS CHRISTIAN ASSN - Misc (cont)**

- Proof of S Lounder addresses class on psychology of advertising, Colo., Feb. 11, 2-7
- Business section of Ohio conv elects coms, H 16, 11-5
- Installation of gymnasium membership at Wadsworth, Myr., 17, 9-3
- Foreign work done here on China by Rev. L. McLaughlin, Je, 22, 3-6
- Charter members selected at Barberton, D 21, 9-8

**YOUNG PEOPLE, CLEVELAND ASSN OF**

- Elects officers, Ap 23, 6-1

**YOUNG WOMEN CHRISTIAN ASSN, AKRON**

- Charlotte B Adams speaks on Christianity, F 12, 10-2
denies chgs made by Akron Press concerning
- Indus condition for Akron girls, Ap 30, 6-2
- Announces plan for girls' summer camp, Ap 30, 6-3
- Goodrich branch elects officers, Je 4, 6-1
- Holds 12th annual meeting, Je 6, 12-4
- Past yrs' recs read, Jy 4, 3-4
- Rldg damaged when struck by lightning, Jy 15, 13-3
- Presents foreign pageant, N 13, 12-3
- YOUNG WOMEN CHRISTIAN ASSN, MADISON
- Citizens establish local assn, D 16, 3-5
- Orice girls ask formation of physical training class, N 13, 7-3

**YOUNGER, WILLIAM R (Warren)**

- Appoints to police force, D 23, 2-5

**YOUNGKIN, JOHN (Cinti)**

- Injured when st car jumps track, S 10, 9-1

**YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO**

- See also Schools; Traffic; Weather; names of utilities

**CHARTER**

- Council sanctions ord for special vote on
- home rule, N 21, 12-4
- candidates for commit
- elected, D 17, 8-2; fifteen named, D 23, 6-3

**FIRE DEPT**

- Chief William H Miller plans to retire, N 8, 7-5
- resigns, D 23, 6-3
- Truck wrecked on way to fire, N 19, 3-3
- Wage increase proposed, D 5, 12-7
- John half named 2nd asst chief, D 31, 5-6

**GENERAL**

- Population compared with Akron, Je 11, 5-2
- City directory shows over 91,000 population, D 27, 12-3
- Council praised for ideas in constr of modern
- buildings, ed, Ap 5, 4-1
- Mayor Hartenstein recs threatening its
- following cleanup of vice dist, S 23, 7-5

**Z**

- ZABLE, EDWARD
- Injured when hand is caught in machinery, U 13, 15-7

**ZAKRUSEK, ANDRE**

- Pleads not guilty to chg of assaulting wife,
- F 9, 1-5; sentenced, F 15, 10-2

**ZELLER, FRANK**

- Divorce suit by wife Margaret dismissed, My 15, 2-3
ZEMEP (MRS), EVA BARTON
Arrested on soliciting charge, released, 9/26, 1:7

ZEMERGEE, JACE (Barberton)
Assaulted by Myksho Methe, 6/21, 9:7

ZENT, HARRY
Embezzlement trial begins, F 26, 10:1
continues, F 27, 5:5; fined, F 28, 3:6

ZERMANN, M N US W (Portsmouth)

ZIRARDOLI, JOHN
Killed by train, 5/23, 12:4

ZIRAGY, JUNGC
Beaten and robbed, 4/1, 11:6

ZIEGLER, JUNGC (Clev);
Attempts suicide by cutting throat and ankles,
Ja 5, 1:5

ZIEGLER, KATHERINE
Nursed in slander suit by Barbara Farkas, S 10, 1:6

ZILCH, VICTOR (Youngstown)
Shot and wounded, Joe Luken, 4/30, 12:3

ZIMMER (MRS), HANNAH W (Canton)
Fatally burned when pouring oil into lighted stove, 6/21, 1:2

ZIMMERMAN (MRS), BLAISE
Arraigned on charge of resisting officer, 4/10, 3:0

ZIMMERMAN, CARL (Massillon)
Uninjured in train-wagon collision, 2 horses killed, 6/5, 3:4

ZIMMERMAN, EMIL
With 7 others assaulted, Sherron Haver, 12/2; held, 6/26, 1:6

ZIMMERMAN, FRANK
Suicide, 11/1, 12:7

ZIMMERMAN, JAMES
Settles damage suit brought by City, 6/25, 10:2

ZIMMERMAN, PAUL
Burned by electricity in fallen telephone wire, 6/28, 1:6

ZIMMERMAN, R J

Fined for assault and battery, 6/10, 41:9

ZINHART, HILDA
Fined for operating auto without license
suspended, 6/25, 3:2

ZINN, R. MANN (Clev)
 Held for theft bicycle, 6/6, 4:7; placed in Summit County Detention Home, 6/10, 1:7;
sentenced to Lancaster Industrial School,
6/14, 1:6; 6/15, 9:5

ZION EVANGELICAL CH (Newcomer)
Met a Dance W D Gouverstel as pastor,
6/2, 2:4

ZIONSMITH, REESE JAY

ZLONDA, STEVE
Sued for divorce by wife, 4/25, 2:4

ZOLLER, ALVIN E.; See Fairley, Cecilia; Outley,
Jerome

ZOLLER (MRS), CHARLES W (Cantin)
Res robbled, 4/5, 12:7